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PBEFACE.

of examples for exorcise
' ^ ^'"'^'^ """'''or

of the book t,,o, „,.„ „,,!,;,, r""""°
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VI ru I :i'A('f:.

Tl.o or.l(.r of succossion of (ho Hovoml cI,mi.I,.,.s is to «onio
r-vtont nrl.itmiy, bcrunsn tl.o i,o9ition Avl.irl, nuv ono of tl,....,

Hl.onl.l occupy must .l.-pcn^l imrtly uprm its .lidu-ultv „u.l partly
upon its i,nportMU<.o. Uut, Hiuco v.wh rl.Mptcr is uv.My ju.lcpon.i-
cmt, it will Im. in tl.o power of tl.o tcu.lu.r to al.an.loii tl.o onlor
InnUown iu tl.o l>ook au.l to n.Iopt anotlxM- nt l.is .liscrotiou.

Tl.o oxan.plos li.-ivo l.oou sol.vlo.l with u vi,.u- to illustrato
ovoi-y j,;,rt of tl.o sul.joet, an.l, as tl.o i.u.nl.o,- of tlion, is uu,ro
tl.MU two tl.ousau.l, I trust tlx-y will snpplv an.pio oxc-rciso
ior tl.o st.,.l,.nt. ('<,uiplicuto,l a.,.1 ,li(ll,.„lt prol.lou.s l.avo l.oon
ovol,„lo,l, l.,.,,,u.so tl.oy consun.o tin.o au.l ouo,-.ry wl.i.-l. u.av l.o

spcut u.or.. p,-.,ntal,lyon otl.or l.rauol.os (,f u.atl.ouiatics. Eacl.
M't of oxau.plos has hoo.i cMr(<fulIy airaugo,!, cou.u.ouciu- with
sou,o which arc very siu.plo au.l procoodiu- -ra.luallv to otho,-s
M-hioh ar(, loss obvious; those sets whi,], ar.. cutitlo.l ML.rcmmrons
J'Jxamphs, togothor with a fow in oa.h of tlu> other sots, uiay
ho onii,,te,l by tho student who is roadiu- th.- subject for tli'o fii-st

tiiuo. The auswers to tho exaniplc-s, with hints for tho solution
of some in which assistanco uu.y be needed, are giNen at the end
(;f the book.

I will now give some account of the sources from which the
present ti-eatise has been derived.

l)r Wood's Algebra has boon so long current that it has
become public property, an,l it is so well known to teachers that
Mil elementary writer would naturally desire to make use of it
to some extent. The first edition of that work appeared in 1795,
an,I tho tenth in 1835; tho tenth edition was the last issue,!
in Dr Wood's life-time. The chapters on Surds, Ratio, and
Proportion, in my Algebra are almost entirely taken f.-oni Dr
Wood's Algebra. I Inivo also fi-equcntly used Dr Wood's ex-
auiples either in my text or in my collections of examples.
•Moreover, in the statement of rules in the elementary part of
n.y book I liave often followed Dr Wood, as, for example, in the
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1-1.. fo,- I,,,,,,, „iv,,i„„ . „„. ,,,^ ^_^^ ^^

:
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.-.„.„., f,.„,.. its ,„.,.w,, ,,•„, „,„„„,,,,,;,„'

mn,,W o ,„,o, .o„,,,,,»o» ,,,, U,..t , ,,,..„ ,„„„.,.,,,,„ ,„,.;„.,,
l)r Wood's Algebra, •

n oi

IV ...Mitio,,,,! ,n,,tte,. T l,,,vo M.Ry ,,„., ,,„ ,,,,. ,., „,^
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^^^

Mathematics, 18o3.
v^omsf ot

con ..,n, „o..e that ,., nou- to olo,nont.,,. .o.fc. n,„, ,„,;,:"

0.-.,.,..„ y .owcvo,. in ,,„ eI..„.o„t...,,. ,voH. i. ,,„,,,. ..,„ „,
' '

togo; .....1 ,n ,„„,,i„,i„„ t,,e fi,.t „,iHo„ of „„. AW,,,,. I f ;

U I have hud g.vat satisfaction in receiving from eminc.t
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PREFACE.

teachers favourable opinions of the work generallv nnl 7 . .
parts ^vhich are peculiar to it

^ '^ ^^'^ °^ ^^'^'^

Imvo drawn np a treatise on the Theo •„ ,,/f ,

'"--a.asnitah,oeo„t,„natio„of the;l:::!:r *"
''''

St John's Colleoe,

October, 1870.
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I
I. ^DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF SIGNS.

lettet J™h Tl:! rr' "'""* "'"""- ^y --. ofe s WHICH aie employed to represent the numbers ..n.l
•

wh:e. a,.e e.p.o.ed to re,.... their .elation, r:::;,^Z'

bo found i V idra.!rir'" 7',°'
r"''''"-^

^^'™'' '-™ *«

alphabet Ja 71 T "''' '^ "" «'^* '»"«™ "^ ""e

be .trie;i;'o*;er
""

" ""^"'"'^ "'"' '""' - -" not

Numbera may be either whole or fractional Th. .
««Vw is freaiientlir „=o,l

"accional. Jhe word qtian-
^ » iiequently used as synonymous with num!,f^ Tl.„«%«r ,s often used instead ofM numbei-

"""'

3. The sign + signifies that the number tn wl,;„i •<.

.3 to be aclOed. Thus „ + 4 signifies that tL .
" '"""'

by b is to be added t„ ti ,

'"""'''"' '-"Presented

sent 9 Z A "'""''" represented by a. If „ rewesent
9, and b represent 3, then a + b reoresent, 1 9 Ti

'

called the ,.« «•,„, .„, , , , , ,^^^,
24™.

^^

The s,gn . .s

add'?ot?r::,t; "

^''"'^ *'-" ^™ ^"'^ '° """
" *° «- »" «-

4 The sign - signifies that the number to which it is m-pfl.n ]

ir:iit:r; :ra" ^;t ^i-^
"™^- -ep-nted by'.

sign - is cail«l tL • ^ '
"'™ "^ " * represents 6. The«n IS called the „«„„. «j,„, and a - 6 is read thus " a „«„» b."

T. A.

1



2 DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OP SIGNS.

i I:

V.

Similarly a~b-c signifies that we are to subtrnot h f,and then subtract c from the result ;a^b-cJ^TtL "'

to nrlrl A f<^ 1 XT ,
}
^-ru c s-gnides that we areto add b to a, and then subtn^t c from the result ; « - 6 + o si^ifie. that we are to ^ubfaet J from „ and then add ; to theLI

- ./ The <. r<:L^^l:-r^^^^^^^^^^-;-
s re,ul thus " a „Uo b." Similarly « . 6 , „ denote, the produrofthe numbei-s represented by a, b and c.

^

omifteff
"''.?'

f'"'"^
*''"* *''" ^'Sn of multiplication is oftenon tted for the sake of brevity; thus ai is used i„stea.l of « 7iand has the same meaning
; so aic is used for a x 6 x e Some^!:

oVr B :t
"^"""'••'' ""^ ^''^^ ^ ^ *™ »• ^ - u edirr

s id A
''""* '' '""" ^"l""-fl"°"«, because, as we havesaul, a5 IS used instead of „ . b. Nor is the point «« the si^unecessary between a number expressed i:. the orCy ^^r.!

figure and a number represented by a letter; so that, forrLi3a IS used mstea,! of 3 x », and ho. the same meanin:
'^ '

are ^eX, tT*"""'*t
""* ""' '"' """'^^ ->» »-"-ctre expressed by figures m the ordinary way Thn^ 4^ nnr. . v.

s:: ZT r "™""" °^ * »"
''^~ ^-^eirrmi:^

2s tb r^ '"" appropriated to 45, namely /ort,j.five. Wemust therefore express the product of 4 and 5 thus 4 xf or thu

I^ma^
"'*•!'''<=»*!- «nd the point as used in the notation fordecmal fractions, it is advisable to wi-ito the latter higher up •

thus 4-5 may be kept to denote i + ^.
i,

er up

,

\ ^'"'. ^%" ^ signifies that the number which precedes it
"

nihes that the numoer represented by „ is to be divided bv the
"

number represented by b. If « represent 9, and i rtesent 3 .

^:: ^rz'-- ^«,T _-«-"«' the ^«o;.i.i.e„„
- - '.

i» .ead Uiu. -a .^ u" There is also another way of



OF SIGNS.
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BEFINIIXONS AND EXPLAKATIONS OF SIONS

TT^ one n„»,er . to .. .u^Mec. ., «„,,,„,. ,,„ ^^^

p.i. 2'Srt:r ::: t T7' "^'-^^ -'"»'' ^* ^»

-tea ., „ i3 e,ua. to tUe:^.X^:^ ^^
-™^- -i-

i represent the same numl,er Tl,„
^ '

""" '"' » ''nd

.denoted t, „ anc, ., and i. Z^,'': ^'if^Z f
'»« -"I-

as a .s greater than b or less than 5.
" * ""^ *» * " «. according

— th,. the n„n.:r:.e;::L :;r:jrr^ - *^

the number reprasented by J is ks, ti, \,
™°**' *'*

hya. Thus in both si.^t
,'*''" °"'"'^^'-

''^l»-<"'«nt«l

towards the greater numfe
°''"'"« °' *'" ""«'« '^ *--<•

«Jor ri::="
'""*" ''^" " '^^'•''^''™'- "- -g- •• denotes

the number represented by aV"ct\'':^'] "«"'*"^ *''^'

number represented by /+" V, f
'""'"''"'^'' ''^ *'"<'

paving whit wi ha,t ;: ^ :^.^rr;:"! r
^""^"°-"

denotes that the number rLelTd w^ V^ '
*'' '"""^

^."^d ^y .. and then . is toL^t^Ve;::^ " "^ """"

^^ -rre:rt:;r:hrr tVftr ^ ^-'-
Thus ^rrr?x;rr, •

""" collectively.

12- The letters of the alphabet, and the signs or marks which

1—2



4 DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF SIGNS.
we have already introducocl and explained, together with ,r,which may occur hereafter, are called „;

';
• T

^'"^

tl.ey are used to represent\C m^l Tnt"! T^''
"^

reasoning. Any colWtinn J ''"ngs about which we may be

algebraical e^-essi:' Z ^^1:ZTZ'Jy""f''-
^"

or briefly, a quimlity.
" «W™.m/ guanlUi,,

«ijst of-re''c:rr:rTi:''"'' --'™— "^ *-«

two terms it is called a /i! ,
"" <'^1"'««»'<'" oonrists of

three terms it i7 Ifel a

T

T""""' "'"" '* ---*« "f

consisting ofsevrj^^l^^jJf^^ '• »^, -^ression

or a polynomial expression. Cn an '7 T"' '^™"°«
parts connected by the sim TT» ""P"'™"" '^'^ ""* contain

«•».;<& expression, or i mafbe s^M "?;" '* ,"'''' '" "^"'''' "^

Th,,, 7 • .

-^ ""'' *° ~"*ain only one <«m.

a .™.„,., e^.,,,,^ :; ::^,
»^; '-^e otber ; „, . „ _ ,„ ,
uo, ac, and 6c are the terms.

. * and . are/.J If ^'e^^^ ^f"' " *"^ -'"-• ^''-~ ^tL'crrroftrrftt:^^^^^^ .^
---

ber rejji-esented ahehraionlln + 1 + • ,

^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^m-
ca.e tie former I rrt^,'';' ?'

"f,^

^^**-- « Otters; in this

Thus in the product 7alT . . ,
' ~'-^""'' "^ *'"^ 'atter.

the factor aU Wl eL 1 ^ '' "'""' "" ^"^'S-^* "^

-PPI. unity; thuTwernXVa: rT^I '^*^' ^ ^^
efficient is unity.

^
'
" *' P''°'*"<=t «6c, the cc

a

ri

cC

ai

01

th

th(

n i

wh

of ,

of,

brie

w}ii(

The

the J

of a]

num

2

simp]

foiirtj



OF SrONS.

ogether with those

deal symbols, since

which we may be
mbols is called an
or a formula. An
Igehraical quantity,

' connected by the
^ression consists of
ivhen it consists of

*/ any expression

inomial expression

n does not contain

may be called a
ly one term.

a binomial expres-

r
; ab \- ac~ be is

s the terms.

Jt of two or more
e product. Thus

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF SIGNS. 5

ich is a number
•vhich is a num-
• letters

; in this

"It of the latter,

he coefficient of

factor, we may
let abc, the co-

Y algebraically,

product of the

may call a the

oefficient of ah.

vord coe£icient

4

i

I 18. Hence we may sum up the two nrecedinc. \r^; ^ i
the product of n flictors eaoh eaual tn ?

"'"'^"'^ "^^^^^^^ ^^^"« ••

-is called the index or~ f^^^^^
" ''^""^' ^^^ ^^' -^

whole number.
^^Ponent of a\ where .* may denote any

of i,"nfrz: "prL":;;' "'^^
°'r

"*^ *"«> ^^«-

The cw6e root of ..^ • 7 *^'''"'^ °^ ^^^^^^ i»OM;en

of any a^rigned number fc h! n T''''
^'"'•^'""•''' "<"

number for it, /.„,., ;:J,'''1:-''--'>'*
haa the aligned

fouHh root o?« i3 denot;;!" ^d" '""^ ^^ "''^



6 EXAMPLES. I.

The sign J is said to be a corruption of tlio initial letter of
the word radix. Tliis sign is sometimes called the radical sign.

22. Terms are said to be like or similar when they do not
differ at all, or differ only in their munerical coefficients; otherwise
they are said to be unlike. Thus 4a, 6«6, 9«» and 3a%c ai-e
respectively similar to 15^, 3ab, 12a' and Voa^bc. And ab, a%
ab and abc are all unlike.

'

^

23 Each of the letters which occur in an algebraical product
18 called a dm^nsion of the product, and the number of the
letters is the degree of the product. Tims a%^c or ax axbxbxbxc
Ls said to ]>e of six dimensions or of the sLxth degree. A numerical
coefhciont is not counted ; thus 9ccV and a^b* are of the same
dnnonsions, namely of seven dimensions. Thus the degree of aterm or the number of dimensions of a term is the sum of the
exponents, provided we remember that if no exponent is expressed
the exponent 1 must be understood as indicated in Art. 17.

24 An algebraical expression is said to be homogeneous when
all Its terms are of the s-nne dimensions. Thus Ta" + 3a'b + 4abc
is homogeneous, for each term is of three dimensions

The following examples will serve for an exercise in the
preceding definitions.

ii

EXAMPLES.

1

^^
T.J' t^,^'

" = 4' ^ = ^' ^ = 2 and/= 0, find the numerical
values of the following twelve algebraical expressions :

1. a + 2b + 4:0.

3. ab + 2bc + 3ed.

5. abc + ibd + ec -fd.

9.

11.

cdH cd 4be

b' + c'

2c -3a' 10

2. 3b + 5d-2e.

4. ac + 4:cd-2eb.

6. a'-\-b'' + c''+f\

8. c*-4c^ + 3c-6.

d'-c'

d^ + dc + c^'

J(27h\ - ^/O.Aj. //0^\ 10 //ot X o,.^ -. „,

I

4



initial letter of

le radical sign.

hen they do not

icients ; otlierwiso

rt' and Za^hc are

•c. And ab, a'b,

^ebraical product

munber of the

axaxbxbxbxc
BO. A numerical

are of the same
the degree of a

the su7n of the

lent is expressed

Art. 17.

mogeneous when
'a"" + Za% + iabc

IS.

exercise in the

the numerical

IS :

-2e5.

' +/^

3c -6.

EXAMPLES. I. ,.

13. Fmcl the v,al„„ of (9-y) (..^ 1) + (^^fl) (^^7. ij.,when a; = 3 a .; 2/ = 5,
/v^'/ ii-,

< an,>
"= 3.''''"' "'" ™'"" "' " ^<'--' - '^) ^ ^ ^'(-' - 8^). -'-> - = 5

15. K,Kl tl,o value of „V(x''-3«).xV(..'.3„), ^vI,cn. = 5

JC._K„a t'»™Iuoof,..J^/(,,^)_(„_,,_j/(^_^^_
^^,j^^^

and a = 8

IG. ;

I « = 10, 6 = 8, a;=12, andy = 4.
on

'(9cc/)- ^(2e=^).

17. ^^•--lM = 10,. = 5and2,= l, finathevalueof

^
and Of (-y) y(2^.)^.V ./{(«-.) (6 -.y)!

18. Tf.=
2, 6 = 3, ..G and

,, = 5, find the value of

TERMS. ADDITION, SUBTIiACTION, USE OF UIUCKi.:TS

fact algebraically thus :

° "'"•>' "•''''«^'' t'''^

,
Similai.ly

<^ + i'b+a.

/rite the wro™%?r' '""'"' '^ *'"' ^'"""^ -• - -r
latter ternsX Z "" '"'^ °'*' "^^ l-'^''^^' ""'' «'«



8 CHANGE OP TUB OIlDEIl OF TEllMS.

i'

27. In Homo cases it is obvious fl...f ^^ .

of te..,„« mi f,„,l,e,, l,v n,ixi ,r n 7 "^ ™''^ *''" '"•'''"'

««.> - with t.,„.so ,„.;„L .7r i, V"";; "T""
'" '!'"

If howevof a lopresent 2, b remownt c .

then the oxp,«sion „ - c + J ,Jem "„
,

"'
,7 /

'''''"'"^''' ''

thus a,.„a..e„t„ ..e,,..., to .Z tl „?: ^,
'rT'"" ^V"

-eh an expression except wil 'is tl rlT "'";" T" ""
imsents no iliffici Itv ^i, -.

,,""'"'» + *'«" that a + J_c
the same th^frL': 5

'
Wel'7 ""

"""^'''•"''

" ' ^ « *" »-»
Chapter V.

"""" '•''""' *" «"^ I«int hereafter in

Tl™, a^wehavo I ; r;^^^^^^^^^^
*'"™ -"-» -™p„.e it.

and .„ttr.tio„, ana part, ir;::::r^^^^we ascribe to an expression when our ll-^
,""^'""8

notions are not strictly a,,plicable sl.
'^ -thmetical

-LsTf-n^t:-r^,ra^':^^^

^r:rn;:tt:.:;rir-'^"-^^^^^^«d b, no ^J^-^T^ZJCr •"'" ^'"^

called j,.«Vm terms; the tenns which ^^ "^'' ^ ""'"

for the sake of 1.,.. •* .
dehmtion is introduced merelv

dofinition. The student will not^^e thatt VT"^ ^ *''"

are treated as if the, were pi.::^" t tr^lPr""^ ^^ - -S°



IMS.

ay vary tlio onlor

procodod by tlie

IniH, for example,

', then

d c represent 6,

' l»ocaiiHo we are

I)or from a less,

tliat such an ex-

Ije imderstood to

I shall never use

so that a + h-c
' - b + a to mean
3int hereafter in

on remains tlie

ich compose it.

ions of addition

;o the meaninir

y arithmetical

)ment is called

corresponding

to distinguish

be sign + from

us the follow-

bn which are

le sign + are

i by the sign

>duced merely

given to the

essed in the

3d by no sign

ADIJITION

tJ.e same thing as 4«V Thn. tl
' ""'^ 7«»c _ 3aV is

-nplerfonu 2^^^ . J^ /oaJ-^;;''^''""'"'
'"'^^^ ^'« 1-* - the

ADDITION.

tot- su|,jK>8o WO l„.vo to a.1,1 <.-,/ +w„ , ,.
•^"o thing ,« „.,,,; ,^,_ j J ^t' f "-*' *'« '« tl'o

«Wo.l <; too much !J
.."'*''' *° '""'0 however thus

wo oh..i„ a- ;';"_;":;* ;™-;J-"%
™U..et rf. Hence

e^'llcl the sum.
''"'" "'"'™ ^iven. TJ,e rem.lt i^

We may write our result thus :

a-b + (c-d + e) = a-b + c-d + e.

pressious, we may sin, ,Hf
"''"" '"'™'' *» the ex-

following^les "^ ' ' "^ "" ^'*- ^»- Hence we have the

common Utters.
'" "*"' "«<' anne^ng the

^ortTf:LTt^!rf 't '"-"'' *'- ^^ - 9-106
together maktm ^''*" ""^"^^ »"• -<> *« ^6 and 7*

Again
; add An'r - 1 0^,-7, ^ • - 7 7

«umis2IaV-226*; '
"""-"^'^^ and Ua'c-SiUe. The



10
SUIITIIACTION.

»r/.«. hke l»ry occur with diffcraU «>« ,ke!r mm i, f,„„ulb f^'>uj the .l.pre„c, ../ t,.e .cm of the ,^sUUc a,ul tU. ,um of

nexMij Ikf mm n UlUfa m b,-/„n.

A««„ ;,,,,, ^i,„, Sa'^Uc-e'^W, 0,.V G6c + 2«' - 15««1 ta'-94o-I0«' + 21. Tin, s,„„i»l,,.. + 6<,_v+lC.

BUUTliAOtJIN.

tl.o uumU,™ 6 a„,l , „ to be taken Iron, ,. tl.o .««lt i„ d„„„tca by

a-{h + c) a-h-c.
Wo enclose tho tonn I -. c in brnck.ts, hocauso io^/. tlie nuu.bers b un,l c a.-o to bo taken Ironx a.

Similarly a -^ d-~{b + c^ e) ^. a -^ d -h -c - e.

Next suppose we have to take i-« ft,>,u ., If ^e fakefrom a we ohtuin «-6; but we have thus taken too muchrem «, for we avo required to take, not I but, I diminished byHence we must increase tlio result by c ; thus

a - (6 - c) = a - 6 + c.

Similarly suppose we have to take b~c-d+e from a. ThisIS the same tlnng as taking b^e-c-divom a. Take away b Tefrom a and the result in a-b-e- then «./,/ .^ / ,
""^ ^ ^ ^

wpr« +« + 1

^^ o e
,

tiien a(^</ c + c/, because wewere to take away, not 6 4- . but, b 4- . diminished hjc^d; thus
a-{b~c-d + e) = a-b-e + c + d

= a-b + c + d-e.
34. From considering these c,«es w« arrive at tlie foll„v,-i.„^e for sub ra^tion: Cl>a,^e the sign 0/ every tern, in ti. ..,„,..

as before, we suppose for sliortness, that where there ia no signbeforeat«rm, - ii to be under-stood.
^

a

«e^»*waji*««a»»%



*.- ^*mii.v\.iami4

>-iam

ir amn ia fmnid
i anil t/ui mm, of
3r sum and an-

I is 3a - 4J.

06'+ IG.

IJUACKKTS.

For oxiirnpN.
; tako a-h fVoni \\n + b.

Sa + b.(n-h)=.3a-^b-a f-6=2«-f 26.

AKuin; tuko .0«« + 4ai - r,:«y ft-. „ 1 U« + 3a6 - 4a^.
1 !«• + ;W> - 4a;y - (5.,- + 4«i - G;^;^)

« 1 1«' 4- Sab - Uy ^ 5a' - iah . G.,,v/ G^' - ab ^ 2

1]

X1J.

Ik'ii »is each of

t is donotocl by

io^/i tlio nuia-

If we tako

cen too mudi
aiiiislied by c.

»-om a. This

ke away b + e

', because we
c + d; thus

blie foJlowiVic

mon. Here

3 is no sign

Br}A(!Kr<:Ts.

30. On account of the f.-oqueut occurrence of bra.-k.ts in.Ufe'^^bra.cal iuv..Hti..ations, it is a.lvisabl. to call the H V
;^t th. student e^,ici,y to the h.ws res,H.et -M i i;"*:;^'^a^W-e already be., established, a.^1 we^hl^T'o:;' to ^them a verbal enunciation. ^

men an expression within brackets Is preceded by the slm 4-th'i brackets may be renwved.
*^ ^ ""

Thus a-b^{c-d^e) = a-b^c-d^e, (Art. 31)

y «mc/i6«5, aw,/ the sx,jn + p^acec/ i«/o>-c the lohole.

Thus a -

.

6 + c - J + e may be written in the followinc. ways •

a~b^c^(-d^e), a-d^(c^e-b), a -, (-d ^ c Se - b)
'

and so on.

//. T'Tr '"'^^'^^•^^"^^ ^^^'^^"^^ *^-«^-^'«^^ ^* preceded by the sumthe brackets may be removed if th^ ..- / ^ ^ ~
bracket, h. rhr. i ! ^ ^"^ ''^ '"''"^ ^^''^'^ ^^^f^i^^ theorackets be changed, namely + to - and - to +.

T^^''--(b~c-d^e) = a^b^c^d-e,(Art.3i).

provided the LI 7 ^^"^ ~ ^'^""'"'^ ^'^'''' ^^^ ^hole,
p> ovtded the sign oj every term vnthvn the brackets be changed

Thus a - 6 + c + ./ - e may be written in the following ways •

a-5 + c-(-rf^,), a-{b-c-d^e), a^c-ib-d^e),
'

tind so on.

aK.t«l*t*-S<f«!(»*™0
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BRACKETS.

36 Expressions may occur with more than one pair ofbrackets; these may be removed in succession by C'^e^'rules ber^nmn,M the inside pair. Thus, for exLple,
^

^^{^^(c-d)} = a + {b + c-d} = a + b + c~d,

^ + {b-{c~d)}=.a+{b~c + d}^a^b-c + d,

''~{f^^{c-d)} = a~{b + c~d} = a-b-c + cl,

^-{^-(<^-d)} = a-{b^c + d} = a~b + c~d.
Similarly,

= <'-[b-c+d-e]=a-b + c-d + e.

= a-b + c-d + e-/.

in tfi;i!;:sri:rt'^t •'''™^' *» ^^™™ •'-^<>*^

main, and so on Ve mav h
P'" °^ "" "^"'='' ^«-

remove a pair of braoLrfn ^T""
^''^ *''' °'-<'«^' ""* '^ -

pm«<,„. In fl let 1 IT; " "" "'"' "-^''^ eW«««.



'ill imiMi

than one pair of

by the preceding

jxample,

+ c~d,

-c + d,

-c + d,

+ c~d.

+ .}]

e.

fevent confusion

^ets of different

the same shape

^rt. 11. Thus,

may be intro-

~d + e)}.

move brackets

', by removing

all which re-

ar
; but if we

ied expression

e included ex-

ts as a single

I

EXAMPLES. II.

And m like manner, a-[6_;<,_(rf_,-r7)j]

IS

Also,

-a.-h+c-d + e-f=a~b + c-d-i-e-/.

EXAMPLES.

1. Add together 4a-5b^3c^ 2d, a^b^4c^5d
^<^-7b + 6c + id and a^U-c-rd

'

2. Add together o.^ + 2.^ - 3. ^ 1, 2.^ _ 3.^ + 4. - 2
3a^«+4ajV5 and 4«;« - 3a;^ - 5a; + 9.

3. Add together

*• Add together t' - Ort-w" , b i «o « - Jax + A, a;' + 3«a;' and 2a)» - m^-
5. Addtogether4«6-^.,

3^'-2a5and2«^^26x '

6. From5«-34
+ 4c-7rftake2«-26 + 3o-^.

7. From aj"* 4. 4iy3 - 2r* 4. 7^ i + 1 400, ^-^ ^aJ +7a;-l take 00* + 2x' ~ 2x' + ex - 1
8. Subtract a^-ax+ x' from 3a» - 2ax + a,»

9. «-btract.-5-2(c-.)frou.2(.-,):,,^.
10. ^-btract(.-5).-(5_.),fr,^^,,,^^^

11. Remove the brackets from a~{b-(c- d)}.
12. Remove the brackets from a~.{(b-c)- d}
13. Remove the brackets from. .2.-,._^3.-(6.^05)}
14. Remove the brackets from 7«- (3a-[4«-(5«-

2.)])
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EXAMPLES. II.

15. Also from 3a-fa + b-fn^h^ ,

16. Alsofrom2.-[3y_{4.-(5y_6.)|].

17. AlsoW « - [26 . 13. - 3« - (. , ,)j , ^^ _ ^, ^ 3^
18. Also from - [^6- |a-(3c- 36) . 2c- (.-26-0)}]
19. If a=2, 6=3, .= 6 and ^=5, find the value of

20. Simplify
-'^

Jl

III. MULTIPLICATION.

38 We have already stated that the product of ,\.

student to know from ArithmPt,-; ?I * !v
° '"PP™« *«w o. .... . ae .r-riir i^r: f i

^-^ ""»-
taken; thus „6<, = «i = j,„^ ^^ ^^ ^^

"'*' «'« factoi-s maybe

tM/;o.x::::;;r ::r-r^^^^^ ^^\--
- -^

4 X 5 X 3 X a6c, that i, fiOrfo Zr I'
* ^ « ^ ^ >< ' ^ 3 x o, or

following rule for the mulIueatL of" T "'^ ''"'™'' ^''^

product. ^^^ ^^ ^^fiers after the

40. The notation adopted to represent ih. ,

ber, (Art. 17), will enable us to jXe the 111 ^
""^^

po^oers of a number are multipull 7Ja^dj^^^r'
^'^

''

'''

^ x^' = axaxaxaxa = a'^~n^^'
^ ~f, ^^'' exponents, for

may be established.
^

^'

"'"^'^^'^^ ^^^ «t^^er case

Thus if m and w are any xt-i^oi- -ir-'



b+c + cl)}].

2a~(b + 3c}].

{a~2b~ c)]].

e value of

+ 2x + 8).

of the numbers
those letters in

^cd denotes the

^^e suppose the

it of any num-
factors may be

«', 5b, and 3c

;

^bxSxc, or

y deduce the

ms: multiply

'ers after the

ers of a num-
fig rule: the

xponents, for

ly other case

am+ti

I

MULTIPLICATION. --
15

-. placing the i„<,e. over ^, ^^^\,t T' .T") ^T^^'
^ o.,v.ou3 since («6)- = ai . „j = ,,„,, ^f g^j^^f^^^W'

">.«

a'xi%c"=(a6c)'.
Thus a" X 5- =((,;;)•.. «» x J» v <,« _ /„; V,

|numberoffi.cto.u ^
' " "^ * >< " -('*')"' ""d bo on fo,. any

42 Suppose it required to m«lti,,ly a + b U , T,duct of ffl and is denoted by ac ,J ti ,

"^ l'™"

i. denoted by 6„; hence the prol'ctT ^tlH • f ' ""' °

--fe For it follows, as L Ar thLlt f
" "™°*"' '^

nndtiplication, that to multip^t™'J'r °'"'

"f
™ °^

have only to multiply all the 1 tsTtI ^
^

^^ """"'*' '™
and add the ,^.„Us. Thus

^'""*"^ ''^*''« '"""'^"^

(a + b)c = ac + be.

43. Suppose it required to ninltir.lv « a i

(a~b)G = ac- be.

follows, ^rAiihrtff *° "'"'""'^ «^*
"^ -'^^ It

that if' a quantify si: ^uUi.Zd7 ""^ °' -ultiplieation,

-parate the multiplie into p." ^' ' ,' "T ??"' "^ ""^

-multiplier, andLe the ^Z:': tl;: n^t/X:and add these partial products to form the complete producf
'

'

Thus
(« + S)(o + rf) = (« + i)c + („ + i)<;.

aJso („+6)o = «+6„, and (a + b)d = ad + bd;

45. Suppose it required to multiply a -b by c + d Her„
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MULTIPLICATION.

i n

46. Suppose it required to multii>ly a+b hy c d TT

of .-6 a^dl Thus
' ""^' '^ ""'^^'^^'^^^

^^ *^- P-^-^

lowifj rutTorTi^r ''^ t^^
^^^^^ "^ ^^^^^ ^* ^^^ ^ol-m^ luie loi multiplying two binomial expressions- M..U- /

:::^:;:r{''^
"^'^'^"^ *^ -^^ ^-'« "/^'^^^^lterms have the same sign, prefix the ^ion m /^ //.

•
/ . .

havp ./:/}- * • 'J '^ ^'^*^
^^9^

-^ *o tlieir product, if thevnave different signs prefix tlip 9»V/w . ti u .
^

,-, .

snoitness
: fofe sj„,js produce, -t „»^;

in^ t!' rt

^* ;i'I'"'''"^fr'"" the preceding Articles, that coi-raspond- I

hLV'M"^ ""/ w^ "'""' "'='"'•
'" *™ "---' ^-ieie m a teim -Jo m the product of the fo^to.-s. Hence it Loften stated .« an independent truth that - 6 . , = _ j,

^
^

- c wht'r''''
"^°''^'''-™' ^^t corresponding to tl>e terms - 6 and ''

pr dicttf tTT ?
'"\'™-'-' f-'«™. there is a term U in Ihe '^

expl4.ed in Chaptrvr
**'"'"'^ ""' "'^ «^'™--' »"

cati™ „f^!
™'' '"'™" '^ ^'*'''''= *» "'" hold for the multipli-

examples, buppose, for instnTinp ,,,^ u . ,.. ,^
"3 "" iiavu uj multiply

t]

tlj

8a

co]



b hy c~cl. Here
ed hy the product

hc~ad~bd.

& by c-d. Here
'^d by the product

'C-ad + hd.

arrive at the fol-

Bssions : Multiply

rmdtiplier; if the

r product, if they

led these partial

irtial product are

produce +, and

t]iat correspond-

)inoinial factors,

i-s. Hence it is

-6c.

MULTIPLICATION.

tlius we obtain ^

'

that is,
+ (1 0«'4' _ sOai" + 2W),

llus result agrees with the nilf If
iollec'iug the like tenns we obtain

™ '""' ^'^ "'" '•'™" ""^

T..e .hole operation. ,,„.„„,,,,„„,^

2a« - 3a6 + 4i*"

3 tei-ms - h and
I term he in the

an independent

i examined and

)r the multipli-

m considering

to multiply

51 The student should carefullv notic-o fltlio above operation. The exT^-P..; V^ '-^^i^'ement of

-^' 1- said to be <.r^eZXZ::^ ^7"^ *^ -^^*^P^^
or in the expression 4.:^- 5«6 I gI^^

' f""^''"^ ^^"^'^ '^•-Z
^>^#e.i; ;,ow;er of a is 4a^ and tl.i

• ? '""' "^^' contains the

t-S<.^ which contains ., S'JZ^^r^T "^" ^^ "'"-
:<loe8 not contain a at all. Si,„il,rw!l !,

*""" + "*'' "'""''

f «TangeJ. The ,„.,;„, ,

"^ '^
!'f

'' -^r 2a' - Zal . 4b'

#0 «.c.nc^,,^ powers of a It ir/ ^''"^'^-"^ according

fv^e adopt, but w« shn^u f' i__ ,,
'''' consequence wliich ord^-

>Hlthemultii,Iierr'"'^
^- the .a,., order for the multiplicand

T. A.

2

r;

r
Mi
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18 MULTIPLICATION.

52. Again
;
multiply 2x' + Sx+ihy 2x' - 3x + 4. The ope-

ration may be arranged thus :

2x' + 3x + 4:

2x' - 3a; + 4

l^

4a;* + 6x' + 8x'

- Qx' - Ox' ~ 12x

+ Sx'+ 12x+ 16

4a;* -f 7a;"

Thus the product is 4a;* + Tx" + 16.

+ 16

63. The following three examples deserve special notice,

"+* «-2' a+b
«+* a-b a-b
o? + ab

+ ab

a + 2ab + b^

a^ ~ab

-ah +b'

a' - 2ab + 6»

a' + ab

-ab-b'

a' -b'

The first example gives the value of (a + b){a+ b), that is, o
(a + by; we thus find

{a + by=a'+2ab + b'.

Thus the square of the sum of two numbers is equal to tl

sum of the squares of the two numbers increased by twice ilm
product.

Again we have

{a-by=a^-2ab^b\

Thus tli^ square of the difference of two numbers is equal to tl

sum of t/ie squares of the two 7iumbers diminisJied by twice tJm I

product.

Also we have

{a^b){a-b) = a^-b\

^

Thus tU product of the sum and the difference of two numhen
IS equal to the dijhrence of their squares.

etud

(a +

+ c

+ b



3a,' + 4. The ope-

special notice,

a + b

a ~ b

a'+ ab

-ab-b'

b) (a + b), that is, o:

'ers is equal to tl

ised by twice thei

ihers is equal to ti

isJied by twice thei

ice of two numhei

MULTIPLICATION.

54. We may here indicate the moinin. of .1 •

- -.etunes used, and which is called ^2^^ l^^'^"
* "^^^

^^--
{a^by^a^^2ab^b^

and / 7\9

-may write (a^bf ^a' .2ab^i'.

"i'«, A plus or mi7ms b."

^ 55. The results given in ^rf ^i f •,

fhe use of Algebra; ^e may stvV! Tf" " '^"^^^^
^^^-^^^Pl^ of

^^^eral tkeore^ns ^^..^JZ^: ^^^ ^f- us to^
theorems briefly

. For examr,]. Tl ^ '^ *^ '^^^^•^^* ^^^^^«

<..-e desei-vmg of attention. We nlaco tl,! >

' '" *'"*
Student may be able to refer Zil t

""' '" °'*'- """ *''«

I- ^e ea.„y ™,«ed by'S:;:^:;.:^!^ "'"
^
"'^^

{(''~i){a' + ab + b')=a^^b'

2—2



20 MULTIPLICATION.
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i

66. By using tlio fornmJm given in Art. 53, the proce8.s of

multipliciition may bo often simplified. Tlu.s supi^ose we have to
multiply a^h^-c^dhy a^-h-c-d. This is the same thing a.
mnltiplying (« ^h)^{c^d) by (a + 6) - (c + d). Then by the third
furmula we have

{(a + 6) + (c + d)\ {{a + b)-{c + d}} = (a + hf ~{c + d)\
Next we can express {a + bf and (c + df by means of the fir.st

formula ; thus finally

{a + h + c + d){a-' h -c- d) = a" + h^ + 2ah - c"" ~d' -2cd

57. From an examination of the examples here gi^en an.]
those which are left to be worked, the student will recognise tli.

truth of the following laws with respect to the result of multi-
plymg algebraical expressions.

The number of tern.s in the product of two algebraical ex-
pressions is never greater than the product of the numbers of tl.
terms m the two expressions, but may be less, owing to tJi.

snii2)lihcation produced hj collecting like terms.
When the multiplicand and multiplier are both arranged in tli.

same way according to the powers of some common letter, the fi. s

and last terms of the product are unlike any other terms. For in-

stanco, in the example of Art. 50, the multiplicand and multii)li.
are arranged according to powers of a ; the Jirsi tenn of tl,^

product is 8a' and the last term is 2ib*, and there are no otlie
terms which are like these ; in fact, the other terms contain ,;

,

raised to some power less than the fourth power, and thus ther |
difier from 8a*; and they all contain a to some power, and tlui

'^

they diffoA' from 246^
]

When the multiplicand and multiplier are both homogeneov
the product is homogeneous, and the number of the dimensions c

the product is the sum of the numl)ers which express the dimeii
sions of the multiplicand and multii)lier. Thus in the example c

|
Ai-t. 50, the multiplicand is homogeneous and of two dimension>
and the multiplier is homogeneous and of two dimensions ; tli-

product is homogeneous and of four dimensions. In the exampl
of Art. 56 the multiplicand and the multiplier are both homo

t\

ill

ftr

to

%C(

lie

linf

an(]

lnai

0ha]

|he

We f

iifii'



t. 53, the process of

8ui)po8e we have to

is the same thing as

. Then by the third

EXAMPLES. III.
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iy means of tlie first

-c'-d'~2cd.

les here giAen, and

t will recognise tin

the result of multi-

two algehraical ex

the numbers of tin

less, owing to tin

3th arranged in tli.

non letter, the fii>:

ler terms. For in

and and multiplit

Jirst term of tli

there are no otlu:

r terms contain t.

wer, and thus the;

e power, and thu;

both homogeneoiu

the dijnensions o

xpress the dinicii

in the example c

f two dimension.^

> dimensions ; tLt

In the exampl'

' fvre both homo,

gonoous and of one dimension
; tlie product i. h.

two dimensions. The law here st-l f ^^^^^^^neous and ofuo mw jieie stated and exonu)lifif'<] ,'a ^e
Jn,|....-t,>nc« ,.s it «erve« to test tho accnncv o

^^'"''^

«.ul „coo,,,in«ly tl.o .stu,lo„t i.s roeonu" ll^
»f "ted'ra.cal wo.-k

;

to tlu, .Ii,„on«„n« of tl,o torn,,

."""'""""'"'' *» I«y g'-'-'"t nttontiou

I Tl,«.o i. unotho, a : : , ;.t 7'"^ ^''"''''' - <"*""-

.y«».... 8,.„,o.o .e 4.t« t ;„:Lr"-^
""" *"° '-^ -^

may be interchanged, or b .„,Tl . ,

f»>M,l,u-|y „ ,„„, j

«.e result wili be «,.„...Jt^' J,:,:^IT f" "1
^0 shall find this tc he the .«e. The ,rit I ' '

"' "' ™''

f r»: r^'r *f
•'^•^--°" - «y"'-f-.I with respect to

^,ir w, ' "' '"""'I''"' *''« coefficient of .,' this Z

^^J::irrfi:tr.:^rrii-xr
|l.e more frequently will the law be of service.

^ ™'

EXAMPLES OP MULTIPLICATION.

I
1. Multiply 2p-q hy 2q + p.
2. Multiply a' + 3ab + 2b' by 7a -56.
3. Multiply a'-a6 + 6^by a' + a6_63.
4. Multiply a^ ._ ab + 26« by a^ f «A _ 2b'
6. Multiply a^ 4- 2«a. + a.« by a' + 2aa; - «;^
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

EXAMPLES. III.

Multiply a" + 4ax + 4a;« by a* - iax + ict^.

Multiply a'~2ax + bx-x^ by b + x.

Multiply 15x'+lSax- Ua' by ix'~2ax-a'.
Multiply 2x' f 4a;'' + 8a3 + 1 G by 3x - 6.

Multiply 2x' - 8x1/ + di/ by 2x - 3y.

Multiply 4x' ~ ?,xy - y' by 3a; - 2y.

Multiply x" - x*i/ + xy' - y' by x + y.

Multiply x-k-2y-Zzhy x-2y+ 3z.

Multiply 2a;' + 3xy + if by 3a:» - 4a;y + y\
Multiply x' + xy + y^ hy x^+xz + ^'.

Multiply a' + 6' 4- c« + 6c + ca - ab by a+b-c.
Multiply x'-xy + y' + x + y+\ by x + y-\.
Multiply x^ + 4.t» + 5a; - 24 by a;' - 4aj 4- 1 1

.

Multiply a;« - 4a;» + 1 la; - 24 by a;^ + 4a; + 5.

Multiply x^ - 2a;'' + 3a; - 4 by 4a;" 4 33;" + 2a; + 1.

Multiply a;' + 2a;' + a;" - 4a; - 1 1 by a;" - 2a; + 3.

Multiply a;8 - 5a;^ + 1 3a;' - a;» - a; + 2 by a;' -2r.-2.

Multiply a' - 2a' + 3a' - 2a + 1 by a' + 2a' + 3a'' + 2a + 1.

Multiply together a-x, a+x, and a' + a;^

Multiply together a; - 3, a; - 1, a; + 1, and a; + 3.

Multiply together a;"- a; + 1, a;" + a; + 1, am a;* - a;' + 1.

Multiply X* - ax' + bx'~cx + d by a;* + aa;» - bx' + cx-d.
Shew that {x + a)* = x* + 4a?a + 6a;V + 4a;a' + a\

Shew that a; (a; + 1) (a; + 2) (a; + 3) + 1 = (a;'' + 3a;+ 1)'.

Multiply together a + a;, b + x, and c + a;.

Multiply together a; - a, x-b, x~c, and a; - <^.

Multiply together a+b-c, a + c~b, b + c-~a, and a+6+c.
Simplify {a + b){b+c)~{c + d){d + a)~{a + c) (b - d),

^iTn.i^^y{a + b + c + dy + {a-b-c + dy + (a-b + c~dy
+ ia + b-c~dy.

'${s



KXAMIT.KS. Iir.

i-a'.

> -c.

-1.

1.

x+3.

a X* - x^ + I.

- bx' + cx-d.

" + «*.

•a, and a+6+f

c)(6-cZ).

3^ - i + c - c/)*

s h 6 — c — c?)'.

;• f"7,"":' <7 ^ *
'> - (^

^
^'- -")- 3(y ^ .) (. .., ,- .

41. P.OVO that i^j (.. + y.) = (^. ^ ^y ^ ,jy _ ^^, _ ^ /
4 . Prove that 4.^ (.- _ y.) ^ (,. , ^^ _ ^,,. _ ^^, _ ^^ _
43. Multiplytog3thor(a,'-,S;i. + 2)',uuU'+Cx-+I
44. Multiply 0.' + „• - ax (.' + a') by cc'^a'- ax (x \ a).
45. Multiply („ + 6)«by (a _J)>.

'

40. If, = a + j + ^^ prove that

(»-2J)(,-2c)+<,(,_2.)(,_2«)
+ ,(,.2<,)(,_26)

= (»-2«)(»-24)(,-2c) +8A

IV. DIVISION.

iwo given .^^Tr "?"" *'" '"•'"'''=' "™"'8 *'™«

no raetor S .e '.:"Z;^fXl';-- ^^ "ther .otor.

aJ^a = 6- an^l
" '

A
\"°*'™*/ »* <li™led by „ i. b ; thus

efc.^j»;;
"° '^7* = «- S"..U.arly, ,ve have a6c-^„ = 6.,

o-ab-c. These results may also be written tJius •

ahc
,

he
"'''

a6c
= ac,

= ^

= ah

)

ahc

aba
-, - c.m



2i DIVISION.

60. Ruppoan wo ivquiro tlio qnotiont of GOahc dividod by 3c.

Hinco mabc 20ahx3c wo havo GOahc -i- 3o -^ 20ab. Similarly,
GOffhc-hia^ irtbc; C>Oal>c-i-!)ab-^- 12c; and so on. Tims wo may
doduco tho following' nil(^ for <lividin^' oiu? simj>fe term by aiiothor :

// the numerical copjfic'mit and the literal product of the divuor
be found in the dividend, the other part of the dividend is

the Quotient.

CI. If tlio mimericul coefliciont and the literal i)rodiict of
the divisor be not found in tho dividend, we can only indicate the
division by tli.i notation wo havo a|)|.roi)riated for that inirpose.

Thus if 5a is to bo divided hy 2c, the quotient can only l)e indi-

5a
cated by 5a-j-2c, or by

^^. In sonio cases wo may however

simplify the expression fo)' the quotient by a i>i'inciple already
used in arithmetic. Thus if I5a^b is to be divided by 06c, the

quotient is denoted ^by -^~ . Hero the dividend = 3i x 5a', and

the divisor = 36 x 2c ; thus in the same way as in Arithmetic we
may remove tho factor 36, which occurs in both dividend and

50^
divisor, and denote the q\iotient l)y -p- .

62. One power of any number is divided hy another power
of the same number hy subtracting the index of tlie latter power
from the index of the former.

Thus a^-T-a^ = a x « x « x a x a~ra x a =a x a xa = a^ -a^^.
Similarly any other case may be established.

Hence if m and n be any whole numbers, and m greater

than n, we have a"'—a" or — =a"^''.
a

63. Again, suppose we have such an expression as —^ . We
a

a' X 1may wi-ite it thus ~ ^ : then, as in Ai-t. 61. we mav remove i
a" )^ a' " ' m



(livi(l«Ml hy 3c.

lb. Similarly,

Tims wo may
r/i hy ariothor :

of tfie divuor

e dividend is

•al product of

y iudicato tho

tliat purpoHc.

only he indi-

may however

icii»lo already

1 hy V)hc, tlu!

-Zbx 5a', and

Arithmetic we
dividend and

mother power

latter power

<a = a^ = a*-*.

id m greater

* ITTas -.. We
a

niav remove
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the cmmon faotor a'. Thus wo oht^tiu ^, = 1, . Similarly any
other case may he OHtahli.shod.

Hence if m and n he any whole numhers, an.l m less than n
we have a"»-f-rt" or — = -

C4. Suppose such an .xprossion as "~ to occn- ; this n.ay be

written thns^^y. For/"-) a a a a ameans
^ x

^ , an.l • x ^
. -

, as we
know from Arithmetu, and as will hn .shewn in Chapter vu.
tMindai-ly any other case may ho estahli.shed.

Hence if n he any whole numhor
**"

= (^X
b" \b)

•

G5. When the dividmd contains more than one term, and the
divisor contains only one term, we must divide each term of tite
dimdmd by tlie divisor, mid then collect the partial quotie^its to ob-
tain the complete quotient.

Thus,

ab' - ahc + abd

ab — cb

—J— = a-c; for (a- c)b = ab- cb.

-^ =b-c + d', for {b-c + d)ab=^ab'-abc + abd.

In the first example we see that corresponding to the tei-m ab
in the dividend and to the divisor b there is the tei-m a in the
quotient

;
and corresponding to the term - cb in the dividend

and to the divisor b there is the term -c in the quotient.

We have already stated in Art. 49, that the followin- results
are admitted for the present, subject to future explanation'':

bx-c = -bc, -bx-c=:bc.

Similarly, the following results may be admitted :

-be , he

!

'i:*

=b.
— c

= -b.
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^ ^^^^^^^^Z:;^:^^^ «'° ^'- «. the ,„„««„,* ^V- ..-o^^™. . , :„, I^: 4™';;;^^
^--or ,y the ™,e,

tHafonet;tetr l^l^'' ^'^"^"''"
^ "-

•''Vision in the ™ne way ,^ the o"
'''"""*'°° °^ »'g*™fc'l

A.ith„,eti„. The fo„o,Wng ™Te IT"".
"""' ^"^ Division in

» iuie maj be given •

Arranffe both dividend and ^o.r

iothaccorMng to descendingpo^erTj?J, j''"' ^'"<^*' »'•

-"•fe <?.»«./« resultZJ^Zef 7/* *'*«" -'^

down.
^ "PeWJo™ M all the terms are lr<mght

iSxaniple. Divide „'-.2„} + 6. ty a_i.
The operation may be arrange,! thus :

a'-ab

-ab + b'

-ab + b'

Oi^^ iX: 1:^^:^ ::
:" ^Ho. .^.a... .ay he

Plete quotient is foun/bl ,1,^ ^"7"""'' ""'' «- »-
tients. Thus, in the ejljtl'' ll ''T''

"" "'" "'"•''^ q'-
process into two par^ n^:,; ^.^t: ; ^f-/^^'"^ "Ahe
«>ese parts is divided by a b fl

"'*"'*' ""'' <>««'' of
quotient a-b. ^ "-", thus we obtain the complete
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I '^'''>^'^^\^J^<^
theve v^m then be a remainder b' TP

I expressed in a manner similar to tl.of
,':'\^: Tins result is

ar:;JaU2b^^
__

^T^*^^'"*"«^d in Arithmetic; we 8^^
- « - 6 + ^.^ . that is, there is a complete quotient

b'

To tlie consideration of alcro-

a — b•^ a

a-b and b. fractional part .

braical fractions we shaU retu^n^in Chapter vni.

G8. Tlie following examples are important •

^-<^)^'~a\x^^^a^a^
'

"
^^^^"^ -('^^^ + x'a + xa'+a'

—4 .1

x^^x'a

3 3X a — a
X* - x^a

xd' ~ d*

xa^ - d*

x^a - a*

x^a ~ a;V
x^a^ ~ a*

x^a^ - xa^

xa^ ~ a*

xa^ ~ a*

The «o„t „,a, also eas«, voHfy the mo^r.,~:^:^:^.

x+ a

x' + a^

~x~a; x^_~a^

x + a -x^-x^a + xa'~a^l

'— = X^ ~ vn a. «* .
X -k- a

«^« + «, ~^,:^-x^~x\^x\^^xa^^a\

Each of these examples of divisinr. f,
•

i

multiplication, as the prochict of IT • !'' "^ '"^^"^P^^ «f

equal to the dividend ^r. T'"'
'^^^ 'l^'"*^^^* "^^^^ be

are worthy of noticed
''^'^ *'^ '^"^^^^^ ^'esults which

"^^ ~ o!" =^ {x~a){x' + xa-\.a%

^"^+ct^ = {x^a){x'-oca-^a'),

^*~^'^=^{x~a){x^ + afa + xa' + a%

'^ + "''=-{x-^a){x^-x^a + x^a'^xa^^a%

lWi\

{?> ij

I ly

? :

'•ri
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69. It will bo useful for the student to notice the following

„rf^l:!:j!.l?^.^
"™^'"<' "^y^-" ""-"- the mdex n boor even whole number.

an

^
- a" IS divisible hyx + aif the index n be

number.

^+a^ m divisible by «; + « if the index
number.

an even whole

w be an odd whole

m
proof of

70. By xneans of the results which have been obtained in

and the Btudent will frequently have occarion to use this generalresult w.th ™rou. f„r„.s of A and B. For exa.ple^: o^A^a, and £ = i', «„ that A'^a', and H'^,', then we have
'

and as

we obtain

a'~b'=(a + b)(a~b),

^*-b* = (a'+b')(a + b){a~b).

then^w:tr"^' = '''"'"'^='' -that^..„., andi..= ,.

and, as in Art. 68,

so that

a'-b' = (a' + b'){a'~b');

a' + b' = {a + b){a'-ab + b'),

c^'~b' = (a~b)(a' + ab + b'),

a — b" ~(a4- b) (n. ^h\(^'* A. -h , 1^^ ' ' T\ ^ ; \" ^} ^t!, +ub^- 0) [a- -ab + b').

jf
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, and 5^ = 66;

')'

the:f^:t:r^^'=^^^^'^=^' -that.»=.3, ^.^^^^^

= (c^' + b'){a' + b')(a+b)(a-.b).

Again, take the general result

and suppose A = a', and B=b^- thus we obtain
•

'''-b'=(a''~b')(a' + aV + b');

I
and hy comparing this with the result just proved,

'''-^' = (<^+b)(a-b)(a^ + ab+b')(a^-ab + b%
we infer that

(a' + ab + b') (cr ~ab + b') ^a* + a?b^ + b\

This can be easily verified ]>y the method of Art. 56.

For (aVa6. 5^) («._,,, ,.^^^^^.^,.^^^^^^^,^^,_^^^^

^{ci'^bj-a%'

^a'+2a%'+b'-a%'

= 250x4 = 1000;
thus the value of (127)'- (\^^V ,'« ^i + •

i

result frum the first.

' ^^'^^''^^t'^S the second

The following additional examples are deserving of notice •

(«' + ab ,/2 + h') („ _ „6 ^2 ., J.) ^ („. ^ J.). _ ^^j ^2)>

= a' + 2nW + 6< _ Sa'J'

i

"(

-~n<a' + b'

i HB

11
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= a* - a%' + b\

71. The following are additional examples of Division
Divide 8a^-22a«6 + 43.^53 _38^j3^24j. hj2a^-3ah^W

I2a'b'-18ab^+24:b*

I2a%'-l8ab' + 2ib*

The quotient is 4a' - 5a6 + 6b\

'

Divide -^-(«-^6-^c).--.(,J^j,^,,),_^j^ ^^^_^

3^~ax* \ - (0 + c) x + bc

-{b + c)x'+(ab + bc + ac)x

X ~

The quotient is o;^- (6 +c) a; + 6c.

6ca3 — abc

box — abc

divicCL t
." "'""'' ""P^^^^^^ *!'« dimensions of the

I

J
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Division,

a' - Sab + W.

{ia'-5ab+6b''

y oa~ a.

- (b + c)x + be

nent : Wlien
o is the quo-

it is equal to

isions of the

isions of the

J

-I

EXAMPLES. IV.

EXAMPLES OP DIVISION.

1. Divide a? + 1 hy x+ ],

2. Diyide27x' + 89/hy3x + 2,j.

3. DiYidea'~2ab' + b'hya~b.
4. I>iyidea'^2a%~3ab'hya + b.

5. Divide 6ix' ~ y<^ hy 2x - y.

6. Divide a' + b' hy a + b.

a Dividex^~.7a:-.6hyx-3.

9. Divide 32a;« + y» by 2aj+^.

10. Divide a^»-.v ^.y-.y ..^^_ ,. ,^ ,,_^^

12. Divide a* 4- 2a^6^ .- 9b^ hy a^ + 2a6 + 36^
1 3. Divide «« - 6« by a^ + 2a^b + 2ab' + 53.

14. Divide 32a^ + 5iaP-8W by 2a + 36.

15. Divide a;« - 2a.3^1 by a.^- 2a; +1.
16. Dividea;«-6a.'^+9a;*_4bya;'_l

17. Divide a^.a^b-Sa^b^, lOab^. Ub^ by a'. Sab -5b,

,yxt U
""' '"'"^^ ^^ ^^-^^-1^ -^ -^-12.-16

19. Divide the product of a^-9^.i ^ ^ , „
a^'-Sx' + 3x~l. """^^ '^'-Sx+2hy

20. Divide the product o{x'~x~] 9..« ^ q 2

21. Divide the nroduot r>f «» , ,

a' + a^x' + x*.
^^ax + x' and a3 + a;3 ^^^

22. Divide the product of aj" - 4ar''a + fi->.««2 . , ,

-^+2..^any.^-2;,^2,,3_,,. 4..-.6.. -4.a3 + a^ and

23. Divide «.3 ^ ^.^ ^ ^.^. _ ^^^ _ ^^^ _ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^

31
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EXAMPLES. IV.

24. Divide Sor-' + iabx' _ Ga%^,^ _ 4^.^3 ^y a^ + 2a6.

25 Divide the product of a^~3x' + 3x-l, x^-2x+l and

2G. Divide Qa* - a'fi + 2a%^ + 1 SaJ^ + 45. ^y 2a^ - 3a6 +m
27. Divide ar' + 2/'+3;r?/-l by a; + 2/-l.
28. Divide a' + b'-(^+ ^ahc hya + h-c

30. Divide «W + 2«Jo"-aV-6V by «i + ac-Jc

32. Divide (a + 6 + c) («6 + Jo + „) _ „j, |,^ ^ ^ j
33. Divide («''_ic)'' + 8iVl,y a" + Jc.

34. DivideJ(.'-«.V„,(,._„,),,,(^_„j^^^^^^j^^^_^^

36. Divide«»(i + .)-i=(« + .) + o=(« + 6)+„6„i,3,^_5^^
37. Divide («-J).' + (6»-„»)^,„i(„=_j,, y,^ ia-b)^^a'~b^
i». Divide «a:« - ah' + b'x - ar' by {x + b){a- x)
39. Divide (b - 0) a' .<c-a) l^< . ("-b) ^ hy a' - ab - ac, bo.
40. Divide {ax + byf + (ay - bu!f + cW +cy by ^» +f
41. Divide a'6 - bx' + a'x - x' by (x + 4) („ _ x)
42. Resolve »= - J' - c« + d= _ 2 («./ - 6„) iuto two factors
43. Divide6(.VaV<«=(^-a=)^„=(.^„)by(„,4)(,;,).

2x=!t/
""* (*=- -^ + 3^)' +(-'+-y + /)'- divisible by

45. Shew that (a. + yy _ «.. _ ^^ ^^ ^^.^.^.^j^
^^^ ^^, ^ ^^ ^ ^^^.^

46. If.l = 6c-y, B=.ca-i^, G = ah - .^ P = qr - ap,

Q=^r2,- hq, and R ^pq _ er, find the vahie of ^^£:i^'^ GA~^
'

^^^ZJ^, "^^Z^ ^Z^ PQ~CR *
' * '

c ' ^ »
^ , and

^ .

4%

«

Hi*



K2a6.

., x'^-Hx+l and

'b' + 7a'b'-12ab'

'-be.

- c, and b + c~ a

+ b.

y(a + b)(x~a).

'^ + x\~x^'^ by

7 by « - J + c.

{a-b)x+a''~b\

^- ab — ac + be.

ro factors.

{a+b)(x + a).

« divisible by

Sfi

^'+X7J + ,fV\

J'= qr ~ ap,

P^ CA - Q^

' ~~b~~~'

EXAMPLES. IV.

47. Kesolvea--a:- into five factors.

48. Resolve 4a'i*-/'// 2 4. 7.2 ^o-, . , „
^" '^ -^-)- mtofourfictoiu

. K^olve . («. . ,.)= _ („= _ ,, _ , ^ ,,^. ^^^^ ^^^_^

is divWble by „' + y + c' .nd by ir^i ; "^^

I
I V. NEGATIVE QUANTITIES.

72. In Algebra we are sometimes led to . i. •which cannot be performed becuse th. , ,

«"btraction

:be subtracted is greater than t^a"^;:;:^ ^^^ '''''''

be subtracted. For instnnnp i,
^ '"^ I'equii-ed to

« + •= 10. Now the relation „ - «A ^""' "^ «" «'«'

i«se.s 6 + c to be less thu.i „ ; if ,ve l^-e t"
" ~

,
° *""'*'^ ""P"

t.unforamomentwe.sl,oul<!
haver To 7

"-° t "'" ^"«'-'-
is zero we might finally , ito 7 _ 1 = _ 3

'" 3 ; anJ as 7 - 7

, J^.
In TOiting sneh an eqnation as 7 in ,

"nclerstoo.1 to make the following statenlt ", =" ™ "'"^' ^'^

-ko 10 from
7, but if 7 be taken &»>To !

' " ?"'""'"<' '"
^ nom 10 the remainder is 3."

fit did occur it would only arL itbe
7"'" '" '"'"°*'"^

'
°'- *'•''* »

'0 instantly corrected, o, Zm an T " "'''""^^ "'"«'' »«"
jit was obviously im,,c;I,et n T"*'™ '""« '''"l'"-' -'"«''
|l.e abandoned. As rtroc ".' ?' ""' "'''* "'-* th-^fo™
Jiind however that such e^;-'"

"'"^*"=* *'«' ^*"'"™t will

!H>penthata-5apZL.Tr°"' """ ''"1"""*'^; '* ""Si't
;«^tion, and that it^not f^VT^r™^"* "'-^ '°"« '"-^i-
«-ter or less than 6 2/Z *! .*f"/*

"""^ "''«*''- « --
^to shew that in such a Zl^ °''''"' "' *" l^^^-* Chapter is

7
^aat a IS greater than 6 and fh.f v/ / f^^"^

^^ ^^^ supposition

i-3 than 5 we shall 't^re a V^^
'^"'^ ^^^^^^"^ '^PP-' that . is

' ^^^' ^^ ^^^^ ^«*^ ^f our investigation.



34 NEGATIVE QUANTITIES

1 18 (i

75. Let nn consider an illustration. Suppose a merchant togam in one year „ certain number of pounds and to lose a certiuanumber of pounds in the following year, what change has take,,
place .n h,s capital J Let „ denote the number of pou.uIs gai„o,l
in the first year, and i the number of pounds lost in the secon.l
Then ,f „ ,s greater than b the capital of the merchant h,« bee,;
^ncreased by a-J pounds. If however 6 is g,.eater than „ the
capital has been diminislml hjb-a pounds. In tliis latter casea -b IS the indication of what would be pronounced in Arithmetic
to be an impossible subtraction

; but yet in Algebra it is fonial
eonvement to retain « -6 as indicating the change of the capital
which we may do by means of an appropriate system of intlpri
talwn ihus, for example, if a = 400 and b = 500 the merchant's
capital lias suffered a diminution of 100 pounds; the algebraist
indicates this in symbols, thus

400 -300= -100,
and he may turn his symbols into words by saying that the
merelia.it s capital has been increased by -100 pounds This
langiuige is indeed far removed from the language of ordinary lif..',

but If the algebraist understands it and u.,e.. it consistently and
logically his deductions from it will be sound.

_

7C. There are numerous instances like the preceding in which
It IS convenient for „s to be able to represent not only themagnaude but also what may be called the guam,j or afection of
the things about which we may be reasoning. In the preceding
ca«e a sum of money may be gained or it may be lost; in a qu^,!
tion of chronology we may have to distinguish a date befle agiven epoch from a date after that epoch; in a question of post
tion we may have to distinguish a distance measured to the northof a certain startmg-poiiit from a disi^ce measured to the souti,
of It

;

and so on. These pairs of related magnitudes the algebraist
distinguishes by means of the signs + and -. Thus if, as in the
preceding Article, the things to be distinguished are gain and tehe may denote by 100 or by . 100 a ga.n. and then he will denot.'by - lUO a loss of the same extent. Or he may denote a loss by lOO

a and

as we

objects
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©r by + 100, and then he will denote by - 100 a irain n€ i^
extent The. are t.o point. t„ „« LceO

; X'til'ttLrr
..gn .» „.se,l + « to 1,0 undorstoo.1

; ,.00^/^,, the .ign + „,
"
Za.,en e. to e.t er of the two ..elated ™„g„it,„,t and th „ t Ti
^

L,:l, 'r^''""*
''" '"^^"'""'°''

'" "-' "^-0 to the ot^

77. In Arithmetic then we sva r «, i

1 ,
® c.ixoeiTied only witJi fl,«numbers represented by the syml.ols 1 9 q i.^ , \ ^^'^

precectd h, 'the Ji.^ I at'cle ""^"T"*
""^"°"^- «^«"'"'»

p.-eoeded by the Xn "are 1? '""'"""'• '^"" ^^'"^'"»

Tlie absolute value of any nuintif^ ic +v

when we intro,l„„„ l ,

^'^"'""' luantities. Thus,

« andHo b 1 " '''"""°" " "-' "^ ^"I"™-" "»*'

a. we wL ,~. 7«.'"77'"' » to be greater than 6. But

objects of u Te* „ .t b • """ *""''''" '""""^ *''"

'.iieration of t^e "I l"""""/"""y *° "™'' *° *"^ »»-

,

venient that the a™' "re funT f, "" '* " '"""' =""-

siime whethe. ti, ,, ,

f""'"'""™'"' operations should be the

anTwit Xt;rt' ":r
^""''"^ - "^^""^ "»-««-

the definitionJV ,

'™'' *''** ™ '''''™ " PO^e-- over

3—2



3G NKGATIVK QUANTITIES.

at present destitute of n.eaning. It is therefore in our power

refiidtiun
'' ^' ^'^'''' ^''"'''^''^ ""' ''^''''^' ""^''^ ^ ^^'^

_
79 The student will remember that he is nut in a position to

juclgx3 of the conveniaice which we have intimated will follow fron.cir ke..pin. the fundamental laws of algebraical operation pema-nent and giving a wider meaning to such common words as
acldition and multiplication in order to insure this permanenceHe must at present confine himself to watching the accuracy ofthe doductjons drawn from the definitions. As he proceeds he will
see that Algebra gains largely in power and utility by the intro-
duction of n.^a^,-.. ^uautUies and by the extension of the meanin.
of the fundamental operations. And he will find that although
the symbols 4- and - are used apparently for two purposes, namel vaccording to the definitions in Arts. 3 and 4, and according oti;convention .n Art. 7G, no contradiction nor confusion .ill M.mately arise from this circumstance.

80. Two quantities are said to be equal and may be con-nected by the sign = when they have the same numeiLd v

Z

and have the same sign. Thus they may have the same abso .value and yet not be equal; for example, 7 and - 7 are of the san!:
absolute value but they are not to be called equal.

81. In Arithmetic the object of addiiio7i is to find a numbevwlnch alone is equal to the units and fractions containedWtother numbers. This notion is not applicable to negatir,;;
ities, that IS, we have as yet no meanin, for the phr^e

"
uld

"
to 5," or " add - 3 to - 5 " We shnll ih^ f •

""

the wnrrl ; / •

1

therefore give a meaning? to

ihe quantities before the sum T^ ^^ i .
^ ^ I

distingi]
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87

TluiR, by the first nil.', if^ ^vo ml.I T f« r
:uh\ -Mo- 5 we obtain - H. By tho «n . i ,

' '^ "^^

to - 5 we obtain - 2 ; if .o .uld 3 I r
""'' ''''^'' '^' ''' ^^^ 3^ ,

II \ve .i.i(( - s to o we ol)tain 2.

82. It will be seen that tho nil..« ..i

"-"""^•-' """'"".-':. :t:i:,ir.:2:'''''
"IikO. aro to bo ,uMo,l .u-o mich „, A,.it|„,: r ° ' *'""«*

^ likely to 1,0 advu„t,«oous, Th.» to
""'^ ""*""" *'"" """' '^"'

i to one pe.in anc, IS ^ to^ l""^"":;
"'"; *" "^ '^ »"""«>.

-« which avisos f.™ a,Uli„r-;1o
""
"f

'"''""'°" °' "''

Iws to receive 3 shilli,-,. .„! i * :
'''

' >"'l'l»se tlwt he

"Itogethe.. 2 .shillin! tWs
° '"'^ ' ^'""'""-^

' "^ '- --
-^ ""^^^^ '^iises fromaddms 3 to -5 T-.^fl,.tliat he has to receive -"i dn-li,',

'^ ^ "^^
"»• i^astly, sui)pose

"< l-e an inte.pretat on of the
"

I'il ^
^Z

"°"'"'''™''

-3 to 5.
" '""'' "™e« from acIdiiK;

- . usea to .enotel'™ t^ "^1?;:^!-^^

=,
M,ch a result from the arU/metical mm, which would

1 ^^1
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8S NKGATIVK QUANTITIES.

i

bo obtained by tho arithmetical addition of the ahsolute values ol
fche terms considered.

85. Suppose now we have to add tlie five quantities -2+5
-13,-4 and -f 8. Tho sum of - 2 and + 5 is + 3 ; the sui.i
of + 3 and - 13 is - 10 ; tho sum of - 10 ami - 4 is - U • the
sum of -14 and -f 8 is - 6. Thus -6 is the sum required
Or we may first calculate the sum of the negative quantities -

2,

-13 and -4, and we thus get -19; then calculate the sui.i
of the positive quantities +5 and +8, and we thus get +13
Thus the proposed sum becomes +13-19, that is, - 6 as before
It will be easily seen on trial that the same result is obtained
whatever be the order in which the terms are taken. That is
for example, - 2 - 13 + 5 + 8 - 4, 8 - 13 - 2 - 4 + 5, and so on,'
all give - 6.

86. Next suppose we have to add two or more algebraical
expressions • for example, 2a - 36 + 4c and - a - 26 + c + 2d. We
have for the sum

2a - 36 + 4c - a - 26 + c + 2d.

Then the like terms may be collected ; thus

2a-a = a, -36-26 = -56, 4c + c=5c;

and the sum becomes

a - 56 + 5c + 2d.

Thus we may give the following rule for algebraical addition

:

WHte the terms in the same line preceded by t/ieir proper signs

:

collect like terms into one, and arrange tJie terms of the remit
in any order.

87. In arithmetical subtraction we have to take away one
number, which is called the mUraliend, from another which i>

called the minuend, and the result is called the remainder. Thc
remainder then may be defined as that number which must be
added to tlie subtrahend to produce the minuend, and the object
of subtraction is to find this remainder.
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We shall use the same definition in algebraical sul,traction
that 18, wo say that in subtraction we have to fin.l the ..uantitv
which must be a.l,le<l to the subtralumd to produce the .ninuend
From this definition wo obtain the rule : Cha,,,,: the sbpi of every
term m the subtrahend and add ttte result so obtained to the minil
end, and the nwdt will be the remainder ref/uind.

For it is obvious, that if to the expression thus funned we add
the sul,trahend, giving to each term its proper .ig,,, all the terms
of the subtrahend will disappear and leave the minuend : which
was required.

88 Wo have still another point to notice. According to
what has been laid down, the sum of + « and - 6 is denoted by
a-6; If we take - J from a, the result is a^b; and the sum of~a,+ b and -cin-a + b-c; and so on. But we have as yet
supi.osed that the letters themsehes stand for positive numbers •

for example, when we say that the sum of + « and -b is a-b
a may be 0, and b may be 10 ; but suppose that a is - G and

« 6 IS -10, do the rules adopted apply here? Since b in'-lO

~;
r'

~
r/^^

^'^^ naturally be taken to mean 10, and -f « or
+ (- b) wdl be taken to mean - G ; and the sum of 10 and - G is 4.

89.
^

Thus if a be itself a nerjative quantity, we have assigned
a meaning to +a and to - a ; and the meanings are these: let
a - - a, so that a is a positive quantity, then +« or + (-«)=- a
and -a or -(-a\ = a Wp aa\A ;, 1 i- » . ,

'

.
^ "/,

"• ^® ^^1^* " ''*• i)receding Article that
these meamngs followed naticrally aum what had preceded •

it is
however of little consequence whether we consider these meanings
to follow thus, or whether we look upon them as new interpreta-
tions

;
the important point is to use them uniformly and con-

sistently when once adopted.

Since 4- (- a) = - a, and - (- a) = a, that is, + a, we may enun-
ciate the same rule as formerly, namely, that like signs produce -fand unlike sigm -.

>
il

90. There are four cases to consider in multiplication. ^et
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« and i denote ,.„y two numbers, then we have to consider

>.! d'to f T''
^^"'"'" °' ""'"•P'i''ati0„ n,ay also Z

i^. we We - „_„.: 1';:! 37a:\re'::s:nH.r
''""^' '-^'

applicable; .0 „,ay thcefo-e give „, deflnl tl. t! : ttW in th,s case. Now we ohsorvo that when the n ,He,
•

pos,t,ve, the sign of the nndtiplieand is p.^served n t^p tthus we are led to adopt the following convention II'7 ^ ,'

elude immediately that
/ '« ;»of<«<;<. Hence we con-

+ ax-6=_a} and -«x-5 = + «}.

91. Thus wo have the following rule • T„ ;,• ,

quandUes to/mtever be their si,,,,, J.l" J .,

'

"^''-^ '™
,•»« //,« ,; J ^ ' ""'''V'y '''"m toitlmtt consider-

Z-i^e .*r7u. grz^e + and unlike signs give -

.

'

92. In the preceding Articles we supposed « and h themselvesto denote arithmetical numbers- it L \.... ,

i ^^^nemselves

observe \\v^i ,-f fi i

''"''''''^
^ '* ^« important however to

lake, for example, the last of these, and suDpose th.f n \.ne^|t.ve quantity, and so may be denot'ed by^T"!
-tpositive quantity, and = a. (Ai't. 89.) Hence -^iT Vand this by the third case « - a6. And"^ .

."^
the second case.

^^d a6 - - a x 6 = - a6 by

I
Thii

I
and qu

i sign of

gi'oe + a
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NEGATIVE QUANTITIES. a^

Tims the result ~ax^b=ab holds when a is a nec^.tiv.
qu.mt.ty. Simiha-ly any other case n.ay be established. '

93. We mvKst now show that the rule for multiplying bino
.
mral and polynonual expressions given in Art. 48 is true wl^Z^|the symbols denote. Take, for exan.ple, the case

{a~b)c=z ac- be.

When this was provcl, wo s„,,,,oso,l c a positive quantity w.

M, ueof the convont,o„ in Art. 90, to iin,I the induct It a I

:::ueL:;r.:;r K-; '- > ->- -- the^;;:

{a-h)y~ay- by
;

\ But since c = --y, we liavo

ac-bc^-ay + iy;

_ «»« tlie relation („ ..
j) „ ^ „^. _ ^^

I
holds whatever ma^ be, positive o. negative. Similarlv a„v

I
other case may be establislied.

"i"uy, any

,:
94 The ordinary definition of division will be universallyapphcable; we suppose a product and one fi.tor given an wlhave to dctermino the other f,ictor.

ve obtam the quotient apart from its sign. It renuins thento ^detorunne the sign, for which we may give the fol,„w;:g

Wr^ the divilend and di^orW tf« same sinn, the anotient™»* have tl. yn . ; «,/„„ tU di.UeU and divisorW II'"
S'J»M, tU quotient must have tlie. sign -.

m<'rent

>nd'!!'''r''/°"""'
'''"" "'" *"* "*''' ^^ P™'""* «f tl'° <I™or

stn oT: "e r™*.
'' °^'"' *" ^''« '""•'*"'•

'^''"' ""« f- "-»ign 01 the quntiont mov -i*? hafi-v- i - i' • i -i i

1'

if

JM
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1^1 f!i

95. The words greater and less are often used in A1apT.ro •

an extended sense Wp c,n^ +l.n^ • 7 Algebra i-i

Z.., /Z.« V .
^^ ^* "* *^ ^^""^^^ ^''^^^ ^ or that b i<

96. Before leaving this part of the subject we may make •.few general remarks. The subiect of Al. ] i
\'"''^ ^^^^ •'

t, v^iiapreis ot the present work, we bpf^in h^r ^^a •

sy-bo.3, and then an-ive at eerUin 'result''̂ fo^ ttl ":
the result (a + b) (a~?A - r.^ /a t r.

example, at

assume that tl^ ules ^{'Aml\- ^^t™*""'-'
Algebra we

and then detennin" tlTf tf^ '"''' ''°'™''^-^"^-

been .ed to the theo., „, „.,„,,„ ^^It, at^'Jltrent

-let r,: :! t :ti-r„;:ettr:hr;:^

-

W pure., .,thn,etiea. meanings
; .n/J^^ZTu^^:^'!tions are really assumed without demonstmtion to hold ZZnTsymbols have not purely arithmetical meanings. In rtenWork- m the present, an attempt is made to'e.,ta.,Mr

"
^ 5completely. It must not however be denied that this b^u^ h
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NEGATIVE QUANTITIES.
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the subject pre.sents considerable difficulty to the beginner, and itwill prooably oiily be after repeated examination that a convi

tZrl^l
'' *'' """"^^' *"^^^ ^^ *^- fundamental

j

The student is recommended to proceed onwards as far as theChapter on Equations; he will there see some further rema kon negative quantities, and he may afterwards read the presenChapter again. It would be inconsistent with the plan of t^Lwork to enter very largely on this branch of Algebra • but Z
til up by his future reading and reflection.

WeM require in the course of the work ceitain propo-
s t.ons which are obvious axioms in Arithmetic, and which Z
meani

"" ''™ *" *'" *""" '"" ^^""""^ *'-" -^nded

willte equa?"'^
q"««Mties he added to equal quantities, the sums

I ,„
'"*

.
" Tf quantities be taken from equal quantities, the

[ remainders will be c •
* ^ ^ >

«'"o

Ttus, for example, xiA=pB^.G, then by taking C from these
equal quantities we have A-G=^pB.

100. If equal quantities be multiplied by the same or by equal
quantities, the products will be equal.

^^
Thus too if a = 6 then a" =.6" and ;^a=;^b.

101 If equal quantities be divided by .he same or by equal
quantities, the quotients wHl be equal.

102. If the same quantity be added to and subtracted fi-om
another, the value of the latter will not be altered.

103. If a quantity be both multiplied :md divided by another
Its value Will not be altered.

"OT^nei,

f ,-.-

um
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the fl; ,f;
,™''°*"* *° <''-- *h« attention of the reader tothe f.u;t, that these i>ropo.s,tions aro still true whether the quanti-hes spoken of are positive or negative, and when the tenlZl

tion, s„htraot.o„, nu.ltiplioation, and division have thoir Zl^Mmeamngs For exa,„pl„, if « = J, and c^a, then ac^ut^t

t bv ' ;^ :
'
"""f™ ''"""'"^' - «••" - »->• '-P.0Lh

by 1' * r """»
.

" ™°"*'™ '5'""*"^' ™'' if- 'lenotoIt uy -6, we have v=:8 ; tlierefoi-p n^,~h^ . +i, r
and thus ac = bcL

^
^ '

*^'''^"'' -o.y = -bh-

M SCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
1. Shew that x^ + u^ + i'y^ j. o ,.., , q i ^ /

,- 1 J.- 1 T

-^ + 2/ + 4« + J,/;y + 8aj« and i(x + zY become
identical when aj and 2/ each = a.

^ ^

2. If a=l, 6 = ^, x=7 and y = 8, find the value of

^^ («^ - 5) 4/{(« + «^) f] - h^{{a -,x)y] + a.

5 1

3. If a = ^, 6 = _, ^^5 „„^, y^9_ find the value of

(10« + 206)V{(.r-6)y!-3<,V(,,_j)) + 5j.

*• It « - ^ , 6 = 2, a. = ^ and y=-^, find the value of

(^ + b):j{{x-b)f-}-a^y(x-b)}+x.
5. Substitute

1/ + 3 for a; in x*-x' + 2'r' q ^..a
result.

-^ ^ a^ + ^a; - 3 and an-ange the

6. Shew that

f - *>' * (' - "y ^ (" - «)T = 2 {(. - i). ^ (J _ ,). ^ („ _ „,,j
7. If 2s = a+b + c, shew that

8. It 2s = a + b+ c, shew that

9. If 2s==a + b4-c, shew that

^('-^)('-^){^-c)-^ais-b)is-c) + b(s-c)(s-a)

+ c{s~a)(s~b)^ abc.

^K-
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10. Shew that

a^~b'-

i-b) = abc.

11. Shew that if «,+ a, 4- ...+«,.. ^ ,, then

I 12.
If 2s= o + i + c and 2o-'.a'+6' + c', shew that

(<,' - a') (cr'-b') + („'-b') (o-' -c') + (a'- c') {„' -a')

= is(s-a)(s~b){s-c).

VI. GREATEST COMMON MEASURE.

105 In Arithmetic tlie greatest common measure of two ormore whole number, h the gi^eatest number which will divide eachof them Without remainder. The term is also used in Algebra and
Its meanmgm this subject will be nn,lerstoo,l from the follo;ins
defimtion of the greatest common mmsure of two or more aW
braical expressions: Let two or more algeb.-aical expressions bearranged accordmg to descending powers of son.e common letter-heu the factor of highest dimensions in that letter which dividese.ch of these expressions without remainder is called their greatestcommon measure. ° c'lt-bi,

106. The temi greatest common m^amrc is not very annro-

i • thte '^f
^'""'.-P'--- - which spc-ciHc numerical

.dues have not been assigned to the various letter which occurwould be better to speak of the Ugkest cor,.non c^JT^

o. 0. M. wdl often be used for shortness instead of this tei-m

J^^T" "^
7';r'"

'
<•"'<'«« two or more expressions without.om,.mue.^ we shall say that it is a common measure of them ormore briefly, that it is a meagre of them

m
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46 GREATEST COMMON MEASURE.

107. The following is the rule for finding the G. c. m. of two

algebraical expressions

:

Let A and B denote the two expressions ; let them be arranged

according to descending powers of some common letter, and suppose

the index of tlio highest power of that letter in A not less than

the index of the highest power of that letter in B. Divide A by

B ; then make the remainder a divisor and B the dividend.

Again, make the new remainder a divisor and the preceding,'

divisor the dividend. Proceed in this way until there is no

remainder ; then the last divisor is the G. c. m. required.

108. Example : find the o. c. m. of

a;» _ 6a; + 8 and 4a;^ - 21a;* + 15a; + 20.

X' 6a; + 8J4a;^'-21a;'+15a;+20 (4a; + 3

4a;' - 24a;'' + 32a;

3a;''-17a; + 20

3a;'-18,« + 24

X-

X- 4

- 4J x' - Ga; + 8 (a; - 2

a;* -4a;

- 2a; + 8

-2a; + 8

Thus a; - 4 is the g. c. m. required.

109. The truth of the rule given in Art. 107 depends upon
the following principles

:

(1) If P divide A, then it will divide mA. For since P
divides A, we may suppose A = ai', then mA = maP, thus P
divides mA.

(2) If P divide A and B, then it will divide mA ± nB. For
since P divides A and B, we may suppose A = aP, and B = bP,
then mA ± nB = {ma ^ nb) P ; thus P divides mA d= nB.

We can now prove the rule given in Art. 107.

4/

i'\
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' depends uponj

For since F\

= maP, thus P^

nA ± nB. For

^ and B^bP,
7lB,

C)B^q

rD

110. Let A and B denote the two expres- B) A Ip
aions; let them be arranged according to de- pB
Bcending powers of some common letter, and
8ui)pose the index of the highest power of that
letter in A not less than the index of the
highest power of that letter in B. Divide A
by B

; let p denote the quotient, and C the
remainder. Divide B hy C ; let q denote the
quotient, and J) the remainder. Divide C by D, and suppose
tliut there is no remainder, and let r denote the quotient. Thus
wo have the following results :

A---pB + G', B^qC + D', G = rD.

We shall first shew that Dha common measure of A and B.

i> divides C, since C = rD - hence (Art. 109) D divides qC and
Iso yC +

^^ ;
that is, D divides B. Again, since D divides B and

,
It divides pB+G; that is, D divides A. Hence D divides A

ind B.

We have thus shewn that D h a common measure of ^ and B-
ve shcill next shew that it is theii greatest common measure.

By Art. 109 every expression which divides A and B divides
-pB, that is, C; thus e-ery expi-ession which is a measure of
and B IS a measure of B and G. Similarly every expression

(rhich IS a measure of B and (7 is a measure of G and D Thus
levery expression which is a measure of A and B divides J) But
Ino expression higher than D can divide D. Thus D is the g c m
requii-ed.

111. In the same manner as it is shewn in the preceding
Article that D measures A and B, it may be shewn that every
lexpression which divides D also measures A and B. And ifc is
shewn in the preceding Article that every expression which mea.

[sures A and B divides D. Thus every measure of A mirl B
divides their g. c. m.; and every divisor of their g. c. m. measures

1-4 and B.

%'\

it.4

;'!i

i?t



48 GREATEST COMMON MEASURE.

112 As an example of the process in Ait 110, suppose w^have to find the o. c. m. of x'^5x^i and x^ + 4a:^ 4- 5x + 2

X' + 5x+iJ x'+ix'+5x + 2 (a; - 1

oj" + 5x' + ix

-x' + x+2
-x' -5x- i

6x+e

6x+Gjx' + 5x + 4l~ + ^

x'+ X
'G ^6

ix+ 4:

4x + i

Oth€

Biire, i

reject

auired,

'*! p

^; 'i

* w]

III

This example introduces a n^w >^^,-^4. ^
last divisor ],e.-e is G.To luZ ^ y

~"^"leration. The
+1

^ IS uo? + u
,

tins, accordmg to the rule rrniof 1the G. c. M. required. We see from fh. ,1

' ^"^
ve see tiom the above process that when

^•^ + 5. + 4 is divided hyex+G the quotient is ^% ^ if ,1,,

Other given expression, namel, x^.4x^.5x.2, I Lded by
ex + G, it will be found that the quotient is ^V ^ + ^

r.
6 '> q • -^t may

at hrst appear to the student that 6x+G Pnnn.f u
of the two given expressions, since thlso 0.117

" "'"''"^"^

expressions as "; + -^ and *
4-
* ^ ^ +t ^

6 3
'^^^^

6 + 2
*

3 '
*Iie^'efore, may be said to be

integral expressions sofar . relates to x.

Thus, in the example, when we say that 6x+6 U ih.of the two given expressions, we me.'lv metr^T.^J:^-
^•

- oe f.und wh.ch contains Mg,er powers Vx'Zr;:^:.

'SHi'es as ,

114.

any stage

Suppc

stage of t]

T. A.
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4,,

Other me,u,„res may be fou„,l which ,Iiff„,. f,o,„ t,,,, ,„ ,_,,

'

v. ,eet. „,„„o,.,cal coefficieuts onl,. Thus 3. + 3 a„c, 2!. + 2 wi1- l.nind to be measures; those are respectively tl,„ 7 /^ , ,

<J..of 6.. 6, am, the c„rres„„u„iu, \P:l'!:.^^:t2
:|the given expressions by these nie-isi.r../w.Il i

"^".^^^^ ^'i^'de

^u^ ... times .hat tife, weretX: IIT;!'t^""^fce,.ure and the corresponding quotients are ^ + i and ^'IfeT,'.e may then conveniently take .. I as .. greatest c nlo. „;!'
.ure, smce the quotients are free fron, fractional coefficientr

I ^

113 In order to avoid /ractional coefficients in the quotient.It .» usual m ,,e,fcrmi„g the opemtions for finding the
' ttft^ certain iactors which do not fo„n part of'the o. c i^'.^

Suppose we have to find the G. CM of ^ and n. ,.
^tage of the process suppose we i.ave i^I^ILT^^^Ione ot which ,3 to be a dividend and the otLr a divis r xflJi=mS, where m has no factor which K hns tl,e„ ,

J-cted
:
that is, instead of continuing the^i^r/^d ^Zmay contmue it with JC and S.

For by what has been already shewn we know that A and Bhave just the same common measures as X a«d A' have
Now

^y common measure of K and ^ is a common measureof A' and Ji, and is therefore a common measure of A and &
And any common measure of I{ and /? i* . o «^,v

f ^ flnrl «, Q' Tj ^ ,-
'^ common measin-etj and m6. But m has no factor which K has. Thereforeny common measure of K and It is a common measure of ^a^Kt

.re!f7l7^."""^^
""^"'^ ^' ^ ^^^ ^ ^« ^— -a-

lilies as K and .S have; and this is what we had to shew.

111. A factor of a certain kind may also be introduced attny stage of the process.

r~

Suppose we have to find the g. c. m. of A and £ and at any
tage of the process suppose we have the expressions /fand R one

%
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i I.

fM
n

of winch h to bo a di v-i<lon<l and the othor a divisor. Lot Z = n/(

tha IS, nstoad of cuntnuung the j.-ocoss with K and /,f we nuvcontinuo it with L and A'.
'

For by what has been already shown we know that A and linave just the same cominon measures as A' and A have.

Now any common measure of A^ an.l A is a comn.on me^vsurej
ot A and A

;
so that any common measure of A an.l A is a con./nion measure of L and A.

Bu.e of uK and A B„t „ ]„« „„ ft„t„, u,„j ^ ^
^, ami IS thoi'efore a common moasiii-o of A and Jl.

'

Thus we see that A an.l H have just tl,e s;.me eo„,mo„ m„a.S.UCS as i and A" have
; and this is what we had to show.

115. We see then that certain facto™ may be remove,! fmmleUher a dividend or a diviso, or introduced into'.! in^ ^T

I p ,

iitsnews that these oi)erations mi

v

b performed at any stage of the process, for ex.unple at ttobe"!ung .f we please. By mea,« of such mocUfleatio4 of the pZ

3«.^-10a.-Ul5a. + 8 and a^» - 2a;* - Gar^ + 4.r^ + j 3^ ^ ^
0^-2.^-0.3. 4.^, 13,, 6; 3.« _10^ .15..8(3

^^'
~ Gx* - I8a^ + I2x' + 39x + 18

.V-t 4a;'

Kemoi

Jid then ]

*i'ooeed w
Sx* + 4x'

Kcmovi

Thus ar"

IIG. S

[jommon fac

' = bF. T]

It 111. •

ft by F, and

117. Si

that a certai

lay strike i1

iictors, Th(

(divisor whicj

[n'oduct will

6x*+ Sar-'- 12.^-124^10
Before proceeding to the next division we may strike out thefactor 2 from every term of the new divisor, and multiply evenenn of the new dividend by 3. Then continue the«

118. Su
\{x-~iy(x-2

§{x-- ly is con

Jfore a factor <

ithe entire g. (

[unity, of (.
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^x

Romove tho factor 2 from ovoi-v fn..... *• *i ,

ul thou multiply every term l.v T Ti ,

«^P'ession,

-15a;*-18a;«+3Ga;' + GG«; + 27.
Procoed with the (liviHion

\
3.%4^-G..-12.-5; -15.^-18.^. 3G.^.6G..27 (-5

«r-f3a, +3a; + l; 3.x.^.M.«^- Ga,»-12^.-5 (3a..-5

Thus ar* + 3.>;' 4. St* a. 1 .v. j-i ~ ~+ «5^+ 1 IS the a c. M. required.

lie. Suppose the original expressions A and /> fn .!ommon factor F which i« ,.1 •
^° contain a

.tin. We .a/L': ;„,::; 'i";
<'• -; - -"«-

-

t b. ^, and the ,..„.,.et ^„ ,„ ^r: ,"-;^;
J;' ^;

7' -H'l-r

P'oductwill bethe required o.cm' ''""*""' ^^"' *'^

keoutthegt. r L; I'tin^^^
(-ir(-4)(._5). Here the factor

operatioJthe entire o c for'
" "^ ''"' ''"™P^^ ^'^^ ^)' ^«"««

unity of t 9W, ,r Tr" """""^ "^^ ^^ *--d, exceptty, (.-2)(.-3) and (.- 1) (._4) (. _ 5) which are the
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^1

remaining factors of the proi.osod oxpimsions. Tlio hist statomonf
can be verified by trial, but when the student is acquainted with
the subject of the rcsohition of iilgebraical expressions into factois
it will be obvious on inspection. The resohition of algebraical
expressions int(; factors is discussod in the Theory of Equations.

IID. Next suppose we n^quiro the o. c. m. of ^^ree algebraical
expressions A, B, 6'. Find tlie o. c. m. of two of them, say A and
B

;
let D denote this g. c. m. ; then the o, c. M. of D and C is tho

required a. c. M. of A, B and C.

For by Art. Ill every measure of D and <7 is a measure of I

A, B and C
',
and also every measure of A, B and C is a mea8m-e|

of D and C. Thus the o. c. m. of D and G is tho a. c. m. of ^. i5i

and G.

120. In a similar manner we may find tlie g. c. m. -^ four\
algebraical expressions. Or we may find the a. c. M. of two of

the given expressions and also tho g. c. m. of the other two ; then]
the g.c. m. of the two expressions thus found will be the g. c.m.|
of the four given exjn-essions.

121. The definition and operations of the preceding Articles I

of this Chapter relate to j>ohjnomial expressions. The meaning of)

the term greatest common measure in the case oi simple expressions]
will be seen from the followirg example :

Required the g. c. M. of iZ^a'b'xy, 21Qa'h^x'z and ^Oa%a?.

We find by Arithmetic the g. c. m. of the numerical coeffi-l

oients 432, 270, and 90; it is 18. After this number we write
every letter which is common to the simple expressions, and we
give to each letter respectively the least exponent which it has inl

the simple expressions. Thus we obtain \Sa%x, which will divide]

all the given simple expressions, and is called their greatest com-f
mon measure.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18. «=<

19. a;"

20. x'

21. 6a

22. X*

23. a?

IMi 9i
a;'
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EXAMl'LES. VI.

KXAMPLE8 OF TlfR GREATEST COMMON MRAKURi:.

Find the G. c. M. in the following examples :

1. x'~3x+ 2 and x'-x-2.
2. x" + 3.c» + 4a; + 1 2 and x" + 4x' + ix+3.
•^. x' + x' +x~3 anrl x' + .-,.«« + 5a; + 3.

4. x'+\ and a;"' + mx' + mx + 1.

5. 6a;« - lax' - 20«'a; and 3a;» ^ ax ~ \a\
6. a;* - y' and a;' - y».

3a;''-13a;''+23a;-21 and Qx' + x' ~ Uu , 21.
a;* - 33;" + 2a;=' + a; - 1 and a;' _ a;' - 2.' + 2.

53

7,

8,

9. a;' 7a;« + 8a;» + 28a; - 48 and x' - Sa '

t I
r,^ _ 14,

10. a;«-a;''+2a;^ + a; + 3 and a:* + 2a,-3 - a; - 2.

11. 4a;^ + Oa;' + 2x^ - 2a; - 4 and 3a;' -f 5rc' I'x + 2
12. 2a;^-12a;^+19a;'-6a; + 9 and4a;»-18*^+19a;-3.
13. 6a;* + a^-a; and 4ar'- Ga;"- 4a;-f 3.

14. 12a;» - \5yx + 3y' and Oa;» - 6ya;=' + 2^^a; - 2y\
15. 2a;'' - 1 la;=» - 9 and 4a;' + 1

U-* +81.
1 6. 2a* + 3a'a; - 9aV and Ga^a; - 1 7a»a;^ + 1 4aV - 3aa;*
17. 2a;»-f-(2a-9)a;»-(9a + 6)a;4.27 and 2a;'- 1.3a;+ 18
18. aV - aVy + a6^a;^/« - h^ and 2a'6a;^y - ah^xf - Wy\
19. ar* + aar" - «a;y - 2^ and x' + 2a^y - «V + xy - 2axy' - y*
20. x^ + 3x* -8.^-9.-3 and ..' - 2x^ - 6.^ ^ ix^ ^ Ux ^ 6
21. 6a;» - 4a;^ - 1 !«;«- 3a;^- 3a; - 1 and 4a;* + 2a;^- 1 8a;='+ 3a; - 5
22. X* - ax^ - aV - a'a. - 2a^ and 3a'^ - 7aa;« + 3a=a; - 2a^
23. a,-3-9:«^+26a;-24, aP- lOx^-, 3lx~ 30 and

a;'-lla;»+38a;-40.

24. V.4 1 f\~^ .

9, a;*+ 10a;3+20a;'_10a;-21
X* + ix^ - 22x^ - 4x + 21

and

PI: il

ill

ft
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ri-l

f

VII. LKAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

om,«o. „^m,U of two o. „.,..e algol„..ieaUx!: r Let f"or ...ore ..Igel.vaicMl oxp.-oxsio,., botu-rnn^od aecorlTt:
!' ,"'

.ng ,,ow„,.„ of .„,„<. .o„„„o„ letter thlftT ^ ^'"''"'-^

<l"..e..«io.,,, i„ tl„.t lette.. whid L 2i n r"°r"™"''

ve.y ap,,..o,„.i,.te fo,- the .-ease.. ,*e.„ .^e,. ".V:: l^e

""''

beat:,;rofr
*" '^ •''^•'^'•"^"^ -*•« -.v..o said t„i

124. Wo shall now shew how to find the r r« „f .
algebraical ex,,..essions. Let A and 7? de ote t),e t

'
'

least eo.u„,o.. .,„dti,.l„ i„ ab H .,
'

'"''''^'•' *'""''

.H.no..sio.s Which is .'b'^X^, t^OT"" " '""^'^'^

And abD = Ab = Ba =
D '

Hence m^o have tlie following rule for finding the l c m of Itwo algebruical exproHsions : find their g c m • T; M .?
'

Dros^i'nn i.,r +1 • ^' *^- "ivide either ex-

^;=o^r::"di::'r'S--:r'^'"*'
their n. c. m.

I>ioauct of the expressions hy

of «;«_,

we infer

nuently t



<fWwia nn
il», i liMn,y,yiy^„

of two or nioi

i euch of tlicii'

'

iiGuning in tin's

3ion of tlie ^;e«,/

iioiis : Let W,
ing to (kiscend-

vssion of lowesi

each of tho.si

for sliortiiessi

111 itself is not
i

lOG.

• ^y be said to I

c. M. of two
j

two ex])res-

pose A = aJJ i

est common

,

3refore their

'11 of lowest!

« L. C. M. of!

e either ex-

y the other

ressions hy

LEAST COMMON MULTli'LL:. ^r

125. If J/ be the least common multiple of A and JJ it i.obvious that every niultiole of 1/ i. .

' ^

,^,jj ^
^ ^^ ^* ^'^ '« '^ common multiple of A

-.1 "'
f

".-"to a„v oH„.,. eounnon ,„„H ,,,,, „,,;;;";;
17"'':- ""'' *'-" ^' - 'livi,l.,i ,,. Af there i» a .J ,1 '.
I'* ? denote the ,ni„ti,,it. Thus A' ~ V ./

'""'""'" ^'

'

;-;-.; We the. ^

„v,
'":

^'f'
'"'l'l'"se «•« require the ,,. a m. „f three MlKehraie-.!

«
,

1.
1
M ,.euete tin., i,. o. m. ; tl>en the i.. c. M. of JJ an.l t' h the

l"Hnre(lL.c.M. of J, ^ ,„„] a
For every common multiiih' of 1/ n,,! (^ ,-. .

of.i Bm.ini\,.t loM 1"
"'"»"' <->s a common multiple

1 ^1,
Ji an] C (Art. Uo). Ami every couunou n.ultinle of A amiJ> IS a multiiJo of Jf M,.t 1o«i . ti,„„

' •""'

of^ .« .,,,,1 A '' ""'-*' .="•'""»" multinle

L c ; of U V •

'",""""" "'"'">''''' "' '' ™'' ^' Therefore heL. c. M. ofM ai.,1 C u the l. c. m. of .1, .B ami C.

ne.,t faeo.s, ,ve nmy sometunes facilifcite the pr„ees.s of dete,.nnmn. hen. „. o. M. or , o. M. For example, re. „i«d the '^ ^ot X -a- ami a:' -a". Since

ai--a'=(x- a) (x + a) an.1 ...> - „' = (^ _ „) (.^.. +^ + „.,,

wo infer that .x-„ i, the o. c. ,,. of the two expre^ionB co,.,„nnently then- .. o. u. i. (.. + „) (,. _ „.,, a,,, j,^

^

11

!'

'

jil

« +«a;'- «'a;-a*
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EXAMPLES. VII.

Ill
Required tlie l.c.m. of 432a^6''a,v 97n.»A3 .

We find by AritJn.w f/ ^^' "^'^^ * «=« ^nd 90a='6ar'.

efficonta 432, 270 and 90, it is 2160 Aft
""! .'"'°"^"«J "O"

-nto every letter which oecu,. in the"™,!
*'"\'"""''^^ ^<'

give to each letter resnoctivelv the
'""'''« "''Pressions, and we

in the simple expressions Th f '''''""™* ">'<='' '» ^aa
divisible by all 't,,~ 2l? ***" ''«°'''*'^^-- -i-h »
lea^t co„,mon multipfo.

^ -^''P>--^"ons. and is called their

least con™Ion^m,u"]e aro^not*'!"^' ""T""
""^"''^ '"^ "^ th«

to- of the present woland 71 ""^ ''" ^"^^<^^"-* ^hap-

»-y find in them ^1;'; nost,
^"*™'"^^ -''-> ^^ student

of Equations. The ex™,r ' '
""'" '" ''^ -• ^he Theory

c...>ter and to the i:!^!::^::^: fi
«n„:

on aceount of the exercise which thiv ff .
""^ ''°'*'"''

mental processes of Algebra.
'" '^' *''« ^"°''*-

EXAMPLKS OF THK LEAST 00„.«0X MU.TXPIE.
Knd the r,. c. m. in the following examples

:

1. 6a;'-a;_l and 2a:»+33;-2.

2. a,-' - 1 and ic' + a; _ 3.

3. '^-9^^ + 23.-15and..'_8^ + 7.
4. 3.^»-5a; + 2 and 4a;«- 4a.-2_ ^ + j^

5. (•^' + 1} (.«'-!) and a;3_ J

6- ^-^ + 2.^V - a:^/^ - 2y3 and af^ - 2«.V - ^v^ ,. 2v^
7. 20.-1, 4;««-l and 4;.-=+l.

8. rB^-aj, x^^i and rc^+l.

^- a;'-4a*. f^M ')..)« u,,j / o .,
• x-^- • ---v) and (a;-2tt)f
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10. ».- 6.'. lU.e. .-- 9.V 26.-24 and ^_8.., ,«,_ „

12. .'-10.'.^9, .Vl0.^.oo.,.io._21 and .Ui.'-22.'.i.,,i
13. -'- *<-'-W. 4.^.8.' and ..-2„..,4„._,^. '

". ^~ia.b)..ai. --(*^.>.6oand.^-(o.„),,„
15. 2^.(2„-3«).'-(26..3«6)..36. and

2.--(36-2.).-3io.
16. 6(»'-6')(a-An9(„._j.,(„_jj.^,^jj2(«._4y

VIII. FRACTIONS.

131. We propose to recall to the studpnf« „m »•
propositions respecting fractions wMri ,

"*'™ "°™<'

Arithmetic, and then'to hcT hit
1

'^
'"'""'^ ''"'-"' »

ve..all, in Algebra. In the Iltl"!;^^tL "" ""
-at »« numbers, unless it is stated'otwt. "P'"

132. By the expression
| we indicate that a unit has been

divided into , equal parts, and that a of such parts ar. taken. Here
^,

^s called .fraction; a is the numerator and 6 the aeru>.u,u,tor

those parts are to be Iren.
""'"'""' """^*^ '"'^ """^ "^

Every integer may be conside,.d as a fraction with unity for
Its denominator

; that is, p » .?

.

r-J^^,'
,7^"'" ^^ '""'«P'-"»g a fraction by an integer Fi.„^
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FRACTIONS.

Lot
," denote any fraction, and o ^y integer; then wiil

« ac

J-
x.= -. K„, i, ,„„, „^ ^,,^ ^^.^^^.^_^^ _^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ _^

divided into 6 enual mit, „,. i *
a ^ J

**''""' ''*'""'^'«'"''»yi«rts are taken
"' ? "« ™

J
i honoe |: is ,. times "

.

Tim demonstrates tlie ii«t form of the Rule.

Again; let i denote any fraction, and e any integer; then

"'" iV ^-=
E-

P"- i" ««>1. of the fractions £ and ^" the same
«.-ber of parts is t,ake„, ,„.t each part in «

is
.'Ws as large as

-h ,art in £ ,
„cca„se in £ the nnit is divided into c times .

many ,,a,tsa« in 2; hence; is „ times S.
uC

This demonstrates the second form of tlie Rule.

134. Rule for dividing a fraction by an inte-or F;^!.tiphj the denomiimfof h.,. ti . • .

inr-egoi. Either mul-

that integer. " "' "*^'''' "'• ^'""^ ''- «««^™to- ty

J^ot
I

denote any fraction, and c any integer; then wiU

i •
"= S- J^o^

4
i« times £, l,y Art. 133; and thei-efore

« . 1 , a

This demonstrates the m-st form of tlie Rule.

Again; let ^ denote any fraction, and c any integer; then

will ~-f-c=* For ''"^
• ^' a

^ * •
^'' J''^ times -, by Art. 133; and there-

fore ^ is 1 th of ^^
c b

This (lemuastrates the second form of the Rule.
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5r; then will

- the unit is

Li'ts are taken

^^teger; tlien

a
, the same

s as hirge as

o c times as

merator hy

then will

therefore

fer; then

nd there-

69

and de„„„,i„ator of^IZ^^,„^ "^
*^ ""--'-

the value of the fraction i, ^otlt7^ / I "T
""""''"

J - J, •
And so ako if tl,n nume,-ator and denominator of a

f:::t":dte:.f
''""

"-^ "'^ ^""'" "•™'- «- ™>"<= of t,. fraeUon

by an, eonion .„.j^rc: ^ rr; i!:,^ r-!'"""^are divided ., thei.- o.e.„. t,.e fraction O^lt:^^^
lowM lenns. For exanijJe, consider the fraction _!*[_z7«^r20
Here the g.cm. of tlio numeritra- .m.i ,i

•

^'"'-STa^ + S
'

to be 2.. -5; hence divZ^ !^
''"""""nator will be found

this we obtain ^ °"' '""""™'°'- '""' ''nominator by

6a;'-7a;-20
3a; + 4

2a?+~5:;:rT'4a;" - 27a: + 5

137. Since ?=
-| (a.,. 9i) it j, „,^i„„^ y_^^ ^^

ohange the signs of the numerator and deuominatn. „f t .
without altering the value of the fraction

"'"°''

itsn...v.f 41
''^^^ '^y ^'''' ^'^^ denominators excentIts ownfor the numerator corresvondlnn fn n * r ^

Thus, supj«se
; ,

«
,
and_f to be the proposed fractions; then,

by Art. 135, v = ,1^.. and ?.=
«^^

^c//' c/ - 6^-^^^V= i^ bdf bdf
and

. I'', (

'i'ii

'It

a- '•— -frf-l

t-^JJ
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ebd

^ are fractions of the same value respectively as the proposed
fractions, and having the common denominator bdf.

139. If the denominators have any factors in n«^
may proceed thus : Jlnd tke l c >c o/- L f

''"*"'^"' ^^

I. c. M. hy lU cknominator of thatfraction. " ^"^ "''

a

Th^ suppose, for example, that the proposed fractions a^
,
and

^^^.
Here the l.c.m. of the denominators is ^^;mx my mz

a ^ ayz hand
v'vi f- = i:^'^^ mxyz ' my ^ mxyz ' " "^^

rii^
= :;;,—

140. To add or subtract fraction r<v/„,. /z. .

denomvnator, then add or suhtra't^^:'
' ^' "" '"^'^^^

; .

suotrajt the numerators and retain th*common dpMominator.
retain the

For example, ? + - = ^HS: • +i„-^ f,,,,
' 'b^b b '

**''^ ^^^^"^« immediately from themeamngof a fraction.

So *+^-=^+'^^^«c?+c6
^ d bd bd ~bd~~

'

c 1 c c c c '

a-b a + b ^rrjT-'-^^^'-^

a^-6''

,.';,'*
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a

h

a

h

a

b

c

b

a~c

be

bd

ad -be

b

c _ ad
d~ bd' bd~ Ud
c^d a(^)J^ic^d)a^^^j,^-^^

bj(r^

_ac-ad-bc~bd

c~d b {c - d) ~
bJ^^Taj

b{c~d)

a-b a + b a'-b' a'-b^'^ ^vrr^

_ ^ + 2ab^-^a^ - 2ab + b')

a'-b^

a^ + 2abj^b^ a^ + 2ab - b^

a

iab_

,^~b^'

t.-JM'
'^^ "'^' ^""^ *^'' multiplication of two fractions is mul

The folloM^ing is usually given for a proof. Let ^ and t bo

two fractions which are to be multiplied together; ut ? = . and

^ = y; therefore

o> = bx, and c = dy,

therefore ac = bdxy;

divide by bd- thus ^ = a:v
bd *'

This proce.3 is satirf>„3to.y whou x and y are really inteaer,

«.« has ite common meaning. It is also satisfactorv when one ofthe two, .and
3, is an intege,-, because we can s,«ak rf multiply n^a fracfon by au integer, as in Art. 133. But Ihen both . ^I!^

arefraouons we cannot speak of multiplying them togetheVwi;,;:out defimng what we mean by the term nuUipliea,!^, for, .

Vm

15

„ H

liii
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reJ;a%::r:;i:;,::t;Lr;: rr'^'^'-r
• -^ *---"™ -

th,it wl„.„ ono of tl,,. f,.., >
'^"

' "'"• J«fimt..)n is so chosen

intoge.. in . Tl* . ro"'
, t,

""""'"^, '°«^"- '^ »
the definition coincide, wTth the

"''" ""''' "'" '•™"" "^

dinar, use of the wol^Xtrr''^^ '-- ^^ t"e o.

«.e '^ni!:/;:;:::: rir;::7trrt - '-^

when applied to iute„e,s .„,d T *'
°"' »"''til'li'=^'"<'n

Mons. When we ™d 1 "\"'^'"""S -'-" "I'l'liod to fn.c

"n,ty M. „„u is repeate,! i times the^ . v,
" * "'™'

-'-«»..« is ..epeated.tin:;*t:°ritt:e,*^^^^
multiply the fraction - by ^

• ,,,,,,,• ,,

^ "} ^, .uloi>ting tlie same definition as

a>.ove, we may sa, that, «,/„, ^ ,« „,, „,^,^ ^^ _^^^^.^
e
^^

r ""^ * ""'
•' " *'" c.

^-
I

To Ctain ^ f..on, nnit,

tlierofore, to obtain -, times "
H,„ r , "

rf
"mes -, the fraction j is divide.1 into <l

equal parts, „„d . such parts are taken. Now, h.Art. 134. if
«
be

-ivided into
. e,na, parts, .eh of them is ^ ,

and if . such its
be taken the result is

™|g.™dinthesamew,Lnnirr:^-^^

a
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143. To multi,,ly thr,» or more fmctions togothor, «„;«,>/„an the numeratorspr tU «„, numerator, and all the deno„nnaloi
jor the new denominator.

144. Suppcse we Imve to rfm.fe ^ |,y f
. Here, by the

nature of divWon, we have to fin.l ,t quantity 's„„h that if it be
multiplied by ^ the luoJuet d.all be ^. This i., the meaning of

division applied to intoge™, and we .shall give the «ame n,e„ni„„
to division applied to fractions, an operation whieh hitherto h,^
not been defined.

ad

Let
l^'^ = x- then ^= a,. > -.

therefore ^ = a;c, and

c xc

d^ d
ad

J
^^=x. Thus we ohtHin the rule for dividing one fraction by
another; invert the divisor, ami proceed as in multiplication.

145. Hitherto we have supposed, in the present Chapter tintthe letters represented wkole numbers; and hL thus onlt.^^altd
rules and proofs which are familiar to the student in AHthmetic.

tt r dJ 1% "i
"'"''' '^'"'""^ '' ""^'^y ^« I--^ that allhe lules and formul^ given are true when the letters denote anynumbers Me or fractional. Take, for example, the formula

a ac

^
- ^ ,

and suppose we wish to shew that this is true when

» = - , b^t and c=-.
»» q 8

Here^ = ^H-^ = ^x^ = ^.
n q n p np '

also ac =—
, and bc=^^

ns '

qs

thus ''1^'^J^^Pr ^ rnr
^

qs ^Tnrqs ^rnq
be ns ' qs -u prr nsjyr np

'

Thus the formula is shewn to be true.

I

IP
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FRAiTlONS.

Moreover U,o,e f„,,„„l„ ,„„, „,!„„ h„,,, „j,,„ ^,,„ j^^^^^

toktr.

nomn,at..- are tl,„,„,oIve. fractior : „xp,c,,.„.n8. For exa„,,,le,

a 6 aja +
6J
+ 6»

«16_ 6(a;6) _ar,af>^t' a(a-b) a(a'-b')
a b a^b{a-~b) b {a + b) "" aT-^^+b' = Tj:'^

'

» - 6 a a{a-b)

.
147. Tlio begmne. requires to be warned that in reducin..

fraet,o„al express he shouH keep the simplest fom. which
are- mhmssUJe, m or<(er to avoi.l „„nece«.sary labour. For exam

<l J
^

(a - i) {« - c) (£- a)
"

(i - a)(b '^(^ _ 4)
+
(J_ „y(^„rj)7^,)

We might take the product ,f all the denominato,-s for a com-mon deuom,nator and transform the thr«, fractions accordin.lv •

but a htt e consideration will shew that there is a much simt'

'

common dcnommator which we may put ir the following .ym-metrical fonn, » >

{0'-b){b-c){c~a){x-.a,{jc-b){x~c).

We may write the i>roposed ( ..^.ression chus,

« b

then by reducing to the comrMon denominator we id

(a -h){b- cj(c - a) (x - ^a^:tl)l^~)
)(- h)

I

T. A.



letters de-

ad} made

36 we can

and de-

aniple,

reduciuff

IS which

5r exam-

a sinffle

c - c)
*

' a com-

dingly
;

simphT

g sjm-

v~c)'

x-^b)

to
On working out the numerator wo find that rethices

and we shall also find that

-{«(c'-6V6K^cVc(6'-a')}.(a-6)(6-c)(.-.).
Thus the proposed expression becomes

65

X

(x-a){x--b){x-c)'

As another example it may bo shewn that

b*

X'

{x-a){x-b){x-c)'

EXAMPLES OF FllACTlONS.

Simplify the following fnctlons :

1.

3

5.

7.

9.

11,

13.

15.

T. A.

x' + 2x~3
x' + 6a,^ •

x'-6x^. I la;-

6

a;'-3«--> "•

x*+ lOa;" ^ 65^ '^2;+ 24
«'

+

{fx' +26x r
6a;' -5a;* +4

2a;^-a;''-a; + 2'

3a;'+12x-f 9

x'+ 5x^ + 6
'

X* 4- 2a;' + 9

a;*-4a;' + 4a;*-9*

x*- x' ~x+l

bx+ 2

2b-h{L ~i)x-2bx''

4.

6.

8.

10.

12.

14.

IC

a;'-3;»-4

a;* - 4a; - 5
'

a^+3a»6+3a6'+6*

a' + 2ab + b'
*

3o^~^hjx'+23x_~6

2a;'-lla;^+17a;-6*

2a;''+9a;»+7a;-3

3a;» + 5a;''-15a; + 4
*

a;'-Ga;--37a; + 210

a:'T4^-47a;-210'

x' + 2x' + 2x

x^ + ix

a'-a*b-ab*-r-b^

a* - a^ ''"6- + ab^

'

(x + yy - oc' .. y7

1^ + y)*-**^'

^ii
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Poi-foi

oxam

the aclditioi.H and 8„},tractiou8 inUicated
lowing oxamploH from 17 to .3

in the fol-

17.
n

a

n-b

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

2(}>.

a

2a ~ 2b 2b -2a'

2 _ 3 2a;-

3

X 2x-l 4a5" - 1
*

__1 1__ _3___
«-l a; + 2~(a;+2)«'

6 1

2{x + 1) 10
(

b-a a- 2b

X- b «;+ b'
3 + 2a; 2-- 3a;

24

{x-\) 5 (2a; +.3)

3a; (g - b)

.« ^ hi •x'~b

16a;- a;'

2-x 2 + 03 a;* -4
3 _ __7 4 -20a;

1 - 2a; i 4- 2a; 4a;'' - 1
"

1
• +

a-\-b a' - b^

a

aTTb'

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

X.« ^.«
2/ (a' + .y)' (x - 2/)»

«^ (« - by b
2.

a
+

3a 2aa;

a-a; a + x a'-8 a
a?

3a-46 2a~b-c \5a-ic
+

12

a-4^
21 '

a + 6 & + e + a
(6-c)(c-a)^(c-«)(a-6)^(^T^y(5r^



*^.*k

in the fol-

32.
a* -ho

EXAMPLES, vrir.

h* -ca c'- ah
(« + 6) (« -f c) {b ; c) (6T«) -"

(77717(776)

.

33 , ,
y- *^__

.

^^' + <-« a'+ah
{a-b){a^c) (6+c)(6-a)^(7r-«)-(7;-j5.

34. r~

35.

be ^«
^ ab

(c-a)(a-6) («-6)(6-c)-'(6rc7(o-r^).

L_^ 1 1

a{a~b){a-c) h {b - c) {h - a) ^
c{^::^J^^

36. '^f + ^-%_^Jl?,.(^-*)(6-6.)(c-a)
« + 6 6 + c o+a (« + 67(6T^J777T)*

37. -2^ ,- J- 4. -A- 4. («_-i)lti6_-c-)M. (c - a)'
a—b b—c c—a

{a-b)'
38. Multiply V

(«-6)(6~cj(c-rt)

6

6 + a ^ a; (a -6)*

39. Multiply ^"±^1
l.y -^LZJL.

40. Multiply together
^^^

ibij

41. Prove that

Sax a'-x' bc + bx c-x
and

a-xc'-x" a^ + ax

67

('•a'*e-'r*e-*y='.(!%')en)c.D.
42. Multiply together ^, i^' and 1+ ^

2/ x + x' l-x'

43. Multiply --^Z^i,«(«j^
a +2ax+x^ ^ a'--2ax + x''

44. Simplify —^-^ ^
_«-i

•^ a'-2a^> + 6»''a' + «6•

45. Simplify /^^ :" ^ -.'^Siy_ h\ \ «_ty
VaJ-y a; + y a;'-W 2v

*

46.
a"* - 6^ « + 6 8v 2

Simplify -V^ —^ /«^-a6 + 6»\

a'* + 6«-a-6- W + a6 + 67

5—2

.:

i'i
Ill

^ ill
1 ll

i j -

i|

'

^ r^i ^!

-i
1

.'.=<

u\
al
i|!

nl
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EXAMPLES. VIII.

47. Multii>lyj;,? + ii, ^'^^

48. Multiply x^-x + l by i + i + 1.

49. Simi)lify ^±^Sl±^)±^ X* - a}
x'~x{a + b) + ab "" ^'^a •

50. Divide
ax~xux~x X*

«'

54

51. Divide ii't^^) bv ^«*

52. Divide 3^i^3 by -^L.

53. Divide ?^i±^ + 2yz5 _ _«•
, «» + y«

Simplify
f^, + l\_^/? _1 1\
\y- a;/ V/ y a;;-

55. Simplify /^-^ + __A. \ . / « i \

56. Simplify l^^?!' + ?\ ^ /« + 2y a; \

57. Dividea:^-i^by
«; + !

58. Divide a;»+i +2 by a:+l.

59. Divide a.-"* + 1 + 1 by -^-l+a-
a;' ''a;

60. Divide a' - 6- ~ c» + 2Jc by ^±^
a + 6 + c*

61. n.V.Mo <^''+3<»'a;-<- 3ga;'+^ (a+a;)«

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.
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C2. Divide a'-h'-c'- 2bc by ^±i:^.^

.

a + b -0

03. Divide 0=' - :i„x - 2a" + i|^ fcy 3^ _ g,, _ J^^L

69

64. Divide
X 6a'

x'

- 1 ^ ""'
1 ^ 3a

2a X

66. Simplify

« + 6 a-b
c + cl c-d
a + b a-b
c-a c + d

-m

im^ \n

66. Simplify

cb-h X a — x
a—x a+ x
a + X a — x'

67. Simplify

68.

69.

70.

a~x a + X

3ahc

bc + ca- ab

a~l b-l
a

+ —J-- +
c-[

iT
4. -

—

a

Simplify f'

-b a'-b-

+ b a'+b-)

c-b
c + b

«3 7,8v

c' + b

Simplify (^
y ^ ~y

per -y' x' + y

) \c~b c'-b'J

H y x-hy.
-)
yj

:«? I

\ >

m

71. Simplify /«-Jl%«-*U/?^!±l"_ a'-6'

79 SITtlltllttr1,'A

m' + n'

n
m

m - n"

7«" + w°

n m
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70 examplb:s. viii.

x+a x-a
'3. Sinii>lify

X OS x-a x-ha
-t^-a x + a x + a x-a

'

+
x—a x+a

1 1
+

74. Simplify miHili+^^-'-^'l

75. Sinii)Iify

a h + c

1

X +
]

3 — a;

7C. Sim])lify
a

b +
7 ^d+j

\w
IX. EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE.

U%. Any collection of algebraical symbols is called an ex-
pi-ession. Whon two expressions are conT.ected bv the sirrn of
equality the whole is callo.l an equation. The expressions thus
connected are called sides of the equation, or members of the equa-
tion The exj.ression to the left of the sign of equalitv is called
tliey^-6"^ side, and the expression to the right the second side.

149. An identical equation is one in which the two sides are
equal whatever numbers the lettei-s stand for; for example,

{x+h){x-b)'r=x'~h'

i« an identical equation. An identical equation is called briefly
an identity. -^

Up to the present point the student has been almost entirely
occupied with identities. Thus the i^esults given in Arts. 55 and
68 a,e identically true

; and so also are those which will be ob-
tained by solving tlio examples to Chaptei-s in and iv.
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150. An equation of concUtlon is one which is not tme for
every value of the letters, but only for a certain number of values •

for example, *

a;+l = 7

cannot be tme unles.s x=6, Aii equation of coucUtion is called
briefly an equation.

151. A letter to which a particular value or values must be
given m order that the statement contain.^ in an equation may
be true is called an unknomi quantity. Such particular value of
the unknown quantity is said to satisfy the equation, and is called
a root of the equation. To solve an equation is to find the parti-
cular value or values.

are

152. An equation involving one unknown quantity is said to
bo of as many dimensions as is denoted by the index of the
highest power of the unknown quantity. Thus, if x denote the
unknown quantity, the equation is said to bo of one dimension
when X occui-s only in the first power • such an equation is also
called a simple equation, or an ocpuition of the first degree. If a;"
occurs, and no power of a;higlier than x' occurs, the equation is said
to be oUwo dimensions; such an equation is also called a quad-
ratic equation, or an equation of the second degree. It x"" occurs,
and no power of a; higher than x' occurs, the equation is saul to be
of three dimensions

; such an equation is also called a cubic equa-
tion, or an equation of the third degree. And so on.

It must be observed that these definitions suppose both mem-
bers of the equation to be integral expressions so far as relates
to X, and not to contain x under the radical sign.

153. We shall now indicate some operations wliich may be
performed on jui equation without desti-oyi..., the etpiality which
it exp-3a8es. It will be awm aft<,rwardH that these operations aio
useful jn we have to solve equations.

? .-.

'II
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J
.

155. The princii„J „se of the preceding Article is to o/mr anejnauon effractions; this is effected by „,„,tiplying evoJTe™byj. product Of all the denominate., of the L'ctiL, or^i
™

05 a; a;

Multiply every term by 2 x 3 x 4 ; thus,

3x4xaj + 2>^4xa;-f-2x3xa;=13x2x3x4;

*^^*^' 12.« + 8.r + 6a: = 312.

Divide every term by 2; thus,

6a;+4a;+3a;= 15G.

Instead of multiplying every term by 2 x 3 x 4 we mav multiPlyby 1^^ which is the .CM. of 2, 3'and 4. ThusTJo^^"

6a;+4a; + 3a;=15G.

156. ^,,2^ quantity may he transposed from one side of ar,equation to the other side by changing its sign.
^

Thus suppose x-a^b-y.
Add a to each side (Art. 98) ; then

x-a + a = h~y^a,
t'^iftt is, ^ ;, ,' X =« + a — y.

Now subtract b from each side ; thus,

a:'-b=b + a-y~b = a-y.
Here we see that - a has been removed from one side of the

lemoTcd from one «iUe .md appears as - 6 on the other sicle.
'

m
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EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGRKE. 73

x~a = b — y.

By transposition,

that is,

y-b =a-x,

a-x = y-h',

this result is wl.at wo shall obtain if wc change the sign of everyterm in tlie original equation.
^

158. We can now give a rule for the solution of any simple
equation with one unknown quantity.

Let the equation first he cleared offractions ; tlm>. trans- ose alltU terms which involve the unknoron quantity to one side of the
equatron, and the known quantities to the other; divide both sides

!fJf/V"^T,T "; '^" "" '^ '^" ''"^'^'^''^ of^^- --known
quantity, and the value required is obtained

examp e.s
,
m tliese examples the unknown quantity will be de-noted by ., and when other letters occur, they are supposed to

represent /tnowi qujintities.

159. Solve

By transposition,

thus,

by division,

3a;- 4 =24 -a;.

3a; + a; - 24 + 4 ;

4aj=28;

X
28
4^ 7.

We may ..n/y the i^sul. l,- putting 7 for x in the original
- , . ..on. Thu fin,^. «ide beromes 5x7-4, that is, 21 -

4, that i.s
I i

j the second side becomes 24 - 1, that 13 17.

« i

'(•

iii

,w
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74 EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE.

160. Solve
2

3~^'^ = 8-^32-

Multiply by 9G, which is the l. c. m. of the denominators;
thus,

5
X 48 X a;- 4 X 32 X «- 13 X 96 - 5 X 12 + 3a:

;

that is, 240a;- 128a;- 1248 = 60 + 3a;;

by transposition, 240a; - 128a; - 3a; = 1248 + 60

;

*^"^'
109a; =1308;

by division, _ 13u8 _
109" •

We may verify the result by putting 12 for a; in the origiiutl

3171 " ''"^ '^"' ""^^ '^' '' '^'' e^iuation^en

161. Sometimes it is convenient to clear of fractions par-Ually, and thou to effect some reductions before gettin. rid of tlremaiiimg fractional coefficients. For example, solve
°

g_l7_2a;-lG 2a; 4-

5

3a; + 7
11 3 -^-4— = ^^ + -T2~-

Here we may conveniently multiply by 12 • thus
12 (a; +7)

'
'

~~1
1 - ^ (2a; - 1 6) + 3 (2a; + 5) = 1 G X 4 + 3a; + 7 ;

., ,
. 12(a; + 7)that IS, —^'-8a; + 64 + 6a; + 15 = 64 + 3a;4.7.

By transposition and reduction,

12 (a; +7)
11

+ 8 = 6a;.

Multiply by 11; thus,

12a; + 84 + 88 = 55a;;

by transposition, 172-= 43a; •

by division, ^'^^
X =—- = 4

43 •

We may verify this result as befor<
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Tlie student should notice one point in this example very

carefully. Tlie fraction ^"-1^ is equivalent to -^- (2x~ IG) . This

fraction is preceded by the sign - ; und when we multiply l,y 12
and remove the brackets we obtain - S.x- + G4. Thus when we
dear of fractions we must regulate the signs of the terms which
stood m any numerator in the same way as if they had been be-
tween brackets.

1G2. Solve
5

2x+ 1 5x~S'

Multiply by (2x + 1) (5a;- 8) ; thus,

5(5x-8) = 2{2x+l);
that is, 25x-40 = 4x+2;
by transposition, 21a; :^ 42 •

42 „
^=21=2-

by division,

We may verify this result as before.

2x-3 4x~5
163. Solve

Ga;-7*3a; -4

Multiply by (3a; - 4) (Gx - 7) ; thus,

(2a; - 3) (Ga;- 7) = (4a; -5) (3a; -4);
that is, 12.'«» - 32a; + 21 = 1 2x' - 31a; + 20.

Take away 12a;'' from both sides; thus,

21--32a;=20-31a;;
by transposition, 2 1 - 20 = 32a; - 3 1 a;

;

We may verify this result jis before.

1G4. Solve ^^-S^l^'^-l
2 3 3*

Multiply by 6 : tlnis.

3a; - 48 = 20a; - 14
;

vi^

'J
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76 EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE.

by truu8i)osition,

hy division,

17a; = -34;

" = -17 = "- 2-

We may verify this result; each side of the equation will belound to become - 9.
i «

165. Solve ax + b = cx + d»

By transposition, ax-cx = d~b',
that is, /_ ^\ ^ T ,

by division, - ^-^
x =

a ~ c

Verification; put this value for x in the original equation;

then the first side becomes ^^"^"^
+ 1 that is

^^^~^)
.
* (« - c)

'

a — c

that is, 'Lz_f
.

And the second side becomes ~f^-^d, that

is, ^^izL^i + ^L(^Ll^) n ,. da-ch
a — c

a — c

166 ^n e<7wa«{on of the first degree cannot have more than
one root.

For any equation of the first degree will take the form 00== 6If the unknown quantity is brought to one side of the equation,
and the known quantities to the other, and to make this true

X must be equal to
^ , and to nothing else.

Tlie result is sometimes obtained thus. Suppose, if possible,
that this equation has two different roots a and /?; then by
supposition, ^

aa = h, a/3 = b;

therefore, by subtraction,

a(a-y8) = 0;

but this is impossible, since by supposition a-yS is not zero, and
a 18 not zero. Thus aii onnn+inr. nf +i.p «.-,+ ,1 _.

-A - v«t! riicv uc'jrcu caiinoc nave
more than one root.
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EXAMPLES OP EQUATIONS OP THE FIRST DEGREE.

1.

3.

i.

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

16.

16.

17.

2a; +
J. _ 7a; + 6

2~ 8~ *

a?+ 1 3a; -4 1 6x + 7

2 "'~T~"^8=~8~

5a;-ll a;-l lla;-l

X X X^-2=^+^-1
2 4 5

4 10

a; a; a; 1

2'^3"4"2'

12

x+\ x+2
-T-^-3- = 16-

a;+3

x +
11 -a; 26- X

2 8. 19a; + -(7a;-2) = 4a;
35

a;-3 a:-4 x-5 x+l- +
2 8

5a;- 7 2a; + 7
= 3a;-14.

a;-3 2a;-5 41 3a;-8 5a; + 6

ga;4-3 3a; -7
~3 2~

60

= 5a;-10.

x+ 6

15

X
6^" •V ' •- "3 - 2

a;+3

2

a; - 2 3a; - 5

3 " 12 "^:

3a;-

1

5

13-a; 7a; 11

2 ~ 3

5a; -3
7

9 -a; 5a; 19-3-2-^6
6aj-l

.
9a; - 5 9a; - 7

(a; + 3)

(a; -4).

'
fl

1 i

t

^^
If" JMi!

f;

11
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18.
3x+5 2x+7

X 5i

EXAMPLES. TX.

,^ 3aJ .

19. ?--

21.

23.

24.

26.

26.

27.

28.

7a; + 9

a; + 1

7a; -8
11

3
h .U-- U.

f8 2a; ~

3

D
« 2

-(-
2a;-

9
-')=:. 2

5~x
4

= 14
x + 2

16a;-
-1 n

f8
3a; -.51-

-a;

2x
19 -2a; 2a;- 11

22.
7 + 9a;

0-^-^)=

13

3a;- 11 28-9a;
4a;- 14f

2a;- 1 3a;-

2

'5.7;- 4 7a; + 6

2a;-

9

X x~ 3
+ T^-

27 "^18 = 81- X.

X -1 4a;-| 7a!-

6

= 2 +

12

a; - 2 3a; - 9

29.

31.

32.

2a; -6 a;- 4 3a;

33. =-

5 9 13

3a;- 7
_^

25 - 4a; __ fia; - 1 i

6 9 3 •

2a; -4- 5
^
4Q-a; 10a;-427

13

a; a;- 5

2

30.

10

a; = 3a;-.(4-a;) + -

8 19

11
-+5 =

=-(lf-)
34.

35.

«-l a;-2 a;+3 a;4- 4+
6

+ 1.

a^ - 1 a;j-j ;g - 6 a;-6
a-' - 2 a; - 3 ~ x~^ ~ '^'7

36. (a;-5) (a;-2) - (a;-5) (2a:- 5) + (a;+ 7) (a;-2) = 0.

37. 3- - ^a;-
1) (x + 2) = (a;- 3) (a - 2a;).

64.

66.

66.

68.
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88. « 3-(3-a:)(«;4.1)=(a:-3)(l+^.) + 3-a,.

79

«+ 10 3

41. (-!)(- _!)-(.-5)(..3)-^3o.

16

42 gg±_^^8a;-7 3(;>c4-l5 101
14 ryx+2 56~~'^l4'

16 7a;- 6 T^' 44. ~j^ - * ^^"^

45. -^^JL.^ 37
"^ + ^ «+3 a:''+5a;-fG*

40. (a.'+l)'={6-(l-a,)}a,-2

a-2 x-i x-a a._~8'

2 1 6

47.

48.

+ 6.

2a; - 6 a; - 3 3a; _ 1
*

49. gj - ^^
,
16.xM^4

j^ 23
x+l 3a; + 2 '^n

51. (a + x)(b + x}^.(c + x){d + x).

52. ""^ "^ a
O' b-a b + a 53. aa;^6=:'"+^

54. ~ +''-Z^ +'LZ1 ^^^t±b + c)

C n.
fil^

a b

a

55. {a + x){b + x)-a{b + c) =
"'''

+ a:\
b

66.

58.

a + b a b
+x-c x-a x~b'

a'b'

a +
{2a r h) O'X

+ b (a + b)' a (a + b)

57
««?* + bx + c ax + b

px' + qx + r~p^q'

= 3ca; + — .

a

«i'
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m (x + a) n (x + b)
59. —— +

x + b x + a
m + n. GO. /^~^y_ x-2a-b

\x + h) ~ x + a +~'2b
'

61. {^-ctf+{x-by+(x-cr = 3(^.a){x-b){x-c).
62. •Ux+\-o75--875x=-0025x.

G3. 1 -20; - = -ix + 8 9.

64. 4:-8x~-^—^-l-6a; + 8'9.

11

iiili'

X. PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO SIMPLE EQUA-
TIONS WITH ONE UNKNOWN QUANTITY.

167. We shall now apply the methods already given to the
solution of some pro])lems, and thus exhibit to the student speci-
mens of the use of Algebra. In a problem certain quantities are
given, and certain others, which have some assigned relations to
them, are to be found. The relations are usually expressed in
ordinary language in the enunciation of the problem, and the
method of solving the problem may be thus described in general
terms

:
detiote the unknown quantities by letters, and express in

algebraical lawjnage the relations which hold between the un-
known quantities and the given quantities; we shall thus obtain
equations from which the values of the unknown quantities may be
derived.

We shall now give some examples. In the present Chapter we
confine ourselves to problems which may be solved by using only
07ie unknown quantity.

168. The sum of two numbers is 89 and theii- difference
is 31 : find the numbers.

Let x denote the less number, then the greater number is

31 + a;; thus since their sum is 89, we have

31+a; + a!=89,

that is. OL + 'ZX : 89
;

clear
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by tra„si,orition,

2:^ = 89-31 = 58;
by division, ^^8

•J

Thus the less nimiber is 20 -mJ +,

.

that, is, CO.
' *"" S""""^'' ""'"'«'• i« 29 + 3],

169. A bankrupt owes S twice a. ,r,.,cl. ,,s 1„. ow,.. . ,C as much aa ho owes .1 ami /together • o.t o£<^)n,'.™be dividec. among then,, what .sho,!!,! each Tceivel
" '"

they receive is £300 ; tlius,
"" ''^^'''^^^ '""^

a; + 2a; + tjx = 300

;

*^^*^«'
6a; = 300;

300and
a; = - 00;

therefore A should receive £50, ^ .£100, and C £10o.

170. Divide a line 21 inches ]nn<r ,S.f^ +

one may be three-fourths of the otlr ™ '"
'

""'' """

let . denote the number of inches in one part, then -^ denotes
tho number of inches in the other part ; thus,

3a;
X

clear of fractions ; thus,

- -I
,

4a; + 3a; =. 84
;

7a; --84
J

that is,

therefore,

Tlius one part is 12 inches long and the other part 9 inches.

84 ,„

171. If ^ can perform a piece of work in 8 d
10 days, in what time will they perfonn it together

T. A,

ays, and B in

?
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Let X denote the number of days requiml. In one day A can

perform -^th of tlie work, therefore in x days lie can peribrm ^ths
8

of the work. In one day B can perform A th of the work, there-

fore in x days he can perform
^^^^

ths of the work. Hence since

A and B together perform the whole work in x days, we have

X X—

I

=; 1 •

8 10 '

clear of fractions hy nniltiplying by 40 ; thus,

5x + Ax = 40,

that is, 9a; -40;

therefore, r - — - 4.4

172. A workman was employed for GO days, on condition
that for every day he worked he should receive 15 p.nce, and for
every day he was absent he should forfeit 5 pence ; at the end of
the time he had 20 shillings to receive : required the number of
days lie worked.

Let X denote the number of days he worked, then he was
absent 60 -a; days; then Vox denotes his pay in pence, and
5 (60 - x) denotes the sum he fjrfeited. Thus,

15x-5(60-a;) = 240;

^^^i«'ti3, 15a;-300 + 5,^=240;

therefore, 20a; =. 240 + 300 = 540

;

therefore, ^^^^
X

20
= 27.

Thus he worked 27 days and was absent 60 - 27 days, that is
S3 days.

' '

173. How much rye at four shillings and sixpence a bushel
must be mixed with fifty bushels of wheat at six shillings a bushel,
^liat the mixture may be worth five sliillings a bushel?

nr^f Iiii
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WITH ONE UNKNOWN QUANTITY. gg
Let X denote tlie mimliPv r»f k„c1 i

The v,Jue of the mixturl i, 10
"

tL "" "'""^'•

"''^'
10.>: + 500 = 0^ + 600 •

and
, ^„

'

174. A smuggler had a quantity of briu.Iv „,!,; . i

would produce £0. 18.. ; ..fter ,,e had o,?
"'""^"^

officer seized oae-tlnrd of the remain^ . i
^ "' ' ""'"""'

the smuggler make., only £8 C "1 ' T r"'''™"""
"' "'"*

he had and the price per gl; '

''""'°^ '""^ """"- "' g^'Hons

Let . .lenote the number of gallons; then ^ i^ u,e value

of a gallon in shillings. The quantity seized is ^.^
and the value of this is

^-10 198 ,~~3~
"" aT shilhngs

j tlius,

gallons,

= 22.

«-10 198—^ X— = l98_i62 = 36.

Multiply by 3^- ; thus,

1^8(a;-10) = 3a;x36 = 108a;:
therefore, 198.- 108. . 1980;
''''''''

90.= 1D80,

and 1980
/v^ —

-

Tl»™ 22 is the number of gallons „„I *,

„ . 198
fc''"ons, and the price of oacli

gallon IS _ shilling.,, that is, 9 shillings.

of rfon^wnrttr 7 '"'""'" '™^^'^'" *'- -»«-
the only difficulty oth^ in J '"T

r"* ,*''"- '" "'^^'^ --

diBcouraged if at fi !t b
'"""'' ""' *'" ^"«'-* ^'»»W "ot be

nothin. b t ,,rlf
'«/o-et™es a little perplexed, sin™

this process. '
"" «'™ '"" ^^«'"-- ""'' -«nty i„

6-2

rl

? .!

,
I,

Hit

i
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84 EXAMPLES. X.

II

.,

!

EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS.

1. Tlio piopoity of two i>orsoiis amounts to ^3870, and one of
tliem is twice as rich as tlio otlier j find the proi)ei'ty of each.

2. Divide £420 among two persons ho that for every shilling
one receives the other may receive half-a-crown.

3. liow mnch money is there in a jKirso wlien the fourth
part and the fifth part together amount to £2. r)6: ?

4. After paying the seventh pai-t of a bill and the fifth part,
£92 is still due

; what was the amount of the bill ?

5. Divide 4G into two parts, such that if one part be divided
by 7 and the other by 3, the sum of the quotients shall be 10.

^

G. A company of 26(j persons consists of men, women and
children

; there are four times as many men as children, and twice
as many women as children. How many of each are there ?

7. A i)erson expends one-third of his income in board and
lodging, one-eighth in clothing, and one-tenth in charity, and
saves £318. What is his income ?

8. Three towns. A, B, C, raise a sum of £594 ; for every pound
which B contributes, A contributes twelve shillings, and G seven-
teen shillings and sixpence. What does each contribute ?

9. Divide £1520 among A, B, and (7, so that B shall have
£100 more than A, and C £270 more than B.

10. A certain sum is to be divided among A, B, and C.
A is to have £30 less than the half, B is to have £10 less than
the third part, and C is to have £8 more than the foui-th part.
What does each receive ?

11. The sum of two numbers is 57 GO, and their difference is

equal to one-third of the greater : find the numbei-s.

12. Two casks contain equal quantities of beer ; from the
first 34 quarts are drawn, and from the second 80 ; the quantity
remaining in one cask is now twice that in the other. How
much did each cask originally contain ?
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have

13. A povsoti Louffht a pvint at a certain price, and paid thesame p„co fo.- a fn„ne ; if tl„, f,,.,,,. ,,„, J, j,i ,J^ hepnnt 15, n,o.c, tho price of the fra.ne wouhl have been o2half that of the print. Fin,| the cost of the print.
^

U T«-o «h,,,henl, owning a flock of sheep agree to divi.loU, val,^; A^ takes 72 sheep, and I> takes 02 shee^. and pays
^'

A.60. Required the value of a sheop.
i

^* ^

15 A house and garden cost £850, kI five times tlie pricoof he house was equal to twelve times the price of the garden •

find the price of each.
&«"utu .

ono!h* ,^T"f "^ ' '"^ '' ''^''''''^ '''^^ one-twentieth orangeone-th rtieth yellow, one-fortieth green, one-fiftioth bh.o. oL-xtieth maigo and the remainder, which is 302 inches long, vioTFind the length of tho rod.
=" *

17. Two-thirds of a certain number of persons receive.le, hteenpenceeach, and one-third received half-a-crown each. Tie-hole sum spent was £2. 15. How manv persons were there ?

is if ^;:hf;r:l'^^
''^'''' -' "^ -"- --^--

20. Of a certain dynasty one-third of tho kings were of tho

uZrTr'r''' «^-^ther, one-eighth of 'another, on !
Welfth of a fourth, and there were five besides. How many kin.

s

were there of each name ?
^ °

horn, finds that it takes twice as long to come up a river as to godown
;
at what number of miles an hour does the river ilow ?

22. A and B play at a game, agreeing that the loser shallalways pay to the winner one shilling more than half the money

!tr7;a'iit':rT'"'" ^''V^^'
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^"^^->'' ^^^

^^ner JJ has lu. the first game and won the second, he has twice
as much as A

: how much had each at the commencement?

\ :>'

it!
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23. A person who possesses XI 2000 employs a ,,ortion of themoney in buildmg a house. One-thhd of the money which re-
mains he invests at 4 per cent., and the other two-thirds at 5 per
cent., and fi-om tlieso investments he obtains an income of £392What was tlie cost of the liouso ?

wn,.fw9'^/''''T ^'? '""'^ '"'''^^' ^^^' ^^'' '^'^' ^^J «J^«ep

f J;r^ '^' ^""^^'^' "^ °"^" '-^^^ «J^^«P being 35, and
their value £191. 10.. Find the number he had of each.

25 .4 and 7i find a purse with shillings in it. A takes outtwo shilhngs and one-sixth of what remains; then £ takes out
three schillings and one-sixth of what remains; and then they find
that they have taken out ecpial shares. How many shillings
were in the purse, and how many did each take 1

20 A hare is eighty of her own leaps before a greyhound;
she takes three leaps for every two that he takes, but he covers
as much ground in one leap as she does in two. How many leaps
will the hare have taken before she is caught 1

1 -f- ^^nn ^"""f^
""^ ^ ^'^^^ '' ^^™ its breadth; another fieldwhich IS 50 yards longer and 10 yards broader, contains 6800

square yards more than the former; find the size of each.

28 A vessel can be emptied by three taps ; by the first alone
It could be emptied in 80 minutes, by the second alone in 200
minutes, and by the third alone in 5 hours. In what time will
the vessel be emptied if all the taps are opened ?

b.l '^^inn'''
"'''"'' *'^ "^ ^^" "^ '^'' 1^^"^^ «^ ^11 incomes

below £100 a year, and of 1.. in the pound on all incomes above
^100 a year realise £18750 on £500000, how much is raised
on incomes below £100 a vear 1

30 A person buys some tea at 3 shillings a pound, and some
at 5 shillmgs a pound ; he wishes to mix them so that by selling
the mixture at 3.. 8c/. a pound he may gain 10 per cent, on each
pound sold: find how many pounds of the inferior tea he mustmix with each pound of the superior.
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31. A fruiterer sold for lOv a,/ .. ^-..^ •

™. ap„„. ...a. „„ ut:t!:!:,i:,r;,::;:::;;;
;:;r«^ -:

sells tho „,,i,k.a .,t tl.o ruto of 5 i;„. ,v .„„, ,, ^ ', ,'"

sort?
ni.uiy uio there of each

33. A cask A contains 12 -allons of wine .in,l 1« „ ii

tosof«,ao
;
i,ow many gallons nu,st bo drawn hvm each c^kso. t„,a.oauc.„ ty «.. a.«t,...o 7 gallons of .vino anaTg:,::^

:^^;..iMno.,s.anajrr::;:;;:rr;!:z

34 A peraon after paying sevenpenco in the poun.l for I,,oomo Tax has £m. i, SU left. What had he at Ct ?

35. At what time between one o'olock and two o'clock is th,..ong h.nd of a clock exactly one n.innto in advance ^tlZ
3G. A poison 1»,M just « houi-s at his disposal ; how fa,- mavho nde ma coach which tvavels 6 miles an hour, s,^ as to et" rnhome :n t.me, walking back at the rate of o miles an hour?

of fshiut:'!::!? ::f.^f
'°-'"-'"'»

^ -'y-* ^ « "-ty

,h,t„ *!,
'

. '
™"«oq"euco of a reduction in tho

one tluul. FhkI the duty per cwt. after the reduction.

d.,il^^'>,
^ ''"'' f"' '"''" '' ™l'l''y °f '''»<""' fo'- CO days at aAuly a lowance of a pound a head; after being at sea 20 days sheencounters a storm in which 5 n.cu are wXd overboa,rand

<Iamage sustamed that will cause a delay of 24 days and it k

se, onths of a pound. Fmd the original number of the crew.

' '!-

' I,

'

m

iii
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XT. SBIULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST
DEGREE WITH TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

176. Suppose we have an equation containinrj two unknown
quantities x and y, for example 5a; - 2y = 4. For every value
which wo please to ascribe to one of the unknown quantities we
can dotorniino the corresponding value of the other, and thus
find as many pairs of values as we please which satisfy the given

equation. Thus, for example, if y = 1 wo find a; ::. | ; if 2/ - 2

8
wo find x^ p; and so on.

Also, suppose that there is another equation of the same kind
as for example, 4a.- + 3y = 17. We can also find as many pairs of
values as we please which satisfy this equation.

But suppose we ask for values of x and y which satisfy both
equations

;
we shall find then that there is only one value of x

and one value of y. For multii)ly the first equation by 3 ; thus,

15ic-Gy=12;

multiply the second equation by 2 ; thus,

8a;+6y = 34.

Therefore, by addition,

15a; - Gy/ + 8a; + 6y = 12 + 34 ;

tli^t is, 23a; = 4G,

and,
a; ^2.

^

Thus if both equations are to be satisfied x must equal 2 ;
put

this value of x in either of the two given equations ; for example,
in the second equation ; thus we obtain

8 + 3^^ = 17;

therefore, 3y = 17-8,

and, ^^3.
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WITH TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.
8j)

177. Two more equations wl.ich arc to l.o HatisHed hy thosanyalues. the nukuowu quantities an. .alle.! sunultcLus
equauous. AVo are now about to t.vat of si.uultanoous equations
mvolvin^^ two unknown quantities where r-ach unknown quantity

quantitu;a does not occur.

178. There are three methods whidi are usually .ave,» f,>,.Holvmg these equations. The object of all these n.ethods is the
same, munely, to obtain fron. tJu, two given equati<.ns which
contauW,.a i.nk,u.wn quantities a single equation containing only
one of the unknown quantities. Uy tins process we are s^id to
elwrnnat, tho unknown quantity which (h.es not appear in the
single equation.

1

1

'o

179
_

First method. TJh> first method is that wliich we
adopted m the example of Art. 17Gj it maybe thus described-
midUply the equations hu sneh numbers as will make the coefficient
oj one of the unknown quantities the same in the two resultinu
equations; then by addition or subtraction ive can form an enna-
tion containimj only the otJcer unknown quantity.

Example. 4.«+3y- 22; 5x-ly 6.

If we wish to ehnunate y we multiply th,. first equation by 7,winch IS the coefficient of y in the second, and the second equation
by 3, which IS the coefficient of y in the first equation. Thus we
obtain

2^JC+2\y=.lU; 15aj- 21v/ = 18.

Then by addition^

that is,

and,

28a; + 15a;.: 154 + 18;

43a; =.172,

172 ,

43 •

i ;

f

'I

"f ;

'

\

<! d
:• -

hi

U it
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IHil !

1 a

mI
^

-

f

d

ILi

Tlioii put this valuo of a; in either of the given equations, in
the lii«t for exuniple ; thus,

therefore, 3« ;_: 6

«vn^l, y = 2.

If wo wiwh to solve this examine by eliminating a; wo multiply
the first of tho given equations by 5, and the second by 4 ; thus,

20a; + lDy=110; 20a; - 282/ = 24.

Tlien hy subtraction,

20aj + ir)y - (20a; - 28y) . 1 10 _ 24
;

tlms, 4% = 8G,

and,
2/ = 2.

180. Second method. /Express one of the unknoion quantities
in terms oftJie otherfrom either equation, and substitute this value
in the other equation.

Thus, taking tho samo example, wo have from tho first

equation

4a;=22-3y;

divide by 4, ^^ 22-3//
^

substitute this value of a; in the second equation and we obtain

5(22-3.y)
4 ^y = ;

multiply by 4, 5 (22 - 3?/) - 28y = 24

;

that is, 110-15y-28y = 24;

by transposition, 43?/ = 8G,

and, y = 2.

Then substitute this value of ?/ in either of the given equations
and we shall obtain a; - 4.

Or thus; from the first equation we have

32/=22-4a;;

22 -4a;
3~" '

divide by 3, y
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Bul«tit„to tl,i>. val„<, of y i„ th„ sooon.l e.i„atiou u„.l wc . ...u

multii»ly by 3j

that is,

tliut is,

and,

15x-7(22-4a:) 18;

15a;- 154 + 280; -18;

43a; 172,

Then sulKstituto this value of ^ in oithor of the giveu OMUttions and wo shall obtain y 2.
*

*
4 '

'"^*^^ f'oni the second equation a; ^ ^"*"Z^

.

5 '

thus, 22 -3y ^ 6 + 7?/

4 5 '

clear of fractions, 5 (22 - 37/) .. 4 (6 + 7y)

;

that is, U0-15y.-24 + 282/;^

by transposition, 43^ ^ qq

Hence, as before, we deduce x = 4.

Or thus; from the first equation wo obtain 2/ =
22j-^

3

and from the second equation y-— ~^; thus

22-~4x5x-e
3 7--

Hence as before vre shall obtain a: = 4 and then deduce j/ = 2.

4

i!>
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rXVMPLES OF SIMULTANEOUS SIMPLE EQUATIONS WITH TWO

UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

IG.

17.

18.

19.

20,

a; + 2/ =15,

3a; - 2?/ = 1

,

3x - 5y ^^ 1 3,

2x + 3y .- 43,

6x - 7?/ =. 33,

3y-7a;-4,

2hj + 20x -^ U5,

bx +7i/~^ 43,

8a;-21y^33,

lla;-10y .14,

16x+ 172/ = 500,

5^S = ^8,

+ — Q
3 4"'

X y _

+ = 1
2 3 '

x-Vy x~ y~2 3"^

aj-y = 7.

3?/-4aj= 1.

2a; +72/ -81.

1 Oo; - 2/ = 7.

lla;+ 122/^100.

22/ + 5a; = 22.

77?/ - 30a; -. 295.

lla; + 9?/= 69.

6a;+ 35?/= 177.

5a; + 72/ = 41.

17a;- 32/= 110.

2
4~"^-

X y „
-I-

"^ ~ 7
4 5 '•

"^+^ = 1
3 4

8,

11a; -52/ 2>x + y
11 IG

3 4
•

8a;-5y =. 1.

2^-44-2' + a; 8-^2/ ,
1

3 ^ + 2^'*'"^ T 12' |-|-.2 = J-2a.+ G.

4a; +82/- 2-4, 10-2a;- 62/ = 3-48.

,
1 ">

a;=4y,

a;

^(2a;+72/)-l=^(2a3-G2/+l).

(4a; + 3y) :;^ + 2.

1 I"'

- *y
10
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2
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.

i)

3x
22 — - y ^Z ^ ^ _ y

10 15 9 12 18'

5 ^ ~10 15 ~6'

3 2 20" 15 ^G "^10

s_^~^y ^v
4

"2"^3-

3~12~I 10

24.

203 5y 3a; y
3"~12 2 ~3

7

4

23 x+y I)

25. ?^Z^+i + lly-iO_4a;-3y + 5 45-
8 7

""

4a: -2 55a; + 7l?/+l

3

45-

— +•
X

5
~ '

18

26. 2-4a; + -32^ - :?5^:i"^^ _ .g^ , 2:6^-0^
•5 -25

;04y+ -1 '07a; - -1

•3 " -6 •

27. Ux+Uy=:4.a, \2x-(^y = a.

n ni28. ^^'^-l
a; y

29. +J = 1,

30. ax + by=:c,

31
J

+ -^-
t> + c a + G

4- -=1.
a; y

a; 1/ 2

3a
"^

Gi " 3
'

mx - ?iy = d.

ax — by

32. -i,, J'^.^.s,.,
a +6 a— 6

(« - b)c

X ~y
lab

-1.

= 1.

93
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94 SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE

XII. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE
WITH MORE THAN TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

182. If there be three simple equations and three unknown
quantities, deduce from two of tlie equations an equation con-
taining only two of the unknown quantities by the rules of the
preceding Chapter

; then deduce from the third equation and
either of the former two, another equation containing the same
two unknown quantities; and from the two equations thus ob-
tained the unknown quantities which they involve may be found
Tlie third quantity may be found by substituting the above
values m any of the proposed equations.

Example, suppose,

2x + Sy + 4:Z = lG
(1)^

3x + 2y-5z = 8 (2)

5x-Qi/ + 3z=G
(3)

For convenience of reference the equations are numbered (1),
(2), and (3), and this numbering is continued as we proceed with
the solution.

Multiply (1) by 3, and (2) by 2; thus,

by subtraction,

57/+22z=32
(4).

Multiply (1) by 5, and (3) by (2) ; thus,

10a;+15y + 20;2 = 80,

I0x-l2y+6z =12;
by subtraction,

27i/+Uz=68
(5).

Multiply (4) by 27, and (5) by 5 ; thus,

the
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335^ + 5945; = 864,

135^4- 70^ = 340:
bysiiP 3tion, 524^ = 524,
theretl a ,

Substitute the value of z in (4) ; thus,

5^+22 = 32,
therefore, ^^

if ~ ^.

Substitute the values of y and z in (1) ; thus,

2a;+ 6 + 4 - IG;
therefore,

__ q

Sometimes it is convenient to use fhp f.ii •

two of t„o e,„.tio„, expre. the J.rt trfhe'tl
'"""

quantities in terms nf ih^ +t i i / "^ imknown

found, and tin theothe" t,vo.

"'""™ '"•™*'*^ «"• ''^

Example, suppose

3a;+4?/-lG-=0
,j,

5x-8y + 10z = .y
2x+G,j+ 7^^52 ........"

(3)
Multiply (1) by 2, and add to (2) ; thus

nx-22z=0; therefore a; =2^.

Multiply
(1) by 5, and (2) by 3, and subtract ; thus

44y- 110^ = 0; therefore 7/=^
2

'

Substitute in (3) ; thus

4«+ 15^ + 7^ = 52; that is 26;^=52;

therefore z = 2; andx = 2»^i v = ^-r,

equations and of unknown quantities exceeds three.

•Pi

?^i
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EXAMPLES OP SIMULTA^US EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE
WITH MORE THAN TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

1. 3x+2y~i:,=.15,5x~3y + 2z=:28, 3y + 4«-a;=24.
2. x+^-z-l, 8x + 3^j-Gz^l, Zz-4.x-y = \,

3. 2«.-7y + 4. = 0, Zx~Zy^z~-^i), dx + 5y + 3z = 28.
4. ix-3y + 2z-^9, 2aj45y-3« = 4, 5x + 6y -^ 2z = 18.
5. 2x-.iy-,0z = 28, U^3y-5z = 3, 9a;+ lOy- 11^= 4
6. x-2y^3z = 0, 2«. + 3y - 4. = 20, 3x~2y + 6z=2Q.
7. 4a; -32/ + 2. = 40, 5«. + 9y - 7. = 47, 9«. + 8y- 3. = 97.
8. " "

9.

3«; 4- 22/ 4. ^=23, 6.x- + 2y + 4^ . 46, lOo. 4-5y + 4^= 75.
5a.-6y + 4^=15, 7«.4-4y-3.^19, 2.; -f y + 6. . 46.

10.

11.

12.

13.

'~^K.l, Ul=.2 1.1-3
^2/ ' X z ' y z~ 2'

213
X y~ z^

3

a;

1 38 1

X z 3

1
.
2 61 4

5y z 5^ 3x 2y^^-
6 ' 5^-2^+^- =

-Io"-

3y-l_ 6g_g 9

2
""5'+

5iw 4«

T-'T^^^-^G'

3a; 4-

1

1 1
14

"^6
2«

21
y
3*

14.
lQ^' + ^y-5;8 _ 4^4- Qy - 3z

5
~

9 '

lOa; 4- 42/ - 5« = 4a; 4- 6y - 3« - 8,

lQx + hj~5z 4a;4-6.v-3;g x-^yj^z
10 "^ 3 =—z—
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15. 7a;-3y=l,

n«-7w = l,

19aj-3M = l.

17. 2a;-.3y + 2« = 13,

iu~2x= 30,

5y + 3z« = 32.

19. 7x--2z + 3u=17,

5y-3a;-2w = 8,

4y-3w + 2y=9,

3« + 8w = 33.

18.

21.

22.

23.

EXAMPLES. XII.

16. %u~2y^2,

5a;-7« = ll,

2a; + 3y = 39,

4y+3^=4I.

7m- 13^ = 87,

lOy- 3a;=ll,

3m + 14a; = 57^

2a;- lU =50,

20. 3a;-4y + 3s + 3v-6M = ll,

3a;-5y + 2«^4M=ll,
10y~3;5 + 3M-22; = 2,

5;s + 4m + 2v - 2a; = 3,

6m - 3v + 4«; - 2^^ = 6.

97

^^^' !%=!' ^^l.
«y + 5a; = c, cx^az^h, bz^cy=a.
a b

^ « « . a;

25.

a; y

24. a; + y + ;s = o,

(6 + c)a; + (c+«)y + (« + 5^^^0^

ax + by -\.cz=A,

d'x + b^y + c'z^A',

O^X + b^y + C^^^j^i^

^7. a; + y4-« = a+5 + c^

28. X ~ ay ^. a'z = a\

X~hy + h^y. = ;^a

a;- cy + c\ = c'

T. A.

- t'

r.
I

i.i

I! "I
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98 PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO SIMPLE EQUATIONS

XIII. PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO SIMPLE EQUATIONS WITH
MORE THAN ONE UNKNOWN QUANTITY.

183. We shaU now give some examples of problems which
lead to simple equations with more than one unknown quantity.

A and B engage in play ; in the first game A wins as much
as he had and four shillings more, and finds he has twice as much
as ^ j in the second game Ji wins half as much as he had at first

and one shilling more, and then it appears he has three times
a^ much as A : what sum had each at first ]

Let X he the number of shillings which A had, and y the
number of shillings which B had ; then after the first game A
has 2a; + 4 shillings and £ h'^s y-x-i shillings. Thus by the
question,

2a; + 4 = 2(2/-a;-4)=22/-2aj-8;

therefore, 2y-4a;==12;

therefore, y^2x=^6.

Also after the second game ^ has 2a; + 4 - 1 - 1 shillings, and

i?hasy-a;-4 + | + l shillings. Thus by the question,

yy-a;-4 + | +
l = 3(2a; + 4-|-l)=6a;+12-%-3;

therefore, 2y-2a;-8 + y + 2 = 12a; + 24-3y-6j
therefore, 6y - 14a; = 24,

^^«^' 3y-7a;=12.

And from the former equation,

3y-6a; = 18;

hence by subtraction, a; = 6 ;

therefore, ^^is.

and,
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received on! ZL^ let t^ t:; 1

"" 7""' ^""'' ™"'" ''-"'

number of pe,.ons, and what ea^h reived
^
"'^""^'' *'"

I^et a; denote the number of persons ,y +i,« u
which each received. Then I sh 1 n'' f ,^

""^''^' '^ ^^^"^-^«

bj the question, ^ "^^' "^ *^^" ^^"^ ^^i^ed
j thus

(a; + 3)(y-l) = a,2,^

and also, /„ o\ / i n

The first equation gives

thus, «

The second equation gives

^~x + x-2y = 5-^

y = 5.

185. What fraction is that wTi,',.!, i

i.. numerator is increased b^? Idt,„~ T"' •

° ^ ^'^^"

inator is diminished by 2 !

^ ^ '^'"° '^ ''™«ni-

let « denote the numerator and « H,» ^^ • ,

fiction; then by the question,
^ denommator of the

a:+6
__ 3

y ~4'

^^^

Clear the fi.t equation" of Wions by multiplying by 4, ,-

4(x+6)=%;
therefore, 3^ -4a; = 24.

thus,

By addition,

that is.

Hence,

and,

' j|

7—2
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Cleiir the second equation of fnictions by multiplvin'^ bv
2 (2/ -2); thus,

l^ o
.

therefore, y-2x = 2,

and, 3y - Ga: = 6.

By subtraction,

3y-4a;-(3y-6a;) = 24-G;
that is, 2a; =18,
and,

aj = 9

Hence, y=2 + 2x = 20.

Thus the required fraction is ^.

EXAMPLES OF PKOBLEMS.

1. A certain fraction becomes 1 when 3 is added to its nu-
merator, and I when 2 is added to its denominator. Wliat fraction
is it?

2. A and B together possess £570. If ^'s money were three
times wliat it really is, and ^'s five times what it really is, the
simi would be £2350. What is the money of each 1

3. If the numerator of a certain fraction is Increased by one
the value of the fraction becomes i

; if the denominator is in-

creased by one the value of the fraction becomes I What is the
fraction 1

4. Find two numbers such that if the first be added to four
times the second, the sum is 29 ; and if the second be added to
six times the first the sum is 36.

5. If ^'s money were increased by 36s. he would have three
times as much as B j but if ^'s money were diminished by 5s. he
would have half as much as A. Find the sum possessed by each.

6. A and B lay a wager of 10s. ; if A loses he will have
twenty-five shillings less than twice as much as B will then have

;
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7. Find two nunibniN nimii t-h >. 2. -

1 .

"iiiui;t.i«, SUCH tllJlt twiCO fJin r,,.ci- ,1 ,i

ti- the H.t ovc .. .con,,, Jt,.::^::^:;::;
"''"*'"

coffee .. La t„„ p,.,w;: ;;„:: „';::t
°^ *- ™' « i- -' ^r

10. Detormino tliree niimbora miol. +i. * .i •

-.m of the m..st, t™ tiie second an . '

"''"' '" ° '
"'"

a..a tlie .„„„ of the fi.^t f ! ,

"""''' ""- "'»•''. 23
;

thir,., 58.
"'' '"'" "'"™ *'''• '*-<'"-•. "n,l nine tin,; the

-.;o„h,co.>.hi.n;";;iXro;:i :;;/:.:.--•

sols 1 atr2."f:," T1- ^"° *'- .- -i con.

^34. Find ho^v manv , .

,!'
>

*"""' ''""'" "*' '^^'^ "o at

the same income Z7th ,

",'"'* '"^ *'"* '"^ '"''y <"'*-"

money invented!, ^'c^i;'™'''
^""- "^ f™™ "- -t of Ms

a ce'Lntat'irceTTs: "T" "^^' "'""" '^ ""--'«' ^^

than the fi,.t pLon ™d1 '^T J'""™ ''"' •'"'"« ""'•- -l«tal

;..come j:rt,:t\rtr;r;rv^^^^

by £150. Fi /dte ottTraT"''' ^^^ °' ""* "«' >--"
it is invested.

' '^'' P"''*'"" ""'' ">« "-ato at which

ber "f pet::; ^Te:: W t"'
7"""^ ''-""^ ^ -*- -»-

,
u theie had been four n.ore each would have

mil

4
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receivcl n sl.illing lens than ho did ; if thoro hud been five fewer
each would have received two Hhillin^.s more than he did : find thenumber of |)crHons and wliat each received.

15. Two i>higs are oi)ened in tlio bottom of a cintem con-tammg 192 gallons of water; after three hours one of the phu^s
becon.es stopped, and the ei.tern is emptied by the other Leleven more hours; had six hours occurred before the stoppage itwould have required only six hours more to empty the^cisS.^'How many gallons will each plug hole disch.a-go in an hour, sup-posmg the discharge uniform ?

^

fov ^^ 7^
^•"'"? ''^^'' ^''^^^^ "" ^''''™^'' •'^^^^ ^^'^ the income-

tax of 7d. m the pound, has £486 remaining ; the poor-rateamounts to £22. 10. more than the income-tax ^find the o^i^,
income and the number of pence per pound in the poor-rate.

17. A certain ninnber of persons were divided into three
classes such that the majority of the first and second together
over the third was 10 less than four times the majority ^f the
second and third together over the first ; but if the first had 30
more, and the second and third together 29 less, the fii^t would
have outnumbered the last two by one. Find the number in each
class when the whole number was 34 more than eight times the
majority of the third over the second.

^18 A farmer would spend all his money by buying 4 oxen

ot oxen and half as many lambs, and had a surplus of £9 after

cTof :r hl-^"'
''' their conveyance by railwly at an averagecost of SIX shillings per head. Each ox cost as many pounds isIts carnage by railway was shillings, and the lambs altogether cost^ree tnnes as many pounds as the carriage of each was shillingsHow much money had the farmer to begin with ?

*

19. A and B play at bowls, and A bets B three shiUings totwo upon every game
; after a certain number of games it appears

that A has won three shillings ; but if A had bet five shillings totwo and lost one game more out of the same number, he would
have lost thu'ty shillings. How many games did each win ?
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20. Five

won half of y/

1^ one-sixth of E
each Imd to boLnn with.

ponsons, A, B, C, 1), E ,,1

money, B one-thir,l of C\ Q o'ne-f,

lO.'J

I'J'iy Ht canlH ; after A Ilas

they h !U each £1. 10*. j,^i,^,i j

ourtli of />'h

low iiiuoii

21. If tliero wore no accidents it wouKl take half longtravel the distance troni A \(^ n \ -i ,
=> —

the coach will ti-avcl tho dhfincn ,.1I , Vt ? ^ '^^"'"""''

-mo time; if the .listanco w -o

™
,",

,"" '"'™" """^ '" "'°

tho aame ti,„e allowed for ruC 'l
"' «?" ™ '^ ''' '«"'

t«kooxactl,tho..o*i.„o: ^^I^^l rSi:''"
"""^•" "-'"

«.rin1i;:;\,;;:xx':;r irt "r'; "r^
-

work oc'cupt ZZl f 17 ;'''' '"
"r*"™"^"

''f *'-'' *''°

waoj Ho.::::;:^-!-:-::-^--.
23. A and ^7 run a mile Fir^f -< „• t.

24. ^ and ^ start torrether fmm +1,^. -r j. i?

^S «^x ^1 ana ^, and the distance from the i,^c^\ i^ fi,«summit of the mountain. °* *^ *^^

25.^ A railway train after travelling for one hour meets with

;hmd time
j had the accident occur]

iiourt

miles furthe

?^.i

t

'I'l

M
sr on.
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lij

tho tmiii would have unive.l 1 Imur liU Uiiuutcs soonor. Ttoquiml
tho It'iigtli of tho lino, un.l the onginai mto of the tmiu.

2G. A, Ji, uud C Bit down to play, every one with a certain
*>^m^hm' of bhilliuys. a h.so.s to Ji and to 6' m nmny HlulliuKs as
.mti of th*>*tt lias. Next />' lo.ses to .( and to C m nuiny as each of
inhem now lu... I^a.^^fly C loses to .1 and to li as many as each
of them now has. After all every one of them has sixteen shilli„..s.
How much had eacli originally ]

°

27. Tsvo pei-sons A and B could finish a work in m <lays •

they worked together n days when A was called off and /; finished
It m ;; days. In what time could each do it 1

28. A railway train running from Loudon to Camhri.lgo
meets on the way with an accident, which causes it to dimi..isii

its speed to - th of what it was before, and it is in cousoquence

a hours late. If the accident had happcniod b miles nearer Cam-
bridge, tho train would have Ijoen c hours late. Find tho rate of
the tram before the accident occurred.

29. The fore-wheel of a carriage makes six revolutions more
than tho hmd-whcel in going 120 yards; if the circumference of
the fore-wheel bo increased by one-fourth of its present siz(^ and
the circumference of tho hind-wheel by one-fifth of its present
size, tJio SIX will be changed to four. Required the circumference
01 each wheel.

^

30. There is a number consisting of two digits; tho number
IS equal to three times the sum of its digits, and if 45 be added to
tho number the digits interchange their places : find the number.

^

31. There is a number consisting of two digits ; the number
IS equal to seven times the sum of its digits, and if 27 be sub-
tracted from the number the digits intei-.-hange theii- places : find
the number.

32. A person proposes to travel from A to B, either direct
by coach, or by rail to C, and thence by another train to B The
trams travel three times as fast as the coach, and should there be
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no <Way, tI,o pomon staitins «t the «,„„o I,„„r coul.I „„» . «

bo Into at C, lio would li

>y coucl. tlian l,y train. li„t „|,c,,l,l tl

itw„„iat.i,ototn.vdf.: :'"':"'' » «-
tlmtc,«o taU„ twice a« long as hy c.,'. si

•1';'";""^ """''' "'

ovo,. .,0 ,lelay«I an h„„,. o,: .„„ v j,,
^";,"'

"'"• ^'.«"''' '"-

wo„l,l l,e g,„ng |,y „„„,,, t„ /,
J

"•
"^

to C, vl, |„ |,<,

---»ro^,,i,,.. ..,,.„,, .,^,.,^,:t:;:i:::irt:r

in the tin. I ^l „ ! rt:.,
'" 77" "

"'V'"
'

^ -^""^

>.e™n.Oya...in.a^ia,,^rLei;:?;:;'l
'V'- "

«.o ti,a,, ..„;,,;'„ ':..:;;:"';;'
>r7

*» "•« ««' -. -n.! m
Rid accordiiK'lv this M..U. / • 1 .

^^* '^r in tJic hi-st nitr

i-.«th of the'cou!^:: "'™ '• ''^^ ^"'*- ^^'-•'-""<' "-

foJlt. ,tT" ^""^'"'r
'"''"- " --''. •»'! both tmvol „ni.

lounei rate, ^vi,.lo the man ineresises his to fivo-fonrH,« „f I

•

u,-mor rate, and thoy eontinne at these inereasZl , 1,^ '

onger than it took the eoach to overtake the „ f^.^^'Z

that of tI,o man A t ,-f "'T T'"
°^ ''"' ""'''' '^ *^""«

of the coach"r. 10^1,'"?' T "'"' *" """"™' '•'"«

per hour ' ''""''' "'"' *'"'* "' "'<' "'"« 5 „,iles

i^a
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i

XIV. DISCUSSION OF SOME PROBLEMS WHICH
LEAD TO SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

186.
'
We propose now to solve some problems which lead to

Simple Equations, and to examine certain peculiarities which
present themselves in the solutions. We begin with the following

problem
: What numljer must be added to a number a in order

that the sum may be b1 Let a; denote this number ; then,

a+x=b
;

therefore, x=^b-a.

This fomnila gives the value of x corresponding to any as-

signed values of a and b. Thus, for example, if a =12 and
b = 25, we have cc = 25 - 12 =: 13. But suppose that « = 30 and
6 = 24 ;

then a; = 24 - 30 = - 6, and we naturally ask what is

the meaning of this negative result ? If we recur to the enun-
ciation of the problem we see that it now reads thus: What
number must be added to 30 in order that the sum may be 24 ?

It is obvious then, that if the word added and the word mm are
to retain their arithmetical meanings, the proposed problem is

impossible. But wo see at the same time tliat the following

problem can be solved : What number must be taken from 30
in order that the difference may be 24 1 and 6 is the answer to

this question. And the second enunciation differs from the first

in these respects
; the words added to are replaced by taken from,

and the word sum by difference.

187. Thus we may say that, in this example, the negative
result indicates that the problem in a strictly Arithmetical sense
IS impossible ; but that a new problem can be formed by appro-
priate changes in the original enunciation to which the absolute
value of the negative result will be the correct answer.

188. This indicates the convenience of using the word add
in Algebra in a more extensive sense than it has in Arithmetic.
Let X denote a quantity which is to be added algebraically to a

;
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whether a be gre*r I ,e.« than J
"""'"'' ''''e^'^-ioally

We proceed to another problem.

^- the pre.ent;iii. S:;;:;^::' °"''
" ^^ ^ ^^-'^

a + ic=2(6+a;)-
hence,

' x = a~2b.
Thus, for example, if a = 40 inrl ;. i f^ ^i

appose „=35 an.1 6 = 20, then "5 ,'"".= '"• ^•"
coding problem, we are led to 117^0 ,7'

" "" "" ""-

negative re,sult Now .vlfl *.
meaning of tlic

e,:ation *oh\™^^1™ bir"
^'"^^ "' " ^^ ^ «'°

S5 + x = 40 + 2x,

~- than 4 a:' Ltg^a ;;,r:t «.r^^^^^^
^-^« '^

cannot be eaual Ti„t l„t , f'
*'"^ *™ members

lowin.- Iwe is sf "' ".'T
"'' «°""»'«on to the fol-^ ^-iiio

.

yLs age is d5 years, and ^'s aw i« 9n .r^ i

twice as okl as B 2 jjf ,],

'
' ^ ' ^^ ^^''''' ^^'^^^^ lotis ^

present time, Lfn b/^hetZ,''^
"°"'' "^ ^ ^^™ ^'""" ^"^

35-a; = 2(20-a:)=40-2a;:
thus,

x==5.

Here again we may say the negative result indicates that ih.problem m a strictly Arithmetical sense is impo.ss X buf hat anew problem can be formed by appropriate change in^roit^,:

Im bTr *' "'"' ^'^ "'^^^"^^ ^'^^"^ «^ ^^^ negative i:will be the correct answer.

We may observe that the equation correspondin.. to the new^n„on may U obtained from the original" eqiiati::;;!":;

Jftj.:T:g!t :';*r '^•\*"-^

—

b a yeais, and //s age is h yeai-s; find the

f

111

iti'
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if

epoch at whicli ^'s age is twice that of B. These words do not
intimate whether the required epoch is before or after the present
date. If we siipj)ose it after we obtain, as in Art. 189, for the
required number of years x -a- 2b. If we suppose the required
epoch to be X years before the present date we obtain x = 2b- a.
If 26 is less than a, tlie first supposition is correct, and leads to
an juithmetical vahie for x; the second supposition is incorrect,
and leads to a negative vahie for x. If 2b is greater than a, the
second supi)osition is correct, and leads to an arithmetical value
for a;; the first supposition is incorrect and leads to a negative
value for x. Here we may say then that a negative result'' indi-
cates that we made the wrong choice out of two possible supposi-
tions which the problem allowed. But it is important to notice,
that when we discover that we have made the wrong choice, it is
not necessary to go th)-ough the lahole investigation aqain, for we
can make use of the result obtained on the wrong supposition.
We have only to take the al)sclute value of the negative result
and place the epoch be/ore the present date if we had sup]wsed
It after, and after the present date if we had supposed it beiore.

191. One other case may be noticed. Suppose the enuncia-
tion to be like that in the latter part of Art. 189; J's age is a
years, and 7i's age is b years, when was A twice as old^as Bl
Let X denote the required number of years; then

a-xr^-2(b-x),

lieiice, X ._^ 2b - a.

No .V let us verify this solution. Put this value for x then
a-;, becomes a -(26 -a), that is, 2a -2b; and 2 (6 -a.) becomes
2(6-26 -f a), that is, 2a - 2b. If 6 is less than a, these results
are positive, and there is no Arithmetical difficulty. But if 6 is
greater than a, although the two members are algebraically equal,
yet since they are both negative quantities, we cannot say that we
have arithmetically verified the solution, And when we recur
to the problem we see that it is impossible if a is less than 6;
because if at a given date ^'s age is less than B\ then .I's age
never was twice B's and never will be. Or without proceeding to
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verily the result, we may observe that if b h greater th.n »

"

that a problem may be really absur,! »,,,I v.f 1 ,

"'*"'''

immediately present any diffioultv tC T .
' ''™" "'^^ ""'

word. y„„„,,-,y, ,„^, ^„d ^^^^^; ITel , r,

'

braical senses, so that x a „r„I A T "'"'^'^'""'l "> Alge-

TiUs Algebrai;al staTem^t in^.d.^In: Tt • "^r'""'™'
the Arithmetical question about ih ZZfllTrt "'""
then that when we translate a problentTnto an !•

,"'''*""

eqnation ,„«, fe the syn.bolica ex
m"

In of ^r '
""""""'

sive problen. than that'from which It^:b:^i:ed
°" ~"""'""-

We will now examine anotlier problem

at a certain tiL, andTtlllTnd 0IXLtn?^ ?""'' '
amves at a certain place Q. Find when ^ ZiTLT

Let c denote the distance PQ sui)i^^^77T^^7^ ^ i .

the directionW P towards ,,L tl^retlt^af t :e!r /.^
hours from the time when A was at P; then since .1 traX t therate of a mxles per hour, the distance PI, is ace mile? Also ^
Se7"p^"^^^^

^/^in -. Ws,so that,;- ,t^4miles. And PH is equal to the sum of PQ and Qli; thus,

«i« = c + 6(a; - w) = c + 6a;- 6/i;

c - bntherefore, X -
a — b

to thT'
1'"" 77'"'.'»'"^ «™ '''^It on different suppositions .«to the values ol the given quantities.

I"

li
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I. Suppose a greater than h, and c greater than bn: then the

Hence . „.t at t.„ e/alLr^'e '::ZLV'''
*^^" *'

The distance Pi? = aa;==^fc:^. Thusa~b

s!'Ilil>'f.r"'" '"^T
""' *^" ^"P^"^^^^ ^^"^

positiveVuantity

Lust be tr;" 7 " ^^^P"^'' '''''''' ^^ - - that thSmust be the case, for since c is greater than a^,, it ,^11 take 1more than n hours to go from P to O «n +l,o+ i,

' ^^ ^ake A
B , . .1 xs

faw iiuEj x- to V, SO that he cannot overtatpB until after passing Q. If howevpv ^ K^ 7 ^i,

o^^itake

p.-e..<. for ,^ 13 a^i«.;.t::^;;::s;t:r:;r.r
po»e that some ^odiEcation is required in our view of the L^uZ"

now^Jd Ita :
•" ' ""™'^ "* *• ^^^"'' «- «S- ^"ould

And now, since PiJ = P§_^g, j^e equation for determiningK would naturally be written
ceteimmmg

This, however, we see i. really the same equation a« before.
Again if be equal to a« the value of RQ is ^ero Thu,S now comcides with Q; and

6n on - hnx= = n.

Hence A and ^ meet at Q at thi end of „ hours after A waa

bn \^T2S!r''
''"' " " ^'*" *'"'' '' ""• « '-« thanon. xne value of a is now neaalmp.. «n.) «,= „.,.. ,._•-,

- -, ,. .
. iucvj Cuiijuuture
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from what we have hitherto obsen^ed respecting .. .-

ties th.,f J .1 r. .

respecting negative quanti-
ties that A and £ instead of meeting. "-Zii^ h""» ^r^ iioui'« «/l!er ^ was

2^. 7 -' -"X '- -^« ,„„,, ^_,„,^ , ^_^ ^

at p. Hence th „ 3!"" Z """' "^ "^^"^^ -"-g
aa follows

:

"*'°° "'^ *'"' P'-°W<'m would now be

---P-Sl^^^ - -; let

therefore,
« =

bn-

a-h

7'^'-' -'^ - .hall aoooX "C y "tr"
'°^ * '^

-1 was at />. For B now f,..,f f ""'' ^ "«' *«/"»•«

ic^-or. ^ when A is af/ 1 ha ^r! T"'^
*'"'" ^' -^ -

-a- at P. The result now ^ 1 1 ,,
^"^ '"'"^'' ^ ^^f-" ^

""'* jr^ tours fe/ore ^ ^^s at P.

IV Last suppose that a is less tl„„ h , ,Here the expression original,, obta^S or . \ T.o "v
" *'"" *"•

foritn>aybowritt.„ ....„ i«-o ./°'^" ^^"^'^ quantity,for it may be written thus,
4_^ .

Now 5 travels more rapidly*»» ^ and is «.. , .C: is at .> .

th T
"""^^ '^'"'"^

time overtake ^. If ^e sunno,^ T /« "^ """'* "* """"e
the figure will stand thus :

"^ ^ ""• i? to meet a^r A is at
,?,

4"'
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^

If we suppose A and B to meet be/ore A is at Q, the figure
will stand thus

:

P R Q

Here we sholild naturally write the equation thus,

ax = c-~b (n-x) =c-b7i-hbx.

In the two cases we have, however, really the same equation,

and we obtain x = , .b-a

194. The preceding problem may be variously modified; for
instance, instead of supposing that A and £ travel in the same
direction, we may sui)pose that A travels as before, but that B
travels in the opposite direction. In this case, if we suppose, aa
before, that A and B meet x hours after A arrived at P, we shall

find that X = ~jj . Thus the time of meeting will necessarily

be after A leaves P, and the travellers meet at some point to the
right of P. The student should notice that the value of x in the
present case coincides with the result obtained by writing - b for
b in the original value of a; in Art. 193.

ill
195. Or instead of supposing that the arrival of B at Q

occurs n hours after the arrival of ^ at P, we may suppose it to
occur n hours before ; and we suppose A and B to travel in the
same direction. In this case if x have the same meaning as

before, we shall find that x-.
c + bti

a — b'
This is a positive quantity

if a is greater than b, and the travellers then really meet after the
arrival of A at P. If, however, a is less than b, the value of x is
a negative quantity

; this suggests that the travellers now meet
c + bn

^hours before the arrival of A at P, and on examination thisa

will be found correct. The student should notice that the value of
X in the present case coincides with the result obtained by writing
-71 for n in the original value of oj in Ai-t. 193.
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196. Again, let us suppose that A and H travel in opw.iisdirections, and that the aiTival of ^ nf P nn T'

ttat of., at Q; ana ..,^J,^ iT/j™;! l^^^'Z
reaches P, and B reaches r before he reaches Q. If ^ have

the same meaning as before, we shall now find that xJjt^

and the t^vellers meet, as we have supposed, after the arrival ofP. If however 5„ .s loss than ., the value of . is a negative
quantity, and it will bo found that the b^veners meet '-=±L
hours be/ore the arrival of ^ at P Tl,„ t i . , ,

" * *

that tho value of v ;. tl,
° ''"''""* "''""''' ""t^e

obtained by wruL 'V"'"-"* T ""™'" ^""' *« —

"

if „i
."y 7""'ig -« for c m the value of x in Art Hi •

It also comcKles with the result obtained by wrict jtV ,'

- c for in the original value of ^ in Art. lol

'
'

PJenl'ch!;;r
' 7f''.^''°'' "^ *>'« P^We.™ <liscussed in the

will lav doJ, r ^
m deahng with negative quantities. We

sunlfLfn
"'^''"?. '"'"1* """^ ""^^ fr<»" *" fact that a wrong

wLT tl? 'T "'" *" ^""'''2' of -"- quantity ,vas mad!

.^bol in'Th
t": ""^ *""^'^*^' "™" ™* -to^Algebrai^a

b^n. the „ -r "f
"'"^ "°™'' °"' supposition by attri-buting the opposite quality to such quantitv aud th./ol-ta 1it positive result.

"' — oDtam

(3)^^
When we wish to alter the suppositions we have made

8
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114 BlSCtJSSION OF SOME PROBLEMS

respecting the qualitij of the known or unknown quantities of a
problem, and to attribute an opposite quality to them, it is not
necessary to form a new equation ; it is sufficient to change in the
old equation the sign of the symbol representing each quantity
Avhich is to have its quality changed.

198. We do not assert that the above general principles have
been demomtrated ; they have been suggested by observation of
particular examples, and are left to the student to be verified in
the same manner. Thus when a negative result occurs in the
solution of a problem the student should endeavour to interpret
that result, and these general principles will serve to guide him.
When a problem leads to a negative result, and he wishes to form
an analogous problem that shall lead to the corresponding positive
result, he may proceed thus: change x into -a; in the equation
that has been obtained, and then, if possible, modify the verbal
statement of the problem, so as to make it coincident with the
new equation. We say, if possible, because in some cases no such
verbal modification seems attainable, and the problem may then
be regarded as altogether impossible.

^

199. We will now leave the consideration of negative quan-
tities, and examine two other singularities that may occur in
results.

In Art. 193 we found this result, aj=^. Suppose that

a = b, then the denominator in the value of x is zero ; thus, denot-

ing the numerator by iT, we have a; = :^, and we may ask what is

the meaning of this result ? Since A and B now travel with
equal speed, they must always preserve the same distance ; so that
they never meet. But instead of supposing that a is exactly
equal to b, let us suppose that a is very nearly equal to b ; then

^^ may be a very large quantity, since if a- 6 is very small

compared with N, it will be contained a large number of times in

-tVj and the smaller a- 6 is, the larger will —- be. This iaa — b
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ahhreviated into the phrase
"f is infinite," and it is wr-itten

i"s,
^ - 00 . But the student must remember that the phrase

is only an ahhreviation, and no absolute meaning can be attached
to It.

200. The student should examine every problem, the result

of which appears under the form f , and endeavour to ^,.^..^..,

that result. He may expect to find in such a case that the pro-blem IS impossible, but that by suitable modifications a new
problem can be formed which has a very great number for its
result, and that this result becomes greater the more closely thenew problem approaches to the old problem.

201. Again, let us suppose that in Art. 193 we have a ^6,

and also c = hn; then the value of x takes the form ^. On
examining the problem we see that, in consequence of the sup-
positions just made, A and B are together at P, and are travelling
with equal speed, so that they are always together. The question"
when are A and B together, is in this case said to be indeterminate
since it does not admit of a single answer, or of a finite number of
answers.

202. The student should also examine every problem in

which the result appears under the form ^ , and endeavom^ to

interpret that result. In some cases he will find, as in the ex-
ample considered above, that the problem is not restiicted to a
finite number of solutions, but admits of as many as he pleasesWe do not assert here, or in Art. 200, that the interpretati,.n of

the singulariti(.s - and -^ will always coincide with those given

in the simple cases we have considm-ed; the student must there-
fore consider seijarately each cUstinct class of examples that may
occur.

iS

i

£ i

ItJi:

8—2
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EXAMPLES. XIV.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. CHAPTER XIV.

1. Simplify the expression

zc + 1

2. Reduce to its lowest terms the expression

Ox* + 10a;' + 2x' - 20a; - 28
Sa;" + \ix'~+'f2x + 2\

*

3. Find the value of
x—a x-h

a
when x=:

a'

a-b'

4. Simplify - L___ +
^

, 1
{a~b){a-c) {b-c){b-a)'' {c-a){cZh)'

5. Shew that ^>^
- b) {b - c) + 5"

(g - d)(c-^ b-d
c'"{a~b){a-d)+a'"{b-c){c-d) ~ ^^c

when m= 1, or 2.

6. Reduce to its simplest fom <t' +
6'
+ c" - 3aic

{a-by + {b~cy+{c-a)''

7. If xi/ + i/^ + zx^ 1, shew that

8. Solve the equation

{x-2ay + (x~2bf = 2(x-^a-by.

9. Solve the simultaneous equations

x + 7/ + s!=a + b + c,

hx + cy + az = cx + ay + bz = ab + bc + ecu

lO. Find the least common multiple of

»' + 6a;»+ 11a; + 6, «»+ 7a;'+ 14a; + 8,

a' + 8a!= + 19a; + 12, and x' + 9a;' + ^Qx + 24.
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XV. ANOMALOUS FOUm WhJQll )OOUR IN THFSOLUTION OF SIM LE EQl VTION^.

i ) the f(:<> 18^ 203. Wo have in the precclmg Chapter mom
""'I ^vluch may occur in tho solution of an oquution of the

fi»t .Icgreo. Wo slum now examine tho meaning of these formswhen they occur xn tho solution oU!mdtaneou.e,uutiomotam
first degree. We will fi„t recall the .^-sulta already obtained

204. Every equation of the first deg,-eo with one unknowu
quantity may be reduced to the form ax = b. Now fron, this we
obtain X = -

.
If „ = the value of » t..kes the foru,

*
; in this

case no finite value of a: can satisfy the equation, for whatever
finite value be assigned to x, since a« = 0, we have = 6, which is

impossible. If „ = and 6 = 0, the value of « takes the form °

;

in this case every finite value of x may be said to satisfy theequation, since whatever finite value be given to x wo have =
If 6 = and « IS not =0, then of coiu^e :.= 0; this ease callsfor no remark. "^

205. Suppose now we have two equations with two unknown
quantities ; let them be

«-"own

ax + bi/ = c and a'x + b'lj = o\

^J', "^V""'
'""^" " ''"'"'^ '" '^' ^^*^^^°^ -- ^--e hereadopted We use certa^n letters to denote the known quantities

1 ,'
. . T*""'

'"^ *^"" "' "'^ corresponding lettersM
accents to denote corresponding quantities in the second equation-
here a and a have no necessary connexion as to value, althou^;
they have this common point, namely, that each is a coefficient
of X, one in the first equation and the other in the second equa-^
tion. Experience will establish the advantage of this notation

Instead of accents subscript numbers are sometimes used •

thus a, and a, might be used instead of a and a' respectively. '

'W

; ' >

J
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By solving the given tHimitions wo ol.tiiin

X a c - ach'c-hc'

b'a-ba" ^ TIT-Tib"

I. Suppose tlmt h'a - ha' ; tlion tlio values of x and y take
i Ji

the forms i and
^ ; wo should therefun3 recur to the given equa-

tions to discovcu- the meaning of these results. From the relation

&'a-6a'-.0 WO oUain " =
^
=/; suppose; thus a'^ka and b' ^kh.

By sul,Htituting these values of a! and b' wo find that the second
ol the given equations may be written thus :

kax + kby ~ c,

wlience, 1 c
ax-i-bij ^

J-.

cNow if - be different from c, the last equation is inconsistent

with the first of the given equations, because ax-^by cannot be
oqual to two diiferent quantities. Wo may therefore conclude

that the appearance of the results under the forms - and -

indicates that the given equations are inconsistent, and therefore
cannot be solved.

II. Next suppose that h'a - ha' = 0, so that - - ^'
, and also

a

that i = 'i, and therefore of course J~. In this case the nu-

merators in the values of x and y become zero as well as the

denominators, so that the values of x and y take the forai
^

b'
Now by what we have shewn above, the second of the given
equations may be written

ax + hy = r.

c'
But now

-^ = c, so that the second given equation is only a
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repetition of tho firnt
;
wo luvo thus really only ono equation

involving two unknown quantities. Wo cannot th.n determim
« and y, becuuso we can find m many valuoH as wo please which
will satisfy one equation involving two unknown quantities. In
this cm- n.o say that the given equations are not inckpendmi, and
that tho values of aj and y am indeterminate.

20G.^ Wo liavo hitherto supposed that none of the quantities
«, b,c,a, d', c' can bo zero; and thus if the value of one of the

unknown qu.mtities takes the form ^ or '^ the value of the other

takes the same form. But if some of the above quantities are
zero, the values of the two unknown quantities do not necessarily
take the same form. For example, 8U])pose a and «' to be zero

;

then the value of x takes the form '^ , and the value of y takes

tho form
^ . Now in this case the given equations reduce to

by = c, nndb'y^c;
these lead to

c'

y^l>
and y^ ^,.

Thus we have two cases. First, if \ is not equal to
^'

the

two equations are inconsistent. Secondly, if ^ is equal to ^ the

two equations are equivalent to ono only. In the second case
c c'

'

since the relation
^ = - makes the numei-ator of x also vanish,

the vdues of both x and y take tho form
^ ; in this case x is in-

determinate but y is not, for it is really equal to ~
.

207. Before we consider the peculiarities which may occur in
the solution of three simultaneous simple equations involving
three nnknov/n quantities, wo will indicate auothor method of
solving such equations.

«aK!ii...
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Le+'i the equations be

ax+hy + cz= d, a'x + Vy + c'z - d\ a"x + h"y + c"z = d".

Let I and m denote two quantities, the vahies of which are at
present undetermined

; multiply the second of the given equations
by I, and the third by m \ tlien, by addition, we have

ax^hy vcz^l {a'x + Vy + c'z) + m {a"x + h"y + c"z) = d + ld' h- md",

that is,

x{a-¥ la' + ma") + y{b + lb'+ mb") + z{c + lc'+ mc") = d+ld'+ md".

Now let such values be given to I and m as will make the
coefficients of y and z in the lust equation to be zero ; that is, let

b + lb' + mb"==0, c + lc'+mc"^0.

Thus the equation reduces to

x(a + la+ma")=d+ld'+md"

;

therefore,
^^d^ld'+md"

a + la' + ma"

'

We must now find the values of I and m, and substitute them
in this express i for x, and then the value of x will be known.
We have

h + lb' + 7nb"=0, c + lc+mc"^Q;

from these we shall obtain

l^
b"c-bc"

b'c"-b"c
II I > m =

be'- b'c

b'c"-b"c
II I

)

substitute these values in the expression for x, and after simplifi-
cation we obtain

^^d (b'c"-b"c') + d^{b"c- bc") + d" (be' - b'c)

a {b'c" - b"c') + a' (b"c - be") + a" {be' - b'c)
'

By a similar method the values of y and z may also be obtained.

208.
^

The above method of solution is called the method of
indeterminate multipliers, because we make use of multipliers
which we do not determine beforehand, but to which a convenient
value is assigned in the course of the investigation. The multi-
pliers are not finally indcicrmhiate ; they are merely at first un-
determined, and if it were possible to alter established language,

''4

l! f'
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the word uy^etermined might here with propriety be substituted
lor indeterminate.

209. We now proceed to our observations on the values of
X, y, and z which are obtained from the equations

ax^by^cz^d, ax^h'y+c'z = d', a"x +h"y + c"z = d'\

^

The value of x has been given in Ait. 207 ; if the student
nvestxgates the value of y he will find that the denominator of i^the .,^, as that which occurs in the value of x, or can be madeto be the same by changing the sign of every term in the numrator and deiK>mmator. The same remark holds with respect tothe denominator m the value of z.

210 We may however obtain the values of y and z from theexpression found for the value of .. For the o^inal equl^^^^^might have been written thus

:

equations

by + ax + cz=d, h'y^a'x^c'zr^d', h"y + a"x -^ c"z ^ d" •

M^e may say then that the equations in this form differ from thosein the original form only in the following particulars; . and y are
nterchanged « and b are interchanged, a' and b' are interchangedand a' and b" are interchanged. We may therefore deducethe

wute 6, 6, and 6 respectively, and conversely. Thus, from

^ ^ dj^^;_^vey^jyc ~ be") + d" {be' - b'l)
a {b'c" ~ b"c') + a' {b''^:rb^)T^r(b^-^i7A

we may deduce that

y = l(^:^::z^V) + d' (a"c - ac") + d" {ac' - a'c)
h {a'c" - a''^yV¥Jci''V::^[^^TF'~(a^^a'c)

'

It will be found on comparison that the denominator of the
value of y is the same as that of the value of x with the sign ofevery term changed. ^

Similarly by interchanging a, a', and a" with c, c', and c"
respectively, we may deduce the value of . from that of., or bymterchanging

6, 5>nd b" with c, c', and c" respectively, ;e may
deduce the value of « from that of 2/.

^:'M
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I

211. There is another system of interchanges by which the

values of y and z may be deduced from tliat of x. The given

equations are

aa; + 6?/ + c« = d, a'x + h'y + c'z = d\ a"x + h"y + c"z = d" ;

they may also be written thus,

hy+cz+ax = d, h'y + c'z + a'x = d', h"y + c"z + «"« - 1/".

We may say then that the second form differs from the first

only in the following particulars ; x is changed into ?/, y into z,

z into X, a into 6, 6 into c, c into a, a' into 6', and so on. We
may therefore deduce the value of y from that of x by this rule

:

change a into 6, h into c, c into a, and make similar changes in the

letters with one accent, and in those with two accents. The
value of z may be deduced from that of y by again using the

same rule.

212. These methods of deducing the values ci y and z from
that of X by interchanging the letters may perhaps appear difficult

to the student at first, but they deserve careful consideration,

especially that which is given in Art. 211.

We shall now proceed to examine the peculiarities which

may occur in the values of the unknown quantities deduced from

the eqiiations

ax + by + cz = d, a'x + h'y + dz = d\ a"x + h"y + c"z = d".

213. The most important case is that in which d, d', and d"

are all zero. The given equations then become

ax + hy + cz=- 0, a'x + h'y + c'z = 0, a"x + h"y + c"z = 0.

It is obvious that x = 0, y=^0, z=0 satisfy these equations

;

and from the values found in Art. 210 it follows that these are

the only values which wdll satisfy the equations unless the deno-

minator there given vanishes, that is, unless

a (h'c" - h"c') + a' {b"c - be") + a" (be' - b'c) - 0.

If this relation holds among the coefficients, the values found
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for X, y, and z take the form -
, and we must recur to the given

equati. is for further information.

We observe that when this rehvtion hohls tlie equations are
not independent

;
from any two of tliem tlie third can be deduced

For multiply the first of the given equations by 6"c'-6V' the
second hy 6e" 6"e, and the third by h'c-ho\ and then add the
results. It w.11 be found that by virtue of tlie given relation we
arrive at the identity = ; thus, in fact, if the first equation be
multiplied by h'

c -Uc", and the second equation by U'^-h"c andthe two added, the result is equivalent to the thir<l equation, Ibr itmay be obtained by multiplying that equation by he' -h'c.
Suppose then that this relation holds ; we may confine our-

selves to the first two of the given equations, for values of :c v
and z which satisfy these will necessarily satisfy the tliii-d equa-
tion. Divide these equations by x ; thus

XX '

x X
+«-"^

hence y
X

ca — c'a

X

ah'-a'h

be' - h'c
'

We may therefore ascribe amj value we please to x, and deduce
con-esponding values of y and .. Or we may put our result more
symmetrically thus; let ^; denote any quantity whatever, then
tlie given equations will be satisfied by

x = p{he'-h'c), y = p{ea-c'a\ z^p{ah'~a'h\
We might in the same way have used the second and third of

the given equations, and have omitted tlie first ; we should thus
have deduced solutions of the form

x^q{h'e"-l"e'\ y = q{c'a"~e"a'), z ^-^ q {aH" - a"h'),

where q is any quantity. These values however are substantially
equivalent to the former ; for it will be found that by vii^tue of
the supposed relation among the coeffif^ients

Pi^'si^'*') ^ Pica -c'a) _ p{ah'~a'h)

q {h'c" ~ h"c') q i^^a!'^ c"a)
~
^^pT^^fi^

'

I
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214. We shcall now consider the peculiarities whicli may occur
when d^ d\ and d" are not all zero.

We shall first shew that if the value of any one of the un-

known quantities takes the fom ~, the given equations are

inconsistent. Suppose, for instance, that the value of a; takes this
form, that is, suppose that

a {h'c" - h"c') + a' {h"c - he") + a" {he' - h'c)

is zero. Of course if the given equations were consistent, any
equation legitimately deduced from them would also be true.

Now multiply the first of the given equations by h"c' -h'c", the
second by he - b"c, and the third by h'c - he' and add. It will be
found that the coefficients of y and « in the resulting equation
vanish

; and the coefficient of x is zero by supposition. TIuis the
first member of the resulting equation vanishes, but the second
member does not ; hence the resulting equation is impossible, and
therefore those from which it was obtained cannot have been con-
sistent.

^

I

I

X,

1 5*

u-7,

215. We cannot however affirm certainly, that if the value of

one of the unknown quantities takes the form - , the equations ai-e

consistent, but not independent. For it is possible that the value
of one of the unknown quantities should take this form, while

the value of another takes the form -^ ; and, as we have shewn

in the preceding Article, the occurrence of the form — is an indi-

cation that the given equations are inconsistent. For example,
suppose the equations to be

ax + hy+cz = d, a'x + hy + cz=- d\ a"x + hy + cz = d".

Here it will be found that the values of y and z take the form
N
77 , and that of x takes the form -

It
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I Moreover, if the values of all the unknown quantities take

the foi-m
^ ,

we cannot affinn certainly that the given equations

are consistent, but not independent. For example, suppose the
equations to be

ax+hy + cz = d, ax + by -{- cz = d\ ax + hy + cz=d";
here it will be found that the values of all the unknown quan-

titles take the form -, but the equations themselves are obviously

inconsistent, unless d, d\ and d'' are all equal.

216. We may shew that if the numerators in the values of
X, y, and z, all vanish, the denominator will also vanish, assuming
that d, d', and d" are not all zero.

For supposing these numerators to vanish we have
d {b'c" - h"c') + d' {b"c - be") + d" {bd - h'c) = 0,

d {c'a" - c"a') + d' {c"a - ca") + d" {ca' - c'a) = 0,

d {aV- a"b') + d'{a"b-ab") + d"{ab'- a'b) = 0.

Let us denote these relations for shortness thus,

Ad + Bd'+Cd"^0, A'd + B'd' + C'd"=:0, A"d + B"d'+C"d" = 0.

By Ai-t. 213, since d, d' and d" are not all zero the following
relation must also hold,

A {B'C" - B"G') + A' {B"C - BC") + A" {BC ~ B'C) = 0.

It will be found that

B'C" - B"G' ^-a{a {b'c" - h"c') + a' {b"c - be") + a" {be' - b'c)}
;

and B"G- BC" and BC - B'C may be similarly expressed, so that
finally the relation becomes

{a {b'c" - b"c) + a {b"c - be") + a" {be' - b'c)Y = 0.

This establishes the required result.

217. If we adopt the method of indeterminate midtipUers
given in Art. 207, it may happen that the two equations for find-
ing I and m are inconsistent ; we Avill examine this case. Suppose
then 6"c'-6^c"=0, so that these two equations are inconsistent
(Art. 205}. In this ca^e the value of x may be obtained from the
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second and tliird of the given eqiiation.s, without nsing the first.

For multii)ly the second of tlie given equations by c", and the
third by c\ and subtract

; thus the coefficierts of y and z vanish,
and we have an equation for determining x. For example, sup-
pose the equations to be

4a; + 22/ + 3s = 1 9, a; + y + 4« = 9, a; + 2y + 8;^ = 1 5.

Here the vahie of x may be found from the second and third
equations

;
we sliall obtain x = ?>; sul>stitute this value of x in

the three given equations
; from the first we have 2y + 3s= 7, and

from the second or third y f 4« =. 6 ; hence y = 2 and ;s = 1.

Again, the values of I and m may take the form - , so that

the two equations for finding them are not independent ; we will
examine this case. Here we have h"c' - h'c" = 0, ho" ~ h"c = and
b'c-b&=0

;
these suppositions are equivalent to the two relations

6~7 6" "7* ^"rP"'^^ *^i6n that V=ph, and therefore

c'=pc, and that b"=^qh, and therefore c"=qc. Thus the given
equations are

ax-¥by + cz=: d, a'x + pby + pcz = cV, a"x + qby + qcz = d",
and they may be written thus,

a'
ax + by+cz = d, 7

d' a!' , d"^x + by-^cz = ~, -^x + by + cz=:^~.

Here x may be found from any two of the equations ; if we do
not obtain the same value from each pair, the given equations are
of course inconsistent; if we do obtain the same value for x, then
the given equations are not independent ; and in fact we shall in
the latter case have only one equation for finding by + cz, so that
the values of y and z are indeterminate. For example, suppose the
given equations to be

x-\-2y + Zz=\0, 3a; + 42/ + 6«:=23, aj + 6y + 9;^; = 24.

From any two of these equations we can find a; = 3j then
substituting this value of x in any one of the thre^^ equations we
obtain 2y + 3«= 7, and thus y and z are indeterminate. If, how-
ever, the right-hand member of one of the given equations be

•̂«

s
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altei-ed, wo .slmll not obtain ti.e sa,„o value of. from oaeI> pair ofthe equation, an., thus the given equation. wi„ „e ineonl!;;::

218. In the p,-ece,ling A.ticio,, we have suimosej the mv™e,„at.ons to be solved, an., f..„n. the ,ooulia.. f' '„: f'e^^tions have d„„vn info.-ence, aa to tho nature of the given I
t.ons. We will now take one e..an,„l„ of iuvestigatint a re.Xn

and let us fiiul the relations which must exist amon, the known

the other two by multiplication by suitable quantities ami ad.litionSuppose then that by multiplying the first equation by A losecond by ^ and adding, we obtain a resuH which i c i^ a>vitii the third equation. Thus,
coinculcnt

{\a + t.a')x + iXb + ^b')y + {Xc + ;xc> = \d + ad'
IS equivalent to a"x + b"y + c"z = d";
that is, we suppose that

From the last three equations we deduce

XoTd'-a'd" X n-_b'd^' X ^"^v -^'^v>

bd"~ b'^d
'

c"d'~c'd'
/* ad"-a"d'

fx oa"~b"d' ix~ cd"~7d

the other two m the manner proposed, we must have the follow-mg relations among the known quantities,

of^d^-afd^ = 6V-6W"
__ c"d'- c'd"

~^^r^^^ bd/'~ b"d "
'cii"':r^

'

It is easy to shew that if these relations hold, the values of

^, y, and . take the form ^ For by multiplying up we obtain
results whidi shew that the numerators in the values of ., .,

vinil.
"^ '^''' ^^ ^''' ^^^ '^'' denominator will ai;o

1 1'

5
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128 EXAMPLES. XV.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. CHAPl

Keduce

ER XV.

X + 2x*-l{)x'-llx-i2 *° '*^ simplest form.

2. Shew that

(a + b + c) {a'+ 6"+ cV a6c) - (ab + bc + ca) {a' + b' -i- c') = a* + 6* + c\

2
2-y' 2'-2"Zl^

Q Ti> . 2 2 2

2-w;' 2-«' 0^,.' y~ , find the

a6c

relation between t and a;.

4. If 25 = a + 6 + c, shew that

6-a 8-b 8-c s 8{s-a){s-b){s-c)'

5. Shew that the g.c.m. of two quantities is the l.c.m. of
theii" common measures.

6. Solve the' equation

(^-^){x-7){x-.5){x-l) = (x-2){x-i){x-e){x-10).

7. Solve tlie simultaneous equations

x+i/-i-z--= 0, ax + b^ + cz= 0,

bcx + cay + abz +{a-b){b- c) {c-a) = 0.

ft Tf 1
.

1 1 1
°' ^^ 7,"^ h^~ = —n »

shew thata c a+b+c

^

9. A person leaves £12670 to be divided amon^r his five
children and three brothers, so that after the legacy duty'has been
paid, each child's share shall be twice as great as each brother's.
The legacy duty on a child's share being one per cent, and on a
brother's share three per cent., find what amounts they respectively
receive.

10. Solve the equation

1 2
+ + — 6

x + Qa x-3a x + 2a x + a
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XVI. INVOLUTION.

Hai^M I

" " rT'"^ '" '""'""••'"y ""'"il'lfe'l '>y iteelf, it i,
«aul to bo tnvoM or m,»c,l, a„,l the power to wl.ich it i. raised
IS oxpros.sea by the „u„,ter of ti.nes tl.o q„antitv l.aa boon om-l%e,l .„ tho m„lt,,,lication. TI.e operation is ealle,! Jnvo/atio,^

'ihn,, as we have stated (Art. 10), „ x „ or „• i, called theseeond power of a; a . a x „ or a' is called tho third powerof a; and so on.
l^wei

220 If the quantity to be involved have a negative si^n

Tn of'th?T ^' ^'^ r ^'^™ ^^^" ^-" 1-^^-'' -<^ t'sign of the oc/(J i)owera will be negative.

For, -ax-«-^a», -ax-ax

and so on.

rt = a' X - a = - a'.

-»^-«^-ax-a = -a'x-a = a\

221. A ..m;;/e quantity is raised to any power by multinly-ng the mdex of every footer in the quantity by the exponent ;fthat power and prefixing the proper sign determined by the pre-
ceding Ai-ticle,

^

Thus a- raised to the .^th ^^wer is a""; for if we foi-m the
product of n factors, each of which is a"*, the result by the rule ofmu txpheation is a- Also {aby = ab . ab . ab... to « factors,
^lat^is, axaxa to n factoi-s x6x6x6... to n factors, that
IS, a X 6 . Similarly, a^'c raised to the fifth power is a=°6'V
Also - a- raised to the ^th power is =t a""', where the positive or
negative sign is to be prefixed according as n is an even or odd

"T. ..'^^'',^~"^ = -^'""' '^'' '^^ P^"- «f-«" may be
written thus (- 1)" x a""* or (- ira""*.

^^222. If the quantity which is to be involved be a fraction,
bo..i u^. numerator aiid den(;minatur must be raised to the pro-
posed power. (Art. 112.)

*

9
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130 INVULUTJOX.

223. If tl.o quantity winch is to be involved bo compound
tho involution may «ntlior be repre.sent(3d by the i.roper iiulex oi'

may actually be poifoniied.
'

Let a + h bo tho quantity which is to bo raided to anv
power,

«+6 a+h

a' + ab a'* + 2(rb+ab'

+ cib + b' + a% + 2ab^ + 6'

a" + 2ab + b' a' + '6a'b + 'iab'^

a' + Za'b + Zab' + i''

a' + ^a'b + 3«'6' + id/

+ a'i + 3«'6* + 'iaV' + ^/

Thus the square or second power oi a-hb is a' + 2ab + b\ tho
cube or third power of « + 6 is a' + ^a'b + Zab' + b\ tho fourth
power .of « +6 is a* + ia'b + (^a%' + \ab' + b\ and so on.

Similarly, the secoml, third, and fourth i)owors of « - J will
be found to be respectively a'- 2ab + b\ a' - 3a% + lUb' - h\ and
a* _ ia% + Ga^i=- \ab' + b'; that is, wherever an odd power' of b
occurs, the negative sign is prefixed.

We shall hereaft(;r give a theorem, called the Binomial Theo-
rem, which will enable us to obtain any power of a binomial ex-
pression without the labour of actual multiplication.

224. It is obvious that the n'^ power of a" is the same as the
m^^ power of a\ for eacli is cC""- aiul thus we may arrive at tho
same result l>y difFerent processes of involution. We may, for
example, find the sixth power of a + bhy repeated multiplication
by a + 6; or we may first find the cube of a +6, ami then the
square of this result, since the square of {a + by is {a + bf ; o.- we
may first find the square of a+b and then the cube of this resuit
since the cube of {a + bf is {a + bf.

'

225. It may be sliewn by actual muitii)lic.ition that
(a+ 6 + c)* = «-" +ly+c'+ 2ab + 2bc + 2ac,

(a + b + c + dy = a^ + b"- + c'+d'^2ab + 2ac+2ad+2bc^2bd+2cd.
The following rule may be observed to hold good in the above

and similar examples: t/t^ square of any multinomial comists of

cv
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t/tZT
'*^''''^' '''"'' ''^'^^'' '"''^* '''''' '^'^^^'^'^"^^ 0/ every pair

Another foini n.ny also be givon to these resultH,

The following ruh, nmy bo obsorvod to hold gon,| in the ubovoand .nuhu. o.unph.
: tke square ofany ,numnoLl con^ J^snare of eack tern, toyet^r v^ltk t.lce the product <feaeklZtthe sum of all the terms tchlch follow it.

^

T1.0S0 rules nKiy be strictly demonstrutod by the process ofmathematical induction, which will bo explained iLeafton

220 The following are additional exaniples in which moemploy the hrst of the two rules given in the preceding Article
(«-^. + c)^ = a^+6» + c'-2«6-2k- + 2ac,

(1 - 2a; + '^xj = 1 + 4a;' + O.c^ -\x~\ 2,c" + cl'

==l+2x+ 3x' + 4x' + 3x* + 2x' + x\

227. The results given in A,t. -J.-, for the cube of a + 6 the

Th^f' l' '

""'
'T T^

^'""'"^ ^'^^^^^^ ^« --^""^ -t'iced.'Ihe follownig may also be verified.

{f^ + b + c + df=a'+P+e^ + cP

^^^^'{^^o^d)^W{a^e^d)^2c"-{a^h^d) + 3d^a^l^c)
+ Gio(/ + Gacd + Gabd + Gabc.

EXAMPLES OF INVOLUTION".

1. Find (1 + 2a- + 3a,.7. o. Find (
1 - a, + ^^ _ ^.y.

3. Find(« + 6-e)«. 4. Find ( 1 + 2a; + a;^.
5. Find(l + 3a;4.3a.-''4-a:r4-(l-3a;+3a-»-a:r.

6. Shew that SI^^ll^S^^^-JT ^ (Oa' ~ by (b' ~ a') ,.
Gia'b Gia'b*

h\

9—2



132 KXAMl'LKH. XVI.

7. HIjonv tliiit (ax' 4- 2bx>/ + a/) {aX ' + 2bXV + cY*)

- {axX+ ci/Y+b{xr + i/X)Y+ {ac-b'){xy~yXy.
8. Show timt (x' + ;,ry 4- qy/) {X » + pX Y + qY ')

.(a;X+;,yA'f .yy }')'+;> (a;A' + 7;yA'+ q>/Y) {xY~ijX)+ q{xY-2/Xy
iind also

0. Siiii[»lify

(i::j^-*' +
''•'•')

(?_- •'^0^' + .')xv^(5^ -jaK" + «;*) (oo.^ _ sox")
(5« - l()a;^^+ xy 4- (1 - ilj^^o^y •

10. ^Iww 'dud (a' + b' + c' + d") {p' + q' + r' + s')

= (^;:> - i// 4- or - (l^y + (aq +bp-cs - dr)'

+ (ar ~bs-cp+ dqf 4- {as 4- 6r + cq \- dp)'.

XVJl. KVOLUTIUN.

228. Evolution, or ti.e oxtmction of roots, is the method of
determining a quantity, ^vhich wlien raised to a proposed power
will jn-oduce a given quantity.

229. Si)ico the n**" power of a"* is «"•-, an n'" root of «"•" must
be a-; that is, to extract any root of a simi.le quantitv, we divide
the index of that quantity Ly the index of the root required.

230. If the root to be extracted be exjn-essed by an odd
number, the sign of the root will be the same as the sign of the
proposed quantity, as ai)pears by Art. 220. Thus

»/

231. If the root to be extracted be expressed by an even
number, and the quantity proposed be positive, the root may be
either positive or negative; because either a positive or negative
q\iantity raised to an evon power is positive by Art. 220. llms

232. If the root proposed to be extracted be expressed by an
even nvrmber and the sign of the proposed quantity be negative,

I



KVoraTKiX.
M\n

the root cannot 1.e oxtnuH..!
; luvauHo no quantity .•ai.s..l to aneven power can procluco a n,...aivo resttlt. Such roots are calh.l

tnqyossible,

233 A root of a fraction n.ay !>. foun.l l>y taking that root
of hoth tho numerator an.l (h-noniinator Thus

:/®^i '7(- ';)-:•

23
1. Wo will now investi,.ate tin. method of extracting thosquare root of a eouipound rjuantitv.

"*

Hineo the sq.tnre root of a« + 2ah -f h' is « 4- h, we may he led
to a general n.!e for the extraction of the square root of an ah..
braical expression by observing in what manrun- a and I n.avl>e
derived from a' + 2ah + h\

a' + 2uh + y (rt + h

a"

2a + bj 2nh + //

2ab + b'

Arrange the terms accor<ling to the dimensions of one letter athen the hrst term is «^ and its square root is a, which is tt Hrr^
tmm of the requn-ed root. Subtract its square, that is a', fromhe whole expression, and bring down the remainder 2ab -f b^Divide 2abhy 2a and the quotient is b, which is the other term
of the required root. Multiply, the sum of twice the first temxana the second tenn, that is 2a ^b, by the second term, that is L
and subtract the product, that is 2ab -, b\ from the remainder
Ihis finishes tho operation in the present case. If there weremore terms we should proceed with a-,b as we did formerly
with a; lis square, that is a' ^ 2ab -, b\ has already been sub-
tracted from the proposed expression, so we should divide themnamder by the dou],le ofa^b for a new term in the root, andthen for a new subtrahend we should multiply this tei-m by thesum of twice the former terms and this term. The process must
be continued until the required root is found.
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235. For example, required the square root of tlie exi)res.
sion 4 «* - 1 2.0'' + 5a;=' + Ca; + 1

.

'*a!'-12a;'' + r>x- + Ga;+l (2»«-3a;-l

, 4x*

ix'-3.«;--12a;'' + 5x' + 6x + 1

G.^.

12a;' ^-dx"

4a;'- -u -4x' + (JX 4-1

-4x' + Gx -f-1

Here the square root of 4a;^ is 2a;^ which is the first tei-m of
tlie required root. Subtract its square, that is 4x\ from the
whole expression, and the remainder is - 12a;' + 5a;' -f Ga; + 1.
Divide - 12a;-' by twice 2a;», that is by 4a;^ the quotient is -3x]
which will be the next term of the required root ; then nnil-
tiply 4a;''-3a;;by - 3x and subtract, so that the remainder is

-4a;--f Ga;+1. Divide by twice the portion of the root already
found, that is by 4a;' - Ga; ; this leads to - 1 ; the product of
4a;' - Ga; - 1 and - 1 is - 4a;' + Ga; + 1 , and when this is subtracted
there is no remainder, and thus the required root is 2a;'- 3a;- 1.

For another example, required the square root of the expres-
sion a;« - 6ax' -f 15a'a;* - 20aV -f loaV - Ga'a; + a\ The operation
ma}- be arranged as before,

x' - Gax'+ l5aW- 20aV-f 15aV- Ga'^a;fa" (a;'- 3aa;'+ 3a'a; - a»
x'

2x' - Zax'J - Gaa;'' + 15aV - 20aV -f \5a'x' - Qa'x + a'

-6aa;*+9aV

2a;^ - Qax' a- 3a'xJ GaV - 20aV -f- 15aV - Ga'^a; + a"

6a'a;*-18aV+9aV

2x' - Gax' + Ga'x - a'J - 2aV + Ga^a;' - Ga'a; + a«

- 2aV + Ga*x' - Ga'x + a'
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^3G It has been alreu.ly remarked, that all even roots admit
of a double sign. (Art. 231.) Thus in the first example of Art 235
the expression 2.x-^-3^-l is found to be a square root of the
expression tliere given, and - 2x^ + 3^ + 1 ^viil also be a square
root, as may be verified. In fact, the process commenced by the
extraction of the square root of 4x^ and this might be taken as
^x or as - 2x'

;
if we adopt the latter and continue the opera-

tion m the same manner as before, we shall arrive at the result
- .X + 3a;+ 1. Similarly in the second example of Art. 235 wo
see that - x^^ + 3ax^ - 3c^x + a^ will also be a square root.

237. The fourth root of an exi.ression may be found by ex-
tracting the square root of the square root. Similarly the eiahth
root may be found by three successive extractions of the square
root, and the sixteenth root by four successive extractions of the
square root, and so on.

For example, required the fourth root of the expression
SU-" - 432a;-^ + SCAx' - 768x + 2:>6.

rroceed as in Art. 235, and we shall find that the square root
of the proposed expression is 9..^- 24a..+ IG; and the square root
of this IS 3x - 4, which is therefore the fourth root of the pro,>osed
expression. ' ^

238.^ The prece.ling investigation of the square root of an
Algebraical expression will enable ns to prove the rule for the
extraction of the square root of a number, which is given in
Arithmetic.

The square root of 100 is 10, of 10000 is 100, of 1000000 is
1000, and so on; hence it will follow that the square root of a
number less than 100 must consist of only one figure, of a number
between 100 and 10000 of two places of figures, of a number be-
tween 10000 and 1000000 of three places of figures, and so on
If then a point be placed over every second figure in any number
beginning with the units, the number of points will shew tlie
number of figures in the square root. Thus the square root of
4.356 consists of two figures, the square root of 011524 of three
figures, and so on.

'''' n

m^'



136 EVOLUTION.

239. Suppose the square root of 4356 required.

Point the number according to

the rule; thus it ai)pears that the
root consists of two i)laces of iSgures.

43561^ 60 + 6

3 600
Let a + b denote the root, where a is 1 2 + G )7 5 6
the value of the figure in the tens' 7 5 6
place, and b the figure in the units'

place. Then a must be the greatest multiple of ten which has
its square less than 4300 ; this is found to be 60. Subtract a\
that is the square of 60, from the given number, and the remain-
der IS 756. Divide this remainder by 2a, that is bj 120, and the
quotient is 6, which is the value of b. Then {2a+b)b, that is

126 X 6 or 756, is the quantity to be subtracted; and as there is
now no remainder, we conclude that 60 + 6 or 66 is the required
square root.

It is stated above that a is the greatest multiple often which
has its square less than 4300. For a evidently cannot be a
greater multiple of ten. If possible suppose it to be some multi-
ple of ten less than this, say x ; then since a; is in the tens place
and b m the units' place, x + bh less than a ; therefore the square
ofx + b IS less than a% and consequently x + b k less than the
true root.

If the root consist of three places of figures, let a represent
the hundreds and b the tens; then having obtained a and b as
before, let the hundreds and tens together be considered as a new
value of a, and find a new value of b for the units.

The cyphers may be omitted for the sake of brevity, and the
lollowmg rule may be obtained from the process.

Point every second figiire beginning with
the units' place, and thus divide the whole
number into several periods. Find the great-

4 3 5 6(66
3 6

est number whose square is contained in the 1 2 6 TTsT
first period

; this is the first figure in the 755
root: subtrant if.« HniiQvo A.«»«» 4.1, _ £ j. • 1
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(^60 + 6

liicli has

tract a*,

reraain-

and the

that is

there is

:'equired

n which

)t be a

3 multi-

i place,

square

lan tlio

present

id b as

I a new

Lnd the

; (66

and to the remainder bring down the next period. Divide this
quantity, omitting the last figure, by twice the part of the root
already found, and annex the result to the root and also to the
divisor, then multiply the divisor as it now stands by the part of
the root last obtained for the subtrahend. If there be moro
periods to be brought down the operation must be repeated.

240. Extract the square root of G1152
1 ; also of 1024G401.

6 115 24(782
49

l024G40i(3201
9

1 48;i 2 1

5

118 4

C 2 ; 1 2 4

1 24

1 T) G 2 ; 3 1 2 4

3 12 4

C 4 1 ; G t 1

G 40 1

In the second example the student should obs'^rve the occur-
rence of the cypher in the root.

241. The rule for extracting the square root of a decimal
follows from the preceding rule. We must observe, however, that
if any decimal be squared there will be an even number of decimal
places in the result, and therefore there cannot be an exact square
root of any decimal which in its simplest state has an odd number
of decimal places.

The square root of 21-7G is one-tenth ox the square root of
100 X 21-76, that is of 2176. So also the square root of -0361 is
one-hundredth of that of 10000 x -0361, that is of 3G1. Thus we
may deduce this rule for extracting the square root of a decimal

:

put a point over every second figure beginning at the units' place
and continuing both to the right and left of it ; then proceed asm the extraction of the square root of integers, and mark off as
many decimal places in the result as the number of periods in the
decimal part of the proposed number.

tli
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242. Tlie student will nmUnKi,,
that many integers l,.ve strict^ ^,

""''""' ""' ''°»"<^"<'»

for example the iate'r ;""''f.^'""f
'"« "" squaa-e root. Take

integer for it, square Toot fo, V"
™"' """ ^ "''" '"'™ "«

«>e .q„are of 3 I ..J^U,::^"'Z'Z:^]
'^ '^ «- ^. -,

Its square root. I'or f,k-e ,„ e 1 " "">' (•^<:tion as

™.l not an ia.teger in a frlZv !";" ^'''f'
" ''"'''' ' ''-*'»'

'7 it-lf; t...n't,.e proJu : ni":;/ ""l' """fl''^ "- f-etiou
I'e verified to any extent 1,7 .; r'"""

^ "™ '**''*<'">«'* can
t'.o principles of a„„ter J; T, s""'

""
^' '" ''"""-'-trf by

integral or fractional. In iil^e „
"

' '
"° ""•"""" ''°°'' "M'^r

«-t St" at:*rer°lt^ZT^SY- ^-^ '^

tlie units' place of the root it i„ .

'„'"""'' "* *''« %«™ in

'- not an exact sqna-l rol Wet: ^^''
"'t

•'™"°^"' ""»"-
the approximation to any desireT.T^.I

"^ °""' P''"'^"^'' ^'"'

point at the end of the proJed .f ^ yr^''"e a decimal

.-her of cyphe. and cLXir ^^rtl; r^'t!
""^ "''''

a *e.ma. part to he added to theWi.lClnirei^lr
^'"

p.iirs^:i,r::L:rtr:;c t rr- -or r.c,,n For a reenn-ing decimalean ,

'''""'' ""'""'^'^

a rule given in books on AritW ,
>'";"'"' *° ^ '''"'*'»» ''y

*ated in Chapter ...... t;TZ2:it:^ ""' "^ <'^'"™-

a recurring decimal it could h. » f "'"™ '•'«" *«re

«- wonld he a. exa:t ^q :;;~ I it ^T"'
^"" ^

snpposition. ' ^"^^' ^^ contrary to tJie

Similarly, if a decimal number hn« „o pvo .may annex cyphers and proceed wii^ V '^''"'^ ^'"^*' ^«
ae«ired extent

^ *^' *^'^ ^PPi-oximation to any

•I
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KVOLUTIOX.
n't)

-e':to:v:.f:S;L:: ~'"" "^ "''' ^^"- '- "^

1 2-06 00
9

• (.3-4 G 4 1 r, 1 G

6 4^3 00
25 6

6 8 0^4400
4 1 1 G

^024^28400
2 7 G 9 G

6 9 28 i;7 0^4 0(7

6 9 281

G 9 2 8 2 1 ; 1 1 1 9

G 2 8 20 1

G9 28202G;42G17 97io
4 15 6 9 2 15 6

10 4 8 7 7 4 4

the rirjoT :';Tr^ '"' t '- ^^"
'° -""p-™-"'^ *°e squ.iie loot ot 12 : the square of 3-4G4101G is less th-u, 19and the squaro of 3-4641017 is <n-eater than 12 • tl\ '

differs from 12 by the fraction ^hi^ha 10 8^^^^^^^^^

and 10- for denominator. ' ^^ ^*'' numerator

+1 .^^^V
"^*.''''' ^^ demonstrated by the principles of Chanter ltihat no fixation can have a square root unless he numeloTand

it::n:::%r '''''-' -'-'-- -^-^ ^^^ fn.ction';"
lowest teims. But we may approximate to anv dp«,V..i ^^tertto the square root of a fraction. ' ' "

iH
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1^

io square root of -.

KVOLUTION.

Suppose for example we require tl

We might proceed thus • /^ - "J^ . +1,

\/ '7~J7 ' *^®^ approximate to the

"Z'lr'f ?
""'• '° *''" '^'"" •"' °f '' ™'> ''»Wo tl,o former.-"'t 6y the latto... But tl.o following method, are .JlZ.

Convert
^^ into a decimal to any required degree of approxi-

-ation; and a,,,,roxi„,ate to tl>e square root of this decinial.

Or proceed thus : /^ = /3_? " _ 7(3 x 7) ^(311

ap.>ro.n„ato to the square root of n ]L dilide [he result

to be found ; then ^ ''^'''^^' remains

^iV^a + aj,

so tliat AT - o

tlierefore, AT" ^,2 o 9

and iV^-«« X'

•2a
'-'''^ 2^-

Thus .r_.« aivided ,y 2a will gi.e the rest of the square
root required, or ., increased 6, g; and we shall shew that ^

position contains n digits so that I'n
"^ ^^ '^^I^"gits, so that X cannot contain more than

2« djgits
;
but « contains 2n + I di-its and ih...

*'
•

+ uiaus, and thus ^- is a proper
fraction. "^

I
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The above demonstration implies that N is an integer with
an exact square root

: but we mny easily extend tl.o result to
other ca^es. For example, suj.pose we require the sqtutre root
<>t 12 to 4 places of decimals. We have in fact to seek the square
i-oot of 1200000000, and to divide the result bv 10000. Now
the process in Art. 244 shews that 1200000000- 1119 = (34G41)'
Here .Y may stand for 1200000000-1119; and then a may
stand for 34G00 and x for 41. TJius the demonstration assure;
us that we can obtain 41 by dividinj,^ 2840000 by 69200 thit is
oy dividing 28400 by 693 : and this coincides with the ru'le given
ni books on Arithmetic.

In like manner if we require tlie square root of 12 to G places
of decimals, the last three figures, namely 101, can be obtained bv
dividing 704000 by G928.

247. We will now investigate the method of extracting the
cube root of a compound quantity.

°

a' 4 3a'6 + 3a6V 6" (a + 6

a'

Sa'j 'Ja'b + 3abUl/
3a'b + 3al' + b"

The cube root of a' + 3a% + Zab' + b^ is a + b, and to obtain
this we may ])rocced thus : Arrange
the terms according to the dimen-
sions of one letter a, then the first

term is a% and its cube root is a,

which is the first term of the re-

quired root. Subtract its cube, that
is a', from the whole expression, and bring down the remainder
oa'b + 3ab' + b\ Divule the first term of the remainder by 3a'
and the quotient is h, Avhich is the other term of the required
root

;
then subtract 3a% + 3ab' + b' from the remainder, and tlie

whole cube of a + & has been subtracted. This finishes the opera-
tion in the present case. If there were more terms we sliould
proceed witli « + 5 as we formerly did with a ; its cube, that is
oi"

-\ 3a'b -\- 3ab' + h\ has already been subtracted from the pro-
posed expression, so we should divide the remainder by 3 (a + If
for a new term in the root ; and so on.

I;i
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EVOLUTION,

248. It will be convenient in extracting tl,e cnbo rootof n,ore con,„lex algebraical expressions, and'of n„^ber. Iarrange the process of the preceding Article in tbr^ . I

as follows:
"'"tie m tljioe columns,

3(1 + 4 3a'

(3a + i)J

3a'+3n6 + 6'

a' + 3a'b + Sal,' + b' U + b
a'

3a'b+3ab' + b'

3a'b+3ab' + b'

Fn.cl the u.t term of the root, that is a; put «» „„dcr thognen express.on in tho thi,,I cohnnn „„c, subtract it P 1

1

m the first cohunn, an.l 3«' in the second cohnnn; divide J.'sV 3.-, and t „s obtain the quotient b ; add b to 'the ^nt'm the first column; multiply the expression now i„ tie fi '^olumn by b, and place the product in tho second column ™d a MIt o the qnanfty already there; thus we obtain 3«> + 3„jH-i'mnlt,ply tins ' y b and we obtain 3a'b + 3ab' . b', which t to bo'phiced nr tho third column and subtracted We I,,! V
pleted the process of subtracting (« /.^^J^^^,!~"
m,";"^'""

^^'-^ -' *^'-- '-^^~ wouUrh'eTo

t ty to the i,-st cohnnn as to obtain there three linies the mrt of
« root alreadyMna. This is conveniently effected

'^ ^
tu,s: wo havo aboady in tho fli-st column 3a + J

•
^a + J)

place 26 under the b and add
; so we obtain 3a + 34* ^^i

wh.ch,s three times a + 6, that is, three times th^ 3^T¥

»7'M»-e 0/ (/« part of the root alrea.ly found.
J his IS conveniently effected thus : we have
already in the second clumn (3« + b) b, and
t.elow that 3.' + 3a6 + 6- place b' below and
««!a;_M8 exi,res.nons in the three Unes ,- so we

^« -r oa6 -h O0-, wliich is threo times

(3a +6)6]
3a' + Sab + 6°

6"

Sa' + 6cib 4- Si*
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250. Example; extract the cube root of

Sx" - 36cx^ + GGcV - G3cV + 33c-V - Oc\v + c\

603'- 3cx— 3cx\

~ 6cx)

Ox' - dcx + c'^

\2x*

-Jcx {Qx' ~ 3cx)

i2a;*-18ca;'+9c'VJ

_ +9c'VJ

^^x* - 3Q^^^^i~21c^'

+^x'- ^cx + c')

12x-* - 3Gca;' + 33cV-"a>ic + c*

^ - 3Gc.^ . GGoV - G3cV . 33cV - ,c^. , ,« ^ o,. _ 3,, ^ ^.

- 36c^'* + mc'x' - G3cV + 33c*7r^S77
- 3Qcx^ + 54cV - 27cV

12cV - 3GcV 4- 33c-^u;^ - 9c^^ + c"

1 2cV - 3GcV + 33c^a;* - Oc'aj + c'

loot put 8.. under the given expression in the third column andsubtract .t. mt three times 2x^ in the first column, an btimes the square of2^Mn the second column; that is/put G^- in

t: 1 o'l '^'n:'
'"' ^'^'^ '^^ *^^^ ^^^«-^ -^^-^ ^^ivLe - 3gc-./by Ux, and thus obtam the quotient -3c:., which will be thesecond term of the root; place this term in the first columnund multiply the expression now in the first column, that is,'Qx -3cx hj-3cx; place tlxe product under the quantity in thesecond column and add it to that quantity; 1. we obtain

• r . ^ f""'
""^'^^'^ '''^ '^ - '^^' -'» Pl-^ the productn the third column and subtract. Thus we have a remainder in

the third column, and the part of the root already found i«

I !



Ui EVOLUTION.

We mmt now ailjust the first an,l second col,„„ns in the«.anner exp.a.ned i„ Art. 2«. We put twice -3c.. til- Oc., „„,I„,. the quantity in the fi,.„t c„h,m,., and a.id the t«onos; so we obtain C.._9.,., which i.s three times the part oft^ ™o ah.oad, found. We put the square of - Sc, thaMs' !vnder, quantity „> the second colun.n, and add the last threenes n. h,s column; .,o we obtain 1 2a.< - 3Coa^ .^ 27cV, which« three tunes the square of the part of the root alreacly fonml.

Now divide the reu,aiu,ler in the third column by the ex-pression just obtained, and we arrive at c' for the last term ofthe root; ,,roceed ,is before and the operation closes.

251. The preceding investigation of the cube root of anAlgebnucal expression will enable us to deduce a rule for theextraction of the cube root of any nundjcr.

The c,.be root of 1000 is 10, of 1 000000 is 100, and so on •

ence .t will follow that the cube root of a number les t.^:;

and 1000000 of two places of figures, .and so on. If then a pointe placed over every Ikird figure in any number beginnin! w

252. Suppose the cube root of 405224 required.

2 1 + 4 14 7 00

8 5 6

15 5 5 6

405224 (70 + 4

343000

C 222 4

6 2 2 2 4

Point the number aecordino' to fl.P i-ni^. +i

U.e root consists of two placel of figu.^ 'lc 'Itrr: ^f'.oet where « is the valu^ of the figtre In tte'ten^^^r:":the figure ,n the uniW pla^e. Then a must be the greatest m hivie of ten wh ch 1ms it» nih^ less '1,. r Jf-r.-
8'"""*^' ""'ti-

""' - ''^^ -''•"' iOi>"Ov; that is, a must be
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) + 4

?ars that

note tlie

se, and h

it multi-

must be

145
/O. Place tlio cube of 70 tli-if i'« it-^nnn • .,

"n.IcM- tl,ogiv.« number a.u.t,otp' 'm
"''''' ^°'""'"

i» 2.0, i„ the n,.t e„,„„.„, n,:.-H, ::,;'""'' ""': ^•'' "-'

C2224 :.v 147011. , .. .

"'linnii, thiit s, ilivi,l„

4 toll'; 'e! ;, ;; t;: t':;,o'
"'":';

" t"-
™"'° "^*' ^""

eolu„,„ a„.. ,„.,l it t„ the n,„„be.. „,.!,i/ ,"";;" *""' 7"""
1555C; ,„„Ui,,ly tl.i. by 4, plaeo the , „,

•

1
.1'™.? <"""•"

and ..btniot. The re i,..,L. i., zero 'u, of! I
".:'"""'

q"..ed rout. Tl,e cy,,hor» m.y be on.itte, for bl-U. ,,";;""
process Will Stand thus:

^^i^vitj, and tlio

21 4

1 5 f) 5 G

4 5 2 2 4(74
3 4 3

G 2 2 sT
G 2 2 2 4

253. Example; extract the c.he root of 1281->004

G3
6

6 9 4

1587
2 7 7 6

12 8 12 9 4(234
8

4 8 12
4 1 G 7

gTsTVI
G 4 5 9 04

1 G 1 4 7 6

After obtairing the fii^t two firaires of thp ,v.n^ oq
the fii-st and second columns in tho 1 ,

'
^^ "^^^''"^

WT ^ . .
^ ^" *"^ '"anner expaincfl ill 4,.f 910We place twice 3 und(>r thp firc:f ^^1 ,

^ ^- '^^^-

giving CO, and we y^^^rtHT^. t^ ^ ,"""
and add the b.st three Una, . vin. ]5S7 "t' "''V*"'"'

•="'•"""

continued as before. The -"°. ..-- ti'.
^"""- '''^ "i^'-''^'"^ i»

T. A.

Je root is 234.

10
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254. Example; extract the cube root of U4182818G17453,

14 4 18 2 818017 153(^5243715 2^

J)
156 4)

157 23)

6^

15 7 2 7

12

19182
15G08

3574818
3 2 9 8 2 4

817450,

loJ

823728
47109

3049940 17

247259907

-i

5773471045 3

5773471045 3

8 2 4 19 9 9

9

82407147
1101079

8 2 47815779

Tho cube root is 52437.

255. If the root have any number of decimal places the cube
will have thrice as many; and therefore the number of decimal
places in a decimal number, which is a peifect cube, and in its

simplest state, will necessarily be a multiple of three, and the
number of decimal places in the root will be a third of that
number. Hence if the given cube number be a decimal, we
place a point over the units' figure, and over every third figure to
the right and left of it ; then the number of points in the decimal
part of the proposed number will indicate the number of decimal
places in the cube root.

If a number have no exact cube root we may, as in the ex-
traction of the square root, proceed with the approximation to
any desired extent. See Art. 243.

X

a
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250. Required the cube root of 1 481 -544.

147

31)

334"

3

_3 1

3 3 1

IJ

1 4 8 1 -5 4 i , I 1 -4

1_

33 1

15 5 4 4

15 5 4 4

3 3

1 3 3

3 7 G 3

The cube root is 1 1 4.

237. When n + 2 fujures of a cube root have been obtained
by the ordinary method, n more may be obtained by dicision onh,
siij^posiny 2u + 2 to be the whole number.

Let N represent the number whoso cuho root is reqtiired
a the part of the root already obtained, x the part which remains
to to found j tlien

U^ - a + A',

iV^=--a'+3aU' + 3«a;»+a;';

X-a^'^Za'x+Zax' + x^

da'

Thus .y-a^ divided by 3a» will give the rest of the cube
a 3

root required, or x, increased ^y ^ +^ ; and we shall shew
that the latter expression is a proper fraction, so tliat by ne-dect^
ing tho remainder arising from the division, we obtain the part
required. For by supposition, x is less than 10", and a is not

less than 10^-; thus ^"
is less than ^^^-- that is less thm ^

3 ^^

And
^^ is less than 3-^^, that is, less than L^-^

. Henco
3

<j X lU

so tha

t -ioreforo,

and a;" x'
z= X + ~ +

a 3a^
•

X X' 1 1-- + ir^-;j is less than —• +
« ^(i 10 3x10

hero.

Remarks similar to thos

+8 ,
and is thus less than unity.

in the latter part of Art. 240 aj)ply

r^M

M

10—2
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EXAMPLES OF EVOLUTION.

Extract the square roots of the expressions contained in the
following examples from 1 to 15 inclusive :

1. x'-2x' + 3x'-2x + h 2. x*-.ix'+8x+i.
3. 4x*+12x' + 5x'~Gx+h 4. 4x*- ix' + 5x' --2x + l.

5. 4x* ~ 1 2ax' + 25a'x' - 2Wx + 1 6a\

6. 25x* - SOax'^ + 49aV - 2-ia'x + lGa\

7. x" - 6ax' + 1 5a'x* - 20rtV + 1 5a*x' - Ga'x + a'.

8. {a -by- 2 (a' + b') (a -by +2 (a' + b*).

9. 4 {{a^ - b') cd -f ab (c' - d^)y + {(«^ _ j^) (,. _ ^.^ ,_ 4^5^^^.^

10. a* + b* + c* + d*- 2a^ (b^ + d^) _ 26^ (c' - c/^) + 2c^ («» - c^^).

4 a
*

ftJ

13. -+- + «a;-2+ ,.

14. «' + 2(26-c)a' + (4i'_45c + 3c«)a'^ + 2c^(26-c)a + c\

15. {<^-W^'~^-ci{a-2b)x'^{a' + iab-Ga-8b'+\2b)x^
- {^ab - Qa) .r + 46"- 126 + 9.

10. Find the square root of the sum of the squares of 2 -4

•G, -80. ' '

Extract the cube roof, of the expressions and numbers in the
tcllownig examples from 17 to 23 inclusive :

17. «'*-9«» + 33a;*-G3*'' + GG«'~3G« + 8.

18. Sa;" + i^cx' + GOo^a;'' - 80cV - 90c^a;' + 1 ^Sc'x - 27c\
19. 8a;« - 3Gca;» + 102cV - 171cV + 204cV- 144c»a: + 64c''

20. 167-284151. 2I. 731189187729.

22. 10970-G45048. 23. i3717421083G7G26890260G31.

24. Extract i\\Qfourth root of + -.)-4f,«; +
1 v.

+ 12.
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25. If a number contain n digits, its square root contains
i{2/i + l-(-l)''} digits.

2G. Sliow that the following expression is an exact squai-e :

XVIII. THEORY OF INDICEa

258 We have defined «-, who,-e m is a positive integer, a^
the product of «, factors each equal to «, and we have shewn that

«•" X a- = a-", and that ^I = a- or -1, according as .. is greater

or less than n. HitVerto then an exponent has always been a
postUve mteger; it is however found convenient to iise exponents
winch are not positive integers, and we sliall now explain the
meannig of such exponents.

259. As fractional indices and negative indices liave not vetbeen defined, we are at liberty to give what definitions we plekso
to them; and it is found convenient to give such definitions tothem as will make the important relation «- x a" = a"- always
true, whatever m and n may he.

For example
; required the meaning of a^.

By supposition we are to have a^ x a^ = a' =. «. Thus a^ must
be such a number that if it be multiplied by itself the result is a •

and the square root of a is by definition such a number; therefore
a^ must be equivalent to the square root of a, that is, a^= >.

Again
; required the meaning of ai

By supposition we are to have a^ x a* x a* = «* + * + * = «' = a.

Hence,

that is rt^ = "/a,

before, a must be equivalent to the cube root of a.
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1! .

I'll <

Again ; required the meaning of a^.

By supposition, a^xa^ xa^xa^ = ic
;

«" - t!a\tlierefore

Tliese examples would enable the student to understand what
is meant by any fractional exponent ; but we will give the defini-
tion in general symbols in the next two Articles.

2G0. Inquired the meaning of iv^ where n is any positive ivhole
number.

By supposition,

1 1

= a =a«" X a" X a" X .. . to n factors = a" ^" ""» "^ "•'" " '"""

therefore ft" must be equivalent to the n^" root of a,

that is, an = ^a.

nt

261. Required the meaning of a" where m and n are any posi-
tive whole numhers.

By supposition,

» m wt ^— — « lit t»
«" X ft" X a" X ... to n factors ^ «"'« + » + •

*" " '^""'
^ ^™ .

therefore a" must be equivalent to the ii}^ root of «'",

that is, cv^^^ja"".

Hence «« means the w'" root of ^,hc m'"" power of a; that is,

in a fractional index the numerator denotes a power and the
denominator a root.

2Q2. We have thus assigned a meaning to any positive index,
whetlier whole or fractional ; it remains to assign a meaning to
negative indices.

For example, required the meaning of «~*.

By supposition, a" x a"" .= «»-» = a' ^ a,

therefore «-» --^ _ 1

We will now give the definition in general symbols.
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2G3. liequired the meaning of a'" ; where n is anu posUlce
number wliole or fractional.

By supposition, wliatever m may be, we are to have

a" y a am-B

Now we may suppose m positi .e and greater thaii n, and then,
by what has gone before, we liave

a"-" X rt" = a' and tlierefore a"*"" = ^-

.

tt^

Tlierefore

therefore

a"* X a-"^

a-" =

a"

a"

a'

In order to express this in words we will define the word
rec^procal. One quantity is said to be the reciprocal of another
when the product of the two is equal to unity; thus, for example,

X is the reciprocal of -
.

X

Hence a-- is the reciprocal of a"; or we may put this result
sjTnbohcally in any of the following ways,

a-" = - -

a»

>

a" - -; -

,

a''xa-"= 1.

2G4. It will follow from the meaning which has been given
to a negative index that a^-^a" = a"-" when m is less than n, as
well as when m is greater than n. For suppose m les than n •

we have

a" a " = «"

Suppose m-=n; then a-H-a" is obviously = 1 ; and a'"-'' = a'
The last symbol ha.s not hitherto received a meaning, so that we
are at liberty to give it the meaning which naturally presents
Itself; hence we may say that a"= 1.

m ,
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265. Thus, for exa,ni,le, according to tliese definitions,

1 ill , .

a""
a-

a;"

«.erelv snm.lv .^ tf*
exponcite mto Algebra, since tl.ey

266. To shew tlmt a'' X &"=:/'«&)".

11 ^ ^

Let a'*x6"..aj; therefore

Th„s «.- = „}, therefore . = (^alf , which w,« to lo proved.

In the same manner we can i)rove tliat

V« X V» - V("«). Now, as we liave seen in Art 21fi „

h HotS J- :
"''"• "''^ °' »'atl.on,aties the matter
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268. Hence a" x 6" x c" = (abj^ x } ^ (ab^\

And l.y proceeding in this way we can prove that111 I , .,
«"><^"xc"x •><h'' = (ahc....l\.

Suppose now that there are m of these quantities a, h, c, h
and tliat each of thein is equal to r,

; then we obtain

But (^a-)'- is, by Arts. 260, 261, cT; thus

Hence comparing this with Art. 261 we see tliat tlie 7i"' root
of tlie m'^ power of a is equivalent to the m'^ power of the n'^ root
of a.

269. To shew that (aA" = a'"^.

Let x=(^a"^y
; therefore a;''=a-j therefore «""•=«; there-

fore a.- = a'-. Thus (^a-)« = «.!, .vhicli was to be proved.

2/0. To sliew that a" = a"".
tn

Let aj = a"
; therefore a.-" = «"

; therefore a?"" - a'"^ therefore

X = a"^ Tims a" = a'-p", which was to be proved.

271. The student may infer from what we have said in
Art. 2Q5, that tha propositions just established may also be
established withotft using fractional exponents. Take for exami)le
that in Art. ^Q^i^

; Iiere we ha^e to shew that

' I

\\ ) M

,1
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I'roceed as before ; let x = ;^a x l^b ; therefore

^" =O X ;/6)» = (;/«)" X (^6)", (by Art. 41), = « x 6.

Thus x^^^ah, therefore a: =;/(«&), which was to be proved.

272. \^ e have been led to the defmitions of Arts. 260... 265
as consequences of considering tlie relations a" x a" = «"+" and
(ay = a'"" to be universally true, whatever m and n may be ; we
slxall now proceed to shew conversely that if w, adopt these defi-
nitions the relations a"" x a" =^ a"'^" .:,nd ',«•")" = «""' are universally
true, >vhatever 7?i and w may be.

273. To shew that a^ x a' ^-
a''^'.

a' X a' - a" x a'', by Art. 270,

= (a'"j'"' X (a'^y, by definition,

- (a'" X a'^', by Art. 2Q(j,

In the same way we can iihew that

P r p r

274.

275. Tiius the relation a^x a" = «"•*»
is shewn to be true

when «i and 7i are positive fractions, so that it is true when m
and n are any positive quantities. It remains to shew that it is
also true when either of them is a negative quantity, and when
both are negative quantities.

(1) Suppose one to be a negative quantity, say n •

let

n = -v.

Then a- X a" = a- X a- = „" x i = ^; = a"-, (by Art. 274).

m-*-n

''^Jml
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\^2) Suppose both to be negative quantities ^ Ijt

m = — (J. and n = — v.

Tlien

155

a'" X a" - a-^ x «-»' - i x -- = ^
^

a*" a" a'^xct" a^,,,
(by Art. 27S),

= «-'*-»' ^ a"' +".

276. Similarly a'" x a" x a" = a'-'^" x a" = «"'+»+"
; and so on.

Thus if we suppose there to be r quantities m, n, p, ..., and
tliat each of the others is equal to m, we obtain

(a'")"- = a""-,

whatever ??i may bo.

277. To shew that (w y ~a'".

Let a;=^a7jr. therefore x-'^ ^« 7j ==a,^ by Art. 27G ; the

lore x'^' = a^; therefore a;= «'^', which was to be proved.

re-

278. To sliew that («'")» = a""' universally.

By the preceding Article this is true when m and n are any
j)0sitive quantities ; it remains to shew that it is true when either
of them is a negative quantity, and when both are negative
quantities.

(1) Sui)posc n to be a negative quantity, and let it =;-- v.

1 1
.^ a""*" = rt""'.

a '"" = a"'\

Then (aT = («"')"•' =
^ ^ ^ ^ (a'")" a"

(2) Sujipose m to be a negative quantity, and let it = - /x.

Then (a'")" = (a-^Y = f^X = i- =

(3) Suppose both m and n to be negative quantities ; let

771= — fx and n — — V.

Then («•")" = (a-'^)-" = --^ = -^ . = a**" - «"•»

Hi!

1 1
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EXAMPLES OF INDICES.

if

4. 14
ira-1. Simplify (x^ x x^)

2. Find the product of a^, a~* a'K and a~*.

3. Find tlic

-^--(f)' (?)*-&)'
4. Simplify the product of

a% a "1 3/^4 1. T

V^\ a", -t^a'', and (a"*)

5. Simplify J^-

a'

W''lL_//«V)
{V6»(V6)r« • (Wi
.i . ih6. Multiply a'3 + h^ + a-'b by aj-^ - a"^ + il

7. Multiply a;^ - ocy^ + aj'^v/ - i/ by
1 i

8. Multiply

Multiply

A

X 4- x'^y'--^ y.

a''-«'' + a-'-a- + a»-a + a3_i by a- + 1

rt^ - a* + 1 - a-^ 4- «-§ by a^ + 1 + «-*

10. Multiply - 3«-» + 2«-*6-^ by - Sa-"- ZaT^h.

1 1. Divide a;^ - xy^ + a;-^y _ y^ by a;'^ - w^

1 2. Divide a;^ + x^c^ + a^ by a;^ + a;*a* + a^
8» Sn

1 3. Divide a^ - a ^ by a* -a~»,

U. Divide 2x'V- 5ajV + 7a;>-' - 5a;' + 2a-v/

by a;V'-ajV"' + ar^/
-1

15. Divide a^ - ah + ai* - 2a'^6'' + h^ by a^ - ab^ + a*6 _ J*

fSmiplify
3 J. /^5^ _ JsOr — nx 4- ax — a;

.1 A«=* - a*a;' + 3a^x - 3aa:* +i ^ «i« a; - a;
I

li"
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1 7. Extract the square root of — + — + ~ .

^ ^y {xyf

18. Extract the square root of

4a - 12aU* + 96^ + IGa^c* - 246* c* + 16c^.

19. Extract the square root of

25Ga;* - 512^ + G40if^ - 512a;* + 304 - 128a;-* + 40x'-^ - 8a;-' + a:-^

20. If a*=6«, shew that (ff=<^'~^; and if a =26, si

that 6 = 2.

»ew

• 'tJ

XIX. SURDS.

279. When a root of an Algebraical quantity which is re-

quii-ed, cannot be exactly obtained, it is called an irrational or

surd quantity. Tlius ^a' or a^ is called a surd. But ^a" or a',

though apparently in a surd form, can be expressed by a', and so

is not called a surd.

The rules for operations with surds fol'n v from the proposi-

tions established in the preceding Chapter, as vvill now be seen.

280. A rational quantity may he expressed in tite form of a
given surd, by raising it to the power whose root the surd expresses

j

and ajffixing the radical sign.

n
Thus a = Ja' = ^a", (fee. ; and a + x = (a + a;)" . In the same

manner the form of any surd may be altered ; thus

(a + a;)^ = (a + a;)' = (a -f a;/«

The quantities are here mised to certain powers, and the roots of

those powers are again taken, so that the values of the quantitiea

are not changed.

>: 11

Ift

*1

f ;i!f

i }i
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SURDS.

281. The coefficient of a surd may he introduced under the
radical syn, hy first reducing it to the form of the mrd and tJien
multiplying according to Art. 271.

For example,

a ^x - ^a' X Jx - J{a'x) ; aij =• (ay)^
;

X ^/{2a - x) = ^(2ax' ^ x'') ; ax {a - x)^ : {a' (. -
xfl'^

;

W2-s/{^Gx2)^JS2.

2«2. Conversely, any quantity may he made 'he coeficient of
a surd, if every part under the sign he divided hy the quantity
raised to the power whose root the sign expresses.

Thus J(f ux)^aK^f(a-x)', J{a^~a^ ..a J{a^x) •

,«\ 1

(a'-.»)'..a'r.(l_-^^j,.. ,/G0 = V(4xl5)..2V15;

283. When surds have the same irrational part, t/ieir sum or
deference isfouml hy affixing to that irrational part the sum or
difference oj their coefficients.

Tims a^x-i.h ^x--^{a^h) ^x',

^300^5^3 = 10^3^5^3=15^3 or 5^3,
V(3a^^>) + ^{%x%) = a V(36) + x J{U) ^-{a + x) J{Zh).

284. If two surds have the same index, their product is foui
hy taking che product ofV>e quantities under the signs and retain-
inn tlie common in lex,

Tluia a" X 6" = {ahf^ (Art. 26G)
; ^/2 x ^/3 = ^/G

;

{ci + h)^^{a~h)^=.{a'~h')^.

^

285. Tf the su:', s hive coefficient,, the product of time coein-
cienls must he •pjixp'

' ^

T\uis ajx h = ^^J{xy)'> 3^8x5v'2 = 15^1G = 60.

%::*^
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under the

and t/ten

floient of

quantity

15;

sum or

811 ni or

' Joui

retain-

coejji^

60.

28G. IftU indices of two surds have a common denominator,
let the quantities he raised to the powers expressed by their respective
numeratv and (heir product may hefound an he/ore.

Tims 2* X 3* = 8'i X 3* = (24/^
;

(a + x)^ x(a- x)^ {{a + x) {a - af
}'.

287. 7/ the indices have not a common denominator, they may
be tra7is/ormed to others of t/ie same value with a common deno-
minator, and their productfound as in Art, 28G.

Thus (a' - xi X {a - x)^- = (a» - x')^ x {n - x) • [(a« _ x') (a - x)'}^ •

2-i X 3^ = 2^ X 3' = 8* X 9* = (72/.

288. If two surds have the same rational quantity under the
radical signs, their product is found by making the sum of the
indices the index of that quantity.

Tluis
','

a" xa"' = a'* "', (Ai-t. 273);

V2x^2 = 2^x2^ = 2'^'* = 2l

289. If the indices of two surds have a comm n denominator,
the quotient of one surd divided by the otJier is obtained by raising
them respectively to the powers expressed by the numerators of their

indices, and extracting that root of the quotient which is expressed
by the common denominator.

Thu,, j=^)^(A,.t.266);2: = Q:;

290. If the indices have ro'l a common denominator, reduce
tliem to others of the same value tvith a common denominator, and
proceed as before.

TIjus {a* - xy-~{a' - x^f = (»' - «*)' -^(a' - ar^)^ =
»\8\1

(a'

n

1
' t-

--l~^^H
'
''^9

111
,>^
'p-l^H
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291. If the 8urda have the same rational quantity under thfi
rwhcal sUjns, their quotient is obtained by making tU difference of
the indices the index of that quantity.

TJi Tia.

1 1

(r-ha" a
1 1

•"""",
(Art. 271);

^2-}.iy2 = 2i^2^ = 2'i-* = 2*.

292. It IS sometimes us^.ful to put a fraction wliicli has ammple .surd in its (h-uomiiiator into anotlu-r form, W m„ltiplvi„.
I'otli numerator an.l douominator hy a factor wlucli will ren.Iei' the
clenomuiator rational. Thus, for exfimi le,

If we wisli to calculate numerically the ui>proximato value of

^^
It will iK) found less laborious to use the equivalent form

^~^. Simihtrlv, -'^ -«y*
^ '' Jb b '

^

293. It is also easy to rationalise the denominator of a frac-
tion when that denominator consists of two quadratic surds.

b-c '

For
a

IT'

8o also —^^ = —i!i^:^^_L__ ^ li^J^)
^*Vc {^=^Jc){bvJc) b'-c '

Similarly ^±^^ -^ (I±J^) (3 + v/5) _ 1 4 + G ^/5 7 + 3 ^5
3 - ^5 ~

(3 - ^5) (3 +V-^)
9~- 5

~ = —J" '

294. By two operations we may rationalise tlie denominator
of a fraction when that denominator consists of three quadratic
surds. For suppose the denominator to be Ja^Jb^Jc, first
multiply both numerator and denominator hyJa + Jb-Jc, thus
the denominator becomes a ^ b - c . 2 J^ab) ; then multiply
both numerator and denomim»tor by a^b- c- 2 ^(ab), and we
obtain a rational denominator, namely (a , b - c)' ~ iab. that i«
a- + 0-

-h G' - 2ab - 2bc - '2ca.

- / . ,

12

P-SUi
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295. A factor nmy befound which will ratiormlise any binomial

(1) Suppose the hiuomial aP ^b^ . Put x^a^, y
''

• let
n be the leant common multiple of ;, aud ^ ; then i'^tu-l V are
both rational. Now

{x + y) (X-' - a;"-V + x'^-y - ... * y-») ^ a,- ^ y«^

where the upper or lower sign must he taken acconling a.s a is o.ld
or even. Tlius

a;-'-a;'-V + a;"-y- ^^z""

is a factor which will rationalise a; + y.

(2) Suppose the binomial a" - b> . Take x, y, and n as be-
lore. Now

(« - y) (aj"-* + x^y + a;"-y + + ^n-.^ ^ ^„ _ ^„

Tlius a;-' + x^-'y + x"-y + + ^n-l

is e, factor which will rationalise x -
y.

Take, for example, a^ + 6*
; hero n -- 6. Tlius we have as a

rationalising factor

x" - x*y + xY - xY + xy* - y\

that is, a' - a^ b^ + ah^- a'
6

' + aH*^ ~ b^,

that is, J - a«6^ + a^b^ -~ah + a^b^ - bK

The rational product is x' - y\ that is, a" - J?, that is, a' - 6«.

296. Tlie square root of a rational quantity cannot be partly
rational and partly a quadratic surd.

If possible let Jn = a + ^m; then by squaring these equal
quantities we have n = a' + 2a ^m + m ; thus 2a Jm = n-a''- m,

, y n — a' —m
aar, ^ri=^ ^-—

,
a rational quantity, which is contrary to

the supposition. See Art. 242.

^lEjEitiiy

T. A.
11
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Shf'
El i*

I.!!,

ArJfJ'
'-^ """ '"'"''''"" "'"'' "'""«'' '" «*'«'' fo other. ,„l,iohhave tUe sa,ne ,rrat^„^l purl, their ,,rod,^t is irrational

M VM -^ ™, wlK,,.„ r ,s a wLolo „„,„.,or or a fraction. Then

contra,., to the ™,U:il'."'"
*"" ^'""^ "'"*-™' '-' ^^l"'^-"' '^

tit,, .Me,. i„l:l lUt:^;^-'"-"^' ' --- -i-

299. Inamj equation :!^ + Jy-.„ , /i, .,.;•, • ,

?«a«<te, aW .j,.^lratic mnlstl^*t, '" ""'""^

m< and also the irratioj^^
'"'"""' ''"" "^ -"'' ^''^ «"

For if . bo not equal to „, .,„,,,,o,, ^ ^ „ ^ „^ ,

^,,^_^

" + ™ + yy = « + V'',

so that m + .fti=z Ih • tl..i« // •

.u.,™tie ..rf.,„^! i. : o.:-Lr,;r f :ro°t:::^
'^-"^ ^

and consequently Jy^Jh.
-iJiorefore a; := a,

300. ^V(«V^)-W., thon^(a_^,).,_^^
For since 7(« ^ JJ,) . , ^ ^^^ ,^^ j^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^_^^

.

^^^

therefore a^x' + v ..nil /;. o y^^' 'ina s/b^::2xjy, (Art. 299)

Similarly we may shew that if

then // ,,.

V(« -
v/6j = Va; - ^y.
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301. The square root of a binomial, one of whose iernis is a
quadratic surd and the other rational, rrtay sometimes be expressed
by a binomial, one or each of whose terms is a quadratic surd.

Let a+ ^6 l.e tlie given binomial, and suppose

s/{a + s/b)=^x + ^y.

By Art. 300, J{a - ^b) =-. Jx -
Jy.

By nuiltii)lication, J{(c' -b)^x-y.

By squaring Ijotli sides of the tirst equation,

a-^ Jb^x+ 2^{xy) + y;

therefore « x+y.

Hence, by addition and subtraction,

a + ^{a'~b)^2x, a-J{a'-b) = ?.y;

therefore x=i{a+J{a' - b)], y =.
| {a - J{a' - b)].

Thus X and y are known, and therefore ^{a + Jb), which is

Aiso J{a - Jb) is known, for it is Jx -
Jy.

302. For example, find the square root of 3 + 2 J2.

Here a = 3, </6-2V2, a'-6==9-8=l;
therefore aj=: ^ (3 + 1)= 9, 2/=^(3_i)^i,

Thus
v/(3 + 2 V2) = V2 + ^1^^2 + 1.

303. Again ; find the square root of 7 - 2^10.

Instead of using the result of Art. 301 we may go through the
whole operation as follows :

Suppose ^ (7 - 2^10) =:Jx- Jy
then, by squaring, 7 - 2 .^/ 1 = rr - 2 J(xy) + y ;

^^e^ce x-\-y^-l
(1)^

11—2 '
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therefore
(^ + 3^)'- 4.^ = 49 -(2^1 0)«,

'^^'^^'
(:.-y)'=49-40 = 9/

and ^~y = «? /2\ .

therefore, from (1) and (2), ^ _ 5, and y . 2.

304. It appears from Art. 301 that

hence, unless a'- J be a y.r/..( ,^„„<,, tl.e values of /,. , > /will be con,,,lex surds, and the express on /IT T ,/
^^^

»ij"ple as V(a 4. J6) itself.
^ ^^ *'" ""' '«' ™

305. A binomial snrd of tl.e f„™, ^(.V) . ^, „,«, be written
...s,Vo(„. yj. !,,,,„ „._.,„ a ;.,/.. .,„..,, ,,,^„^.,^

-t Of „.y?„,a, be expressed in t„„<br.V..^,^ and
therefore t-. square root of ^^a'c) . ^^ «,„ ,, ^„ ^^^ ^ ^^^^

306. For example, find the square root of ^.32 + ^30,

""«
V32h-V30.V2(4 + V15);

">""
^/<V32 + V30)=^2xV(4^V15);

and it may be shewn that

Hence ^(732 4- ^30) = i/2 ( /^ ^ /3\ _ 1 _. .^^

VV 2 V 2/ ^/2W^ + v/4

glffp^a!3e^i>jb'u )̂i.»'rjiaiVK'iirtMiiMft
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307. Sometimes we may extract the square root of a quantity
of the form a + Jb + Jc + Jd hy assuming

then «V6+V- + Vc/=a,^y + ,^2V(ay) + 2V(y.)+2VW;
we may then put

and it' the values of ^, y, and z, found from time, also satwfy
a? + y + a ^ a, we shall have the requii-ed square root.

308. For example, find the square root of

8 + 272 + 2^5 + 2710.

Assume ^(8 + 2^2 + 2^5 + 2^10) . ^x^Jy^J,- then

8 + 2V2+2V5 + Vl0 = a; + y + ^ + 2V(a.y) + 2 7(y^)i-2V(^).

Put 2^{xy) = 2J2, 2VW = 2,/5, 27(.^.) . 2^10
;

hence, by multiplication, J{xy) x J{yz) -= JIO,

^^1^1
V(«a;)=x/10,

therefct-e, by division, y~\'
^enco x^2, and z 5.

These values satisfy the equation a; + y + « ^ 8.

Thus the required square root is J2 + J\ + J5,

that is,
1 + v'2 + V5.

309. If 4/(a H- Jb) = X + Jy, then ^(a -Jb)^x~ Jy.

For suppose v^(a + a/6 ) = « + ^y

;

then, by cubing, a + ^6 = a;" + 3a;* ^y -^^xy+yjy;

therefore a = a:' + 3a^, ^6 = 3a:- Jy + y Jy, (Art. 299)

;

« - V - ^ ~ -'-^ si/ y oxy - y ^y,

•iii

and
4/(« - v/6) = a; -

V/y.
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Assume
V{<^+ Jh)=x+ ^y,

By multiplication, ^(«» -b) = x'-y.

Suppose now that a» - 6 is a perfect cube, and denote it by c«

and, as in Art. 309, a = x''+ Zxy.

Substitute the value of y

;

*^"' a = x'-^Zx{x'~c)',
therefore

4a;'' - 3ca; = a.

kno!nT *^"n
'^''''''''

"^ "'"'' ^' ^"^^^^^ ^^ ^^'^«^' --^ t'^-n y iaknown from the equation y ^ x^ - c.

Thus it appears that the method is inapplicable unless a^-hbe ^perfect cube; and then it is imperfect .mce it leads to anequation which we have not at present any method of solvingexcep by trial. The proposition, however, is of no practical
importance.

311. For example, find the cube root of 10 + ^108
Assume ^10 .- ^108) .«,-, ^y, then iy(10- V108) = a.- ^yBy multiplication,

V(100 - 108) = o.^-^,, that is, -2=«^-yAlso 10:. X- + 3xy = x^ + 3a; {x' + 2) ; therefore ix' + 6a: :^- 1 0.
We see that this equation is satisfied bya:=l. hence y = 3and the required cube root is 1 + /.3

Again
;

find the cube root of 18 ^3 + U ^5.

18^34-14^5 = 3^3(6 + ^ /fV
The cube root of 3 ^3 is ^3 ; and the cube root of 6 4- ii /^

3 \/ 3
can be found. For here a»-J^36 ""' "

Cs

196 5 8

9 ^ 3
^' ~

27 * ^^ *^^*

3 . Hence wo havo tie equatioa te'+ 2^= 6, ^.y^j, „, ^^ ^
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312. We will now solve an equation involving surds which
will serve as a 'uodel for similar examples : the equation resembles
those already solved in the circumstance that we obtahi only a
single value of the unknown quantity.

Solve J{x + 2) + J{x - 1 4) = 8.

By transposition, J{x + 2) = 8 - J{x - 14) ;

16V(a;-14) = 48j

J{x-U)=^Z;

a;- 14- 9;

a; = 23.

square both sides,

transpose,

divide by 16,

square both sides,

therefore

EXAMPLES OF SURDS.

1. Find a factor which will rationalise a^ - 6*.

2. Find a factor which will rationaliae J2 - ^3.

3. Find a factor which will rationalise ^3 + ^5.

4. Given ^3 = 1-7320.508, find the value of —i— .

2 + ^3

5. Shew that ~ -^ ^-j^^rSj^J ^
^ ^15.

6. Shew that ^^j^^^-^JJjj_-_^g^ = V5(l+./2).

7. Extract the square root of

y V 2/ \/ X X

8. Extract the squai-o root of {a + 6)^ - 4 (a - h) J{ah).
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»• ^ + 2V3. 10. 7.-4V3.
n. 7 + 2 VIO. j2. 18^8^5^
13. 75-1V21. 14. ,«^g^^

"• -9 + 6V3. 18. 1 +(!_,.)-..

19. Find the value of

___i±^___^ l-x /3

20. Find the value of

____L±fL__ ^ 1 - a; /o

1 + V(l + a;)
^
rr^fT-^ -^

^hen a:= V .

21. Extract the square root of f, + 2^2 + 2^3 + 2JQ
22. Extract the square root of 5 + ^10 - ^6 - ^15
23. Extract the square root of

15-2V3-2V15.GV2-2V6 + 2V5-2V30.
24. Extract the cube root of 7 + 5 J2.

25. Extract the cube root of lG+8 J5.
26. Extract the cube root of 9 ^3 - 1 1 J2,
27. Extract the cube root of 21 ^6 - 23 ^5.
28. Shewthat ^(75 + 2)- ^(^5-2)= 1.

29. Solve the equation ^(x + 11) - ^^ := I.

30. Solve the equation J{3x + 4) + ^(3x - 5) = 9.

31. Solve the equation a^(b -x)=hj{a-
x).

32. Solve the equation ^{x + a) -f J^x -f 6) = .^/,. 11
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XX. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

313. When an equation contains only the square of the

unknown quantity the value of this square can be found by the
miles for solving a simple equation ; then by extracting the square
root the values of the unknown quantity are found. For example,
suppose

by transposition, 42a;'' = 1 G8
j

by division, x' = i ;

therefore a; =^4:-. ±2.

The double sign is used because the sq\uire root of a quantity
may be either positive or negative. (Art. 231.)

It miglit at first appear that from a;' = 4 we ought to infer,

not that a; = =fc 2, but that d:x = ^2 It will however be found
that the second form is really coincident with the first. For
«fcaj = tfc2 gives either +a; = + 2, or +a;=-2, or -a;= + 2, or

~x=-~2
; that is, on the whole, either a; = 2, or a; = - 2. Hence

it follows, that when we extract the square root of the two mem-
bers of an equation it is sufficient to put the double sign before
the square root of one of the members.

314. Quadratic equations which contain only the square of

the unknown quantity are called pure quadratics. Quadratic
equations which contain the first power of the unknown quantity
as well as the square are called adfected quadratics. We proceed
now to the solution of the latter.

315. We shall first shew that every quadratic equation may
be reduced to the form x* \- px ^ q, where p and q are positive or

negative. For we can reduce any quadratic equation to this form
bj the following steps ; bring the terms which contain the unknown
quantity to the left-hand side of the equation, and the known
quantities to the right-hand side

; if the coefficient of x* be nega-
tive; change the sign of evci-y term of th« equation ; then divide

'I '!

h^ W L
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every term by the coefficient of a,». Thus we may represent any
qiuiUratic equation by

> j

x' +px = q.

To solve this equation we add 1^^ to both sides ; thus

9 11

The left-hand nien»bor is now a complete square; extract the square
root ot each member

; thus

P
^ + 2

=
=Vff-)^

transpose the term
^ , and we obtain

31 G. For example, suppose

-3a;' + 36a;-105=0j

transpose, ~3a;' + 36a;= 105
;

change the signs, Sx' - 3Gx = - 105
;

divide by 3, x'-12x=-S5;

add to both sides
^~J,

that is, 36 ; thus

a;»-12a; + 36 = 36-35= 1;

extract the square root of both membei-s
; thus

03 - 6 = dfc 1.

Therefore x = 6^l; that is, x

^

7, or 5. If either of these
values be substituted for x in the expression - 3ar' + 36a; - 105 the
result is zero.

'

317. Hence the following rule may be given for the sr-lution
of a quadratic equation :

% tran^posUian and reductkn m-ranye ilte equation so that
tli^ terms involvimf the unkmwn quantity are alone on one side,

^s-AaasaapSKSwawwrauKMMi
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ancl the coefficient of x' is + 1 ; add to both sides of the eqtmtion

the square ofhalftJie coefficient of x, and extract tfie square root of
both sides.

318. As another oxamj)le we will take

ax' 4- 6aj + c ~ ;

transpose, ax* + bx = -c

;

divide by a,
» bx c

x'+ -=--;
a a

- (0.
, bx b' b' c b'-4ac

x k- +
a 4a' 4a' a 4a^

'

extract the square root, a; + -— = -_xi—JI 1 .

2a 2a

transpose,
-bd-Jib'-4ac)

X — ...

'2a

The particular case in which c= should be no '.3d. Then, taking

the upper sign we have x=0 ; and taking the lower sign we have

In fact in this case the equation reduces to ax' + bx = 0,35 = —
a

or X (ax + b)= : and it is plain that this is satisfied, either when

a; = j or when ax + b = 0, that is when x =
a

319. When an example is proposed for solution instead of

going through the process indicated in Art. 317, we may make use

of theybrmw/a in Art. 318. Thus, take the example in Art. 316,

namely, - Sx'+ 30x - 105 = 0, and by comparing it with the formula

in Art. 318 we see that we may suppose a = — 3, b- 36, c = — 105.

Hence if we put these values for a, b, and c in the result of

Art. 318, we shall obtain the value of a;. Here

6' -4ac = (36)»- 12x105 = 30;

therefore
-36±G „0?= ^ — = 7, or 0.

m

nu
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320. Fur another oxa,.plo take, tho oquation

extract the squai-o root, x-3 = ^jj^
transpose, „

rf.all fin,, real,; „r 1; ;: '''^*;°V
'^

"""" """ '""'^"'-«

and iUeretore .Ifi Ti ,? ''""™ ""' "' ''''™ '^-
« = «.

«- the „..„.... e,,„::-:tr ;:;::::
'- "^'^ ^-^^ '° -^

* 322. If tl,„ ,„„<,,,ti, „^„„y„„ ,,^ ,.e,„.,,,„t,,, ,,^

ax'-hbx +c=0

Sow tl.ese will be different unless }- 4« - n and n
ti.emiH-1 Tl- ,..

*«-0. and then each of

.nusth n'^'
'*"'"'* -*''" = ° '^^O- "condition that

n.";:;^"^^ ""'* '"^ '- -*^ "^ «- ,„ad.tic equation

323, Consider next the example x' - 1 0», + 32 = 0.

By ti-ansposition,
ic* - 1 (te = _ 32

;

by addition, a.'- ]0a, + 25 = 25-32 = -7.

" "" P™"^'' '^ «^'™' the square root we have

a>-5 = *^/_7.
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But the negaf e quantity - 7 has no squuro ro-.t eithor exact or
appruxunato (Art. 232); thu« no real value of x can bo fotmd to
HutiHv the proiK>He,l equation. In such a ease the quadratic
equation h,«. no real

,
,o,s

; this is sometimeH exi,res.se<l hy saving
that the rootH a.v /. ucnj or imj.osslf'e. We shall return to
this [Kjint in Chajilri xv.

^ 324. If the quadratic equation bo repr.nonted by

ax' + bx *- c = 0,

wo „,.„ fro,,, A,.t 318 that tl,., ,.„„t„ are m-/ if 6._ 4,.c- is ;W.;.,,
that .s, ,t 6 ,H algehnucally g.eater than 4,.., „„,! that tho ,,«,»«
are .m,K,»»,l,le ifi'-^oc i, „egative, that i», if i' ia algebraically
less than iac. ^

tXAMPLKS OF QUADRATICS.

I

1. «* - 4a: + 3 = 0.

3. 6a;*-13a; + 6 = 0.

5. 2aj" - 7x• + 3 = 0.

7. aj'+10:c+24 = 0.

9. 14a:-a;' = 33.

11. a;'-3 = g(a;-3).

2. a;' - 5x' + 4 = 0.

4. 3x-''-7.i;=20.

G. 3.f * - 53a; -f 34 = 0.

8. 7a:'- 3a; = 160.

10. 2a;'- 2a:- 1 = 0.

12. 4(a:'-l) 4a.-- 1.

14. 780a:'- 73a;+ 1^0.

IG. (3a:- 2) (a:- 1)= 14.

13. 110a;«-21a; + l=0.

15. (a:-l)(a:-2)=.6.

17. (3a: - 5) (2a:- 5) = (a:+ 3) (a: - 1).

18. (2a: +1) (a; + 2) = 3a;'' -4.

19. (a; + 1) (2a: + 3) = 4a;^ - 22.

20. («-l)(a:-2) + (a:-2)(a:-4) = G(2a;-5).

21. (2a: -3)'= 8a;. 22. (5a: - 3)« - 7 ^ 44a: + 5.

23. («- 7) (a:- 4) + (2a:- 3) (a:- 5) =103.
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4 '

11
1 ^

1

f \

\mi

24.

2G.

27.

^x' + -X +
73

140
= 0.

(^-i)(^-^(^-j)(^-i)K^-:)(^-D
« X

2x3 X

ox

21
{^^y)-^(2x^^x-l)-^^ (a:,-l)

28. 8x' + 11 +
7 21 + 65a;

X 29.
a;

aj 6

(•^-1)

a;

30. ^
21 23

x + 5 31. _2_1

5-
a; 23

a;

32.

34.

35.

36.

38.

40.

42.

44.

46.

48.

1 3_ 1

2(a;-l) x'-l ~
4

+ 33.
X

X

15
+

40 3_y0 + a;)

2{x'-l) 4(;k"+1)~8

3(10-a,-)~ m
2x 3x-r)0 12a; 4- 70+
15 3(l0+a;j 1<J0

x" - 5x

'x+'S
= x-S +

X

X 3 a:-l
a;-l

= K +
X

x+2 x~2 5

X- 2

x-6
a;-12

a; + 2 6"

- ^zi^ _ ^

a;-6"~6

a;+l a;+2~a;+3

2a; -3 3a; - 5 5

3a; - 5 2^3^3 ^ 2
'

37.

30.

41.

43.

45.

47.

a; + 2 4-
a;-l

X 7

'Jx

aM^4 a; -4 10

x-i a; + 4 ^ "3

X ^ 1 _ 13

00+

I

~x~ "" 'Q '

x-2 x+2 5

5 3 14

x+2 X x+\'

3a;- 2 2x-b 8

2a;-5 3a;-2~3" 1

a; + 2 2 (a; + 3)

«-2 a;-3 •

1

r 1

I!
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3
•

50. 10<'2.r4-3)(:

51, {7-^ j:^)x-

52. x" — 2ax + a"

53. x^ — '2ax + b''

54. {3a' + b') {x'

55.
1 1

4-
Jx-a x—b

5G.
1

(x-b){x~c)

57.
1 1

« + 6 + « a

58. (ax - b) (bx -

59.
a b

+ T
X — a x — b

60.
, , Sa'x

abx H • =
c

61.
x + a x + b

1x-a x-b

62.
a + c(a + x)

.r- 3) 4- (7a; + 3)«= 20 (x + 3) ^x-1).

+ (L'-^3).^•=2.

- 6- - 0.

0.

-x+ l) = {Sb' + a'){x' + x+i).

+
X — c

0.

+ +
(a + c) {a + b) {a + c) {x - c) (« + b ) {x- b)

1 1
+ r + -

a) .

X - c

Ga" + ab - '2b'^

+ ^t.''=3.

X

X — c

a + X

a + {a - x) X a

a

-2.ex

:. I

8
'3

3)

XXI. EQUATIONS WHICH MAY BE SOLVED
LIKE QUADRATICS.

325. There are many equations which, though not really

quadratics, may bo solved by processes similar to those given in

the preceding Chapter. For example, suppose

X* - 9x' + 20 = 0.

Transpose, X 9a;' = -20;



I

' li

•^^^ RQUATrONS WTirCH MAY JJK

hy atklition, x* - 9x' + f^~\\.. ('^V, 20 - "^

;

extract the square root, a;' ---=»= 1 •

2 2'

therefore

therefore « = =t^5, or =1=2.

32G. Similarly we may solve any equation of the tomi
ax''" + bx" + c:=0.

Transpose,

divide by a,
bx" c

a a
'

»;'" +

by addition, x"^ +
^^^

^ (^AV ^ / ^ V _ « _ ^' - 4«c

extract the square i-oot, a;" + A ^ =*= v/(i'j-^4ac)

2a 2« '

therefore
a;" =. r_A±jN/Alzi:f)

2a

Hence by extracting the r."' root the val.ie of a: is known.

327. Suppose, for example,

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

328. Again, suppose

therefore

therefore

x+i Jx = 2l',

« + 4 ^a; + 4 = 25
j

Jx + 2^^5;

VaJ - - 2 =fc 5 = 3, or - 7

;

a; = 9, or 49.

X ' + x~^ =-- 6
;

x-^^x-KlJ"^-
4 4 '

_i 1 *5
X ^ + - = •

2 2 '
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therefore

therefore

and

*~^""2*^"^' "'* ~^''

X
-1

4, cr 9,

1 1

^ =
i'

«r 9'

329. Suppose -^ve require the sohitions of tlie equation

x + J{ox+ 10) = 8.

By transposition, J{hx + 1 0) = 8 - a;
j

square both sides ; thus

5a.' + 10 = C)4-16aj + X';

therefore

therefore

tliereforo

therefore

xf 21a; = -54
;

/21\2 /21\* 225

X
21 15

^->^

21 15 ,,«^=y=^y-18, or 3.

Substitute these vahies of x ui the left-hand side of the given
equation; it will be found that 3 satisiies the equation but that 18
does not; we shall find however that 18 does satisfy the equation

x-J{6x+ 10) = 8.

In fact the equation 5a;+ 10= G4 - 16a;-i- a;" which we obtained
from the given equation by transposing and squaring might have
arisen also from x-J{5x + 10) - 8. Hence we are not sure that

the values of x which are finally obtained wOl satisfy the proposed

equation ; they mai/ satisfy the other form.

330. Again, consider the example

a;-2^(x* + a; + 5)-14 = 0.

By transposition, a; - 1 4 = 2 J(ay^ + a; + 5) j

T. A.
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by squaring,

therefore

EQUATIONS WHICH MAY BE

x'~28x + lde.^ 4x' + 4a; + 20 j

3a;'' + 32a; -176.

From tlio last equation we shall obtain a; = 4, or— . It will

however, be found on trial that neither of these values satisfies the
proposed equation; each of them however satisfies the equation

a; + 2^(a;» + a; + 5)-14 = 0.

From this and the preceding exami)le we see that when an
equation lias been reduced to a rational form by squaring, it will
be necessary to examine whether the roots which are finally
obtained satisfy the equation in the form originally given. This
remark applies for instance to equations like those solved in
Arts. 312, 327, and 328.

331. .'Suppose that all the terms of an equation are brought to
one side and the expression thus obtained can be represented as
the i)roduct of simple or quadratic factors, then the equation can
be .:olved hy methods already given. For example, suppose

(x - c) (x' - 3ax + 2a') = 0.

The left-hand member is zero either when x-c==0, or when
x''-3ax + 2a' = 0; and in no other case. But if x-c=0, we
have x = c; and if x' - 3aa; + 2a' = 0, we shall find thai x = a,or 2a.
Hence the proposed equation is satisfied by a;=:c, or a, or 2a;
and by no other values.

332. Facility in separating expressions into factors will be
acquired by experience

; some assistance however will be furnished
by a principle which we will here exemplify. Consider the
example

x(x-cy = a{a~ cy.

Here it is obvious that x = a satisfies the equation; and we shall
find that if we bring all the terms to one side x-a will be a factor
of the whole expression. For the equation may be written

x'- a' - 2c(x' - a') + c' (x-a) = ;

that is, (x ~a){x'+ax + a'- 2c {x + a} + c'} = 0.

th

lUi

A

tic

cor

the

the

the]

solv

secc

two

tot:

r*.
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17})

Hence the other roots besides a ^vdll be found by solv-inir
the quadratic ^

a;' + ax + a' - 2c (aj -i- a) + c' = 0.

In this manner when one root is obvious on insi)ection, wemay succeed in arranging the equation in the n.anner indicated in
Ai-t. 331.

^

333. We will now add some miscellaneous examples of eou«.
tions reducible to quadratics.

(1) Suppose

Add 18 to both sides; thus

a;' - /« + 18 + ^(a;^ _ 7a; + 18) = 42

;

complete the square ; thus

therefore

therefore

therefore

o;^- 7a;+ 18 + ^(a;^ - 7a; + 1 8) + \ = i2\ =.
^^^

V(«;^-7a;+18) + |:.=t^;

V(a^'-7a;+18) = 6, or -7;

a;'-7x + 18 = 3G, or 49.

Hence we have now two ordinary quadratic equations to
solve. We shall obtain from the first x = 9, or - 2, and fi-om the
second a;= 1(7 :*= ^173). It will be found on trial that the first
two only are solutions of the proposed equation ; the others apply
to the equation

«' - 7a; - ^(a;" - 7a; + 1 8) = 24.

(2) Suppose

a;* 4- a;^ - 4a;'' + a; + 1 = 0.

Divide by x' ; thus

x' + x-i+- + -- =. :XX
12—2

«i
iiif.j

i

1

i
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or

tliereforo

tlierefore

and

tlierefore

tlierefore

First siij)]io8e

tlio-efore

tliei'efore

Next suppose

therefore

therefore

EQUATIONS WJIICU MAY BE

1.3. ^ 1

\ «/ \ «/ 4 4 - ^ ^

1 1 5X+ - 4- - - =fc -
•

X 2 2'

1
X + -

X
= 2, or — 3

1
X + :.z

X
2;

x'- 2x +

x=l

1 = •

x +
1

X
~' -3.

tlierefore

(3) Suppose

a;' + 3a; = - 1

;

a;^+3a: + ? = ^_l='\
4 4 4'

^^
2 ~ 2'' ^ "^

.-
^

x^ + 3a;4 l = 3x'' + ~x\

Transpose

tlierefore fx' - ~^\
*

_

therefore (x'
- ^'^\

' -'y f^'_^\
\ '^/ ''V 2)

x'~3x'+3x+l=:^^.
9

'

dx' 4.^.8

-^4-3a;+l = ^ .

tl

ar

X

the

thei

oftei
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therefore (^"-IO'-(-^-44 " 9 ~^''MV'

Extmet the Bquaro root, then

2 G

Wo have now ordinary qna.lratics, namely, a;' -— - 1 =5^

and a;" ~ -1 _ _ 1 _ '^ t?

•J G'-
^'"^"^ *''o foxier we shall ol.tain

°^ = (" * ^,/Sr)), and fi-um tlm latter a; = 1 (1 ± ^/lO).

(4) Suppose

We may write the equation in the form

Take the upper sign ; thus

x~3 Jx+1 rr.x;

therefore
x/«=d> 'ind a; = Q.3' -^"9

Take the lower sign ; tJius

therefore 2x-3Jx+l=0.

From this we obtain ^x=^l, or 1, and therefore a,-= 1, or 1.

(5) Suppose

X + C + J(x'-c') 9(x-i-n\

.(1).

In solving this equation we shall employ a principle which
often abbreviates algebraical work.

If

if

Mil
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SuppoHo that

then will

a + b p + q

a

^JL ^^~

X

ci + b _p + q
a-b p—q9 q

For the firat of these three results is obtained by adding unity
to each of the given equal quantities, the second is obtained by
subtracting unity from each of the given equal quantities, and the
third result is obtained by dividing the first by the second. Each
result is sometimes serviceable. For the present example, we
employ the third. Thus from (1) we deduce

. .
2(x + c) 9a; + 170

Square both sides, and simplify the left-hand member ; thus

x+c _(9x+l Icy

x-c~~{^+cf (^)-

Again, by employing the third of the above results we deduce
from (2)

^ = (.^_^7c)^j^(9^4^c)' ^ (9* + 17c)' + {^x + cy
c {^x+iuy-l^x + cy ~T67(18^Tl8^)~"-

By reducing, we obtain

63a:*-18a;c-145c' = 0,

and from this,
be 29ca;=3,ora; = --^.

(6) Suppose

Transpose ; thus

-2^^^~^''^)-^\^-^-xyji^^ax-.x).
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By «quarin^s ^(1 - 4^) _ 3« ^(1 - i^)J(^^
- a-) = Zax -^

180

3a

Divido l)y J{\ - \x) ; tlms

9a* + 3a
^(l_4a:) 3ay('^^ -

0,-) .

By Hquaring, (1 + 3a)* (1 - 4a;) = IG (^"' - x)
;

therefore 4x{{l + 3a)» - 4} =. (1 + 3a)' - 1 2a =. {{ - 3a)*

;

therefore 4a; ( 3a + 3) (3a - 1 ) = (3a - 1 )»

;

3a -1therefore X =
12(a4-l)-

Also correspoiuling to the factor ^( 1 - 4a;), which was removed,

we have the root x~-.
4

This example is introduced in order to draw the attention of
the student to the circumstance that when both sides of an equa-
tion are to be sqiiared, an advantageous arrangement of the terms
on opposite sides of the equation should be made before squaring.
If in this example as it originally stands we square both sides, no
tenns will disappear ; but by transposing before squaring we ob-
tain a result in which - x occurs on both sides, and may therefore
be cancelled.

(7) Suppose

We have identically

a;* + 9-(a-*-9) = 18-34-lG.

Hence, dividing the members of this identity by the cor-
responding members of the proposed equation, we obtain

J{x' + 9)-J{x'-0)=J(3i)-L

'fi^ffi'

-I

ill 1
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Therefore, l,y adilitjo,,, ^l(x' + 9) = J(?,i)

;

therofore ^' ^r,, „„,1 a; -*5.

T1,U oq„ati»n i. i„t,-o,l„«,l f„r ,)„. ,,U „f ilh^tratins tho

l.loyo.1 w,th a.Ivanta.,.; f,„. ,•„»,,,„.,, ,.,„,,„ (,, '^^^^^ ^m this way. / .
«

(8) N/(2.« + 4)-2,/(2-.r).
^-x.-8

Wo may write tins cquution tints,

\/{'Jx'+ KJ)*

v/(2aJ + 4) - 2 ^/(2 - .r)
2{2(.'.j4-2)-4(2-.r)}

v/(!U''+lG) V
Tho factor J('2x+i\-''> //•) ^A .,„ i

, ,, ., ,

VV- +4; ^^{^-0.) can now l)n rcmovod from
botli sides; llius wcol.tuin

v/(0.x-'+lG)
-2,V(2,. + 4)+2,/(2-a-)}.

By squaring, O.c" + IG .. .rji2 _ 2a,-4. -1^(8 - 2.;'')}

;

therefore a-'+s^^ H^ - '^x')+\C. J{S -2u^^);

therefore .x>« + Sa; + 1 G = 4 (8 - 2x-^) 4- 1 G ^(8 - 2^-^) + 1 6.

Extract tlio scjuare root ; thus

The solution can now be complete.] ; we shall obtain

4^2
3 '

and also a pair of imaginary values.

Also, by equating to zero the factor V(2a; + 4) - 2 ^(2 - aj),

which was removed, we shall ol)tain x=-
3'

It will be seen that very artificial methods are adopted in some
of these examples

; the student can acquits dexterity in usin^.
such transfonnations only by practice. More examples will be
found m Chapter lit.
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KXAMPLKS OP KQlTATrONS HEnucriU.K TO QUADHATICS.

from

ii

1.

3.

5.

7.

0.

11.

13.

15.

17.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3.r + 2Jx-\ 0.

3a;'' f i2.«t .3321.

x"~3rhv'+2\C) 0.

x + 2 v/("-c) + Cr: 0.

a;' - Ua;V 40 = 0.

^/(2.r)-7a:--.-52.

X+5- J{X + r,) :=. G.

x^ + 5a;'* - 22 = 0.

2a; + ^/(4a; + 8) = ^.

2. a;'" 4- 31a;* = 32.
1 1

4. a;" - 13.*;-" 14.

0. .«'• - X" 4- 2 --^ 0.

8. 3uj"-7a;' :4307G.

10. .0-^+ ''.31.
0.Mz.c

12. 3x-y,.»+^^„.l6.

It. 2,/... ^^
= 5.

16. 3j-.U-»=7.
1 1

18. 2(a;"+a;"»)=5.

24. 2'+' + 4' --80.

V(2a;+7) + V(3a--18) V(7^.4-l).

v/(« + a;) + V(^t-a.-) = 7^,.

7(a;+y)=2 ^.'«-3.

X + J{5x + 10) = 8.

a;^-4.« a;'-l „^

a;-2 a;+

1

_ J{a +^) _ ^ __*/(« -x)

Ja+J{a + x) Ja-'j{a-x)'

(a + h) V(a» + 6" + a,-^) - (« _ 6) ^(a» + 6^ _ aj^) =, «' + 6^

aJ + v/a; + v/(a; + 2) + J{x^ + 2a;) = a.

mm,.

'I !
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- 30. 2x + J(2 + 2x)=^c{l-x).

31.
a-x a + x

s/a + s/ia-x) Ja + J{a + x)~ '^^'

J{x - 2a) +J{x + 2a)
~
2a

33. J{x+^)~J{x+^ = Jx.

34. J{x+Z)+J{x+S) = njx.

35.
«' - a' «=' + a«

+
00" + a^ ' x^- ««

34

IC

3G. sf{a + bx-)-Ja^cJ{hx-).

38. a;''+A-a«- 1^0. 39.
850_a;''(a;*-a<)

931 a;- -a"

40. .N/t^!±l)_+y(^' -1) ^ V(a''^ + 1) - J{x'-l)
v/l^^' + 1) - v/(^^ - 1) 7R^n)T7(^^Cl) » 4 V(aj« - 1).

41. {aKx^)^={a^ + x^)^. 42 ^-t^' +
«' " ^'^ ^ .

a+x a-x '

43. ^(1 -x + x^) -J{\ + a; +a;2) = m.

44.
^V(^l)

, «:-v/(«^='-l) ..

^ x-Jix-^-l) x + Ji^^F^-^^-

45. ^(iK^ - ^ax + a2) + ^^^2 + 3^^ ^ ^2^ ^ j^^^^ ^ ^ja).

46. ic
6 \ l + aj'

/ Jx
1

47. ^;7(a)^)-^^(^a,.4^;«)=.0.

48.
sf(^ + J{x~J{\-x)}=^h

49. (a; + ay-(a;-a)'* = 242a\

50.
^'^1
X

' + 1 /6



51.

52.

53.

54.

65.

56.

57.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

EXAMPLES. XXI.

J{x' + ax + b') + J{x' + hx + a') = a + b.

25a;'- 16 ^ S (x'~4)x

10a;- 8 ~ 2a;- 4 '

J{2x + 9) + ^(3a; - 15) = ^{7x + 8).

187

/« + /i{b-c){ac-bx)) _V » V 1 abc J
~ 1,

J{x' + 2x-\)+J(^x'+x + 1) -~.J2+J'd.

J{x'+ ax-\) + J{x'+bx-\) =Ja + Jb.

(x' +l)(x + 2) = 2. 58. (a;« + a) {x + b)== ab,

{x - a) {x -b){x-c) + abc =^ 0.

1 1 4a;

1-a; 1+a; l + a;*'

1 1
+

1

x+a+b x-a+b x+a-b x-a-b
(a-x

)
{x^+ 1)1) _ [a -;- x) {x - m)

= 0.

x + n

a + x\r _ ex

a-x) ~
ah'

x — n

2a; + 1 + a; Jix' + 2) + (a; + 1 ) J{x' + 2a; + 3) = 0.

a;'+3 = 2^(a;*-2a; + 2) + 2a;.

a;' + 5a; + 4 = 5 J{x' + 5a; + 28).

J{x'-2x+2)-%=.^-x.

3a;V 15a; - 2 ^(«;« + 5a; + 1) = 2.

(a;+ 5) (a;-2)+ 3 v'{ajO«+ 3)}-0.

«' + 3 -^(2a;'- 3a;+ 2) = ^ (a; + 1).

a; (a; 4- 1) + 3 V(2a;= + 6a; + 5) = 25 - 2a;.

a.'*-2V(3a;'-2aa;+4) + 4 = ?|(a; + ^4-l).

\m

I'
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73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

79.

- 81.

82.

83.

84.

86.

EXAMPLES. XXI.

1 + x + X~ji
= D-X- x'

(^ + ci)(x + 2a)(x + 3a)(x+4a)..

^(^^(x+l){x + 2)(x + 3) = 9.

a +ax + x"

(t -ax + x''

a'

x' 78. a = x* +

x*~2x' +

(1 - xy

x = a. 80. x^

^'~8(x+l)^x + l8x + l^

2x' + x=132.

So - 2x.

0.

2{x'+ axf+Jx + J{a+x) ^h~2x.
a; + 9^3

•as -ll.«' + 4a; + 4 = 0. %{ X* + Wx = ./"a

«'+««;''+ 5a;2 + ca;+i = 0.
a^

87.

88.

89.

91.

93.

94.

96.

98.

99.

101.

^\/(-:)V(-S
14i
9"

90.

od' + 1=0.
92.

aj*+l

(^-2)(a^-3)(a..-4)=1.2.3.

(«'-l)(a;-2)(aj-3)-(6-l)(6-2)

(a^-l)(a;-2)(a;-3)=24.

nx + a; + ?. + 1 ^

(6-3) = 0.

6ic' - orr;''Oa;'' + a; = 0.

X h h

a x'^ x^~

8a;'' + 16a; = 9.

97.

100.

X' + «' - 4a; - 4 =

3^* + 8,^*^80:'' -3.

x'-
Sic

It



102.

EXAMPLES. XXI.
18,0

X {x^-2) = m(x'' \-2mx+2).

104. a:»+;>a;^ + (^;.-l4--l^)a: + l:=0.

105. (p-iyx^+px--,(^p-l + J_r^^^i__^0^ f

1

2

XXII. THEORY OF QUADRATIC EQUATIONS AND
QUADRATIC EXPRESSIONS.

334. A quadratic equation cannot have more than two roots.

^

For any quadratic equation will take the form ax^ + hx + c=.0
If all the terms are brought to one side of the eq^iation

; and tlien
hy Art. 318 the value of a; muM he eithei-

- h + J(F- -^ac)
^^

- b_~J{b' - iac)
^« ~

2a '

that is the value of a. must be one er the other of two quantities.

The result is sometimes obtained tlius. If possible let three
different quantities a, /?, y be roots of the quadratic equation
ax +bx + c=::0; then, by supposition,

aa'+ba + c = 0, a/3' + b^ + c = 0, ay' + by + c = 0.

By subtraction,

divide hya-/3 which is, by supposition, not zero ; thus

a (a + /3) + i = 0.

Similarly we have a(a + y) + b = 0.

By subtraction, a {f3
- y) =-.

;

this however is impossible, since by supposition a is not zero, and
fS~y m not zero. Hence there cannot be thi-ee different roots
to a quadratic equation.

I
I

i



190 THEORY OF QUADRATIC EQUATIOxXS

335. In a quadratic equation wUre tU coefficient of thefirstterm ts umty and the terms are all on one side, the sum ofth. roots^ equal to t. coefficient ./the second term u^ith Us sigi chaZ^dand the product of the roots is equal to the last term.
For the roots of ax^ + bx + c = Q are

^^±^mzl^ and Zl^^l^z^c) .

'Za 2a
We the sum of the roots is *, and the product of the roots is

-, that IS, -. And by dividing by a the equation4a'

may be written a;" + - + ^ = n -nul flin« +i. -.. .

a a '
'""^ *^^"^ *h® proposition is esta-

blished.

336. Let a and /3 denote the roots of the equation

aaf + bx + c = 0;

then a + ^ = - ^ ana a^ = i . Those relations are useful in finai„„

(a-^y=(a + /3y-4:afi^

a a

h' - iae

~ + ~ =:^L±l

a'

a ' a c
'

The relations demonstmted in Art. 335 are useful in verifyin,.the solufon of a qnad«tio equation; of course if the roo^ 2tanned do not satisfy these relations we are certata that there issome error m the work.

When we know one root of a quadratic equation we candeduce the other root by the aid of either of these relations Take
lor example the equation

~ ^ ^±_^ _ 2 (a + 5 + c)

x + a X + b x + a + b
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Here x = c

we obtain

AND QUADRATIC EXPllESSIONS.

obviously satisfies the equation ; clearing of fractions

{a+h)x'-^{a' + b'-c{a + h)]x-c{a'^b') = 0.

Thus the product of the roots is - ' ^^ll^
; and as one root

is c the other must be -
a + b

a+ b

337. We have

ax' + bx + c =:a\x^ + ~ +~\ ;

K a a)
'

h cnow put for - and - their values in terms of a and y8 ; thus

aa^ + bx + c = a{x' - {a + li)x + a^] = a {x ~ a) {x- /?).

Thus the expressio7i ax'' + bx + c is identical with the expres-
sion a(x-a){x-(3); that is, the two expressions are equal for
all values of x.

Hence we can prove the statement of Art. 334 in another
manner. For no other value of x besides a and /? can make
{x-a){x-P) vanish; since the product of two quantities cannot
vanish if neither of the quantities vanishes.

The student may naturally ask if the identity

ax' + bx + c = a{x-a) (re - yS)

holds in those cases alluded to in Art. 323, where the roots of
aaf + bx + c = are impossible ; we shall return to this point in
Chapter xxv.

338. The student must be careful to distinguish between a
quadratic equation and a quadratic expression. In the quadratic
equation aa;» + 6a; + c ^ we must suppose x to have one of two
definite values, but when we speak of the quadratic expression
ax* + bx + c, without saying that it is to be equal to zero, we may
suppose X to have any value we please.

339. We have

bx

a
+aa^+bx + c = a^x' +

bV c 5M ('/ b

a)

=^(-e'^^3=»{(^^0-^i^}.

m
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THEORY OF QUAIHIATIC EQUATIONS

Now first suppose that b'-iac is negative; then —-1^ is

also neffiitive ; hence fx+ \ ^ - 4ac
., . .o ,

iicncc \^x + ^~j —^ ,_ IS necessarily i)ositive

for all real values of x. In this case, ax' + hx 4- c being equal to
the product of a into some positive quantity must have the same
sign as a. Tlius if h' ~ iac be negative, ax^ + hx^c has the
same sign as a for all real values of x.

Next suppose that 6" - 4ac is zero ; then

ax' +bx + c = a(x + —
\*

\ 2aJ

Here, as before, ax' + bx + c has the same sign as a ; in this
case the expression ax^ + bx + c h a perfect square with respect
to X, and its square root is

Last, suppose that b' - iac is i)ositive ; then

bx + c^a(x+ ^ -A^^l:i^))f^^ ^ _,J(b'~4ac))
I 2a 2a j

{''
^ 2^ -" ~2c, j

= a{x-a)(x~/3),

where a and ^ are botli real quantities, namely,

ax' +

2a

The expression «(«.-«)(«:- /3) must have the same sign a^a except .vhen one of the fectors a. - a and a:- ^ is positive, and
the other is negative

; and we shall now shew that this can only
be the case when x lies in value between a and ^. Of the two
quantities a-^ and /? - a one must be positive; suppose the
toi-mer, so that a is algebraically greater than ^. Now if a; is
algebraically greater than a, then a; -a is positive, and therefore
also «;-/? IS positive, and if x is algebraically less than yS, then
» - fi m negative, and therefore also a; - a is negative. But if x
lie. between a and

fi, then a:- a is negative, and a;-^ is positive
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AND QUADRATIC EXPRESSIONS. 193
For such a valuo of a: the sign of the expression a^«4-Ja.-f c isthe contrary to tlio sign of «.

^^ + ox -^ c is

Tlie conclusion of the investigation of tlie three cases is this •

whatever real value . n.ay have a.^ . ,, , , ,,„ , JrViffe' nB^. except when the roots of «.V...e.O are lib fInUdifferent, and x is taken so ^ to lie between them.

340. The roots of

ax^ + hx + c==0 are Zp^jK^jr li*^)

2a ' '

ana the roots of

ax'-hx+c=:0 are ^_±Ji!r^:±^

^

It is obvious that the latter roots are the lue as the former withi^ signs changed. Hence if two quadratic equations dif^ ^Xn the sign of the second term, the roots of one may be obta2by changing the signs of the roots of the other.

341. Suppose we want to divide ax' ^hx-,c l>y x -
/, The

^ tei^ of the quotient is ax, and the next term a/. . 6 ^Zthere is a remainder ah^ 4- hh -l ^ Tf ^-i
•

. ,
' ^

«/r + 67. + c - ttn 7 ^ .
remainder vanish, so thatI +6/ +C-0, then h IS a roo< of the eqtcation ax^ + bx + c~0Thus the expression ax^^hx^c is divisible by ^-/onlv wLA IS a root of the equation aar + bx^c^O.

^ "

342. Some particular cases of the equation ax^ + bx 4- r Amay now be investigated. The roots of the equation aie

^±f^SL^ and
- ^lV(^4ac)

.

M'o Will first exammo the results of s„,,,.osing a = 0.

The nuuae.-ator of the fi,.t root becomes - 6 . J, that is

thus this root takes tl,e fo™. «. The nun.erator of the sooci
.-t becomes - 26 ; thus this root .*es the .,„,. Z^"

. „ ,. „,
ongmal^ equation we ,,ut „=0, it becomes J..« = 0. so that

13
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194 QUADRATIC EQUATIONS AND EXPRESSIONS,

a: = - ^ ;
and we may arrive at this result from the expression

wliicli takes the form
^ by a suitable transformation. For mul-

tiply both numei-ator and denominator of zl±>/(
^' - '^^^)

^

h+Jib'-iac); tl.us wc obtain j-^~ffj^^ , and if wc now

imt « = 0, we obtain r ;« , that is, :^ . If tlio root Z.^'^V'' -*"')

be transformed by nndtiplying its numerator and denominator by

h-J{h'-iac) it becomes ,

~
-^^'

,„„i ^i.^ ,,^ i,'

h-^{J^~4,ac)' smaller a is

the smaller is the denominator of this fraction, and the greater the
fraction itself: an equivalent result may obviously be obt-uned
without effecting any transformation of the root. Thus we mav
enunciate our results as follows: in the equation a:«^4- 6x4- c=
If a be very small compared with b and c, one root is very large

and the other root is nearly equal to -^, and the smaller a h,

the larger one root becomes, and the nearer the other root ap-

preaches to — .

343. Next suppose both a and h to be zero; then the ordi-

nary expressions for both roots take the form ?. By trans-

forming the roots as in the preceding Article, we shall see thatwhen a and h are both small compared with c, both roots are very
large, and become gi-eater the smaller a and h are.

m. La^t, suppose a, b and c to be zero; then the roots

t^ke the form
I.

In this case, if we transform the roots ^ in

Art, 342, we shall still obtain the form 5; ^e may say here that

the value of x is really indeterminate.

fi
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KXAMI'LKS. XXII.
195

rJtfof Irm''^'°
^" ^^"^"^'^ ^' *^<^ ^ri'I-tion of the

Let it bo requiroa to ascortaiii if tlio fraction
^'- 2^^ 21

-u.e a., value .e plea, b, suitably eWsiu, tbo '::i:^lr^
Put «'-2a;+21

therefore a---.o^. , oi z,^* --« + 21 -.y(Ga;- 14);

therefore rr'-Q/i i i \

By solving tlie quadratic wc obtain

aj=l + 3y±^(9/-8y-20).
Hence if. is to be r.a the quantity 0,= _S,-20n.ust bo

pos..ve;thatis,0(,-2)(,.^_,,,^,^,,^^^
Therefbre

y cannot lie between 2 iml ^^
i ^""'"'^

- T' ^''^ "^'V J^'^ve any otlier value.

fraction fllJ5_±^ may have any value we please, except
Gx-li

values between 2 and - -"'-9

it

9
•

QUADKATIC EXPRESSIONS.

1. 3a;^-10a;-25.

3. 2a;^ + a; - 6.

2. a;*+73a;+780.

•1. «'-88a;+lG12.

13—2
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^^^ EXAMPLES. XXil.

5. Form tlie qiuwlrutic equation whose roots are G and 8.

C. Form the quadratic equation wIiomo roots are 4 and D.

7. Form tlio quadratic Oijuation whoso roots are 1 and - 2.

8. Form the qua(h-atic equation wliose roots are 1 =fc^/J.

9. Find tlic sum, differcnco, and i>ro(hict of the roots of

«'- 42a; +117^0. \

10. For wluit vahie of m will the equation 2x' + 8x + m -
have equal roots ?

11. If a and ^ bo the roots of x^-px + q^ 0, find the value

of ^+^andofa'' + /?\

12. If a and ^ be the roots of ax^ -f b,, -f c =. 0, constnict the 1

equation whose roots are - and - I

a ^•

13. Shew that the roots o{x' + px + q = will be rational if

p^k+^, where
;?, q, k are any rational quantities.

1 4. Shew that if ax^ ^hx + c =^0 and a'x' + b'x-,c'=0 h-ive
a common root, then (a'c - acj = {a'h - ah') {b'c - c'h).

15. If a; be real, prove that
-^^^~'*

nnn h..v« ,,« i

2a;'-2vC-5 '

value between —- and 1.

10. If;, be greater than unity, then for all real values of x

the expression ^Iz^^ Hes between
^^J and

p + \

p-i-



m>U;,.TA.N.0U.S E<J,-AT,O.V,S ,.VVO.,V,xa QCAOnATICS. ,i,7

liave

-^^Tir. srAH;r.TANK«u8 kquatioxs involving
QUADIfATfCS.

(1) Suppose «.-^-2y.7I, r«+y=oo.
From tlio socoii.l o(|uatiou v - '>0 .. i .-

fu-st, thus
y--0-a;; .sul.st.tuto in the

.^--2(20-af =71-
therefore - .r 4- 80^- 800 = 71

^

'''"^'^^^'•^
:f^-80^ = -871.

From this quadratic we shall obtain x~n nra- n .the equation v -. 20 - x m-^ nl f
• .7 ^^ ^'^ <^»^'

i then from

-anioly, 2,. 7 or 47.
''" corresponding vah.es of .j,

(2) Suppose
a.-^ + /.-.25, a.y=]o.

Here ^.3 , ^ n-
•-« +r - 25,

2*2/ =: 24

;

therefore, by addition,

a-' + 2a'y + 2^»_-.25 + 24 = 4D •

*^^^"^f«^-«
«^ + y = =t7.

Similarly, by subtraction,

(a; -2/)' -25- 24 = 1 •

therefore a:-y = ^l.

We have now four cases to consider; namely,

« + y=7, «-y= 1- x-^oi^ } X + V — — 4 _ s' — y~ •.
«' + y = 7, a;-y = _i; ^ ;

*" "'
ii
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198 SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS INVOLVINO QUADRATICS.

ny Holving M.ese Hi pU, <>,.M.Htion8 we ol.tuin finally

(3) 8u])i)o»t> V-4a-^ ^ar'^JJ, y'_a;'-16.
J.et y -=. v^, iwvl sulmtituto in l.oth equations ; tliu,s

a:'(^v'-iv+3) = \7, »'(v»-l)-in;
thoreforo, l.y .lu ;-Km,

l*^ -iv + 3 17

therefore 32«'- C4v+ 48 = 17v»- 17
;

therefore ITn,^. Gk,+ G5 .-. 0.

From this quach-atic svo .shall ol.tain v.^ or -^^l Take the

former value of.; then a^ = ^^^0; ilun.roj^ = . 3 ; ami

y = vx^=^5. Again, taking the sccon.l value of v we have
«^' =Y ^ t^^erefore, a; = *

| ; aiul y ^ :*= 1^

.

The ain.fice liere used may be adoi>tea conveniently wlien the
terms mv Iving the unknown quantities in each equation consti-
tute an expression which is homogeneous and of the second degree •

see Art. 24. ^ '

(i) Suppose x'+xy- G,f = 24, x' + 3xi/~l Oi/' = 32.

Lety = vx; substitute in both equations, and divide; thus

1 + 3t;-10i;" _ 32 _ 4
'1 +v~6v' ~U ""3'

therefore Gv=-52;+l = 0.

From this quadratic we shall obtain v = \ov-. The value

1
^ ^

v=r.-v,e shall find to be inapplicable ; for it leads to the inad-

m^sible result x'xO = 2 . In f.ict the equations from which the
values of V were obtained m-^ h^ wrji.fen thus,

s^{\- 2v) (1 + 3v) .. 24, c ^1 - 2^} a + 6v) = 32
;
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s.M.LTAXKoL's K.rATroxs ixvo.vrxo grA,>«vrKs. i,<)
and l.oneo wo «oo that tin, value oi v fouu.l f..o,u 1 ... .q is
'"^I'l'Iicahln, au,l tint w. cuu <,nl luuv ' ^ ''^'^ -^ ...

tl....vforo a:' = 3G ; thorefuro *• = * ,J ; „„, ^ ^ o

rO Siij.|.oHo x-vy a, x' + if . h\

By (tivision,

tliat is,

or

Now since

^*~x"i/ + xy-,y + ,/ _ .

^*+2/*-^j{x' + f) + xy

a

6'

x + ij a,

therefore «^^ +y* -^ 2^y . («>_ o,^),^^ ^^._ .^^.^^ ^^^^
therefore x* + 1/ = a* - ia^cey + 2xy.

By substituting tlio values of a:* -f y^ and a;' + y« we obtain

that is,

«* - 4aVy + 2a:V^ - a^y (a' - 2xi/) + a-^^

b'

a

5xy-5a'xy
a
~a\

shel;i;7
^'''" ''^ ^-^^^^^^ ^^^- ^" --^- -^- It .a, be

a» = «,•» + y* + 5x1/ (x' + 2.=') + lOa;^' (a: + y) j

thus
«'-^'-^^y(a-^-fy^)+iOa^.y;

= «' + J/' 4- 3aa;y :

therefore <^' ~ ^^ - 5xij (a' ^ 3ax^) ^ lOaxy,
^^'

5(ixy ~ Sa^xij == b' ~ a\

f^ ft
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III

EXAMPLES. XXIII.

From tins quadratic we can find two values of or. •

let cdenote one of tliese values, then wo have
^'

x + y = a, xyr^-c;

tlierefore
»: - 2/ = * V(<i' - 4cl

the ^:::;:::i'r'
^'^ "" ''°^"'' ^^° ^'" «"" "-"^'"^'"•^

Substitute in the second of the given equations ; thus
{a + zf + {a- zY = 326*,

therefore
5a^* + lOaV = 16i*- a^

From this quadratic we may find z% and hence ., that is« - 2/ ; and hence finally x and y.

More examples will be found in Chapter liv.

EXAMPLES OP SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS INVOLVING QUADRATICS.

1. 4a:» + 7/=U8, ^x'~f=U.
2. x + ij=lOO, xy--^2i00.

3. a?+y = 4, -+i^l.
X y

4. x + 7/=.7, x' + 2y'=3i.
6. x-y = l2, x'+,f=u.

-^ x + 2 '

7. x'+,/ = G5, xy==28.

^- ^y^l, 3x~5y = 2.

x'-y"-^, X + y = 2.

.- 6. x-^^ = 4
2

*'

a

3
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

EXAMPLES, xxirr.
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

2G.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

ft'-' + y' -20.

a;» + 3.c7/=54,
a^i/ + 4 ?/» = 1 1 5.

«" + a?y-12, a'y-2/=l.

—^ + ^JZJL __
^

'^y^'l25x.y.., ^-•o. = -75^-3..
•3...125^. 3.-,,, 3. -.5^ = 2-25.^, 3^

/^-
J^xy+2Qx^+ 3y- 2G4a:==0,)

«>y -ZSxy+ a;»-12y+1056a; = 0./

«^ + y = «^', 3y-a;=y.

«^ + % + ~ = 10, 3. + y + l-=23.
y

2/

4 (•« + y) - 3a;?/, a; + y + a;» + ^/^ r^ 2G.

^-y=2, x'-y'=8,

^ + y = 5, aj^ + 2/='=G5.

a + y=ll, a;' + 2^'- 1001.

,i

a-y {x+y) = 30, a' + 2/' - 35.
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33. — 4

34. x +

35.
x'
-— +
2/

3G. x'(x

37. X^J-i

38. X^+ 1

39.

40. X + IJ

41. x'-o

EXAMPLES. XXTU.

X
= 18, x + y = \2.

y-18, aj'' + y = 4914.

X
= 9.

a; y 4

+ 2/) = 80, a;''(2:c-37/) = 80.

/a; = 20,

7 + a^y,

1 ^ 1 ^ 5

« y 4*

= 8.
^' y'~2

x' + i/ = S2.

y'=3093. X -y=3.

42.

V X + yJ \ x~y) = 82. «v = 2.

1

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

i

48.

iil->

'
'

:

49.

50.

51.

1 !

'j 52.

^

63.

-xy + y = i.«'-^V + y'-19, X

x'-xy +f = 7^ x' + x'y' + y*=UX
' + ^y + y' = 49, aj' + a;y + y=931

X

V.4 ^2
re ~x' + y*-y'=%A X'

X (^2~xy) = y(xy~S)^

+ xy + y'=.iO.

«^ + y + x/(^y) = 14, x'+y^+a;y=84:

^ + y-J(xy) = 7, X

^y(y + ^x-xy) = l2(x + y-S).

+ y'' + xy= 133.

^ + y = 72, 4/^+^y=6.

^ + ./(^'-y')==8, x-y=:l.

V y \/ X

x+y = io, A+ /y^5V y V a; 2

N/(^'y)
"^ ^' *^(^''^) "^ ^^(^'«^) = ''8.
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- 54.

55.

56.

58.

59.

60.

61.

EXAMPLES, xxrrr.

^(^ + 2/) + 2^(x-.,j) = iferi) ^ + 2/' ^ 34
sfi^-yy xy~~T5'

a; v
a b '

a 6
- + - = 4X y ^'

62.

63.

64.

65.

67.

GS.

69.

70.

71.

72.

^+y = a, xUif = h\

X* + 1/* = 14>.-9/2

a + x^ ITy " ^' ^-^ + 2/ = rt + i.

y + 6 a; + «~ r' a+6=2.

a; ?/

2/ X

«' + 2/ = «v/(a-2/), a.-y = , A_

1.11

203

X
+ - + .= 0,

2 3

i il-

!|jl

a;

4- - =
y
= 13, 8a; + 3^ =^5.
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1
1

y Z

'T'r 1117
it" y ;8 2» «^y«=i.

* t-y +^ .^a. +2/ +;j- = a; + 7/ + ^=:]_

80 «y + a;5; + 7/^ = 2G,

«^y(«' + 2/)+2/^(y4-^) + ^a;(^ + c.)=lG2

(a:' +;?').-= 538.

XXIV. PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO QITABRATIC
EQUATIONS.

tlie price of the horse.
'" ^'"'^^ ^"«* '' ^^^"irecl

Let . denote the price in pounds; then the n.an loses . per
cent, and thus his total loss is ^- ^ ^ that i.

^' .

100^^' ^^''^^ ^«^ Trnr; but this
loss IS ahso a; -24; thus

^

100
= a;-24;



therefore :.'- 100;« = -2400,
"nd '^'-100:» + (50)'=2500-2400 = 100-
hence -,

'

a; -50 = ±10,

a = 60 or 40.

Tims all we can infer i<j +I10+ +t

...Julha'lrbe^f'
'"""'""•

^"^ '"'» *- P-^^. -cl. that their

^^^

Let . denote c .e part, and therefore I0-. the other part;

ic(10-a;) = 24 •

therefore ^» t^
aj - 10aj = -24,

hence ^
^

a; - 5 = ± l^

and
a; = 4 or G.

pa- Shan ,e .4; one p:rnj:;,:4rdt ^htl.
" ^^^ ^^^

---,?.a.hen:nL:;;r::rs:^^^

.

^""'l

'''-'''' *'^ ^"^^^- <^^ --> then ^^ is the price of each- pounds; if the person had bought 4 mor^ the ,
' .

pounds would have been -
«^

• th b
"^' ^"

" a;T4 • *^'"'' ^y supposition,

80 80

X + i
= 1

therefore
80a: = 80 (a; +4) -a;' -.4.
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therefore x' + ix = 320,

and «'
+ 4«; + 2' = 320 + 4 = 324

;

hence a;+2=±18,

and a;=lGor-20.

Only tlie positive value of «; is admissible, and thus the number
ot oxen 18 IG, and the price of each ox is £5.

In solving problems, as in the proposed example, results will
sometimes be obtained which do not apply to the question actually
proposed. The reason appears to be that the algebraical mode of
expression is m..-e general than ordinary language, and thus the
eqiiation, which a proper representation of the conditions of the
problem, will also apply tK) other conditions. Experience will
convince the student that he will always be able to select the
result which belongs to the problem he is solving, and that it will
be sometimes possible, by suitable changes in the enunciation ofthe original problem, to form a new problem, corresponding to any
result which was inapplicable to the original problem. Thus in
the present case we may propose the following modification of the

7^ .rTT'' ' P'''"^ ''^'^ ^ ^^^'^^^ ^""^^-r -f 0-en for
£80

;
If he had sold 4 fewer for the same sum, the price of each

ox would have been £1 more; find the number of oxen and the
price of each.

Let X represent the number; then by the question we shall
have

80 80

X-4: X "^
•

The roots of this quadratic will be found to be 20 and -16 •

thus the number 20 which appeared with a negative sign as a
result m the former case, and was then inapplicable, is here the
admissible result.

350. Find a number such that twice its square increased by
three times the number itself mnv «mnnr,f f^ ^^

^



QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.
^07

Let. denote the number; then, V the question,

2x'+3x=G5.
The roots of this quadratic .ill ,. found to be 5 and -l^ .

the first vahie satisfies t]ie conditions of tho n .

•

^
'

-terpret the second vah.e, .e obse ve ^^ tl^ "•- '" ^^'"- ^^
m tJie equation, it becomes

' ^ '"" '^'^'^^^ " «'' ^^ «;

amount to G5.
^' *^'^ ^""^^<^r itself nuiy

351. Divide a given line into two parts .n.l .1 . .the square on one part mav be equal to f T ^'* *^^^"

hy the whole line and the oLr pl^!
'''"'"^^^^ ^^"^^^^^^^

Let a denote the len<'th of fl.o 1;

part, then a>:. is the klh .^ . ' T^ " *^^' ^'""^'^ ^^ «^«

question,
^^ "^ *^^^ ^*^^«^' P^rt; thus, hy the

2^'' + aa; = a",

ax a"

Y ^ 2 '

9a'

therefore

and
x' + .

and

hence

and

o ax a' a'

2 ^lG==I(i '

a
"^ = 2 or - a.

Here - is the required length. The nerrntkn^ o '• -^"6 negative answer su-r.
gests the following problpni • »,ro''noe . ' r
tlie square on the nart nr ' l T ,

^'^''' ^'''^' '° *^^^* twicepart produced may be equal to the rectangle

'M

H
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208 PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

contained by the given line, and the line made np of the given
line and the part produced

; the result is, that the part produced
must be equal to the given line.

352. In the examples hitherto given, both roots of the qua<]-
ratic equation have applied to the actual problem, or to an allied
problem which was easily formed. Frequently, however, it willbe found that only one root aj.plies to the problem proposed, and
that no obvious interpretation occurs for the other.

353 Problems may be proposed which involve more than
one unknown quantity, and thus lead to simultaneous e^uauons •

we will give an example.

Two men A and B sell a quantity of wheat for .£28 8*^ sel s four quarters more than A, and if he had sold the quan^
tity ^ sold, would have received .£10 for it j while A would have
received IG guineas for what Ji sold. Find the quantity sold by
each, and the rates at which they sold it.

Let X denote the number of quarters which A sold, and there-
fore «. + 4 the number which £ sold; and suppose that A sold hiswheat at y shillings per quarter, and that £ sold his at z shillin<.s
per quarter. Then since the value of the wheat sold is 5G8 shU-
lings, we have

X!/+(x + 4)z=568 n\

^JW'""^ '1'^ '^'" ^""^*^*^ ^ ''^'^' ^' ^«^^ld ^'-^ve received200 shillings ; thus

a;;5 = 200 /2)

Similarly,
(« + 4)y = 336 /g)

^^^Jrom (3) we have «;y = 336-4y; by substitution in (1) we

336-4y + 200 + 4« = 568;

therefore i{z-y) = 32,

*n^ . 8
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the given

produced

the quad-

an allied

ir, it will

osed, and

ore than

}uaoion8;

^28. 8«.

lie quan-

uld have
' sold by

id there-

sold his

shillings

>G8 shil-

,..(1).

I'eceived

••(2).

..(3).

(1) we

.(4).

\

From (2) we liavo

and from (3) we have

tJnis

EXAMPLKS. XX rv.
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and

We nif

<,. 200

330

y

200 33G
Z y

(^)tirv:;:rrr(.f;;xr''"'"^^» ''' ^•^>- «-"«"

.(5).

<titute in

therefore

hence

^^84
y + « y~^''

% = S4(y + 8)-(2,«+,Sy^^

y''--2Gy-Gr2=.0.
-From this quadratic we sl)-.ll fl, i

« the o„„ ad„,.i„e ..s t L 4-o=
'' ^ ' '«• ^Le fo^er

-'
''""** ^=00; and a; = 4.

EXAMPLES OP PROBLEMS.

1. rind two numbei-s sucli thnf fi •

the sum of their cubes 17199
"' '""^ "^^^>^ ^« ^^^ -"J

2. A certain number is fonr.P-l k .i

*• A boat's crew row 31 tv.,*] i

^ 1 hour and 40 minuC. ! ' ''"T"
" "«' ""' l-ack aff.in

Of 2 mile, per hour. Z,r«,e TrV'': T" *° '-« " ""™-
still water.

"^'^ "' *•''"•'' the crow would row in
T. A. ^'z :.;/

|^l

u m
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ii .

i!

5. A farniei- wIhIios to enclose a n-ctangular i,ieco of land to
contain 1 aero .'32 i)orchos with 17G lundli's, each two yards long;
how many liurdlfs must ho place in each side of the rectanrrlol

6. A person nuts a certain number of acres of land for £84 •

he cultivates 4 acres himself, and letting the rest for 10^. an acre'

more than he i)ays for it, receives for this portion the whole rent,
£Si. Find the number of acres.

7. A person purchiused a certain number of sheep for £35 :

after losing two of them he sold the rest at 10 shillings a head
more than he gave for them, and by so doing gained £1 by the
transaction. Find the number of sheep he purchased.

8. A. line of given length is bisected and produced : find the
It igth of the i)roduced part so that the rectangle contained by
half the line and the line made up of the half and the produced
l)art may be equal to the scpiare on the i)roduced part.

9. The product of two numbers is 750, and the quotient
when one is divided by the other is 3^ : find the numbers.

10. A gentleman sends a lad into the market to buy a shil-

ling's worth of oranges. The latl having eaten a coui)le, the
gentleman pays at the rate of a penny for fifteen more than t^)*^

market-price ; how many did the gentleman get for his shilling '?

11. What are eggs a dozen when two more in a shilling's

worth lowers the price one penny per dozen?

12. A shilling's worth of Bavarian kreuzers is more nume-
rous by 6 than a shilling's worth of Austrian kreuzers; and 15
Austrian kreuzers are worth Id. more than 15 Bavarian kreuzera.

How many Austrian and Bavarian kreuzers respectively make a
shilling 1

1 3. Find two numbers whose sum is nine times their differ-

ence, and whose product diminished by the greater number is

equal to twelve times the greater number divided by the less.

14. Two workmen were employed at different wages, and
paid at the end of a certain time. The first received £4. ] 6s.»

i
if

If
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«

And the second, who had worke.l for n I .

if the second had wo.ked all thj i!
* '\^?' ^""^^^'^^^ ''- ^^-

« ^iap, th., would have Jo v
^

tl :/"'
'"' "'''^^ ^'^^^ ^-^^-l

^'^<^ -h W0.1C, and what w.. :lfz:::;Zn
,

'''''' '''-'' '^y^

15- A im-ty at a tavcm smut » n«rf •

tl.e.-o haJ bo,.a five n.^ro ia th„ ll TT"
"'"" "' '"°""^- "

a HWliing ,„o,.„, ti,„ bill wo,W.I '^'
:^

"'°'' '"""" '""' "1"""

"- till wouu, bivot;:;; c Of
; """" "'*'""'""=•' '--

co...si«t, „„,, „,,„t ,,i,, ,,,, ,„,„„:,;„ "V'"^"
"'""J' ''"' tI.o party

^
16- A person bought n nunibo,- of £-0 ,.,il..ihey wc-o at a certain rate „«. „.„/ 7 ''"'T'^'

"'""•«' *'""

«"W tl...n, all but CO L X 000 H " ''"" '""' """ I"-"""""'
dW 1.0 give fo.. each of tlfour'

"'""^ "'' '" '"'^'' ""^ «l""

18- A poraon has ^1300, which 1ip ,],•,, l
• .

"xliends at diff„,,„„ „,,, ;, ,

™
^^^

^-''- .uto two portions

p.-od„co equal oturns If tho fi !? ' * "'^ '™ I«'-«'>'»<

-oond Je of interest it w d ^
,'"' T '""' '""'" '""* "' ^'o

-cond portion had been lentt h 'fist'litrf -^f ^
""" '^ ""

have pvodnce,! MO. Find the mtes onnt;!^ " " *'""''

i^O. A person havin'^ t'-av<.llr.,i 'i/^ -i

-t of his journey by a ^^^0t.:!,":^? ^"1"°"' """ "'*

performed a quarter nf l,i=

•""'^''^ th''' m the tmin he h,ul

-. to go .'Xa:!it: * :";:r',::"
^'-^ '"^ -'

the train must have re-iohp,! « . o

'

^"'"''^^ ^* ^^^me

f-m the station Twhi 'u e r'hL Co"'^

''"'""? *'""' '- "--^

coach and the t..i„, and had tltf ^^rber^of^^st:TTlthe journey. ™"®^ "^ the rest of

14—2
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Ill

m

met on tlio road. Find in what time each li.ia porfonued the

21. A coufioi- proceeds from one jjUice P to another place Qm U hours
;
a sfconrl courier starts at the same time a.s the first

from a place 10 mih's h<.hiud P, and arrives at Q at the same time
U8 the first cou.-un-. The second courier finds tliat he takes half
an hour less than the first to accomplish 20 miles. Find the dis-
tance of Q from /'.

22. Two travellers A and ^ set out at the same time from
two i)lace8 P and Q resi)ectively, and travel so as to meet. When
they meet it is found that A has travelled 30 miles more than /',

and that A will reach Q in i days, and Ji will reach P in days*
after they meet. Find the distance between P and Q.

23. A vessel can he filled with water hy two i)ipes ; by one
of these i)ipes alone the vessel would be filled 2 hours sooner
than by the other

; also the vessel can be filled by both pii,es
together in 1^ hours. Find the time which each pipe alone would
take to fill the vessel.

24. A vessel is to be filled with water by two pipes. The
first i)ipe is kept open during three-fifths of the time which the
secoml would take to fill the vessel ; then the first j.ipe is closed
and the second is opened. If the two i)ipes had both been kept
open together the vess(a would have been filled 6 hours sooner,
and the first pipe would have brought in two thirds of the quantity
of water which the second pipe really brought in. How long would
each j)ipe alone take to fill the vessel ?

25.
^

A certain number of workmen can move a heap of
stones in 8 hours from one place to another. If there had been
8 more workmen, and each workman had carried 5 lbs. less at a
time, the whole work would have occupied 7 houi-s. If however
there had been 8 fewer workmen, and each workman had canied
nibs, more at a time, the work would have occupied 9 hours.
Find the number of workmen and the weight which each carrietl
at a time.
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XXV. LMAcilNAIlV KXntKssiONs.

«.".M;,t?':'«::«:;;;;-

-

, ,,, , „„
q..«ntly of ,«o in M.tl,e„„.ti„., i,,;,; ;

' ''7 ''.''""° """< '"•= 'Ks
*o- oo„ve„ti„.,., wl„-d. w„ «l,a|, no?;:.',:,:.';™-'

'" "'"-'1"«'- of a

Of r;oi:;:;:yT;:;,;r"'>-^ '-n the .„„„ ..^,,

-•
';"

fo,.„,o,,, ,•„ „„ iL„ ml r:' -r^rr
;"• ""» •-'-'

».1"«™ r«,ts uf _„1 ^!^ t'
"" ^1""™ •oote of tl,o fecto,., the

•0 co.«i,IoroJ equivalent. Th„t"fT,"^""*''^(-^)''''""
^"•«i.m.y expression in our in 1 ,

'
- '"*'" '" »«« <"'«oui nncstigiitions. uaniolv, .//.- 1^

"JJ". bujiposo wo have «....l.

-»- a an. ^ .-o real ';.:, ^ "'T,:rr""
"" "^^^<-')'

to con^t of a rr,.l p,„.t I „„,, ,„ .
.

^ "" "^Fexsion nwy be i...i,|

"ocount of tl.o pre3i,„„ of to Hrr"'' '"'" ^^<- '>' "-"
;'»;o expression as in-aginlrrW r^i "'"^ ^''"''"^ "^ "-

«.othor convention. If „ Zb'JI'7 T' '" ™«"-''"'' «-» "»
mon vauishe.,, and not otl.er^rise

'"'"' *''" "'"''° ^"M^'s-

^ 'T *i~k

additional eonvXl tlat'lrr''""""'
'^''"'"^^ ""''«. ""^I the

*o the o„li„a.y rules^^tj^^Z ^'^- \^
"'"" ''" -''J-'

- -, estaUisl. some l^Positions'/J^trwr™'''-^^
358 I 1
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or suppose a + ^ ^(- 1) = y + ;^ ^/(_ i)

11
'A "flf

H

*

v
then, by trans})o.sition,

thus, by Art. 35G, a - y ^ 0, and /? - S = ;

*'*'^* ^«» a = y, and ^ = 8.

Thus the equation

may bo considered as a symbolical mode of assei-tin^' the two
equalities a =:^ y and /? = 8 in one statement.

3r)D, Take now two imaginary expressions a + /?^/(_l) and
7+ V(-l)» '"^<^ form their sum, difference, product, and quotient.

Theii* sum is

« + 7-^(^ + S)^/(-l).

If the second expression be taken from the first, the ro-
luainder is

«-r + (^-S)V(-i).
Their product is

{a +)8 ^/(- 1)} {y + S V(- 1)} = ay-/?S + (aS + /3y)^(_ 1) ;

for s/(- 1) ^ v^(- 1) ^'^» V supposition, - 1.

The quotient obtained by dividing the first expression by the
second is

This may be i)ut in anotlier form by nndtiplying both numerator
and denominator by y - S J{- 1). The new numerator is thus

ay 4-/38 + (/?y-aS)^/(-l);

and the new denominator is y" + 8' ; therefore

« +^n/(-1) ay^/38 Sy-aB

360. We will now give an example of the way in which
imaginary expressions occur in Algebra. Suppose we have to

solve the equation x^=l. We may write the equation thus,

a;'- 1=0;
Ox in factors, (a;- 1) (a;" + a;+ 1) =- 0. tiin
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tlio second may bo written
"'*^ ^'''^^ ^ ="

'^ i

x' + x = -]

tlierefore

therefore

and

X +X + 1 :\

4-^-,^

1 ^ ./3

"''j-^^i V(-')-

Tims M-c coiicluilo that if eitli,.,- nf tl •

a-st ..,tte„ ,0 e„W, the ..liu l; °:;!:f
"^^ .'•^.-•-'"^

venfy
;
take the „,,„„,. ,i„„ f„, exan,,,,,, tl;,.

'^ "'" "" ""^

Now

T X
73

'J'luis tlie result

2 v(-^)=- -^ v^-^(-1).

IS unity.

Ifa;'=l. we 111 IV(e a; = (!)*; it

three cube roots of unity, namely,

appeai-s tlien tliat tllere ji »•«

1 and -UV3
2 •J(- 1).

'I

Ea* 'U
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^
361. We liave seen in Art. 337, that the quadratic expression

ax+hx+cis always identical with a (x ~p) (x ~ q), where p and qare the roots of the cqrtation ax' + bx+c= 0. If the roots are
imaginary, p and q will bo of the forms a^^^{-l); thus we
have then

ax' + bx+ c = a {x- a- /3 ^(~l)] {x- a + (3 J{-1)},
This will present no difficulty when we remember the conven-

tion that the usual algebraical operations are to be applicable to
the term

f3 J{~ 1). For the second side of the assei-ted iden-
tity is

a {(x ~ af + /S% that is, a {x' - 2ax + a' + jS'},

and from the values of a and /? we have

2a = -
, and a' +8' = -;

a' f^ a'

thus the second side coincides with the first.

302. Two imaginary expressions are said to be conjugate when
they differ only in the sign of the coefficient of ^(- 1). Thus
a + ^ v/(- 1) and a - /SJ{- 1) are covjugate.

Hence the sum of two conjugate imaginary expressions is real,
and so also is their product. In the above exami)le the sum is
2a, and the product is a^ + p^.

363. The positive value of the square root of a^ + /J"" is called
the modulus of each of the expressions

« + /?v/(-l) and a-ySV(-l).

From this definition it follows that the modulus of a real
quantity is the numerical value of that quantity taken positively.

In order that the modulus V(«" + iS'') may vanish, it is neces-
sary that a =* and /3 = ; in this case the expressions

a+/?K/(-l) and a~j3^{-~l)

vanish. And conversely, if these expressions vanish, then a =
and ^ =. 0, and thus the modulus vanishes.
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arc !a.tl "itT 'Tf""'^
'"''™''''"'

"'" "l'"''- "'«' »««
1 e„w'if t

^"™™'' """™"^ *""'' *'-' *'- -M-ossionsaie equal if the moduli are equal.

yJlf(-i]t
"''"'^^

^' *'^ ^^^-^'"^^ ^^ -^v^(-i) and

N/{(ay - ^S)^ 4- (^y 4- aSy}
; (see Ai-t. 359).

But (ay - /JS)-" 4- (/3y 4- aS)^ = (a^ 4- /S^) (y + g-^)
^

thus the modulus is

It will follow ft-om this that the mod„Ius of the quotient ofwo >„,ag.„ary expressions is the quotient of their mod i Thhcan also be shewn l.y fornnn, the moclulus of the expr ion
"

the quotient given in Art. 359.
l»e.ssion toi

3C6. It is often necessary to consider the poM-ers of /^ n^ -. may form them by successive multiplication f tlntsT

M- 1)}' =U- 1)1= X V(- 1) = V(- 1), {V(- I)r = I.

If we proceed to obtain higher powe,-s we shall have a recurrence of the results ./{-]), _ 1 _ // n 1 w ,

express all the powe. b/fLA„„;fe^^ Very wlfoSr
''"

«-t be of one of the four fo™s 4«, in.Z::^::'^
aecordmg a« .t is exactly divisible by 4. or leav .,, when dtiWby

4, a remamJer I, 2, 3, respectively. And
" "'"O-xJ

{V(-i)r'.-i, !^(-i)r'=-^(_i).

i if

Ml!

ill
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367 The square root of an imaginary expression o/tlieform
0. + p sj{- 1) may be expressed in a similarform.

For suppose J{a + /8 V(- 1 )} = a; + y V(- 1 )
,*

then a -f /3 V(- 1) = {x + y J{- 1)}^ ^x'-f^ 2xy V(- ]).

Hence, by Art. 358,

«''-2/" = «
(1),

2^ = /^
(2);

tlierefore from (1) and (2)

{x'-^yy-^a' + (i\

^^^"' «^^ + 2/^ = v/(«V//)
(3^,

Fi-om (1) and (3) we obtain

hence c. ^ =t |N^i^Jt^)Jl«V\ y^^UJ^l^lz^Y

^

Since the values of x and y are sn])posed real, x' ^. f is posi
tiye, and thus the positive sign must be ascribed to the quantity
v/(a + ^ ). And since the values of x and y must satisfy th'e
equation 2xy = (i, they must have the same sign if /? be ^o.'v.'..Hud ./#..., .i,ns if /? be ..,«..-.. On account of the dJuWe
.sign in the values of aj and y, we see that a+/3J(-.l) ]r^ two
square roots which differ only in sign.

368,. We may obtain the square roots of ^JUI) hv mm
posmg that a = and ^ = . 1 in the results ofVhe preLi l"
^Vi-ticle. Thus we shall obtain

°

If we suppose that s* = -l, we deduce «^ = ±^(_i). thus
z = ± ^{± ^(_ 1)}. And since z* = -l, we have «»(-!)* Thus
there are four fourth roots of _ 1 r^a^pU. *^h^ f-.-l -

- -- -, ....meij.^ i.ne lour expressions
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contained in ± ~t^z21 n^^

^2 -• -l^^e^-e ^tre also four fourth roots of 1
since if we put ^^=1, .^e fin.l .^^-^i ,

^- v/(- 1). Sinnlarl^ there are oi^it^ei.hthtlts' f t
^' 7and so on.

^^oJiui loots ot 1 or -
1,

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Hiniplifyr .?'
^ _ «»'

c'
(a -b)(a~ c) (6 - cjib - a)

"^

(c-a)^^

1 + a6
"^
rT7(/ "= ^' ^^icw that

J

3. Shew tJiat

«' + h^ + c' + 24«5c =

(a+b4.cy-27abc^z

'^l(-^'-^rc)(a-br,^,,e^ra)(b-cy.ic^a^7b)(c-ayi

^(a' + b' + c')-(a + b + cy=.

alsotro!'^"
*''* '' ^^'^^ '' ''-'' ''' ^""^--^^ -I--- -

2a^' + be 'Jb' + c«
"^

2?T a6
~ ^

'

aividing one by the other"is;i.ortl:Il
"^ '""""" "''^^'' '"^

ii!
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G. Extnict tho square root of { 1 + a:} { 1 + «;% 2 (
1 - a;') ^^r)

0. By porfoi-ming tlie operation for extracting, the snu-u-nroot find a value of . which will „.ake .V G.^ ^ 11Jls'I'" 31a perfect square.
+ i ix + Ja; + 3

1

10. Shew that if a** + /y^.^ 4. z.^.s . „^ , 71

8c=aa6_a^) and (46-ay=GM

r
^
11. If the values of x, y, x', y' be all possible, and

shew that
a: = a;'and2/ = 2/'. V

12. Shew that the equation

is equivalent to tho two aV - a',j,j- iVV= and x,/- ^'y = o.

„„
'.

* *t 7" '""' " '""'"' '°'' =^2'- 12«., ana loses 18 per centon what the hc^e cost him : find the original cost.

14. Divide the number 16 into three such narta tl,.,t f1,„ a-,
eronce of the two less shall be the square root 0^0"^":^^

tl>e d.fference of the two greater shall be the squa,. oftCel'st

^ 15. Shew that

{̂ ^)}\ (-_i^v^)r

is equal to 2 if „ be a multiple of 3, and equal to - 1 if „ be xnvother integer. ^ u w oe any

m



EXAMPLES. XXV.
Solve tho following equations:

17

18.

221

4 2
X -2x x'-x + x' - X.

22. {./(» + .)-,/„){^(„_^)^^„,^,^^

23. a; + y = (, + J ? J.
* _ o

X y

24. -^ + J^/_^(«_+i)c
a + a; h^y a + b + c' ^ + y=^c.

25. 6|^^-?A_^ ./I IN

9

9
'

!JM|

1^; I:
'

l! It =

4 ; * "
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XXVI. EATIO.

I

i 369. Eatio is the relation which one quantity beai-s to
another with respect to magnitude, the comparison being made
by considering wliat multiple, part, or parts, the first quantity is

of the second.

Thus in comparing G with 3, we observe that G has a certain
magnitude with respect to 3, which it contains twice ; again, in
comparing G with 2, we see that 6 has now a different relative
magnitude, for it contains 2 three times ; or G is greater when
com2)ared with 2 than it is when compared with 3.

370. The ratio of a to 6 is usually expressed by two points
placed between them, thus, a : b ; and a is called the antecedent
of the ratio, and b the consequent of the ratio.

371. A ratio is measured by the fraction which has for its
numerator the antecedent of the ratio, and for its denominator
the consequent of the ratio. Thus the ratio of a to 6 is measured

l)y ^ ;
then for shortness we may say that the ratio of a to b ia

, a .a
equal to

, or is

372. Hence we may say that the ratio of a to 6 is equal to

the ratio of c to c/, when -j = ^^

.

b a

373. If the terms of a ratio be multiplied or divided by the
same quantity the ratio is not altered.

For

374. Wo may compare two or more ratios by reducing the
fractions vdiich me;iaure these ratios to u common denominator.

IS,
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2-^3

the

i Tl„., suppose one ratio to bo that of a to i, and anotl.er ratio to
be tl.at of^o.to a; tl.on tl.o first .tio « = «^. ,„d the seoonU

""^
^ = 45 •

H-"- tl.e fi«t ratio U g^-eator than, equal to or

than, less tlian, or e.y„a; to, tlio consequent.

376. ^ rallo of greater uicyualit^ is dMnuM, and a ratio

Lot the ratio bo
;, a„J kt a new mtio be formed l,y a<ldi„.

« to bot), terms of the original ratio : then |±| is g,.eater or less

than », aeoording as^t^ y ^.^,,, „., ,^^^ ^n "(^^
., «,«,

.«, aceordins as i (a . .) is greater or Ie.ss than adliyL. ;„

Let the r.atio be
^, „, ,et a new ratio be formed by takin,

X from both terms of tho original ratio : then
a~x .

^-___ ig gi-eater or

ess than «, aceording ..^^ i, g^,,,, „, ,^ ^,^^
^(J.,)

that is, aeeording as i (. _ .) ;, g,^,,, „, ,^^3 ^,,^^ ^
_*(',-)

IS, aoeording as te is less or greater than „. . „,„. ;, \„_ I'
*'"'*

6 is less or in-eatnr tl,„„ „ " ' ""
' '"* '=' *=<-"rauig -^

%

Ih,
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I

378. If tho antecedents of any ratios bo niultiVlied togotlior
and also tlio consoquouts, a new ratio is obtainc.'d, wliidi is said to
bo compounded of the former ratios. TJuis tlio ratio ac : hd ia
baid to be compounded of the two ratios a : b and c ; d.

379. The ratio compounded of two ratios has sometimes been
called tho sum of those two ratios. When the ratio a : b is com-
pounded with itself, the resulting ratio a' : b' ia sometimes called
tho double of the ratio a : b. Also the ratio a"" : b' is called the
tnple of the ratio a : b. Similarly, tho ratio a : b is sometimes

said to be halfoi the ratio a? : b\ and the ratio J : j) is some-

times said to be th of tho ratio a •
h.n

This language, however, is now not used ; the following terais
are in conformity with it, and some of them are still retained.
Tlio ratio a* : b' is said to be the diiplkate ratio of a : b, and
the ratio a^ : i« the irlpUcate ratio of a : b. Similarly, the ratio
y/a : Jb hi called the subdujdicate ratio of a : i, and the ratio

^a : ^b the subtriplkate ratio of a : 6. And the ratio a* : i^
is called the sesquiplicate ratio of a : &.

380. T/'^/ie consequent oj f^-, preceding ratio be the antecedent
of the succeeding ratio, and any number of such ratios be taken, the
ratio ivhich arises from their coruposition is that of thefirst antece-
dent to the last consequent.

Let there be three ratios, namely a -. b, b : c, c : d then the
compound ratio haxbxc: bxcxd (Art. 378), that is, a : d
Similarly, the proposition may be established whatever be the
number of ratios.

381. A ratio of greater inequality compounded with another
increases it, and a ratio of less imquality compounded with another
diminis/ies it.

Let tho ratio x:y be compounded with the ratio a :b; the
compound rntio is xa : yb, and this is greater or less tLaii the



IlATIo.
00 ?

xa
« y4

i« ^"eutc-r or less timii .'*,
tl.,a i-

according a. a. is g,,,uter or Ic-.ss tl.an y.

^

""t-«io„t „„., eon..;,;: .;. "
'^';;' "' "" "'"""'•» "' "-

therefore x' or x . . ,

'" '""l"""-! "iH' ", m,„I

-"^."..n:;::^;::;;t.::r:^;t:^;'- -.;'-. <

Tiius tliu ratio of tlio stiiwro of Iftfil . .i

nearly 1002 • 1000 Tl,
" "'" "'"'"" "' '0"0 i.n

the antc.ce,Ien t-rs V" '""" " '"'""'"
^

'''°<'- " "''-•''

In the same manner as in Ai-<- ".90 ,-4.
,

small compared 'itli a fh T ^
"'"^ '" '^''^^'" ^^'^^^^ ^ ^«

». "la'::^,:- ::r^- J- '- --^ ...„ i. i:

is oft'tofI:;""
"'"" '"™ " "'«"'-" '-1-t-g ratios which

. Suppose that " ^- ^ - ^ xi
, ,

^ 6 of -/' ''' ''''^' ^^ *^^^^« ^-^tios is ennui to
/pa'' + gc''+re''\l

iKpl^T;^^-:;::^'')"' ^'J^^re;,.
^, r, ^ are any quantities wluit^n-er

\ T. A_

f

:'l'l

i i

15
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!'t

m
'm

'1

i.iJ

for let ^ 1^=^ ^-
f',

then

therefore ;> (AJ)- + q {hiy + r (^/)- . paT + qc" + re"

;

therefore /t" .
J'^"-^ '?^"

+i'«l ^„,, ;. _ /T'^" "^ qo^ + »-^" NJ

The same mode of douionstration may bo applied, and a similar

result obtained, when there are more than three ratios
" ^ «

b'd'f
given equal. It may bo observed that p, q, r, n are not neces-
Barily positive quantities.

As a particular example we may suppose »i«l, then we see

that if ?=f^
^. each of these ratios is equal to J'^tlqill^

.

,„
-^ Pb + qd + rf

anu then as a spocud case we may supix)so ;; = 7= r, so that each

of the given equal ratios is equal to ^"^^t^^ b+d+f

385. Suppose that wo have three unknown quantities x, y, z
connected by the two equations

ax + bt/+cz = 0, ax + b'y + c'z ---
;

these equations are not sufficient to determine the unknown quan-
tities, but they will determine the ratios subsisting between them.
For multiply the first equation by c', and the second by c, and
subtract: thus

{ac - a'c) X + (6c' - b'c)y = ;

X ytherefore - ^
be' — b'c ca! — c'a

'

Again, multiply the first equation by b', and the second by b,

and subtract: thus we shall obtain

a: _ «

bo' - b'c ab' — a'b
'

Hence we may write the results in this form :

X - y _
be - b'c ca! - r'or ab' - a'b

'
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1>27

Those results are very i.nportant, an.l «houl.I he canfullv .•

rr;L,;!rzrir::;;:;:- :,'" '-"-'---
Art. 211. ' ""' """""•' <'M'li'i'i"l in

Do,.ot« the cu,„,„un v„l,.„ of tl„.«, f,,v.ti,.,„ l,v i; t|„.„

Now .siJi)|)oso that wo Jiavf -il^o o fi •
i

-. 2/. ~~ tl,„ ex sions jut';;.:, Ln ft ' '" ''
''"'

which ,viM Cotennine l. th^s ! e it^' .;J":,"';"7n-'-'
known. ^ "^ *^' ^' - brcomo

«n].I.o,so, for example, the thir.l o-juatiou in

then k is tletonninc;! hy

EXA.MPLES or RATIO.

1. Write clown the (luplicate ratio of 2 • ? .n 1 .i
duplicate ratio of 100 : lU.

' ^^'"^ '''''

3 : 5 Jit r^ ''' "''' ^''^' ^^ ^^'"^'-"^^^'^^^ ^^ ^^^ ratios

3 Two numbers are la the ratio of 2 to 3 and if ', l i i ,to each the, are in the ratio of 3 to 4. FiJCl:!,:!:
'

5. There are two roads from ^ to « on» r>f .1 <
. ,

longer than the other, and two roal from °"Y,
/',"'"'

S m.,es longer than tho other. tZ <,"tZel Lt' nf/':"

Bete™;^:;: itir'^
"''«^'- ^-^^^ -^ '^^ «- -'« -f 2 to 3:

15—2

iij
i.i

'! il
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C. .Solve the equations

bycz ax
^x-\-y -r z.

7. rrovo tliiit if "i± «ii^ ^ Sti^^ _. «3 + a^x

ratios is oquul to 1±|, .sui>po.sing a, -,a.^^a,

% + <^,y «,, + «,y
"

a,"+ir;^'
^^"''^ ^^ ^^>^«e

not to 1)0 zero.

8. If .""rJ . ^
^ -

^_ ^ jirjL _ a + h + c
ay + hx hz + cx ' cy + az ~ ax + by + n- ' -

*!i2^'
^^^^''^ ^^^.1.1 ^ ^-^ -~^ 8, ,?

tli<\se ratios = - £..,,^.> 7
>iiu,>*.CuJ ^^^

x + y + z' «»PI>^«'i'o' ft + b+c not to bo zero.

0. SIkuv timt if -^-^ ^-
^- «- ^^-c?/

^, X y ^
c /i

~
> then = "^ r= _

10 If
^~^' ^-^' c-c'
a'-«" 6'-6""c'-V' ^''*''' ""'^^"'^ ^^ these ratios

« 6 - a% b c"- b"o - c'oWa' = a'.T^Vl^^^F^^ •

11. Bolve the equations

12. Solve the equations

?/ +^^^-1728.

^^ + S^ + e.= 0, bcx^cay^abz^^^, -^^ ^ abe (a^x . b^y , c^,) ^ o.

XXVII. rPtOPORTlON".

n..tT'thfIJ"1!^T "' "'' *^ '^ l-l-tionals when thethe same nndtq.le, part, or parts, of the second, a. the
third is of the fourth; that is, ^v]len ~~ ^

fl.« f
,

AViien
^ - _, the four quantities

"} 0, c, d, are called ])roDortion'ilH Tl.ic.
• n



)f tliese

)ach of

z
a

C

ratios

= 0.

ilie

tljo

ties

PllOPOIlTIUN.
2:i9

tho equation by i,/,,v-o have a^==ie

Let «y = „6; divide by „j,, tJ„,., "".J .

'» y'
or

»''»:: 4 .-y (Art. 3Slj).

« : ^> :: e :/.

Because y = ^
.„i,|

^, '^ ., . r/, «

or
« • i :: e :/

391. I/four quantities be pronort'>m>nU ti
when taken inversely.

^ ^

'
^^"^^ ""''' Proportionals

^f « : i :: c : d, then i .- « ,. a , ,.

F-- r%r ''^^^^ -ity by each of these equal quantities,

Liius - = - • or 7) . « .. 7

m- I

»'i

''!l
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392. If/our quantities be proporiionah, they are inoportionaU
when taken alternately.

If a \ h :, c : d, ther a \ c wh \ d.

For^=^; multiply by ^ thus ^ = ^
y a c c d

^r a\c v.h'.d.

Unless the four quantities are of the same kind the alter
nation caniiot take place ; because this operation supposes the
fn-sfc to be some multiple, part, or parts, of the third. One line
may have to another line the same ratio as one M-ei<dit has to
another Aveight, but there is no relation, Avith respect "to magni-
tude, between a line and a weight. In such cases, however, i^e
four quantities be represented by numbers, or by other quantities
which are all of the same kind, the alternation may take place.

393. When four quantities are proportionals, the first together
with the second is to the second as the third together with the fourth
is to the fourth.

If a
:
b :: c

\ d, then a + b : b :: c + d : d,

^^^
b ^d' ^^^^ "'^^*^' *^ ^°*^^ ^"^^^^^

'>
*^^"'^

-
- + 1 = - 4- 1 • tli.'it IS, --— = .

^ <^ ' b d '

O^ a + b : b :: c + d : d.

This operation is called conqyonendo.

394. Also the excess of the fine above the second is to tJie

second as the excess of the third above the fourth is to the fourth.

6
" (^ ^"^'^^'•'^ct unity from both sides ; thus

^ 1 ^ 1 . ^.^ J.
' a — h c — d^--1=^-1; that IB, -^ = -^-;

*»^ a~h : b :: c-d : d.

This operation is called dividendo.
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PKOPORTION.
231m Also the first is to the e.cess of the first above the seco^uias the third is to the excess of the third above the/ourlh.

a-b c-d
~b~ " ~d~ '

Bj the last Article,

also

therefore

h d
a c

and inverselj, a : a -b v. c : c - d.

This operation is called convertendo.

396 When four quantities are proportionals, the sum of t}^

If a :5 ::«•./, then a ^b : a-b v. c ^d : c -d.

By Art. 303,

« - i c~d

a + b _^c + d
b ~ IT'

and by Art. 39 i,

therefore

that is,

or

b d '

a +^6 __c -^d

a~b~ c^T^

'

a + 6 : a~b :: c + </ ; c-d.

397. irA^^i a,zy ,,^,^,,6,;. o/^^.a..<^V,e. are proportionals, as one
antecedent ^s to ^ts consequent, so is the sum of all tU antecedents to
Vie sum of all the consequents.

Let

tiien

°' '- ^ ••' c \ d w e \ f-j

a
: b :: a +c-t-e : b + d + f.

i 1
i

:|

;.l

1 '
I'ism

1 1 '

' HH ft '^uH
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PllOPOHTlOX.

For ad^bc, and «/= 6e, (Art. 38G),

also ab = ha
; hence ah + ad + a/= 6« + 5c + 6e

;

thatis, «(6 + .^+/) = 5(a + c + 4
Hence, by Art. 389, « : i :: « + c + e : 5 + ,/ + /.

titi^^e!!:^
'^'^'"''^^^ ""^ '^ ^^^^'^^^^^^^^ -'^^^ -- ^'-

398 Tr/.e^/o,o. ^ua«^.Vu. «,-, proportionals, if the first andsecond be .nuU.phed, or dMed, by any quantity, as also the Zlamljcurth, the rcsidting quantities loill be proportionals.

Let

For

n : b '.: c : d,

a c

tlion ma : mb :: nc : nd.

or

J
- -,, tlicreforo ~— .^ - 1 •

w«a : mb :: >jc : 7id.

309. // M. /..i a„,; (/,;,,? ,„ „,ull!j,lial, o,- dhtded, I. am,
Vu,nu.j, and also the second and fourth, the resulting r^JntitUs
iviU be proportionals.

Let n :b ::c : d, then ma : nb :: m-^. : nd.

For

or

- - - • tIiorof()r(> * ^''^
1
^^« ''"^

" <'' lib nd

ma : nb :: mc : nd.

400. In two ranks of proportionals, if the corresponding terms
he mnltiphed together, the products xoill be proportionals.

Let

and

tlien

For

or

a

b

ft
: b :: c : d,

e :f :: g : h,

«« : bf :: eg : dh.

7l
'^'^'^ / = f ; therefore ~ =.9 .

"^ / /i
'

hf dh

'

ae \hf \\ eg : dh.

i

'f'
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This is called componwUn.i tlio T)ronoi-tion«, Ti« t.,0 if ap,,,io., to an, „,.„,,1. „,- ^;::^:^
^''o I-M«».fo„

401. yy/onr quantxtics he pronortionnU th. -/

^^ "' ^ : d, fl„,, „.
: i- ,. ,. . ,,.

^^ d'
i'oretoro

^„ =
^^,, , .vhorc ,, may be w],olo or frac-

tional ; thus

«'
'- i*" :: C : d\

''-'' T^ - ^ :: ^ : , thou « : c :: «^
: j.

For ^^ . ^^ ; n.ultii-ly hy «
thus r X C* = ^

X
^

° ^ b b c'

that is,

or
« : c :: a' h\

The three quantities a, h c 'iro in fi
•

o...^n«.^,..o,..;.,,,, and /;. s^M o I

"" '"' '^ '^ '^

between a and c.
' "" '''''''' proportional

403. Similarly wo may shew that if « : 6 •• 6 •

c - r w/ fl
« : ^/ ::

«="
: h\ Here the four .„...;.;... _ . J

' - ' "//'
^^^^''^

in continued proportion

tlio four quantities a, h, c, </ are said to bo

.J«es t" ::::::i!r !^ ^^'^-^ ^-'^h «- ^^ -^^-o proportionals, we may deriye from tliem

i
^^'-'' P-PoH.ons. We will give ano^er oxampK

If « : i :: c : o^ then

wz« + nb : ;,« + 5i :; .^^ + nJ : pc + qd.

many

For a n

b ^d'
tliereforo

"b ^'~d

•• ^1

.- i-r-
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^'^^
PKOPORTION.

add n to both sides ; thus

—Jti*.^ _ nic + nd
6 ' d~'

pri^-qh _ j)c + qd
b ~~d~'

Similarly

Hence

that is,

or

pa-\-qb ~ ~2yi+'qd '

'>na^-nh
: pa + qb:: mc + nd : pc ^ qd.

oi tliat the fraction formed Lv t-ikin<r n,.a ^p ,^
'

muneratcv and tlie otlier ^V.P f ^""^'^'^'^ ^' ^

fraction. Tins will be o
/^--"^^^^^^or, .s a determinate

-Lius Will be the case whenever the two quantities h-iv«any common measure whatever For lof ^ i

4"anuties ha^e

of « and h Mnrl lof \ ;
^"^ ^ common measureOI « ana o, .mcl let a = mx and 6 ::. nx ; then

a

6

mx
nx

m
n

'

where m and ;* are whole numbers.

fn,. 1

' ^ ^^^ common measure whatever Tftor example, ono line is tl.« c.; i.. ^
>vllate^eI. n,

the diagona of tlol f ^ '^"'''' "^^ ^^°^^^^^' ^^^^ i«.onal of the same square, these lines are mcommensurable
In such cases the value of ^ cannot be expressed by any fraction

~ where .^ and . are whole numbe..
; yet a fraction of this kind

may be found which wHl express the value of «
to any required

degree of accuracy.
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^or let 6-.., ..,_ nis an i.to.er; also let « U
g^-eutor than ... U.t less than (..,1),. ,. a .

^^
^ *^^M. then ^ IS greater

tJmn ^ , but less than "^ ^
7-, ,,

^"^ n~- -'^'"^ the difrerenoo between
""

»nd "L^is less than ^. a, i
•

^

-•
^'"'"^'^^^-=^^-l-n.isd,„i,i,bed

" '~ ^"^'^

^ '' ''^-^^^-'- Hence 1, ...in, . ...„

--^^
,

can he .ado less than an, assigned Wion, and
therefore the difTerence between "^^

-.nd
«

1

„„,. . , *.
•""'

b
'•"' '^^ "^'-''Jo less thanany assigned fraction.

407. If c and c/ as well as a ^,,.1 /

«,,, ,, , «
"'^ ^ "'" ^neonnnensurable,

«-^ ^f -hen lies between ^ and ^^.^
then

^
, r /?i u ' ^^^en -- also lies be-

. - ^--ver the nnnd.rs . and n are increased,« . ^
T- IS equal to -,

,

^ a

For if
I

a„.,
I

.,, „„, ,,„„,_ y,^^. ^^^^^ ,_^^^ ^ ^^__^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

m ni + l

^iffbrence, and because each of the,n lies between
^

and

tliis difference must be less than I B.,^ «''^n^^. I3ut smce .^ may, by sup-

---•^ .--, Have no „.,„,, ,,_^_ ^ ^^^^^

say that »=«. Hence all the p,.„.,„,;ti,,_,_ ,.

tional, are tn,e of the f • '

"^
'"'" ""^ '"'"f""'-

?ill

1:

P |i

111

Hi

it'.

rtfil
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t

iif' j

1 !|

406. It w,ll be useful to eomparo tl.o .lefinition of proportion

he fif h Look of Euclul. TI.e latto,. ,l,.,i„iti„„ „,ay be atated

bo W-.?"7;r
«""' '"" ''°l'"'-"""''''» -!'«' if ""y equimultiples

(.ccon,! ,,n,l fou.tl,, tl„> nu.ltiplo of the tlunl is g,.e„tor than

ZitlSomtrr ^'™"^'- '^- '^-'
'»' °- '»' «-=•". tHo

dthn.tion follows from the algebmical .lefiultion.

For suppose a : b ,. c : d ; then ^-=;'^, therefore
''"

..E".

.

Hence ;,c is greater than, equal to, or loss' than jd. aceordin.'!pa IS greater than, equal to, or less than y}.

409. Ne.U wo will shew that the property involved in thealgebnucal <Ichn.t.on follows from Euclid's. Let a, h, c, d be four
quantities wluch are proportional aoeording to Euelid's definition :

then shall 1=^. Per if «
,,„ .^.t equal to f, one must be

gi-eater than the other, and it will be possible to fl'nd some fraction

which lies between them. Suppose "
gre.ater than ', ; and let ?-

" d
q

Ho between tJ.em. TI.en ^ i.s greater than ^^ therefore ,. is

greater than ;>5 : and '^ is less than
| ; therefore ^c is less than j>d.

Thus «, 6, c, c/ are not proportionals according to Euclid's defini-

tion
;
which is contrary to the supposition. Therefore

''

an.l
^

cannot be unequal ; that is they are equal.

410. It is usually stated that the common algebraical defini-
tion of proportion cannot be used in Geometry, because there is no
u.ethod of representing geometrically the result of tho np.vnfin,. Jiorti

V of th
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lino i., e„„ta,-„o„ i„ Z^^'^'.^rrT T\"'''i'"
""" "''^«'"

-<r«6fe „s well™
"7""""

""V-'
'« ,,,,,li,,, to ,-„,,„,„,^,,.

•aieul deflai i u lliTir'T
''^ ''"""""^' ^~'"'" "^ "'«-"

6/

EXAMPLLS or I'UOI'OKTIOX.

the Lt^eL!T'
"'"^ '^"^^ ^'^ ^'^-^^^^^^-^^-^ ^-^o 4, G, 8, what is

2. Find a third propo. uoiuU to 25 aiul 400.
3. if

3, :., 10S3 are in continued proportion, find x

copy it ?
' '"' "'^^ ^ "^^" ^^-^'-kiiig y hours a day

5^- If X and y be unequal and x hnvA f^ ^i i

of 0.4- ^ to 2/ + . p,ove th>t . ^ *^'' auph-cate ratio

and 2/.

-^
'

^ '' '^^'^' ' '' '' "^^^-^ proportional between x

«• If « : ^ ••: p : q, then «^ + h^ : J'' ,: ^, ^ ^, ,
ju"_

" »-» l-oportional l,etwccu the fi.t and CnV "'" ''"

8. If

I'-^O'-'^ th^t a, i, c, a avo in'oponi^n.h.
''

V of the other two.

"

" "
^

''''' '' ^''"^*^^ *han the sum

,if ;.
.-;

li.J

' al
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hd

10. Each of two vessels contains a mixture of wine andwater; a nnxturo consisting of equal measures from the two
vessels C(int:iiii3 us niucli wino nt w.to.. „,. i n
nm,.;„f;. < <• '

"'"' """t'K'i' mixtureoo„,„fng of four „„,«„,,« f,o„, ^,,0 fi«t vessel „,ul one from
the secou,! ,., c,>,n,,o.s,xl „f wine „„,| water in tlu; ratio of 2 • 3
illul the i,r«,,ortion of wine and water in each of the vessels.

l.e.„.V;i
'' '""' " ''"™ """'" " '"' "'" >"<>'«>)• ^vl.ich A stakes

wt r
;';"'^l""l"""™ *" "11 tl'« ">onoy ..1 has as the n.oneywluch /y s akes bears to all the „,o„ey £ has. If A wins he wiilmve donb e what iJ will have, bnt if he loses, 7. will have threeUrns what A >nl have. All the money between them bei,,.

J^108, determino the circumstances.
"

\^- Y
^1^« increase in the number of mal.- and female crimi-

nals be 1-8 per cent., wliile the decrease in the number of males
alone IS i-Q per cent., and the increase in the number of females
IS J-8

;
compare the number of male and female criminals re-

spectively.

XXVIII. VARIATION.

411 The present Chapter consists of a series of i)roposition.connected with the definitions of ratio and proportionUeTt:new phraseology, which is convenient for some puri,oses.

412. One quantity is said to var^ directly as another whenthe -o quantxties depend upon each other, and in such a man-

p"m ^'^ '' ''^'''''' '''-' '' ^-^-^-^ - ^^^ --

simply that one quantity varies as another.
^

413. Thus, for example, if the altitude of a trian^de be invariable, the area varies as the base; for if the base be^increasedor diminished, we know from Euclid that the area is inc~or

\

W^
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{
^'""""''""' ""I'o same moportiou W

: by Algebraical „j.,„„ol, 1|,„', ," ''

,

^^

",

"'"y "-^l"'-^ "» ......It

i-ep,„.se„t tl.o areas of two tri,».„, ,
•"" " ''" """'*"•' *l'icl>

an^s ..._.,•.„., 'Ir"/"-""- •—f tl,e. ..i.angles respectivolj; then ~ =
i-

An.l from this ^^.. <K,|„co

1 U.UV to .l,e „,„ul,e,. wl.iel,
,.,.,„,,.,ents itsbase w,II ako l,e equal to ". P,,,

«
, „ -I

He e ^ n,„y represent the area of „„„ „„, „/ .

-Inch have a eo„„„o„ altitn.lo

„7;"°f •'-'- "f tria„,.,e,

and « rcmui„s eo„«tant, Ife, ee h„ ! ""'"''"'l"'"''"? ba«o,

varies «., tlie l,aso may also 1^ „
" """ """ "'" '"-'

constant ratio to tho hL u > T "'""
^ "'" "''"' '">« •>

Article 392, that the «lt "',''"''"'"='"''' "'•»'-''-'™ -ith
oon...t ratio to the .^rtl^;::—

.t:'^''
'- ''

Chapter. When we say 1^^ """'"' "'^ '"'*'""t- bciy tiiat J varies ny 7? ,..

•epresents tho „„„,erical value of any on! f
"""'" """ ^

q<...ntitic., and A' the numerical vah^of t ,o
"

'"'''"l
"""'" "'

Wy ii. a certain other series and It / -'•«l'"'H''ng quan-

"•"»bor ,vhich remain, co !„ f„
' "" = '"''' "'""" » '» ^""'

quantities.
"' '^" "'"7 <'''™T™din? pair nf

^1-^. I/A vari/asB, then
constant quantiti;,

Let a and 6 denote one

'' 'I'^^l to H muhiplied by some

quantities, and lf>t ^ o--

pair of corresponding values of the two
cl ^ denote any other pair; then ^^ = :?

a 6'

'ill

ti
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I

l.y .kfiniticn. Ilenco ^.^? /; = „.//, .1,.,... „. i. .,,,„., u> the

constant
b

'

415 The symbol cc is used to express variution; thus A « Ji
fitjinds for A vanos us i?.

4IG Quo quantity is said to vary inverse!,^ as anotlu-r whon
tlie first varies as the rcdprocal of tho second; see Art. 2G3.

v^i- n ^1 =^, .
here m is constant, A is said to varv inversely

as^.

417. One quantity is said to vary as two others jointly when
If the former is changed in any manner, tho product of the othei'twoMs changed m the same propoition.

as bIIIc^'"'^^^'
'''"'''' ""' '' constant, A is said to vaiy joint!,

418 One quantity is said to vary directly as a second and
inversely as a third when it varies jointly as the second and the
reciprocal of the third.

Or if A=.'y-
,
where m is constant, A is said to ^•ary directly

as B and inversely as C.

419. T/Aaz-R, and B^C, then A ^Q,

theifr
'''

^''"'i'
'"' '' = "''' "'""^ ''' -"'''' '^ -'^ --tants;then A = mnC and, as mn is constant, A^C.

420. //A cc C, and B « C, then A =fc B cc C, anc^ ^/^AB) cc C

then J + ^ . (,, ^ ^) c; ,nd A-B=. (rn -n)C; therefore ^ . ;? «= ^Also ^{AB) =J{mnC') ^ ^^(^.,0; therefore J{AB) « T.

421. //A«BO,/^.r^Ba:^, nn^Ccc^.
^ B
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For lot A = niliC, tlu)n B - ^ ^
,x r. A

larly C oc —
Ji'

422. //A cc B, and C cc D, M«u AC oc BD

423. 7/'A oc B, t/ien A" « B\
For let A = m/;, then A" - ;>/"/r • fi .-' * ~ ''* -^^

; tliorelore A' o: jg".

424. 7/*AocB, Mc/iAPcnp w,.,., t.
variable or invariable.

'
^^ "'*^ y«an%

For let A - m/A thfMi AP - ,„ '75. .'II ~m >/>; t..,refuro .l/*co /y/>

i^^variable, iken v^ill A . BO wkenlX^So t
^ ''

wf^
"" ''

* •" "'*" ^ are variable.
Uio variation of A denends i.nn,. fi

quantities i? and C let ]^ v !
'"''"'^"'•^ "^ ^^^ '-'-

eh.n«oa to e „.n„ e„..e„.e„e„ U „' .e e.>4, to „ , U.en, B,
8lini->r.!0i + ;^., Tlsupposition, - = i

a c

X -
a a

A
a

be
'

BG
be

'

tliat is,

therefore A <x BG.

- the baao .hen the height ^ invariable ^l1 th
" ™"-""'

"^ -« ..eight .hen the ha,e i, invariaUe." H^ncetlXrZ
T. A.

1 ')
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base and tl,„ l,„Igl,t va.y, tl,o area vane, ^ tl,o p,.„cl„ct of thonurabc™ which ox,„.c.s» tho baso and the height.

titie., Ji, C, D, 4c. each of which varies „s another A when tho

S:::
^°"*""' ^^'-"^ ""'^'"'' " ™-^'''^. ^ --» rthe::

Take for oYaniple tliice quantities li, C D When 7? .1
vanes A varie. a.s J'.

; wh™ C alone va ie., I 'vaHes / tt Art 423, when B an,. C both vary ., .J^:::^
^

'^^when Z, „ one va,.,^s., varies ..s n, a„„ when /^C' varil, tu ^
:
|t^ «-. ''y Art. 42., w],en Z> .and BC both vary X varies

EXAMPLES ON VARIATION.

^
1.

Giv.ni tlmt y varies as x, and tluvt y =^ 3 when x = 1 findtJic Aiilue of y when a; = 3.
'

2. If a varies as 6 and a = 15 when A - T t,'n,i fi

between « and b.
~

'
^"'^ *^^^ "^^^''^^'^^^

3. Given tliat ;. varies jointly as x and y, and that 'v _ i
-l^en .. 1 and y-..,, find the vah.e of. whent 2 Id "=2.

4. If. varies r^npx^y, and if . = 3 when x=l and v-')and . -. J wlien x=2 and y = 3, find p.
^ ~ ^'

5. If •^' varies directly as ?/ wlien - is Pm,«fo,,f i-
as - Avhen y is constant then if i T ,

'

''"'^ "^^'^^'^elj

,.

-^ constant, then if y and z both vary, a; will vary
as -

.

z

6. It 3, 2, 1, be sinmltaneoTis values of ->• «/ ^ • ^i
ceding E.,an,„h, detern.ine the vab.e of .wlr^lo;;:, "^l^^

7. The wages of 5 men for G weeks l.ein^ i!14 ^i. i .

wo,fe wiU 4 n.en work for ^,0 , (.V,„„; ."^..f,t a)
''"^'' """-^

8. If the sqnaro of ^ vary a.s the onbe of ,j, a„,l ,; = 2 when
y = 3, hnd the equation between x ami y.

th
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^ 1, find

[juation

b ;& = !

= 2.

y = 2,

I'orsely

H var_y

e i)re-

= 4.

manv

when

twoen X ami y.
"' '''"' *''" «l"ati«» be-

10. If ono quantity v,„y ,|i,,,„t|^
Iio I when tho latter is 1 fi,„i „.l,.,; *i , I.

° '"™'""

f C inches is equul to tho s,„„ "f ,1
,

'
"" "' '''"'''"' '"

whose radii a,. 3, 4. 5 ileh".
" '"" °'' ""^'" -^l''--

-"1 fon„e,l into a sin.t eil.e ,r 1" '"'^T'^'
"'•« "^I'-l

1'). If X, y, c 1,0 variable quantities sur-l. fl ,

-;".^i:;::;:r:r':r:;:i:-t;;,i^t^^^
varies inversely i^ fl.n , i .

'^^ '^''•^ "^ ••"^' "' lo

«^.^t..eti„.::;,iirirn:i:o,;r,r'"^"^'-"-

IS constanf. the second varies

lG-2

f

ih



2U SCALES OF NOTATION.

m

UM

J L,;!;!!;;."""
^^-''^ ^^^-^^ ^=*- «'- ti-^; 'when

XXIX. SCALES OF NOT VTIOX

J iigjiucH, me number re])i-esont(>(l ]»»r «, i .• ,

always some midtlnl. nf
^ "^''^''^ ^'^ ^'^^^^ particular figure is

J ^ome multiple of some power of ten TJuis in qi7 +i orepresents 3 luindreds, that is, 3 times 10^- th^V ^

tens, that is, 4 times 10'- nn 1 .1 T / / ^ represents 4

-, be said lo reprln! rw! lOo
'

'''''''' ^'^^^--^^^
' -^s,

This mode of representing numbers is c'A\.A +i

•u'J «on.o m^eellaneou. ,n.„,,o.iti„„s oouneetej witl, totw
oanH ;2:'^^ ''^' ""'""^ °^ -'«" '^ -™- .•' oxp,.e..ea a.

in-ms ofany radix.
^^'' '""^ ^^ ^^-^^'^^^^^ ^'^

Let .V denote the whole number, r the rad,V Q
• '» ^"^ "'«'- i— or . wMch L n„t;r:;,..:

;"?:n,:.tt
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SCALES OF XOTATIOX. 24'^
^b. .". aua -et^. .e ,^0 ,„„.„. »a .r, «. ,.e„a,V,er; thus

^

Here, hj supposition, p is Jess tJ.-n, . i ,^
Next divi.Ie .V^ b^. ,.-. ^Id ] t

^
'

'' ^''' ^'^''^^^ ^•"•

remainder; thus
' '

"^
^'"' ^^'^ 4"^tiont and .V the

Each of tlie di^i(s p p . ,

"

oaa ov „„., of tl,e,n afto;.' tlrfi',,; 'rj^'^2^
"'"" "•• "'"' ^'^

ti.e nL?l2r'"' -""^ °^ "«'-"--=" '"" -%''« i» given i„

-tJy a f7^l'e^^ whole numbm. ,.^

"o scale is moutfouoil wo .n, 1

"
?

"""'"'"'''' ''«"'''• "'
iutoaded. ' " ""'I'^'^t^'nJ the common scale to be

" is'to fe t;!:ir"s;;;';i'::'
:

'!:

'•"''"
"' '^^ -"° - -'-'.

digits bv which .Vis exinvL,]' ; "\i
P- ^ ^o the required

tlii't on the right hand ;'

then
""'' '"''''' '"'Sinning with

-"'.ava now to find the value of each digit,

obvioul'thaf
''"^ '' ""' '"' ^' ''^""'o "'« q-otient

; then it i,

and that the remai„,!.r k „ jr, „ . ,
^.W« M« ,u.« „„„,fc, ,„t ";':;/; ». f-ncl bv this rule

;

" i/'ejint oflU required digit,.
'
""'^ "" "»""'''*'•

.

«
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24G SCALES OF NOTATION.

Again, divide Q hv r anrl lof /O i . ,

it is ol.vious tlmt ' ^ ' '* ^' ''™<'"' "'° 1'«'ti«'t; then

'?,=iV-' + /V,''-'+ +;,„
and that tile r^Wia/jjc/^')- ;« ,, ir

cligits is fouua: ' '• "'"" ''^ '^^^^^^^^ ^f the .eciuired

re^i:^t' "' ''' ^^'^^^ '-' '-'' '-^ ^^^ ~ion all the

^-tod thuH :

"'^^^' ''' J"^-^^^-'"^^^ ^^"'^ the remainde.^

G;4 3 7 5 1

gJtToI 5

CrJi'~2T5 1

GJ2^2 3

g73~3
4

5 3

Thus 43751.
5.G^^3.G^.4.G^'.-3.G«.lG + 5

- that the nund,e. is exin-essed in the new scale thus,'534315.

^J^^
A^un, t.ansfbnn 437ol into the scale of which 12 ,,

12^43751

l^JsTTs 11

]2ylT03 9

12^5 n

2...... 1

T'- ^3-1^2.12^1. 12^3^.9.12. 11

P-sed in the new scale thns 2139. ' ' ''' """'"' ^ ^^



lent; thon

2 I'equireJ

on all the

of which

!niaindt'i-s

315.

h 12 k

equire

is ex.-

SCALKS OF XOTATIOX. 04-
We cannot of course u^p Ti ^.

'
'

because 1
1
now .•quv.s™JT > ! ,"^T ^T" "' "'^ ""^ «"'•>^•i- + I, that IS, ^/ar^eoi.

given, not in thl^onroiiTc'dl!'
""" ''''''"'^'^'' '" ''^''"'^

'' """^'^^^' ^'"^

A nunihcr is (lenotod bv /-l^r^ ,• .1

".o radix, it i. rcqui..; „ evil . '

,""'" "' "'"'^'' '«'>™ '"

i" tl,e ra,IiK.
^ '^'" ''''* '' "' *'»' »™l^' of wi ,.ch eleven

Here ^ stan.Is for ,„,, „„,, , &, ^;,,^.^,^^

.

^''^ '""'='«'' "' 'livisi.n l,v eleven i. r
« 1^ not coutain,.! in i, f,,

^"'' '' l"''f""nccl thus. Pi.^t

"* how oft,,, i, , eontaino
i

': ',"" """""'"'' " '-' - «„
t«-elvo, that i.s one I.„n,I,„, „ tw ,

"" ?""'"' *"'• *"" "•""•'«

I'ow often i., eleven containl ,' ! f'' T !'"" "" I""''"- '»•

"- answer is eleven thnesw," ""•''"' ""•' t-'^.-tlnee
J

often is . eontaincl in 24 -'tin
"""' ^'"''' ^™ "'^ ''"«•

i" t»-ent,-eight? the an..,'... t^:^

'"- "ft™ i.s eleven eontaine.1

often is . eontaine.1 in 07 • tint T " "" °™'- '''''™ >--
in seventy-uine? the ansUL '"'''"'""' ^•""'-"«1

Y'.
Low often is . eontaiL: ir™ . ^r:'

.
^^",'' ^^ "-.

eleven eontainec) in thirty.flve ? the '
"' ''"'*' '*'*™ '«

t>™ over. ^ °' "'* '»*"«' '» three times, with

«'!7''' -'^'"'Ivt^M^L''w:;";J"
"""''""'

• «« »t„,lent

with that here „rivcn.
' *''™

'^"'"l"'''" '-« resnlt

e^2 7 ,3

«.^n_^T7
1

'J 1 Tl 2

«7T1F c

1 .1

?fi
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2^S SCALES OF NOTATION.

Henco tlie given 31umber is equal to

that is, it is expressed in the scale with r.,aix eleven thus, 136212.

n,Jf T'! TT'.'^
^--^^^ronnins f^om one scale to anotliermay be effected also r. another n.um.er. Suppose for examplethat we have to tn,n,sfo.m to the common scale 24G13 which is inthe scale of seven. Wo have in fact to calculate the value of

when a, = 7. We may adopt the method which is explai:.ed inthe Jheorij ofEquations, Art. 5.

2+ 4+ G+ 1+ 3

U + 12G + 924 + 6475

18+132+925 + 6478
The result is I]i78. ^^ .method is advantageous whe. wehave to transform fron. any ether .cale into the common scale.

435. It will bo easy to fomi ar.. .^limited number of self-venfyn.g examples. Thus, tak. ..o n.nbc. expressed in tlo

ZTr "^'
^''t

"^"^ ''"''''''' ^^^-—- this ptch.t ^to any proj.sed scde ; next transform the two numL.nto the proposed scale, and obtain their product in this scale •

he result should of course agree with that already obtained oVtake any number, square it, transfonn this square into any pro-posed sea e, an.I extract the square root in this scale; then hL-form the last result back to the original scale.

436. Next let it be required to transform a given fractionfrom one scale to another. This uu.y be effected b/transfonW
separately the numerator and denonnnator of the given fractionby he m,,,,,i ,^ ^^, ,3^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^
^vith the proposed fraction, having its numerator and denominator
expressed m the new scale.

437. We stated in Art. 427, that in the common scale of
notation, each digit which occurs in the expression of any integer



SCALES OF NOTATION.
24.

assigned to thom in Art 407 . +i n 9n Alt. 4./, the 9 represents ^, tl.at is,

^^ times 10-'; the 5 represents A thit is -. r1

2UU' '^"•^^^•S o tunes lO"'; aiul

the 8 represents J^-
; that is, 8 times 10-

438. i?.^,«V,j to express a given fraction hj a series of radi.fractions xn any proposed scale. ^ '^"''^'^'

By a <7ive« fraction we menn o ^,.o^+-

.<«.^/™..« 4:::;^';; .-j'^—tr^ *"° -^"'-'

where t„ t^, t^, are to bo fonnd.

Mnltiply botli members of the equation by . ; tluia

^=':^!:-^;^+
The right-liand member consists of an intec^er / «n 1additional fractional T,art Jm T ^ . .T ^ ^ ' ^ ""^

and F the fr.otinn.1 •
7^

'
''''*^ *^' ^"^"''"^^

P^^'^ of /^r,ana ^, the fi actional remainder ; then we must have

r r

1H
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SCALES OF ^•oTA•no^.

Tln.s, to oUu,n the first „u,„,.n,tor, U, „f the scries of r,„Iiv.f uefo,.. wo have tl„s rule; ,nuH:,,, the given /racUon hy L
r> Vr^raa..; tkeu the ,.-eate.t iutyer iu the j„oUuet is th!}Loj the required numerators.

««^yw6f

Again, multiplv /' l.\r r- \i^k 7 l.r. n •
i. ^

I»iO(tuct, and 7'^ tlie fractional rcniainder ; tlicn

^=^.. ^;
r r'

irenco
^ the .sofo,,,! of the rof,uire.l nuiMcMator.,, is uscertairedBy ,,rocoocl„,, in this .a, wo shall detern.ino .1 e ,v„ , 7.1..orators n. s„oecs.io„. If „„„ of the ,,ro,,„ots whi.olur o."leftJ.a,ul s,cle of the equations bo au exact integer, the nroce,then terminates, and the ,„.o,,osea fraction is express, 1 Lv ^&2r: t::- ;::tertt,

" "° ""'"-" '""•- --t^' -ne^ei eim nates, a.itl the proposoa f,-action can onlv ),e eN,,rc„e,Iby an .nfin.te ser OS of the reqnirec. nuliK-fractionsI tl e n .Ztors of the racUx.lractions will recur like a recumngdocimal.

.
""• ^"'' ""'"''^•' ^•-'--^

D8 ''y '^ «-- of ra,lix-fractions
in tlie scale 8.

Multi,,ly
-Jl

by 8 ; thus we obtain ^^ , that is 7 +
"

Mnltii.Iy |i by 8; thus wo obtain '„'
, that is 5 + \

Multiply
.,
I,y8; thus Ave obtain 4.

5Jience ,,= +-:: +
l-'S 8 8' 8'

440. A\ e n,ay rcnmrk that tho radix ten is not only the baseof the comn.on «.o,Io of expressing number by fign,.s, but is h!faet.«su„.ed .« the base of our /„„,..,. for nu„.bers. 711 vh seen by observing at what stage in counting upwards fromuty new u-onU are introduced. For example, all nun.be,^between twenty-one and twenty-nine, both ineluive are expreled

\
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SCALKS OF XOTATIOX. o-^

The iiunibtn- /c/* 1,.,^ n.,i,. ^ i- •

-..1 ....it,., n.„„.h. , ;
,, 7 ''';'""'" :"«•-'»' «"" ite..if

-.0 oo„™ •::;:;: *.'",.
':.r"T;""'™ r""

"^'™ '-'

W.. ,,e„ce, tho l,.l,; ,1,„ ll,i,.:r , f V'"'"""'™""
wero o,,„ivalo„t to ton ,>o„c.,;'"V' .',''''"' "' ""' "'""'"«

441. We may observo lli.>f .v / i

" -alo, the oponmon. o A 1 , r •
'""' '" "" "'"'-^ "^

-ouW I a„ a,l'.liti„„ of o :,,::;•'
"'"''-'-'l "l-^ti....

-vove.. oo„nto,.l„,,a:
, 2 2'!:^':^""'"''"'^''''"" '»

".ceased nu.nl,,..,. of .suol, „,,o..atilu.,
' """'"' ""'" "-

•J-

. o '^ ^i tacji kiiHl Ijoni-r used

443 Suppose it required to cletermin. win-ch of tJ
- •

i1 lb., 3 bs., o'ibs V\h^- ^ 1

^^"icii 01 thu weigbts
' ^^«-, ^ ll-S... must be selected to weigh .V lbs., not

,'i

.hi

' l''l
ill

•t il
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^^^ SCALES OF NOTATIOX.

two"';';': 'i 'r ''/'t
'"'° """''"''°'' '-' >"' -•". » on«, or

tlanl ca,o we may write, .r=3(y+U ,,,'''>' ^'"' ">«

•Hvicio ^, . , ,„ 3. r,.„co..d thu. :,^ I: '':
.

'I.,;;:
;""•""

result ofthn following form,
M hn.illv l«ve a

^ = 7..3" + 7l.3»-' + +^^3^.^^^^
where oiwli of the quantitiea n ^ „ ,. vi

"

„,. 1 m ^, ' ,

'"7«'7 7. IS either zero, or +

1

01 - 1. Jims the prol.lcm is roKo,I.
.
"r + J,

Let N denote the vl.ole numl)er, p,p „ ^.n r •. ,

ginning with that in the units' pkee; U.en"
'" °^*' ^"

'^.^'o +;?,+/',+ +;,,.

therefore _:^ ^ ^^iP-jL^jii +P

+ 2h+P,{r+\).. 4-j.,rlz_l

^^—^ i« ^^^ integer Whatever pcsitive intego r, may he-
iV

thus -—- = some integer +-^°±^ + - -ii:^!^™'"^ r-1 •

Next let ;; he a facior of . ], «ay tnat .- 1 = ,, Thenmultiplying the last result by q we have

— = some integer + -^^^-l-^LlLl-^- • + P
^ 2^

This establishes the pr-opos"tion.

-I
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SCALES OF NUTATIOX.
253

the even places be dicidcd iy r + 1 • tk a eithor th. V
he e,nal or their sum .oill i r 1 1

"" '''"''''"'''' ''''

^JViih the s:uno notation as in tl.o p.-eccHling p.-opositioa .ve

='Po-p,^P,-?\ + + (-!)>

Thus --^- ^-some integer +^Vz/A±I'a- + (- 1)>..

r+ 1

First, Kn|)))oso « _ 71 + „ _ , / i\,,^ , ,

denote it ]>yi>; thei"
"^^ -^(-^)P'^ to bo ;,o..V/,,, ...j

^^'
. /;

""" ^^ '"" -''
'""' '' "- '''"-'-^ ''y " - 1 tl.o .-e, ulo,. are e,,„al.

Second! .-, suj>|)ose ?)-;>, + 7; _ . / i\n„ , ,

anddenotoitl>y-i>;ti:en ^ - "^ (- 1) />n to be n.^a^n-.,

-
,

, - some intewr
» + 1 » 7. + I

'

+that is, --^4.
r+l'"rn ««^«e integer

;

thus wl. a .V .. /; are divided by r + 1 th. sum of th
ders mn«f i.« . . , '

'^"™ o* the reniain-c(er8 must be
.

,
u„iesH either remainder is zero and then tin,other remainder also li. zero.

' "'"

For example, suppose r= 10 and .Y = 2C3419. Here
9-1 + 4-3 + n -2= 13 = 2>.

and ^and 2> when divided by 11 .aoh leave the remainder :.

Again, suppose r = 10 and iV'=. 01/5372. Hero
2-7 + 3-5.+ l-G=-12.^-/);

and A" and Z? when divided l.v n „ xi
'.

.

X' •

"iMfieci i.A 11 ,..ave the i-ema r.fCrs 10 ard '

resj)ectively. « is x^ jir.u .1

fl

i i



tloi tXAMPLLS. X\IX.
1

440 It appoa™ f™„, Art, 444 that „ „„,„te.. i, .li,,-,;,,,^ ,
9 who,, the MM,, ..fit, ,,!„,, i„ ,i,i„i,,,„ ,,, , .

„,.,, ,,„.^ „. _J
fi.c o, of 9 u „un,l,..,. ,, ,,ivi,ibl„ \,y 3 when the «„„ of it. ,lieit,
» <Uv,„,h „ l,,y 3 ; „,„, ,vhc„ ,u,v „„„„„,, i, ,H,i,„.,, ,,y 3 „, '*',:^^

rtixr"'""''"'"^ -t-.o.n«:.oft,:,t„„:„:

It a,,,,oa„ f,.o,„ Art. Uo thnt a nun,!,,.,- i, .Ihisihl,, hy U-1-u the ,I,m.,.o„c„ hotwceu the s,„„ „f tho .li.it, i„ th„ „ ,

,^.0.. and the su„. of tho „i«its i„ U,e ev,.,. ,,,:c,., i. .u'lit

44". 7.-,o„, the property of the ,„„„i„n- 9, n,ention„,l i„ tho..^ed,ns Art,de, a rule u,..y bo .le,!,,..,! .hk-h .ill J„ t ,detect an enor ,» tl,„ ,n„ltiplioation of two „, ,o,^.

Let 9« + ,«,lo„oto tho m„lH ,„„,, a,«I Ob + ,j tho „H,ltipli,.,...e„ the p,.o, net i, 8,„« . 0',. . Oa, . .,j. If 4,.„ t,„ J,
'

;.

.f tho m,n, of tho .l,„ts in the n.nltiplier ho ,livi,h.,l bv 9 themna,n,l,.r » y ;
and if the ,,n,n of tho .ligits in th,. p,- ,,,1 e

<>.v.cloc by 9, the ..e„,ain.le,. ought to be U.o .nno a ,1^ C
.. d.vule,l by 9, and .ill bo if tho.o be no n.Utake in the

EXAMPLES ON SCALES OF XOTATlo.V.

Transform the following sixteen nunU.ors iron, the scale, inwinch they are ...en to tho scales in which they are rcjuired

:

1. 1 23450 from the scale of ten to the scale of seven.

2. 1357531 from the scale of ten to the scale of five.

3. 3.37234 from the scale of ten to tho scale of seven.

4. 333310 from the scale of ten to the scale of eleven.

5. 5t5 from the scale of six to the scale of ton.



KXAMPLKS. XXJX.

6. 4444 from the scalo of fi

2J5

7. 3113 fi

ve to tlio scale of to

•"mtlioHcaleofsixtothosculoof

n.

8. 40234 f»omtI.o8(.aJeoffiv(, totl

0. Ctr)i>Of,-om tl.oscaloof

10. lOO.'Jl from tlio seal.' of ol

Hcvon.

K' scalo of tvvolve.

11. 15'o fi-om the .^iculo of

sovni to the S(mI<, of el

t'ven to the sc'iloof ton.

even.

12. 3l4<>L>lL>o from the seal

ton to the scale of oight.

13. 221-24cS from the scale often
li. 444-44 fiom the scale of fi

15. 1845-3125 from the seal

oof ten to theHcaleofei.^ht

to the scale of five.

vo to the scale of ten.

IG. 3005-203 from the scale of oi.^I

<'<'tt,.,i to the scale of tu-elve.

17. Express in the scale of

'»fc to the scale often.

oxi,resse(l in the scale of ten l.y 231 and

«oven th(^ nnml

bei-s together in the scale of
452

"MS which are

nui Itiply the

18. Divide 17832120 1

«tn'en, and reduce to the scale of te

num-

n.

10. Extract tl

20. Extract tl

>y 4085 in the F;calo of nine.

21. Extract tl

10 square root of 33224 in the scale of

10 square root of 123454321 in the scale of

SIX.

SIX.

roduco the result to tl

10 square root of 3445-44 in the scale of
10 scale of three

six, and

^^. Subtract 20104020 fi-om 103050301
«nd extract the

III

S(luare root of the result.

^he scale of eight,

23.

S(;al e.

Extract the square root of 1 100000010000
1 in the hiuar

twel

1 4. Extract tl10

ve,

.square root of 07550^21 in the seale of

25. Ex

of twelve.

q)rcs,s
117

ly^
in a series of radix-fractions in the scale

C. Find in what scale 95 is denoted hy 137.

in what scale 2704 is denoted by 20:

in what scale 1331 is denoted by IQOO.

Find

^^' Find
:04.

1(1

1(1
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I
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^'^
EXAMPLES. XXIX.

29. Find w .hat scale 16000 is denoted by 1003000

32. Shew that 12345CW321 is divisiUe bv loqa, •

S-Io; the ...„lix being suppose,! greater than!
"^

'" ""^

33. Shew that 144 is u npi^fi.nf o^
being .supposed g.eate/thL: ^l^'

'^'"""^ " ""''' ''^'''
'^
^^^ ^^ix

34. Shew that 1331 is a perfect cube in any scale • tb« rbenig supposed greater tlian three.
' ''^'^'^

35. Find wliicli of the weights 1, 2, 4 8 9'- .n 7be selected to weigli 1719 pounds. ^ " ' ""'^'^^

36. Find which of the weights 1 lb 3 lbs -^nKe
be selected to wei-h 10-->7 1b. ,! f / '

' ""^«*

^ei.gt.se,b..ti„:ithre:L\::vre.:!; --^ °'--* '^'""

weigi'Vlo';;^.
''''"'' '' '"^ ^»- -'S'-*^ ->«' '.0 selected to

weigh-47fnr~"'-"
°' *''^ •™"" "^^'"'-'^ ™-* •» -eeted to

39. K,ul by operation in the scale of t«elve wl,.,t
• .1

>-ght of a ,,aralle,epipea whic!, contains 94 IbtJt:/ f'.nches, and whose base is 24 squa.-e feet 5 s^J^Z^'"
"'"°

40. Ex,„es« 2 feet lOJ inches linear n.easure and 5 f^,

II::- ;:L-rrf:r:;:d ti";-- -—"- -

'I
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ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

the squares of tl,o „,„„,,o., t. ' n ,i'i"'"
''«"" "' "'-''

«.m of tliis dicit -.ml of .1

'
'' ""' *'"' S'""", an,l (2) tl,o

each' of i^^ ,::r;;:,:'';'7
:""' ™'""*"""' " *•"' -* *- >-

the next dig Iffi'j'f^
(oo.u.t.ng f,,„„ ,,.ft to .-ight) zo,,, „„,,

twelve scales, and „,,at is the „„„,,.er?
" '""^

XXX. ARITHjrKTICAL PUOORESSION

Tlu. the foJlo^ving serias are in Arithnu-tieal Prog^-ession •

h 3, D, 7, 9,

40, 36, 32, 28, 2J,

«, a + i, a + 26, a + 3/>,

«, a - 6, a - 2b, a -3b,

~. °I f:kr=;;,";;, ::;;;;,:'»— ' = - "•

sion^ftl,^'*
" *"* *'"' ^"^^ *''™ °f ™ Arithmetical Prog,.,

Thus the n*" term is « + (w - 1) i

26, tlifj fouiiii ter

T. A.

ni iH a + 36, and so on.

17

^Bbf^
\

it if:

M^--ii4l

!i:i|
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ARITHMEWCAr, PROOURssroN.

Let a denote the first term ; +i

number of tenns, I t],e uTu ''"''^''' ^Jf^orence, n the

Then
^''* ^^'''^'

^ tl'o sum of the terms.

Therefore, by addition,

2»=(/ + „)^(;^„)^ ^^^^^^^
^n{l+ a)

;

therefore , -
'^

// , \

^
(1)

^^''
^ = «M--1)^

thus . w
,

^''^'

'-rA2a-^(n-l)i}
^^,^

The equation (3) mvon tl.n .- i /> •

titie» .„ie„ .ere J^.l^,, ,lV„ ";;,;: .^'f
''^*'"' -J--

vement expression for s m.l f,„..
'

t

^,°" <') "-^"o «'™s a eon-

«/« /-mte 0/ the number ofX ^'•°«'™'""» « ^7««^ to

A»( and last terms.
^ ""'" '"'" '""V "" ^m of the

*S1- In an ArithmMicd Pronre:,non ,1,
'-""> mid^etant/ron. the be„inn"^Z7,t T "^ ""•' '""'

««». of thefirst and last terms
^ " ">""'' '" "«

The tnitli of tJiis 1> .c, ^i ^ t

the preceding domonst.';^,; ^^ ''? ^^"^ ^ ^'^— of

^etabe the first te T^
'' ""''' " "''^^^^ ^---»7 thus :

then the r^^ term frlm tl.

'"""" '^^^-^-ce, Uho ].st tenn
;

term from U.e oniZl T'^'T'"' '
""^^"^^^ '-' '^^ ^^

is therefore ^4- a.

'

'
^' ^''' *^'« ^um of these terms

1^1

an

its



ies in Arith^

Terence being

-enco, n tlie

tlio tenns.

Jiavo also

-(1).

...(2),

...(3).

'Jio quan-

'es a con-

the Slim

equal to

m of the

f'ny two

''I to the

>nrse of

Y thus :

t term
;

tlu! r'"

terms

AUITIIMKTICAL PKOUUENSIUN.
0.5c)

i^co "Sen l:Jr' '
^'^'^ ^"'*^ ^-e....w ..„,. ,,,ri

«nd ..2 terms in AHth:::;;/; ^^^^^^^
-n. ana e tl.e .St term. Let . .en^ereoL^Iil^^l^^
then r .., + (,, ^ 1) J .

^j^^^.^
c^^

WreonWlf '^+1' ^^'^^ ^ am] the« leqnirecl terms are

« + ^ rt+26, n + 3i, . ••• n + nh.

;f an,, three of thc«e fivo q„„„titi™ „,.o 11
'

V
'"'" *"*

therefore o. "/ /«

Bj solving tliis quadratic in n we oUain

n
2b

appear f^o™ t:!: V rnr:::^' t™ '""

'^T' "- ^"•"

J, ~ 97

.

, . .
» ^^aw^P'*"- Suppose a = 1 1 h--9

» 27, we „.,tau. „= 3 or 9. T,,„ ,ritl„n,,i„,, p„.„^o,„L
V "

11. 9. r, 5, 3, 1, -I, -3, _5, te,
•in,l .t is obvious that the s„,„ of the -irat throe t*.,-,- : n
^« the »,„„ of the fi,.st nine te„„».

' '" ""'' """"'

17— :i

i; I.

H

ri

!f
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ARITHMETICAL niO«RESSION.

'tSG. Again, suppose a = 4 5_o ^ .«
-6. TJ.o «„,„ of three tern,«

-:"' *r^«^ ^^ ^btuin ,, = 3 or

-2 + + 2 + 4 + G + H,

"nil tI,o sum of tl.oao si^ terms is also 1 s p ., •

"My o„„jectu.-e tl,at when there is , Z r" "'"""1''" "'"

the number of ter,„s „s well Z "
"X .

"""'"'' "'''"= «»
following st,.t<.„,„at will ,,e ,,! ,r r "'"'^'' '•"'"«• «'«
the series wl.icl, is furnished ,v't^""

'•"" *''" '"' *''™ "^

tl.on the result wil, he the g ven s .„
" f
"™

J'"-
'"^-tos,

t".-e ma, he shewn in the f llov^i, g ia„
"; ""^ <" "'^ -"J-

The quadratic equation in . „htaino,I iu Art. iH -^

2» = «'4 + (2a-4)„.
(I).

Suppose a series in which the H,^t term is ,, a nilifferenco
6, the number of tem,, ™ ,,„, ,

""
"' "'" "°""»»n'inis m, anil tlic sujn s ; then

2, = m.6+(24-2a-4)M „.
Tlio roots of (1) and ('>\ .„„ „(• , ,

»ig.« (A... 340); lo\ha if1he LlXn ^"'"T
''"' "' """"^

-«., those of (2) will be „ „ ,V_T H
^ "°'''' ''^ "^ "''

^vhich l,egi„s with J _ „ ,;,, .
' '.• "'""^'' «• *»""» of a series

™.o„nt to the given sumT t"
'7;"""°" '''"•-nee t, wi„

^e.in» .ith „ ,L extemJ-totJ::::;,"''',^ T'therefore to shew th-it if ^r^ i • .
"'^y^^~^)o; wo have

W.w..ds for , trs/L^arlrar IfVr """ -""*
shewing that • -"-"^^ aiuounts to

that is, tliat

Now

tlierefore

n, - M, = - 2a -i
^ , (Art. 335) ;



-in 71 = 3 or

i + 6 + 8 or

value for

^'iiliie, tJio

't t(!rin of

"kI count

indicates,

is conjee-

••(1).

common

...(2).

^i^posite

' n^ and

Ji series

b, will

which

o have

count

mts to

ARITIIMKTICAL
PROGRESSION.

457. Anoth
^^^

7ier/ative iiitegral value ol' ^r^"^
^^ '^''*'''^'^ ^ connexion with a

I^et - n^ be a negative integral value of . i
•

,equation ^ ^'^^"^^ of tj whicli satisfies tho

then

Therefore

lius shews tint if

For examplo, taking tl,o cuso i„ Art 45fi w i
• •

and eou„t,„g backwar,fe fi„. .,i^ t,.„„s 7,^0111 ^ °"'""'"^ "' ^

thatis,-18. 2 + 0-2-4-C-«l,

we obtain „ = 3 or SJ, TI.:^!,, T" "="'* = - 3, » ^ 2i
;

two numbo,., 5 a,„l 6, one wi!]!! ,

^ ^
'''"'"'"' *° "» "'»' "f '"he

H an,, the other to 'a 1:^X7™" t.VT.r*'-
*''^''

tenn« .s 25, and the a,™ of G te™,sL 21.
"'" ™™ "^ «

tionJiro"?^ ''^ '*^'"« '"™' '"—--n with a fl-ae-

«"H-^.fractiona,™U.o Of „.hich.atisfie, the equation

^ i;

f...^H
i

^J^K

! «aH I'

,.

1

1H

M
1/ ;;

iifii



''"''''''''^^TICAL PIIOGRESSION.

Tliis slmsvti that 8 is ednal fn +1.

^"^t^cal lro,..ess.ou in .hieh the fi..t torn, is
« ^ . ^

tiie common diffineiice is
*

In the example given above ^ = 51 - ^ ^

J-l' the tet to„u « 4 an., the c.,.,.,„„ ,ifl,,,,„^^ .^ _ 1_

-i'of ^ir""-^
'' *''° ^""-^^"^ '- ^^'"i-'e e.a.!,„e. ...

roMl the sma o/n ter„u, of tie series 1 2 3 j

He..the„...to™is.;thu.,,b,Art.«l,,'
'

'"

n,

^^/^''''J'lhesicmofni.rnK^n/'n • ,y " tti nis oj the aeru-s 1,357
He,-e„.I,

«^2;thus,l,.Art.450, '
'
""

We add t

JLet* denote the required sum; then

«-l%2»+3« +
• • + n*,

and we s]iall prove that « =. ti^!!"^ l)(2w + 1

)

6 •

j

f
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AllITlLMETICAL PROGRESSIOxV.

We have

3^-3''- 3.3''-3.3 + l,

2^-1^ 3.2^-3.2 + 1,

1^-0^-3. r-3. 1 + 1.

Hence, hy addition,

""='i^'-^^*- *"')-3!1.2. „.;,„,
that is, „''=_-3a_3"("+l)^

Therefore 3* . 7^3 + M!LJlL) „ '*(^i + 1) (2«+ 1)

2G3

t.nd 8 ^!ifc±.l).(t^+l)
2.3"

Let * denote Uie requii-ed sum ; then

«=l''+2'' + 3»+ ^n\

and we shall prove that s = |^ 1 11
)

'

I 2 ]•
We have

7i*-(n-l/ = 4w^_C?i» + 4w-l,

(^-ir-(.-2/=4(n-l)3_6(^_'l^.^4(^_l^_j^

(^-2/-(.,-3r.4(n-2r-6(^.-2)^ + 4(,,_2)-l'

3^-2^ = 4. 3»-6.3- + 4.3~l/,
2'

- r . 4
,
2* ~ G

.
2" + 4 . 2 - 1

l*-0*=4.1»-6.i- + 4.l_i'

\ i

Sf ;;
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Hence, hy u<I,lition,

that 18.
+ 4{l + 2 + + nl _ ,i

.

^/i(3

Ihereiore
4* := ,,* + 2,*. ^. ,,.,

^
'

Hence, by Avt- i^o

"i/ "lejiiet n luittmil mu»,7,„„. •
"«"it. tne sum of

EXAMPLES OF ARITirxm-nr

^- Sum to 20 terms 5, G, lo 14

2. «um to 32 terms 4 1^ ^ 13

3. Sum to 24 terms i ^
2' ~4' -2, ...

4. Sum to 20 terms 5 ^ H

5- Sum to 10 terms U u ^
5

'
' 5» 5 ' • • •

«• Sum to 12 terms 1, U 9,

7. Sum to 21 terms £ ^ ^3
/' 3' 2l'--

8. Sum to 50 terms I - .

3' 3' ^'••

»• Sum to 30 terms 116, 108,100..
10. Sum to ,, tenns

9, n, y^^
^.^' ' -

^1- Sum ton terms 1 ^ -

' 6' 3' ••



}~n;

'i-s sum of
^qitare of

EXAMIXK-S. XXX.
26V>I 12 Fi 1

*^

b.inK unity.
'"""~''"« five te„,«, the fet term

13. Tiio first Umn of •, ^, •
i •

^e 63. ^ """ """" ''"•t'^k".. tl,ut tl,e sun, m,.y

14. «"™«^16, 6 =.!,» = 8B, fin.! „.
15. If tlio sum of m teriiiH of i

of w tenns in the ratio of m' to » V\ '''''''^''' *° *^"^ «"«»

«na the ,.- tonn.
"^ '^

'

^"^'' *'"" ^'^^ t.rn. bo unity,

21 - 19+ 17
i., i/o"" ,

"";'-• "f *-."» of the .series

*enns. •"'"'"""""'"' ""J «.e numhof of

t'.e i'lt arid the*':,:~
'""•"™'^" '^"'" ^''- fi-' to.™ . ,.

18. Wt ,u.it,„„<,eieal ,ne.„„ ..t.een , „,.,,, ,,,
I J. If 2»4.1 tenusof the series 1 3 5 7 nthen the sum of the altera„te tenu-

'

g e'
' ^-r- ''" ^''''"'^

sum of the renminins tenus 3 7 11
' "" '^« *» "'e

on p. ,„ ' mn + l ton.
'• ;" ''''"'"°^'''««-"-'-onhefo™,.,,

^^^2.^F.nahe.„.n,te™sofI.3.5.r.
..„.,„;,

tJn\he'"fir.rrelr^^^^^^^^^^ ^^" "••*nco,.e-
thiri tla-ee yards, between the h-

d",! if"*,"
"" ''^'"^ "«'

«o on. How far will a neml
""' "

,
°"'''' ''^ ^'"''»' »''

-- one ,, one. to a JetTLlT: iritl; """ '^-

-.^drtt:«::;;;;^;::rL:!-r»'^f«'
•i tei'ixis. '" ""u tho uuixiber

f-l
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EXAMi'LKS. XXX.

ikj£,_L-i.

tl.« .mio „f a jr ''" '" "'" "'"" "f "- '-» S-utct of thca

-'8. Find how uu.ny tornia „f tl,„ „„,!„, g , „

negative or poi^itive.
^^^'auig as tlio iu-st term is

30. If the //i'** tenii nf .in * r, 1W many tonus will the su:\t iV'Vlw'
^'^ '^"' ^^"" -' «^

will bo the lust of them ?
^ ^

^ ^'^ "^
'' ~ ^)' "^^^ ^^'^^nt

31. Tf..72, ..2.,6 = _4, fin,u.

f 32. If s-^pu + Qu' whuto'-r be Hu. ., i .
rn'^ term. ^ ^^''' '*^^"« "f w, find the

^ 33. If S, represent tir, k.h-j of ^^ of H
beginning with «, prove that .6^ _

s<s'

' "''^""''^ numbers

34. Prove that tho «,„.„.« of . _ 2. _ j ,. ^ ,
,it + Jo; - 1 ure in a. p.

* -^j a< + 1, an(j

I 35. The common difforence of an a p i«
ence of the squares of tho first -mJ 1 ! . ' '^"''^ *^ *^^^ ^«r-- o.. th: to™. ...,,i;::- irrt-S'L'::;^^- '"«

36. Tiio sum of m tertan of .m a p
» terms with tho same &m term -m',! tl,

'
'^ "' ""'' *''* *"'" "f

« ».. Show that the sum o;::, r":
--o- 'iA-nco

-.of,„.-„,ermsis(,.-„)A,M
"^ '^ -("-«)-> the

, I

^ bet

be i



ex.\mi'm:s. XXX.
2()7

37 Find tho numb.,, ufuritlnnoticul ,aean« between 1 uud Vjvhen Ch, Hecon.l uhnui in to the hust a.s 1 f, 0.

38. How main icrm.s . f th.- ii..f..,..i . i

with n'....«u,u„V 0350 i

""'' "™™'«

39. In H .sciea col.»isd.« of „n oU,l uuniber of ten,,., tl,„ sun,U,„ .U to,.,,,., (the m.t, tl,i,,,, i,g i, 4... ua,. tl„. I 7
aii'l the imnil,,.,- of tM-i„s.

"""ill! tuiii

'«. If .,', b', c; U, hi A. ,.., tl„.n J ' '

+ -•
-7 lU'O

in A. p.

41. S,uu to vi toi-ins the series wI.ohc /" tv a hi 2r - 1.

^ 42. Sum w /t tei-ias 1-3+0-74...

43. Sum to n terms 1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + .

A.I., e.xp,es.s tl,e sum ot „ „.,,.,» i„ tcnus of /',
(.>, ^,, ,,, „.

M5. Tl,c. y^ ,/., „„a ,„, t,„„„ „f ,^,^ [^ ^
'

'

..au.of.;-;o:;;:z:-::--:^;::'--

,
46. Tlie intei-ior angles of a reetilineur fi-aire are in a i>

•

f 47. Find the .sum to n terms of 1 • 2 + 2. 3 + 3. 4 4- 4 . 5 + ...

48. If the second term of -m \ t. iw.

/
between the fii.t and the fou.th, shew that the sixti tlrm Cmbe a mean proportional between tho fourth and the nintli.

49. If </,(n) be the sum of n terms of an a. p., fin.l d,(n) interms of n and the first two terns.
•,
n u i^n) in

Also shew that (. + 3) ^ 30 (^ + 2) + 30 (. + 1) - (,) ^ 0.

I II

f
3
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KXAMPLES. XXX.

60. Sum to n terms the series wliose m**^ tei-m = T _ !L*
2*

f

51. Divide unit, into f„,„. ,,.„« in ..p. „f .,,ioh the a„n. of
the cubes shall be .

-t.it:;^:rzi:rrr-r,^',r'''-
s..b.seq„ent n,ontl, until th.y ro-vch SA t

"" "''"'^

tl.e fi..t of the n.o„tb. fol.^^rit lolr^ia' ,
«* f:,""/

wage. Curing hi. ti.ne of service i:^™!; ''4 "p""
montl,. How long has he served i

'^ ^ "'"""'S' '^

3 miles the first hour, 3^ u.iles the seconTh" . 1 T !

"'""™'

hour, and .0 on. .ind L ho. n.,,n, CnJ^li^::!::;;-''''-''

at the sa„.e time; hul instead o d n
'1*

ll ! ""'"'T"equal intervals, and then continued toZktmtCT: "'

fi.nshed: the payment being proportion,: toH:T 7
55. A number of three dibits is Pn,vJ fo or- ^-

added to the number the digits are reversed! findZ n;mb!r
"

56. Shew that the sum of -mv 9., , i

divisible by 2« + 1.

^^ "" ^ <'°™<"="«™ integer is

XXXI. GKOMETEICAL PROGRESSION.

-hefeaeh*';:"::": rti:f ': ':
':
^^°"*" ^'°=---

constant f.tor.X"eo:l:rarr
i tZT"' ^^ ^-"^

of the series, or more shortly, the ..J T^th!oI~*
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GEOMETRICAL PEOGllEHSION. 2G9

are in Geometrical Progression :

1, 2, 4, 8, IG,

1 1 1 J 1

' 3' 9' 27' 81'

a, rtr, «r', «/•'', ^o-*,

In the firHt example the common ratio is 2, in the secomi A i„
the third r.

^'

463. Let a denote tlio first term of i^ Geometrical Progression
r the^ common ratio, then the second terui is ar, the tliii-d teriii
IS ar\ tlie fourth term is ar\ an.l so on. Thus the w'" term
is ar""'.

404. :ro /;ef/ the sum of a given member of qimntities in
Geometrical Progressiva, the first term and the common ratio heinu
supposed hioxon.

Let a denote the first term, r the common ratio, n the number
of terms, s the sum of the terms. Then

s -^ rt + rtr + ar'^ + ar^ + + ar''~'^
•

therefore sr = ar + a,r' + ar' + + ar""' + ar\

Hence, by subtraction,

sr - s= ar"" -a;

therefore ^^a(r"-l)
r - 1 vv-

If I denote the last term, we have

^ = «^-""'

(2),

hence « = !lzJ? .„v

r- 1 l-^y-

Equation (1) gives the value of s in terms of the quantities
which are supposed known. Equation (.3) is sometimes a con-
venient form.

! .;



270 GEOMETRICAL PllOGUESSION.

4G5, We may write the vahio of , tl.n«.

8 =
l~r

^
t,lecto<l in co,nj,a„son w,t„ „nity, tl,e vaI„o of . rocluco. to

r-,-- ^^^ '"•''y onunciato the result tin,.: I, takh.j „ fe,,,
^nou,U, ty. su., „y „ ,,,,„„ „_^^,^ ^^^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

-^

rma. to ,Ilff:r a. U.U „., » ^,„„, /,,„. ^.^ ^.^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^
sometimes .al.I.reviutocl into tl.o following, •

tic s„m of,,. ^: ;111,-, . L.iG b7/j)i oj an xnjinita

nnmhcr of Ur,n. of the GoonuMcal Progression is
"

.

; ,,„t Jt

must be rempniboi-pfl fli-if if ic. +,, i .1
*

than an abWiation^X^^!I'^^ "^ --"'" ™-
The preceding rema--ks suppose that ,• is loss than nnitv Tn

ix less than unity,
'" "'''"^'' '"1^°^* *'""

'

Wo „,ay apply the preceding remarks to an example Consuler tlie series 1 1 J i , ,

v.unpie. uon-
' ^' /' ^' ^

^^«i'e « = 1, r = l; thus the
sun.of.tonnsis^_,(l_l),,,,,,^,_^J

^^^ ^^^
tabng . L.rge enough, 2'- can be made as la^e aJVe . lea.e, and
tl-efore ^ as sn.all as .e please. Hence .e ma, say that

h tahnr, n large enough, the sum of n terms of th. '

mack to cUffer frm,, 9 U n -^ ^'^' ^'^^'*^* ^^^ ^^
.
ro «^//e y,om 2 5.^ as sm«^/ « quantity as toe please T]u^ ,•«

abbreviated into the followincv
: the sum of a. ' f v

^«m,. of this scries is 2.
^ '

''''^''''' '^^^'^^^^ ^/

466. /,i a geometrical progression continued to inftnitu .anJt..n learsa constant ratio to tke sum of all u,^ J^^^^^ecommon ratto being supposed less than unity.
'

^"

M
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Lot tho sorioH 1.0 ..«,..„,. ^„,3^. ^j,^^^ ^j_^ ^^, ^^^^
IS ai

;
tho sum of all the terms which f(;]lou' this

1 - r

'

Tl>o ratio of tho „" torn to tl„. sum of all wl.iel, follow it is

ftr""'-^-

that is
1

1-r'

. This is constant \vhatovor n mav bo.

If wo wish to dotormino r so that this ratio may liavo a given
value ;; we p-t ^~/^p- therefore r ^ ^

\ + p

J(^7
Recurring <l..ciinals are cases of what are called infi-

nite (.eometncal Progressions. Tlius, for example, 2343434

denotes " +
'"^^

4.
^~^ ^^

9

10
constitute a Geometrical Progression, of wliich the first term is

IY3,,
and the common ratio is ±. ITence we may say that tho

sum of an infinite number of terms of this series is
'"^"^

-^ ^1 - ^
">

3^
10-^ •

I 10^'J
'

tbat is,
^^^, Therefore the value of the decimal is

-^
f -'^i

We will now investigate a general mile for such examples.

^(^^. To find the value of a rocnrrhu, decimal.

Let P denote tho fig^n-es which do not recur, and supposeem
,. in nnmber

;
let Q denote the figures whicli do recur,and suppose them , in number. Let . denote tlio value of th

recurring decimal; then

^='PQQQ
,

lO^'s-^P-QQQ
,

by subtraction, (lO''^? - 1 Qf)8 = J'Q _ /:•

Is
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OEOMETIllCAL PliOGRESSIOX.

Now 10''^^-iop new i\iA»

from tI,o i„t,.,™l „„n,l,o.. oo~rof
""'"'''""« '''''''"^

iwuiTing fi.„„.os and ,Ilv; 1 ,

"*" *''" "on™>"-i'ing mul

- the,.o are non-rocnring «,„,?„" ^ "" '"™^' ''^'''^™

fin.. « . 2 t:«nr:^^G1::;::,^^
"'" ^-^"^ - *•>"» we are to

"- ^ tl,c. l,.t. Let rrnir ,,

""""'™' " '""« ">« fi-' term

thus r = ()"+' T},,v. « 1 ,

*

U; •
^^"'^ ^'"^'^ -> and the requhW terms are «. ar»

«»-, «r". '
'

470. In Art. 464 wp Ti-.va «

«. n 4 «, .; .-.no these I"Z^ZT' T""™«'
"""'^'•^•

or
(2) and

(3), there given, ^TIuZT ''^ ''"'' <'>
any two of these five qu^.tities wZ ,1 ofrH'™'""

'° '""
It will however be seen tl,.,t . < f

"''"' "e fiven

;

- too difheult to be vod Th"': n
•'" "^" "' *'"^ 1'™"-

"ffleulty
. (I, given r™. ."'"/""-""S fon- eases present no

ii) given ., „, f "'
'- "' <2> 8'™-' "' ». ^; (3) given ., „, i-

r anf/JrbTktri, """ "' ''

T
'""' «'™''' -<' ^-^o-

the equation
^''™ '' ™"''' ''='™ to be f„„„d fi.o„,

we may divide both sides by r- 1 and tl,
equation of the («-!).. J,,J^ • ,- '

""^ *<"' ^'= ^^all have an
therefo.e cannot be solved bv " "", ™ '^"""*"^ »' -''^h
^eater than 3. Si.i ar laLT^uI"'' T ^'™''' '^ » "''

-0 given, and therefore „ and .a^tC '"^*™ '' '' "
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UKoMbrnUCAL IMIOGRESSION. 973

473. Tofind the sum o/n terms ofthefoV.^~-^i,,,j merles;

«, {<o + b}r, {a+2b\r\ {a + 3b}r',

Let s denote the sum; then

s-a^{a^b}r-,{a + 2by^ + {a-, (n~ l)b}r'"\

ar^ia-, b}r'

+

+ {a + {n ~ 2) b}
r'-'

By subtraction + {« + (w - 1 ) 6} 7-".

br{l-r"')

therefore 5 =,^ t» + (n- l)b}r" hi- (1 _ ,."-')

l-r (i_,.^3 .

EXAMPLES OF GEOMETHICAL PROGRESSION.

i. Sum to six terms ? + ? + ^^
.

5 3
^"9 "^

i. Sum to ten terms 2 - 2^ 4- '>3 04
,'^ -Tw w -f-

"3. Sum to n terms 3 + 2 + -+

4. Sum to n terms ? + ^ + ^ +
3 2 8

.
5. Sum to infinity - + i + ^

,^3 9 ^27

6. Sum to infinity - + 1 + ? +

T. A.

18

11
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7. Sum to infinity ^ + ^ + ^
4. ^

,

8. Sum to infinity 3 + 2 + ^
+ .

o

0. Sum to infinitv i+~ + ^^'

5 '"25 '

10. Sum to infinity 1 + ^ + J. 4.

4 16"^

11. Sinn to infinitv 5 _ ^ + 1 _ J^
2 20 200"*"

12. Sum to infinitv 1 - - + ^ ^ ^
2^i~'8'^

13. Sum to infinity ^ - ^ + ^

14. Sum to infinity ^ - J- 4. ^

5 25 ""ly^^

15. Sum to infinity - - 1 + ^ ^

- IC. Sum to infinity ^/?±] . 1 1

^ v/2-l'-2T72^2-'

17. Sumto infinity
-^ + ^^2 3

5 5^ 5* 5<^

18. Sum to n terms r + 2r' + So-' + ir* + .

19. Sum to n terms 1 + ^ + 1 ,
^

,
2 2' 2^

~ 20. Sum to n tems 1 + ^+5, ^^

21. Sum to n terms 1 _ ^ + £ 7
2^4~8'"

a

If



KXAMPLKS. XXXr.
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^hose first

23. If tho common n.tio of a c, p {. -i « , .,

their respective shares.
"^"-ns Jw j/ to 12. Fuul

- 25. Suu, to „ to^B the serie, wbo,o ,„.* t,™ i., (- ,).„..

and
<? be tbe m.m of tho h,™^ U^ + ,^' X/ f '"•'^'

-27. Shew that 7(-444
) „ .(;(jc

28. A person who saved eveiT veir h.,lf

to, tat successno differences are also in g p

-ns of the s„.a..es ofIhrre'tt^^^r' '^"'' ^'^"'"^"'-'

34. If „ geometrical u^eans be found between two quantities
« and c, their product will be (ac)\

35. Let 8 denote the sum of 7i terms of fl,« o
•< -.; let .' denote the sum of . terlT of th.

'' "'
--', ...; and let I denote the 1... ,^ "

l' *^;
f'^^^

«' -"'^

will a* = /y.
" "' *^'« first series; then

R« i

II il

18—2
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3C. If a, b,c, (I ],o in Q. p.,

^^' 1^' «, ^ C, (/!.(. ill G. P.,

* 38 TJ.0 sum of tho first throo terms of a g p - 21 , ,sum of tho first four terms . 45 : find tJ.e sels.
'
'"''''

-V-^H^ ' 30. Sum to n terms (^r - iV ^ /,.. _ ]V ^ A.3 _ 1 V

40. Sum to w terms 5 + 55 + 555 + . .

.

^ * ^{{A + ff^ (,( . ff}}.

43. Three minihers wJiose sum is 15 are in a p • v i .19 be added to them resnoPt,\..i .i
* " '^ ^' ^' «^^d

mine the numbers
^ "^"^^^^'^^^^ ^^- ^-«ults are in a p. Deter-

44. If
», «>, cboinA.p. shewthat

if they be inc. p. shew that

45. K~l the sum of the infinite series

"' + ('> + ab) >• + (a + ai, + ^,..
>• and 6. being each less than unity.



HAUMOXrcAL PIIOGIIKSSION.
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= 21, iind tlie

i^'i A is the

^ the formula

vliich are in

ul last is U,
imbers.

if 1, 4, and

- P. Deter-

XXXTI. HAHMONICAL PJJOajlESSfO.V

i>4tior:;;r;:'::^^!^- -^^ ^^ •- ^-^ i'ar.oniea,
• ^ c»

Any nuiuhor of quaiititios ar,. s-iid tn .
• .,

Progrossicm when everv tJ„-,.o
"' HarMionicv.l

conical I>ro,ressLr •

~^'"" ^"'"^^^^ -« i" Har-

I^et «, i, be in Hanuonieal Trogi-ession
; then

fi-c •a~b -.b-c,

tliereforo
, // v ,a {b ~c)^c {a - b).

Divide hy abc, tJiiis

1

This proves the proposition.

1

b

1

6

1

a

476. The definition in Art 4.71 ;

words thus: three anautif:. V '^"'^^"^^es expressed in

then that the differences -u-p f. r
"'* ^^ ^-emenibered

is by subtraetin. t e
"

d f CT' '' ''' ""^^ ^-^-•- ^^-t

from the third. It would not 1 .
'''"'"'' ^"^^' ^^" «^*^^^^1

the second, and the tl^ fl .

'""'' '" "'''^''"^ *^^ ^^^ ^-^
"" uuia irom the <<ppmi»l ti i /. • .

the definition in words.
'^iCMty and exactness over

'^'^P'-ocal. are in aritkrneNcal j>ro,res.ln.
^™*'"'"'" ""^ "'«'•

^W

if

. . ...a
' .:!:':
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li^ _L,

IfARMON'rCAL I'lUHUU-iSlON,

Tho tonn harmoniml is (IhiIv.wI f

:::
^ '- "- •"•- v«^:;':n:

co.iin« Article wii," .:::;,'
..r''''''^^

-'•''"»'''•' - ti,op,.„.

find »+2 1„,™, i,. ir,r;";7;;f
"' ' .'"""™' '^ "" -" -» to

to tn.... n arW^netical r.^eans between I and ^
T , . ,

th« nn^^.. ...^.. .
a "^^

c • ^^^<^ ^ denote
tlie common difference

; then

1 1 ,

tliei-efore
b-.

a ~ c

{n + l)ac

The Aritlnnetical Progression is

-:, ~ + b, ^ +2b,
1 1
+ nb, -

.

that is,

« «c(n+i) > ^(^)- ^



tM'tli rf>ir,inl to

< Ot tho MIUIIO

.1 ' ' '
»>

'

3' 4'

Jit with equiil

togetJuT tl^j

of quiintitiVs

I ill tho pro-

liio questions

emu between

of tonns to

at we are to

»o fii-Ht tei-ni

) following

;

st b denote

c) 1

KXAMJ'J-KS. X.WII.

I'horfjfoir tlio irunnoiiical r»ro;r,os.sion in

'27U

a.
fU', («+-!) ac (n + I

)

C(w4-l) + rt-(:-' o(w+l)4.2(«-(;)'

ac (w + 1)

c (n +T)Tn (o -^ ' *'•

nvIff'^V ?^ " "";! ' '"" ''"''' ^"^'^ q"'^'»titios
;

let A he tlwir

A-a = c-A; therefori! A ^ (a + c).

a\G wG ;c) therefore U = ^{ac).

a\c\\a-l['.n-c; thercijiv //
'lac

a -f- c

It follows that G^^AII- therefore A •. G , G H T.n.s r
iies m magnitude hetween A and // ; and A is greater than 7/. for

that is, A - II is a positive quantity.

479. We may ohserve that the three quantities a, b c are inA.^hmet.al, Geon.etrica,, or Harmon.alVrogressio;;i:H:g
as
b-c" a' °^ ~

6 '
^^' "

c
' ^^^Pectively.

For in the first case ^* 3_^ = 1, therefore 6 . !(« + «).

In the second case b{a~b) := a(b-c) ; therefore J'' = ac.

The third case is obvious by definition.

liXAMPLES OF HARMONICAL PROGRESSION.

1. Continue the series 3 + | + ^ for two terms.

2. Insert 18 liJirmoiiicul means between 1 and ~
20

'

i/ii

li

if i

!U
If ' If-,:

I
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EXAMPLES. XXXII.

the Lt^ana llZ:^ ':Z^'
'"^ "•^•' ^^^'^^

-> ^^ are respectively

< i- Find tlie In + nV'' to,^ r
te™, and e the /t,.™.

''" "''' "^ ^'''»'' ^ « the p-

6. Throe quantities are in h p if i. i^ .,- ,.0..,
. e., .w ... .:i^:^z::^-- ^

-oL~t— :- 2r "'""''^^ ^ ^' »" "-^ ^^-

»'! thou, ha^oniea. ml:
'

T f:; ,::™ f
*"« *- n„„L.

iamonical moan fa eaual to Z '"'*'"'"'*"»'' '"^''n «»m, the
t- „,.„W« divided brtwiee ^.-Ir

"' *''' '"''^'™"'' °^ *""

10. "-- the harmonioal mean between « and 41111_

11- Tiiere are three niimI>o •

i« the product of the other ZT V-7'
'""'' "'"* '^' 8'-'^^'^^~t heoome. the .„„ o.the ^tC^l^tirnlt^ ^-^^

/' "'^
^'T'

"" "°""^™^ '-- ^ -• '^
l|. and

ir 7^>./^,7.,„X • 1 ^ 104'their product is
^-^. p^j .^^ ^^„.^^

and between A and J tt^ 7 •

'"'™™i«I means //,//.
hetween If, and'// i^^ a, S, : ^f*" » ''Conical mea^;, l^d'

mean between the. i. ernarL! """:'• *''° *•"= S-"'^'"-'
original quantities, s.

g«>met„cal mean between the

»
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EXAMPLES. XXXII

14. rhe arithmetical mp-m c^f +,

the geometrical „o.„ 7 tl T
''"'™*'!'" ^ "'<' 2"» ^ ^

1^ « .

'•'"''"'' 2"" """•' of « and}.
10. It «, 6, c be in A p • « /?

then will
• ^-

> «> /^, 7 in e. p. ; „„, 5^^ ^.^ ^^ ^ ^ ,

= - + -

.

-f- —
c a

16. If a, ^ c are in II. P., shew that

^ + T 4-
1

c

1

a

a17. If a, 5, c are in u. p., shew that -iL __L c

also in H. p. ^ + c' c + «' ^^6 ^^®

^ terms be found by dividfn . \
'*'*'"' « ^"^^ *. and a series of

in. ha™.n.a> nLit:tf:r:c.;:r ^^ *"- ^"•--^-

the sun. of the' s,nLe: atult S^^'r
'"""'' " " '' "' ^^^"^

«.o1ofr;:iroXTt *: "" •'';^-

r
""''^' -"

aU the terms as 2« is to 1 • Z7T ^ " *° ""^ 1"'<"'™' "f•" ^K IS to J
. find tlio progi-ession.

XXXIII MATHKMATICAL INDUCTION

the method. '^^^ ^<^^^ exemplify

481. Su?)pose th«^ fn]jn"MVr- -- ^-
terms of the'series T 3% '7 "

"'"*'" ""«'''
= *>« sm„ of „

'
"''^' ""' This assertion we can

lid
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282 MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION.

that 18, 3 ;
we wish however to prove the theorem universally.

Sup,,o.,e the theorem were known to bo true for a certainvalue of „ ;
that is, suppose for thi.s value of „ that

1 +3 + S+ +(2»-l) = „>;
add 2m + 1 to both sides; then

^'^ + ^ + +(2»-l) + (2«+l)=„. + 2«+l = („+i).
Thus, if the sum of n terms of the series =««, the sum ofn. 1 terms wUl = („ . 1).. i„ „,,,, ^ ^,; ^Z ttime when we take a certain number of terms, whatever ThI-rnber maybe, it is true when we increase that number by ne

taken, it is therefore true when i tenns are taken, it is therefore

ZttZLTTr *^'"" •"" ^° ""• «-- *>^^ « otmiuust; oe universally true.

482. We will now take another pxamnl^ • ^^
-tablish the truth of the following;™!' '

'"°''"" *°

r + 2^ + 3*+..
.

4,^^2^M(^^ + l)(2n+ 1)

6
We can easily ascertain by trial that this formula holds insimple cases, for example, when 7i -

1 or 2 or q i 7
ever, to establish it unive;sally. ~ ' ' ' ^

"' "^^^' ^^"-

.

Suppose the theorem were known to be true for a certainvalue of u; add (n^lf to both sides; then

= Q-{2n*+77i+6}

=^\»* 4- 2} (2h + 3) ^ ^i.^!^!) (-^"^ + 1) ,

6 V '
^ '/ -Q , where m = 7i+l.

i

n
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is therefore

he theorem
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a holds in
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of t^":rstt *^ --" '""™'^ ^- *'- - of .. I to™.

In "tw .0., ;f\.;fr:,:Lr^r: :„"t.ifv':r

formuht mii^t Jiold universally. ^ "'°

483. The two theorems which we have proved by the methodof znducUon may be established othersvise. The first thel

example, that in Art. 401.
uuuiction, for

The thoore„«„„ in Art. CO. respecting the divi^iliUty ofa^'i « by a;=fca, may be proved by induction. For
oc- - a"

^n-I= X"-' + -1«(«'';^a-')^
*C — W jg

~ }

s'TtW " "" ^
-"t'''"

'^ * - " "''"" ^"' - «"-' - - No. we

hLoe7 t • T
"="'"/-«' - "--ble by .-„, „nd .o on;

Cer V , r" ''"'""'
""^ *-« -''«» " - » positive in-

example the student may consider the theorems in Art. 235.

,leJ^'> '^^ "'*''""' "'' """''«'"•<'<"' mrf«o«;<,„ may be thusaescribed
: We nmvp -^lio+ ,v „ +v. •

-^

ever that .Z u .

'"''"° " "•"" '" "'o »"»«. ^hat-

oil the T """^
' " *'™ ^ """""'^ ""^ -hich we mayaU the neo. oa.,e; we prove by trial that the theorem ;. tme in a

r:;r:Chtr^a^^ "
-"" "^ "™ ^ --^ -- "«^^

485. It i, po,,iyg that this method of proof m»v )- r„.„
^at^stactoy to the stmlent tl>an a n>ore direct proceeding; it may

i!i-

,1

I i^

" -'
F^:
i:

i 1
E'i ''1
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>(
I

;|

a^>, oar to h,m tl.at l.o i« rathe.- co„,,,ono.l to beliovo p.oporition.

Tell" , ul
'"'"™' ^''™'' '="" ''" "-"' *- ^t'")™* must

until' ;•':• ,
"'

"'"' "'""''" ""' '"™ »™'- i' -hea it occursuntil l,e IS satisfied of its valiility.

wil/f '. ^i^" "y.'T"*
«'^' «'« ''"-l">t of natural philosophyw

1
fiml the word ^ulnctlon used in a different sense in that sub-et the word is there applied to the assumption or conjecture

s« 11- t ""T '"r,r'"»'-"-
Theie, however, we cannot be

examined, and can never arrive at the conclusion that it is anecessa,; tnith. In fact, induction, as used in natural philosophy

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1* wi«::::t'if
'"'' '™' *" ^"^'^ ^^'^^ -^^^ ^^^ *° «»

w thosf i:: :Sif;:;:tj;4:;/ ";?r- "^ -^--
digit

^ >>
-!»i + 1 01 ^TO + 2 wdl terminate with that

3. A digit is written down once, twice, thrice „„ to „.mes respectively, so as to form „ numbers c;nsist:g'ofoZ tl
the Ut of the numbers, and . the raxlix of the scale, the sum of

the numbers is '^tl^

a I'Jf "';, " !'•" r,*7°
'"""'"'™' " *•"' geometrical mean,

y I the arithmetical and harmonical means between,,, and ,, and
«„ A the arithmetical and harmonical means between « and „prove that a/», =g' = ah

.

!/
-ina n,

I
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EXAMPLES. XXXIII.
.,^5

™m of the sorio» com,„««, of thT u",, t ' 7" '"""'' *'"

term., of the two sorics is (n + 2)al
conv»pon<U„g

8. If n liiinuoniciil iiimns are inserted betwon,, n,„ t

7. ^ sets out from a certain j)hico an.l travels one mile ih.

£j' 1 r*'
"^ ''"" ™"'' " '"'*' *'"= ™>°""t of tlio stakes bein,^90, an<l the sum staked by each l,pin„ ,V, i

^
all the money he ha, Tf ( ,

" ''^' I'™l">rtional to

what i( has left' i 'Ustwm I" "T ^T "''™ "^ *"»«^

left. What sum' ofmonrhalleL
"'"•'' "°""^*''^*^ '^'^

eaohof.,l^;:i;:ii:-,^^^^^^

(a-_c) (a-^) (i^c)
(6-t^)

those'rf I'*tr* f,
"'" '^" ^ " = ' ''« 1'°-'"^ -'1 different,tnose ot {a + c) (ax'' + 2bx + c)=.2 (ac - h'\ A." ^^\ -n u • .

We ; and vice versd.
^ * ) (^ + 1) will be impossi-

/rif1 Z 'l''^'-/-^'
"^ + ^^ + - + ^0^0, then the two equations

the one fVom the other.
"'

^
'^'"^ "^^™> ' "' '"^ -'"'™'"«

ri
(I
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286 PKUMUTATIONS AND COMmNAlnoNs.

XXXiy. PKUMUTAXIONS AKD COMBINATION.
487. Tlio cliffoioiit orders ;„ „.l •

i

•angC are callo,Hl,oir ;,.„«„;:::;'"* ""^ ''^"^ - be ar.

which the thing, are placed
°"* '"*"<""« «>« order in

Tlius the cmUmatwm of the letter, „ f. . ,tame are oA, „„, fc „j ,

'™<"^ «. *, =, taken two at a

word per,nntaHon>, to the ciTZ TT"','""^
"""^ '^'''™t the

••t o-ee; thus th«y ..JltZ ' *'"' *'""S« «« ™ed
;e"ers taken two It iTinjfor hr::r"T"^^"'^'* °^ ^"^
'»« of then, taken all togMher '

*"" "'' *''« i°^™«<»-

490. '''o find thu mmber of nerm,„„,-at « fee. -^ PemMte^ton, o/ n awy^ taken r

'iM the number of BerD„,t»t,-„ .\ ' ' ' "^^ ^haU first

P«.t « before e.^h of iTe 12^ i"h
" *'*™ '«"' ^' ^ '-

pe™u,.tions in which I't.^ s fl^ n' T *''" *"'" ""^
the other letter

; we thus oil f" ''"* * '"'^°'-'' ""^h of

* stands first, sinni:;ILL a^ T '"^™"**"'^"^ " -i^-"

- stands fi,^t; and so on T 1Tn h^ PT™"''''«°''« « which
refutations of „ letter tak':tCa^: ttf'

''^''^ '^ " ^^ " "^

ta-^erthritTtir'^hrs:!'---'--^'''-'^^^^At iias just been shewn that -"f rf ^

Ih.
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PERMUTATIONS AND CUMJilNATlOX.S.

NATIONS.

igs can be ar^

i-ken two .at a

'nt collections

the order in

cen two at a

permutations

ge occurs in

'w are called

restrict the

gs are used

iew^s of four

le permuta-

gs taken r

shall first

3't a time,

tain n — l

t*e each of

in which

in which

n{n- ])

w letters

n lettei*s

7 f"
f"™ »(»-!) permutations oaoh „f tw„ I„» ,of the «- 1 letters b c d

"""'»' ''™™ "ut

mutations each of t™ 'let'ters^Zt Tl'f " ("^ )("-2) per-

» stands first. Si.nila,.,^ the.,, 1.7L iT i""™
" ^^'"^''

each of th,-ee lettei-s in which J stand, fi,.
'«" If'^.tations

^ many in which o stands flr«t
•SiMnla.'ly the.-„ are

there are n(n-l)U - 2 Jm, / r
*' ""^ '^''"'-^ "" "'" -'-'e

a time.
^^

•*

'"-"""""""'-^ <"« letters taken three at

From these cases it mi"ht ho „„. • ,

permuutions of . lette."::'! .^nC;- '
""'' '"^ ""'"'^^'- °^

«(«-l)(«-2)
(„_,.^.jj

ami we shall prove that this ia the case Pthe number of permutations of „ ie^^ JC T'T:
" *"" ."'"'

' 1 at a tune is

"^"-i) i«-(--i) + i},

'^''«" «. ^. <^. we can C: "' ' ""«' *^- -' o'' «- L I

permutations each of r _ I I.**

"d we obtain as many permutatrn;
''"*, " }"'^°"' "'^^ "^ t^-'e.

.tands first. Similarly Chavo
t"

°' " '^"^" '" -'-'' «

2 -7 in which stU &: r::r ;r *r-^ «-.
there are

' ^ ""• T"us on the whole

"('''^)("-2)
(,,-^+1)

permutations of n letters taken r at a time.

» ^-t-wi^fllnir^^ '^"- -« -^- ^- 1 at
been proved to hold when thevl t\ ^ "' " **""'' '^"' '* »"«
it holds when they a.^teLen fi

^^'" '' "' " '™e, therefore

when tiey ar. taken fit:,: ""Jl ^
*f

"' ""'"'"^«' '* >»'*
•^vei^Uy. - * '™«'' ""d 80 on; thus it holds

#^
i"

Ifl

iJl
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i-KH.M.;TATION.S Am, COMBINATIONS.

For tJie sake of brevity 7i(n-l)(u ox . • ,

X,L-,";" I.

'

" i ,! ;i':nt ,..,:?:, ::-:'
1 ^ . ..,1,.,,,. ,,,. ,,„,„, u ,,„ ,. „^_,„„ ,_, _

at « tunc wo may proceed thus: t.ke any one of tie ^
''

tions, an,l ,,laee at the end of it mv .1 „T»>
''""""*"•

which it doe. not Un-o.™. tCZXL' Li;:/; J,'--n:ntat,on., of the „ lette-,, taken ,- at a time .mZ!;.:t^jr

ati^:::r;:r:=:t-:r--r-^*-....^^the nnmhe. taken th-ee at a til^'i: T^r^t:^

4S3. Any combination of ,- things will produce Ir permutat.ona For, by Article 491, the . things which form thcombmation can be arranged in ^ different wayt
^'™"

i^i. To fiwl tU number of comUrmtions of r, „rata time.
""'mm of n things taken

The number of combinations of „ things taken . at a time is
«(»-l)(„_2) {n~r+l)

eombinatiol V^L^V^^;;::^^:^J^^^^^l^
^^'^ oa.h

number of eombinations""m„st be
' '^ ^'*- ^^^

;
hence the

!L(!!i:l') (» - 2) (n-T+i)
w
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li we multiply both numerator and denominator of this ex.

pression by \n-r_ it becomes ~-^^
[r \n-r '

495 The nvmher of combmatmis of n thhn, tah.n r nt

^^Tke number of combinations of . things taken n-. at a

n — r

that is, !^jzll(!ls:^-_-'- (r + 1)

n — r

tain

Multiply both numerator and denominator by [. and we oh-

^IrREE'
^Inch, by Art. 494, is the number of combinations

ofw things taken rat a time.

evident%rif'^''"'\"'"'
"^ ''^^^ *'^"'^ demonstrated will beeMdent too if we o])sei-ve that for every combinnfinr. ^ .i •

which we take out of ^ thinc^s we \.Z
^«"^'>" '\tion of r things

tliincro TT * ' ^^ ^'^'^ com])ination oi n-rnngs. Hence every combination of . things corresponds lo Icombination of ... things which contains th'e remaii in" hitsSuch combinations are called complementary.
" ^

496. To find for what value of v the nmr^er of combinationsofn things taken r at a time is greatest.
^omattons

LetH denote the number of combinations of n things token
»• at a time,

*=

(n) tl^e number of combinations of ,. things taken r - 1at a time,

then , n — r-i-1

r

The i^.!^ ^^. ^ ^^^^^^ n^ _
j_ ^^^^ ^^^^^

that U ,ecr^^ ^ , i„„,^^^ ^^ ^.^.^^^ ^ ^ .^^ ^^^^^^^^
I. A.

19

r

iil

1 ^

14
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TEllMUTATIONS AND COMlilNATIONS.

values 1, 2, 3, the numl.cr of coml.inations is coutinualJy

incroascd so long as ^ ^ _ 1 !« g,oator timu unity.

First suppose n even and ^ 2m, tl.on
^"' ^ ^ - 1 is ^..-eater

than 1 until r = m iudn.sivo, and whnn r=.,^/l it is loss th.n 1.Hence the- greatest number of combinations is obtained when the

things are taken m at a time, that is,
'J

at a time.

Next suppose n od.l and =2m+l, then ?^±l±i _ i ig

equal to unity when r=m^h Hence the greatest nun.ber of
comlnnations is obtained M-hen tliey are taken m at a time orm + 1 at a time, the result being the same in these two caaes,

that is, when they are taken ^1 at a time, or '1±1
at a time

ior/elher winch are not all diffa-enl.

Let there be n letters
; ami suppose ;, of thorn to be a, a ofthem to be J, r of them to bo c, .ml the mst to be unlike; the

number of permutations of them tnken all together will be

[n

Sl?lr'
For let .V represent the required number of permutations

L^TI T» "'°.i'^"""«"-
«- P lowers « ,vore ehanged»to

,, new lette.. cUfferent from any of the rest, then withoutalternjg the s.tuafon of any of the remaining letter, we coufrom the s.nglo permutation produce \p different permutatio™
and so If the p letters a were changed into;, different lette.-s thewhok number of permutations .ould be K . ^. Si„,,,„.,;\^ ^
oV2" 7T tV'^S'" '"*" ? »-^ '<***-- different from anyof the rest the whole number of permutations we could now ob

r -^Z'"
"^
^ ^ L^ X

12 ^ -' f *"e '• lette. c were al'o oZg d^t^ whole number would be ^x^.L^xfc But this numbe;
nmst be equal to the number of permutations of n dissimilar things

X-
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I'l^llMlTATMWs A.Vn .c.MHINATr..Xs.

tokon all togotlKT, i|,ut i», to [n.

A.ul „i,„il,.,.„ a,,v oti,,.,. e,.„ „„,,. ,„ i,,.,„„,

».f
: A..^:: CI:;:,:;-:;,-;;", '"

T"'-^
--

'ictor. Su,,,,o.,o wo luive 10 l,.t,

l'"'''^''!)' fe'cnmul i„ cl„^

i-""t.tio„.s of t L ';r "^v
'"'"''"' ""' """'«• "f

yyj Ktteis taken all together.
We may consider that we have 10,1 '

, •
,

occupied by the 10 h-tters r<l
^ '"' '''^'''^' "»'^ ^o be

^ ^ i-y i( tteis. Lhoo.se anv 2 nf fl.r. , i

, _
-^ " ^^ "'^ I'i'ice.s an( i)iit a

in OilPI . +i.;„ , , In o i '»^ ft-

10.0in each
;

this can be done in
^^

,,,vs ni
1 ^

^\<i\s. Choose any 3 of the. . 1 . :i '
— '"v '^ ui tne

1.2.3 ->- ^''«M.«tci„eachoftho..e.„a,ni„g5,,,.ee.;

*^.y-.o.onei„l..,,..„,,,^5,4,3,|,l
^^

-•-oft.e,.e.lt.,t,,.ow.oa..o,:wot;:;.t,,e.ta.
n.nn).o.. of pe..„„,tatio„s

: ti,i» „„„.w therofo.-e is i'^_
[2;3|5-

tiJ.«lefof';':;!;Li:t'"=^ r' ","
"''^™'' ™''^-

-i--™

we shall suppose r /m than a ~ p aii<I nnf ^
sitlor fii-st the number nf i

• . "^ ^ * " ~ ^ "^
S"- Con-number of combinations that can be fomed without

19—2

I ,>K

i . \\
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"""" "' "'""''' •"'" "•"«»
;

tl,i» •« the number of combinations

o*r t. •".
, taken , . „ Umc, that i,.^L_

. Koxt take „„. of

^P thlnj,. and ,-
1 of tho , things"; tl.„ nnmbor of way« inwinch comb,nat,on» can thu, b« fom,o,I i„ tho *u„o a, th„ n,.m'*i of^eomb,„at,o,„ of , thing, taken .- 1 «t a time, tlu^t7^

• ^'"" '"'"' """ "f "'« P tilings an,l combine themI^J Jl -r+l

*ith r-2 of tho y thing.,; this can bo ,lono in

iiBa^

"'" p™.,i ,p„,., ,,, „,. ,„„
l^lifili

!7- 1 from tho ^ tinners • this cm
,','-'/' ^^'^ *^^« ^' *''^ng.s, and

J in^s
,

this can be done in q ways. And so on.
If tho number of permutations bo roniiiivd wo 1,obse.0 that each combination of „ thingr:,!,:: IribS

t>.« >.st nniike, .i„ p™Wo
,1| .enm.tation. (Art. 497), „„„ thns

tho whole numboi- of permutation., m.ay be found.

combiiofj :?:':,!°:™f.r''°V''^'°™"'^
''-• "-' "-''- -^

-r °: tz-:: "^-'Fr^
of .-si:^:

the reman." ;!;":Lr" ^ .*'" """'" "' -"''-''tion, of

(n-1) ... , '^^™''""f
0'"' ^"'"'^h contain tho letter J is a^'so(« IL,. ».„u

•, .,r each of the lette,^ But if we form, fi... J,!

«

i
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tho combination which coat™ a thr „which coiitiuii
/,, and so on ,.,^1. . ,

" «ombiuati„„.,

mr r ti.a«,; f^ if r T'df
'""''-''"•

-....,i..,ai„„ wl], ,,,

occur ,.,„on« tho»o cuntai^ia,, „ "Zt ?,'"
''•"'"'"'"'"""

-i^' will

among thoso couf.iuiua c Jfoaco
"'""'"^mg i, uud

In this formula chanL'o « a„,i ,<;.•,
.--Fctivcl^, thou u.to »-Va„7l .^' ""° "-'«"' -l

^n-r + *>\ n-r+2,

Multiply, and cancel like tonns, and we obtain

T „. .
1 ,

' up tor times.
J-<et there be n letters n h ^

'""e « may .stand before a or h,sT """ "' " *"' "^
'ette.; .imiiarl, 4 ^a; 1, bet 7:^"/ ««= -'--«
tlieremaininjr letters; and so on H „ ' ""^ """^ "^
nutations of the lette,rtl! / "' ""^ "' ''^'"•'^'t I«r-
tius successive!;aT \T '"'

^*'T "^-^'^ ^'^ P"''
the letters taken t;o at a'tii:

'"''"^^'«:'' "^ "'^ Permutations of

letter, taken thLIL^l^V "f"
»' Permutations of the

tat.ons when the l^^^l':^ 1.,. "' ''"' '^^°^'' "'""''« of permu-

pn^^

letters aro taken r at a time

IWI

will be n'
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502. Since tho number of combinations of 71 things taken r
at a time must bo some integer, tho expression

w_(wj-^l)^^...(?i_-r+l)

must be an integer. Hence we s(k) that the product of any
r successive integers must be divisible by |n We shall give a
more direct proof of this proposition in tlio Chapter on tho theory
of numbers. '^

I

III

EXAMPLES OF PERMUTATIONS Ax\D COMBINATIONS.

1. How many different permutations may be made of the
letters in the word Caraccas taken all together ?

2. How many of the letters in the word IleUopolis ?

3. How many of the letters in the word Ecclesiastical ?

4. How many of tlie letters in tlie word Mississippi ?

5.^ If the number of permutations of n things taken 4 to-e-
ther^ .s equal to twelve times the number of permutations ofn things taken 2 together ; find n.

thrown with 10 dice?

7. If there are twenty pears at three a penny, how many
different selections can be made in buying six-pennyworth ? Inhow many of these will a particular pear occur ?

^

8 From a company of soldiers mmtering 96, a picket of 10B to be seloctcl
; ,lete,-mine in how „,any ways it can be done,

1) so ax always to include a particular man, (2) ,o as alway
to exclude tlie same man. ^

0. How many parties of 12 men each can be formed from
a company of GO men?

1 ^?" ^^ ^^'^ ""'''^'''* ""^ combinations of n things r-r' toge-
ther be equal to the number of combinations of n thiiiirs r +r'
togetlier, find u.

^
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11. In how many ways can a party of six take their phiccs
at a round table 1

12. In how many different ways n.ay n porsons form a ring ?

13. How many different numl.ors can be formed with The
digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, ; each of these digits occurrm.^ onco
and only once in each number ? How many witii tlie dhnts 1 ^ 3
*, t?, 0, i, 5, y, 0, on the same supposition ?

14. Out of 12 conservatives and 16 reformers how many
different committees could be formed each consisting of 3 con-
seiTatives and 4 reformers 1

^
15 If there be x things to be given to n persons, shew that

n will represent the whole number of different ways in which
they may be gi\'en.

16. Suppose the number of combinations of n things taken r
together to be equal to the number tjiken r + 1 together, and
that each of these equal num])ers is to the numCr of'com-
bniations of w things taken r - 1 together as 5 is to 4, find the
values of 71 and r.

^

17. Given m things of one kind, and ?i things of a second
kind, find the number of permutations that can be fonned con-
taining r of the first and s of the second.

^ 1 8. Find how many different rectangular parallelepipeds there
are satisfying the conditions that eacli edge shall be equal to some
one of n given straight lines all of different lengths

; and that no
face of a parallelepiped shall be a square.

19. The ratio of the number of combinations of hi thin^rs
taken 2n together, to that of 2n things taken n together is

Mw

1.3.5 -(4^-1)
{1.3.5 {2u-l)Y

20. Out of 17 consonants and 5 vowels, how many words can
be iormed, each containing two consonants and one vowel ?

21. Out of iO consonants and 4 vowels, how many words can
be formed each containing 3 consonants and 2 vowels ?

ij^l

r n;

ill

i

'

f

1

t
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I (:

ll

I
i

_ '1 *

T| ; I' !

r ff
•

f
^'I *he number of wurjs ^.hioh cm be formed out of

letters are never separated. ^

23. With 10 flags representing the 10 numerals how manv

be fotmefZ,"7
"""'" "' *™ """^^'^ '»<' "- vowel canloimed ftoui 6 consouanto and 3 vowels, the vowel beimr th«midiUo letter of each word t

^

25. How many words
.
,f 6 letters may be formed with 3 vowelsand 3 consonants, the vowels always having the even .laeesl

on on -t ''""''V''"'
''""^''"^ "f » '"««. S of whom can only rowon one side and 2 o.Jy on the other. iW the number of wavlm winch the crew can be arranged.

^

_
28. A pack of cards consists of 52 cards marked diiferentlvm how many different ways can the cards be arranged hVL I

teeach set containing 13 cards

!

° **™'

pom s of a decagon, that is, each triangle having three of theangular pomts of the decagon for iu angular points!

~~;s';;'.ti,.- - •"'- --* «
"-«"

31. Find the number of tnangles which can be formed byjoining the pomts in the preceding Example.
^

32 There are ,. points in space, of which p are in one planeand there is no other plane which contains inore thanI.t of
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^

33. If ;, points in a plane be joined in all possible ways byindehmte straight lines, and if no two of the straight lines becumcxdent or parallel, and no three pass through the same point
(with the exception of the ,. original points), then the number of
points of intersection, exclusive of the n points, will be

'>i'{n-l)(n - 2){u-3)

8 •

34 There are fifteen boat-clubs
; two of the clubs have eachree oats on the river, five others have two, and the remaii in.cgh have one: find an expression for the number of ways iHwhich a list can be formed of the order of the 24 boats, obse vingthat the second boat of a club cannot be above the first.

35. A shelf contains 20 books, of which 4 are single volumesand the others form sets of 8, 5, and 3 volumes respec^tively Zlm how many ways the books may be arranged on the shelf, thevolumes of each set bemg in their due order.

36. Find the number of the permutations of the letters in theword examination taken 4 at a time.

37. Find the number of the combinations of the letters in theword proportion taken G at a time.

38 There are ,.-1 sets containing 2a, 3a, na things
respectively: shew that the number of combinations which can
be formed by taking a out of the first, ia out of the second, and

so on for each combination, is -^~~

fcr*

w,-tl^^n .f'r
'^' r" "^ "^^ '^'' ^""^^^^"^ "^"^^ «^^ be formed

with aU the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in the scale of 10.

40. The sum of all numbers that are expressed bv the same
digits is divisible by the sum of the digits.

* -L

Am
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BINOMIAL TEEOIIEM.

XXXV. BINOMIAL THEOEEM TOSITIVE INTEGRAL
EXPONENT.

503. We liave already sewi that (,'^r,\^ 2 o
that (x + af ^ aj^ + 3^^, ^ qI . 3 ,

^ ^^^
= ^ ^ ^^^* + « > ""d

cU.
. L «:;:::;L:r„U':o ;t:rir~positive integer. •

^
^ ^ ^"^^^ ^ is any

504. By ordinary multiplication we obtain

Now :„ those rculte we see that the following Ws hold :

together.
'^"'*'"'' '*"^1' »™ multijjied

e« IS irz;r;th:;:u-~rr ^""'^

fectc; tho cooffici „ ;:« 1- : ::::' ^^r
"' *'" """-""^

ducts of the second tern s of t"; . '""' "^ '^^ P™"
a time; the coefficient of tl f .^

'^*°'°™ **«° *™ "t

ducts Jf the sec! trl*' ; .ft *'"™,
'^

*"^ ^"^ "' *"« P-
a time; and so on; ^^X:l^^d;^ *- ^*

terms of the binomial filters
' '''^ *'"' '<"=°"''

be Tnti":; cii^Lr'' t ^'-^^^ '><"<• -"^^-r
when « 1 f.,.f

""'°™ ^''^to'S- Suppose the laws to hold
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+ a^a.^cyz^.
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erms each
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i to hold
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where p^ = the sum of the terms fr,

, «,, „

i>. = the s.nn of the products of these terms taken two ata tmio,

ft = the s„„, of tlie i„-ocl,.cta of thoso ter.n, taken tlu-co
at a tmie,

2^,.-i = the product of all these terms.

Multiply both sides of this identity by another factor a. -,«,.;

>i~g

tilus

^{p.+p.A)x'^~'+ +p^^a„,

= the sum of all the terms «,,«., n .

P, + Pi^u - p., + a„{a, + a.,+ + a,,_^)

= the sum of the products taken two at a time of
all the terms a^, «„ a,;

Pi + p.jan = Pi + a^ {a,a., + a,a., + a^a.^+ ...)

= the sum of the products taken three at a time
of all the terms a^ , a^, a,^,

A-ia» = the product of all the terms a„ a.,, a„.

Hence if the laws hold when ,.-1 f.etors are multiplied
together, they hold when . fl.tors are multiplied together/ butW have been proved to hold when 4 factors aro^mult^d
together therefore they hold when 5 footers are multiplied to^e-
tiier, and so on; thus they hold nniversally.

We shall write the result for the multiplication of n factors
thus for a])breviation,

The number of terms in q, is obviously n; the number of
w^rms in

y, IS the same as the number of combinations of the

ufiif

; i!

¥:

.If-

Ml
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" *'^''"' "" "" «». ''keu two at a time, that u>, ^ifezi).
the number of terms in n ;« +i,^ i

'1.2'
tions of the . thin^a f TT " ^ ^^"^^^ ^^ --^-a-

!i(!L- l)(^^-2)
" "" '"^'^^ *^™ ^^^ ^^ ^i^^e, that is

^~^27r~> ^^J «o on. Now suppose «,, «„ a^ «^
euch = a; thus

y, becomes na, and y, becomes '±01=2) a^ ,,.
on; and we obtain iT^-", andso

This formula is called the m7iomia^ Th.
the righ.band side is called the^JT^V,^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^e put this series in the place of L^a^Z 1

""
(-«/. The theorem wa/discoveJ! ;"k;t:r

'^ ^^'^"'

505. For example, take {x + «/; bere n = 5

1-^ ' 17273 ^rrr^io^

i-^.s. 4 i7270"^^
thus

^

(-^«)' = .^^5.^«-.io.V^10.V^5.«^^«.
Again, suppose we renniro + 1 «

tave o.ly to Write c' for .Td 11XT"' "'
f^""^'''

"«
thua ^ *" " *" t*"^ I'rececling identity;

Similarly, ^ *

(.•. 2/). = (..). , 5 (oy 2/ . 10 (.y (2^.,, ^ JO (or (2^y
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rt»den »ho„ia pay close attention to the demonstration of it

.d,.otion t,.., ,,,,„ c\!^t,:, :;::.:: t:z ^^zbinomial factors multiplied together.
^

prindl'"^^ ^^^l^'^-^^ ^^^'y - the followingn leters^^^r .
"' ''"' '"'""^ ^" *'- combinations of

1 1 .
' "' " '^"^'' ''^^^^ *^^'^* ^ ^«^- 1^'tter is introducedthe coml>inations of the 71 letters tikpn ,« «f o f

"^^^^^^"ced,

combinations of the n 1 ZZ .
""" '^'''^'* ^^^^^

s 01 ine w- 1 letters r at a time, together with tb-,

appnecl^in _ion to t.e cases ::\:rr^, .!'3, ^^'n^:

the U v-s viU be obvious on ,l„e consideration. Suppose we hweto multiply together n binomial facto,^ ..„ ^ + „ ' ° '

wh«.then.u.tipU..ation is effected every J^i: ^n^th; 'resurti-i

eir" ^t
;.''"- " -^ ^- >»no,uial facto,, and the fi'iletter m the rem^ung n 2 binomial factors ; hence the coefficientof

^
must consist of the sum of the products of ever,j t«,o of theletters a,^,a^, ... „^ ; „„,, t|,„ „„„^^j. _^(. ^,_^^^

sa^^ as the number of combinations of n tldngs taken t™ atune, bimilarly we may determine the coefficient of any otherpower of X, as x"-' for example.
^

The Binomial Theorem may also be demonstrated in the fol-lowing manner: We can verify by trial that the Theorem hold,for small values of « as 2, 3, 4 ;
assume then that

1.0 1.2.3 * *'
multiply boti sides by a; + a ; thus

Mf
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aV-'4-.,

+ ax" + na'x"-' + 'if^X^a'x"-' + .,1.2
Hence, by putting together like terms, we have

{x + af^' ^x"""'

1.2.3 "^ +

iit- J.
I ;

that is, we obtain for (x + «)"+' a spr,-p= ^^ li,

for (..«), having „ 1 1 iT\u„; rof
' " "T ""^ "'' ""-"

Binomial T)„wem is tn,o tJ ''"''^' *''"* '^ *«
that exponent is in:: e ,

'
; u^~\" 'if"

*""'"'""'

-hen tl. exponent i. 4 ; thereCt is^LIn T" " '^^

is 5; therefore it is t™e when th e™„e„t !"
T'""°*Thus the Theore. is t™o for an, positlTi::;: e'^ ^L"^

°"-

,

W, In the expansion of (.: + „)" suppose ^=1; thus

aince this is true whatever „ ,„ay be, t lay write . for a

^

Ih^s

(1 - a;)" = l+M: + 2i2L-ll)^.. «(»-!)(« -2) ,
1.2 *+ nxs

—

"^ +<«"•

The coefficient of the second term in the expansion of (1 +«)>
is »; the coefficient of the third term is «|Lli)

; ,„a g,„,,,„^
the coefficient of the (r + ^Y^ +Prm i.^- l-i.

hino+i.v. ^ .1 . ^ ^ ' ''^''^S the number of com-

and denominator by [n-r this becomes ^ .

J by multiplying both numerator

n
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The coefficient of the r'" tenn from the beginning i.

by multiplying both numerator anU denominator b, ^^^-^ „,,
becomes '—

r~\\n-r^\'

Ther*'' term from the end is the (n-r-f 2y> from fi, ,
•

ning, and its coefficient is
'^ ^ ^^"^ ^*'«»"-

^-r + 1 > or -L L--i:Z.

and this also = '^
[r - 1 [w-TjtJ

•

609. It appears from the preceding Article that the coeffi-

cient of the r^- term may be written thus, ~~J^ r,

«PP.y th. to the Wt t.™ ro.. .hich . = „Tl7^„.,,.,.;„„
takes the form^ .

The .ymbol ^ has haU no meani:.g hithe-to

«-.gne.l to it; if ,.e .^ree to consider it equivalent to 1 tltl.e general expression will hold true for the llXuZ' '
"

(
tVb)

J It IS there shewn that when n is even
tl.e greatest coeificient is found by putting | f„.. , ;„ «,» expression'

[rln^ >
^hen n is odd the greatest coefficient is found by put-

tinff
^"^

»* + 1 -

2 ^^ -^ for r in the expression, the result being th«
same in the two cases.

M
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1. Tofmd tl^ gream term in the expansion o/{x + a)".

The r^^ term of tlie expansion is !L(!^zlh:>::r+2) „.,,, , ,

r-1

. - , that i„, by (V±^ _iy^_ j^,i^ _^^__,^.^_,.^_^ diminishos

''W + 1 ^ ~

r

as r

M+ 1

increuHos, and /'^Jti_i\ '^
.• ,^^„. ,,

\ ^ / « greater tlian 1 only so long

<4 j^«

na

-^-1 is g,-oato,. tlmn ?, that i., only so long a« «ti i„

greater than ? + 1, that is, only so long aa r is less than^
n + 1

*
If_ be an integer, then, denoting this integer 1 y ;,, tlie

a

P'^ ter,n of the expansion is e,ual to the (,, ,. 1). ter,„, „n<,
those terms are greater than any other tenn ; but if

" -^ '

X

abe not an integer, then the greatest term is tl.e (,-.l)tH, Cj,'
q is the integral part of

^' "^ ^

X

a
+ 1

512. In the theorem for eximndin^ (x + a)" n^ ^ ^ i.

+ —

^

Ic'x"-'-
1.2

+ n{-.c)''-'x + (-c)\

uX FoV
"" " "'^^' ^^^ ^^ *^^ *- q-^tities is
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^:-"::::;;:iLX::'
-'''>'-- .,^J

-The thoorem

i« tn.e for all values of ^; put «,= !; thus

1.2 + +W+ 1.

That is, the sum of tlie coeilicients ^ 2\

term. ^ ^ ''^ '' ''^ ''''' 'J ^^^^ coefficients of the even

Put
0. = -! in the expansion of (l+^)^.thu,

iuust = - . that IS, 2"-'.

515. The result in Arf ^iq •

Combinations. For suDnot .i

^'^'' '' *^^'^^*"^
^'^'^^^t^^S to

*^^e them singly ^n Tt^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^ /hen .e^an

Ij^
^{n-l) ^ '

"^'"^ *''k«^ them two at a time

«(«^-.r
^' "'"

'"' "'^'" '"''' "
"

*^^ '^

ZF'~T~
""'"' '™" " ""• ''''""' '^y ^'- ^" the totalnumber of ,vay3 of tokmg „ things i« 2" it,-.

obtained by the early w^iterlT a7 ,

~
'

^'^ *'><"»""' *<«

IleoremwaBlaw„^^;!:;_7^St^^'^^''''' the Binomial

matical induction wliicli' ia rf"
'"'' '""/^ "-^™P'« »*• °">tie.

^^ ^
Winch « desei-vmg of notice. We have to

20
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shew that if unity be added to the total number of ways of
taking n tliingH, tlio re.sult ih 2\ SuppoHO we have four letters
a, h, c, d; form all the possible selections and prefix unity to
them. Thus we have

1,

«; *, C» d,

ab, ac, nd, he, bd, cd,

abc, abd, acd, bed,

abed.

Here the total number of symbola is 16, that is, 2* Now
take an additional letter e; the corresponding set of svmbols will
consist of those already given, and those which can be formed
from them by affixing . to each of them. The number will there-
fore be doubled; that is, it will be 2\ The mode of rea,soning is
general, and shews that if the theorem is true for n things, it is
true for w + 1 things.

^

Ml

m *

EXAMPLES OF THE BINOMIAL THEOREM.

1. Write down tlie 3"" term of (a + 6)'*.

2. Write down the 49"" term of (a - «)".

3. Write down the 5^^ term of (a' -by.

4. Write down the 2001"' term of (J'o + x^"'°\

5. Write down all the terms of (5 - ixY.

6. Write down the 5"> term of (3a;* - 4i/-^)\

7. Write down the 6"" term of (2a^ - 6^)'°.

8. Write down all the terms of fs -?)".

9. W>ite down tlie middle term of (a + a;)*".
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10. Write . lown the two mi.ldlo terms of (a + x)*.

1 1. Expand {a ^ V(.' - 1)}^ M« - ^(a' - l)r in powers of a.

12. Write down the coefficient of y in the expansion of

13. If A be the sum of the odd termq and n *i..
even te.™. in the expansion of (. . a!^ "^^ "' "'"

A' - £• = (a:' - ay.

^'"ta ^J: ,f'"'*
"'" '"""^"^ •''"""•' "'• «-«--*« of^ and X m the exi)an.s on of (1 4./>.^"+' i^ „^ i x ., ,

enoe :,„twoen the cooffiliouto of 1-J ..-'m,
^ '' " *'«' ''"^^

{l + xY. "^ expansion of

15. Sliew that the micUIo term in the exi„u,siou of (1 + ».)..

17. Prove that if the term x' occurs in ihn .
J. „

ciui X occurs in the expansion ',f

(a; + -j the coefficient of the term =- n
I!?

18. Write down the coefficient of x''^' in fi.. ^V'it.m ui aj in tlie expansion of

19. Find the r- term from the beginning, the r- term from
the end, and the middle term of (x-l)'".

of (f; .)fsw^'thiV^'
"'""^^' *'^ '^^^^ ^^ *^^ -p---

M

20—
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XXXVI. BINOMIAL THEOKEM. ANY EXPONENT.

51G. We have seen that when n is a positive integer

1.2

We now proceed to shew that this relation hokls when n has
any vahie positive or negative, integral or fractional, that is, we
shall prove the Binomial Theorem for any exponent. We shall
make some observations on the proof after giving it in the usual
lorm.

517. Suppose m and n 'M-e positive integers; then we have

1.2 13 ^ + (1),

1.2
|3

'*'"*"
(2).

But {l+xrx{l+x)" = (l+xr'';
hence the product of the series which form the right-hand mem-
bers ot (1) and (2) must = (1 + a;)"-^"; that is,

^

1.2
^

.

(m + n) (m + n -l)(m + n-2)"

13 ~x'+

I 1.2
j3

'^ +
J

t 1.2
|3

* +
j-

• (3).

Equation (3) has been proved on the supposition that m and n
are positive integers; but the product of the two series which occur
on the right hand side of (3) must be of the same form whatever
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ni and n rany bo

; wo. therefore infer that n\ . . ,

ever m and „ m„ ,,„ yf^ ,.
", "'''* (^^ "'"" l-" f"o vhut-

enable u, to express (3) J^^tTn T\
"
"°*f

'"" ""** *'"
1 w; ""I H>

.
l,et /(,„) denote the series

i . ^
j
O^ «'^'' +

whatever m may be • then /a.n -n i

beeomeswheu,,.^,,.,;^ ':{,';> '
''';"°'; -''''' «- -ries

.series becomes when ,„., ; Iti^ "^ T '"?* ^''"* """

positive ^^f^,^^^::^:::^;;;;,^'^-^ 7written "^ ^
'' "'^^"^ \'^) ^^''^V be

•^('^ + '^)=/Hx/(/i)
(4)

Similarly, /(^ + ,, ^ ^^ ^.^^,^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^

Proceeding in this waj we may .shew that

^^"'^^"^"^"
)=/Hx/('0x/O.)x/(,).

(5).

Now let m = n = ?> ^ (7 - ^ * 1

^ ^ "-;:' ^^ere 5 and r are positive
.a^ge.., and s„p,„se the n„„.ber of tenns to be .; then (5)

therefore
f/Wl" =/0)

.

But sinee , is a positive integer /(.) = (i , ,). ,„j the.-efore

therefor.
(, +.^•F =/0) = 1 + f .. I^),.,

mm
•i !U

*,;:

ilijl

m

i

IJBi

It--"-'-!

J! , 1-Sl
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Again, in (4) put -nform; thus

therefore ^ r/ \

But if n be any positive quantity, /(n) . (1 ., x^; hence
1

< that is, {l+x)-"=l+/.n)x+tAh^}LlJ)^>_^
^

1.2 ^ "^

ui 1 ,.-v.

Piecedmg Article was first given bv Euler •

:S';o. :f r,™*
''"°»"'''""" -«-'-/ * « a^ai.: ;

:

u~ '*"'''''
^'^ ^"' ™* °*^ ««««= remarks

f.,„7//
''"'P"'"* ^« ''^™ t» "otice fa the mode of provin..

wn e do^™ three or four terms of the series for /(»), and alsoof the series for /(„), and multiply them together! if the ptduct be an-anged according to powers of x, it will be fonnd that
fai as It has been completely fomed, it will agree with the

epresent wh ,„ ,„^ „ _^,,^ p^^.^.^^ .^^^^^^^^^ J,^>^^^_
^,^/U

the trouble of c«tual multiplication, that the law which is expresse<!by /(m + »)=/(„,) X /(„) must hold. The mode of establishirig
th.s law in the snnple case in which m and n are positive integer
IS a valuable and important algebraical aitiBce.

But the way in whieh we infer that /(m + n)=/(m) x/(«)
whatever m md n ma,j be, is still more important. The principle

Whether the fiictors represent whole numbei-s or fractions, positive
or negative numbers; thus, for example,
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giien in the Thm-y of Eqmtims, Chapter xxiv.

mealt oJtlT'' **™l'
"°"* ''"™™-

'° ''° '-^'''--' '" themeaning of the sign = in the assertion

(1 +»!)•= i+«a, + ^|i:il)^,^
(!)•

Suppose, for example, that « = - 1, then the above becomes
{l + a;) '=l-K + x'-a!'+ «%

Now we know that the sum ef . terms of the" series

i-x-hx'-x'+. is Irir"^)'. 1

1 +i '
"*'™<' '^'i«n ^^ 13 numerically

fe. than unity, by taHng enough terms of the series, we can
obtain a result differing „. mie as we pUase fi-om ^i-,

.,„,, t^us
TO can in this case imclerstand the assertion in (2)" ""But when
^ . numerically ,..«,.. than unity, there is no ^L ^r^^
approximation to the value of ji^ obtained by taking a large
number of terms of tho series I- x^-3^-x'+ ...

.hllt" '" "
*!r

?'"'''" "" "" Convergence of Series, that

conception of the series on the right of (1) whatever „ may be.In this case tiere is no difficulty in the assertion

^'e^'B,!**''?
'"'""''"'' " "™'™^ '^ arithmetically intelU-g^ble. But when x is numerically greater than unity, we cannot^e an an hmetica. meaning to the series or to the iserl:"

t!L,"'!:*.'°.^^^'''.
*"' '^ ™ f"™' the product of the fi.;* ,•

- - rm and the tii^t , tei-ms of /(„), the fii^t r terms of tho
1 agree with the first r terms of /(,„ + „); b„t am ,vill

result

iir

lilL
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not justify UH in writing /(m + n) =/(m) x /(,,). The case in
wluch X 18 nnmericallj equal to unity would require spocial in-
vestigation which would bo out of place here. See Art 777.

On the whole then we may conclude that the Binomial Theo-
rem for the expansion of (I + x^ gives a result which is arithme-
tically intelligible and tnie when x is nuniericallv loss than unity
in what sense the result is true when x is numerically greater
than unity has not yet been explained in an elementary manner
Jhe subject of the expansion of expressions is however ,)roperlv
a portion of the Differential Calculus, to which the student musib
be referred for a fuller consideration of the difficulties.

520. To find the nuimrically greatest term in the expansion
0/ (1 + xf.

We consider x as positive.

I. Suppose n a positive integer.

The (r + !)"• term may bo formed by multiplying the r"> term

.
by X, that is, bv ( —
mmishes as r incr-eases. Put

(^-l)a.= l, therefore ;, = fe^±i)^
^ ?' / ^ x+\ '

If p be an integer, two terms of the expansion are equal
namely, the p-> and the (;,+ !)-, and these are greater than any
other term. If p be not an integer, suppose q the integral part of
p, then the {q + !)" tenn is the greatest.

II. Su]-)pose n positive but not integral.

A» before, the (r + \)^^ term may be formed by multiplying the

r'Hermby('^l±i_l)^.

If then X be greater than unity, there is no gi-eatest term; for
the above multiplier can, by increasing r, be made as near to - x
as we please; that is, each term from and after some fixed term
can be made as nearly as we please numericaUy x times the pre=
cecUng term, and thus the terms increase without I'Tiit.

-1 x; and this multiplier di-
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3

But if X bo not greater than unity there will be a greatest torm

;

for if p -^^j- ,
then as long as r is less than p the nniltiplier

is greater than unity, and the terms go on increasing ; Init ^vhen r
IS greater than ;, the multiplier is less tl.an unity, and so Ion. as
It continues positive it diminishes as . increases; and when^ho
multiplier becomes negative it is still numerically ler than unity
so tha each term after r has passed the value p is numericallv lessthan the preceding term. Hence, as in the first case, if ;, le an
integer, the p- term is equal to the (p^ l^ term, and these are
gi-eater than any other term; if p be not an integer, suppose a the
integral part of p, then the (y + l)'" term is the greatest.

III. Suppose n negative.

/ . nu> ? ^ " ''' '
V^'"^

'''
'" ^''''^^^'- ^^^^ n"'«erical value of the

m
+'-"" '"''^ ''^*'''''''^ ^^ multiplying that of the r"- temi

by ("^ "-^ ^) X, tliat is, by (^^^^ + l
j ^.

If a: be greater than unity we may sliesv, as in the second case
that there is no greatest tonn.

If X be less than unity, put

(—^ l)x^l, therefore p =tTj)^,
\ P / l-x

If ^ be a positive integer, tlie p^^ term is equal to the (p + lY^
term, and these are greater than any other term. If ;, be positive
but not an integer, suppose q the integral part of p, then the
(? + 1) term is the gi-eatest. If;; be negative, then m is less than
unity; m this case each term is less than the preceding, and the
iirst term, that is, unity, is the greatest.

If X be equal to unity, then when m is gi-eater than unity the
terms contmually increase and there is no greatest term, when m
IS equal to unity the terms are all equal, and when m is less thannmty the terms continually decrease so that the first is the greatest.
Wo have s^pposed throughout that x is positive; if a; be nega-

tive, put y = -a., so that 2/ is positive; then find the numerically

!^

a
I

!lJ
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gi'eatest term of (1 + y)", and this will also be tho numericrlly
greatest term of (1 + x)".

521. Tlie first term of the expiiusion of (1 + a;)" is unity; any
other term is knosvn since the {r + l)"* term ia

»^_(n^l) (^n-r + l) ,

[r

This expression is called tho general term, because by putting

^' 2, 3, successively for r, it gives us in succession the 2'"*,

'^"') ^"'j terms; that is, we can obtain from it awj term after

the first. Tho expression for tho general term may be modified in
particular cases, and sometimes simplified, as will bo seen in tho
foJi'^wing examples

:

(1 4- «)"". Here n==-m; the general term becomes

(- m) (- m - 1) f-m-r + l) ,

[r
*'

which may be written

m {7)i + l) (ni + r-1)
^ ^

Lr
^~

(l+x)
. Here w = |; the numerator of the coeflicient of a!*" is

* if r is not less than 2, this may be written

hence in the expansion of (1 + xf, the first term is 1, tho second
is ^x, and ariy subsequent term may be found by puttinc^ for the
(r + 1)'" term

1.3.5.7 (2r-3)

'2^[r
(- 1)^- ar.

{l+x)-\ This is a particular case of (l+x)"". The co-
efficient of x'^ is

2.3.4 (2 +r-l) , ,^ ^

u. (- l/> tnut IS, {r -t- 1) (- ly.
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By the preceding example tlie (r + 1)"^ term is

(^+l)(-ir(-«^r, that is, (r+l)x\
This is a particuhtr case of (1 + a,)-. The coeffi-

n7^^^^^^(- 1/, that is, fc±l)i!Lt^ (_ n,

(1 - xY\ By the preceding example the {r + !)»»> term is
(r+O) (r 4 2)

(-iy(-«:nthatis, (r±IK!j!l2)—V.
ot

4-
a,) the tei-ms are alternately positive and necrative • andm the expansion of (1 - .)-^ the ter.ns are all positi4° If i

"

tr:x/,:r" rt
'' ''-' '^^^ ""'''-' ^^ -^^'^^^ found iit

ZZZ ^ 7^ '^' '"'"^ '^-^"^ ^^ ^-^S ^^l^--^tely positive^md negative, and eventually become all of one sign.

522. A Multinomial expression may be raised to any powerby repeated use of the Binomial Theorem; thus, for examjl

tZZ"^ T"'.
^'"'^^ '^"^ ^'^'^' '^-^ P^^* ^^- --Iting ex-pansion in the place of these quantities respectively, we shallobtain the expansion of {a + b+ c}^ Similarly,

{^'^^c+cir=.{a + {b+c + cl)Y = a^ + 3a^(b + c + cl)

+ 3a{b + c + dy'+{b + c + dy
;

the expansion may then be completed by finding the expansion
ot {b^c^d) and of (6 + c + dy in the manner just exemplified.Or we ma^- proceed thus,,

^

{<^-^^+c + dY=.{{a + b) + {c + d)f = {a-^by

+ ^i^ + by{c + d) + 3(a + b)(c + dy + (G + dy;
the expansion may then be completed by expanding (a + by,
V«;6), ^c + ay, and (c + dy, and effecting the requisite multipli^

f M '

-^

' ^B^l

^ iW
1 |B
''

1[:
•!

t

i

f'BH
: i mi
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523. Tojind (he number of homogenmua products o/r dimen-
sions that can be formed out of n letters a, b, c, and their
powers.

By common division, or by the Binomial Theorem,

1

T

—--=l+oa; + aV + aV+...

1

\ ~ ex
-=\ + cx + C'X^ + cV + ...

Tims

\-ax'\-bx'T:r^ = [l4«a; + aV + «V+ I

x|l + J«; + 6V + &V + }x(l + .^+eV+cV+
j.

= 1 + aS'.o; + /S'^a;'' + S^x"" + suppose.

'S'j = a + 6 4-c +Here

aSj, = a' + a6 + i^ + ac + , .

.

/^B
= a' + a% + aJc + 6' +

that is, 8^ is equal to the sum of the quantities a,b,c S i^
equal to the sum of all the products, each of two dimensions, that
can be formed of «, 6, c, and their powers; ^3 is equal to
the sum of all the products, each of three dimensions, that can be
formed; and so on. To find the n2.m6.rof products in any one
of these sets of products, we put a, 6, c, each = 1 ; thus

1 1 1

\-ax' \-hx' \~ ex
becomes

(1-a.)
-„or (1=0.')"
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^M^ + l) (n+i'~l )

This i. therefore the number of homogeneous products of . dimens:ons that can be formed out of «, 6, c, ami their ,o^^

.Jr^' •?f"^
'^'' '"''"^'^ ''^ ''''''' '''* ^^^^ eximnsion of anymult:nonual, the exponent being a positive integer

^

_

The number of terms in tlie expansion of {a -,a+a-, ^' Vi« the same as the number of homogeneous products of t*'i-^^
sions that can h. ft. i .„. .. * ptoUucts of n dimen-

«r, and tlieir

sions that can be fonnod out of a « «
powera. Hence, \,y the preceding Article, it'is

r(!:+i)(r+2) (r-^ n-U
F •

root!^of J^",^'™""'*'
Theorem may bo applied to extract theroots of n,m,bo™ approximately. Let .V bo a number who>I»'" root IB required, and suppose .V = „- + 4 ; then

where «: = -. If „ow a; be a small fraction, the term, in the

expansion of (1 + .)^ diminish rapidly, and we may obtain an ap-

526. We will close this Chapter with six examples whichwall lUnstrate the use of the Binomial Theorem.

1 r ' .
"^ " """" ^mpared with a. This holdswhether a be noa;ti„« p.. t:

I
..

,

"°""*

„( i- , ' — negative, and lor values of n intPOT-alor fractional, positive or negative. See Art. 383.
^

f
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/o\ -n , a + bx . . „
[Z) JliXpancl in a series of asccnaing powers of x.

a + hx a+hx 1, , , /, oxY^

expand (l+^-j by the Binomial Theorem ; thus we have

a + hx 1 / qx 7V «V

= %^f6-^')-^^7&--^V

Or we may proceed thus,

p + qx p + qx p + qx p p\ p)\ ^^)

P P\ pJ\ p / / )'

and thus we obtain the same result as before.

This exampj3 frequently occurs in mathematics, especially in

cases where x is so small that its square and higher powers may
be neglected; wo have then approximately

a + hx a X f aq\

p + qx~p p\ ~~p)'

(3) Required approximate values of the roots of the quad-
ratic equation ax^ + 6a; + c = 0, when ac is very small compared
with U'.

The roots are
- ^ -^ v/(^' " ^^o)

^

2a

And by the Binomial Theorem, ^(6« - iac) =h(l- —^
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Thus for the root with the upper sign wo got

c_ac* 2aV
"b b' J"'-

and for the root with the lower sign we get

_^ .c fic' 2a

V

a b b'
"*"

6»
"*

If a be very small, while b and c are not small, the former root
does not differ much from -.^, and the latter root is numerically
very large. See Art. 342.

It is deserving of notice that the approximate value of the
root m the former case coincides with what we shall obtain in thefollowmg way. Write the equation thus

bx + c ax'.

For an approximate result neglect the term ax' as small; thus
we obtain oj = -

^ . Then substitute this approximate value of
X in the term ax'; thus we obtain

^^ + ^ = - ..,

that is,

b b"

^

Again, substitute this new api,roximate value of x in the termax, and preserve the terms involving a and a'; thus we obtain

bx + c = ~-- —ac' ^a'd"

b' b* '

c ac' 2a'c

"'~'~b~W-
V

b' '

that is,

and so on.

part of Jl ^3^
**"*

n " *", ™^ P"^"'™ '"**«''' *'- ^'^^ralpait 01 (J +^3) IS an odd number.
The meaning of this proposition will be easily seen by taking

some sin^ple ca^es; thus 2 .- ^3 lies between 3 and 4 in value, so
tnat the mtegral part of it is the odd number 3; (2 + JZ)' wiU be
lound to lie betwefin 13 u-nA 14 ;„ ,r„i„p „_ ^i.x ,1 . , ,

« .^ . ,

-— xt, „...i li: m Aaiue, so tiuii, tne mtegral part
of It IS the odd number 13.

1
H 1

1

,

IHI :B
^B

1

1

'
'

'

f«

H

.(m
m
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Suppose thou / to deiioto tlio integral part of (2 + 73)", uiul
I+F its conipltito valuo, so that /'' ia a i)roper fractiou. Wo liavo
by the Ijiiioinial Tlioorem

/+i^^2v^n2"-3U*-i^^2--''3^ + 3?
(1).

Now 2 - ^3 is a proper fraction, therefore also so is (2 -J^Y',
denote it by F' ; tlien

i^'=2--n2-3U^i^/)2-3L ^(_ip" (2).

Now add (1) and (2); the irrational terms on the right dis-
appear, and we Jiavo

,„^n(n-l)^,.,^^l

n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)^._,

^
3»+., }

= an even integer.

But -^ and F' are proper fractions: we must therefore have

F-^F' =\, and / = an odd integer.

A similar result holds for {a + Jby if a is the integer next
greater than Jb, so that a - Jb is a proper fraction.

(5) Required the sum of the coefficients of the first r + 1
terms of the expansion of (1 - x)'". We have

1. 2 \r
'"

{l-a:)-'=l+x + x' + x'

Therefore (1 - x)-'"^'^ is equal to the product of the two series.
Now if we multiply the series together, we see that the coejjicient
of x^ m the product is

"^

l+n + !^i^±l)+ nl^i^Y) (n + r-1)
1.2 1^

»

:t
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t+V3)-, ami

Wo have

(1).

s(2-V3)-;

(2).

3 right dis-

321

}

re have

toger next

first r+l

~x^+ ...

bwo series.

I coefficient

1)

cmuuit ol a. 111 the cxiKuiHioii of(l -a-)-'"*"; that in, to
(yt+l)(» + 2).^... (»4.r)

tluis the required summation is cfn-ftcd.

(C) TJm liijiomial Theorem luav 1h. nm.Iloi • n

i::;:;:::^r;:;,;;:'
~*.i:it,:;,:;;,:r;:"::;

Let (,«, .;.) ._!!!(^z_l)("^ - 2) ...jm-jM^l)
^

it is required to show that
^

-9(«, 3)<jf,(n-3, r-3)+
o_

^

The expression Jioro given is the expansion of
n(7i-l)(n-2) ... fa-r4.1)

^ ^(1-in
which must obviously be zero.

EXAMPLES OP THE BINOMIAL THEOREM.
Expand each of the following twelve expressions to four terms .-

'' ^'"^^'-
- ^--)'• 3. (i.,)i

'•
^'^""K'^-

' (1+-)-^. C. (1^..;-?.

10. (3a^2.y. 11. (,._^^.)_^_ ^, ^^^^^^^.

expl^'
;'^ ^" ' '^'^ *^"^ '' ''- -^--- ^^ ^'- ^^"owing oight

13. (1-..)- 14. (1_,)-^ 15 ^i_^p^
116. (l-px)". 17

19. (l-2x)-\ 20. -J_
18. (i-xyi

^\
' i

21
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Calculate the following four -oots .approximately:

21. ^/(24). 22. ^(999). 23. ^(31). 24. 4/(99000).

25. If X be small com.pared with unity, shew that

- V „_ /_
—

>. t \ y_i ^ 1 _ nearly.
1+X+ ^{l +x) -^ v^

26. Show that the number of combinations of n things when
taken in ones, threes, fives, exceeds the number when taken

in twos, fours, sixes, by unity.

27. Shew that the number of homogeneous products of n
things of n dimensions is

\2n-l

\n \n— I
'

Find the greatest term in the following four expansions :

2
2S. (1 + x)" when x -^ „ and w = 4.

o

29. (1 + x)-" when x - ^ and w - 12.
5

5
30. (1 + x)'" when x= and n=S,

31. (1 - x)~" when x -^ - ^- and n~ ^.

32. Find the greatest term in the expansion of ( ?i—
J ,

where n is a i)ositive integer.

33. Find the number of terms in the expansion of

(a + 6 + c + cZ)'".

34. Find the first term with a negative coefficient in the
n

expansion of (1 + ^x)'.

35. If 2> be greater than n, the coefficient of x^ in the expan-

sion of
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36. The coefficient ofo;^" in the exnausiou of ^^-—?^ ;„

323

:ient in the

37. Find the coofficicnt of a;" in the expmsion of

^a 4- x\ i .

(i + xy

"^ 38. Expand (^-L^^'^
i,, ascending powers of .r. Write down

the coefficient of iw'"" and of a;*^'*-'.

_
39. Shew tliat tlie n'" coofficicMit in the expansion of (1 - xV"

IS always the donhh} of tlic (u _ 1)"'.
^ ^

40. Shew that if ^ denote the nu.ldle term in tlie expansion
of (1 +0?)% then ^^ + ^, + ^^.4- :: (I _ 4.,.)-i.

41. Wi'ite down the sum of ^

1^11.3 1.3.5
ad inf.

' 1

"X. .'

42. Find the sum of the squares of the coefficients in the
expansion of (1 + x)\ where n is a positive integer.

\ 40 Tx. 1.3. 5 i'h'~ 1)

44. 8hew that if m and n are positive integers the coefficient

1of X in tlie expansion of jy~^, is equal to the coefficient of a.-"

1in the expansion of ~—
«.•)"+'•

45. Find the coefficient of x' in the expansion of

(1 + 2a; + 3a;' 4- 4x'' + ad in/.)\

i i

M

1

f

1
*

-:

I'll;;,

lit!*il H

nlj

21-2
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XXXVII. THE MULTINOMIAL THEOREM.

527. We have in the preceding Chapter given some examples
of the expansion of a multinomial ; we now proceed to consider
this i)oint more fully. We propose to find an expression for the
general term in the expansion of (a^^ ^ a^x + a„x' + a^x'

+

)".

The numljer of terms in the series «„, «„ «^,
*. ^ay be any

whatever, and n may be positive or negative, integral or frac-
tional.

Put i, for a^x+a^x' + a^^x'+
, then we have to expand

(^0 + ^i)" i tl^e general term of the expansion is

n(n-l){7i-2) (,,-^ + 1)

H-
K'^h^,

fi being a positive integer. Put 5^ for a,^x' + a^x'

+

, then
i,** = {a^x + b,)"-

; since /* is a 2^osUive integer the general term of
the expansion of {a^x+h„f may be denoted either by

{a^xfW or by -JiL.
(a^xYhJ^-^ •

\<l t^-9 lliEzil
we will adopt the latter form as more oon^•enient for our purpose.

Combining this with the former result, we see that the general
term of the proi)osed expansion may be written

n(n-l){}i-2) (u-a + 1)~—
r-r ^ !-Z±l a "-m (a xY h '"-'

Again, put ^3 for a^x' + a^x* + , then h„^'-' ={ajc'' + b^>'-\
and the general term of the exi)ansion of this will be '

~r>.^yh M-J-r

written

\r \fji.~q-r

Hence the general term of the proposed expansion may be

11 {n~\){n-2)^ (71-^ + 1)

'LTiEziiLr
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Proceeding i„ thi. way we shall obtain for the reonij!general term required

[£ [r
[_£ [£ . . .7. . '

~" V^",'«3''«3*a^' a;''+='''+3'+«+. .

.

where
q + r +s -\- 1 +

H"

JiZ "''°" ''-'^'^ ^'^ ''"'' -'''^ ''- ^—1 term i.

!L(!L.-i1)('^) 0^ + 1)

V^i'V^a*^^' a;'+«'-+3'+«+...

where
i^'-(7 + ^'+S+^+ r.,1.

Thtis the expansion of the proposed multinomial consists of.series of terms of wliinli +liof • ^ •

wmsisis ot a

ge.en.1 ty,,e.
J'"' «'™" '"''^ "^ ^'''™ «« *!>«

»i!''
",':'

'"if":™''
*'"^'.^' '• ^' '- - always ;,..•,;.,

mteg< ,1^1,en ;, ,., a positive integer, we may, by mul inlyi„„both numerator and denominator by j,, write th^ factor
°

» (»-!)(» -2) . (,, + 1)

in the more symmetrical form

'n

\pqrl_s'_t^.

tbe!,"
'''.^^'"'™ ^''P'^^ion for the general tern, we may re-,mlthe m„ f„l,er of .»--.....

,, t,,, , ,„^ J -=-'

;
this is usually the meaning of the wordW^lili-

in the ca-ses in which x has been put equal to unity as in thoJ^xa^ples 25...32 at the end of this Chapter.
^'

.IJ

-*
•

f

I

\

HptL |ii

I"!

w
i

);

^^^K^ >,

i '

: f

'

n

.
;.' Jl

li'l

iifV
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I

:'

, l
?

528. Suppose we require the coefficient of an assigned power

n f
"^ ^*^^\^;^l'^^^^«i«^ ^f {% + a^x^a^x^ + )", for example,

that of a;"*. We }iave tlien

\

q+2r + 3s + U + r_m,

p + Q + r + s + t + :^u.

We must find hy trial all the positive integral values of
*^' **' *' ^' ^^"^'^1 «'^tisfy the first of these equations; then
from the second equation ;^ can be found. The re.piired coeffi-
cient is then the sum of the correspc.,ding values of the ex-
pression

n(>i~l)(n-2) (p + l)

[(l\r[sj_..~ «a"«i'<«/«,'

When 71 is a positive integer, then ;; must be so too, and we
may use the more symmetrical form

In

\fj[7[7[rz:r. """"I'^.-^a'a/

529. For example, find the coefficient of x' in the expansion
of {l+2x + 3x' + ixy.

^ere q + 2r + 3s=7,

p + q + r + s=4:.

Begin with the greatest admissible value of
s

;
this is s = 2, with which we have r = 0, «/ == 1,

p=l. Next try 8=1; with this we may have
r = 2, q = 0, 2)=1 ; also we may have r ^ 1,

q = 2, 2f = 0. Next try s ^ ; with this we may
have r = 3, (7 = 1, p - 0. These are all the so-

lutions; they are collected in the annexed table.

Also a^=l, a^ = 2, «^ = 3, a.^^i. Thus the required coeffi
cient is

|2'.4' + |3'.4' + |2'.3'.i'. + |2-.3-

that is, 384 + 432 + '5'7^ , o-in. i.i,_x •„ i/>rvo

P

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

3

2

1

1
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Again; find the coefficient of o;'^ in the expansion of

(l + 2a;+3a;' + 4ar'+ )\

Here ^ + 2r + 35+ = 3^

327

P + q-^r + s + 1

2'

All the solutions are collected in the an-
nexed table, and the required coefficient is

'

(:

that is,

3).'*©(-i)=^.*©HKJ..,

2'^ 2' * ^^' ^•

v-i And

In this case, since

l + 2x^3x'+icc'+ =(l-a,')-^,
the proposed expression is {(l-^-)-}'^, that is, (I'-o;)-

(l-a;)-' = l + a; + a;" + i-'' 4.

thus we see that the coefficient of x^ ought to be 1 • and the

:^tZ ^^J'-^^^^y^^^V^y^n.^e nndtinoin^th^em to find the coefficients of other powers of a:; for examplethe coefficient of x* will be found to be
^ '

5995
530. 01,0 form of tl,e coefficient in the Multinomial Tl,eorem

-iuomiai facto.j„;t of ::::«"„r:L:.Lrs :;''" .^:

•acto., and , „„t o, the remaining 5 tWnoI :,wl '^Z^

11

H

|i

ii

il^
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bei- of ways in wl.iol. this can be done i, J.^., by Art. 498:

'10
L_L_t_

thus the reqnired term is —t::::!— „^R\fi
\2\3\5 f^y-

Hence it follows that if wo have to expand (a^/3^^ y^y theterm which involves a'^yS'y' is
^ '^ A / ''"«

(10
,|Q

Similarly any other case mi.^ht be treated. Tims we could ^ivethe investigation of the Multinomial Theorem in the following
manner: ^"^xi^

fl,. ^'°ffi
''J- «t"''lfi"S in the way ju.st oxemplifled the fom of

intege.. Then .„,,,,ose wo have to fl„.l the general term in the
exrans.on of (.^ + „,., + ,^,-.^„^,,^ .,.), ,,,,^^^ ^ .^ ^integer. Put h iov a x + a x- 4.n ^^ ^ . +T, i

I'^^^^ve

. '';
.
„ .

,

' « + «2»^ + «,a; + . .
. ; then we have to expand

(«„ + b)
; the general term of this expansion is

n{n-\){n^̂ (n- t,+ \)
1

-^ a "-f^bf^

'

and as /x is a o^ositive intener the <rr . pro' fo,^ ,•« ^i,

of {a,x^a,x^^a.,x^^ /is
' *^' '"P""'^'^

Hence the required general term is

EXAMPLES OF THE MULTIXOMIAL THEOREM.

«In7"^f".T®"'"''
'^ *^" 'P'"^^^ P°^^^^« «f ^ "^ tl^^ expan-

sions m the following 24 Examples :

1. X* in {\ + x + x-y.

2. 07* in (1 - ic + a;=')\

I
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3. x" in (l-2a;+3a;»-4a;y.

5. x" in (2 - 3a; - 4a;')'.

C. x" in (1 ~a; + 2^--)'-".

7. a;* in (2 - 5a; - 7a;7\

8. a;" in (^i __ 2x' + 4xy.
9. a;' in (I + cc + x-)-\

10. a;'' in (1 +2x~x')-^;

11. a;" in A-^V^^V',

12. X* in (I+2a;-4a;-"-2a;'')-i.

13. a;" in (1 -2a; + a;*)i.

14. X* in (l + x^-+xKx^^-x^y.
15. a;* in (1 +x + xy.

16. a;Mn (l + 3a;+r)a;=^+7a;-^+9a;V
y.

17. aj^-in (1 +a; + a;-"-(- )"_

18. x' in (l4 i:a; + 3a;'')".

19. X* in (l + 2a;+3a;^ + 4a;V \-i

20. a;'Mu (1 + «,a; + a^a;= + a^a;y.

21. a;= in (a^ + ^^^a; + ^.a;")".

22. a;« in (1 -a;= + a;''-a;y.

23. a;" in (l + ax + bxY^.
24. a;Mn (1 + a^oc + a^x' + a.jc' + )-

25. Find the coefficient of ahc' in {a^b + c)'.

26. Find the coefficient of a%\^ in (« - J - c)7.

27. Find the coefficient of «,-"iV in {a + h + c + df
28. Find the coefficient of abVd^ in(a-b + c~ c/)-»

"^o" *is uie tliird power inclu'iivA ^r, +].-
{a+b + c)\

iiiciim\e m tiiu expansion of

329
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30. Write down uU the terms which contain d"'^ in the ex-

pansion of (a + 6 + c + dy\

31. Find the greatest coefficient in the expansion of

{a + h + cy\

32. Find the greatest coefficient in the expansion of

{a + b + c + dy*.

33. Sliew that the greatest coefficient in the expansion of

\n

(«. + «,+ + »
J" i« ry^/77Xyr » ^vliere q is the quotient, and

r the remainder when n is divided by ?«.

34. Shew that in the expansion of (a^ + ajS; + a^*'* + )'

the coefficient of x^'"'" ' is 2 («o'^2p+i + ^i^ap + «/V-i "^ "*" "p^p+i)-

35. Expand (1 - 26a; + x^)~^ as "ar as x*.

3G. Expand {a •\-hx-\- cx^)~^ as far as a-*.

37. Expand (1 — ic - a;** - a;^)" as far as x".

38. In the expansion of (1 +a; + a;^ + + aj')", where n is

a positive integer, shew tliat

(1) the coefficients of the terms equidistant from the beginning

and the end are equal

;

(2) the coefficient of the middle term, or of the two middle

terms, according as nr is even or odd, is greater than any other

coefficient

;

(3) the coefficients continually increase from the first up to the

greatest.

39. If «g, a, , cr-g, a.^, be the coefficients in order of the

expansion of (1 + a; + a;^ + 4- aj')", prove that

(1) a, + «, + a^4- + fr„,= (r + l)";

(2) a
J
+ 2rt.g + 3^3 4- + nra„^ = | nr (r + 1

)".

40. If «,,, a,, CT^, ffg, be the coefficients in order of the

expansion of (1 + a; + a;*)", prove that

9 a , a 8 - , / T \n-\ ,1/ IXn. a 1_
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XXXVIII. LOGARITHMS.

531. Suppose a' = n, then x is calk-d the hr;ar{thm of n to the
base a; thus tho hv'uritl

index of the i)o\ver to which tlie 1

»ni of a numlK-r to a given haso is tl 10

to t] le number.
Ijase must be raised to be equal

1.

tl

The logarithm of n to tho 1

og„ w = X expresses the same relat

)aso a is written Iol'

ion as of ~ n.

ba n thus

532. For example, 3^ = 81 ; thus 4 is the lo-aritl ini of 81 to
le base 3.

If we wish to fln<l the logarithms of the numbers 1 *> 3
to a given base 10, for example, we have to solve a series 'of equ"',-
tionslO'=l, 10' = 2 10'-

3

w^ d ii • ., ^

,„ ^ ^,
'/. ' ^^ -'^' >^e shall see in the next

C hapter that this can be done approximatehj, that is, for exami,le
although we cannol. find s.ich n value of a- us will make 10'= 9
exactly, yet we can find such a value of x as will make lO' differ
hom 2 by as small a rpiiuitity as we please.

We shall now prove some of the proi)erties of logarithms.

533. The logarithm of 1 is whatever the base may he.

For rt"" = 1 when x^O.

53-1. The logarithm of the base itself is unify.

For a" = a when x=\.

535. The logarithm of a product is equal to the sum of the
togarithms of its factors.

For lot a;^log„m, y -^liy^ji •

therefore ' vi^a% 71 = a";

therefore m7i = a'a^ = a'^^^

;

therefore log^nm =^x + y^ log„«i + log.n.

536. T/ie logarithm of a quotient is equal to the logarithm of
the dividend diminished by the logarithm of the divisor.

J?'or let X - losr.oam. 2/ = l

1

.

'

i

i -^

1

1
?^

oo" n

ih
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thereforo

therefore

therefore

LOGAUITHMS.

m
n

a'

a" '

m
log„ ^ = o; - y = log^wi - log, w.

537. The logarithm of any power, integral or fractional of anumber rs equal to the product of the logarithm of the number and
the index of the power.

For let «j = a"; thereforo m" («')"= a'",

thereforo ^og^M = a:r = r\og^m.

5.38. To fuul the relation between the logarithms of the same
mimher to different bases.

Let

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

Hence

!»=log„m,
2/ = log,m;

m^^a' ;ind J";

a' = S" j

* w

a" = b, and 5=^= «

;

X
- = log„5, and |=log,a.

2/ = a;logjfl?, and = X

Hence the logarithm of a number to the base b may be foundby multiplying the logarithm of the number to the base a by

1
log^a, or by

los„b''toa

We may notice that log^a x log„& = I.

539. In practical calculations the only base that is used is
10; logarithms to the base 10 are called common logarithms. We
^vlIl point out in the next two Articles some peculiarities which
constitute the advantage of the base 10. We shall requi>'e the fol-
lowing defimtion: the integral part of any logarithm is called the
characteristic, and the decimal r—f +bA -„ --•
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SiO. In Ou> common ,y>t,m 0/ Ugarllhm, if tU logarithm

«;A« 0/ the pro^luct or ,uotU,U of thai nn,nUr I, any poL
For logJ.V X 10") = l„g„^ , ,„^, ^

,0. ^ ,„g_^^^ ^__

Ins,.
iTp

= log,, ^V- lo. „ 10- = u,g,,.v_ „^

»."C», b„t aiffor.s „,oroly l,j. the position ofti.o Jed.nul |,oiut

and le». tilVl X:^^:^"'T^^' '" »"''*'• "'"" «
.
1.CUC0 tlie cl,aructc,-,st.o of the logarithm h nNext suppose the nn.nho. to bo los. than unity, and to lie

between — uiul +!>,.<. • i ,

10" '' 10"+" *^^^i<^ IS, between lO"" and lo-"'-u. ^j^^^^

its logarithm will be son.e negative quantity between -1 „,.a

positive, the characteristic will be - („ + n,
^

Further information on the practical use of logarithms will be

i

ri

I- '"\fi

EXAMPLES OF LOGARITHMS.

1. Find the logarithm of U-i to the ba«o 2^3.
2. Find the characteristic of the logarithm of 7 to the base 2.
3. Find the characteristic of log3 5.

4. Find log^ 3125.

5. Give the characteristic ot log,. 1230, and of log,^ -0123.

jL
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itiM

6. Given log 2 = -301030 and log 3 = -477121, find the loga-
rithins of '05 and of 5*4.

7. Given log 2 and log 3 (soc Exiuni)lo G), find tho logurithm
of -OOC.

8. Given log 2 dud lug 3, fin.l the loguritlinis of 3G, 27, and 10.

0. Given log 018 = 2-81 ir)7r)()l, log8Gl = 2-93Gj1374, find
log 3 and log 5.

10. Given log 2, find log ^/(l-2.")).

11. Given log 2, find log -0025.

12. Given log 2, find log ^/(Ol 25).

13. Given log 2 and log 3, find log 1080 and log (0045)
J.

14. Given log,,2= -301030 and log,o7 = -810008, find the
/ 4 \4

logarithm of (^~\ to the base 1000.

15. Find tho number of digits in 2"', having given log 2.

16. Given log 2, and log 5-743191 - '7591700, find the fifth

root of -0025.

17. If I^ be tlio number of the integers whose logarithms
have the characteristic p, and Q tho number of the integers the
logarithms of whose reciprocals have the characteristic -

q, shew
that logP-logQ = 2)-q+ 1.

18. If y = 10i-'"«- and s= lOi-i"*^ prove that aj= 10»~^.

19. If a, 6, c be in G.P., then log„n, log.n, log,?i are in h.p.

20. If the number of i)ersons born in any year be r^ th of
45

the whole population at tlie commencement of the year, and the

number of those who die ^th of it, find in how many yeara the

population will be doubled; having given

lo^ 2 = -301030. log 180 = 2-255272, log 1 81 = 9.9.f?7fl7Q

*i.
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XXXIX. EXroNENTfAn AND LOGARITintlC
SlClilKS.

542. ^'"••Va'«;a-,-„„„.,v,„/^„„,;.
M, to urinnd a uum/jer in a. Berk« „/•„.„

J}<>''-'>» "J "
,

that

{l+(«-l)J'=l+^.(a-l) + 5.<^-L)(„_l^,

i.-.J '

1.2.3:1 («-l)'+...

= l+a,-ja-l_i(,..,,.+ j(„_,^._,^^_,^.^
,

+ tci lis iiiv,...,.in„ x', x\ i-c.

tlirMVue'" 'ri;;^''
'* ^-

''''"' ""k"°-^^; ^-e proceed to firulvalues. Changing x into a; + y we have

but «'^* = aW.a^(l+,^«;^,^.,.^,^^.^
,_

Since the two expressions for a-* are identically equal wemay assume that the coefficients of 'r h. ih +
^

equal, thus
emcionts of x m the two expressions are

<^i+2c^2/ + 3cy+4c,j/''+ =cy
= c,{l+c,y + c,/ + r,/+ }.'

lit

^1^
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In this identity we may assume that the coefficients of the
corresponding powers of y are equal ; thus

2c„ therefore c ~ ' - r
y t,) i

I '

t '

15

i
i

I: f
m

i i

kl

Se, = cc^ ; therefore c = ' ? = — ' •

"^^4 -"
^'I'^a > therefore c^ /' -»

4 1 . 2 . 13 . 4
'

Thus a-.l+... + ^>^.<'^^^>*
[2 [3 -[4

+

Since this result is true for all values of a,-, take x such that

c,a;= 1, tlien x = — , and

- = l.l4.|.l.......;

tliis series is usually denoted l)y e - thus J, = e, therefore a = e''.

and c, = log, a ; hence

«•-
1 + (io.v.)a. + <i'«;^)^' + (i°?-«)!-^^

....

This result is called the Exponential Theorem.

Tut e for a, then log, a becomes log, e, tiiat is, unity (Art. 534)

;

thus ^- 1 ,

x' X^ X*

This very important result is true for all values of x • und the
Student should render himself bo lamiliar with it as to be able to
ai)ply It to special cases. For example, supi)ose a; = -

1 ; thus

''''«
12 [3-^L4

[5-^
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O.- wo „.., p„t any oU,o.. „,„,,, «,, , ^ „„, ,,„^,^^ ^^^ ^^^. ^

we have «"" = 1 + „>
x " « _,_

"- «'s'

Wosluai in Art. 551 n„.ke a ,.„n,a,k on o.,c ,«„-t of the nr.

in.ulc t«ice m the coui-»c of tlio pi-csont Ai-tiolo.

544. To expand log. (1 + x) ^. « .,We. ./«...;./;.,,„,,,, ,,• ,We have seen in Art. 512, that c . lo.. a- th.t is 1 .\]

For a put 1 + ^.
. ],^,^^^ j^g^ (1 + X') . tc -

•!'
+ ei _ _^-'

+
"^ o *t

Tliis series may l,o .ppHcd to calcdat. h>,r /I +,x :, •

a proper fraction; h«t uuh.s «; be very sn.ai t

t'
\ "•

''

- «w„that we shau .ave to n^ai! ;t^t.';:::;r:;"'^'
shall thei efore deduce some more convenient formula,.

545. We have log. (1 + ^.) „ ^_^\ ^'
__

x*

'2, 3 4 '

therefore log. (1 - a;) =_ ^j - l' - ^" _ *'

W m,U,.actio„ ,vo o.,tai„ the vah.o of lo«. (U .)_,„,,(, _,
«Mt is, of log,'+*.

^^ ^'

\~ x'

therefore 1 1 + oj r t^ «.»

In this series write ^-^ for a- ,,„,, „ ^ w» ^ 1 + rw + 71 ' *""• tJiei-eforo - for •

thus log ,/m-w 1

7i (?U +
- +
n

m ~ n
in + n

T. A.

+
•(1).

'22

'i\v\



EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC SERIES.

Put w = 1, then

Again, in (1) put m = n+l, thus we obtain the value of

w + 1

^^S* ^. j therefore log, (;i + 1) - log, 71

= 2^ 1 1

•} (3).(2h+1 ' 3{2n+lf 5 {2,1 + 1}'

54G. The seiies (2) of the preceding Article will enable us to

find log, 2
;
put m = 2, then by calculation we shall find

log, 2-: •G9314718

From the series (3) we can calculate the logarithm of either of
two consecutive numbers when wo know that of the other. Put
n = 2, and by making use of the known value of log, 2, we shall

obtain log, 3 = 1-098G1229

Put »i = 9 in (3) ; then log, n = log, 9 = log. 3^-2 log, 3 and is

therefore known ; hence we shall find

log, 10 = 2-30258509

547. Logarithms to the base e are called Xajrienan loga-

rithms, from Napier the inventor of logarithms ; they are also

called natural logarithms, being those which occur first in om-
investigation of a method of calculating logarithms. We have
said that the base 10 is the only base used in the practiool appli-

cation of logarithms, but logarithms to the base a occur frequently
in theoretical investigations.

548. From Art. 538 we see that the logarithm of a number
to the base 10 can be found by multiplyiug the Napierian lo<^a-

1 ... 1rithm by
log, 10

, that is, by
,

, or by -434294 ^ ; this2-30258509

multiplier is called the viodulus of the common system.
The base e, the modulus of the common system, and the loga-

rithms to the base e of 2, 3, and 5 have all been calculated to

upwards of 2 GO places of decimals. See the ProceedI'n^s of Ilia

lioyal Society ofLondon^ VoL xxvii. nf!c»o 88.
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^ the modulus .hici/:: "^tr; f; :r^^^^
^^-^^-^

/^l0g.(n4-l)-^l0g,,,.-O^/__l_^ 1
1

thatis,
^'''-"^

H^^^^^5(2uTl)^-'-j;

Iog.o(H+l)-log,„n.2^fJ__^ L ^ 1
,

549. By Alt. 542 we have

v 1^ [3 li
;

-^^ f tenns containing higher powers of a: n^
Again, by the Binomial Theorem,

(e'- 1)- . e- - ne'"-" + !i(!i:il) ,,_,^

U ' ~ (2).

Expand each of the terms e- .0-')-
of a;- in (2) will be

' '
' ^^"'^ ^^^^ coefficient

'^~>^^y.^i^^-^_>^H,^^^^

^

Jenee f,.„. (,), „, ,,„ ,^„„„ _„.^^. ,-_^^ ^ ^_^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

is
=i» if r= „, and is =. if ,• bo less th^^,,,

It ia ea.„ to sec that the ten„ „,. the .,„,,,a„a ,y„ „
"•hidi involves a;"' is "r"' Ti'^2^

.

il"'>' wo get, by the same princiiWo
«ts before, ^

[2 ^ ' ~ ^H hi-^. 1 .

00 O

fif!

if

Jill

llfl
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340 EXPOxVENTIAL AND LOUAlllTHMIC SEUItS.

('%')"1 + - ~l+nx~- +
n) n

1 na;(na;-l)
J_

wx (n.r - 1) (nx - 2) 1

|2 ^^
^

[3 7i=

nx (nx -l)(7ix-2) {nx - 3) 1

+

that is,

\ nj
1

2

n

+

X [X-- \ ix-"

[3

"(""D(^-«)("-!
11

-+ ..

Put a; = 1, then A + -^

V

,.,.^-1. 0-^)0-D
. ('-D('-D0-^)

^ir li? i
^

But

lionce 1 + a: +
.'i

I

1 + 1 +

+

»«/ \ 'it

^
+

i

Now this being true however Lirge n may be, will be true

when n is made in6nite ; tlicn vanishes and we obtain.
n

3 n 4
- X X x
1 + a; 4- — + ,

- + -r +
2 [3 ;4

, 1 1 1 1

[2 'Î l:*

r
J'

tilat is, = e".

We liave thus obtained the expansion of e' in powers of .r
;

to find the expansion of a suppose a = c" so tliat c- log,«, thus

a
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5M. The student will „otice that in the preceding Article we

have u.ed the Bi„o,„i,d Theo.-om to e.vpand a powe.- of l^^, „,„
if
„

i^ to. than ,„ut,, we a.-o certain that the ex, .,„„ J^ ,.,.

arithmetical^^ tnie msult (Art. olO^ T.. fl.n , ^ •

e.po.,e.,ti,,. theo,.„„. i„J n., A.-tLe tt W ^'T
"' ^'^

greater than unity, the expansion bv the Bi o,p a
•

' ' "
which the proof connnenc,.., will not honiH, '•'"'"" "'"'

and eonseqncntlv the , 7 "tli"i<"..cally mtcllij,i|,le

;

vUodai. : 1 ,n 'wlT. ""'^ '«.--«-«' -"..1 pro-'

and. mav have v';.,,T T'"'"""
"'« '"~f '" »"n'l,

i.av„ to le 0..; the
"''" *° =""'''* """ l>™<'f-e

•emoved thi. re.trictio:"!: r tl l^J; r";;""'
7'-^

cm be e..ily removed
; for in the theorem

'
'"''"'•*'°"

o' = 1 + (log, „) X + SS&lH^ ,
(loff. ")':-,'

t' [3
*•

put « = ^«, and by taking y small enongh ,1 „, -
i, „ ,.'.oat . we please, while « i. less than 2. "'rhen tg. „ !X /^

thas ^l''=l + (log,^)j,a,+ (l"S^)y:<.'' (log,.|)',/V

tlierefore, putting j for ,jx,

^' = 1 + (log. A) Z + t'l«l^)y ^ (log, .1)';5'

tl.us the exponential theoren, is proved „n7ver.s,vlly.

.

'''
''" !'"\

t'""' '" ^'^- ^•'». "-' -i.on n increases
w.thout linrit (l .-) „„„„^,^ ^„„,^^ ^.^ .^^ ^^^^ ^^_^^ ^^^^^

we n>ay shew that when „ increases without limit 6+^"
ultimately becomes e". V »'•/
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EXAMPLES OF LOGAKITHMIO SERIES.

ovo that log. (.0 + 1) == 2 log„ a: - log, (a; - 1)

-2/ 1

i2a;^-l

Given log,^3:--4771f! and

Bories to culcuhite log ^ 1 1

.

+ )

'i

1

loir 10
= •43429, .>])i>iy the abovo

2. Shew that log. (x + ?Ji) = 2 log,, (a- + A) ~- log„ x

[{x + hy '2{x + hy ^ 3{xVhf
'••••••/

3. If c(, h, c be three consecutive nnnihe i-s.

log,c = 21o« ^--1o« o» -';'- a

{2ac+\y

^4. /,. .mvi fA. Mt; niu lUUtS VI IIX + OX + C ~ \\ SllOW t

\ 2 3

log, (a - hx + ex') = log, a + (\ + fx.) x - -^^ x' + .

.

5. Log, { 1 + 1 + a; + (1 + x)'] = 3 log, (l+x)- log, x

f 1 1 1_ 1
)

{{i + xf 2{i + xy'^3{[ + xy'^ f

4a/ ^x — 1
G- W.(^-M) = 2a,^ilog,a:--^---log,(a:-l)

2^ ( 1 2 3_ )

2a;+ 1 (2 . 3 . a;"
"^
3 . 5 . a;'

"^
1777:?

"^

j
'

IN / N / j 1.2 3.4 0,6
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a Kn.I the lf„,,i„.,,„ ,„g,„.uh^ „f |01 y^
,^^^ _^^^^^

decimal places is your result correct 1

9. Assuming the series for log, (1 + ^) and e', shev. that

nearly when „ is large; and find . ,o next term of the series ofwhich the expression on the second side is the commenoemenr
10. Find the coefficient of x' in the development of

a + bx + ex'

M

11. Shew that log, 4 = 1+ ?^ + ^

—

12. Shew that W^'-nin -ly-'+lJ^} ^^_2)''''-

XL. COxWERGENCE AND DTVEEGENCE OF SERIES.

553. The expression u^+u^ + u^ + u,+ in which the
successive terms are formed hy some regular law, and the number
01 the terms is unlimited, is called an inJinUe series.

of r^; t''
'""^"^^ """'"' '' '^"^^ *^ ^^ convergent when tlie sum

ot the first n terms cannot numerically exceed some finite quan-
tity however great n may be.

555. An infinite series is said to be divergent when the sum
ot the first n terms can be made numericallv ar«a^-r th-m anrmute quantity, by taking n large enough

' ° "^ " ^

1

\k

if

t ^:l
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314 CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE OF SERIES.

55G. Suppose that by adding more and more terms of an
infinite series we continually approximate to a certain result, so
that the sum of a sufficiently large number of terms will differ

from that result by less than any assigned quantity, then that
result is called the sum of the injinite series.

For exami)le, consider the infinite series

1 +« + 0;"+
,

and suppose x a positive quantity.

We know that

1-"^-1 +X + X^ +, +05
.n-I

Hence if x be less than 1, however great n may be, the sum

of the first n terms of the scries is less than ^—-
; the series is

l — x
therefore convergent. And, as by taking n large enough the sum

of the first n terms can be made to differ from — by less than

1any assigned quantity, -—- is the sum of the infinite series.

If a;=. 1, the series is divergent; for the sum of the first n
terms is n, and by taking sufiicient terms this may be made
greater than any finite quantity.

If X is greater than 1, the series is divergent; for the sum

of the first n terms is -—-~, which may be made greater than

any finite quantity by taking 71 large enough.

557. An infinite series in which all the terms are of Oie same
sign is divergent if each term is greater than some assignedfinite
quantity, hotuever small.

For if each term is greater than the quantity c, the sum of the
first n terms is greater than nc, and this can be made gi-eater than
any finite quantity by taking n large enough.



CONVEnCENCE AND WVEaOENCE OP SEH.ES gj,

.4^::S,:; rrr;.; ;;:/-ji;-
-

«.% few rta« </« in-ccadm,j term.
' ""'""''

Lot the series be k - k + « _ ,, . . ., .

1 ". + «j ",+ ....; tliis may be written

(«,-«.) + («.-«.) + (».-«,) +
_

iintl also til lis,

-»w of ten.. . .ess tba„
., ; ,e„ce t„e »:,;:: :^::z;ir

m.JbeJVr'""''''
'" ''"" '" ^'"-^ "'"^ ""* *'- -"> of any

"nTi ,e„ t,™'
''"""' ''""™" ''^™

""'-^ ^"°- t'-' "'o

;:ntH;:;:ir-;:i""'^^^^^
"'*

'' '^ - ^

—

^>^.^ U..U the su,„ of „ to™s an.^2i S', I'l te r;!:;^

number of J,. f ^' ""'""' «°''"»"«' to an infinite

cast «!' "'"'• '"'* ""' '" ''" '""-• -««• I" ''othca«« the senes >s eonvergent aeeording to our definition. Butme wnters prefer another definition of convergence; nan.dyty consider a series convergent only when the sum or JZ
tW d filr

• r *'""»>' "^^'S""! q'-tity. and according to

!'i
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346 CONVERQENCE AND DIVEROENCE OF SEIUKS.

559. An infinite aeries is convergent iffrom and after any
fixed term tJt^ ratio of each term to the preceding term is numerically
less than some quantity which is itself numcricaUy less than unity.

Let the series begiiming at tlie fixed term be

w, + w, + w^ +

aiul let S denote the sum of the first n of those terms.

S ^71 +t/ < 1(. + +u
Then

= ?^, |1
+''II

u.
S «,

«, w, t«3 U^ U^ J
Now first let all the terms be positive, and sui)pose

-• le8.s tlian k, -? less tli > n.^ "'
' less tl-an k,

**1 «/, **8

Then S is less than w^{l+^ + ^«+ +k''-'\- that is, loss
1-/5;"

than n^ -j~^ . Hence if k be less than unity, S is less than

r-'k '
^^^"^ *^^® ^^^"^ °^ ^'^ '^^''^">' **^""^ ^ ^0 pl^i^se beginning

with w, is less than a certain finite quantity, and therefore the
series beginning with u^ is convergent.

Secondly, suppose the terms not all positive; tlu . :) they are
all negative, the numerical value of the sum of any number of
them is the Sc.me as if they were all positive; if some term.s are
positive and some negative, the sum is numerically less than if
the terms were all ])ositive. Hence the infiniio series is still con-
vergent.

Since the infinite series begiruing with u^ is convergent, the
infinite series whicu begins with any fixed term before u^ VfiV be
also convergent ; for we shall thus only have to add 'a finite
number offnit< term.; to the series eginning ,7ith u ,

560. An infinite series is div^rucnt if from, and after any
fixed term the ratio of each t, -n to 'he preceding term is gre ter

thc^n unity, or equal to unity, «/ ih 'Cirrus are all fi/te same sign.

^40



CONVERGKXCK AXD DIVKUOEXCE OF SEIULS.
Lot tI,o series beginning at the fixed term be

347

.n,n,.t,V,..„„t„t„os,„„.,
1.0 filt „ of ;,,„»„ t„,.,„,

n

Then

^'i w.
"a «« ^'.Now, first .sii|)|Mj8o

.

Next, .u,,,,o»„ the ratio of each o™ to ,

'
"

T"""''""ty; tlun i,'^nu n,„lt',;,.
""-' 1'™"!'"-' to ha

n«tv b. ..,..„:;:: ! :::i;
'-' '"""" «™''- *''-' »> «».-*«

5CI. The rule, i„ the p,-oc«Iing Articles will J„t • •

™a„y 00.0, whotho.. a„ i„fl„i,o sonos" i,, oonv:.- ^T'"" ?ihere is one ease in wiiieh tliov .A, . /

^^^^^cnt oi divergent.

to notice, nan*, .hen :il iXt/r^^; :1 " "
'T''''-B than unity, but eontinuall. nn.l L " un^ ^'"T

"'"'^

-not name an, finite quantitv ^ w X sI^T' " T ^"
yet r.^ ays g,-eater tlian this ratio T T ' "'"*^' '"^"^^

vergent or divergent.
°

'
'^' ''""' ^^^ ^« ^'^'H-

5G2. Consider the infinite s .-ies

Here the ratio of the

V „ ; ;
>f P bo rK>siti> ,.. t)„» is less th„u unity, but cout.„„ally

,lfl

'! M

h

H n
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348 CONVEROENCK AM) DIVERGENCE OF SERIES.

upproiichcs to unity as n inci-oaaes. This case then cannot be
t'jHt««l 1)^ any of tin- iuIch ulri-ady given ; wo hIiuII however prove
tliat the s(;ri<'H is convorgt-nt it' p bo greater than unity, and
<livfT:,'ent it'y> be unity, or less than unity.

1. SuppoHc;^^ grcjitei' than unity.

Tlio fli-st term of the series is 1, the next two terms are togo-
•)

ther h;.ss than ,"|,, the fullowing four terms are together hsss

4

"

gthan —
,

th(} fuHowuig eiglit terms are together loss than 5-,

and so on. Iltmee tlie wht»le series is less than

, 2 4 S

^^r-'r^-'s^-^
that is, 1 ss than

I + X +x' + x' +

1
2 ^.

wiiero «=--^7,. Since ;j is greater than unity, x is less than

unity
; lienco the series is convergent.

II. Suppose ;> equal to unity.

The scries is now 1 + 1- - -t- .. 1 +
2 3 4 5

The first term is 1, the second teiln is -.
, the next two terms

are together greater than " or the following four terms arc

together greater tlian ^ or -^ , and so on, Ilence by taking a

sufficient nundjcr of terms we can obtain a sum gmiter than

any finite multiple of
.^ ; the series is thei-efoi-e divergent.

III. Suppose p less than unity or negative.

Each term is now greater than the corresiX)nding term in II.

;

the series is thereff^re a fortlGri divergent.
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603. We will

proved in the num
4>{x) 1)6 j)o.sitive fur uU
tinuiilly iliinini.sl

XCK UF HKUl KS. 34<>

liow give a geuorul thoortjiu wJiifh can
'^er exoniplifiod in the precculing A

Ixt

positive iiit..:rral vulu

i« Artich^ If

then the two infi

» »H X increaHo.s, and m I

CH of a;. and con-

nif(! Kcrics

•e any positive inte,

and

are botli conver-mt oi- l.oth diver-ont.

Consider all tho terms of ll... <;,• /

^("'*).™..(-«nn,.,,.4;;;;;;;;::;;:.:x;:i:r^^

.'II.-.. »uu. is tl„.,,.fo,-o g,.e„tc,. U,u„ m'(,„- ,)7(, > iT
'

.'.eutc t,„™ !:ir_. «„„, ,,„ ,^„^,„, ^^,_. ^ ,^^^^. ^^_, _^^ ^^.^__ ^_^^^

i« tI,o finst

^'
'^ "'" '"=™"'" ^^'''-">' l-" 'l»-«".t, «o al.so

l-os,'i.>..i..g witi, ,„.^(„,.) TI„„ tf t

'

" *-'''""' ""'•''•^

"^ ul»o is the fi,-.st.

'°"™'' '^'•"''' '"' ".-.vergont,

As an oxa„,,,le of tI,o „se of tl.is th„o.-e,u wo m.y t.ke the
following

: Ae serie. of u-Uck the general term is—L_ ;, ,„,
"urgent if p U greater than nnily, a,ul cth-er,,en,'T,^ ^e' ,

.nmty or less than nni„j. By tlie theorem .f ' '
,

'' '"

couveiBeiit or ,1,\„,., *

"leoiem the i,r„,,o»ocl scries ise.g«..t or dnergeut acconhng >b the series of ^vliich the
general term is

"'

m.''{\^ny « .'.nvergent or divergent; the latter

general term is L__ .„ ,i,„j ;, ,

(log )»/ ,f '
° '"*' '* "^^ " <:omtanl ratio to tho

general tenn - . for all t,.Iuea of n. Hci

full >W8 bj Art. 5G2.

ice the required result
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350 OONVERQENCE AND DIVEROENX'E OF SERIES.

5G4. The stries obtained hy expanding (1+a;)" by tJie Bino-
mial Theorem is convergent if x ia numerically less than unity.

For tho ratio of tlio (r + 1)'" term to tlio ?•'" is —.'^-^ ^ x Ifn
r

is upgativo and niinicriciilly greater tlinii uiiitv tlic factor
'^"^'"^ ^

r
is numerically greater than unity

; but it continually aju.roachos
unity, and can bo made to difler fiom unity l.y less than any
assigned quantity by taking r largo enough. Ilenco if x is nume-

rically loss than unity tho product 'IZl'J" ^
;^. ^^hen r is lar'-o

enough, Mill bo numorically loss than a quantity which is itself

numerically h'.ss than unity, llenco the series is conver«rent
(Art. 550.)

If w is positive tho factor
''^—^

is numerically loss than
r "^

unity Avluiu r is greater than n ; if u is nc'gativo and niunerically

less than unity this factor is always numerically less than unity
;

if w=:=-l this factor is numerically equal to unity: thus in the
finst case when r is gi-oater than n, and in tho other two cases

always, if a; is numerically less than unity the pi-oduct ^~~~-^x
r

is numei-ieally less than a quantity which is its(>lf numerically less

than unity, ireiu-e the series is convergent. (Art. 559.)

r>Gr). The scries obtained by expanding log (1 + x) in powers
o/x is convergent if x is numerically less than unity.

For tho ratio of the (r + 1)"' term to the ?•"' is -
rx

If then

X bo less than unity, this ratio is always numerically less than a
quantity which is itself nuiu(>rically less than unity. Hence the
series is convergent. (Art. 55i).)

560. The series obtained by expanding a* in powers of x /*•

ahvays convergent.
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For tl,o ratio of the (r + l)- ten,, to tho ,•"
is ^ll«^ ^I t-

TL^ l:t :'
:„;u,r..,r '

i;
''^ "^" *"''^ -"- »''»

K.VAM..L.a OK coNVE,.o.KCE a™ mv.KonKcx or smans.
Exaiuino wl.ctl.cr ti.e f.,llowi,« ten s,.,-,V, „

clivorgciit:
" ^^'"^^ '"" TOnvci-gcnt or

1.

2 ^:r4.''''^'\''*'' O-c'

^ 5 10 ^ 17
^•••

3 m +p ni + 2p m + 3»

1 1^ *"
r ~7 + . - 4-i+^' l+x-^ 1+x-'^

s 1 1 1 1

1" 3" ^ 5'^
"*

7"
"^

9. r + 2"a:+3V+

2n + 1

10.
X

;»;-

n. Suppose that ill tho sorios u +m +v +,, . ,,
i« less than tlio precoclin<. • then ^h.^y\h.\ n '

''
'

*'^''"'

^n '
'"'''-^"- '"'^ ^^^^^^^—g-t or both

12. Sliow that tho series 1 -f ^ + ^
4.

'"^

^
2" 3' 4-

'' J« couvorgoii t

I bo crreator flm>, ..^.1 ,1: . .^ .
if M bo greater than 2, and di
to 2.

vergent if „ ho Jess than 2 or eqijai

'i'u, i

'ft'?

III
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XLI. INTEREST.

567. Interest is money paid for tlie use of money. Tlie snm
leno is called the Principal. The Amount is the sum of the

Pri)icipal and Interest at the end of any time.

568. Interest is of two kinds, simple and compound. When
interest of the Principal alone is taken it is called simple interest

;

but if the interest as soon as it becomes due is added to the;

principal and interest charged upon the whole, it is called com-
pound interest,

569. The rate of interest is the money paid for the use of a

certain sum for a certain time. In practice the simi is usually

£100 and the time one year; and when we say that the rate of

interest is £4. 6s. 8d. per cent., wo mean that £4. 65. Sd., that is,

£4^, is due for the use of £100 for one year. In tlieori/ it is

convenient, as we shall see, to use a symbol to denote the interest

of one pound for one year.

570. Tojiml the amount of a given sum in any time at simple

interest.

Let r be the j)rinclpal in pounds, n the number of yeai-s for

which interest is taken, r the interest of one pound for one year,

M the amount.

Since r is the interest of one pound for one year, Pr is th(^

interest of P pounds for one year, and therefore nPr the interest

of P pounds for n yeara
;

therefore M=P + Pnr.

From tliis equation if any three of the four quantities M, P,
n, r are given, the fourth can be found ) thus

P =
M

1 + nr
n =
M~P
Pr

r =
AI-^P

Pa
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571. Tofind Hie amount of a qiven ^^im ,'«

pound interesL
'"^ '''^y ^'""^ «'^ <^om-

Let R denote the amount of one i.(>un,l in .
n~l.r, then PM is the .nount ofV^ "J^T' " ^''^^

oiPIi in one year is PJUi or P7?» .1 "

. f ^
'

^^''^ ^'"^^""<^

of ^ in ..o /ears at ff;:Ji'J:: ^.t^r^i^^
"^"^^""^

of Pit' in one ve-ir i^ 7V- wi • f "

^""^^•^^'^>' tl^« nmouut

M^PH\

Hence p = M n ~
log J/ - lo^r y>

^''"" " log A'
li

Tlio interest gained in n yeai-s i.s .1/ _ /> ,,, y, ^y^,™ _ j
'

572. Next suppose interest is due more tVe„u,.nflv fl,
•I year: for examnio c:.,,., • .

''""* 'l^i'iitly than once
.

,^oz example, .suppose interest to be duo evorv quarter
and let

^
be the interest of one pound for one q^.artor. Then, at

ocnpound interest, the amount of P in n years is />
fl + n^".

for the amount is obviously the same .as if the number of .^.^-e 4n, and
^

the interest of one pound for one year. Simi-
larly, at compound interest, if interest be due , times a yea, and
the interest of one pound be T ,.. ,,,, ,.,,_,^ ^^^^ _^^^^^ ^^

^ in w years is i^ A + ''V".

573. The formuhe of the j.recc
t-'inied on the 8ui)position that n \

»«k wJiether they are true -ten

13 an

tling Articles have

ti'gor; we may
been

y thei

ob-

efore

T. A.
n IS not un integer. Suppose

23
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1

1 1, . . 1w =we + -, where m is an integer and a proper fraction. At
f^

simple interest the interest of F for m years is Pmr ; and if the
borrower has agreed to pay for awj fraction of a year the same

fraction of the annual interest, tlien -^ is the interest of F for

-] of a year; hence the whole interest is Pmr + ~, that is

Pnr, and the formula for the amount holds when n is not an
integer. Next consider the case of compound interest; the
amount of P in m years will be PPT • if for the fraction of a year
interest is due in the same way as before, the interest of Pir for
/l\ti» PP'"r

VJ ""^ *" ^^'''' "^ —jT '
""^'^ *^® "^^^^^^ amount is P7r A + '1\

.

On this supposition then the formula is not true when n is not
an integer. To make the formula true the agreement must be

that the amount of one pound at the end of (^^^'
of a , ear

shall be (1 + rf, and therefore the interest for (-\ of a year

{\ + rY-\, This sui>position though not made in practice is

often made in theory, in order that the formula may hold uni-
versally.

Similarly if interest is payable q times a year the amount of

P'mn years m P {\ + p" , by Art. 572, if n be an integer ; and

it is assumed in theory that this result holds if n be not an
integer.

574. The amount of P in n years when the interest is paid

q times a year is ^ (l +^)
', V Art. 572 ; if we suppose q to

increase without limit, this becomes Pe"" (Art. 552), which will

therefore be the amount when the interest is due every moment.

575. The Present value of an amount due at the end of a

given time is that sum whieh with its intcro«t for the given tiiny
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355will be equal to the amount TT,„+ • / a

i^e present .alue of tl'Z.nt '
"' ^ '' '''^' ^^" ^^-^^P-^ -

570. A-5co?^,i< is an allowance made for ih.sum of money before it is due.
P«'iyment of a

From the definition of jyresenf vr.?... -4. m
present value at once : henco th» i'-

'"'"«""' ''>' l«J:"g tl.o

A- the amount of one ^!:::;Z' " "'^ """"""• °^^-^'

At simple interest :

-^f=P{\-^nr), (Alt 570);

therefore />--

I + nr
At compound interest

:

^-J^Ii", (Art. 571);

therefore P^

J

'
inste,id of tJie clwomu as here

«ned. Thu. at „i,n,„o i„eerest, in»tea.I of i^- the payer
-.Id be a„owec. J/„. fo,. ,„,„.,.„,,, ,,^^„,^„^

'
-^

EXAMPLES OP INTEBEST.

1. Shew thRt a;, simple LntPj— *• *»,- -?- . • , ,.
n.«n. .ean .etv.e„ theL due andZ -Zr^ If

''' "^

23—2

I
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356 EXAMPLES. XLI.

2. At simple interest the interest on a certain sum of money

is XI 80, and the discount on the same sum for the same time and

at the same rate is £150 : find the sum.

3. If tlic interest on £A for a year be equal to the discount

on £B for the same time, find tlie rate of interest.

4. If a sum of money doubles itself in 40 years at simple

interest, find the rate of interest.

5. A tratlesman marks his goods with two prices, one for

ready money, and the other for a credit of 6 months ; find what

ratio the two prices ought to bear to each other, allowing 5 per

cent, simple inter(;st.

6. Find in how many years £100 will become £1050 at

5 per cent, compound interest ; having given

log 14 = 1-14613, log 15 = 1-17609, log 16 = 1-20412.

7. Find how many years will elapse before a sum of money

trebles itself at 3^ per cent, compound interest ; h;iviiig given

log 10350 = 4-01494, log 3 = -47712.

8. If a sum of money at a given rate of compound interest

accumulate to p times its oi'iginal value in m years, and to q
times its original value in n years, prove that n - rn log^ q.

XLII. EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.

579. When different sums of money are due from one person

to another at diflferent times, we may be required to find the time

at which they may all be paid together, so that neither lender

nor borrower may lose. The time so found is called the equated

time.

580. 7\> find the equated time of payment of two sums due at

different times supposing simple interest.

Lot Pj, Pj be the two sums due at the end of ^ , I years
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time. ^
' *'" """'""• "^ y^"'"' in the equated

The condition of fairnesq tn l.^fi,

s"PPosu,g that the diJralW. f^':
7,"''^ '.^, Tr" "^

due is eaual f^ fl,«
• .

•*"o^ea toi the sum i)aid before it is

after H 7aL
"^'^^ ^'^"'^'^^^ "^^ ^^^^ «- -* 1-1 until

The discount on P for t^^x years is
-^' ^^« 1J^)

''

l + (<,-a;)r'

the interest on P^ fo. ^ _
,, years is P. («;-,,),;

therefore _:^3(^«-a') „ ,

This will give a quadratic equation in «., namely,

^.-' - {/-.. (.. . + P, ^ Pj , , p ,, ,^ ^ ,._^^ ^ ^,
^^ ^ ^

^

that root must be taken which lies between t and t

The present vah.e of ;-, due at the end of t, y,,rs is J^
1 + t^r

the present value of P^ due at the end of t years is II
l+t.

the present value of 7>, + .- due at the end of
P + PX years is -i~-L±

,

\ +xr
'

. f.^":e:;s"'°'™^
*- """ "'^ ^^"'^ «- °^ i^^™*.

+ -: rrz —J 2

xr1 + <,r 1 + tjr i +

moff!" ^^,.'"'^ ^ "^""'^^^^ ^^^^ «^^"'- i^ practice however themethod would probably be to t,rooP«d a^ ,'n the fii-st
.1 ^ ^' *7

^^us exception, that the lende^wouhl allo^ t^^^ZTi^Z

illi

il

I

iijlf
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358 EQUATION OF PAVMKNTS.

co7int on the sum paid before it wiis due ; thu8 we should find a;

from

therefore {I\ + l\)x I\t^ + l\t^.

In this case the interest on 1\ + 1\ for x years is equal to the
sum of the interests of 1\ and 1\ for the times t^ and t^ respect-
ively

j
this follows if we multiply both sides of the last "equation

by r. This rule is more advantageous to the ])orrower than that
in Art. 580, for the interest on a given amount is greater than the
discount. See Art. 577.

583. Suppose tlu^-e are several sums P
, P , P,^ due at

the end of t^, t^, t.^, years respectively, and the equated time
of i)aynu3nt is required.

The first method of solution (Art. 580) becomes very compli-
cated in this case, and we shall tlusrefoi-e omit it.

The second method (Art. 581) gives for determining x, tho
number of years in the e(]uated time,

^\ P. P
1 + t^r 1 + t^r 1 + t./

^.±Z.-^^3 +

1 +ajr

P P P
Denote the sum - ' + « + ._ a ..

1 + V ^ + Kr l+t.^r
by 2

\+lr'

and the sum P, + P^ + P^ + by ^P then we may write the
above result thus,

\l + trj l+xr'

The third method (Art. 582) gives

^{P,-^P, + P,+ ) = A<,+A<,+ ^A+ ;

which may be written x^P = %Pt.

584. Equation of payments is a subject of no practical im-
portance, and seems retained in books chiefly on account of the
apparent paradox of different methods occurring which mav



however, tl,.t the .iirticlty, if suci, it J ""'" "'"""™'

•imple i„t,.,...st i, al,„o,t a fi„ io ,
' ' '"'7 "•"" "'" «-' """

i« of e„,.l value to tl,„ ow„e,.
; an,

,,'"'"'^ """'""'• "
'owcl money i« . .i„,.,i |,„ .,

' ""'" " ""' """^t "" l>or.

*o .en,.e,., [„ ,« „„,::! l! ttS^' ll'-f
''

"V""'-
*°

torest ufterwurds.
l»inci|,al, and cha.god with in-

585. If compoimd intei-osf l.o ..n i ,,

A*.a«oa„u5sr.i,,«iv„;,:L::,::':,r'' "" "'""-^ -

For the solution acc-o.-.H,,. to Art. 5«0 will 1,„ „, ,„„„„, .

the .liscount on 7>. for «_ . ^ j.^^^ j^ ^^
A _ 1 N

the interest on /', for .„-,, yean, i« 7', (A-'.l'lJ;

'

therefore P (\~ ^ \ d , r, *

the method of Art. S.l^^CZZT" " ^'""" ''^ "'*""''•' ''^

/', + /' =_:?* , n n^^

'-^^ +
therefore

wliich shews tliat x is such fh f fi

..ue at the e„a of . yeart 1 l.t ^171;•:;;
'7' ^' ^ ^•

™h.e. of., an. ., ,ue at the en^ of, aXl^Jltl^r
586. If there are different sums P P P . . ,end of i f f .

I' s' ^ 3' due at the^ S' «2» «3' years respectively, ';he eniritprl fJ.
u>ent, ., allowing compouna interest, Jly be frrf^';"

"' "^'^

P ^ T> . li . ^ _Pr^P^ + p^^
R'

^x P. P

\SV 1

f ! . f 1 «
I 1;

+
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which may ho written

EX.*^fl»LKS. xrji.

r'.-'t - 111. i.

o87. We have said in Art. 580, that wo must take that root
01 the quadratic equation which lies between <, and i ; we will
now prove that ther,. will in faet be always one root,' and only
one, b(ftween t, and i

.

We have to shew that the equation

has one root, and only one, lying ])etween t, an<l t^.

The expression I\ {x - ^ { I + {t^ - x) r] - P. {t^ _ x) is obviously
posUu-e when x^t. If this expression is arranged in the forn.
ax + hx -. c, the coefficient a is negative, being - I\r hence t
must he between the roots of the equation by Art. 339 ; that is'
one root ,s greater than t^ and one root less than t. It is obvious
too that no value of r« less than t^ can make the exinession vanish,
80 there cannot be a root of the equation less than t^ ; there must
then be one root between t^ and <„ and one root greater than t^.

It may be remarked that the value x=t^ + ~ also makes the

expression pn.Ulve, and so the root which is grelter th.-.n t, must
by Art. 330 b) ^-reater than t, + ~

.

r

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

P.nn
/''''^ *^'^ """^"''^^'^ ^""^ °^ I^'''^^'"^"^^ «f *^« «"ni«, one ofi400 due two years hence, the other of £2100 due eight yeai^

hence, at 5 per cent. (Art. 580.)

i>o^\
^"''^ ,^''^ '''^"'''*^'' *""^ "^^ payment of two sums, one of

£20 due at the present date, the other of .£16. 5*. due 270 days
h(mce, the rate of interest being twopence-halfpenny per hundred
pounds per day. (Art. 580.)
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^ '''^^"' '^"*' «ven when n is o<id.

^^
SW U,at t„o .„„.,.„.. afte.. „ to™. „f «,„ „.„,„,„„ „,

U + «; "' "^ «''"«« «f Jwcending pown.-s ,.

9- If <^(w, r) = !i-(^jd)_i:>_-r-fl)
Ir » s^iew that

* >'^v>l^'i- 1, l)<^(w-7/i + 1, 2)

10. With the same notation shew that

-Lose'first L™ t"^ *"'"^ ^'.^^ ^-"^^'-^ I-.-ssiona and conunon ratio 1 + «., wliere x i, very
Rinall, shew that ti = f / 1 _(*"«) «)

a 1 '~2^j ^PProxmiately.

^•ill be a/'^V"

i
f!

m I
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XLIII. ANNUITIES.

588. To find the amount of an annuity Ipft unpaid for any
number of years, allowing simple interest upon each sum from tlve

ti77ie it becomes due.

Let A he the annuity, n the nuiuber <jf years, r the inter-est of
one 2)oiind for one year, J/ the amount.

At tlie end of tlie first year A Lecomes due, and at the end of
the second year the interest of the first annuity is rA ; at tlie end
of this year the principal becomes 2A, therefore th') interest due
at the end of the third year is 2rA ; in the same way the interest
due at the end of the fourth year is ?,rA ; and so on ; hence the
whole intei-est is rA + 2?vl + '?>rA + \. [,(, _ 1) rA ; that is,

n[n — \)rA
2 ' ^^ ^'^- ^^^

>
'^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^'" ^^ t^i^ annuities is nA :

tlierefore A[^nA+ ^ '
rA.

589. To find the present value of an annuity, to continuefor
a certaiti number of years, allowing simple interest.

Let P denote the present value ; then P with its interest for

n years should be equal to the amount of the anniaty in the same
time ; tliat is,

P + Pnr = nA+ ^^^1-i rA
;

nA + ln{n-\)rA
therefoi-e P =

1 + nr

590. Another method has l)ecn proposed for solving the

question in the precetling Article.

The present value of A due at the end of 1 year is

1 + r'

(Art. 577) ; the present value of ^ due at the end of 2 years is

A A

1 ^ 9.. ;
the present value of A due at the end of 3 years is —-—i+^i -^

1 i-3r'

and so on ; the present value of the annuitv for n vears shouM
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ll + r'^ l + 2r '^TTSr'^
i + ?*;•/

^"1- Some writpi'« nr. a 1 1 1

(Hu..st,o„s by simple interest l„t I

'""" °'' '*'"^''

i-l>etual annuity ,^J, ""^^ : j

^'''
T^'

*'^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^
J'e written

*^'^ "^'^'"'^ ^^ ^ "^ Art. 589 may

m
m
•'ijii

i

«li«!n « is infinite tlie .lenomimtni- nf tl

-1 the n,™e,.ato,- beccnj file l" "'T""""
^"-"^ >•.

>'e.i..s given for /• ;„ Art 50
.' " '"''"'"'• ^Le

infinite.
°" "''^ '«"=""«^« infimto wlien « is

o-^;i:::^r;:? ---:-. -..oa„e,.nt

At the end of the first vnn,. i . ,

»«,onJ year XA is the ,lZ ff 1""' "' *''« <">'' "f the

(A+
1) J ; similarly at th. ...i .^ .u„ ., • !

^^''' '' ^'^^ + ^, that is.

^^{^+r)A+A
•Ij at the end of the third

tliat IS, (A'^' + Ji+i)A; and

year- the wliole sum due
so on

; hence tlie

I .(

]r

ill
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whole sum due at the end of n years is (T?""' + 7^- « f + 1) ^1 •

thus /]/_'"''" 1 J

594. To find the present value of an annuity, to continuefor
a certain number of years, allowing comyound interest.

Let P denote the present vahie ; tlien tlio amount of P in
n years should be equal to the amount of the annuity in the
same time; tliat is,

PU^ . ^"ri A :

therefore

R-\

595. We may also solve th(! question of the preceding Articl^j
by supposing P equal to the sum of the present values of the
different }>ayments.

The present value of A due at the entl of 1 year is -

the present value of A due at the end of 2 years is

E>S }

the present value of A due at the end of 3 years is

and so on

;

. A

therefore
A A A

+
P"

A
E 0-iO
1- E-r~

E
If the present value of an annuity A for any number of years

be mA, the annuity is said to be worth m years' purchase.

596. To find the present value ofa perpetual annuity.

Suppose n to be infinite in the formula P = ^iLl^I^
E-\ >

thus p _ ^ _ -^

E^l~r'
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597. ro>^ </,e present value ofan annuif,, f.
tlie end o/p year^ ami th... * •

annuity^ to commence atJ 1
j'itiT'i, aiia then to continue

q years

J' F ^q yeais
; thus we obtain

to cf„:*m' :;:;::::r
"' '"° '-" °^^ ^--' -- «-

value w™„.i_--'r"''''"^"^
'""''--' *''«~

7^-r This may be obtained directly; for the
"'> — 1. M - ^-^^ivxiicu lureci

P-sent value .^s the sumo, the following infinite series

A ^ ^ A

Me'X^^::^ tl;::
™'^ ^« «.;."-• *« ea,c„,ate the

estate to be worth £a1 ,
?' °' * '''"«'^- S"lTose an

iB granted for/.,,!:; ""r;
"" """ ^ '""^ "' "'' ''^to

™d .appose tLtlCl ; .Ih
'"
f™ r'

"™^^ ""'' ""-"J
obfciin a now lease fo, 1 have da,«e<l, the lessee wishes to

equivalent to Z^I.TZL^^Ta ^T' 'V^^ofp yea,^, and to continue fl-Tvla^ Th
^'^" ''* "'' ™''

A. to he paid fo. renewing /^a.^o^X .^.^
^'-' ^^ -"^^ '''^

«u.lt rihe":!^ ^eh^helt-'T' T^—*>e only o... a year We wii
™' *''" ™°'"*y '"«

l.ositioa ' ^'^ S'™ ^ """-e general pro-

'1'

^ea by Art. 573, the amount

interest of one pound for (^^ of year

of one pound in s years
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(l+ ) whotlier 8 be an integer or not ; thus the amount of ono

pound for (—
j

of a year is (l 4-^V; we shall denote this by p.

Let a be the instalment of the annuity that should l)e ])aid each

time
; then the amount of the annuity at the end of n years is the

sum of the followinijf 7n7i terms :

that is,

( mn-l . rnn-a , mn-:; , , , 1 )a\p +p +p + +p+ij^

-1

1
'

that is, a

EXAMPLKS OF ANXUITIES.

In the examples the interest is sui)posed compound unless

otherwise stated.

1. A person borrows £G00. 5s. : find how much he must pay
annually that the whole debt may be discharged in 35 years,

allowing simple interest at 4 per cent.

2. Determine what the rate of interest must be in order that

the present v.due of an annuity for a given number of years, at

simple interest, may be equal to half the ^um of the annuities.

X A freehold estate of £100 a year is sold for £2500 : find

at what rate the interest is calculated.

4. The reversion, after 2 years, of a freehold Avorth £1G8. 2s.

a year is to be sold : find its present value, supposing interest at

2^ per cent.

5. If 20 years' purchase must be paid for an annuity to con-

tinue a certain number of years, and 2G years' purchase for an

annuity to continue twice as long : find the rate per cent.

C. When 3^ per cent, is the rate of interest, find what sum
must be paid now to receive a freehold estate of £320 a year

10 years hence ; having given

log 1-032 = -0136707, log 7-29798 = -8032030.
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7. Supposing an annuity to continue for ever to l.o worth

25 years p.,rel.ase, fi„,, the annuity to continue for 3 voars wcan be imiuhiiscl for ,£C25.

8. As,,,,, „, .eiooo i, lent to l,e .-epaid with into,«t at 4p,- cent, bya„„„al i,..tal„„.„t,, ,,o,M„„i„,, „,tl, .fU, at U,e endof the first vear, and !„„,,,„,„. 30 ,„, ^^,^^ ^^,^,,, ^.
-^

..»t preceding mstahnent. Find wl,en the debt will U paid oil'Juivnig given ' "
'

log 2 = -30103, log 3 = -47712.

9. Find the present vah.e of an annuity which is to com-mence at the en.l of,, years, and to continue for ever, each pay-

aTto !rr
" '""

''' ^'"^"""»^- ''''''^'' ^^-^^^^-^^ - t^
10 Fi' d what sum will amount to £1 in 20 years, at 5 per

cent., the interest being supposed to be payable every insLnt.

11. If intei-est be payable every instant, and the interest for

one year beQ of the principal, find the amount in n yeaiu

12^ A person borrows a sum of money, and pays off at the

tliat year
.
find bow much he owes at the end of n yiavs.

13. An estate, the clear annual value of which is £A, is leton a lease of 20 years, renewable every 7 years on pavment of a

Ledt •
'' "

'^" '' '^ '"''' ^^ ^'^^^™^"' ^^^--^ ^^^<illowed at SIX per cent.
; having gi% en

log 106 = 2-0253059, log 4-G88385 ^ -0710233,

log3-118042 = -4938820.

14 A person with a capital of £a, for which he receives
nterest at r per cent., spends every year £b, which is more than
Ins original mcome. Find in how many years he will be ruined.

Ex If a =1000, r = 5, 6 = 90, shew that he will be ruined
before the end of the 17th year ; hav

log 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -4771213,' be. 7 =

ing given

m
H

I

I

8450980.
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1^;^

XLIV. CONTINUED FIIACTIONS.

GOO. Every expression of the form rt± is called

±
a cotituiuea /ruction. e ± &c.

We shall confine our attention to continued fractions of the

,
where a, 6, c, are all positive integers.form a +

1

6 +
1

c + (fee.

For the sake of abbreviation the continued fraction is some-

times written thus : a+ -, .

+ c + (fee.

When the number of the terms a, b, c, infinite, the con-
tinued fraction is said to be teniiinatiny ; such a continued frac-

tion may be reduced to an ordinary fraction by effecting the

operations indicated.

601. To convert any givenfraction into a confmuedfraction.
m

Let - be the given fraction; divide m by n, let a be tl 10

quotient and ;; the remainder ; thus - = a + ^ = a + i Next di-n n n'

p
vide n by p, let b be the quotient and q the remainder ; thus

- _ 6 + - = 6 + -. Similarly, ^^
:^- c -f- - = c + ~, and so on.

Q r
m 1Thns
tl

= a +

b +
1

c+ (fee.

If m be less than ?i, the first quotient a is zero.

We see then that to convert a given fraction into a continued
fraction, we have to proceed as if we were finding the greatest
common measure of the numerator and denominator; and we



ion IS some-

CONTINUKD FRACTKJNS.
g^j.^

must therefore at ].i.st arnVo .,f .. . • x ,

-o ,.„ ..e „„.,.,.„. :z:,: z:'z':t""'' rconvert,, inc. „ ,„,„,,„,.„^ ,„„,i,^,„„, ,. ^^^^.'^;;

> "-tu-u c.n l,„

602. Tl.e fraction. £„„„«, b, t,.ki„.
, t.„, tl„.„„, „,

tl.o quotiout, of tl,o continue,! fraction „ + L '
,,,,

,, ,

y "*• -L'nis the fir.st eonverm'iit is a •

b

^,

" " ""^ "i^i^ convergent is a

;

the secona convergent is fonne. 1 fVon. a.}, u is therefore
«^ ^ ^

1tho third conve.^e.t is for.ned ft-om ..^^ , that is, t'nnn

b +

a+ it is therefore
"^^ + « + c.

The first convergent a is too small becanse the pa.t
^ '

1 b + (fee.

IS

cuitted; a + _ ;, too g,.eat bec,au.,o .„e .lononunator i i. too

™-"^''^^-^i»too™an„oca,.e..I,toog,.eat;an,,
c

so on.

604. To livove the law of formatm,, nf n
veryents. '

joimatioyi oj the snccessive ->n.

The first three convergents are "* "'''' "^ ^ «6c + a + c

numerator of the third is c fai + n 4- . n f •

'

•
^^ "" ^ '

T. A,

24

' 'i lit

Mi

11

:i ' 3
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P P p"
I^* -> — ) //, '>f5 tliroo consocutivo convorgonts ; w, m\ m",

the coiTospoudinj^ qiiotientH ; and hu|)})oso tliat

p" = m"p' + p, q"= m"q' + q.

Lot in'" 1)0 the lu^xt quotient ; then tlie next convei'gent

J)"
dillbis from ' „ only in taking in the additional quotient m"\

so tliat we have to write m" + -,r, instead of m"\ thus the nextm
convergent

i:'"'^^)'" "^77/')^ "^^

^ _ m" {my 4- p) + p' Wy^f^'

m'" (w'Vy' + q) + q'
"
m'Y^+^'

If therefore we su|)i)ose

p"=m'"p" + p' and q m q'+q,

the next convergent to V/ will be equal to ^4/ , thus the convera-
q q

'^

ji>
pent -fr, may be formed by the same law that wjis sujiposed to

jt

hold for 7, ; but the law has been proved to be applicable for

the third convergent, and therefore it is api)licable for every

subsequent convergent.

Wo have thus, shewn that the successive convergents may be

formed according to a certain law; as yet we have not proved
tliat when they are so formed each convergent is in its lowest

terms, but this will be proved in Art. 606.

605. The difference behveen any two consecutive convergents

is a fraction whose numerator is unity, and whose denominator is

tJie product of the denominators of the convt^rgents.

This is obvious with respect to the first and second converg-

, . ab+l a 1
ents, for —r

t = r •

1
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Silpjxwo tho law +^, I. 1 1 r

80 that Pi P' 1

-."-.' i

tJiius the luw Jiol(l« fl... +1

-liy tru.
'"' "'" ""-^*—g-t. il..nc„ it fa „„i,„r.

For if the numerato,. and ,lo„o,„i„„to,. of ^ ,,..,1 an.
'""-""•o it would ,livido „ '

•> ^ '"""""'"* ''^ -""'•""*>.
-'.iolM.sin,,K«.,iUe.

We shall prove this hyshewin,, tl,.,f

- «.o eontinned fraction Ln tC^^h^'Crr " "'""^^

Let P-P'C
y' 7. ,»

be oon.,ee„tive convergent, to a conti,„,e.l

fmction a;; then ?" = ?»>' +P ^^
q" m"q'+q- ^"^ « differs from ^, only i„

^*n« instead of™" the c„™;,te 5,,,..^, „„^ , ^

::r--«^~--% Mohweiiit:"

therefore ^-x=P -fPj^_Z ^^.^^iPq' ~p'q)
^'?+y yW + ?) ^^^-

!?)

a; -^ ^i*^' ^P
H-q* +

-i^^pqjz'M ±1
^ y y'W'+(?)

U—'i

III
i,

^4r

If

mil

'PI ^'
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litH

-*•

1

1

11
i

Now 1 is less than /x iiii.l t/ in groiitoi- than q ; lionco on botli

accoimtH the (liiT(!iouoo betwot'ii x and ^~ is less than tJie ditfor'

onco hotweon x and "
; that is, ^~ is noaror to x than ^

is.

7 y f?

G08. To determine limits to the error made in tdkiug any
convenjent for the rontinned fraction.

By the lU'cccMliuj,' Article tlio differonco Ix'twcon x and ^
is

q

1

(-:)

o (,/ + n) '
'^^"^'® ^' ^^ ai"^''^tor than q, tli(! error a fortiori is less

than and greater tlian —
-, ; these limits are sinii.ler than those

I ^q
first given, though of course not so close.

GOO. In order that the error made may bo less than a gi\(Mi

quantity
^, wo have therefore only to form tlu^ consecutive coii-

vergents until we arrive at one ^-, such that a' is not less

q
"

than k.

GIO. Any convergent ?'s nearer to the continued fraction than,

any other fraction which has a smaller denominator than the

co7ivergent lias.

Let -> be the convergent, and - a fi-action, such that s is

q s

less than
<f. Let x be the continued fi-action, and - the con-

vergent immediately preceding ^-, . Then ^ , a-, ^, are either in

1 2 q

ascending or descending order of magnitude by Art. G03 Now
^

s

cannot lie between ^- ard ^ ; for then the difference of - and -

q 9 If q



licnco on botli

an tJie difH;!'

.

'^
18.

Q

J taking any

I X iiud IS

^TiJuttT tllill).

jrtiori ia less

er tliun tlioso

than a given

secntive coii-

' is not less

fraction than

tor thayi the

ch that s is

I
- the con-

Q

ire either in

r
;03. Now

8

•^>

7" '™" •-•™—-
f^

t. u„. U, W, „„„

f
""'*" "-"r,.,.,. „f,...„,,,^,,

,„,„„_,^^^,

l.uHsil.lo. Thus (.itlin-
''^

a-
^' ^ ^ /> ;/

7' '?"..' '''
^' y' *•.

;-. "lust U' i„

"'
:' «''""•' ^^ '"' '-•- -»« : .ii.r,.,. „.,„,. ,,,„„

.

unci therefore <./or^/o.Y .uore than
^'

,Ioos

«n. s,„,,,oso
^, ^: t„„ ,.„„,,^„y,,_^

,.^^_^.^,^.^^^^^_^ ^^ ^_ ^^_^

tinned iVaetion a- thf.n
^'^''

,•

' "" .77
'' ^''^'' ^' ^^'«« than «,.' aceonlin.

p . /
"

as
^ IB greiiter or less than t v • .

^
,

sstlMn-. For, as m Art. 007, we have
up + p ,

^

Tl,e factor /,/,'_„, ;, „,,,,,„y_^ ^^^^ .

^^^^ ^^_^^^_ ^^

'-' "°'"™ "' ""«^*"-^' --'"•« - ': « g-ter o,. ,e.. than
?'

^^^^^«
.^ is greater or less than ^'

that is ^'i^' '

.

^

^ W '
^^^'^t ^''' ::.' IS greater or less

thi

2' nq
-n x\ according as I is greater or less than

^^'

I

I

of - and -

H q
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EXAMPLES OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS.

Convert the following four fractions into continued fractions:

1.
1380

2.
445

3.
197G3

4.
743

1051- -• 612- - U12Q- -- Qu'

5. Find three fractions converging to 3 -1410.

6. Find a series of fractions converging to the ratio of
5 hours 48 minutes 51 seconds to 24 hours.

7 Tf ^ ^^a P, I ,1

^^i' ^a' ^ "^^ consecutive convergents, shew

that {p.,-p,)q,=^{q,-q,)p,.

8. Prove that the numerators of any two consecutive con-
vergents have no common measure greater than unity: and
smiilarly for the denominators.

^ ^^
^^' %' tj

'"^^ successive convergents to a continued

fraction greater than unity, shew that p^q^_^ -p
,
y = (_ 1)-

10. Shew that the difference between the first convergent
and the n'"^ convergent is numerically equal to

1 1 1

y//2 <h% q,q.

(- 1)"

^,-yq.

n. «"«-'- (^:--i)(i-;-).ej.--i)(,.y.

12. If ;x„ be the n^ quotient in a continued fraction grZiter
than unity, shew that p„y„_^ -^^^ _^y_^ ^ ( _ ^y-.^^

13 If ^"^ P"-^ Pn 1

q ' ~^ ' ;r'
oe successive convergents to the

continued fraction A.AA shew that

and hence that ;,,,y^_^ -p^__ ^^^ (_ l)-^^/j^
^^
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H. If -. clonote the „- convergent to a fraction ^, and
A> denote the «» ren>ainde.. which ^cu.. in the pje. of
converting the fraction ^ to a continue., fraction, shew that

IS. Shew tliat the difference of
''

and ?••
is ^~

1« T
'^

^" '''''''

Jb. In converting a fraction in its lowest ter,n« t„mued fraction, shew that an, two eonsert ,:^n I." hZno eom.non measure greater than unity.
™

m
i

Iff

1

XLY, REDUCTION OF A QUADRATIC SURD TO ACONTINUED FRACTION.
"^ ^^ ^

612. A quadratic siax! cannot be reducod to ., /.^ • .•

coutinued fraction, heeause the surd w d hen b ZTT
wio:^::^':orit:^:tr:e':iri:^
and then the ijeneral theorv T i. ..

^ example,
i« ^eneidi tneory. lake the square root of G

;

V(6) = 2 + 7(6)-2 = 2+-,-? 9, 1

V(C)T2=^ --^7(6772'

2

1

^/(6) + 2'

the steps now recur; thus we have
2

V(6).2-.-l_L_L_J_
^ + 4 + 2 + 4 + tkc.

Pi

I
m
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REDUCTION OF A QUADRATIC SURD

In the above process the expression wliich occurs at the beginnino
of any line is sei)arate(l into two parts, the first part being the
greatest integer wliich the expression contains, and the second part
the remainder; thus the greatest integer in ^6 is 2, we therefore
write

n/(G) = 2 + {V(G)-2};

again, the greatest integer ui^l^±l {^ 2, we therefore write

x/(6)+2 . V(6)-2

and so on; the remainder is then made to have its numerator
rational, and is expressed as a fraction with unity for numerator-
we then begin another line of the process.

'

We may notice in the example that the quotients begin to
recur as soon as we arrive at a quotient which is double of the
first. This we shall presently shew is always the case.

613. Let N be any integer which is not an exact square; let
a be the greatest integer contained in ^.\^; write J.Y in the formVW +

J
tor symmetry, and proceed thus

:

J
= a + ^ ^-y^ = a + —,-^,

v/(^r+ a
, if r = jV-a^;

r V — + -
. .

/ >

if a' = rb - a, and r'-
^^~'^'"

;

VW + a"'

if a!' = r'h' ~a', and /' =
N-a'

n
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In tliis process we suppose b h' h" +» 1 ,-,

integers contained in tlie expressions V,-"
,

' ?
''' *^'' ^"^"^^^'^

«l-ing; hence it follows that 77^7 "^^ 1^ ^'^'^^'^^^-^^^

a^ is less than .V hr>rc k v
'

v V"
'''''' ''^^ P^^i^ive. For

i, v/W ^ «
" ^""'""' ^"^^^ ^ ^« *^- ^^--test integer

—7
,

so that o IS of course less than "^^"^^ + «
. 1

• 1 , ^. J lience a

"

0, a, «',<«-, <kc
.J.

1'^', ^', <r"; etc
^.,.

and the corresponding series of quotients is

\->, P, p, fS thoa; of (3), Let tlie
co.«spon.ling convergente to JLX) ,,„ P ,' p"

/' ^^T+, '
*'"- eonvevgcnts can nil be fbnnod in the „.„,,

-.V, «nee all the terms m (3) are positive integer.

Since the complete quotient coiTesponding to «"
is

x/(^') +«"
we have, by Art. 607, p" ^ '

%

\m

ilil

f
m

f;

!i
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378 REDUCTION OF A QUADRATIC SURD

Multiply up, and then equate the rational and irrational
parts (Art. 299); thus

ay + p> = Nq', aY + p"q = j/ •

therefore a" (p^' -2)'q) = pp - qq'lV,

p"{pq'-p'q)^q"N-j/\

Now vq'-j/q = ± 1, hence a" and p" are integers. And it is

proved in Art. Gil that pq'-j/q, pp' -qq'N, and q"N-p'' have
the same sign; hence a" and p" are positive integers.

This investigation may be aj)plied to any corresponding pair
of quantities in (1) and (2) except the first two pairs; it cannot he

applied to these because two convergents^ and ^' are assumed to

precede the co vergent
^-, . But the first two pairs of quantities

in (1) and (2), namely and 1, and a and r, are known to be
positive integers. Thus all the quantities in (1) and (2) are
})ositive integers.

615. The greatest term in (1) is a. For by the mode of
formation of the series, pp' = N-a'- since p and p' are positive, a"
IS less than N, and therefore a is not greater than a.

616. No term in (2) or (3) can be gimter than 2a. For by
the mode of formation of the series, a' + a" = p'^'- and since neither
a' nor a" can be greater than a, neither p' nor y8' can be greater
than 2a.

617. If p"=l, thena"=a.

For, by Art. 614, a"4-p''?, = <, therefore if p" = \

a"+afraction = -. Now ^ is a nearer approximation to JN
than a is, and a is less than ^N; therefore ^'is greater than a;

hence a" = a.
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618. If any term in /n ^ i i-

from
«, the ,e,„,,nc.er i. lei L: I ::':L!':'^ 'r^''

'^ ^"''""*''

T, ,

"^ coiiesponUm^. term in (2)

*wo,.e
^,

_„-. , ,,,, „„.„ ^,. 2, f^;
. /

'

than p''.
y^^fio^i, a - a IS less

.oil'v:::;r:n;rtT'^ "
'"^ ''-•'•'^ - -^ ^o'-

«. a' precede a". The theo.-em 1
'' '"'T"'

*'"'* *^« '''™''

the aame vah,e« mu.t recur in the tw^
'«^I"'«"™'y i hence

there cannot be more than o" . 7 '^° '""' ^'-"'lt=»eously, .„,!

takes pWe.
^" *''™^ "> ««oh series before this

and let a similar notXr'be"™ea fowtT"'
?/"*"

P'-oved that a .-eenrrence must tl t ^^ "'"' ^^^^ ^^ '"'™
terms from the m'- to the <n n- ™' "''''""" "'^' *'"" "«otne(«-l) inclusive recur, so that

We shall sliew that
^" '"""

We have r ,r - A^ ^ ^^

*~''

"^ »•» = ^., and a„ =. ^^ ; therefore t - r
Again, o„_j + » =, J

therefore
' "-'""' "- ^ »" = '•.-.*.-.;

taerefoi-e -2^ill^^i_i
n«-i ~ "-* ~ ^^~i = zei'o or an integer.

•iim

•H

,!:*

i

Ifli
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380 llEDUCTION OF A QUADRATIC SURD

But, by Art. G18, «-«,„_, is less than r„_„ and a-a„_i
m less tlian r„_i, so that a-a„_i is less than r,„_, ; therefore

«»_i-»m-x i» Itiss than
?-„._i ; therefore ^'-'~^"'-i is less tlian 1.

Comparing this with the former result, we see.that ^*"-i~^"'-i

must ])e zero ; therefore «„_, .. a„^„ and 6,^^ = \,_^.

Hence, knowing that the wi'" term recurs, we can infer that
the (wi-1)'" term also recurs. This demonstration holds as
long as m is not less than 3 ; for it depends on the theorem
established in Art. G18. Hence the terms recur beginning with

the complete quotient -—

.

621. The last quotient will always be 2a.

For let the last complete quotient be ^^J-^1^ then the

next IS
^ ; hence «„ + «--. r,X, r^r = N- a'; but r = N-a';

therefore r„= 1 ; therefore, by Art. G17, a„ = a; therefore &„ = 2a.

62 2. Every j^eriodic continued fraction is equal to one of the
roots of a quadratic equation with rational coefficients.

1111
Let

where

x-a +

y^r +

b + h+ k + y^

1 111
s+ u + V + y

so that a, b, h, k are the q'^otients which do not recur, and
^} «j % V are those which recur perpetually.

Let -, be the convergent formed from the quotients a,b, ...

down to k inclusive ; and let ^ be the convergent immediately

P'
preceding ^-

; then, as in Art. 607,
q

'

^^p'y + P
2V+? (!)•



and a — a^i

_i ; therefore

s>s than 1.

at
rm—l

m infer that

on hokls as

the tlieorem

jinning with

-, then tlio

'ore hn = 2a.

one of the

t recur, and

nts a, b, ...

tnmediately

TO A CONTIN Ui.D FIUCTION.

P'
.SSI

I^et
^, 1,0 the convergeut fonned from the quotients ., . ...

down to V inclusive : and let
^ h^ +i

^,, Q ^^^ *^'" convergent immediately

preceding ^; then

{'2)-

F om
(1) and (2) by elindnating . we obtain •. , .•eqnation m a. with rational CH-fficic^Un To n ^

"^"^
'^ '

solve this equation
: or we m-w tlTi

"' ''' '^'" "^"^*

^-
(2), tL i, f^onr^yi^*^':;!;^^^^^^^^^

it in(l). ^ ^2/ ^ =0, and substitute

023. The following theorem in continup.l f .•
noticed.

continued fractions may be

Let
1 1

b+ c +
1 1 1

m+m'+7rir ^ *^^ development of a proper

f-tio„
^ ; ,„, ,,, ,h, con.e.p„,Kli„g .seHes of eonvcgon,, be

1

9' <?" ^''' q''

then the development of^ will be

__!_ J__l_

tl.at fa, the same quotients will „oo„,. ,,„t i„ the reve..e order.

6'+ 6'

For ^ = ,,,V + y', therefore -C - - ^

«7"=mV + ry, therefore '^

and so on.

Hence

_1_

?"__1 1

9n 4-

1^ 1

I

III
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624. Tlie preceding theorem will furnish an addition to the
resvdts obtained in the j)resent Chai)ter.

Let
^

and ~, bo two successive convergents to JX, sucli

that -7 is the last convergent formed before the quotients recur

;

therefore by Arts. 614 and 621, y :- aq' \.
q.

Now the development of ^«'?',
that is of<-a, will be

with the notation of Art. 620

1 1 1 1

K+K+ K

+

1 1

^.-3 + ^>„-, + i._,

and the last convergemt will be ^^-^?. But we have just seen

that q =p-aq'. Hence by Art. 623

K.^ = K, K-.-K> K-.--K
625. There is also a recurrence of the same terms in the

reverse order with respect to the second and the third series of
Arts. 614 and 620, like that which has just been demonstrated
with res])ect to the first series.

We have universally

^.-:^-.„-^-«J(l), «„-. + «„.=r„_,6„..,
(2).

Put in (1) for m successively the values 2 and n ; thus

we know that a^ --. a^ for each =a, and that r, =r„ for each == 1 :

therefore r^^ = r _ .

Put in (2) for m successively the values 3 and n ; thus

wo knot^ that a^ = a^, that r,=-r„_„ and that h^^h • therefore
«» = «,.-,.

Again, put in (1) for m successively the values 3 and n-l-
hence we obtain ^3 = r„_^. Put in (2) for m successively the values
4 and n - 1 : hence we obtain a^ ^ a^_^ . And so on.
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Q26. Tlie following theorem rnl.fi'n., +

-inghan,. T,,o theoron, will t-,
, I

"'' '*'"'''"•'' "' «"-

-y; let c ho tLeCbe/of ,":,Sr" ?'"""" '" *"« ™-'
"*"""« qoofonte in one com-

l-'oto 0,0.0, o.. any „,u,ti,„e of that n„„„,e. ; ,„t
K

,„ ,,^ ^,
convergent, an,, ^- the (20)... convergent; then wm''

Jjet a be tho greatest into<'er in /Ar i i ^ ,

obbuned by convertin.. /Jf Jf ^ ' "'' '"* *'"> q-oticnts

-ay, bo denotod by
^'° " ™""""«'' ^'-«<'" "' «- -uaJ

^''"5— i„4..„J,,.,...6,,...

Then from Arts C20, 021 we have

*. = ^W ^. = *.„, .. = ..
(,^^

^0-, ^,,,
tte conver...nt8 immediately preceding

and following ^"
j then^ = ^i±i^ii?^,

Kow^^diffe. fro.
^^. int.,. respect; instead of nsb.

Therefore 7i\^=l^LJLv^)?V»^/^o-i

jnultiply up, and equate the ratioLa/
thus and the iiTational parts

«^^o +;.,_, = ,yy^, «yo + ?«_,= ;?» (3).

'11,''I

:imlH

ii

11

1

'!!.!

Iff:

. il
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AfTiim, ^"- (WfTvrH from P'*'
in this mspoct : instead of

nsiiife' tlio quotient Ij,^, we must use the continued fraction

, 1 1

^' "*"&—+ b '
'^'^'^ *^'"" continued fi-action by (1) and (2) is

equal to a-hh^+ that is, it is equal to a+^\

Therefore

Pic

9ic

7r

2y>„

7.- + 7c-

1

,
i^y (3),

Wo can give an interesting geometrical illustration of the

theorem. If JV denote the area of a rectangle and ^ be taken for

AT
^°

one side, the other side is -^^ Thus ^-^
is equal to half the sum

of the sides of this rectangle. Let h and h denote the sides of one
rectangle; then if IQ.^lc) .lonote a side of another rectangle of

the same area the othei- side will be -^'-^;
; the difference of these

two sides will be ^^^, .^hich is less than h-h Now in

seeking ^iT we in fact desire tlie side of a square of which the
area is N

;
and the present thecjrem may be considered to supi)ly

a series of rectangles, in which a side of each rectangle is half the
sum of the sides of the preceding rectangle; so that each rectangle
IS more nearly equilateral than the preceding rectangle : and the
rectangles tend to the fomi of a square. This illustration has
been suggested by a paper entitled The Rectangular Theorem by
H(3nry Brook.

^Suppose for an example that N^a'+\; then the quotients are
a, 2a, 2a, 2a,...- that is, the cycle of recurring quotients re-
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TO A CONTIXUKD l-llACTlUX «.-
<I«ices to tl.o .sin.lo quotient o„ T,. „ '

,

wliole nund,er wJuitevor.
*

"""'^ ^''^'" ^ »"«/ bo any

Suppose for another exann,!o tint V ^
t ,t.onts are «- 1, ], o („_ |) \ ,7_;\

-^ - ^ i thnn the q„o.
recurring q,u .ents consists of tl.o fu

^' ":' *^"" ^''" ^^^'^''^ ^f
;riu.s in the above tluJn/ /:;

''"''^'^'"^'^
* -'' -^- D-

In this ease however the thL f ^: /^ ^^^"" ^^^"^^^ -—
odd whole nu.nber, as we will no.v ZZ """' ^^ ^' ''^ -'>'

.

^^."^'I*'^-'^^'

^
•"0' odd whole number Sin. .i .IS unity we Juive ' ^'"'^ *^^« (<-' + l)'" quotient

^^--/^^+/>.-„ 7...^^ + y^_,.

^^AHinthesamennnnerasequa^o:;;:::;^^^^^^

,
^";^^—--' («-)....-...

,,

U L_ 1
'"" "'" <'°"*""«l fraction

'f-'>^
'' ""' "'" '°"'"'"«' fr-ti„u i, ,„,„, ,„

''^ - (« - 1)
'
""' '' '"

't ''^ "- -»«' of e,„atio„.
(5)

^^ !?«.! + !?c-i "" i;^,^, -
^i
— > ^y (4).

From equations
(5) since .r=a« 1 u-y~a~.l,it may he deduced that

Pc +l Ĵ.^::i})Pc±^\ .Jj^_}) </, + p^^V=^^^ ^- =^^^,f

.

Substitute these values in the In.f . • pT^iie last expression for ^ ^nd

'btain P-l =
A

^^'e obtain

T. A.

!?3«

'/c +

-^^>-

P%

M

25
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EXAMPLES OF CONTINUED FRACT'ONS FUOM QL'ADUATIC SUUD8.

Eximm ,o f M ,wii»g fonrteni minis us conti.iucd fmctions,
ami rtnd the Hi ' ' ,nr couvorj(f«jn<H to oaoli :

1. JS. r ,/()0).

^- V(10). 0. ^/(2G;.
. (27).7.

4. v/(17).

8. v/(4G).

11. v/K+l).

14- v/(^'-«).
12. ^V/<= 1). i;5. ^/(a»4 .V

15. FiiKl the 8'" coiivorgcut to 7(1.'3;.

16. Find tho 8"' couvi)i-',^('ut to ^(31).

17. Shew that th(, l)"'(',>nv.T-..nt to ^.'H) will give tlie triif

vuluo to at least G i>lac<'s of diviinals.

lot--. '^l 1
18. Find limits of tlio ciroi- wlim

"

910
^ ^

is takon for ^(23).

19. Siiew that
^,^^

difibrs from ^/{•2:]) hy a quantity loss

22. Show that 1 +

than
^^^, and greater than

^,
.

1 1 .5

1

20. Find limits of the error when -^^^ is taken for ^(22).

21. Find limits of the error when tho 8"' convercrent is tak«.]i

for 7(31).

L.lJ_.i. ._ /M
'6 + 2+ 3 + 2 +

~" V \^3/

23. Sliow that

1_ 1 _1_ 1

b + a+ b+ a +

24. Sh' w that

"^^ "^ a+ 4a + rt + 4a + " - V (1 + «') i

show that tho second convergent diffei-s from the tme ^nhic hy a
quantity less than 1 •.^- a (4a'' + 1) ; and thence by makin<r a = 7,

99 1

°

shew that ^ d^ers from ^2 by a quantity less than
{[J 'V

./ 1 J 13790"

(
a + V .) (± ± ± .L \ _ «

/\b + a + d-ta+ / b
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(I fractions,

4. V(17).

v/(«'+l).

^0 the trup

•

v/(23).

lantity loss

r ^/(23).

lit is taken

a

mine !>v ;i

:ing a-1,
1

;7iiO'

''•VA.Mi'iJX XL
2'>. SIi,.\v that tl

387
II! ."/"<"' .»" •••.|iV(T.-.Mt t

2G. Find
/•!

"V('r + a4-I)i«j(:,^^,

fOllVCI'ovnt.s to ->
; fl K'^V tllfit

^••i'"*' I'V ii (,unntit; hss (1,,„, '

•':.. (: tho tl no

27. Fiii.l tho G"'0'"
C(

I'l^li

"iv«'i';;'«'iit

2«. Find tho G'"

21>. Find tile G"'

>) ..a

V(! root ^>(

•i>f-G = 0.

^'J- \^nu\ ihv. 7"

ooiivoi-gcnt to ciifl

x'^ ~ ox + 3 0.

1 i-ijot of

' convergent to tli

O ,.3 »»

greater i-oot of
..X - tx+ i

3 J- Fin.] tho 5 thJ convergent to

32. Find the vaino of 1+ \ L

(i.,;

' + 'J-h

33. Find tJu. value of ' ^ ^ '

l+'J+l + L^ +

3i. Fi'id tJio value of 1 + ^ ^ i 1 1 1

2 + 3 + i + 2 + 3 + n
3;>. Find tlio vah.o of I_ ^ ^ 1 1 1

+ 2+1 + 3+2+ 1

30. Find tho value of 2 + 1. i_ i 1 1 1

1 + 3+5+ 1 + 5+ I +

XLVI. INDETEJnaXATK EQUATIOX8 01' THii
i'lItST DEGREK.

one ™,.J!;'':: ::i^:;;:,::j;;":7 '^f^-n i„vc,,vi„gn,o,.tu.„

>;l..e wo rW to ., and tlu. IZn^t^i^ """^
T*" "'"^

of y.
uccoimme the conrHnondiji- value

•hMI iifi

Wm

( <

2o~2

ii
Ma
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388 INDKTKllMINATE EQUATIO.NS UF THE FIUST DEGREE.

Similarly, if there be any number of equations involving mo.o
than the same number of varialjles, there will be an infinite
number of systems of solutions. Such equations are called in-
determinate equations.

G2S. In some cases, howm or, the nature of the problem may
be such, that we only want those solutions in which the variables
have positive integral values. In this case the number of solutions
may be limited, as we shall see. We shall proceed then to son>e
propositions respecting the solution of indeterminate equations in
2>G8Uwe interjers. The coeflicients and constant terms in these
equations will be assumed to be integers.

Before we give the genei-al theory wc will shew by an example
how such equations are often solved in practice.

Eequired to find corresponding integral values of x and y in
the equation 5a; + 8y = 37.

Divide the given equation by .'I, the least coefficient : thus

"^^y-^-'^^^.-^^^y-'i-^^. As ^. and 2, are to be in-

2-3y
legers - _— must be an integer; denote it by^so that 2-Zy.^5p.

Divide by 3 : thus ^
9 .i„ c1p^-y=p+ or p^y:= ->

L' - 2p
3

Hence

y- must be an integer ; denote it by q, so that 2-2p = 3^.

Divide by 2 : thus 1 -i; = y -f ^. Hence
^,

must be an integer;

denote it by s, so that q = 2*. Then l-p--.2s + s, so that p=.l~^s
Then 2 - Sy = 5;^ = 5 - 155, so that y=.bs- 1. Then 5.r = 37 - 8//
^ 45 - 40.V, so that x = <d - Qs.

^

We have tiien y = 5s - 1 an.l a; = - S. j and if wc ascribe any
nitegral value to . we shall obtain correspon.ling integi-al vahu'S
of X an.l y : but the only positive int,'yr<d values of x and y are
obtained by putting 5=1; then y = 4, and x-h
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ivolviug more

'C an infinite

sire culled in-

problem mav
the variables

sr of solutions

then to some

! equations in

•ms in these

y an example

f X and y in

Scient : thus

are to be iu-

,t 2-3»/--%

21)—
. Henc(>

2 - 2^ = 3^.

an integer

;

5a;=37-8^

ascribe awj

jgi'al valiu'S

f and y are

f- J. ^A «//,er of the equation ax + I,.. - ^

<i'vi«o.-; thus tl.o l.ft.],,,,,, ,

'

,!;

° '^T'"*™' l>,v tI,o common
«.en.Le. fraction,.,, .hie,:"' i:;:!:,';,::

'"""'"' ""' "'° ''^"" •"""

eonnnon divisor.
'
'"""•"

"'''I""" "'"' - -" 4 Lave no

G30. ^Vre;i o«e 5o/i^iio^ ^y ,

/'^^ <Ae r7e;,em^ solution.

^ " "^ ''' ;>os«/a'e integers, to

Suppose X = a V ~ R ^^ ^ .

«(.«-«)-%-
^) ^ ; tLcrcfuro ? = 3'-=^

Q. (7 .
i> x~ a'

fe"ice
i.s HI its lou-cst terms nnd o. i

liitegral values, we must have 6is will l i

tiie Theozy of lumbers),
^ ''""" '^ *^^^ ^'^^'''^Pter on

xvi .•
"^---K y~ft at,

^^hcrei! IS an Integra-; thcr<f.,ro

Ilence if one solution is known uv>
ferent positive inte-n-al vtlues '

"^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ t^
-'1- ^^ and a. nuniericrUyl s th f "Tr "^'^^^'"^ "-^^"^^ ^^^uiy less tii.in a and /? respectively

We s,,all no. .,,„. tl.at o„o solution can always be found.

Let
I

bo co„,.„,,.H, into a continued fraction, and tbo sucoes-
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sive convergcnts foniiedj let '^ Le tlio converi^ont immediately

preceding
; then aq - hp = :U 1.

First suppose a/]f-hp=A, therefore aqc-hpc = c. Hence
X^qc, y~pc is u solution of ax - hj - c.

Next su]>pose aq -bp = - 1, then a{b -q)-h{a -p) = 1 ; there-

f( )re a{b-q)c-h{a-2))c = e. Hence x {h -q)c, y = (a - p) c

is a solution of ax ~hy = c.

If a--^\, the preceding hiethod is inap]»licahle; in this case

the equation becomes x-hy = c; we can oLtain solutions ob-

viously by giving to y any ])ositive integral value, and then
making x^c + hy. Similarly if 6 =: 1.

G32. Given one solution of the equation ax +by = c in jyositire

integers, tofind the (/etieral solution.

Suppose that x = a, y -_- ^ is one solution of ax + by = c, so

that aa + bj^ = c. By subtraction,

a{x-a)+b{y-(S)^0- therefore f = ^-~'^-

.

x-a
a

Since
^

is in its lowest terms and x and y are to liave inte-

gral values, we must have

x-a = bty P-y ~ f'U

where t is an integer; therefore

ic -^ a + bt^ y - P- nt.

G33. It may happen that there is no such solution of the

equation ax + by --^- c. For example, if c is less than a -f b, it is

impossible that c=ax + by for positive integral values of x and y,

excluding zero values.

By the following method M'e can find a solution when one

exists. Let be converted into a continued fraction, and let
^^

^
'1

be the convergent immediately preceding "
; then aq-bp = A 1.
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First suppose ao - J» = 1 fiio,, «^. 7

,
/^c + y _ a;, wiioi i is some integer. Hence

x^.qc-bi, y = ca-pc.
Solutions AviU be found hy mxm. to ^ if .

-i 1:i o^>ni^ 10 t, It possible, jiositivo
integral values greater tlian -^1" and less than

'^^

Next sup))ose r^// - hn - — 1 +!,«,, 7

x^ht-qc,
y^i>c~at.

Solutions will be found by c.ivi,H. to / if n m 1J aivin,^ to ^, It possible, positive
integral values greater tlian '^^' an.l less than

^'^
.

Let
I

be converted into a continued fraction, and let ^
be the convergent immediately preceding ^ ; then a, -I, . . 1/

Suppose ay- ^»^; = 1.

Then by the preceding Article,

^=qc~ It, y .-= at - i>c,

I. Suppose
^ and ? not to be integers.

ti 'J >

Let

b
= n + ri,

where .. and n are integers, and/and y are proper fractions.

Then the least admissible value of t is .. ^ 1, and the greatest

is n; thus the number of solutions is n ~ m, that is,
'?' - ^'^

+ /•_ ^
, . c

b a ^ '^^

that is, ^- +/_ ^. And as this result must be an integer it must

he the nearest integer

J or g is the greater.

to ^, superior or inferior according as

ill

}
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M

c
II. Su}»pose - an integor.

Then /= ; tlms wlien t =. m the value of 1/ is zero. If we
include this solution the number of solutions is equal to the

(J

fCi-Oiitcst integer in - ,- + 1 ; if we exclude this solution the number
ctu

of solutions is equal to the greatest integer in -^ .

ao

III. Siijipose - an integer.

Then g~0; thus when t = n the value of .-r is ;:;^m If we
inchnU this solution the numhcn- of solutions is equal to the

greatest integer in
, + 1 ; if we exclude this solution the number

of solutions is equal to the greatest integer in --

.

ao

c c
IV. Sui)pose - and to be integers,ah °

Then /- 0, and g=--0; thus when t - 7??, the value of y is zero,

and when t = ?i the value of x is zei'o. If wo include these solu-

tions the number of solutions is equal to +1- if we exclude
ab '

these solutions the number of solutions is — — 1.
ab

Thus the number of solutions is determined in every ease.

Similar resxilts will be obtained on the supposition that

aq — bp = —1.

635. To solve the equation ax + hi/ + cz = d in positive inte-

gers we may proceed thus : write it in the form ax + bt/ =^ d - ez,

then ascribe to z in succession the values 1, 2, 3, and de-

termine in each case the values of x and 1/ by the preceding
Articles.

G36. Suppose we have the simultaneous equations

ax + bi/ + cz = d, a'x + b'lj + c'z = d'

;

eliminate one of the variables, z for example, we thus obtain an
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the number

we exclude

eq..afaon connocting u,e othor two vu-ia. 1 ,

'"e also contained in C, bv pmccjll i

"'" "^''1'' ^"<''' "^
we nmy obtain • ''""^""''"S ">* m tl,e provions Article.,,

!5"l>stitiite those values in one nf ,1

"tain an e,,.ation conno i f, ^ t'^™,
-l"-'t'""-^ - tin,.

.< ' + }r~~ = C. p,.o„, tl,i,, if ,,",;_, p' - -l"d. we n,ay write
o-i,t ..,, a. a,.e a.o contained in c\ Z^Z^tX

""" """™

Substitute tlio value of / ;„ n
tlms ' "' "'« oxju-essions fo„„J f„, , „„, ^ .

Hence we obtain for each of i\
of the same f„,.,n as that ah'eady oZ^torT '' ""' "'"""'""

Solve tlie following six cnn-itio,,..

1 10 r
" ''•<^+2ni/ = 183

5. 3.+ 7v = 2.50 ,
""'"^ = -»--

Kn.I the ffonc-al interval vah.e •

,'

'"
"
"^ = " '"'

7 T n r.
' ^ ^^^'i<^'i «atisfv each:

^1- -^"itl in how nianv w'lvQ ^Tnn
fi'-e-l«„„,l notes.

^
"

^'"'° ""•' '"^ P^J "' guineas and

0,J,; ^'"' "' '""' "'""^ ™-™ ^'00 can be paid in gnineas and

andlovoji"
"""' '"""^^^-^^'OO -n h„ paid in halfgnineaa

iiP

^3
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IIJI

11

'I?

14. Find in liow many ways lOs. Qd. can be paid in florins

and lialf-crowns.

15. Fin.l in how many wnys £22. 3s. Gd. can Le paid with
French five-franc pieces, vahio I*-, each, and Turkish dollars, value
oi>\ (Jd. each.

IG. If there were coins of 7 shillings and of 17 shillings, find
in how many ways £oO could bo paid by meiins of them.

17. Find the simplest way for a person ^^ho has only guineas
to pay lO.s'. Gd. to another who has only half-crowns.

18. Supposing a sovereign equal to 2.") francs, find how a debt
of 44 shillings can bo most simply paid by giving sovereigns and
receiving francs.

ir- Divide 200 into two jiarts, such that if one of them be
divided by G and the other by 11, the respective remainders may
bo 5 and 4.

20. Find how many crowns and half-crowns, whose diameters
are respectively -81 and -GGG of an inch, may be phiced in a row
together, so as to make a yard in length.

21. Find n positive integers in arithmetical progression whose
sum shall be n^: shew that there are two solutions when n is odd.

22. Find the least number which divided by 28 leaves a
remainder 21, and divided by 10 loaves a remainder 17.

23. Find the general form of the numbers which divided by
3, 5, 7, have remainders 2, 4, 6, respectively.

24. Find the least number which being divided by 28, 19, and
15, leaves remainders 13, 2, and 7.

25. Solve in positive integers 17a; + 23y -;- 3^ = 200.

2G. Find all tlio positive integral solutions of the simul-
taneous eqrcations 5x + 4^j +z-= 272, 8x + 07/ + 3z= GoG.

27. Find in how many ways a person can pay a sum of £15
in half-crowns, shillings, and sixi)ences, so that the number of
shillings and sixpences together shall equal the number of half-

crowns.
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"f coin, „.o,l .sl„a, ,,„ c'.aotb I'o
'"' "" *'"" *''^ '"""'^'^^

29. Kixd how £2 4v f..n, 1
. • 1 .

«"'- '•^''-=
'-0 a» :;:;:; J ;::;.;;;::;r'

''^'"^'°"™' "-"
toj^otlicr.

''•^^'' '^^ iialf-ci-oNvn.s and florins

-"'^ itJt™:::: ;;::;™'" ^ -'^'i- u,„. or .. ,„., «.,

oo A ,
» '^ ^"- "'Kt tJio number.

<«il.y one solution.
' "' ^^^^•^^^' ^^^at there is

mmrbe',. bonjrr lor,^'^,;/'?';' ""' '''"''' ^l.e whole

i-i..g tJ,e oxen to cost f" t 1 ^>"'" '""''="00- «"!>-

tions does the problem admit ?

""'"^ "^'^'^^ ««l^i-

30 Tl , „ ' '''''°"' """ ^''"» bo 2|.

- J-".- the nr^^tlrZtZ^'^l'- '" '^^^ *""" '"'«

fi.-«tauJthe„ce,..ecl; how ..^ f
^

f*?'
"'" ''*'«^''"»» "^ «>«

' "'"^ '"''">' t™fs ''"1 «icli Loll toll i

-«::;; :t:'r:j- -•';;:-- ^..-
'• tiian unitv arc nlnn„ i i

common i.iousurotj, n.e placed .„ long,tu<Ii„al contact with their

par

gi'c;

4 l|fii|

I
''

iM

i

"I

:
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ends coincident. Prove that no two divisions are at a less distance

, c

mn "^^''^^^' ''"^'^ *^"^* ^^o P^'^ii's «f divisions are at this distance.

If m = 250 and n --- 243, find those divisions wliich arc at tlio least

distance.

38. Tliero are throe hooksliclvcs each of Avhich will carry

20 books; wlicn hooks i\m composed of 3 sets of 5 volutnes each,

G of 4, and 7 of 3, find how thoy must 1)0 distrilnited, so that no
set is divided.

39. Determine the greatest snm of money that can he paid in

10 difforeut ways and no more, in half-crowns nnd shillings;

allowing a zero nuraher of half-crowns or of shillings.

40. Determine the greatest sum of nioney that c^n he paid

in 10 different ways and no more, in half-crowns and shillin^^s •

excluding a zero number of hidf-crowns or of shillin'^'s.

XLVII. . INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS OF A
DEGREI-: HIGHER THAN THE FIRST.

637. The solution in positive integers of indeterminate equa-
tions of a degree higher than the first is a subject of some com-
plexity and of little [u-actical importance ; we shall therefore onlv
give a few miscellaneous proi)ositions.

G38. To solve in jjositive integers the equation

7)1X7/ + nx- + iix -v qy =.r.

This equation contains only one of the squares of the variables, and
it can always be solved in the manner indicated in the followin<'

example. Required to solve in positive integers the equation

^xy ^ 2^" = oy 4- \x -i- 5.

Here y{Zx-^o) = - 2x' +ix+5; therefore y = ^'Iti^jL^ •

Zx 5

let 3a;=«; therefore 9y = ^"^ "^ ^
^^JllP := _ 2;^ + 2 -h

^^
«-5 «-5'

therefore
55

92/ = - 6a; -H 2 + ^—-

.
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31)7

Since X aiul y uro to have integral values 3x 5 mn.. 1•Uvisor of 55, an.l fVon. this con<lith,n .ve ^^ td W , V^values of a-, and tlu.i de.lueo thoH. of v Tl ,

"

exunuaatiou uro tl.o following.
^^ " ""^^' ""^^ ^^''

3x-
- 5 .. d= Oo, 3u;-r)==fcll,

3x- - 5 .. =t a, 3^--5=^l.
'

Out of those cases onK- +)i/i f, 11 •

value to ^:
^ '^'"""'"^ «'™ " l'"«i'ive iutog.-ai

ox- o = 00, tliereforc a; :^ 20 •

ox - ,'j = Ij therefore x= 2

whorr'.':.:^
"'•' ''" ""' "'*"" " '-'«- -'««•" value f„.. ,.

•

>ve a„.ivo at the f.iio.in, .„„,:„£ ;';.;° ;,-""-" ^-"-

P"{l"/~y'/)^>/=X-p";

Su,,,„.e „„. tlut the nu„,Lo. of ti. ..ocun-ing quotients i. .„„,
'
'on

p « always an .... eonvc-gcnt, and i. tLoreforo g,.„ate,. than

v/^^", and so greater tliaii ^ Tr..iu.n . '^

1-17 J _^; j so that v"'- Xn'•~^ TT

-»on.„.e,uaL;,/,;::,,^;-;-;'-
,- .« any convergent ju.t preceding tl.at fonncd «itl, the . uo
tient 2a.

^

til

^e.^ suppose .hat the nun.ber of the reeurrin, quotients is o.M;

-
-i.^i^H.u w aa oc/J coiivergent

en

HI f

ft

..1:
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t

i?

when next p"=l tlio convorgeut ', is nn even convcr.'cnt, and
q

° '

80 on. lI(;nco solutious can bo obtained by restricting ourHolves

to even eouvorgents occuriing just before those formed with tho

quotient 2a.

CIO. If the numb('r of recurring quotients ol)tained from

jy be odd, tlien, iis !ii»pears in tJio preceding Article, if ^4 be

any odd convergent immediately preceding that formed with

the quotient 2a, wo have pq' - pq^-^ q'W - p", and pq' - pq =^ 1
;

thus we obttun in this case solutions in integers of the equation

041. The equiition or - Nif-^^a'' by putting x = ax' and

y = ay' becomes x' -Nif^ ^-^\, which we have considered in

the preceding Articles.

012. Therelationp"057'-^/y):^5'^\-;/^', that \^,^^^'=f-X-p'\
will give solutions of the equation x'-Nif^^c in some cases

in which c is dilVerout from unity. The method will be similar

to that given in Arts. 039 and G 10.

043, If one solution in integers of the equation x' -Ny^ = 1

bo known, we may obtain an unlimited number of swii solutions.

For suppose x^p and y ~q to be such a solution, so that

?/ - K(f = 1 ; then {p - q JX) (p + q JX) = 1 ; therefore

by suj)position. Put then

x-y jy ^(p-q v/^v )", x + y jx = (p + q ^fxy,

'^ =
l{(p + Q^-'^y + {p-qs/^y],

it is obvious that if n be any positive integer, these values of

X and y will be positive integers.

thus
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riTgcTit, and

!«,' ourselves

i3cl with tlio

biiiuod from

.•lo, if ^-7 bo

)nned witli

lie equiitiou

K = ajc and

ii.sidored in

: ^q A -J) .

Some cases

. be similar

ii solutions,

n, so that

•0

r,

39*1

3 values of

-..tf„,, ti,o„ (;-,;;•) ''7
'r?' "'r'

'
'' '" "• -^'' .«

ociilinto<frv
; thrn 7 %->;-- I. Now take nany

- (^-
2/ v/^V)(,.^^^X), by supposition,

ihen we proceed as in Art. G4.'5.

- ™aytho..„fo..e take. = „„..v,.,,,,„.,„,/ /)'

1- Solve iu ,,o«iti,e integers 3^-y - 4y + 3^- = U.
2- Solve iu positive integer, ay.^x-^2^, 3y + 20
3. Find a solution i„ positive integers of a^' - 13^=^ _ j

4- J^i"'''' solution in positive integers of ^'-lOiy^i
5 Shew ].ow to fin,l series of numbers which sh.ll I „ .'.,

same tin.o of tlio two forms „•- 1 ,n,| ,„ V \
' " ''" "' *''"

of the smallest. "' ""'' "'"' ".« ™I'w

*>• A gentleman hein" aste,l tl.o . • »• ,

«vered, "between one and" two
'"' f"*'"* """

3 square vards it wlu ' "''" """•« " '""""«• ''7

.-H ;vere larger „ one s^e^rrd ^0,:,™ ^.l,:-:;ia.gc «a mn>„... i,nd ^he size of his paddock.
' '"

f'
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7. Find a w hulo uuiuIm!!' wliicli i.s gmiter tlum three times
the iiitoi^Tiil pjiit of its m[nnvo root by unity : slunv that there are
two solutions of tho jtrobleni and no more.

8. Slunv that the numher of solutions in positive intcgci-s of

y + ax' b is limited when a is lujsitive.

9. Find all tho solutions in positive integers of

o/-'2xy-^lx' ..'21,

10. Find all the solutions in j)ositivc integers of

11. Find a general form f(jr solutions in positive intt><^ers

of a;*- 23y -^ 1, having given the solution x = 21 and y = 5.

12. Find a general ft)rm for solutions in positive inte'^'rs

of a;'- 2/= 7, having given the solution a; ^ 3 and y^\.

XLVIII. PAIITIAL FRACTIONS AND INDETEllAII-
NATE COEFFICIENTS.

C46. An algebraical fraction may be somotimoa decomposed
into the sum of two or more simpler fractions; for example,

2a; -3 1
+

1

a;'- 3a; +2 ~x-\ x~2'
The general theory of the decomposition of a fraction into

simpler fractions, called partial fractions, is given in treatises on
the Theory of Equations and on the Integral Calculus. (See

Theory of Eqaat'wns, Chap, xxiv., Integral Calculus, Chap, ii.)

We shall here only considci- a siniple case.

ax'+bx + c
, /. .. .1 Tbe a traction, the denommator617. Let

{•c-o){x-ft){x-y)
of which is composed of three different factors of the first deirree

witii respect to a;, and the numerator is of a degree not lii'dier

than tlie second with respect to x ; this fraction can be decom-
posed into three sinij^le fractions, which have for their denomina-
tors rcsi)ective]y the factors of the denominator of the nronosed
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G48. Tl
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',
and equate the c(,elli,,i..nt of eacl
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simple equations for d,.t

on the h.ft han,l; wo shall tl IU8
''''"•"'"•,^' '/, /^and (J.

i<3 method of tl

•'"ly fraction, the denon
simple factor)

flcnoininator.

'M-'-ling Article n.ay be applied to

and tl 1IIIIlirii>.i4'.... . L' I ,. w10 ninuerator of lower d
event

iiiHMisions than tl!ie

Tlle preceding Article; 1iowever is not quite Hatisfactorv
1

equations which we obt

T, because

a in ai-(> ui.
«1ih11 only have to apply the
the

^ve do not shew that the final
ih'pendent and consistent. But
method to simple examnle^
v^-ified, we shall not de '

'
^^""" '"' '''"^*-^ '"''^>^ ^^ ^««il7

-^r the student rftl;:;~? ""T
'' ''' '^'^-^' ^'^^

Calculus. ^ ^f^nattous and the /,,;.^,,,/

GiO. Suppose we have to develop - %-

^

->«eo, ,„g „eco,,,ing to ,u,ce„,li„g powc. of . tillnotliocls wl,ich may bo -uloi.tn,!
'

"''"'^' *''«» no various

"feebmical division wHtt't,'' . ""^ '''""''''' ''^ •"'"-T
-^ the .,u-Mo.a ':ti2 -t:;:" ';:

:"-
^'-f-^'

1

o + ^x. Ur we may develop

^'-li^TJ ^'y ''^'''^'''^ it m the form (.^^-3^+0^- ,,, , ^ ,.

LU .„,-«,. . , .-
^ <^^+-} , and finding

oeiHcicnts of the successiv,

T. A.

powers of x by the multinomial

26

f..J

i«];!ll

D'l
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tlieorem ; we must then multi})!/ the result by 2x - 3. It is

however move convenient to decompose the fraction into partial

fractions and then to develop each of these. Thus

2aj-3 1 1 1 1

ar-tix + 2 x-i x-'2 l-x 2-x'

,-i- =_(1 _a;)-> =-{l+x + x' + x' +
i - X ^ '

(.

+ a;" +
•J'

)1 1/, x\-' If, X x' x'

-2^-2(^-2) —2V'-2^2^^:^^-
2x - 3

Hence the required scries for .,
'\^ -: has for its general

^ X' — ox + 2

(1 -,">"•term

050. Withoiit actually develoi)ing such an expression as the

above, we may shew that the successive coefHcients will be con-

nected l)y a certain relation ; beftjre we can shew this it will be

necessary to establish a general pi ei'ty of series.

G5 1 . If the series «„ + a^x + a.^.x" + o.jc^ + is always

equal to zero whatever may be the value of a:* the coefficicnt:s

a,, a , a.., a., must each separately be equal to zero. Fur

since the scries is to be zero vjhaf.cver tnay he the value of x,

we may put x ; thus the sei'ies reduces to a^, which must

therefore itself be zero. Hence removing this term we have

a^x + a.^x^ + a.^x^+... always zero; divide by ic, then ai +a^ + a3x''+...

is alwavs zero. Hence, as before, we infer that a.j - 0. Proceediii;,'

in this Wiiy, the theorem is established.

If the series a„ + a.cc + ax^ + a.x^ +

and A^ + A^x + A^x'+A.jK^-h

are always equal whatever may be the value of x, then

is always zero whatever may be the value of a;; hence we infer tlhit

«-. - 'K = 0, fl. i =0, a^-.r --0,
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x"
)

r its gcnorul

sve infer thni

542, a,Kl 5-VJ.
' """"""' ""^ "•""' "' Arts. 5i'c,

C'>2. The tloinon.stration f.f +]... v

from this.
'•'"" l""'' "f "'« Arlido follows

vanish.
'iii^.,'u.t «,,„.., cannot l« said to

111 tho ilemonstretion wo slimv t1,.,t

« .Jwnys .oro; that is .,... ;, ZZ. "f
+

''.•^'+
V'+

-

-.0, an,l so the ret a 7" "' '' " "™ ^''^ ^ »
i» the aiffien,,. .., r:" ^ ^l:':,:-'

«"-%"—^t..t,.l. This

and although we are not justitied in savin.r tlJ < ,
'

IS zero, yet we may s-.v th.r V '
,

*'
'
'' '="'" *''«» ^

c- ,,
"^ ' '"'J tli.it & IS zero however «n..,ll .

*>mco the ori'nnal »m.,-o. ;= .
'"""" 'niiiH a; may be.oii^in.u S0110.S 13 supposed to be converoon* e ,

wnvergent series, and therefore it will
"""'"'S™' '*'. « ^'ko a

fixed value when i is madnl n
'"™'^'' '"^^""' ^<'«'°

lo^vever small r. miM.t be
' "''* ""' '"™ ''. ^«™

i'G—

2
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Thus the result a^ = follows strictly if S^ is convergent when
X is made as small as we please. In like manner the result a, =

follows strictly if ^'3 is convergent when x is made as small as we
please, where JS^ stands for a.^ + a^x + a,jx? + . . . And so on.

Since the original series is supposed to he convergent the

series /S'^, H.^, ... are convergent, wlien x is made as small as we
pleaKOj and so the theorem of the preceding Article liolds.

053. Suppose that the series v. + ii.x + v ,x^ + u x^ +

represents the develo])inent of ,
' ' tlien

1 - i^x - qx

a + Jjx -^ (1 - px* — qx^) {Uq + ti^x + n.p:^ + 11.̂ fc^ + ).

If 11 he greater than 1, the coefficient of a;" on the right-hand

side is i(^^- pu„_i- qii,^_„; hence since there is no power of x

higher than the first on the left-hand side, we must have by

Art. G51, for every value of n greater than 1,

And hy com})aring tlie first and second terms on each side,

we have

the last two cqiuitions determine ti^ and ic^, and then the previous

equation will determine u^, ii^, Vi, hy making successively

n = 2, 3, 4,

EXAMPLES OF PARTIAL FRACTIONS AND INDETERMINATE

COEFFICIENTS.

Expand each of the following seven expressions in ascending

powers of x, and give the general term

;

1 - 5-1003 „ dx-2
1.

4.

3 -2a;
2.

X

2-x-3x'' {x-l)(x~2){x-d)'

1 . 5 + 6x

(1 -a;) (1 ~px)
5.

1 - 2u; + Xa • 6.
(l-3a/*

^ 1 + laj -f- a:'



ivergent when

IMINATE

ill ascend inn:

EXAMPLES, xj.viii. ,,,.

il^xpiind eadi of t]io followin-- f
powers of x as far as five tovm i

^'-M>i-o.ssions in ascending

8. ,-_L._
•I — if + ic^

1

10.
1-..X

11.
^--x-x^'

2
. . TO 1

ct + ax+ X ^-'*
i
——l-px + px'^u:"

i<i. bum tiie followin f^ serip^^ h. +
term into partial fractions

'' "'"' '*^' «^-'l'^"-nting each

(ITS) (fT„^ - (t^;,,;; , „.^ . (u „.;;^^

— ^ «^^ (1 - au')
J[i+ax)

(1 + car) (1 + «lf) (IT^TT-T +
15. Deterniino a /) r ,/ ^ ^i«, ^, e, (/, e, so that the jjt" term in fl

expansion of ^i±A^ + ^^' + ^^-^'^ + ea;"
"' "' ^^^«

(1-^^)5 maybe ^iV"'.

16. Shew how to decompose X,.p

tial fractions, sunnosinc. .] , •

^'^ ' «^ ("^ " ^) (••^-

-"^T::
^""^^ l'"''

^^^' ^^6_|oss than 71, shew that

^.j ^
^'^'^'-'^'- RECURRING SEPaES.

"umber of the preceding tem« m„Ui!j e
""" "'^ " '''''"'

™f««^.
By e„«.,„,: he," Ve ; t o ''7v

"™'' '^ "•"'""'

-e.,.™.,e.. Whatever tern, ofthoLt^.e":: ^""" """^"

G5o. A geometrical pro—o-,Vm .-. • ,-Hng series; for in L:::^i:j:X„:<r''' °'
?^ "' + each

m
iiitm

I'

I
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iii

!^!

Hi

If,

n

term after the first Is ?• times the preceding tcvm. If u^_ and w^

denote respectively' the (u-J)'" term and the n'*' term, then

Wn-»'?^n_]^-0 ; tlic sum of the cooflicienis of w„ and m„_i with
their proper signs, tliat is, 1 - r, is called the scale ofrelalion.

Again, in the scries 2 + 4/<; + 14*'' + 4(U'''' + 15LV + the

law connecting consecutive terms is
'?/,i- ;3,r?/„_,, - .x'X_2-- ; this

law liolds for values of 7i greater than 1, so tliat every term after

the second can he ol)taine<l from l]i«; two terms iminediatelv pi

ceding. 'J'hc .scale of relation is 1 - .'5.x; - x".

•e-

G5G. Tofitid the sum of n terms (fa recurring series.

Let the series he u^^ + n^x + njtr + ?r^,-;''' + , juid let the scale

of relation l)e l-px-qx", so that for every value of n greater

than unity tta-p^^n-i- q^f-n-^'-'O. Denote the first n terms of

the series by S, then

S =-- u^ + n^x + ?<,^:«r + u.^^ + "'„-,'^-
p-\

pxS = iij)x + u^px: + v,^px^ + + M„_„7>x-'*~' + ?/-„_, ;xx-',

iJx'S = U^qx' + «, 7,f' f 4- V^„. ^^X-"-' + U,_^qx''+ U.-.Q^"'- 'j

hence

^ - pxS - qx-S = U^ + u^x - UJ^X - 7l,,_,^px' - V,,_.,qx'' - U„_^ qx""" \

for all the other terms on tlie rightdiand side disappear by virtue

of the relation which holds between any three consecutive terms
of the given series ; therefore

1 —p)X— qx^

If the term x'' {pu,^_^-¥ qu^_^ + qxu,^_^] decreases Avithout limit

as n increases without limit, we may say that the sum of an in-

finite number of terms of the recurring series is

u^ + x{u^- pu)
1 — px — qxr

It is obvious, that if this expression be developed in a series

according to powei-s of x, we shall recover the given recurring

Beries. (See Art. G53.)
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'X,

:^ar by virtue

cutive tei'ms

ithout limit

im of an in-

1 in a series

en recurnng

^^7. If tlio recurring series he ?/ +u +u -., ^
the scale of rehation 1 » i " ,

' ' ^ "^
'

""'^'^

results of
',7 '"^

r
^7^' '"' ^^^^^' «^^^ *« "^'^^e x^ 1 in theresults of the preceding Article, in order to find the sum of 1terms, or of an infinite nuniher of terms.

658. When 1 -,.-,.3,,, ,, ^.^^^.^.^^^
.

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^
the first degree in x, the expression "' ' "^ ^". -/^"J

l-^,^._- ^.. - may be do-
composed nito partial fractions eacli h-ivln,. f ; ,

expression containing onlv th J V !! ^'^ '^""^^^^

o,..] ri^ T 1.
^ power of x: see Arts qq?

EXAMPLKS OF RCCURRIXG SERIES.

give the ,ene;i::i;v::errir'^
'"° '-''-' ^'•^*-' -^

1. 4-f9a; + 2U-^+5U-''+

2. l + ll.r+80u.= +G5ya;'''+

3. 1 +3j3 + lI.7j''+.i3,^.-'+

4. Find how sn)all x must be in order tliat ih. • •

Example 3 may be convergent. ' ''"'' ^'^

5. Find the general term of the series 3 + 11 + 32-1-84 +
C. Sum the foIloMang series to n terms

l + 5 + 17 + 53 + lGl-,4S.5 +

•al terin

fl!fllf|j

: 'mi?

fi: ;.:

iil

m

'J-X + 2.C- 5*''+ 1 0x^-1 7a;* +
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11

L. SUM^rATION OF SERIES.

G59. Series of particular kinds Iiavo been summed in the

Cliapters on Aritlunotical Progression, Geometrical Progression,

and Eecurring Scries ; wo shall here give some miscellaneous

examples which do not fall under the preceding Chapters.

6G0. To find the sum of the series P + 2' + 3' + + n'.

We have already found this sum in Arts. 4G0, 482 j the fol-

lowing method is however usually given. Assume

V^2'+:i'+ +n'--^A + I]n+Cu' + Dn' + FH*-\-
,

where A, B, C, IJ, E, are constants at present undetermined.

Change n into n + \] thus

r + 2-%3^'+ +n''+(;^ + l)^.^.^+ 7?(u+l)

+ C {n + ly + D {u +\Y + E {n-\- ly +

By subtraction,

7i' + 2;i + 1 = i? + C {2u + 1) + 7) {3n' + ?m+l)

+ E{hi'+G)i'+hi+l)+

Equate the coefficients of tlie respective powers of n ; thus

E = 0, and so any other term after E would = ;

3i) = l; 3/) + 2(7=2; E + C+B.^!;

hence

Thus

i>-
3

=
2' B =

12 n'> 0''> q i /i 72- It
N- 2- + 3-+ ^n^-^ A + ^- + , -f -,

2 3

To determine A we observe that since this equation is to hold

for all positive integral values of n, w^e may \)\xt n=\ ; thus

^ = 0. Hence the required sum is

^n(^i+l)(2;i + l).

The same method may be applied to find the sum of the culies

of the first n natural numbers, or the sum of their fourth powers,

and so on. See also Art. 071.
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6G1. «ui.i.o.so tho «" term of a series to bo

!™ + i){«(»+l).J};„(. + 2)^jj {«(» + »-l) + 6j
where ,« is a fixcl ,«sitive intoser, „n,I „ a„,l b known constats •

then the s,„„ of the first „ tern.s of this series will b„
'

{m + 1 } a
~ —

- + C,
where C is some constant.

Let
,,,. denote t]u> ..- term of the nroposod series, S the sumof 71 terms

j then we Imv- to prove tJiat
'

„ _ an + b

Asstime tluit the fornuda is true for an assigned vah.e of nadd the (. + ir term of the series to both sides f then
^

'" ""=^"(,7^1)7/'"*' + «». + C';

that is, ,S'„„=.lliM«jJ)±!',, ^^ « (>. + !) +

J

thus the same formula will hol.l for the su,„ of „ + 1 tonuswh,ch ,vas assu„.ea to hol.l for the s.„„ of n tonus. Ifeuco if the'fonnula be true for any number of terms it is true for the nexgreater number
;

an.l so on. But the formula vMl be true when» = 1 if we take C such that

thus C is determined and the truth of the theorem established.

Since

Ilonce

C = 2<. ---il^^l+J
a(m+ 1)

(> an-i-h

« {m + 1)

5?/i

Thus the aim of the first n terms of the proposed series is ob-

ll;i- '

•

ill

iiiij

i

I

H
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\i I

hu,
J,

tuinod 1)V subtractin;,' tlio coiiKtiUit quaniity ,,— from a
'' ^ I. "

^,^^ + ija

certain expression \vliicli depends on n. This expression is

an + b ,
, , 1

• • • X ii

^^, + i5
'^^'^ ^^^'^y '^^^'^ V^^^ ^''^^ expression into the equi-

a {n 4- 7??.) + h

(ill + 1) a

valent form
[ill + I) a

?t„, and to assist the memory we may

observe that it can bo formed by riiiroducing an nddkional factor

at the end of v,„ and dhidiny hy tlie 2)roduct of the number of

factors thus increased and the co^JJlcient of n.

fiG2. We may obtain the result of the preceding Article in

another way. As before, let w„ denote

{an + h]{a{n+ \) + h] [rt(n + 2) + J} {a (n + m- 1) + 5},

and let >S'„ denote tlie sum of the first n terms of the series of

which vr,, is tho n"' term.

Wo have

a (n + m) + b amu^
" + ' an + b " " an-vb'

let an + b ^ }) ; thus

P (''' a.,
- w ) = ainu :

i \ II + 1 14/ II '

change n into n — l, tluis

{p-a]{u-ti.^_J = amu^_^',

similarly,

amu
«-a'

{ p - da] (m„_o - u„_s) = aniu_^_^,

{p - (71-1) a] («j - ?^i)
= aJHUi.

Hence, by addition,

therefore j^ (m„+i - ^^i) + nau^ - amS^^ + aS^
;

an + b bui
tlierefore

(m + i)
?i

a n + l (?/i+l) a



— fi'om a

)ression ia

I the eqiii-

y we may

onal /actor

mnnher of

Article in

!) + &},

le series of

= amS^,
;
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663. Suppose tl.e n'^ tenn of u series to bo - , where w, in

the same as in the prece.ling Article
; tl.on the snm'of the fi.J n

terms of this i-.nics will bo "^^ "^ ^ ^r

Assnme, as before, S^ = - ^Lj l\.^ ^ (j

1
^^^"^

u~~ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^'^'^^'^> *^'f»

{in -
1 ) a„\

«+i

^ _!__ _ «0u^)_+^ r/.(>,+ 1)4-6

^^.., (-^- i}«"„.,^ ""(..- l).m^/^-
Hence, as l)eforo, t!,e trulh of the theoronx is estitblishe.l, pro-

vided C be such that r^ "J"A , n rn, ri "^ + h
u

and S„ =

1 (/«-l)«v(i
rr???, + h an + i

{m- !)«?//

This result may also be obtainc.l in the manner of Art. (jij2.

(^(^^. A series may occur which is not diroctlv included in
the general form of the preceding Article, but may be decomposedmo two or more which are. For example, required the sum ofn terms of the series

- + ^—

„

o

1.2.4.5""2.3.5.G jTl.ir.r"

Here the n^^ term

= '^

^ ia^2y
n {n + 1) ^> 3) {n + 4) ,, (n + 1) (n + 2){ii:TlJ{i^TVj

'

Now {n + 2y = n{u+l) + 3n + i; thus the n'" term

n (71 + I) + 271 + i 1

n (7i +
1 )

{n + 2) (n + 3) (,7T4 )
=
(;rr2y(;iT3y (^TTiy

3 4

ipl

^^11

r
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1!
'

ii

St"

p;

^

iii&i

If Oiicli term of the })ro[)Ose(l series be cloeoniposed in tins

niiiiinor we obtain throe .sori(;s, each of whlcli may be summed
by the method of the preceding Article; thus the proposed series

can be summed. In the present case the required sum is

1 1 1— .^

+ > ,
-

2i 2{n + :\)[u+ \) -21: o{H + -2){u + ;i) {u + i)

1 _ __4
2 1 4 (u+l) {n + 2} (Ti + •i){ri'+ 4 )

*

QQo. Polyuniud Xwiihers. The expression n + ^ 7i ()i - I) b is

the sum of n terms of an arithmetical progression, of wliich the

first term is unity and the common difference is b. If we make
6 = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... we obtain expressions which are called the gene-

ral terms of the 2nd, 3rd, 4tli, order oi^ polyr/onal mmibers

respectively. The first order is that in wliich every term is unity.

Thus we have

1st order, ?i*'' term 1 ; series 1, 1, 1,

2nd order, vi"' term n; series 1, 2, 3, 4, T),

3rd order, w"' term J-n(?i+ 1); series 1, 3, G, 10, ......

4th order, w"' term oi^ ; series 1, 4, 9, IG,

5th order, ?i"' term ,1 n{3)i-\); series 1, 5, 12, 22,

and so on.

The numbers in the 2nd, 3rd, 4tli, 5th, series have been

called respectively linear, triamjular, square, pentagonal,

GGG. The ?t"' term of tlie r^^ order of polygonal numbers is

71 + f^ n (n - 1 )
(?• - 2)

;

the sum of oi terms of this series is, by Art. GGl,

01 (n+ 1) r-2 {n~l)n{n+l)

or ln(n+]){{r-2){n-l)^3].

Hence for triangular nund)ers *S'„ = ^ ?i {n + 1) (n + 2), for square

numbers /S',, = i w (;i + 1) {2n + 1), and so on.

667. Tofind the number of cannon-balls in a 2iyra7nidal jnlc

(1) Suppose the base of the pyramid an equilateral triangle,

let there be n bails in a side of the base : then the number of
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balls in tho lowest layer in n + (a - 1) + (n^2) + 1 *i ,
the irianffuhr numhev Kn(nA\- iL ^^ ^- ';•

"^ 1> that is.

will lu. / 1 1
- ^

'
'

*'"' """»ber III tho next lavorul b fonn.l l,y ehan.in. n into n-l; un.l so on. Honco UAlt. GO., tlu. nu.nbor of all tho halls is >
,, (.,4-1) (. + o^

' '

^
'Mils in a side ol tho baso; then tho nuinlu.- of halls in tholowost layer is n\ in tho noxt lavor (n-Vf -uul s T

nnmberofall tho balls is ^.(. . l)'(o. /i/^
'
'"' ''' "'•

^
^'^

^^milavly wo may proceo.l fur any othor forn, cf pvranml
We ,„,^, f,^,^^ ^j^.^ proposition .a reason iov tho ton.striangular nnmher, square wnnhcr,
If tho pilo of cannon-balls hiincomplete, wo mnst first fin.lho number in the pile supposed complete, then the nun beithe lesser pile which is deficic-nt, and the difFerence wirle flnumber in tho incomplete pile.

'^^ucncc ^^dl bo the

CG8. A question analogous to that in Art. GG7 arises when-oh to sum the balls in a pile of which tho baso is ..2.11
w ::VT" '"^ "'^ ^^^^^ ''- ^'"'^ --'' ^----to inT^^Zow a the top; .suppose p the number of balls in this iw • tlmn
1- ^- layer reckoned from the top has p,n-l balls hWtl-.th and . 11. its breadth, and therefore contains n(,,il)

balls. Hence tho number of balls in n layers is
^

'J
^"^

,
or -^H{n+ l)(3p+2n~2).

If m be tho number in the length of the lowest row, m ..p + n-land the sum may bo written I n (n -f 1) (3.., - n + 1); as ,, is thenumber in the breadth of the lowest row, ^he sum is tLus expLedni terms of the numbers in the length and breadth of the base

"

called the different orders of Jlgurate numbers:
l.st order, 1, ], 1, i, i^

2nd order, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

3rd order, 1, 3, G, 10, If). . .
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^^' Tliifi wc iiiiiy i)rovc l)y iniluction. Foi",

the gcnci'til law is, tlmt the 7t"' term of any order is the sum of

n terms of the prece.ling order. Thus tlio n"' term of tlio second

order is n, of the 3rd on](>r is , --, of thi; fourth oi'(h!r is1.2'
n(n+ 1) (;t + 2)—

^^ ^ .,,1,1 gcMieriiUy the u"' term of the /'' order is

n(n,+
1 ) ... (n +r- 2)

nssumiufj this ex})r('ssiou for tlie x"' term of tlie r"' order, wo
in.'iy find the sum of tins fu'st u terms of I lie r"^ order by the

formula of Art. GGl. \^\i have oidy to put 1 fur a, for h, and

?•— 1 for ni. Iinu'i^ we olilaiu for the sum

n{u+ \){n + 2) {n + r - 1)

and then, by (k-fiuition, this is the cxpros.sion for tlie ?t"' tenn

of the (r + 1)'" order.

670. We liave already shewn that th<! B'nomial Theorem
may be sometimes api)lied to find the sum of a series (see Art. 526);

we give another exami)le. Find the sum of the series

i*-! a'J j'-j /I — 1^11 — I'

where (?^^ r (r+ 1) (r + 2) {r+q-l),

and 1\. r-=. (n - r) {it - r + I) {u -r + 2) {n-r + p -I).

We ean see that

Q^--^'^\tho coefficient of a;""' in tli" series for {l-x)~^^'^^\

and /•,= [/> X the coefficient of x"-'-' in the series for (1 -a;) -<*"'''.

Hence we have so far as terms not higher than x"~\

If

I(1 -x)-<^-'=|^^ '^/'...^^ P,,_^x + P„.,x'^P^_,x^+ ..

Therefore the series v/hich we have to sum is equal to the

product of \j)\q into the coefficient of x"~- in the expansion of

the product of (1 -a;)'
'"*"'* and (1 -*')"''"" '', that i«, tlie scries is



til oi-der in

(3 7i"' term

e scries is
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equal to the prodtict of

1^;^ iuto tlio coollioieut of a- in the
exi>.u.sion of (!>.)-.*,>., Honco tho series is e,u.l to

G71. % the uicthcl .(• Art. GOu'w. ,unv invo (-. fn ,

6V^^+ An" +
''

A ,,r-i ^(z--
1 )

,
,._, r(r~l) (r-'2)

It is conveiiiont to n.proseut the coefficients in ihn ,

here exhihitod
;
thus instead of a sin-^le lett r for , n'""''»Hi^ic jcctei tor tJie coeflicient

of n^-' we use the svnd)ul
'"

A -nu^ so nn \v i n
^,

^ij, .ini. so on. V\ e sliaJl now j)ro-

ceed to dctei-niino the vahuvs of A t i . ., 1 •. •„
,

iound that these quantities are inde^^ilh.;;^;, ;:: ^^i^:;:^
''^

In the assumed identity change u into n+l; tlius

Therefore, by subtraction,

Expand all the expressions {n + l)'-+\ (n + l)-- (,, |
y-i

by the Binomial Tlieorem
;
and then equate the cooffieie;ts"'of

ha. e 1 (-
(^ + 1), then, by equating the coefficients of n-> we

^----f^^--^.-;thusC..\,,.i

Jl

ii

II
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Equate the coefficients of ^i' '', pi. ting for C and A^ their

values; thus we shall obtain generally

1 1 A,
+

lif \p±l ^\e \^p-1 ^\lLil liilLzi

A.
+ rr7

+

where the series on the right-hand side extends as far as the term

involving -^l,,_i inclusive; and by putting for ;> in succession the

values 2, 3, 4, we determine in succession A^, A ^, A.^, ;

and we see that these quantities are independent of n and r.

We shall obtain .1.-=:
J,

.1,..0, A^^^-^^, A^^^, J, 1,

It is remarkable that all the coeflicients with even suffixes

A^, vl^, A^, are zero; this can be proved as follows :

In tlio oi'iginal assumed identity change n into 7i— 1, and

subtract ; thus

n'^C[a^-''-{n^\y'']^AJ,u'-{n-\Y]+%A,{n^--^-{n-\Y-'\

Equate the coefficients of rC'-^, putting for C and A their

values ; thus

=
1 1

+
,

A_ +_A
V±l 2\P \l\jLzl '"^[Pjzl [iliLz^

A.

The residt formerly obtahied may be expressed thus,

1 , A,
+ +

li*-±J 2|£> \''i \p- i |''3 !jP-2 |4|/;-3

A.
+ r^ +

\h \p.-i
Hence, by subtracting and putting for p in succession the

values 3, 5, 7, we shew in succession that zero is the value

of ^„, A^, i^a,

'4>r
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dividing b, the nu.nber of factors so ^Zc!^
^^^'""""' ""'''

Sun. «.c fldlowing five series to n teru.s, and al.o to infinitv

:

3. +
1

+ T--7 +_ 1

1.2 "2. S""
3:1 "^4:5

4 ^ +—L__ 1 1

2-4.0 4.6.8"^6;8Tro-^8.10.12"^

5.

1. 4+2.5"' O""" 1:7
'

6. -- 1

1.3.5
, ___1 1

2 . 4 . 6
"^

3 . 5 77
"^

1

4.G.8
+

7. 10 13
+2.3,4 3. 4. 5 '"4:576+5^.6. 7

8. Sum to n terms 1+3+0+10+
9. If 71 be even, shew that

w + 2 (n - 1) + 3 (w-2) + +'lfVl +i\^ n{n +l)(n + 2)

10. Sum to n terms a' + (a + l)' + (a + 2)' +

1 1. Sum to 71 term^ 1" + 2'x + 3'a;- + i'x' +

12

12 If the terms of the expansion of (a + 6)" be multiplied
espectrv^ly by nr, (.-1),,.», (..o),-'

, , ,,, , ^^^-^^
integer, find the sum of the resulting series.

xpanci ^j—-^----.^ ij^ ^ g^,j.j^^ ^f ascending powers of cc,

and shew that the coeflieient of x" is

n (1 + 't-lo + (n'-l)(n'-i) ,. .
{«'-l)(„"-4)(«--

( ^1
15

C 1
9)

T. A.
LI

c +
1

27

I -SRM'

I

Id

#
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14. Find the coefficient of x'"'if in tlie expansion of

X (1 - ax)

15. Shew that 1 -f
^^ + M^^^+D ^ 2^(2n + 2) (2.^-.4)

^

3.6 3.G.9

I 3^ 3.6~"^ 37679
"^ ]•

16. If p^ denote the coefficient of x'' in the expansion of

(1 + xy, where n is a positive integer, shew that

Px ^ 2;\ ,
3;^'-' + +

Po 1\ IK
+ +

np^ _n(n^\)
^

Vn. 1.2

iP.^P.) {p. +A) (;,,., +;,J=^i^''^(!i±i)"
\n

(-!)"-'» 1 1
... + v

—

I—^=i4.i+i +
n 2 3

17. Shew by developing the identity ( 1Y=

^(^+1) {n+p-l) n {n - 1) {7i + p-2)

1
. + -

.

n

that

\P

n(n-J) (7Z-2) (n+;;-3)

is zero when n and p are positive integers and n greater than p.

18. If shot be piled on a trianguLir base, each side of which
exhibits 9 shots, find the whole number contained in the pile.

19. Find the number of shot contained in 5 courses of an

unfinished triangular pile, the number in one side of the l)ase

being 15.

20. The number of balls contained in a tnmcated pile of

wliicli the top and bottom are rectangular, is

I
{2p>^ + 3 {m + n^\)p+ (Smn ~ 3m - 3>* + 1},

where m and n represent the number of balls in the two sides of

the tup, and p the number of balls in each of the slanting edges.



Wo sides of

Examples, l.

21. Shev^ that I* + 2* + V M"^ +n

22. Shew that

1-a^ (l-a;)(Tr^y ^'^

efficient of ;e is

" *' ^""^ ' ^"^^ ^^^'"^ "^ity, tlie

419

CO-

24. If ^. be the coefficient of ^' in the expansion of

\ 2j \''^2y [^-^2y «^^ infinitum,

prove that A ~-^' /j . a ^ inro
"•

2^^Z-i (^r-i +^,_,), and that .L = '^^
* 315

•

25. If n be any multiple of 3, sliew that

i-(^-i) + l!L::^L0iiL3)_(H_3)(^_4)(,,^5)
^•^

j3
^ -(-1)".

LI. INEQUALITIES,

-ally eoUected underL head .^li^.
'""*"™ "™

27—2

?«^!l!

jfiii

f'iili!

^i
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673. A71 inequality will still hold after tJie same quantity has

been added to each member or taken froT)i each member.

For suppose a>b, therefore a-b is positive, therefore

a^ c - (b'^c) is positive, therefore a =t c >6 ± c.

Hence we may infer that a term may be removed from one

member of an inequality and affixed to the other with its si^n

changed.

674. If the signs of all the terms of an inequality be changed

tlie sign of ineqim ity must be reversed.

For to change all the signs is equivalent to removing each

term of the first member to the second, and each term of the

second member to the first.

675. An inequality will still hold after each member has been

multiplied or divided by the same positive quantity.

For suppose a> b, therefore a- b in positive, therefore if m be

positive 7n (a - b) is positive, therefore ma > rub ; and similarly

1 . ,, . ... ^ a b— ia - 0) IS positive, and - > -
.m^ '

•" m m
In like manner we can shew that if each meml»er of an ine-

quality be multiplied or divided by the same negative quantity,

the sign of inequality must be reversed.

676. If a>b, a'>b', a">b", then

a->r a' + a" ^ > 5 + 6' + 6" +

For by supposition, a-b, a' - b', a" - b", are all positive;

therefore a - 6 + a' - 6' + a" - 6" + is positive j therefore

a^a' + a" + > 6 + 6' + 6" +

677. If a>b, a' >y, a" > b", and all the quantities are

positive, then it is obvious that aa!a!' > bb'b"

678. If a>b, and a and b are positive, then a"" >b'', where n

is any positive quantity.

This follows from the preceding Article if w be an integer. If n

be friictional suppose it = - : let a'' = A and 6'' — /jj then h is >.^.
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and we have to prove tlvif /J-^ i7i . i.i
•

^ ^

P o^e that h > I'
•
this we can prove indirectly •

^ri^^-^. then..,, ..,if.^<^,,,.,,^,^^^^^^j
those roHults are lalse; J.ence we must have /j>,/

If n be a negative quantitv, let w - » o^ .1 ^ .

,^ 1 1

r, i^t 71 _ - w, so tlnit m is positive

:

^<j^i that is, «''<6».

679. Let *:• , % % %. , ,.

^ 6/ 5/
•••

J-
l^e fractions of which the ,Iq.

nominators are all of the same sijn, tlien the fraction

n
hes in magnitude between the lp..«f .,r,,] ^i

"
.eon tlie least and the greatest of the fractions

«, «, a^ a

For su|n)ose "j
, -' 5 ", *„ i •

*, 5, ' 6/ • •

J-
t° be ! ascc«rfm^ onlor of mag.

n.t,ule. and suppose that all the" denonanato™ are ;,„.«„.; then

f=r\ therefore a = 6, x -' •

I "i ^ b

j^>^S therefore «^>ft^x^';

J
> ,- , therefore a >h^^ p •

therefore, bj addition.

and so on;

' if 3 ^ I',,/
, ,

therefore ^1 + "t + «.-,+ + a-. >"
Similarly we may prove that

^ + h;vb~^r:r:., +1 ^r/

*iJL^s + a., -i-

^1 + K + K^
+ ff a

+ K 51

=!!i;i'

Offl!^
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In like manner the theorem may be established when all the
denominators are supposed negative.

^^
h ~ h b

~ '"
'

*^^^^^ ^'^^^^ ^^ *^^°^^ fractions is equal to
1 2

the fraction whose numerator is the sum of the numerators and
denominator the sum of the denominators. See Art. 384.

680. Since (x - yf or x" - Ixy + tf is a positive quantity or

zero, according as x tuid y are unequal or equal, we have

l(x^ + ,f)>xy,

the inequality becoming an equality when x = y. Hence

that is, the arithmetic mean of two quantities is greater than the

geometric mean, the inequality becoming an equality v/hen the

two quantities are equal.

681. Let there be n positive quantities, a, b, c, ... k -^ then

^a + 6 + C4- ... +^-\"

c n
') > abc ... k

unless the ?i quantities are all equal, and then the inequality

becomes an equality.

For ab<

therefoi'e

and

therefore

/a + by . fc + cZ\'

(-2-), ^d<\~r-)>

, , fa + b c + d\'
abcd<(-^-.-^-y,

a + h c + d \ lj{a + b) + | (c + t/))'

2
<

abed <
/a + b + c + d\*

\ i ;
•

By proceeding in this way we can shew that if p be any posi-

tive integral power of 2,

abed ... {p factors) < ( "-
j .

M^,.. i„. , , , ,
a + b + c-it d+ ...in terms)

JN ow let p = n + r. and let ^^
' ^ t.

n
"' and

c
*
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suppose each of the remaining r quantities nnf e *i

to be equal to t ; we have the!
' '^ '^" ' ^"^^^^^*^^«

cibcd... {n factors) x r< C±f'^\". ,, , .

therefore «6a/... (;, factors) <e that is, <(^^^:t±L^ll±^-Y

titiefr.?;'^"!,:
proved ,hatever be the nunir of ,i.

the . ;f;.:it;i-are Zt'^^'''
'-'-'''- -' '^-^'^'y -^- ^^li

We may also write the theorem thus,

(i+J}j^Cjh_d +
'

1

~^ ~>{abciL..)"
;

by extending the signification of the term. .»•;// /• ;

nutical mean of any numb-,- of „„ :r ' """'"

682. The fbllowiuL' nroof of fl.c* <-i

T 1 .
'^ I'iuur 01 tJie tJieorem driven in Hm ..,..,oecUng Article will U foun,., an instructive oxe.-cL.

'

let P denote (ahod k)-, m«l ij denote ?L±tL+'^+ .^k

'
'

I'
''' *; '«' a, = 5, = J(„ + i), and let

A = (a.6.«;.
. .

.i).
; then since «,i, > „6, «-e have />. >P Next

half the sum of those removed' Ipt P ,u , ., ^ '°

mean ; then P > P T^^ '
'

', ''!'"'*f
"'° •"'^' Beometrical

scries P, P P p
• ^ r "^Tr '" ""^ ™y' *° **-« a

' ,." 2' ^3> ^,, each term of which is ereater flinne preceding te„n; and by taking . large enough J mt tZ
1

facto, winch occur in P, a. nearly equal a,Ve please
; Z

683. We will now compare the quantities

~~r~ '-^^^^ (-2--;

.

-,.n|
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We snppose a and 6 positive, nnd a not lass than h.

,r + ir = («
J

* + ^ -y . ('' ;J - !L:i)"'

=nb ) * i.^-W ( r)
m(m - I)(»j - 2) (7n - 3) [a + JN"'"* /a - 6\' •)

g (^ 2 j Kri)' ]•

Since -^ is less than —^, the series is convergent (Ai-t. 504),

SO that wo liave a result which is arithmetically intelligihle and
true. Hence if m he negative or any 27osUive integer, it follows

, ctT + W' fa + by ^^tnat -— >
\-Y- J

' If ^^ he positive and less than unitij,

ar + b"" (a + 6\ "•

2 *"
\~~2~ J ^* I'emains to consider the case in which m

is positive and greater than unity, but not an integer. Suppose

p . 11
m=-, where p is > q, and let a = a^ /? - b\ A - a'' 5 = ^. Then

p r

rt» + b' .

is > or <
{a + b\ „ aP + iS

\^—g-j , according as —^ IS > or < ' '(^')'

that is, according as (
—~-

] is

aP + /3PY . _ a' + ^»^> or <
2

j that is,

1 »

IS > or < —^
. We know by whataccording as {^-^— ) {., ^ „. ^* \ 2 / 2

has already been proved, that the expression on the left-hand

side is the greater, since - is positive and less than unity ; hence

a'" + 6"*
. /a + by .—2— ^^ "^

V~2~~/
^^ ^^^ '^ ^^ positive and greater than unity.

684. Let there be n positive quantities a, b, c, k ; then

K /a + b + C+ + /!•'

>
c

•-ili'Y
n \ n

when m is negative, or positive and greater than unity; but the
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than unity. Then «- + i"" > o (^^^K^ ,.. ^ ^. ^ ^ (^11 ^^V.

therefore »*" + i"'+ c'"+ cr> o r/« +J'\'" /c+rA-)

I 2 /" + ^ + c + c/X">2,

therefore

4

0'^

integral poAver of 2. Now 1p/ «
"^

^ '''"^ positive

t = ^i±i±£.±i:i:^J^terms)
^

thei'efore

therefore

a"- + 6- + c- +

n + r

•••••• ^ /« + i + c + \ "

a"

tliat is,

therefore

>(n + r) r
;

a'" + 6'" + c'" + >,,^m.
which was to be proved.

^^^^^^J,

that when ,« ,3 po^tne and less than unity the revcj

685. If , and /J are positive quantities, and * and ^. lc«3
than unity, (1 + ^y i^ je^g than —L-

Mllili
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We luivo in fact to show that (1 + o?)"^ is greater than 1 - /?«;.

Now, by cho Biuoniial Theorem,

(U.)-..l_^..,M±i),._££±l)i^±l)^,
;

L? [3

each term of this series is greater than the succeeding tenn, for

Q -I. 'n

r- X is less than unity, since x and Bx are each less than unity.

Hence, as in Art. 058, the series is greater than 1 -/3x.

68G. Let y 1)0 a positiye quantity givater than /8; then

1 + yo; is greater than provided (I v yx) (1 - px) is greater

than 1; that is in-ovided {y-(i)x h greater than jiyx', that is

provided y - /3 is greater than (iyx. Hence wo have the following

result ; if x, /3, and y are i)OKitive, and y greater than jS, then by

taking x small enough we can make (I +x)P less than 1 +ya;;

this holds however small the excess of y over jS may be.

687. If X be positive log (1 + x) is less than x.

For suppose ?/ = log(l + x), then 1 + a; = e^ j and, by Art. 542,

e*=l+2/+., + ,^+ , which is greater than y + 1.

As an example put for x in succession ^ , --
, ,

J o 4

I, 1
3 1 , 4 1

we have log
^ < ^ » ^^S 3 < 3 '

addition, log —— <- + ^ + +-.
2 2 3 n

1

"
7i'

log <_. Hence, by

1

688. If a; be positive and less than unity log {I +x) is greater

X'
than x--^ ,

x^ X*

we

For log(l +«) =0;- - + ^ -.- + ; hence, as in Art. 558.

see that log {\ +x)-(^x- ^ j is a finite positive quantity.
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689. If . be pciMvo a„„ ,o. than „„it, ,.,1 ,,
,„,„„..

than a;.
i - aj

For log-— .-__iog/i_^\^ «' a'^ a;<

, 334^ i Iionce

^°° l~x-^ ^"^ -^ fi"'to positive quantity.

690. The folloNvia. tlireo examples will illustrnfe fl i
•

of luocp.ahties, and fu.ni.sh results of sonu. il.^.I".;

"''''"'

then when n is infinite tc is ze.-o 7; is infln v i

^"
,.

ze.o,
7;,^ ,s nifinite and w,^,_^ i, fii^te.

We have
?* = ^ ^ ^ 2w ~ 1

" ^'^'C -1,, (1);

therefore, by Art. 376, ?^
<^' 4 G 2,,

" •^5-7 2;m (2).

Therefore, by multiplication, «»< ^

" 2«TT'
Hence, by increasing n we can make u les. fi.

quajitity. *'• '^^'^ *han any assigned

Similai-ly, v =^ ^ l 2n + I
" 2-4-6 -1^ (3);

therefore, by Art. 376 « ^1 ^ ^ 2/i + 2

^ ^ 7 -'271+1 • W-
Therefore, by multiplication, v '>^J'JJ ,t,,, •

Hence, by increasing n we e-in moi
signed quantity.

"'"^^ ^» S''^^*^^' ^^^^^^ ^ny a«.

Last, by (1) and (i) we see that

1 2w + 2 1

'"""''
2 2^T' *^^*^''>2^i. and therefore, a>.^;,n,>i •

an'l by (2) and (3) we see that
^.,.^;,.< 1.

^
'

IT-«ce .z.„.„ lies between
] and 1, and is therefore finite.

It III I

'mi
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II. If m, n, a uro in (U'scondliiq oidor (if magnitude, thon

\m ~a) \n-aj
For tako tlio logiuitl.nis of both si<l(>s ; thus we have to coiupun

in log ^^JIL with n loir

1 _ -
m

1 +

1- a

n'

or

and the first of these is Iohs tlian the second. Honce the required
result follows.

III. Let there he n positive quantities n, h, c, k • then

a -t-b + c + +k\"^''*'* *

unless the 7i quuntitios are equal, and then the inequality becomes
an equality.

Let there be two unequal quantities a and 6: we have to

shew that a "6* is >(^——
j .

Suppose a greater than b; hi a=^ c + x, b^ c- x.

We have to shew that fl + ^Y 'A _ ^'V "
is > 1,

that is, that

or that

is> 1,

is > 1, where « = -
.

Now the logiu-ithm of (j^)"(l - «') is
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'-•e the g,.,a.t p:.n,,: ::, r^ ^Lt n;: " r"
\""'^

^ -.. , c..,„„„t be „.e,.o.. tl,an/t .1, l',:: ;::.
^ ""^'

det..„„.„e . so that , ,„„, h,,„ «,e gve^ti „„»,n,le '.riL
Since V^.V(2a-.)=,, 2«- . = (, . ^,.,..,._ ^^ ^,, _^^

and 2a,-23,^/^ +y_2„^0; therefore ^/a, = »' * Vil" - /)

693. Find the least vahie which - •"'
"'

real vahie x may have.
a*

can have whatever

'7* -4- fi^

5~ = 2'- *'«» «*-
a^J' + a" = ; thus a: = ?' * vV -M

.

Hence / c.>not be less than W ; or 2a is the Lt value of «
Or thn. * +" «'

P..t this expre,ssio„ in the foru. (^. - -^% 2„ . ,„, ^ ,^ ^
constant the least value of the whole expression will be obtained

*

m

n
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when tlie positive term W*'--/-) vanishes, that is, when x = a.

a;" 4-
a'

It is unnecessary to consider negative values of x, because -

has the same numei-ical vahie wlien x has any negative vahie as

when X has the corresponding positive vahie.

EXAMPLES OF INEQUALITIES.

In the following examples the symbols are supposed to denote

positive quantities; and the inequalities may, in certain cases,

become equalities, as in some of the Articles of the text.

1. If a, b, c be such tliat any two of them are greater than

the third, 2 {ab + bc + ca) >a^ + b^ + c'.

2. If ^' + wi' + w' = 1 , and V- + m" + n'^ = 1 ,
then

W + m))i' + nn' <l.

3. (^ci + b-cY + {a + c- by + {b + c -ay>ab + bc + ca.

^- Kb) n«)^^"^^^'
5. ab{a + b) + bc(b + c)+ ca {c + a)> Qabc and < 2 («'+ 6' + c'').

6. {a + b){b + c) (c + a) > Sabc.

7. Shew that £c'-8a; + 22 is never less than 6, whatever

may be th , value of x.

8. Which is greater, 2a;' ov x + I 1

9. If ?i be > 1, then cc + — is > 1 + -
,

if a; be > 1, or <^ .

' nx *i '''

10. Find the least value of
(a + x) {b + x)

X

11. Divide an odd integer into two other integera, of vhich

the product may be the greatest possible.

12. If a>6, then J{a' -b') + J{2ab-b')>a.

13. If a, b, c, d are in hannonical progression, a + c?> 6 + c.

ire in harmonicjil Drofrression and n a positive
1. If (., I/, P

integer, a" + c">2t/



rlien x = a.

x'+a'
use

X

ve value as

I to denote

tain cases,

reater than

ca.

a'+b' + c').

whatever

I, or <
1

71

'S, of A 'hich

\-d>b + c.

n a nositive
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x + a

4.S1

15. If a> J shew that -^^-^^^^^ ;. -^nr ^ "^ + *

mg as xis > or < ^/(ab).
' sf{x + b

)

18. 3(„» + j> + ,»;^(„ + j^^j(„j^j^^^^^
^

19. 9a6c<(a + J + c)(a'+i' + c').

20 ""'/
"• ,-2-<«. + <'. + «. + - + «,)>V(«,«,) + V(«,«.)V(«A) + -.

21. The difference between the a.'ithmetie and the seomotric
»;ean of U-o quantities is less than one-ei,hth of the souaredchtfercnce of the numbe.-s divided V the le^s n„n.be,, butV^th„.e.,hth of such s,„a..ed difference divided b • the grl

2.. t<(^i)'.

23. \n>n^,

24. 1.3.5...(2^-l)<,,«.

26. a'' + b* + c*>abc{a + b + c).

27. 8(«-'' + 6=' + c«)>3(a + 6)(6 + c)(c4-«).

Qo 2a 26 2c

h+c a+c a+b
29. {a + b + cf> 27abc and < 9 (a' + b^ + c«)

30. Ifp and q be eacli less than unity,

loga(l-;>)

31. ^1

55£:(T^) -^^^) ""''>'^'^

a. « a a.n-l
1

«>:i. If « and ic both lie between and 1 tllen
a

1- «
>x.

in

V
'

11
'

"M

; t

1

H
' ji

i

!

- fit'

Viiii
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432 THEORY OF NUMBERS.

LII. THEORY OF NUMBERS.

60-1. Thi-ougliout the present Chapter the word number is

used as an abbreviation for 2)osUive integer.

69;3. A nun'ber which can be divided exactly by no number
except itself and unity is called a prime number, ov Hliovtly a prime.

69G. Two niuuliers are said to be prime to each other when
there is no number, except unity, which will divide each of tlieni

exactly. Instead of saying that two numbers are prime to each
other, the same thing is expressed by saying that one of them is

prime to the other.

G97. 1/ a number p divides a product ab, atid is prime to one
/actor a, it must divide the other factor b.

Suppose a greater than p ]
porfcn-m the operation of finding

the greatest common measure of a and p ; lot q, q', q", ... be tlio

successive quotients, .and r, r, r", ... the corresponding remainders.

Thus a = 7^/ + r, p = rq' + r', r - r'q" + r", . . . multiply

each member of each of these equations by b, and divide by p ;

therefore - - bq + -—
,

p 2^

^mce — IS an integer, it follows from the first of these ec^ua-

tions that -- is an int(!ger
; then from the second of these equations

-— is an integer ; then from the third ' is an integer : and so
p ^ a }

on. But, since a and p are prime to each other, the last of c

remaindei-s r, r', r", ... is unity ; therefore -^ is an integer ; that

brJ
br , br' br br' „6 - — X (^ + - = — X q" + ,

P p p p ^ p '

is, i is divisible by p.
P

G98. When the numerator and denominator of a fraction are

p'ime to each other the fraction cannot be reduced to an equivalent

fraction in lower terms.
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Juppose that „ is pri^o to i, an.,, if ,„,,,„,, ,„,
«

,^, ^^^^.^^

to
^,

,

a fraction iu lower terma. Since ''„ 2.', ^e have «' ^i^'

(Art. 097), but tte . .npossible, rince 6' i. Ie»« than 6 b;3;p
po..t.on Hence « cannot be .duced to an equivalent fraction
in lower terms.

699. I/a is pri7)ie to h and ~ - - fhpn ./ / i

same multiples of a and b respectively/.

Since
f . |, .e have .' = f , b.t 6 is pHme to «, therefore 6

dmdes .'; hence 6'= .6, where . is some integer; therefore a~^na.
700. If a prime number n divider n n^n.h. ./ i id^e one of,,efactors of tkat \,ro^ " '"''''' '''''- " """'

For since ;? is a prime nunil)er, if « does nnf r],V,M« -4. •

to a, and therefore it nn-^t divid J 1^ ' ^
'^

:; !f
""'".:

.doe. not divide , it i. prin. to ., andt^Z'it !: tidf
:™ofi^r:f2::---'---.»u.divi:;:

facto™:,!:!,':"
'"" ''^ ''"""'"'" ''""'« '^^ »"pp°-« »" «-

aJ!f'
^^ " ""•'*' ° '" '''™''* '"' 1'- P'- P"' - "nd each of

For since n is divisible by p, wo have „=j,„, where n i, somo

tence q=pq, where y' is some iutowr • thus »^«„'V i
•

therefore divisible bv pn'. Tlv proc.«M°~'.h„ "
""'^^

''' "
,

'"

» is divisible by p/p"..
P-^"'^"""'"" 'bus «c may »,.ew that

T. A.

'1,1,

28 m
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i

703. If a and h be each of them prime to o, then ab w priniG
to c.

For if ab is not prime to c, suppose ab = nr and c = ns, where
M, r, and s are integers

; then, since a and 6 are prime to c, they

are prime to ns, and therefore to n ; but a6 = 7ir, therefore - = - •

?i b*
therefore 6 is a multiple of n (Art. G99). Hence b is botli prime
to n and a multiple of n, which is impossible. Therefore ab is

l)riine to c.

704. If a and h are prime to each other, a"" aiid b° are prime
to each other ; m a7id n 6em(7 «W2/ pt^sitive integers.

For since « is prime to 6, it follows that a x a or a' is prime
to b (Art. 703) ; similarly a' x a or (t^ is prime to b ; and so on

;

thus a"* is prime to b. Again, since «"« is prime to b, it follows'
that a"" is prime iobxb or 6' ; and so on.

This Article establishes the result to which reference was made
in Art. 242.

^

705, No rational integral algebraical formula can represent
prime numbers ouly.

For, if possible, suppose that the formula a + Saj + cx' + dx^+ ...

represents prime numbers only; suppose when x = m that the
formula takes the value p, so that p = a + bm + cm' -^ dm' + ...

Put for X, in the formula, m + np, and suppose the value then
to he p'- t'i^M^ p'=-a + b{m + np) + c{m + npY + d{m + npY-\....
= a + bm+ cm' + dm'+ +M{p)=p + M{p), where M (p) de-
notes some multiple ofp ; thus p' is divisible by ^), and is therefore
not a prime.

706. The oiumber ofprhne numbers is infinite.

For if the number of prime num1)ers be not infinite, suppose;?
the greatest prime number

; the product of all the prime number
up to 2h that is, 2 . 3 . 5. 7 . ll....;Ms divisible by each of these
prime numbers

; add unity to this product, and we obtam a
number which is not divisible by any of these prime nuinl-ors; tliis
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number is therefore eitlior if^^pif ^ ^„:
b. some prime n.mi.er .l^^: 7:L:7 T^ ^^^««
prime number, which is contrary to t.o s Llhl I

^"'''""'

number of prime numbers is infizfite.

'"^'^'""'^^"- "«^^-« tJio

:Foi, If possible, suppose that two of these ouan hI ,w'« when divided bv h I...v« fi ^ *'*^^ '''^* andby J(,a^e the same remainder r, so tliat
w« = nb + r and wi'a = n'b + r

^^^"^
{m-m')a^{n~n')b-

therefore a _ n-n'
h m - m'

'

since ,„ and ,«' are botl' less th.ln i

'' *'"' '" ™P°^-'iWe,

numbers. Tl.en abc<l ^ '„ T '^'J'
'- "'" "'''"' !'"">«

^o' -d thereforem,;* divide'one of'Th "f T' '!'"''"

product; b„. these f,.to. are all .le n,. hi.W "

''I

to one of the fa^to;.';"
::*'™ '^^ "™™

"';f
^ ""'•^' "'' ^''""

Let / Q') denote the greatest integer contained iii ™

,

let / (Ij denote the greatest integer contained in ^'

,

let / (^i^) denote the greatest integer contained m ^ ,

and so on

;

*

28—2
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then the highest power of the prime number a which is con-

tained in
:

m is /{^ + I (^ + /(-;)+

For araonor fhe numbers 1, 2, 3, ... m, there are I f-\ which

contain a at ieast once, namely the numbers a, 2a, 3a, ia,

Similarly there are 7 l^A which contain a' at least once ; there

^^^
^VaF'

^^^'^^"^^ contain a^ at least once; and so on. Tlie sum

of these expressions is tlie required highest power.

This i)roposition will be illustra,ted by considering a numerical
examj^le. Suppose for instance tiuit w= 11 and a = 2; Ihon we
have to find tlie highest power of 2 which is contained in !U.

^''''^
^(f)^^^ ^(^0^^' ^0)^^' ^^'''^ ^^^ required

power is 11. IL,,. i^. 2" will divide \U, and no higher power
of 2 will divide [14. Eow let us examine in what way this num-
ber 11 arises. Of tho jactors 1, 2, 3, 4, 14 there are seven
whicL we can divide at once by 2, namely 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14.

There are three factors which can be divided by 2 a Lcond time,
namely 4, 8, 12. There is one factor which can be divided by 2
a third time, namely 8.

Thus we see the way in which 7+3 + 1, that is 11, arises.

710. The 2>roduct of any n successive integers is divisible
by In.

Let m + \ be the first integer; we have then to shew that

(m+ l)(m + 2) ... ...{m + n) .

t^

is an integer. Multiply both nume-

rator and denominator of this expression by [w ; it tlien becomes

\m + n p
--, which we shall denote by - . Let a be any prime7n Q

number; let r^, r^, r^, denote the greatest integers in

... respectively; let s, s.,

m+n m+n
a a

111 + n

a
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denote the greatest integers in — ''^ '''

a' a" a" respectively; ami

^""^ ^" ^" ^^' ^^enoto the greatest inte^rprs in
^ 1* w

^l;:-: ; "J. ?'*'
T'-"^

-"-• '^ "" owe..

either equal to , J or to ; + ,
'

, ' , ' ''
""'' """ ''' '»

I'.ime factor «.hich occm-B in O o'cu-rin / ,. > ! T'''
""^

l.i«h a power a, in Q. Thus Pi:Z:Z ty7 "' "' "

/• y ^^ + u;
,
«c<,p< ihefirst and last, is divisible by nFor the general f„r,„ of the coefficients excl„aing tl,e flr.t and

last is ?M!?LzJi:i:-jJ>2^^ 1)
i

J^

—
,
where r may have any value

'Hut' l::^;L'"'^'^^^^^- .

''^-' ^^^^'*- ^1^' «^- expression is

o factor whch occurs n. ^ • can divide n; therefore
^ ^^^'^^ (^-r+1) must be divisible by \r. Henceevery coefficient, except the first and last, is divisible by ..

712. 7/n i. ,, ;,n-m, wum^er, the cojlcient of every term tnthe expansion o/ ('a + b4-c + d+ \n . ., T^ *
*^*

d" ;, /• • v;
^'' + ^ + ^^+ A except those o/ a", b°, c"," > ) *5 divisible by n.

^ > ,
^ ,

^nt/3fovb + c + d+
; then

{a + b + c+d+ y..-.^a + ft)\
By Ai-t. 711, every coefficient in the expansion of (a + 3Y is

«acu or tliese terms is unity. Again,

^'' = {b + c + d+ r = (6 + y)'' suppose;

:l;:[hr!f7!.^^ J;'''"™'-,"^ ^'^yr is di.i.„e ,.,

at the theo™; enun^ed.' "' """""'"'^ " '"'^ ""^ ^' ^™™

v

"•H

; -.-

,,f!

ifi!

^'Ilipl

'ifl

;? tfj
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713. If n be a prime number, and N prime to n, then N"-' - 1

is a multiple of n. (Feriiiat's Tlieorem.)

By the preccuing Article,

(a + 6 + c+(/+ + ^')'' = a" + J" + c" + J" + +k'' + M{n),

where M {n), denotes some multiple of n. Let each of the quanti-

ties a, b, c, d, k be equal to unity, and suppose there are
JV of them ; thus iV^" = iV^-i- J/ («) ; therefore N {N'-' - 1) = J/ (n).

Since iV is prime to n, it follows that iV^""'-! is divisible

by n.

We may therefore say that -A^""' - 1 +p/, where ^; is some
positive integer.

714. Since n is a prime numl)er in the preceding Article,

n - 1 is an even number except when ?i ^ 2 ; hence we may
n-l

write t'--. theorem thus, {N " -1){X ' +l) = J/(;i); therefore,

cither i\^ " - 1 or A' " + I is divisible by n, so that N ^^^pn + 1,

or else -pn- 1, where j) is some positive integer.

715. The following theorem is an extension of Format's. Let

n be any numlK'i- ; and let 1, a, 6, c, ?i-l, be all the mmi-
bers Avhich are less than n and prime to n ; supjwse there are vi of

these numbers
; then will re"* - 1 = 31 (n), when for x we substitute

any one of the above m numl)ers, except unity. For multiply all

the tn numbers by any one of them except unity, and denote the

multiplier by x ; thus we obtain 1.x, ax, bx, ex, (n-l) a;;

these products are all different and all prime to m. It nia be

easily shewn that when these products are divided by n, tlie re-

mainders are all different and all prime to n ; thus the remain-

ders muHt be the original m num})ers 1, a, b, c, n~\\
they will not necessarily occui- in this order, but that is imnifi-

terial for the object we have in view. Hence the product of

the new series of m numbers x, ax, bx, ex, {n-\)x, can

only differ from the product of the original m numbers by some

nmltiple of n ; thus

x"'<ibc (n-l) = abc (n - I) + M (n).
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divMble, and L ^r^),, \''^ ""'-^ "'™ >"-' 'ikowi.,e bo «„

^/(«) fa clivMea bv abcZ. (~
1 J^ITX T'

*''" '""""'"" '"'""•

n. and may be douuted by J/-(„); th,,!!"
" """" "'""'|''° "''

'«" = l + J/(«), and a;--l = J/-(„)

numbers I, 2, 3: . ,

^ ^ n
" " '"""" '""""'"'' *l'™ *''o

Therefore a;'-- 1 -j/'/A „,'
" ''" '"""" *" "i «'"« M = «-I.

Ke.t .e.
, <.eno^af?:i:j;n-trr:''^'' '^^^ :"- -

but we have al.-eadv .hewn that ."- = 1 . M (ny^tku.
^'^^

Thus Fernuit'« theorem is establisliod.

''17- ^n 6e « jtpnwe member, 1 + .. _ i Vo /• • •/, ,

(Wilson's TJieoreni.)
> ^ +^^ zs dtmstOle by n.

% Art. 549 we have

ti-(^-ir-(n-l)(,,-.2)-

- ^!^-^\n - 3r - (!i^lK!i-- 2) (. _ 3)^•^ ^
1.373 '{n~ir^+

;

by Fermat's tJieorem we Iiave

where » « -,, . .

'^

^/^a''-

u , ';//'/"
a^-e positive integers. Therefore

+ (!iziK!ii:2) {n-\)(n-.2){n~Z)
1 o ———- Li ''

,

1.2.31.2 l.Z. 6 >

the series \-(^ri~\) + (^IzDJ^HlZ^
., , ,„ ,

O . .

.,
of 71 - 1 terms, is equal to

since /J -

""''fcli=^ («)-!; therefor
is

'© 1 + Iw -

1

is

I even number,

divisible by n.

si 'ill

Hi

M

r 'I
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If 71 he not a priino nurnbor, 1 4 jn-_l is not clivisiMo by n.

For suppose p a factor bf n ; tlien ;> is less than n-1, and thei-e-

foro
|

n-l is divisible by p; Ihmico 1 -f |?i-l is not divisible by

p, and tliercfoi'o not divisible by n.

718. The following inference may bo drawn from Wilson's

Theorem: If 2j> .- 1 be ; piuut) uumber,
(i^}'

+ (- 1/ is divisible

by 2p + 1.

By Wilson's Thourem, since 2p + l is a prime nnndjer,

1 + \2jf)
is divisible by 2p + 1. Put n for 2p + 1, then [2/; may

be written thus, ] {n-])2 {n - 2) 3 (w - .SN . p (n-p); if these

factors be supposed Jiuiltipjied out, it is obvious that we shall

obtain (- 1)''1''2'3* 7/ together with some multiple of «.

Hence T ^(-IYUpY must 1)0 divisible by 71, and therofore

pY+{-IY iiiust be divisible by n.

719. j^et aj denote any positive integer; then the number of

positive inte^vi-s which are less than x and prime to x will be

denoted by Jj (x).

Consider, for example, the positivo integer 12; there are 4

positive integers which are less than 12 and prime to 12, namely

11, 7, 5, 1 : thus Z (12) =4.

720. I/m be prime to n then L (mn) = L (m) x 1 . (n).

For let \, a,h, m-\ be the positive integers which are

less than m and prime to m ; then, r denoting any one of these,

the following n positi\ > intego'S are a^ less tli mi mn and are all

prime to m,

T, r + 7ii, r 4- 2m, ...... r + (m - 1) 7a.

And every positive integer which is kss than 7/m and is prime

to 7n must be of the form r •¥ pm, where p is zero or some jiositivc

integer less than 71, and r is one of the positive integers 1, a, A, ...

711 - 1.

Hence we .see that the number of nositive intewrs l^ss tliiui

7)in ai\ 1 prime to 711 is tix L (m).

^*?^l. Of-
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Out of the positivo intogei^ wMch are les.s than mn and nri.ueto m wo must now dotonnino the vhich are also prln,o to
.'

tor^^f u.':r
"'^ ^'"^ "^"'"^ '^ ^^^^'•^- ^^- ^-^^^^ -<^^'

'''• '^"
•
^'^"«tho remain.lerHniusiboO,

] 9 y, _ 1 •

though they will not necessarily occur in this o^ler 'if 1 ,;mamae. be prime to n the corresponding <livi<]end is prime to Zand conversely .f a di. idend is prime to n the corresponding ,v

-'

mainder IS prune to ,. Jt follows therefore that out of the ,.positive integers in the above set there are L (n) which are prinie
to n. And snice this ])olds for each such set of integers as wehave considered it follows that L (mn) = L (m) x X (u).

Hence if /, ni, n are all j^riiae to each other, we ha^ e

L {Imn) = L {Im) x L (n) ^L{l)xL (m) x L (n)
;

and a similar result holds for any num]>er of factors which are allprime to each other.

721. To fmd tU number of po.Uive integers which are less
f'^"' a gifta number and prime to it.

L.^ N denote the number, and lirst sui>]>oso N^a^ where a
IS a luime n-nnber. Tlie only terms of f),e series 1, 2, 3, 4, Y
-hich are n.. pn,ne to N are a, 2a, 'Aa, ia, ^a; and there

^7 a
are

^ of these terms. Hence after rejecting these multij^los of

a, we have remaining ^-^ terms, that is, iV^A _ Ij ,,,. ^j^us

there are .v(l -^ positive integers which are less than i\r and
prime to iX.

-Nest, suppose 27 ~ a^b^c ...

luimbers.

a

11

where a, 6. c, are all prime

t-*4i
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Tlien, hy Art. 720,

L{X) L{a>-)yL{h')xL{c')y

= a'(l-5.6.(l-^).,-(l..i)x

by tlio first ciiso.

TluiH fiuiilly if N ~ a^'b'c^'d'' whom a, b, c, d, aro all

prime nuinUcM'H, tlio miinbor of positivo iiitogers which arc less

than N and pvimo to iV is

-0-DO-.)0-DO-:)
It will 1)0 obH(n'\(!d that in this theorem unilt/ is considered

to bo one of the positivo integers which are less thuu JV and prime

toiV^.

722, To find the nfimher of divlsora of any given number.

Lot iV" denote the number, and suppose N =. a''b''d' , where

a, b, c, are prime numbers. It is evident that N will bo divi-

sible by any nximbfu* which is foimod by the jnoduct of powers of

a, b, c, provided the exjionont of tln^ power of a be comj)rised

between and p, the exponent of the power of b between and

q, the exponent of the power of c between and r, and so on

;

and no other number will divide A", litiice the divisors of N
will be the various terms of the product

(l+a + a'+ ...+a^){l+b + b'+ ... +b''){l+c+c'+ ...+C'') ...
;

the number of the divisors will therefore bo (p+1) (q + l)(r+ I) ...

This includes among the divisors unity and the number X itself

723. To find the number of ways in which a number can be

resolved into two factors.

Let N denote the number, and suppose N'=a''b''c' , where

«, b, c, are prime numbers. First, suppose iV not a perfect

square ; then one at least of the exponents p, q, r, is an odd

nvimber ; the required number then is ]>(2> + mq+^){r+ 1) ,

because there are two divisors ofN corresponding to every way in

which JV can be resolved into two ftictors. Next suppose N a
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l'«-fi>et s,,„are. tl„m all H,„ ,.„„,„e„t» „
,'•"1"'™' "'""l-r .» f,„„„l hyLn-X:, *',; '""""""'' ">«

^y "nity, a.,,1 takin,, l.ulf tl ,
"

i I"'\?<''"
'^'"-^ ')

of .V. tl,e „tl,„,. f„eto,. i,
,;;'"' f '" '- '^'k..-. as „„o feet,,..

T, .„
,

-^ '* "^'^^ ^'^o factors.
^t will l>o ohsorved tli.f ;« +i • .,

ouoofth„way«„f..
, i V i u!

'''™;'-'" '^'^
' '^ -"""> -"'>Hio .> into two factors.

With thonotition of Art 7oo ,.. ,

that is, f^'~l± i'"'-l c'*'-l
a~i ' 6-r- c>i

^-'). ro Jind tU number of warn in ,/-/.
•

/
resoheclineo two factors wh'^h -

"" ''''"'^''' ^«'* *«

J^et the niunber JV^ rt^iv ... i ^
a.-e to L„ ,,.,,.,0 to each otho

, ;„ Z^!!^....
'""" "'" '™ ^''^'°™

one fecto,-, and »o„,„ ,,ower o a t, T . T" '"'*"' "' « '"

occur in „„e of tl.o factZ q"
, 'f

"*''"'' f""'"'' '"" «' »'"«'

«'cto.-a
;
and so on He .e tt'"'"

'^' '1
"'"' """"'•

'" "^ "^ «-
l'»lfthon„.„,,erof,,hror„ft ''''

,

""'"'""
'' *''« «'"- "«

" -He n,....er of ,S:::^ .^rMero^: -^^^^^^^

^'-"^
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ouc ' p'"„;r
""""""^" "' '''' ** -'" -"^^ t'- i-o-

4. FituI thp loQ"f T- !'• T - - . -

I.

'^H|||

^' HiJ
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5. Find tlio loaat multiplier of 1.31 08 which will make th(3

l)roiluct a fyoifoct cubo.

6. If the sum of an odd square numhor and an even square

numl)or is also a square number, then the even square number is

divi,sil)le by IG.

7. Every square niunber is of the form 5n or 5wsfc 1.

8. Every cube number is of the form 7n or 7n =fc 1.

9. If a nuuib(!r l)e both a square and a cube it is of the form

7n or 7n+l.

10. No squan; number is of the form 3/t - 1.

11. No triangular number is of the foi-m Sn - 1.

12. If n be any number whatever, a the difference between
n and tla; next number greater than 7i which is a s(|uare number,
Jind h the difference between n and the next number less than 7i

which is a squan; number, then 7i-ab is a square ntniiber.

13. If the difference of two numbers which are prime to

each other, be an odd num})er, any power of their sum is prime to

every ])ower of their diff(;renco.

14. If there l)e three numbers one of which is the sum of tlie

othei" two, twice the sum of their fourth powers is a square number.

15. Shew when n is any prime lunuber, that x" - I and

{x- 1)" will leave the same remaindtu* when divided l»y n.

16. If 2p + 1 be a prime number and the numbers 1', 2*,.- ^?>^

be divided l;y 2^>+ 1, the remainders are all different.

17. Every even power of every odd number is of the form
871+1.

18. Every odd power of 7 is of tlm form Hn- 1.

19. If 71 be any integer, n^- 7i + l cannot be a square number.

20. If n bo any odd integer, 7i^+ 1 cannot be a square number.

21. If a and x are integers, the greatest value of ax~2x' is

the inti!gtu- tupial to or next less than
a
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22. Sl.ew that . (. . 1) (2. ^ 1) ,, ,i,,^, ,,^,^^^ ^

24. If ^i be odd and not divi.sible I.v 'in l ^ .

-5. If u ho a prinio numhor irroator fl...„ n ^^

divLsiblo by 240.
^ '" ''' *'"'" '*-! is

20. Shew that ""-1 _ !^\ ^'^ •

1-^0 24 .30
'* '" "iteger if m bo.

27. Show that .,^ - ,, is always divisible by 42
'28. If ;, bo any prime im.nboi- an<l x .nv ,'. f

'

30. If n bo any pn'nio number mvator th.n 9 . . ^ ,w"- 1 is divisible by no. '
''''"'1'*^ '^^ ^J^^'»

31. If >i bo any ],nmo nuiaboi- m-oator t)..,,. 9 . i ^'

32. If"'» any jnimo mniibor ,TO,ter tli.i. -i . <
to n, tl,e„ .V"-#i» .livisiblo hy Gn.

'' '' '"'"""

than 3, tJ„.u .V-- 1 i« ,livi.ib|„ ,,y ,,„
' '"" «™'""'

34. 8h(fw that r + 2" + 3''+ ^ />..,\" •
, . ,

be any ,„.n„o „„„„„„, „.,,t:.,^:;;;
<"'^ ^ " """"Plo of ., if „

^
^

3«.
^

SI.. «,at ..„.„... ,_,,., ,,,,,. ,„„.,„, „,„^_

13/.!!: 13?:;*'"" "•" '"' '•"^^^- •" -^ •- '-^ "' tl.o ro„„

n!l lO^rr'""
*"" '" '""""• "^ '"'-^ """- « of ,.e f„,-,„

_
31). Shew that the 20"' power of

-->« or 25/A + 1

any number m of the fonu

H

in

r:
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40. How many positive integera are less than 140 and prime

to 140]

41. How many positive integers are less than 3G0 and prime

to 3G0]

42. How many positive integers are less than 1000 and prime

to 1000?

43. How many positive integers are less than 3* x 7^ x 1 1 and
prime to it?

44. How many positive integers are less than 10" and prime

to it?

45. Find the number of divisors of 140.

4G. Find the number of divisors of 1845.

47. Find how many divisors there are of [9, and the sum of

these divisors.

48 Find tlie number of ways in which 1845 can be resolved

into two factors.

49. In how many ways can a line of 100800 inches long

be divided into equal parts, each some multiple of an inch ?

50. In how many ways can four right angles be divided into

equal parts so that each part may be a multii)le of the angular

unit, (1) when the unit is a degree, (2) when the unit is a grade ?

51. How many different positive integral solutions are there

ofa;y.-10"?

52. If X be any number, n the number of its divisors, and P
n

the product of its divisors, shew that P = N'\ shew that iV" is

in all cases a complete square.

53. Find the least number which has 30 divisors.

54. Find the least number which has 64 divisors.

55. Supi)ose a prime to 6, and let the series of quantities

a, 2a, 3a, ... (h ~\)a be divided by b : prove that the sum of the

quotients arising from any two terms equidistant from the 1)6-
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gmnmg and end will be « - I and fh.f n.
ing remainders will be b.

' '""' ^^ ^^'^ correspond-

^6. If an, number of square nun.bers be divided b, a .iven
number . there cannot be more than

;;
difl^rent remainder.

^

sa4l^. '''''''''' ''' ''''-' -^- of . an<l , .,ieh

5a If r, tJie radix of a scale of not-itfnn i' ""^ notation, be a prime number
greater than 2, tliere are

'-" ^
^jff . ,. •

fiO If 1
" "^ /^(/^- 1) squares.

t>U. If n be any positive inte^^er ^'"-^ 1 *?>, i
• ,• •

61 Tf P 1 . ,

+ I5^i -
1 IS divisible by 9."^- -II I

r denote the sum nf +1,^1
bers taken . together, 1 ,T.P 1 ^Tp"'*^

°'*^^^ ^^^ ^^ -'-
fio CM ,

'^'"^•••+^«-, IS a multiple of !.i^i. ^hew that the 100"' novvo.. .f
125^ or 125^ + l.

^ "' ""^ '"'>' ^"'"^'•^'^' i« of the form

I^III. PROBABILITY.

t e wonl p,.oi„i!m, i„ „atlK.,„„ticuI work, Th« . „ •

ency of tl.c definitiou with o ,,"
, ,

'"'"""' *'"' »"'™^

to the 1,,-obabiHty of itef.!

'

. ."
""""" "' "'« "'- >>«

%... ,. M, hence the s„. „f the ^^ZC'!^rt*:

illii

iifi

Hi''
1^^
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448 PROBABILITY.

ing and failing is certainty. Therefore the probability of its hap-

pening is to certainty as a to a + 6. So if we represent certainty

by unity, the probability of the happening of the event is repre-

sented by r«

727. Hence if p be the probability of the happening of an

event, 1 - /? is the probability of its failing.

728. Tlie word chance is often used in mathematical works as

synonymous with prohah'ility.

729. When the probability of the happening of an event is to

the probability of its failing as a to 6, the fact is expressed in

popular language thus ; the odds are « to 6 for the event, or b to

a against the event.

730. Suppose there to be any number of events A, B, C, (fee,

such that one event must happen and only one can happen ; and

suppose a, b, c, kc, to be the numbers of ways in which these events

can respectively happen, and that all these ways are equally likely

to occur, then the probabilities of the events are proportional

to a, b, c, &c. respectively. For simplicity let us consider three

events, then ^1 can happen in a ways out of a + b + c ways and

fail in b + c ways; therefore, by Art. 726, the probability of

a
A^a happening is .

b + c

, and the probability of A^b failing is

b

, . Similarly the probability of ^'s happening is

a "T" "T c

and the probability of (7's happening is 1
.

* " '•'^ a + + c

a + b + c'

731. We will now exemplify the mathematical meaning of

the word probability.

If n balls A, B, G, ..., be thrown promiscuously into a bag

and a person draw out one of them, the probability that it will

1 . • 2
be ul is -

; the probability that it will be either A or B la - ,
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.

,

the probubilitj, t|„t u,oso will bo ^ and /( i, ^

7;::"''""------» e-,.o„,.„:<:;,2:„b:::;:;

: \t"r"™
'"•""'

^-•-'-X^«(»-<)..... one ,,,.,.
-.«Uko.. to bo ..,„,.

„„,,.,_,.^..^^,_^^_.^^,^^^^_^^^^^^^
of -."«„« ont an a..i«.«. pai,- i., l^] „(„. ,,, ,,„, .^ 2_'

Again, suppose that 3 white balls 4 biMPt i ii ,

''^''
^^

-e tlu-own prondscuously into a bt' J ^''''' ""^ ' ^'^'^^ ^"^^«
^ ^ ''''»' ^"'^^ ^ I'^'-^on draws out one

^^--^ ^^- 1-babilit, that this will be a white ball is ^„ the

probability tlmt it will bo a black bdl i.
'^

oiack Util IS
^^ , an.l the probability

that it will be a red balUs-^ P .^•^i' i«
j^ . But suppose (wo balls to be drawn

'^^^'"'"^" »'«"• '"- -Of. s.a.„an:o
'™o.,„„.....3.1.Ueba,..3.1_.,o,,,.„,^^^^^^^^
di-awing two white balls is- m,.,;, , ,,\q- Sinnhulythe probability of draw-

ing two black balls is
^

• n,.,i fi , , .i«^6
,

«^^^^ tJ'^ probability of drawing two red

balls is -15 Ai
06 .

A'»" »".oo each white ball might be „«.,oeiate,l witl,

*, tiwt ft, 12 ; hence the i.robability of
''awing a white ball an,l a blaek ball in 'J . Si„,i|.,,,, „ ,QQ- ^^'"Hi.iiJy the proba-

'•ility of drawing . Ur.A '..?i „nd a red ball i« H!? . „„, ^.
,

"' '»a-i"g a lou rvJi ami a white ball is -I'Z

IS

T. A.

Tli" sum

29

! H;
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450 PRO BABILITY.

of tho six i)rol.al»ilitiea which wo have just found Ih unity, as, of

course, it should be.

Wo will give one example from a subject which constitutes an

important application of the theory of probability. According to

tho Carlido Table of Mortality, it appears that out of 0335 persons

living at the age of 14 years, only G047 .-each the age of 21 years.

As we may suppose that each in.lividual has the same probability

G047 . ,

of being one of these survi^ors, we may say that
-.^S^

is the pro-

bability that an individual aged 14 years will reach the age of

21 years: and ~| is the probability that he will not reach the

age of 21 years.

732. Suppose that there are two independent events of which

the respective probabilities are known : we proceed to estimate

the probabilitv that both will happcMi.

Lt a be\hc number of ways in which the first event may

happen, and b the number of ways in which it may fad, all these

ways Wng equally likely to occur; and let a' be tl^ number of

ways in which the second event may happen, and b the number

of ways in which it may fail, all these ways being ecpially likely to

occur. Each case out of the a + 6 cases maybe associated ^wita

each ca.se out o. the a'^b' cases; thus there are {a^b){a -,b)

compound cases which are equally likely to occur In aa o

these compovmd cases both events happen, m bb of them both

events fail, in ab' of them the first event happen, an.l he second

fails, and in a'b of them the first event iails and the second

happens. Thus

___-l*iL_-^ 18 the probaV)ility that both events happen,

{a + b){a' + b')

___J^1—- is the probability that both events fail,

(a + b) (a' + 6') .1,1
ab' JiB the probability that the first event happens an<l

{a + b) {a + b') ( the second event fails,

a'b (is th(? probability tl

Ji^T+b) Ja^V) { second event happens.

the fii-st event fails and th(
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snt fails and the

Th.,.H if/, „,„1
J,- |,„ u,„ respective ,„.„l,„,,ili,ie, nf two in,l,.v^ eve,,., „. , .,e ,„.„,,„„Hi,,„, ,„. ,„,,„„„„;

:;";';

HJo,t':::^::::;;::r;::'.:i:r ""v^
the „„,„l,e,. of ,v,,ys i„ which ,,fW the fi,-»t ove„t 1,

, '

,

eve,:;:^he';:,.:;::,;;;::^.",r:i^^^C''"''':'f'"'^^^
thei,. ,.es„ective ,„.ob,:,,i,itie„ „fLp „ 'i ,

' '" "'; ""''"=' "^

mspectivo pi-ohuhilities. By Art T\^->\h V'. '^ .'ti-'' then-

-'r "'• '"e «- »eo,i\^::;:: ;''t r^^^way the Drol.-il.ilifu «• +i
'' ' "^ ""' »•"'»«

J ^'i^ pioiMDuity ot tJio concurrenc" of f Iif» +;....+ +

'l-t the fl,.t event l,appe„ u, ,, thi'oZ';
'
'"'"'""'""^

tri
«r35. We will now exemplify the estimation of the nrobahilif.of compound events.

»^^ tnc pio()al>iJity

onlv of

/'"'""""^ ''" ^"'^^'^^''^ ^^' ^"^"'^^^^"-^ - -« in the firstonly of two successive throws with a sin-le di,. TT
;.c„„,p„..„„ event to h„ppe„; n ^ :^:^:.^"^Z Z""'« to appea, at the .econc. thro, th^ .,co i. not L,;:;:;""

Z

l..obabi,ity of the fi,.t d„,p,e event U,
'

, a„,l of the .econU »„„p,„

event "!
; hence the acquired pi\;bubility is

36
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(2) Suppoao 3 wliite balls, 4 bhick ballH, and 5 red l)all.s to be
tbroNvn proiniscuoviHly into a bag ; required the probability that in

two successive trials two red balls will be drawn, the hall first

drown heiny replaced be/ore tlie second trial. Khvq the i)r'obability

of drawing a red ball at the first trial la -1-, and the probability

is the same of drawing a red ball at the second trial ; hence the

;V«
probability of drawing two rod balls is (

'^

(3) Su])pose now that we require the i)rol)al)ility of drawing
two red balls, the ball first drawn not being replaced before the

second trial. This will be an example of Art. 733. Here the

5probability of di-awing a red ball at the first trial is ^'. ; if a red

ball be drawn at first, out of the eleven balls which remain four

are red, and therefore the probability that a second trial will give

4
a red ball is

jj ; lience the probability of drawing two red balls is

5 4

JO
'^ TT- "^^"'^ is the same result as we found in Art. 731, for

the probability of drawing two red balls sinmltaneonshj ; and a

little consideration will shew that the results ought to coincide.

(4) Required the probaliility of throwing an ace with a single

5
die in two trials. The probability of failing the first time is ^ ,

and the probability of failing the second time is also ^ : hence the
o

pi-obability of fsiiling twice is f -
j , that is, ^ . Hence the pro-

25 11
bability of not fjiiling twice is 1 - o ^ > tli^t is,

; this is there-

fore the probability of succeeding.

(5) Ih how many trials will the probability of throwing an

ace with a single die amount to 1 Suppose x the number
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of t,.,-a. ; «,™f.,« „„ ,„.„,„.,„,,^ ^^ ^^^^,^__^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^_^ ^_J"- - (oj ,
b. A..t. 734. Hence tl. ,„.„,„.,,„,, „, „„^^^,^„.

_^

^° '''"^^ «-*..! -Q'=>, hceoQ'.^ ,„„,^

,., . .
lo^'G-Wa- ^•>' '"""g the values

of tlie logaiitlmw, wo find x = Z-% neirlv Ti
in3t.,Us the P-'.l.ility of snlr^h.fZ:V^1t^

'"'^^

4 trials it is greater than |.
"' ''""^^ ^'^'^^ "^

(6) In liow nianv trials i^j if n« ^
with two dice? TlaM, obi / T-

"""""• *" ""•"^'' »'•«»

two dice is x tl..,f ,'« -^
i

6 '

<^^''^<^ i«,

30 ; hence the probability of not havin^
35 *

««es^is^-. Suppose .^the „u„,ber of t.-ial.; then we have

'"(Se) =2' '"•™'' Q'=s; tl'0''efo.o ^=^j2gl
By using the vahics of the lo.'-iritl„„« , ,• , 1°^ ^^ " '"*'' ^^

'

and 35. which we i„te,.p,.t IXfo': ' "" '""' ^ "" ''"^^'••"" ^^

(7) To find the probability that two in,liv,duak A »„J »whose ages are known, will be alive at th„
„,'""""' ^ ""<> -8.

l>e the probability that A will bo ali™ !l 1 I
'""• ^' ''

l-obability that ^ will be d vo t
" 7 "' " ^'""•' ''' "'"

both will L alive at 1 1 end of 'a yo:.Vo 1 ""'"f
'"'^ """

can be found from the Table, of Mort'ditv ^r " °' '' '""' '''

fled in Art. 731.
Mortality in the manner oxempli-

dual? Zncl"i ^'r
"'"'""'""^ *'"' °"^ "* '-^' "f two imiivi.

e..':r'g:if;jr:f;r.;\o\T;;' :r"
": ""™ "* '^«

-. he au „, ,,, ,„,
--

^l^ il :;«r J-^-^

Hence
(1 _;) a^^:;^ t^^^ ^!"'^ ""iV^ -"' "^ ^-^-

The probability that both u-ill

least will be alive.

probability that both will be dead.'
not be dead, that is, that

-A\

li \

is 1-(1-/.) (!_;>'), that
one at

IS,
> P+P'-P2'''
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454 PUOHAUILiTV.

730. If un f3veiit may 1i:ij»|hmi in (liffcrent iKlt'[)en(lont ways,

the prohahility of its liiippciinig i,s tlio Bum of thr i)n)l)ubilitie.s

of itH luippeuiii'j; in tlio <Iifr»*r<'nt iiulcpeiidcut ways.

Tf tlio iu(ieiM'a(l«!nt ways of liai.|)('iiiii;^' aro all equally i.ro1).il)le,

tluH i)roj)o.sition is murely :i rcj)otitioii of tlu^ dofiuition of ja-oha-

Inlity given in Avt 72G; and if they aiv not all (fiually ,.iol.al.lo,

tlio proposition Heoms to follow so naturally from that definition,

that it is often assumed without any remark. The following

method of illustrating it is sonictimes given : Sii])]»ose two urns
A and Ji; let J eontaiu 2 white balls and 3 black balls, and let

Ji contain 3 white balls and 4 black balls ; recpdred the pro-

bability of obtaining a white ball by a single drawing i'<-oin one of
the urns taken at random. Since each urn is equally likelv to bo

taken, the probability of taking the urn A is
,^ , and tlio proba-

2
bility then of drawing a white ball fj-om it is ^ ; hence the proba-

bility of obtaining a white ball so far as it depends on A is12
2

X g. Similarly, the probability (-f o})taining a white ball so far

1 3
as It depends on B is

^^
x

^ . Hence tlio jn-oposition asserts that

the probability of oi>iainiug a white ball is
^ v ? + ^

x '\ that is
2 5 2 7

'

1 /2 3\

2 \5
"*"

7/
"^'^^^ iiccuracy of this result may be confirmed by the

following steps : First, without affecting the question, we may re-

phice the urn A by an urn A\ containing any number of balls we
y\iii\se,])rovide(lthe ratio of the white halhto the black balls he that of
2 to 3; and similarly, we may replace the urn £ by an urn ji',

containing any number of balls we i)lease, provided tlie ratio of the

white balls to the black balls be that of 3 to 4. Let then A' contain
14 white balls and 21 black balls, and let // contain 15 white balls

and 20 black balls; thus A' and Ji' each contain 35 balls.

Secondly, without affecting the question, we may now suppose the
balls in .4/ and B' collected in a single urn : thus there will bt?
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70 bnlls, of whi,-h 2S) xxn, whit.» TJ , , .,

,. ,,..„ t; "" '•^'litr «f .ln.wi„« ,.

; that is,

^^"'" »>"ll will therefore bo -.^_.
th-tt \.

'' ^ l'>

70 * ^"'^^ IS,

'"I'ilitioK. For til,. r„„„ 1 .

*'"'"'
"'I""'"" I"'"-

ti- «,.t ..v..„t
, „ 'Ti;:;:"

^™ t "•"'"''"« «•-- '^

.1 . .

"M'l" »«, 01 It tliH second event hn.iM.n^ +1

rSH The ,„.ok.l,ility „f tl.o l,„p|„.„i,„, „, ,

ev,.n, i.

tw.ce, tl,..o„ tin,,..,, ie., o.K,.ctIy ii „ t,.i,.ll!

^ '''"'""" """'''

Lot ;> ,l,.n„to tl,o proLahilitv ..f tlio li-,i„ ,„ <• .1

U.ere a,-o „ tri.J., the prol^bility of i„ hi,,,™'"; '" """"
tho^o ami fUIi,,. i„ the rest i., L-.

!:''l'^"" «':'»»''« <-« of

trials the event will n T' '
l"-»l«lMl.t.y that in «oent w,ll occur ,„ two aesiyned Mais, „n,l fail i„ the

other „ - 2 triab, i,, ,/,-. .

„„,, „,„,.„ ,^,.„
« (» - 1)

^, 10 ^""^^^ m which
the event may happen twice and f lil ,, o ,• ' •

^.--%thatitwiui!;;:;;,:—--ir!:::
1.2 ^^ ^ '• S"Hilarly the probability that the event will hap-

py-'i and

pen exactly three times in n trials is
^ ^'^ " ^ ) ('* - 2)

if^ -pY-.

Si.uilarly, the probal iiity that the event will fail exactly ,•

tunes in n trials is
"'" ~ iL::"-' ("->'+ 1)

73S. Thus if (;, + y). be expa„,I,.d by the Biuonual Theoren.

if!!
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45G PIlOEAniLITY.

in the series p" + np"-'q + &c., the terms will represent respectively

the probabilities of the happening of tlie event exactly n times,

n-l times, n - 2 times, &c., in n trials. Hence we may de-

termine what is the most probable nnml)er of successes and
failures in n trials ; we have only to ascertain the (jreatrst term in

the above series. Let us suj^pose, for example, that p = v
,

7 =^^ J
^i = wi {ff' + i), where a, b, and m are integers ; then, by

Art. 511, the most probable case is, that of r failures and n-r

successes, where r is the greatest integer contained in
71+1

P
that

+ 1

is, ill mh + ——r i so that r = mh, and n-r^ ma. The most

probal)le case therefore is, that in which the numbei-s of successes

and failures are proportional to the probabilities of success and
failure respectively in a single trial.

740. The probability of the happening of the event at least r

times in n trials is

2>"^nf~^q^''^~^P^-Y^

^ n{7i-l){n-2) (r+1)

n— r

for if the event happen every time, or fliil only once, twice,

{n-r) times, it happens r times; therefore the probability of the
happening of the event at least r times is the sum of the proba-
bilities of its haj)pening every time, of failing only once, twice,

n-r times j and the s\ini of these is the expression given above.

For example; in five throws with a single die what is the

probability of throwing exactly three aces? and what is the pro-

bability of throwing at least three aces 1

1 5
Here P = ?•'(? = g >

n-b, r = 3 ; thus the probabili<-y of

5 4 3 /1\ /5\*
throwing exactly three aces is -' .J A ( .A . that is

250

777G
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and the probabi^' y of throwin- at leist Mu-.o
/l\« zivir r .

»o «it (east three aces is

...i
'"""™' '""' ^'"'" ^°"'""' '-•''-- i"-'™«ng tl,o

741.
-^

•">.!/( play a set of »„„ra ;„„.|n,.l, I • i , ,•
of winning a .sin.io ,,„„« i., ;,, ,„:, /,;,:,;; '"'"""

"^

of m + , -1 tl„ng« taken ,.-1 at a tin>c
; that i.,, the in-obahility i»

\m + ? - 1

M~~ 1 17
^rt'.

Now m order that A may ,vi,, ,„ ga„,es ont of ,« + „ he „,n,t«n » gan.es m .«../y „. games, or in .Wy » . 1
„„"

,

"""'

or ,n e...Uy n. . „ g,,„es. Hence the ,,rol,aUlity re.; i

'

i,
'^

sun. of the ser.es obtained by giving to ,- the vah.es 0, 1 2 „
m the expression ==== .^rn r ,i , . ,

.

jw-l [r
^' ^ '

^^^'^^ ^'^^ ^'^e required probability is

^"[1
m (m +1)

+ mq + ~~-y-^ q' -f
m (w 4-2^)__^m + 7i - 1)+ —

-

]1.2 -
,

-

. ."i" :t:r: :::*orr r™r^™,^f
onhis event is given byli.e preceding 1,:;:;. ^ 'f 2
rif^:r:::if^' "^ "'"'"^'"*^ - --^ -""«"

n r, , W(M + 1) „

+ +!L(!L±i)_ (n + m-2) ^ ,-

This problem is celebrated in the historv of the theorv- of
probabilities, as the first of any difficulty which wl d :1,

'

^
was p.po.d to Pascal in 1G54, with the simpliUeation ^Jt^^winch arises from supposing p and q to be equal.

III!

'*!^fl
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458 PllOUABILlTV,

It appears from tlio preceding investigation tliat the probabilitj-
of ^'s winning r games out of u is

but this probability must ft-om tlie nature of tlie question hv. tlie

same as the probability of the hapi.ening of an event at least r
times in 71 trials when the i)robability of the event is jj. Thus the
expression just given must be equivalent to that given in Art. 7-iO

;

we may verify this as follows : Denote the expression just given
by v,„ and that given in Art. 740 by u,^, and let v„^, und w

,

,

denote respectively what they ])ecome when 71 is changed to 71 +"l]
then we shall shew that if ..,. = v^^ when 71 has any specific value'
then also u =vn+l n+l"

We have u^ ^ 71,^ (p + q) now u^ (p + q) gives two series, and
when the like terms in these two series are united we obtain

(^•^^)^ - + 1) .„.-, ^6i-n (r+l) ^,pq + ^ p'q "

;

therefore

|?i+ 1 — r

^^. + 1 ='^*„(i^ + '?) +

n - /•

n{7i-V) r

?^ + 1 - pq

and obviously v^^ =- 71 + '^^^ '

?i + 1 - ?• i/?"^'-^

This shews that w„
^ , = y

, ^ , if ,,
_
= .,^. Now obviously w is equal

to V, when n^r- therefore w„ is eq' o v,^ for every value of n
greater than r.

For some more remarks on this pruolem the student is re-
ferred to the IlistorTj of Frohahildij, page 98.

712. A bag contains n + 1 tickets which are marked with the
numbers 0, 1, 2, 71, respectively. A ticket is drawn and
replaced

: required the probability that after r drawings the sura
of the numbers dra^vn is s.

The number of drawings which can occur is {n + l)', for any
one of the tickets may be dra.%%Ti each time. The number of ways
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addition of r numbers of the series 1 o ^ .,,,
" ', '

and (l-o;-'/ .l_,.,/^.^^'0--l) ,.,3 r(r-l)(,.-2)
, ^,

1-2 ^ TirT--^ -^

s — n— 1

1 ''

a-'in-i
this series is to stun at the I';* IV* t i

1
tne (I + 1) te)-m, wlicre i is tlio greatest

lutegor contained ir, -J-^ „,„„ .!,„ ,

« + 1 ' '"«" the reqinreil probaliility is oli-

tained by dividing tias series by (« + ])-.

Since it is equally likely that a ball will fd> into nnv -

partment there are " " - -
° '^''^' ^'°°^-

equally hkely cases for each ball ; and on

Iff

.>i\

fi
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the wliole there are 3^ equally likely cases. Now there are four
l)o.s.sIhl(' ari-an<ifeinents.

^

I. All the balls may he in one coinpartmont ; this can liai.penm 3 ways,

II. Any throe of the Lulls may l,o in any one of the com-
partments, and the remaining ball in either of the remainin--
compartments

; this can hajipen in 4. 3. 2 ways.
'^

III. A7iy two of the balls may be in any one compartment
and one of tlie remaining balls in one of the remaining compart-
ments and the other in the other

; this can hapj.en in G.3.2 ways.
IV. A7iy two of the balls may be in any one co.npartment

and the other two balls in either of the remaining compartments •

this can liappen in G . 3 ways.
'

Tims the probabilities of the different arrangements are re-
3 24 30 18

spectively ~
, ^ - , ^^ ^ ^__ . the sum of these fractions is, of

coarse, unity.

In the preceding solution the point which deserves particular
attention is the statement that there are 81 equally likely cases •

for when this is admitted all the rest follows necessarily. If this
IS not admitted and the student substitutes any other statement in
the place of it, he will be really taking another problem instead of
the one intended. In fa, t in a i)roblem which relates to permuta-
tions, combniations, or probabilities, it is not unfrequently found
that different results are obtained because different meanings have
been attached to the enunciation ; especial care is necessary in
these subjects to ensure that whatever meaning is given to the enun-
ciation should be consistently retained throughout the solution,

_

We will next consider the general problem of which the present
IS a particular case,

744. A box is divided into m equal compartments. If n balls
are thrown in promiscuously, required the probability that there
will be a compartments each containing a balls, b compartments
each containing

fi balls, and so on, where aa + bfi4.cy+ = „
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Since any ball mav f'.ll i\.f-.

«-* +- parccLs ooatainin, „ « '

"i"'„""
'''"'''."' "'"'

,

» "' P' y, I'all.s rcspectivelv ia

For consider first in how n.any".;^. . ,.,,,, „, „ ,,.„^ ^^^^ ,^^
selected from 7i balls

; the n-sult is ^il^ILl- • •

l_('^
- « + 1

)

la
~ ways.

Then consider in how nianv w-.v^ n /

can ^0 .,o,eetea ... „„ 4^:^ ;;!:',
';:';i,

"'
" ;:'.'-^

(!i.2.^H!i3^-_l^) (>^.-2a+l)
^ '''''"^^ '^

1^
Similaily a M/r(/ parcel of

a balls can be selected fivn,, +i . .

ia
W'lys. We might then at

first infer that the nund^er of ways in wh i-I. //^i vva^s in wiuch /Arec ])arceLs of a l)alls
each can be selected from n balls is ''.tzh^--Sn - 3ajJ)

in which three parcels of a b-dl. n r

'^^'''''^ '"'^^'^

" ""'•" ' ^:i^^:z^sz^:;JS;.
encJ, can be selected from „ balls is '^i^irill: -;._(«-'"•+ 1)

By proceeding thus we obtain tl,e proposed result."^
Now the numljcr of wavs in w)>w.i. ^i

in the ™ con,„art.„ents is i:'- ', ^ ;"""lrV:rr
' = ''^*-- Hc.ce,t,,ep;oi,abilit;;i:j,J::rr

^'^''''"™

iVm(m-0^(« -2) ^_j^ - » + 1)
m"

For example, suppose six balk thro™ into a !,ox ,vI„Vh h,,ti..e co.npartn,ents. The seven ,H,ssible n.oUes of distribu,!::

4i

hH!0

.

r
1

i
' M

n

:

1 ;
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;-,MM);l,50;2,4,(,;3,;!,0;l.l,4il,2,3;2,2,2;
Hnd tlu.„- ,.,.„,,..ct.v« ,,r.l„,l,iliti™ ,„o fmetion, w1k.s., cnuno,.
•lonomuiiitoi- is 213, ,m,| ni.i,„.n,t„ia I, 12, 30, 2(1 30 1"0 30

745. If ;, ,,.,,r,«H,t ,, ,„.,«„„« d,«„.c, „f „„c.ce»» in „„v tran.s.

"f"
"','" "" ^""' "' '""'"7 -Incl. ].. Hill .-eeeivo'i,, e„„.u .s„ea.s., tl,™ ti,« SUM, ,.f ,„ y ,,..„„t,,l ,,_, ,„„ i, ,,,|,,^,,

„^-

the wonl «^„(a;,„„, „„.! ,„i.l,t „, „„„.„,. I,„ st.t,,,l aH.it.anly
wtho,, „„y ,,„th„,. ,.,.„,„,.k

;
it is l,„w„vo,. „.s„al t., ill„.,t,.t,. thopropncty of tl,o ,l.,Hniti„„ ,. iollows. Suppose th.t tl,,.,. I !

» + » d,,,s ot ,„„,,.,, ,,,cl, l„vi„. tho na,„o of a po,.„„ wnttonupon It, and no na .vcrrin,.- ; l,.t tl.eso 1,. p|„,,.,| i„ ,,, ,„„ „„,,one si,,, ,l,.a«.„ at ,,., ,„, a,„, s„,.pos,. t„at .1,„ .»,„ ^hosona„,o ,s ,l,.awn ,s to ..ccivo ,£„. Now ,,11 ,1,.. ,.xpnotati„,.s „„,stbo of ,„,„a valno, l,„ca„s„ ,.a„l, p,„.so„ |,,,s tl,„ ,.,„„ „I,,,„,, ^oUa,„.ng tl,o p,.,..; an, t,,o s,,,,. of tho oxpootations ,„,.st 1,„
«o.tl, £a, hocinso if one pe.^on honght np tho inte,-e.,ts of all thopo,.o„s name,I, he w„„l.l ,,o oo,.tai„ of „|,taini„„ j,,, jionco, if£.x denote the exiwctation of each poi'son, we have („, + „) ^ ,,„ .

thns x = ~-
m+n'

Also it is evident that tl,o valne of tho expectation of two po,-
«o,,s ,s the .snn, of tho values of thei,- i-ospectivo expectations

; and
so for three or more pc^ons. Henee the valno of the expectation
^r . ma
of m persons ,s ^^^^ . Now suppose that o,>e person has his

name on ,„ of the slips; then his expectation is the san,„ asthe sum of the expectations of m persons, each of whom l,as his

7na

7)1 + n
But \m

name on one slip ; that is, his expectation is

chance of winnin^j the prize is
^

o,^^^ i ia ii« piize IS ^^-^ , since he has m cases out of
rn^n in his favour; thus his expectation is tlie product of hischance of success into the sum of money which he >vill receive incase of success.

»-civ« lu
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4(j;j

of tho oxi.sto„c,, ofo.ch of tl,„ c,,,,! ' ' '

'""'"'''"'^

•LiOt thorc^ lie o> /.....I, 1

before tho event took |,la<.o I ,.f i

''
,

^'
•• ' " 'vsiK-etively,

1>, .lonoto tho ,„-„l,al,ilitv of tl„. ,.v..,„ „ ,

""""• '"'

--o„f.._,_,,^.,^,j->;;;-.^-;....f^

the o..i»to.co of tho ," ca„.s,, ...ti,„„t.,, „y;„„ ,„„ ..,„„ ,, />,

---.- of t,,o e.u.,e. ,,..,mL U.O ::\:,:;r;;..
^

^{^,.',^/>........,,i.,,tWfo,.eC J,^^;eW,„.t„o
r-oi.ul.ilit,. that tho r- c,,„.so .„, ,1,„ t,,„ ,.,,„„ ,.,

/',/.,

'47. 'i'he pi-ecfili]i" -\fji,-l.. ,.-;ii

example, two nrns one mui • t ,

' "^''^ ^^'^''^' '"^ f«>'-

-. 4o' ot„o. 5\rir::i::;:.!/;ti't,''"'' ' '"-^ ""'»'

^^).ito ball has been ,h,u™,a,„lw..«ish to
'

"''''"'" ""^' "

» that it oa,no fro,., the fi„ ^
"''

„
^ '-';'" I"-ohabilit,

it came fr„,„ the .econd ,„.„ [ i
;

'"" "'" '"" ""'"''^ '' "-t
t- «.-,., »o that tho ..,„ r . 1 .. , .::;;:rv™!'

"- "'"-

Instead of tho <.iven „.•,„ l,.t

'^1"''«I l.i'ol.ab.l.t.es is „nity.

t<.e .hole »....,£:; i'i;:\:t'-:": T"
"""'^^'•""'' '-™

-eh „..,. ha, its white a,.,, U,^ ,., r'
"™' •™'' «-'' *'""

"s the ,„,. which it roLlacos Tl ,,s v"
' '""" i"'°P''rtion

21 white balls a,..l 9 bl' .^ :,„„ ' !," ""7 ^""l"- »« "™ -Hh
and 5 black i.alis. Each

black balls, and the other with 2 •5 white balls

i
. i

'II

I

urn now contains 30 balls, and the ch ance
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a vvlnt. hall u drawn we n.uy sn,,,.o.so tho Mack halls to hav«
'..•u rcuoved, an.l all the whit<. halls put into a new urn. Thus
there wouhl he 4G white halls; and the prohahility that the white

1-11 drawn was one of the 21 is fi , and the proh.hility that it

Wits one of th<! 25 is -— N.)w he,.. .,
''

i
^ ,

4G ^^"'' "* '* Pi j^ ,
ui.d p, = ^ ; thus

;^, + /?, 4G '
'"'

y>^ +;,^ 40 • Thus the result agrees with that

given hy the theoren. in Art. 740, supposing that /> and /> are equul
Next suppose that there had heen 4 urns, each havin. 7wlute hal s an<l 3 hiack halls, and 3 urn.s, each having 5 white

>=
Is and

1 hlack hall, in this case, hy proceeding in ti:; n.anner

h [ !"7' "' 7' ^'"'"' ''"' ''"" I"-^'-'"'''^^ tl-t a white
lull .Inch was drawn can.e fron. the group of 4 similar urns is

4 X 21

4 X 21 4- 3 X 25 ^
""^^ ^^'^ P'-obahility that it come from the group

of 3 similar urns is -^^"^^^ xr w , ,4x21+ 3T25 • ^'^^^ ^^* "« "Pl'b' tlie theorem
of Art 74G to estimate the prohahility that the white hall camefrom the hrst group and the prohahility that it can.e from the
second group. Since there are 7 urns, of which 4 are of the first

kind and 3 of the second, we take P,J^, and P, = ^-^ also p,
..

^
,

andjOa = -. Thus

<?,=

4 7

7
""

To

3 T' C>.-

3 5

7^0

7 ' 10 ^ 7 " G

4 7 3

7" 10 -"7^0
5'

and these results agree with those which we have already indicated.

748. It is usual to call the quantities P„ P,, ... p of Art 74G
the a priori probahilities of the existence of tli; respective
causes

;
and Q„ Q„ ... Q^^ the a posteriori probabilities. Students
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; also p^ = 10'

ady indicated,

^„of Art. 74G

lie respective

3S. Students

4Gi
are sonietinK's nernievod in , ,. i

t-o -,.. ,,,,..,1 i:;oi:::'r:':;"'''°r''"r"'''''''' ••''-

I)i-olml,ilitytl,„ttl,„,.v,.„t„i||
1,.„M, ,

" .'^
"'"' '>' '''"'"'« tlio

and tl,„ e„„,.„.„..., „f t , r,";.''-"
"'' "- '- <-,.so;

H"l"tin„, |,e.,,„.s, /.
,„„, „ ,

;" '" ' 'l-rtuut ,„„.t ,.f ,|,„

The wl,ol„ in,,,.„.,iti ,,/,'' .

*•'" »'V«"v,'./y in U,„ ,...„:,«,

>• ''« '"y-™ th„ oi,s,.n.,, I :;';'':"
r'":"^ "" •"•"""^

ortl„M„.,.„,.,o„eooftl,e,.v,.„t „„ M I

,"" " "'" l""'«'''ilitv

:":;- • ^^:^S::^t:::s:z
' '^ "\ "

• ' 'lis seemsn™. y solf.,.vi,,,.„t, .,,,1 if ,„,, ,, ,

--

«ec.on,||y, .,,,,„,„„ t,,„t e,,„ t;„J ,,'J 1"'
'•"' "f '^'- 74r.

»"i.|.o., ,h,.,.„ t„ ,„.„ ,„,,„,,
,•„' ,7,

; '"^i .•"«,„,„«;

«''""P, m„l tl,,,t ,,,,1, ,„,,„ i, .,,
'

''
'

'"*• "' <Im. .s,.o,m,l

-n«»ti„« ,„>„ u.,.,„», cud, .,1, to " .

V
''"' *-"-""l'

V/'' '"" ""•• !"•' I'ilily of tI,o fii^t
groilj, of cuiisrs is tJlO KlIPl of tlio «,„ »

'
tl„, .so,„„,,to

,„.„l,ul.ili,ios of tl.e

^i'Hiiar ex|uvssi,Mis hold

members of that group, that is, ^J/ll

fo.- ti,o p,.„,„„,i,uio„ of t,,„ „t,„,. :: „„ .„ V
""""'

-'^'^'-^
«

co.dd have arisen • we n.-.v
7'" ''^^"^^' ^^'^^^ <'"^-«"<^

bability that the e^J^ r^:^:Jr:\;V^'"^'"^^ ''' ^'-
^ill occur. For bv Art 7.n ! ^ ^i ',

°' *^^'"* '^^"'^^ '^^1^^^* ovent>i- by Art. 730
cause by the probability of the iu.

we multiply th(

T, A.
ppemng of the required

Pi'obability of each

event on

30
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4GG PHOHAHn.ITY.

tho hypothcsiH (.f tho oxistcM... ui' lli.it oa.iso, und tho stun of all
such products i8 tho i>.obubility of tho hupponin;,' (,f the m.uircd
event.

^

For exaniplo, a bar/ contains li Imlj.s, .md it is not known h.,w
many of theso an* white; a white ball hius been drawn and
replaced, what is the probability that another drawin- will iriv..

a white ball ?

o b
^

There ai-.; three possible hypotheses: (1) all the balls niav be
wliito, (2) only two of the balls may ])o whito, (3) only one of the
balls may be white. We havo fi.st to find the pr..babintv of each
hypothesis by the methol of Art. 74G. On the first hypothesis
the obscu-ved event is certain, that is, the probability of it is 1 ; on

the second hypothesis, the probability of the observed event is -;

on the third hypothesis, the probability of the observed event is

^. Hence, assuming that before the observed event the three

liypotheses were equally probable, we have after the observed
event,

1

2'
probability of first hypothesis = 1-t-/i + ? + -^1

1

probability of second hypothesis
=*" — / 1 + ? + ^) ^ ^

3 ( 3 3j 3'

probability of tliird hypothesis = i-/l + ^ + ^^ _ ^

3 •

i 3 3J'
~6*

The probability that another drawing will giye a white ball is

^
X 1, so far as it depends on the first liypothesis

; it is
^- x^, so
3 o

far as it depends on tlie second hypothesis ; and it is
-^

x 1 , so far

as it depends on the third hypothesis. Hence the required pro-

bability is
2 +

I
+ 1 ; that is,

I

.

Suppose that in the enunciation of this problem instead of the
words " it is not know^n how many of these are white " we had the
words " it is known that each ball is either white or black." We
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=p;:r.:;;; :z-;-

«

: »
•^"*^"'l's n.oHt natnrallv und.M.f

?' '"'^V howev.r, and

*'^k.'n as h<.f...o the observed event In tl
•

"rr-— --::z;:2:::z
*e,.vea event; t,,o ,„.„,„.„„„„. „,,„,. 3 ,

1 I ,,"• '^'"•" "^"'- "-"'^-V"" .•vo„t wo sh„„ e,,„.i„

4. r"'"' 4 -l-octiveI,f„.. ,„.,„.,„„,,„,„ ^,„, ,,,„ ,„,^^^^_

'-•lity timt ,.„otlK... ,,,,„,„« .m ,,,„ „ ,,,,„ ,„,„ ,^
I , ,

«« -tio oT;f;:,:r:':; :,'::""';'';, •"""^" '« - -'"''-

i" '^ny on,, of the fen„.in« .T.:,: u ;t'"'::'
';:•-'• ' "- -i-

'^ white ball to bo drawn -L r i J
'

''"-'^ ""'•'"••'^*^

"- anet>,„.. „.,.,„, ;»;«•:'
,;:;;;:';;,,r'''-'

"» .--•^'iit,

i» 2^, o„\„e t,,-,.:^;: r:ror',';r"T"","f'""""^'-^

"

,
.ind so on. Ilence the probability of tho

fii'st hypo^'esis is - ^ ^ ^, . . 2
« (1 + 2 + + ,i)

> t'^'it IS,

;;y;^^ .

probability of the second hvpothesis is -?-^ ^ "
"

, , .,
?i («+!)• l^>o probability

of the third hypothesis is --^J" ^
a ,

n{7t+ I)'
^"'^' ^^ on. Hence the

P.-obalmt, th„t anothe,. .,.,,.;„„ ,,;„ ,,,„ ,^ ^^.^.^ ,,^^„ .^ __2.

on the first hvDothesi's ^^ "^ ^'
., o

'^ ^.,»^^"' ^iiTT) ''^ *^^^ «^«o«^l hypothesis, -?^^"
on the third, and so on. Hence thp ,.. •

i ,

n{n+l)
Jicnce tiie required probabilitv is

The

i!a;

n (« + I)( ^ •+ -^ + +71,''1

Jlii

li

30—2
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that is,

PROBABILITY.

2x n(7i-i-\){2n + 1

)

that is,
x(2n+ 1)

n{n+l)' 6 ' ~' 3

When n is very great this a]>proxiinates to
2nK

If tlio

ratio of the num])or of the wliite balls to the whole number
of balls is equally likely, a priori, to have a7i7j value between
zero and unity, then x is intlefinitely small and nx -. 1, so that the

2
required probability is J.

751. The following problenLs will illustrate the subiect

(1) A bag contains m white balls and 7i black balls
; if p + q

balls are drawn out, what is the probability that there will be ;;
white balls and q black balls occui-ring in an assi<jned order ? We
suppose p less than m and q less than n • and the balls are not
replaced in the bag after being drawn out.

Suppose, for example, that the first ball is required to be white,
the second to be black, the third to be black, the fourth to be
white, and so on in any assigned order. Then the required proba-
bility is the product of

^^ n n~\ m~\
m + n' m + n-\^ m + n~2 ' m+7i-3'

therefore the required probability is

'HLJa^l-Jl (''' -^)"'{rn-p^\)n {71 - I) {71 -2)^ {71-q+l)
{m + 71) (w. + 7^-\) (wi +n- 2) ... {711 + 71 -p -7+1) "

''

and it will be ooserved that so long as p white balls and q black
balls are required, the i)robability is the same whatever 7nay he the
assig7ied order in which they are to occur.

(2) The suppositions being the same as in (1), what is the
probability of p white balls and q black balls occurring m amj
order ivhatever ?

Let jY represent the number of different orders in which p
white balls and q black balls can occur ; then the required i)roba-
bility is obtained by multiplying the probability found in (1) by
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The problems (\\ -m,! /o\

(3) A bag contains m b.ill« ,..i i

P win-to bail.s a„.l „ black frUI, b., , ,
" ""'^""""•"i ^'Mn^so

fi".. .1.0 ...obabuaj tbat a'::t ; ::;;
;:;;™.

-"
«f

-;"«'«'^;

TI.0 ob3o,.ve,I event here is tbo
'"" ' "''''" "'"•

bl»ck balk. To •on.Ior ,b s , ^i T""°
"^ '' "'"'" l"""' ""' ?

''^"s nu, bavo been ^ I T: '; ' " "'''«""" "•"^«- "^ -'"'o
tl.ou„mbe.. „f bbvck ball anvnlf V""'

'°
'' '""'"^"•''' '""'

I'Ot us denote tbe hynothe l
"''

"'" '' *" '"-'' "-'""i^''^^-

^•- «'e b,„otho.i. o/r' r;i;;:t7
1'"

r'"
^

''''^'- ''>• ^^•
» on. Then // „i,,, f„,. \,

" " ° .""-' ? + I I'l-ck l,v JI,, and

-w .)/ donot,. tbe „„,,,;;;; rr'"''
* '*

---.^-kba.ea:t::l;!:::;;:;-:::'"-'^--

and
' ("-7)«-7-l) («-,-;,,,),

«"

vi = 1 . 2 3

wbot'"'
''' "'";/"''- P™';-l.'ilit;oftL observed event CP Q

rp, .„
'A J..S.4 y(y+l).

i\Qi+I\Q^+ ...777+ p 7r~ ^
^^^^•'^ ^\'« "lay denote bv ^''^i

S™WI,tbe,,..babi,it,„,-^,/^ft^,,„,,^^^__

P-babda,ofd,.a.,nga„,„teba„onanotbe,.t,.ia,

on the hypothesis // is :{l^ m-p~q
O m~p~q'

on the hypothesis 7A is
^'''^*^a ^ "^~P~q-\

*
t' " ^^—

-

•

*J in-p~q '

i

'1!
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and so on. Thus the wliole probability of drawing a wliite ball is

The series in brackets is of the same kind as S with p + l
written instead of;;, the number of terms being one less than in S.

Now by Art. G70, &'.
\pq

\l^ + q+ l n~2

hence the series within brackets is .ll:^^AK \^l±l±l .

\p + q + 2 \n-3 '

n-2 _ p+land the required probability is -^ "^ __ x =
p+g + 2 m-p-q p + q + 2'

For a more general investigation connected with this impoii;-
ant problem the student is referred to the History of Probability,
page 454.

752. The mathematical theory of probability has been applied
to estimate the probability of statements which are supported by
assertions or by arguments. We will give some examples.

The probability that A speaks truth is ;;, and the probability
that B si)eaks truth is/: what is the probability of the tmth of
an assertion which they agree in making ? There are two possilile
hypotheses; (1) that the assertion is true, (2) that it is not. If
it be true, the chance that they both make the assertion is pp ; if
it be false, the chance that they both make it is (1 -

;;) (1 -;/).
Hence, by Art. 74G, the prol)abilities of the truth and the falsehood
of the assertion are respectively

pp
and — (1-7>)(1-/)

pp +{l-p) (1 -p) ' pp'+ (l-..p) (1 _/)
•

Similarly, if the assertion be also made by a third i)erson whose
probability of speaking truth is ;/', the probabilities of the truth
and the falsehood of the assertion are resi)ectively

ppp ^and^A-^HLz^^OiWl

and so on if more persons join in the assertion.
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^

"~^ ™ "« '-'•- -«-

'» t>r- -fp to 1 -„ . „„„ ,,,''' "'" '"""''« tl'Ht arc not t.-ue

-Ihe result ni Art 7 •'5 9 cr,\ +i

-^'ertion, so for „« that' mZI, V"'"''
''''^ "^ ««> f'-tl. of the

fonal evi,h.„ee for or against L ! ""' °"""' """'^^ "-l-'i-

- -tin-ti„« the ,.,.0.;; :;:::;',
^'^'^ "- 1--" »i.o

01- less doouled in f.vou,- of the i "•"'' " "'°""'=«'"> "'oro

*he te.ti„,on, he receive. 1^':^^::^'^ f
':""™"^"' ^^

to co,„Wne thi. convietion «th t^^fr
^"'-'^ ''«™ l'™l'os«l

si<Ie.-ecl in the ,,rol,h.,„ Tht^ if t 'r""'""'''«
-'-'' •«.« con-

babilities p and p' ro^eeti™ ^ of«, '^ f'T' ^""' "'°-

l.e..o„ e.sti.nate,, the ,,rohabiIif,. of tn tl, o^ t :
'' ™!' " "'"''

from h.s o™ in<Ie,,en,Ient sou^e. „f „ i
„

"T "" '''
""

» &vour of the truth of the a^ertiol ar'
' '" ^ '"'" *''" °*'^

whoo;jeetTvirtat.::::t'rt,''''T'--""^'°-^ "^ ^o- -'-.

-o^.,a.ohie„thi:i:xrr:~e^^^^^

<lra>™ out of a bal con .^',
" V "

'^""^"' ''"'"'' '"« been

"f the truth of th:'::^;::'"*'*"'^^
''"'"^'' "« "'-'^biiit,

^ ^:p:;:;;^':::r''-"'---«--n. Of . an..

.

Here 1 i. the „ ;„,„„• probability that the specified ticket .„„M-e ..»„. Ti>e probability of the obse^ed event on the h,p„.

mil
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tliesis that the specified ticket was drawn is then ^^'. The pro-

bability of the observed event on the hypothesis that it was not

drawn might at first be supposed to bo (1 -p) (1 -;/)^^ ; but

if the persons have no inducoiuent to select the speciiied ticket
among those really undrawii, this exi,ression must bo multiplied bv

(n-iy '''^'"^'^ ^"^ ^''^- pi-ol«ibility of tlieir sclectijig the specified

ticket among the undrawn tickets. Thus the j.robability of the

Thus
observed event on tlie second hvpotliosis is ^^—lll-Zl}

' n{u~])
the odds in favour of the truth of the assertion are

755. The question in Art. 752 is respecting the truth of
concurrent testimony

; we may now consider the truth of tra-
ditlonary testiuiony. A says that B says that a certain event
took place

: rerpiired the probability that the event did take place
Let p and / be the probabilities of speaking the truth of A
and H respectively. The event did take i.lace if thev both speak
truth, or if they both speak falsehood

; and the event did not
take place if only one of them speaks truth. Thus the odds that
the event did take place are

^y + (1 -p) (1 -p^ to p (1 -/) +y (1 _^,).

756. If there be n witnesses, each of wliom has transmitted a
statement of an occurrence to the next, and if ;; be the probability
of si)eak]ng the truth of each witness, the probabilitv of the truth
of the statement is to the probability of its fa^.ehood as the sum of
the odd terms of the expansion of {p + q)" is to the sum of the even
terms, q being put equal to 1 -^ after the expansion has been
effected. For the statement is true if all the witnesses speak truth,
or if two, or four, or any even number speak falsehood.

757. Suppose that certain anjuments are logically sound,
and that the probabilities of the truth of their respective premises
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EXAMPLES. Liii.
^.^

tI.oy all foil is (1 _,,) (H ;
;« "!:«"'"'>* ^-l. T1,o chance that

Jo not all fl.il iAln- In- -u
'''""'-' "'" ''''""™ "'"' '''"^

tlie m,„i,,,|
,,,„|„.|,i|ij^,

'" '"'(l-y/), wliicl, is, tlicivfoi-e^

'"% -,;::':^,;:'rt!r
*'" "^ "" ^"-^ °f i'---

Algebra. The .st„.le„t w ,
' ",' "" ''"""'""•.V -o.k „„

-i" fi."l a list of t 1 ; ',""';;"':'' "' '"'""' "--t'>.ti„„

Morgan's k,J,/li*;,,"^':'' "^ f"'""* "'ay censalt De
'^'''--. We ,„av. aC IftrtTthe '^ /"'

"''' ''""''" ^"*- "/

*ws wck int..„.,„cesiif::;:, ! r:,;f
?'""' '- """ '^"""""^^^

EXAMPLES OX PltOJiAlilUxV

^^ind the odds for or a< il tlb " " '''
''""'' ""^ ' *^ ^•

^- supposb.,th,: t' r''""r^'^'^^'"-
30 years of .^e living till1 ^^ ^'^1

T T^"
^^"^'^^ '^ --

who zs nou^ 40 living till he is 7() V \,
"^'''"'"'

^^ i'"''^"^^

---these pers^zs .ill b:X3:;:^:C^^^^

shew-that Ti' 10 I! r7T tf ''''" '""'' ^' -^ --'^ table •

^-xt to each other.
' '"' ^^"^^^^^^ ^^^--'-^I^ fitting

1

4

4. The chance that A can solve a certain nvnl T
• 1 ,^ 'I ceuain problem is -; the

XI . ^ 9 4chance that ^ can sol

will be solved if they both

^'« it is ^ : find the eh;aiice that the probloni

trv,

M

1
5

i .i
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EXAMPLES. LIIl.

5. Find the chance of drawing two hlack balk and one redfrom an urn containing five black, three red, and two white.
6. Find the probability that an ace and only one will bethrown m two trials with one die.

8 Fin,l tl,o 0,1,1. .gainst throwing one of the Uvo number.
7 or U in a snigle throw with two dice.

9. Two purses contam the same numhor of sovereigns and achfferont nu„.her of shillings; one jrarse is taken at n.n,r„m an acom IS drawn out
:
shew that it i. „,„re likely to be a sove e

L

than .t would bo if all the coins had been in one ,,u,.e.

°

10. There are four men, .(, £, C, D whose powers of rowin,.may be represented by the numbers, C, 7, 8, 9, respectively ; two of

boat. Fmd the chance wlueh each man has of being a >vinner ina race between the boats.

*herl\'s „I>,"""
*'"'°" "",' ' P""' "^ '"™ """' *^ "'">™'' «'"»-neie is neither an ace nor doublets.

12 If from a lottery of 30 tickets marke,! 1 2 3
four^tickets be drawn, find the chance that 1 and 2 will te 'amo;^

„nd fi^n \ ''"^^, ''""'" '" " '°"<"'>' *'"''' «>«•« «>-o 3 prizesand 6 blanks; ^1.. 1 shai, in another where there is but 1 p Land 2 blanks. Shew that A has a better chance of gettin. a pI'zetJiaji B in the ratio of 16 to 7.
° '

14. Two bags contain each 4 black and 3 white balls a,person draws a ball at random from the first bag, i, d'f tt be

U Ir :
"

'"*:,*."V--'>
•^'•« »'• then d..:™ a b:u f!.omIt

.

fand the chance of Ins drawing two white balls.

15. A coin is thrown up n times in succession: find thechance that the hea,l will present itself an odd number of times
16. When ™ coins are tossed up, find the chance that one

I Onlv one wi 1 f,i,.,. „^ 1 3
^"'^and only one will tur•n un head
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17. Supposing tlie House of Pn,

^^'^

-;J n Whigs, find the probabmL TT '' ''""'^' ^' ''^ '^--«

18- Fmd the chance that .
aoes at least four times in six trialf"

""'' '"' ''''' "^" ^'»--

19. Find the chance of fl>..^ •

once at least in six trials.
"^ '" "'" ^^*^^ ^ «mgle die

^0 Jf

amve. •' >''"i« ex,,ected at io,«t 3 wiU

23 T 1

the ,>..i.e.:.:rz c:;;:Vto7V7:;'-
°^ «- *«

at least 2 prizes in 5 trials.
' '"' *''" '•'"'"<=« rf<lmwi„g

that^here wirbe ^^foflcnrit!'"'''
" '"'*' "'"' ""^ l"-"'-l^"ity

25. If four cards be dr^wn a,

^7. Two persons A anrJ 7? •

''^ ^^w.

«kill is to i?'s as 2 to 3 ^1.1^'^^ '" '" ''''''' ^^ ^^^-^' ^'^

2 games out of 5.
'' '^^^"^^^ «^ ^^'« ^inning at least

28 TJ I,"

three pe^o";: wn:?" '"'*- l''-^' - a bag, a„^
P>-d) „„ti, a .h,: ,\^ :

~-n (the la„s not bei^^ J .

chances are as 27, 18 and 11.
"^

'
""'''' 'expective

P%editis2tolinfavom

rrir;;-- -"":.
game sJiall win three or more of the next four,

of the
!e that he who wins the
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47G EXAMPLES. LIU.

30. A cert;certain stake is to be mm hy tl.o first person who
tJii-ows aco witli a die of n faro«» Tf fl.r.,.^ i .

chance of U,o r- ,k,,.ou
" '' '''"™' '""' ""o

31 There are 3 parcels of hooks in another .-oom and a parti-cuhu- hoolcs „> one of the,,,. The, o.hIs that it is in one pa,tieX.
l.a.-celar„3to2; L„tif not i„ ,u.t pa.-eel it is e,,„a,i; likj^
he ,n e,the,. of the others. If I sen,l fo,- this pa,.eef givin'

^

.lesc,.,pt,on of ,t, ,.„,! the o.I,Is I get the one I deso,-ibe a.^ 2 to' I
fami my chance of getting the l>ook I want.

32. In ,t perse a,-e ten coin.,, all sl,illi„gs except one which is

taken 1 o,„ the fo,„,er pnrse ,„„| ,,„t ;,„„ t,,„ ^

n,„e eon,s^ are taken f,.,,, the ,,tter ,„„, ,„a i„u, „,„ f„,,„e,A pe,-son ,s now per.nitted to take whichever pm^e he plea.,es •

find which he shoiihl ehousc.
pa-.i.sei>

.

33 One „,-n containe,! 5 white balls an.I S black balls aseeo,„l nrn co„ta,ned 10 white halls and 10 black b„lls ; . ball 'ofvvlnch colonr .s„ot known, was .vn.oved fro,,, one ,„„, h„t which
s no known, .nto the other. A d..™i„g being now n.ade fl-

;r::ri:;:,rr"™''™-
34. Find the eh.Tnee of throwing 15 in one throw with 3 dice
35. Fnid the elamce of throwing 17 in one tl„-ow w-ith 3 dice
36. F,nd the cha,ice of throwing not more than 10 ,vitl, 3 dice
37. When 2« dice arc thro,vn, prove that the sum of the nnra-

be,^ turned up ,s mo,-e likely to be 7« than anv otl,er n„,nber

that the sum of the nnn.bers turned up is 7«+4 equals the
chance that the sum oi the „u,nbers t„r,red up is 7« + 3, and
that the chance is gi^eater than the chance that the sum is anv
other number. ^

39. Out of a set of cards numbered from 1 to 10 a card isdrawn and repkced
: after ten such drawings what is the proba-

bility tliat the sum of the numbers drawn is 24 ?
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40. Countei-s numbered 1 o
^^^

"fter one is drawn it is ...t L\'^'
'"]"

f'
'''''' ^'^'^""^ "^ ^ l'<'^^

;

^^^'^^•^i.'obabiiitythatj;i;;t;::;;;^i^^^
^I- There are lOtickets 5 J'Crl^''''''''''''''''''^^'^'

^^-- trials, the tickets being;ir "'''•'^^^'"^
^^> "»

- - .5 ~,::.x';"''
"'''"- -- '- «"• ra,.

I-""-- "n,l „,,,, t,; g,„,;;''!,f"',
'"""- "-v lot, a,ai, «„.

'fi-U-no: find the dCe'ti; t'°
'"?-"-- ''"-,.1,.,

Playcl together.
*'"" '"° "^''S""' l>o«ou., will ilZ

c-.anct of :i,::::;^7;..: rti'"":;'"" - ''-* '-"•^- ^'«' «.«
alternately until thohnlt,;,'"'':' "'™ " '''"* '-H, m>,l so ol

^-J'ite balls at the fi,^t tri'al."""''
''

""'"'"'"'''' °f ''•^«-i"« ull the

eo4 .^Vth:-;:::;
i:;::,;^

-' »'7'^. .. -....,« „r the «.*
balls be ch-awn one by one I u.rt' ,"

"'" ™'°"'-- " »">
fi-t colour .ill be L :;,':

1 e ^rt, 1 1!
*'"'

'' "f "«
-o;;.- so „, and i...t„ all .,z^Ji^:^:^::: --^

-g had in hi. Land every ball i,! the bag
' ""'" '"'^-

^8. Two playera of equal skill A La r , .

°
•

''"'"''"•' ""^ "''-- of ^ and ^ fo,. „•:;„::? theI^

fi

,mm
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w^^« tl,„y can bo «oatc.,l ,n a .w. Wl.ou thoy .u.v., .Lo,. togo-tho oxactly so mnny tn„..», taki,,^ tl.mr |,lac,« by chance find theI-bab„,ty that they wil, have sat in ovel-y ,«.,ib'l„ an.anie,"

.Inn,^*!; w,
'' " *'""" "'""'"'

'
" '"™' """>'« is »'*^cte.l at ran-llom, tnj tlie chance tliat it will ,livi,lc ,V.

flnl"*!" t
'""","'"' "^ "''"' '" '"'^™ '" """'"'" 0"t of a In",luul the chance that the n„„,l,e,. „f „hot in the handful i. „ „

't,.'the mmiljiT of shot m tho bar. p,,.. , ,

"
'« l»»iino to

of »hot in the ba« to bl [o^^'
'
'""""''"' ^'"''"'»'' "^ """"'-'

52. If n = rt'', and any number not ^'roiitor +l,.,n . \ ^ i

at -andon, the chance that it con.in, « „«'
:ti:'::i::c::r:

1more is
«' a,»+!

53. Two ,K.r.,o„s jjay „t a ga„,e which cannot bo ch-,w„an ag,.co to continue to ,Jay „ntil one o.- othe. of' t^:.„f ::^ ^two
g „.e» „> succession

: given the chance that one of them I ,"!

rtrrif :;
*"^, "'™"" "»' '" --^ «« --ht::

th.w the sun. of the nnu-ks is gveate.- thanl
" '^ ""='^

55 There are tl-rce imiependent events of which the m-obabihties are resiiectivoly » „ „ . «„ i n T ,

'^

i-m-ing of ono'of the evfn /'^ &„;* lo'^:!: t''''"
"' '":

two of the events at least.
' " '"'I'l*"'"^ of

the:: tinfivtccti :t i r^ '? "''" '""^^ "'""
^
^""'-'"»"

..appened. find thet^trlrs.''
'""^'" """ "^'' ^^^^ '-

taken^at .!!w
*°™1. '""''' "^ *" logarithms of two numberstaken at random are iound from a table to 7 places : M the pr"
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479b'tbih'ty that the «ocond can . ,

'

**^'

o»t 6orrou.in, at all.

'"'^ '° «"^^'''-^od from the fi,,e ,,u,,.

^^- A undertakoH with « . • .

^g
"^' ^""'I'Hro th(,ir

-0 expect:;; 'l:t:;'"'';: 'r,'™
^''•"°''' "-' "...rteo,. ,- ,.

.

<"^ l™ expectation. " "«''»«'"mn„t<,ly
^ a,j j^e value

'is. Find tlie woitli nf
««''*. '-'".'

^ i.-i3.. Of„<;,:rs"* ^;' "^ '""'•'r Of ,00

^
'* A ba« contain. D coi^, I

'
""' '"""^ "'-''

"ei that the expectation of receivin.. ,

''"''"' "'"»' '«' innar be worth 2i shilling,.
"= '^° <=""'" out of the bag

65. From ah
2f:^.-™-coin.:;tret:ii:et:r'''-. 3 ...no,.
gold com, four are to be drawn f T ""''"""'• K"g!i»h«->- be 1. shilling, tind wi^'^" i':::'-

"'•
''" "--•'

*--;drx" r.:^r^ ^- -^^h the, to.t« ^m the whole. L wh.f
^''^ ^^^° ^^^'^^vs a head

the
first throw ?

them gue
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67. TJ.oro am a nun.bor of co.u.tors in a 1m;. of which ono isrna.-k.a
1, Uo 2 ,., up to . nuu-k..! . ; a p.-son .In.v.s a nu.n >•t random o.. wha-h ho is to ..oivo as .....nv shilhn.s as tho nnn -

• 'uark(.l on ,t
: (in.l tJio val.io of liis oxp<.ctati„n.

m A h^« co,»tains a nun.I,..,- of tickots of which ono is
mazKOrl I f.HU- n.nk.a J, nino n.arkc.l 3, ... „,, to r' uv.wked r •

H person .haws a ticket at ran.h>ni for which ho is to receive aj""my sh.lhngs as the nun.l.er marked on it : find tlu, value of his
expectation.

"^^

CO. A man is to ceivn a certain nnmher of shillin-s- heknows hat the digits of the nund.er are 1, 2, 3, 4, o, hu^ he isi«no,ant of the order in which they stand .- find the value of his
ex])ectation.

70. Fro.a a bag containing a ..onnters some of whfcli areniarked with numbers, /. counters are to be drawn, and the .(rawer
IS to receive a number of shillings ecp.al to the sum of the mimberson the counters which he draws : if the sum of the nund>ers on allthe counters l)e n, fin<l the value of his expectation.

71^ There are two urns; ono contains 8 white balls and
4 back balls, and the other contains 12 black balls and 4 whitebul s

;
fi-om one of these, but it is not known from which, a ball

IS tak<.n and IS found to be white: fi.al the chance that it w..sarawn from the urn containing 8 white balls.

72. Five balls are in a bag, an.l it is not known how many
of he.se are white

;
two being drawn are both white : find the

l>robability that all are white.

73. A purse contains n coins and it is not known how manv
of these are sovereigns

j a coin drawn is a sovereign : find th'e
probability that this is the only sovereign.

74. A bag contains 4 white and 4 black balls • two are taken
out at random, and without being seen are placed in a smaller
bag

;

one is taken out and proves to be white, and replaced in thesmal er bag
:
one is again taken out and proves to be again white,

find tlie probabihty that both balls in the smaller bag are white

at
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482 MISUKLLANEOUS Et^UATIONS.

LI7. MISCELLANEOUS EQUATIONS.

759. EqiiiitioiiH may be proposed wliich require peculiar arti-

fices for their solution; in tlie following collection the student will

find ample exercise : he should himself try to solve the equations,

and afterwards consult tlio solution here Ldven.

L ~
x''+2x+2 x'+8x+20 x'-hix+G a;' + C).e+12

X + I
+

X+ 4: 'x+2 'x+3

Here x+l + — , +x + 4 + . =x+2+ ~~ + a; + 3 +x+l x + i

bo that

therefore

that is

1 4
+

x + 2

3

a;+3'

x+l x+i" x+2 x+S'

-L-- ^_- ^_ ^
x+l X + 2~ x+3~ x+i'

X x
x'+'3x + 2 x'+ 7x + 12 '

therefore either x = 0, or .r' + 3a3 + 2 = a;' + 7a5 + 12
;

from the latter 4£C = — 1 ;

therefore

2.

rr — — "^ i

1

+
1 1 1

Here

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

{x + af-b' {x+'bf-a' x'-{a + bY x'-(a-bf'

1 r 2a: ^ 1 1
rs +x + a + b\x'-{a- bf i x' -{a + bf x'-(a - bf

'

1 X- (a + b) 1

^c + a~Tb x'- {a-bf " x^-{a + by '

x-{a + b) 1

x'-{a- b)'
" X - (a + b)

'

{x-{a+b)Y = x'-{a~b)';

2x{a + b) = {a + by+{a-b)'i

a' + b'
aj = — -r .a+ b
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ire peculiar arti-

tlie student will
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i'+Cr + lS

x+3~ '

X + 3 +—
x+6

1

1

3.

Heie

then

therefore

therefore

tJierefore

4.

Here

3 x'-

483

10
X/

4'

^ (^'
"" 3)

-^ ^ ^^> so t],at y/ _ 1".'/ ^ 25 1

3 9 0^

y = 2 or !.
3^

^•'--12 = 60; or 4a;;

^'^^^ or -.> or 3 =.^(21).

5^10a;-Vl ««+lo«3^.

ax.

adding and subtracting the .
fraction, we have

" '"""^^'^^*«^'
^^"^^ denominator of each

therefore

5.

•*• - 1 fr^, • therefore x r^ L
a

which gives.- 2^.
''^-"'»'*'»"'»i<)e. by3,^2.

therefore

therefore
3^; —

x'-^ + ?.^_25 3 49
2 10-16-^2=16^

. 7
^4; tlicrefore a; = 3 or -

2

:!i

^fllll«

Nf"'^

31^2
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t a; + l x + ij \ ^ + 2 ^ x + 3 )'

Here 3l|^ti::?? + 5jl^^^lj) ^g/lT-Ta; 8^+55 ,)
x+l X

therefore 31 /-^ + --^L 1 = 9o fA^
(x+l

therefore

tlierefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

1

x+l x + i x + 2'^ x+3 '

1 1 1 1

a^' + l a;+2"a;+3 x + i'

{x + l)(x+2) = (x + S)(x + i);

Sx + 2==7x+12;

4a; = -10j

x^-2l

7. 1 (^±llfci) ^ M«'l3)j^-5) 2 (x-,5)(x^7) 92
5(«:+2)(«.-4) 9 (a;+4)(a-(i) "

13 (a;TG)(^-8) =585*

^

It IS clear tliat the numer. n- and denominator of each fraction
involves the expression x' ^ 2x, put therefore (x-lY^y. then
the equation becomes

iti + 1 'IzJl _ 2_ y_^36 92
5 y - 9 9 y - 25 13 yZl^ -

585
•

Now 1 ^ 1 _ Ji _ 92

5 9 13 '585'

subtracting corresponding terms, we have

1_5_^1__9__ 2 13

5y-9 9y-25 13 27^749

_1_^_1 2

y-9 y_25 y-49~^'

= 0,

that i18



X 8x

+

55|

8^+55
I

8a; + 55
7 +

x + 3
•-.},

(«-8)~585*

of each fraction

~^y = 2/; then

therefore

that is

therefore

that is

tlierefore

8.

Here

^^rSCELLANEOUS
EQLTATlONa

-i L_ 1 1

2^-9 2^r25'

3(^-9) + 5(^^25) = o,

8i/=152;

483

a •
-—- — //^^\ (t' + ox
C +

a-^ aTTx J 5r;-3^ , that is ^_li«^^^ ^ c* + 3^4^

a^I^Iin, and subtracting the numerator an^/
'"^^

"' ' "^^
^

f-tion, .e have Ml^^V (,^ .^^
"^"^^"^^'^*- «^ -h

therefore «^+_a* c^ + ^.^

x^ ^ J ""
:r i > tlierefore ^

=. ^ .

therefore

-2;

therefore

a- +a'

1

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefo!-e

a' + x/(2aa;) + «+____J

{^ + ^/{2ax) + ay - 2 ix -^ //•? \

^ + cc + ^/(2ax) = I •

•«•a:*-2a;+l=2a

•^=l=^^/(2a-a»).

hi

^ilH]

i !
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10.

Here

that is

Let

then

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

11.

Here

or

therefore

Let

then

therefore

therefore

therefore

MISCELLANEOUS EQUATIONS.

{x + a){x-\- 2a) (x - 3rt) {x - 4a) = g\

{x + a) {x - 3rt) {x + 2rt) {x - 4rt) r. g\

(«« - 2ax - Za') {x' - 2ax - 8a') - o*

x" — 2ax = 2/»

(2/-3)(y-8) =
^a4 )

121
,/-Uy+ = +

26

a

y = -o-

11 (4c* + 25a*) k

ia'

x' - 2rtiB = -
11a' (40" + 25a*) i

x = ads
a' (40* + 25a*)'-

6a;' - Ix + 2

1

(2a;-l)(3a; -2)

1

+
1

12a;'- 17a; + 6
= 8a!'-6a; + l.

= (2a;-l)(4a;-l),

(2a;-l)(4a;-l)

(3a; -2) (4a; -3)

6a;- 4

3a; - 2
'^ ("2^-

1) (4a;-3)

2=-(2a;-l)'(4a;-l)(4a;-3)

= (2a;-l)'{2(2a;-l)4-l}{2(2a;-l)-l}.

y^2x-\,

2/'(4y^-l) = 2;

y 1 1 2 33
^ 4

"^
64 64 ^ 4 64

1

x =
1 + 2/ 1

[V{8
(1=^733)

«-.. -
. . . .

'

. . •

• -,-..
.

'
. »

-

^- y-'---\ :: ::•• .••: ./Vi



• 6x + 1.

!a;-l)(4a;-l),

!a;-l)(4a;-l);

}a;-l)-l}.

12.

Here

therefore

that is

MISCELLANEOUS EQUATIONS
•1-87

•'« + 6 16a;

+ 4//'

these quadratics can no. be solved in the ordinary .ay
13.

•' ^a-'* + 2aa; -^ac ax

Let

then

therefore

or

thus

therefore

therefore

thus

therefore

therefore

(^ + a) (x + c) = XT/,

o^J^_2ax + ac
__ a

?i^!±.^^Jl^« + ac)
__ a + y

(« + «)_(«+£) a + y
x{a-c) ~'^'

_ y __« + ?/

1

« - c a-y'
f-yc=ac~a';

^~2'^2 ^(^' + 4«^ - 4«^) = a suppose;

x' + x {a + c) + ac = xa

;

X
__^a + c- a 1

iUI

nii

i
2 2 VU« + c-a/--4ac}.
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U.

MISCELLAX£OUS EQUATIONS.

2 (o; + a) (x 4 c) + (a -cY--. -J^JtiL_
c{2x + a + cy

Here

Let

then

From (a)

therefore

therefore {(i) becomes

therefore

{x + ay + (x + cY = -, fe±f)/

c{{x + a) + (x + c)}'

« + a = y (a; + c).

a- c

•(a),

a; + c =
y-

1

'

2/^ = V-^^=f^ therefore y./^n*.

tlierefore

15.

X
~ ~JZJ'y

a^

- (ac)i«
ij

ai-c^

Let a + h

{x + a + hf + {x + c + ciy

{x + a + cy+{x-^b + ciy

7)1

n (I).

let

- a + yS) tlierefore oi = l{a + h + c + d),

a + c=a, + /3^) therefor

b + d = a^~j3 ]

re a. = ^(a-\-b + c + d) =

- y, (1) may be put into the shape

or

whieli

Hence by assuming x + a =

(v+ RY^i17,—^ \4 = ~
> or 4---—^-^--—^

^

y' (n - m) + 10^^ («^«- ,.,/?;) ^- 5 (,,^^. _ ^^.j
is a common quadratic equation.

m
n

•(2)>

If
n A^~(a b+c-dy

(2) takes the form y* = 5/3^^,« ; tlierefore y = (5)i (^/?^)i,

or X = fj- n =r 1[-J /(/,. .J\2 ,1y-a
[•^^>-./r-(6-c.)V(^+i + c + d)].



)•

r + c)}'

•(a),

(I).

+ d),

f d) = a,

-d).

3 the shape

7~n'

+ d)l

MISCELLANEOUS
E^UATlo,,,

«'J

+ 6' = v/2(«a;+j^^

-ultipl^mgtogethe/'''^^''^^^-^^^^*

tJierefore «.. , z
*"'*^ = ^^-«^; therefore ^ -,,

^' + A

Substituting in (a), %^ •

therefore, nedeoHn,^ fi •
a;-6'

therefore ^
"'"^ '^^ ^^^^^^^'^^-oot, ._ , . ,^, .

and a; + i

Q. y X c i^\

and from f3) -*^ + 2to - 2j,6-,

tWofce :
^"-^^-^-0

thei-efore
,

^ - ^^i/ = 4c (a. -
j,) fr^,,, , ,

.

^•-'*'"'"'"^^'-'
= «;tWo..e ...,,, c' 2,'

therefo,^ ^ __
e

_

^f 4
'

2 V'), undy = r(_,^^/^^

48.<)

(<-),

iiil'f
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*^^ MISCELLANEOUS RQUATIOxNS.

18. 2(a;^4-xy+y-««) + ^/.3(^a_y.^^Q
^^^^

'^{^'~x^ + z'~b^) + J^{x'.z') = ii (o^'

2/''-c'+3(ys^-c^) =
(3).

Multij>lyi,i<. (1) by 2 it becomes

therefore i-x/x^6 {x + i/) + cc~ij = i- 2a.

Similarly from (2) /•? /^ ^x
,

From (3) 2^ + Cy.' = &-, that ia (y + ,)> ^ (^ _ ^). ^ g^,

.

therefore (y-s)' = 8c'- w";

therefore
j, _ ^ = (g^s _ ,,^,jj .

therefore y = i{,« + (8c»-„,-)i), and , ^ H^.^Uc'-u'fy
And »{V3+ll = *2a-3,{73-l}

thus a; is known.

^^' Sx + 3ij-z = 3 .,

•^ ^~^
(2),

From(l) 3(a. + y + ^)==4^^3 H
From (2) x' + rf + z' = 2z' + 7

-^"^

2 {fi)>

From (3) 2(a;^ + 2/^ + «^_3a;z/^)=^lliii

I. Jli



')-0
(1),

')=^
i'^h

) = (3).

ia';

=t 2a.

± 26.

e(V3-l)(y + «),

6) ; thus we have
I denote it by w.

(1),

(2),

(3).

-H
(/S),

(y>j

therefore '
^ ^) >

^^•om (1) a, . ,, « ,

o '

therefore

3 + i
J therefore « =: 3 .

therefore

therefore 2 («%,/)_

,

,,
^ ~" 2

'"

therefore «.= l^,,l
1

~
'

'^''^'-^-^- ^ ~ .j = ^ i .

—~y

—

2=.S^J:}Hxijj^

—^~f^ = ^£lL^K^y + n
^ *+l (2).

From
(2) ^^_l^y^^I ,.^j

therefore («''*+ I) (y+n /»,
Subtracting denom,-« .

(ac+1)-
•

to "^nominators frr.m «

('^ + J)' ~ (53TlT» ' therefore
. izia^ ^ a - o

'Wefore , „ , „
^^ * '

° <^ («^

^^7?!' or
(0^2/+ J)

''~^_.

th^'-efore using tJ.e firsf r

"' "^ ^
'

* ^^st value and callin.. ^~ ^

^e have -u n ^ \

>* ^'-^^j therefore y .-. ^-^*^
1 + wia;

'

m

m

M
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492 MrSCELLANEOUS EQ[jATIONS.

{^y - 1)W + 2 + ^V +^x + 3)} ^ (2a; - 1) 1^3 + 2 + v/(y+4y + 3)},

Now
if

therefore

2x~ 1

a^''+4a;+3 = (a;V2a;+l)(^.8_

a^'' + 2a; + 1 and v = x''~

''iy-l

2a; +3) =

(a)

wv

«''-2a;+3
+ V - 2 (a;' + 2) and u-v = 2{2x~l\



op' -hi

1 + tux + X - m *

:+l);

) + a.-(a' + 1);

-cj;

a

a

+ c

-c

), we have
1 +«

3)-i

4). .(1),

.(2).

22/-
1)

v/(3/'+47/ + 3)},

W

L>

MISCLLAXEOUS
EQUATE

*9c

whore

thus

therefore a.»-.2^^i y^,
'

«' + 2 y»+v,

11.
2x~l"- 2y ] ;

therefore
2vx* ^ ± «

therefore o^v^/ ^

-^y+4.«-y_2

therefore
«; = y.or 9,

^

Sutotuting the value y.,i„,,. ,
^^ ' ^

'

//a: + lN
J

^"^P), we have

^tfZTiJ = ^, or = 1 . +1. n

if „_-« + < .,.,,„. *•

v/(^

tilUS

-«-l "~(2^tT?. and ^^^ 3

I^^nce equation
(2) beeon.es

therefore J ]2
^^^•+1/

2;«->l
^•

therefore
4a:«- Ig^ , , . ,,

^^-^lG.27;therefore2..4-.3
/, •

therefore .^- i /. . „ ..
,

*-*3^3;
« + 4

therefore
a, = 1/4 ^3^l**«:5./3); and

3/ =
2a;- 1

1/4
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494 EXAMI'LKS LIV.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAM I'LES.

1. Solve ^(1 + a'') - V(l - a^') = V(l - «''*)

2. Solve

3. If

prove that

x' {h-y)^ ay {y _ n),

2/' {(I ~x)-bx{x- n).

x" \- xy Jr .v"
= f',

as" + xz + «' =r 6*,

y"^ -^yz-^ z' : «',

xy + yz + zx= ^1^ (2rt'6^ + 26V + 2c»a- - a' - b* - c*)^-

4, Solve = 2^2.

(3^ -

-/J
'

and show how to solve the equations.

J(x''+ 2a; +1 1)

5. Determine c so that 5x + 4y = c may have <en positive in-

tegral solutions excluding zero values, and c may be as gi'eat as

possible.

a a

^* "^^ x{i^yz)
'^

y{l-xz)
'^^^'^ ^' ^' * ^^ i»iequul, then each

member of this equation -will be equal to ^ to x + v + z
z{l — xy) ' *' '.111

and to - + - + .

X y z

7. Shew that if n and N are very nearly equal,

fN\k N n-\-N

ay ^n
very nearly,

nj ^ -!- n

and that the error is approximately —-tt-t— .^.

8. A man's income consists partly of a salary of .£200 a year,

and partly of the interest at 3 per cent, on capital, to which he

each year adds his savings ; his annual expenditure is less by £95
than five-fourths of his income : shew that whatever be the orifri-



•««*%

KXAMl'LKS. U\.
4^5

%2=-301030, lo«39-=2,»8790.

"• ^'"I'oai'ositiveintogPr, „n,|o- '"
i ,

''

13
"' + ••

m"'_l ]

|3

in T^ 1
''

*!• If any numbr of it f

multiplied togotl,... increal.
"" "'" """"*'' "^ "'l^'i-™

o; if the „,„„te.. of .o!::,; ;n:V" '": ""^"' -'^ ^"'''
tlw same ratio i„ both then M

'"""'"" "^ «'''"i"S» i"

'eig» is the same ^vhe '„.e
„'"

^'T^
°' '"'"""»" ""* " ^-e-

'>-n out aa it i. JZZZ:ZI™ " '™"""" '^'"' ' -"
'Irawn out. If „eitl,e,. of tl , ' '" °"'' l'""*" ""'1 • coin

favour of the ,„JetLfa::,r'''f''" '""'"'' "'° <"»- "
Orea^r number of coin, h th ^^^^ ."" >•"- -"' 'Lo

tiie «„a&. proportion of sovereigns.

LV. MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

ofpLlLs'^iiriearfsS i7™r"-
"'"'*""^ "°"-«»-

- a ,0. examples of Z^!^:::T:^1r ^

^» '^^
solutions. i'oatei difficulty with thoir

..
,'

.f""""
»'""<''' ooWcal vessel, ^ /? r^ ,^.v,- - ...

" ' ^ « : 27 respectively, is partially •'fi,;;'':::;-~

M

lij

a
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496 MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS,

quantities of water in them being as 1 : 2 : 3 resiwctively. So
mucli water is now i)ourod from A into B and so much from /?

into G as to nuiko the depth of water the same in each vessel.
After this

128f cul.ic feet of water is poure.l from into B, and
then so much from /? into A as to leave the depth of water in A
twice as great as the depth of water in B. The quantity of water
in A is now less by 100 cuhic teet than it was oi-iginally. How
much water did each of the vessels originally contain 1

Let X = the number of cubic feet in A orifdnallv •

therefore 2x = the number of cubic feet in B originally
;

and 3a; :^ the number of cubic feet in C originally.

Now when tlie depth of the fluid is the same in all, it is clear
that the quantities vary as the areas of the bases of the vessels, that
in, are as 1 : 4 : 9. Therefore, since Qx is the total quantity, the

quantity in A ^ ^^^jj = -y' , and the quantities in n and C are

12a; 57a;—-— ami respectively.

^

Again, when the depth in A is twice that in B, the quantity in
A is half as much as that in B.

Now A contains a; -100; therefore B contains 2 (a: -100^

and C contains --^ 1284.

therefore

therefore

therefore

27a;
3(a;-100) + y-1284=6a;;

Gx

7
300 + 128^;

a; = 350 + ?-f x^=:500;
/ o '

therefore the quantities in A, B, Cat first were 500, 1000, 1500
cubic feet resiH'ctively.

2. Three hoi-ses A, B, start for a race on a course a mile
and a half long. When B has gone half a mile, ho is three times



9mmf*m^'

I, 1000, l.WO

M'SCKLLANKOTO P„„„,,,^,,

uniform spoecLs till /; i« withi„ / '^^'"'^^^ »ow ^oin. .f

•;»-. . . ... ,„e Jt;;;i;;;;r;:^:;;"': -^ ^..ei^.:

^n "f *''^'t it was afto,-

^

the ,.e,poctive s.^cb of ( and fl ,„ ^ '"
'^^•'"" *''" ^»'"ins i>o,t

^ P'lcc, tJio snoods of / /> ^/
l"01'0rt.«„al to 1320 + 30».

1 320 ,
•«

'

'
'
^ ^"" ''"

Since Cp...«^„,,„„ „^ ,^ ^.^
'^^

"'-"^•'^) -i-"vo„.
-i.iio i^ wa. going 440 - , ;c ] , l;?;!:* T'

"" "-' .' "^-i-o™

tWefc-o
1320..«a3,o ^>

^"<Hc..e„t.C4.0.,

53(1320 + 5:.) :: 204 : 2G4 + Cr,

therefore

tlicreforo

therefore

w

53 l^'^-W + Da;);

^^ (1590-270) = 1320;

'•^iso it will be found tJrit rC/
'

therefore there v.iJI be the n

" ^''''^''^^ P-« i« oqual to A'.

;^
t^7 -e a. ther^:: :7:^t;;- ^r- the! at tLi:;

^lamelj 3a. or 3 yard..
' ^ ""^^^ ^^'"'^ «»e winning post,

--.' at the rate of U ^J^'Z
''

'"^''T
^''''^' ^^^-^v

ouiU gain were the bahJe Cru^ ,"7 "^ '"'^ ^^lay than h.
'- ^' ^^' ^'"^^^«''' tl^e «cale-pan« in

32

bala;

m

M



4.08 MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

which the article is weighed when hoiight and sold respectively,

were interchanged, he would neither gain nor lose by the article.

Determine the legitimate gain per cent, on the article.

Let w and w^ be the apparent weights of the same article

when bought and when sold.

Let p = the prime cost of a unit of weight,

a; = the legitimate gain per cent.
;

then an article which cost pw is sold for lo ( v+ ^~\ -

' V lOOj '

therefore by the question iv^ (p + ^^^) - tmy _ (^_±}^)2^ .,

' V 100/ ^ 100" ^ ''

Again in the supposed case the cost of the article =pw and the

selling price = pw (

1

"^
lOOJ^

therefore

From (1),

from (2),

therefore

^^' =^^ -^ loo) (2).

tv.0-ifo)=»0^w)^100/

X

100

100/

10
1 >

= 1 +
x + \\

Too"

therefore «*+ 100;c = 1100, so that (a; + 50)'

therefore a; + 50 = ±G0;
therefore ic - 10.

3600

4, A person buys a quantity of corn, which he intends to
sell at a certain price ; after he has sold half his stock the price
of corn suddenly falls 20 per cent., and by selling the remainder
at this reduced price, his gain on the whole is diminished 30 per
cent.

;
if he had sold fths of his stock before the price fell, and

the diminution in the price had been in the proportion of £20
on the prime cost of what he before sold for £100, he would
have gained by the whole as many .shillings as he had bushchisneiis VI



sold respectively,

ose by the article,

irticle.

the same article

+ ll)pw
(!)•100

icle =pio^ and the

(2).

J600

'h he intends to

is stock the price

g the remainder

iminished 30 per

10 price fell, and

oportion of £20

£100, he would

3 had uUshels of

msCELLAmoVS
PROBLEMS

"o™ at first. Find wl ,t tv
*99

'"= hoped to g.i„ pe,. cent! "'" '=°^' '"- P- busiel, and .H,,

r~;^°"
"•'--

'-"'Hpe.. ,..,.„^^*he ga.n per cent, he expected ;t,,o„

n^ ^00; = "- price PC. b„.„,e,fc,,.,,
^,

4 / ,
''"'^"™i his corn;

5
"^
I ^ ^ looj = tho price per bu.,hel for which he , , .

h'>lf; therefore tl,„
'"''' *'"' "'i*.e&.e the avenge price per b„.,hel = 25/, ^ j^N

thc^efore ,.
'"^ '°»^''

J"s gain per bushel = 2fA ^ j^\
I^

->«W sCd the .ho.0 as he so,d th «

'''^~^'

Por bushel would have been ^^
'""*'' *''^ ««^

100'

«>-^o. b, the question ^^(,X)_,__I^.

therefore X __
Jl

. ^,

500 10' therefore
2/ = 50.

^W the prime cost of what hp .«^vjiat he at first sold for 100 is -^Q<L

that is ?5? , , ..^
i + f^

3
'^"^^^« -ere to lose £20 on this the!

would be 2I1IOO ,,
'^^'*^«^<^«s per cent.

iJOo""' *^^* is 30.

Thus in the supposed case the avero n-
= X A ^ -^U ^^1 y \ 7'"''^V^"^-^-

Pnce of a bushel

gain on K . i in
'' 4(2^,-0); therefore thegam on a bushel = ? ^ ^^l

__ 3U'

^... ..
* ^ ~ ' ° ST' -1 this by the question

-i^ais one shiiiinor . +i_„_^ 31cn 1
*
«^iiling

; therefore -^ = i
80 ~20'* *^^erefore a;=-l

31*

32-.2
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500 MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

5. A and B having a single horse travel between two mile-

stones, distant an even niimber of miles, in 2{j| hours, riding
alternately mile and mile, and each leaving the horse tied to a
mile-stone until the other comes up. The horse's rate is twice
that of 7i j B rides first, and they come together to the seventh
mile-stone. Finding it necessary to increase their speed, each
man after this walks half a mile per hour faster than before, and
the horse's rate is now twice that of y1, and B again rides first.

Find the rates of travelling, and the distance l)etween the extreme
mile-stones.

Let 2a; = the distance they travelled in miles. Now at first A
walks 4 miles and rides 3 miles while B walks 3 miles and rides

4 miles, or A walks 4 while B walks 3 and rides 1 ; that is, since the
horse's rate is double of ^'s, while B walks 31 miles; therefore ^'s
and ^'s rates at first may be represented by 8y and 1y respectively.

Again, A walks x-Z and rides a; - 4, while B walks a; -

4

and rides a; - 3 ; therefore A v/alks a; - 3 while B walks a; - 4 and
ridea 1, that is, while J5 walks a; -4 and A walks |; therefore

7A walks a? - g while B walks a; - 4
;

but

therefore

1 1A walks 8v/ + - while B walks 7?/ + ^ ;

111
a; - 4

8y + J

72/ +

—
, from which y - -, .

1 "^
4aj - 30

Now the total time A took in hours is

therefoi'e

therefore

4 J^
8y \Ay

X

8y^-2

+
a;-4

5

2

5^ 3a;- 10

7y "^IGy-f 1

3.r-10 188

(«-5)

= 244

965

1

7 403-14 63 4a; -30^



^een the extreme

therefore

therefore

therefore

^nSCELLAmoVs
PROBLEMS.

^'^x-Uo Q^
501

14x~U y '^o^-j^;

from which x=8- ii V 1'*' - o
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^^2 EXAMPLES. LV.

Now in 12 minutes after the first hour the distance between

A and i? is -(a;-y_i)^| n^ij^^. therefore the time of first

meeting = g
h- (aj + y - 1) ; and the time of meeting twice more

= 2-?- (a; + 2/- 1). In G minutes the distance between them

=
lo(«' +

y-l); therefore if A now turns, the time of over-

taking £
1

therefore s + -

2

B" 2 1 1

- 1
"^ i^T^^-^ To

"^
20 (''"2/- 1) = 1,

6^"^ 20^10' If ^ = «^ + 2/-l;
that is,

therefore w'-14w=-48; therefore u~7=:^l; therefore m = 8 or 6;
therefore a; + 2/= 9 or 7 ; and a;-2/= 3

;

therefore a; = 6 or 5, y=3 or 2.

761. The equations in the preceding Chapter and their solu-
tions, and the sohitions in the present Cliapter, are due to the
Rev. A. Bower, late Fellow of St John's College. Should any
student desire more exercises of this kind, he is referred to the
collection of algebraical equations and problems edited by Mr
W. Rotherham of St John's College.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Exhibit {n J{a' + h') _ a J{m' + n')Y + hW as a square.

2. Extract the square root of 6 + ^6 + ^14 + /21.

3.
^

Find the radix of the scale of notation in which the num-
ber 16640 of the common scale appears as 40400.

6
4. Shew that , + - + — +

4 8 16 32
.ad inf. = 2.
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EXAMPLES. LV.
^- At a contested election .i

^^^
«ioro than twice th. . ,

*^'^ '^""^'^«»' of canrl,' 7 .

g -md ftanc,
,„pp„,i

Of £.4 15,, b, p„y .^

8- Si>e«. that 1 +V ;, J'^^T^^^^I^TaTi.)
+

9 Tf
""-^^^ -less than a;2+o,.-<

f>
- 2 + 1 « di^;,iy^

J
^

««l't -, the a„tog,,.i part of
il- Shew that if m = ,,- „,

|/^._^>We^a„d,a..o,o.,itH,i„te,e..,

®% ^^ ''^^ integer.

Shew that 1 + ^ X ^
1

+ -
n ^^Srt i« finite when n

12.

is infinite.

*>.e 'ibal-Cthat'«% ^ .nW that a theo.., „ ,,,by the theory even if ^^ T"'"'"' ^™''''l tu,-n out i , '
^

exnerim»„f i ,
**" "'eoiy were f„)= v ">tlicated

^T^Zr^' "-""^^ becomes

^^- Oftwob,
contain two sovereigns
one sovereign

"-^5:8 one (it is not kno
and a shilJ

^ ^'hich) is known to

.1 coin from oue „f

1

ii

;
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the bags, and it is a sovereign, which is not replaced. Sliow that
the chance of now di-awing a sovereign from tlie saiiu^ bag is lialf
the chance of doing so from the other. Supi)osing the drawer
might keep tlie coin h(3 (h-aws, find the vahio of the exjiectation.

15. All that is known of two bags, one white and one red,
is that one of them, but it is not known which, contains one
so/ereign and four shilling j)ieces, and that the other contains two
sovereigns and three shilling pieces; but a coin being drawn from
each, the event is a sovereign out of the white bag and a shilling
out of the red bag. These coins are now put back, one into one
bag, and the other into the other, but it is not known into which
bag the sovereign w^as i)ut. Shew that the i)robability of now
drawing a sovereign is in favour of the red bag as compared with
the white bag in the ratio of 13 to 9.

IG. If 71 be the number of years which any individual wants
of 8G, find the value of an annuity of XI to be paid during his
life; adopting De Moivres supposition, that out of 8G persons
born, one dies every year until they are all extinct.

LVI. CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE OF SERIES.

762. In Chapter xl. we have discussed the subject of the
convergence and divergence of series. The chief general result
which has been obtained may be expressed thus : an infinite series
is convergent iffrom and after any fixed term the ratio of each
term to the succeeding term is greater than some quantity which
is itself numerically greater than unity ; and divergent if this

ratio is unity or less than unity, and tlie terms are all of the

same sign. There is one case to which tliis result does not apply,
which it is desii-able to notice, namely the case in which the ratio
is greater than unity but continually approaching unity. See
Arts. 559, 560 and 561. The statements of those Articles are
here reproduced, but in a different form, as for our present pur-
pose it is convenient to regard the ratio of a term to the suc-
ceeding term instead of to the j^receding term.
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than
1 + -

. Honco, vvlien w is large enough, -^ is greater

., /n +
1V ^

"*'

\ n )' -^"*' ^'y ^^'*- ^^2, the series of which tlie n'^

^^'"^ ^^
np

^'« convergent wlien p is positive and greater than

unity
;

lience by Art. 7G4 the series of which the n'" tei-m is
u^ is convergent.

767. let u„ demte the n'" term of a series; then iffrom and

after some fixed value of n the value of n f "" - l) {g never

positive and greater than miity, the series is divergent.

For here after some fixed vahie of n the value of
-''"

is

equal to 1 + - or is less than 1 + - . But, by Art. 562, the Lries

of which the n'^ term is ? is divergent ; hence, by Art. 765, the

series of which the n!^ term is u^ is divergent.

768. The rules given in Arts. 766 and 767 will often enable
us to deci'i'. on the convergence or divergence of series in the case
noticed in Art. 762 in which our former niles do not apply
Ihere is one case to which the new rules Avill not apply which it
IS desirable to notice, namely that in which from and after some
fixed value of ,. the value of ^ (^ - l) is always positive and
greater than unity, but continuallfapproaching unity. We shall
proceed to investigate theorems from which we shall deduce tests
tor this case.

_

769. It is obvious from the nature o^ a logarithm that if n
increases indefinitely, so also does log n. But it is important to
obsen-e that log n increases far less rapidly than n increases : in

f. f
log »i

,
luct -— can be made as small as we please by taking n large

enough. For suppose n = e% so that \ogn = x ; then as n increases
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convorgout, ho iiIho is tlisit of which (2) is tlio ;,'cuonil tonn, and so

alHO is tliiit of which (1) in tlio goiKMiil term Thoiefore if tho Hcrics

of which (3) Ih tho geiusml tcnii is convergent when r hiw any

B})('cilie value, it is convergent wlien r Is clianged into r+ 1. But

since p is greater than \inity, by Art. 5G3 tho Heries of whicli (3)

is the general term %% convergent when r= 1, and therefore when

r=2, and therefore when r~3, and so on. Thus the series of

which (1) is tho general torn is converg«mt.

II. Supposes }) equal to unity. Let m- 2 which is a positive

integer less than tho haso of tlie Napierian logaritliuis; then

X(/n") is less than w. Hence it follows that the general term (2)

is (jreatcr than
-^

1

n\{7i)y{n)......y'{n)y{n)'

Hence by j^roceeding as in I. we can shew that the series of

which (1) is the general term is divergent.

III. 8ui)poso p less than nnity. Then tho general term (1)

is greater than it would be if p wore equal to unity, at least when

n is large enough, and therefore tt fortiori tho series is divergent.

A simple demonstration of this theorem by means of the

Integral Calculus is given in tho Integral Calculus, Chapter iv.

771. Let ^l^^ denote the general term of any proposed series.

If from and after any value of n the value of

un\ {n) y (w) y{n) {X"^' (n)}"

is always finite, p being any fixed quantity greater than unity,

the proposed series is convei'gent.

For in this case the terms of the proposed series have a finite

ratio to the terms of a series which has been proved to be con-

vergent.

If from and after any value of w the value of

n^^n\{)i)X:'{n) y{n)Xr*'{n)

is always finite or infinite, the proposed series is divergent.

For in this case the terms of the proposed series have at least a

finite ratio to the terms of a series which has been proved to be

divergent.

Ei
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This result holds however small may bo the excess of q above

2), and however small may be tlio excess of r above q : hence since

y is greater than unity we may sup})ose that y is greater than r,

and yet have p positive and gn^ater than unity.

Since y is greater than r we have " greater than -^ . But.
ri

II +1
V

by Art. 770, the S(>ries of which the general term is v„ is con-

vergent when 2> is positive and greater than unity; hence, by
Art. 704, the series of which the /i'*" term is u is converjient.

IT. Suppose that from and after some fixed value of ?i the

value of \(n){I\-l) is never positive and gi-eater than unity.

Tlien Pf,-l is positive and not greater than

In both cases ""^' is less than 1 + h

. , , or IS negative.
A {n)

°

Let V
_ \

9iK {n)
theni.'^±l ^('^-^1)

V .. n
>i+i \{n)

Now \{n+l) \ {n) ^-\(l+
-J

; therefore \ {ri + 1) is greater

1 1
than \ (n) + - -~^ by Art. C88 ; and therefore '""-

than

n 2n

1 +

is greater
n + i

(^ "
n) (^ "

-^J^nj
~
27iT(^} ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ove when n is

V 1
"*

large enough —S- is greater than 1 + - +—~ .

V ,. ° n n\{7i)11+1

u
Thus when n is large enough -^^' is less than

V

^«+. «n+.

But, by

Art. 770, the series of which the general term is v„ is divergent

;

hence, by Art. 705, the series of which the n^ term is u^ is

divergent.

774. The theorem of Art. 773 does not ajjply to the case in

which X(n) [P^ - 1) is always positive and greater than unity, but

contiiuially approaching unity ; another theorem may then be

used which also is inapplicable in a certain case. A series of

theorems can thus bo obtained each of which may be advanta-
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776. Suppose that
u w* + an"'^ + bn'''^ + cn''~'+ .

,

, where

k is a positive integer, and no exponent is negative ; and a,h,c,...
A, B, C, ... are any constant quantities : we shall shew that the
series of which the w"' term is w„ is convergent, if a - ^ - 1 is

positive, and divergent iia-A-lin negative or zero.

Here P = («-^) ^' + (^- ^) ^:'+_{c ~G)n^-'+...
^

"

~

n" + An^-^ + iin^-^ + ...

thus if a-^-1 is positive the series is convergent, and if a_^-l
is negative the series is divergent : see Arts. 7G6, 767. If a -^ -

1

is zero we have

n'' + {b- B)nk-l + ...

° w*-' + An"'^ + JJn''-'+

we may still in some cases determine whether the series is con-
vergent or divergent without using any new rule, for instance
if b-B- A is negative the series will be divergent by Art. 767
But it will be more convenient to use Art. 773 ; we have then

X in) (P -1)=. Mi^H(^ - ^ - ^) ''"'' + (c-C-B) n'-'+
. .

.

}

this can be made as small as we please by taking n large enough,
and therefore the series is divergent.

777. We shall now examine the expansion of (1 +x)"' by the
Binomial Theorem and determine whether it is convergent or
divergent when x = l or - 1.

Let ti^ denoce the r* term in the expansion of (1 + a;)"' ; then

«r+l + «r+a + Wr+S +

— u
(m-j^+l (m-r + l)(m - r)

|
I r r{r+\j ^ +

f'
We must then consider the series included between the brackets.

I. Sujipose x^\. Let r be numerically not less than m;
then the terms of the series between the brackets are alternately
positive and negative.
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6. Determine wliether the following series is convergent or

divergent, x being positive :

. 11 [£

7. If t(n = -^~i sliew that the series is cliverMnt.

8. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

diverguit, x being positive :

i.;.i.
X X'

+
1.3 X

+
1.3.5 X*

+ ...
1 2 3 2.4'5 2.4.6'7

9. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

divergent, /? being a i)Ositive proper fraction :

1 ^^_(1 -J) ^ (^ +_^)i8(l_-/8) (2-/3)

(2 + /3) (1_+ ft)P(l- -/) (2 - /3) (3 - /?)

" P.2\3^
' ^•••

10. If ?/„= r _i\i '
"^^''ci-e ^; and </ are positive, determine

whether the series is convergent or divergent.

1 1. Shew that if from and after some fixed value of n the value

u
of 7i log —- is al .vays greater than some positive quantity which is

itself greater than unity the series is convergent.

12. Shew that if from and sifter some fixed value of n the

value of M log-

—

~- is never positive and greater than unity tlie
'"'1+1

series is divergent.

1 3. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

dive»"gent, x being positive :

a + x (a + 2xy (a + ZxY
~T~ ^

\l
"^

|_3 ^ •••

14. Give an investigation of the results of Art. 775 without

using Art. 773.
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510 CONTINUED FRACTIONS.

Ill Chapters XLiv. and xlv. we confined ourselves to continued
fractions of the first chiss in which every component had i.nity
for its numerator, and a positive integer for its denominator :

but we sliall now give some propositions relating to the more
general form

779. Tlie fractions obtained by stopping at the first, second,
third,... component are called the first, second, third, ...coiivergents.

Thu.s tlie fii-st convergent is -'
; the second convergent is

' -, tiiat IS - ^~j-: and so on.

a,±
a.

a

780. In .u-ticles 781... 785 we shall treat of continued frac-
tions of the fust class; in Arts. 780. ..793 we shall treat of con-
tinued fi-actions of the second class : in all these Articles we shall
assume that every component has both its numerator and its deno-
minator ji:)05<7<Yv.

781. Denote the successive convergents by ^\ ^--^ ^^'

5i 9 ' 9
'

Then we can shew as in Art. GO I that tlie successive convergents
may be obtained by these laws :

Hence ^"-i? -^ = - ^l^n-j ^Pn _ Pn-C

y«.i ~ '^^q.Vh::::^., '
^^"^^^ ^« ^^ properfraction, Thu.s

in rn

—t---" is numerically less than ^"--^-^^ and is of the

trary sign.

con-

Ih P, __ b, ajb, bj)
*

; and this is positive. Hence
9i 9, «! a,a, + b^ q,q^

we see that the following series consists o^positive quantities which
are in descending order of magnitude :

^_^« l? Pj Pi P^ Ps

9i Yi, 9. % 9, 9i

Pi Ps

9*' 91,

P.'

9i
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i!

Ilence <^^_^-» is immorioiilly less tliun .- -, , where

c is some constant ; and hy taking; ?i large enough this may he
made less than any assigned value. Therefore tlie infinite con-

tinued fraction is defuiite.

We show here that the condition stated is sufficient to ensure

that the infinite continued fraction is definite ; we do not asseit

that the condition is necessary.

784. An infinite continued fradion of the first class in which
every component is a proper fraction vnth its numerator and its

denonihiotor integral must be an incommensurable quantify.

For if possible suppose the continued fraction commensurable,

and denote it by
^ ,,

where J and 7? are positive integers. Thus

J = Z—7— >
where p denotes the infinite continued fraction be-

-fl a, + ^,

ginning with the component -'
. Tlierefore n = —i^-!h • the

a.

J

' B ' '

numerator of this fraction is an integer, which we will denote

by C : and C must be positive for p^ is positive. In like manner,
if p^ denote the infinite continued fraction beginning with the

component -='- we find that p.,--j7, where JJ is also a positive

integei'. And so on.

Moreover
BCD
A f n > p i

-•• ii^ust all be proper fractions. For

B . b C
-^ is less than '

, and this is a proper fraction ; -- is less than

^^ , and this is a proper fraction ; and so on.

Hei e A, B, C, I), ... form a series of positive integers, which
are in descending order of magnitude, and yet infinite in number

:

this is absurd. Hence the infinite continued fraction cannot be

a commensurable quantity.

785. TJ some of the components of the infinite continued frac-

tion are not properfractions^ hut from and after a certain comvonrnt
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«^^ the others are proper fmof ' .;
^ ^ '^

--o,nn^.uuralle ''''
-^'^^'^^^

'^- -^nite contimced fraction is

^«^- suppose tlmt *'lii
,,,,,!

,, ,, ,

K'inning wit,. '''» ' '

""'""'" ™""'""«' ^'ctiun

7„ a '/ -f A ,, »

""'1 tl,e vaiuo of the inr
•.

"

'

° ° '
""" «. + ^-; so tl,ut it u <">ti')A^rL«,;,. .

i.1,
? +i^/)._, .

(«. + xjj,_^ + A ;~ , that

y.^-?..:- T'"^ ^-'"ot be com,„cn.„u-al,lo .,„le«
/'.'

?,-,

-•tl.i...yaiaofti,„v,.,.,e„f;'.,„,„^^^,,_.^,„_, ''/»-•

i, = o.. 6 _ '"'

~
'''

'

" ""''<'^^»''"' "- «o oum.ot ,,ave

'S6.
y( ^<>^^ihuied fraction nf n

I'^ie first converm>ut *'''

,v.» - - a ,,o.s,t.v„ „,„,„,. ,,,^^,_^^

«-- The.coon., eo.vo,.,enti..J._.,,. ...
4^ ,

and a.
_

-• ,, a proper

fraction, and f. exceeds h i •.
"'

a
'

^-^tceus
6, bj unity at loast r.

*•• •

-I .-eater than
., ; ,,, ,,,, ,,^J ;-^*' ^'. "

.,
- 1-tu.

I'^-oi>er fraction. The third
"^"' " ^^ ^""^^^^^^

' *'"' ^^"^---^-^^ n^ay be denoted by -ii-

wliere o stands for J
«..

^^-
, so tluit ^'

is

«,-'
tt

ct„

a positive i«-oper fraction

IIJ

I

li

ill!
r

ill
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for tlio same reason tluit the second convergent is : hence fur the
same reason the third convergcnit is a positive proper fraction.

The fourtli convergent may bo denoted by —L, where & de-

«,- f^.

a.
notes a fiaotion of tlie same form as the third convergent, which
is thei-efore a imsitive proper fraction : lienco the fourth convergent
is a positive proper fraction. And so on.

Again; as in Art. 781 we shall find that tlic successive con-
vcrgents may be obtained by tliese laws :

Ilencc -?'- ^ ^

tlms ^^"+' --^^«
is of the same sign as ^^ -^-^

Now ^^'--^i.. «.6.

a,«3-^2 «.

~—
^ ; and this is positive.

i\ It

form a series of positive
Hence it follows tluit ^' ^'^ ^
proper fractions m ascending order of njagnitude.

787. If the number of cc^mponents is infinite the convergents
form an infinite sei-ies of proi)er fractions in ascending ord^'er of
magnitude

; and so the terms will never exceed some fixed value
which is unity at most. We may say then that mi infinite con-
tinned fraction of the second class in which the denominator of
every comjmnent exceeds its numerator by unity at least is definite.

788. We shall now shew that ;?„ and q,, in Art. 78G increase
with n.

1^01' ;'n-Ai-i = K-l)i\_i-J„ ??„_,; now a,,-\ is at least as
large as

6,, ;
therefore;?,, is greater than ;?,,_, if ;;,,_^ is greater than

Pn -2 J ^"^^ «o on
: and 2\_ is obviously greater than 2\ . Thus p is

greater than ;?,,_,. Similarly q^ is greater than q^^_^.

789. If in an infinite continued fraction of the second class
every comj^onent has its numerator not less than unity and it^

deno7ninator greater than its numerator hy unity, the value of the

infinite continuedfraction is unity.
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Hero we have ahvavs a = ^ .

, . ,, ,

'^^'^

sothat ^'"
= ^'"-^)^"--^.;V.;

^e obtain in s.Kces.sion
" '

^ -
"^ ^^ ^^- *^"'«

P-^ - 3h = b,h,. Hence

^Wore, b, .ddition,
'

'^
' ^'-^V. ^ ^V- ^.

«i."nari,r:;r;:':;^^

"1 succession '» !?. - ''/'.• Heiioo wo obti.iu

?. = l + i, + V', + V'A + + 5A'' 5
m, 1 a 3 • • • t',, •

^^'"«'
y..=A.+ l; and ^^'.• = _i'^, ^ 1

^n Pn + 1
J

r • ^'^^^ i^. ^^3' our

hypothesis is not less than n and .o

^
^}

-Please b, taking..,.:::;7-^r^^^
- ^'^^er fro. unit, b,le:thn:^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^-ay therefore sa, that the a o;Z'T"' ^"^"^^^*^'

-^ ^'^ -
^« ""ity.

-^'"^ ^^ the infinite continued fraction

/90. It wi]i [^g
.,

,

Article e.t„,„i.„es n.tbeTn t,."'"""f"™ "' ""= l--""^'

"•-t «,.=*. +
I

for all value o^ \ T™""' ^"'"""""^ •-o

*. should be never less thaV ul "V"/"*'^-'
™""i«on t).,t

cessary and sufficient condition is "In/™, ''.°V'*'™'*''J'- The ne-
tl.e «- term is i,i,J, ... J ^ „

",* *'" '"""'"' ^''"- »f -h^,
13 3 ••

f^„ siiouJd be divergent • fhia , i , ,

secured for example ii h ~ ^
.

^ °"^^^ ^^

11
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791. 1/ the denominator of any compounit exceeds its nu-
merator hy more than unity while the denominator of every com-
ponmt exceeds its numerator by unity at least the value of the
infinite continuedfraction is less than unity.

Suppose, for exiiinph', tli.it a^^h^ + p wIku-o p is positivo nn<l

greuk-i- than unity. Tlio iuliuito coutiimod fVactiou is oquivulent

.^ &i , . . .^ "'
I,

)
whcro p IS a positive qujiutity which represents

a ''

the infiuito continued fraction lu-inning witli the component *'
.

Now p cannot cxcccmI unity by Art. 7S7
; lienco is a

l'j + p—p
positive proper fraction

; and tliereforo as in Art. 78G we see

—

V

IS £1 povsitive [)roper fraction.tliat

a^ -
0,+p-p

792. An infinite continued fraction of the second class in
which every component is a propir fradi'm with its numerator and
its denominator integral, and in tohich the value of the injinite

continuedfraction beginning loith any component is less than unity
cannot be a commensurable quantity.

For if possible, sui)poso tlie continued fraction coinniensurable.

and denote it by —
,
where A and B are i)ositivo integers. Thus

B ^ 5,

A tti-p^

ginning with the component —^
. Therefore pi = ^^~-AL j tlio

a., ji

numerator of this fraction is an integer, wliieh we will denote

by C ; and C must be positive for p, is positive. In like manner,

if Pa denote the infinite continued fraction beginning with tlio

component — we find that Pg= y, , where J) is also a positivo
a^

integer. And so on.

where p^ denotes tlie infinite continued fraction be-
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™tif: :':
"';;!f

•" '"•- ^"-- -" ''- m„„ „, „„ „„,„.

703 w 1

than unity. ]!y Arts. 78!) 71)? tl,:." -n
""* ™"'l'""""' ia less

the .I.no,„i„,.to,- of c -,.,."
„, ': "'""" ""'' " '"-t

«..ity.
«„„,,„„„„t ,,„.,,,^ „,^ „„„„„,,tor by

a uiul A an. ,>o.sitivp T. » ., i'«'''''«™

« =

2a +
«)

^ J SO that a;= .

-'« + ...

tJu'i-ofore «' + 2rM; - J - A • +1. c
«'gn must be takem, since the fnfin v ^ ^''" ^ ^'^ " *^'« ^'PP't

«- Ti,„,
,,y t.,,„;,.„j;:;;\:«:;:;-"' "" '"'"- - \^-

2a +
%l-^

.
^'^ ^"'"'""''^ gives various modes of pv".'

•

H» the form of a continued fraction 'V^'^"^'^"'»
^ «q"are root

We may put 17 = 16 + 1 or - 9 Is I"'
'"'^"^'^' ^^^^ ^17.

,
or - J + » . aiui so on. Thus,

Jl7 = i + L o. 8
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795. For an exa,nplc of an infinite definite continued fraction

of tl.0 second class, suppose that every component is A ,,,,^,.^

x~ —
'"-2^

~i , SO tll.lt X =
6 '>,.i<l-x'

therefore .• 2a.r + J = ; therefore x^a. Ji,a' - I). The lower

y eater tl.m a + « - 6, that is greater than 2« - i, that is g,-eaterhan „„.ty: but the infinite continned fraetion ea, not he Latethan „„,ty, by Art. 7S7. Thus, by transposition, we obtaif

2a-
2a-

796. In Art. 781 we ha\o

to -. Ivow sn,,i,ose that the values of „„ ami 6„ are «iven for

hv =„„,• 1 ;;' * ; "
" '" !?<• *»• •• Sometimes we itiavl>y spee al art.hces -hseover sueh a law of formation of the suecess,™ ern.s as will en.able ns to give general e.^pressl^al;

P. and y,
.

an exauiplo has alrea.ly oecurred in Art 7S9 Or ;W may appe-ar by trial to hold, and may bo verified by indnetion'The .nvest,gat;on of the general expressions for ;, ,a„L beta!;

^^iri:^:::!!:::-" " -'"---—v t,jca,e2:

A particular e,ise may be noticed. Suppose that o and b

2 iXtr Ti

™"'^'
r "^ *"* *''" ^"™- 'y « -5Wit? idicer b^ 6. Ihen we have v =an 4.hn . ^imve /^„ _ apn_y^ + o^^^j

^ and we see
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I — ax~ hj'^ '

_«^^,
"" ""^ •^'l"««i"n become.,

^ -ax~ Ox^ > ^^J'^t is 1^ ]

78^ We .-ill

•^<'-<«^^-«-

i^ie series i. + 5 ^ ^ ^n

?,
' tile secoiK? ,-0 Kx

?enera% the r'" is __<-.o.^•

-ft w obvious that i- -^
^

IS

^V*^ + Wj
> and

•"ind tJiat
- -f

^ - 1

?'.
^a;

assume tliat tlm fi
^^a-^+?/',

» ^ 2 to„„3.
"" ^"''^'- "- "-' it wi„ ,,„,; :;:, ^

;-™ m
»nen tii(;re uj-e

^'"" '*ange « ;„to „ «.'«
^,

".^^"w.' ""="„» rf>«ngcd into

:li

^'i
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w„-
—p—- ,

tliat IS into '1- i±ii thiit is into - +^ •

"
11 + 1

so that another tenn is in fact added to the series. Also if the

change of m„ into u, - U'X
he made in tlie continued fraction

Avith n + 1 components we obtain a continued fraction with n + 2
components formed according to tlie same hiw.

Hence if the theorem liolds wlien the series lias 7i + 1 terms it

holds -when the series has h+2 terms ; and it has h(>en shewn to
hold when the series has two terms : hence it holds universally.

798. We may deduce the following result from that of
Art. 797 by simplifying the fractions which occur; or wo may
eotablish it directly ii> the manner of Art. 797 : the series

1 X
4-

V„ V V V V V
+ + ... +

l" i' V .

u i ij
, V

is identically equal to a continued fraction of the second class with

n + 1 components in which the first component is
^-

, the second

is —5— , and generally the r"' is
-^'^ -'"*''

X +v. X-i-V,1 ~ -r-,

799. In the identities of Arts. 797 and 798 we may if we
please change the sign of x ; take for instance tl-o iilentity of
Art. 798 ; hence we obtain the following result : the series

1 _ _a; ^ ar _ (- \)y

is identically equal to a continued fraction of the first class with

n + 1 components, in which the first component is
'

, the second
V

'^ Vh '
^^^^ '^"^^^'-^"^ *^^^ *'' ^« ~'~-^

• This relit may also

be established directly in the manner of Art. 797.

800. In Arts. 797, 798 and 799 we may .suppose n as great
as we please provided the scries remain convergent ; and then w.3
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527can ti-ansfonn au iiifinifp n^,

tinned fraction.
'' '"^^"'^^^^^' ^^^ -to an infinite con-

^(".A y); then G,n,. ,.. „,„,,,„.„„.., /-K^^ i,;^://^
"^

'•> infinite co„ti„„e.l fn.ction : ti,o t,..,n.f

^' ^"' ^' ^>~'
"""

^i.e e.e,.ti.l ,.H „, J, J..,:; :"™;«'--

^'K Ayr "'*'"'''

« =

J -

- 3

Where ^..^^p.^U'^
^. _. („^_l1) (y +^1 - „) .^

lively This we shall nowlh:!;.^'
' "'^ ^ ^ ^ - 1, y . 2 respec-

In the series for /'(„, /3, y) change ^ into B^^ i
•r- 1, and subtract the ori,i,,a value : thus we oftain'

" ' "''

.. , ,

^^ r(y+i; ^^«^i'/?+i.y + .'?). ...(1).
fciniilai-ly we have

^^'om
(1) by division

^

/3\

^ ^
j;™-. (2) by divi..„., „,,;. ,;„.„;„;^^^ ^^^^ ^__^ ^ -^^^^

1 _ _Z'K^+l, y+l)

From (3) and (4)

a a

we obtain th

.(4).

c required result.

^^11

ff
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Then the continued fraction for . may be prolonged by the aid
of the rehition

* o j

1
^.=

an.l tins may be prolonged to any extent, the general terms being

{y + 2r-2){y+2r-l) '

""
(y + LV-l)"(y+2;-)'

We assume throur^hout that the nifinite series are convergent •

as we cannot employ (1) and (2) without this condition; it will
be seen from Art. 775 that if the numerator or denominator of
. IS convergent then all the infinite series which occur are con-
vergent.

_

When r is indefinitely large ^„. will not differ sensil,]v fron,
unity.

Vnp

For z,,^
\+Ajn^^^x'+ ..,

1 +'B,x + li^ + ;;.

'

where B^ = fc' 1 ''K/^ ^'')
j^ ^ (ct lr+l)(^4- r + 1

)

^^d A„ A ... may be obtained from B„ L^, ... respectively by
eliangmg /? into /? + 1 and y into y + 1

.

mi -»I ; yl ^
'""^

A ' X'"'
'"''-^ ^^ considered to be all equal to unity

when r is indefinitely great ; and so by Art. G70 we may consider
is-ir to l)e also unity.

Since z,, may be considered to be unity ^.,^., becomes sim-
ply k,,.

Thus z is transformed into an infinite continued fraction.

»02. For a particular case put ~~ inste..d ci' x then suppose
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1 +
A"
,.3

^- + .r
„4

;^-h wewm denote by /.i 1
' '^^"^ ^^^^ ^ "^ '•

'"" *'- ^Jenonunator l/X^Ji;;; ,;:;:;"^-^^^^^ -7 ^e ob.uned

^^«o /l',^_^ becomes «"_

'"kI
/1.2,. becomes _ «'

Thusfinally^>+1). ,

' ^

' /(,) - transfonued into .u infinite continued
fraction -__J a

1 + 2\
"' '''^'^'^^

/^. = ,
"^

"^
1 +TT

This result m.iv 1),. ,>i ^ 1 .

A^-t- 801 ; f,. ^e L!r
''""' "^^lependently in the manner of

/(7) ~/(y + 1) =_^ ., ,,^ y(yTT)/(y + i'); thu.s

./"• '^"^^^"^^^^-— Article p.ti.r,...
2 - - Ti.n it Win be f^und that /(t^) Womes^^
-^ t^-t

;,^ becomes .-^^ . ',
.

^^^^^"-^^^

7 ^'^ '^-^^^^^^"'^ - "^^i-tely ob^iu for f!.:^-
., , , ,-— fraction Of the fir., eh^ U. which tllV:

^

^^^

^
f ,

the second is
^^

,,, „
'?''^* ^^^^^-^-"^

1 '
IS

^ ,
anil generally the r'" i.s -J/ .

f'or y put '^^..^
., _

,

"''~^'

T..1.
imitivo integci-s

; then

34

by

111

: If

If

Jl-rt?^* ^T.T^j

li,
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m n

«imi lifying tlie fractions we obtain for %r-~ an infinite con-m, m
e" + e~«

tJntvocl fraction of the first class in which the first component

\i ~-
,
tlie second is ;- , and generally the r"' is —--—

'^"' ('2r - l)n*

• When r is large enough (2r-])n exceed!., m' , hejico by
Art. 78r> the infinite continued fraction beglnniog witli a Fuii.>blo
component k incommensurable

; and therefore the whole conthiued
m

fraction is incommensurable. Hence o' is incommensurable for
all integral values of ?. : and n.

I if

EXAMPLES (jF continued Ffl.ACTlONS.

1. Fhi«.v the valuo of 5

-

10
10-...

2. SIihcvv that ; n + ^ —
- t _ )

,^ 1 i_. ) 9
i 2n+2n + ...) {" 2n- 2n- ...]

' ^'

3. In a continued fraction of the first class every component

is -; shew that ;?„,, = 6^,,.

4
.

In a continued fraction of the fii-st class every component

is ~
: find the values of ;j„ and q^.

5. In a contimied fraction of the first class if a„ =. h„ = n shew-

that p„ + q„=- n + l .

6. In a continued fraction of the first class if 6 = 1 + rr ,

shew tlv^t p.~K^,p,,_,^.A{-iy, qn-K,,q^_,=^£(-"iy; where
A and B are constant whatcvci- 71 may be.

7. In an infinite continued fi-action of the first class the ;t*

, . Oi-l)'+l ,

trompouent is ^
^ : shew that p^ - (,.. l)jo^_, =-- (- 1)"^'.



n infinite con-

I'st component

~l)n-

,j

.

ni' ; iiejico by

vvitii a pult/ablc

bolt- continued

nensiirable for

1_ )*_.,

!iy component

vy component

- 6„ = n, shew

[-l)"; where

; class the n^

S- Shew that e' can 1 .

'^^^

1 _ ^ '
'"I'l gonorally tJ,o r'" is .tl 2)_.^

"^ °^«t component is n,i
,

,

^ "" ^^
] ,

tiie second is

1 >
»ncl generally the ;•">

i^ t^ J]'

^0- Obtain fiom \,.t Soi

"- «-t Ola.,., f„,. ',„„,,;„;
"" ""'"'"-• -'"-' frHc«„„ Of

°"*. Ihe pmsent CI. <

only the coefficients V
'^"' ''''''^^'''' ^'^vk hy exur.

1+3-2

G + 0-f3-9 + 3

::^
~o~ 2 + (5 - 2

^Jm« the required result is 9^.^ n.* t.
,.

.^ «^nnlar abridgen.ent of th^
"" ^"^ ~ ^^'^'^ Ox- 2

./i'" r'^ o^ operation has been sometir r" ""^'*^'« <^^^jficients.
^^-^netuiios eddied the Me^/,o^

1

34-2

-.^ ;,:;• .;. i:-.-/ .
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80G. Synthetic Division. The oporation of division may how-
ever be still more abrid^'ed by a imtliod which is duo to the late

Mr Horner, and which is calkul synthetic division.

Suppose it required to divide

Ax'" + y.V'-' + C'^"*-- + Dx'"~' + Ex'"-* +

by

let the quotient be denoted by

uiAx + A^X -I J^x"
-"-^

+ J,.a;'
.m - II - 3 + ..

then it is our object to shew how .1^, A.,, A.„ ... may be deter-

mined.

If we multii)ly the quotient by the divisor we oljtain the divi-

dend
;

this operation may be indicated as follows, expressing only
the coeflicients,

A+...A + A^+ A,^+ A
1 4- rt. 4- a 4-

^'•:. + a^ 4-
4

A + A^+ A^+ A^+ A^+ ...

a^A + ayA^ + o^A.^ + a^A.^ + ...

a A + a. A , + ...

a^A + ...

A-h B+ C+ U+ E^...

here the hist line is supposed to be obtained in the usual way by
adding the vertical columns between the horizontal lines. Now
A, B, G, ... are known, and we have to find A.. 1,, J., ... • fur

this i)urpose we reverse the above operation and perform the
following

— a.

A+ IJ+ c+ n+ i:+..

- a^A - a^A^ - a^A,, - a^A^ - .

.

— a.

A

— aA -
4

A+ A^+ A^+ A^+ A^+...
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in the divi-

9-: r;:;:;:;::.7rr" -••- •»

ana tlio fiMulh vorti!:;r Y^
"^

'^•'^^' "^ ''^'^ ^ ^ >

m T.W,
^' '"'•''"•^'•'•''"''I as follows.

.

(^i Ji tJio first tenn „f tho .jiv,•.,... ]e-^, <IivuIo ovcy eooffieiont of t] H .

"7 "
T'"""'"'

^"^«'-

following n.los.
" ^^*»'ciont.s aro those inte.ulecl u, the

(^) ^^I'ite the coeflicioiit« nf fi i- .,

(i) Draw a vci-tical li„a to tl.o l,.ft „f ,iand wnte i„ „ vortical column e
'j-^'" ""'''" "^ '^"'^ffieict,,

t -" .s«..s change. ,„mi„„ W
''"' "' ""' '""^"- -i"

«;vo« tl,o vertical ;„LJ :,"
^^J'™

"'^*-'" » -,„«„,, ri,i,
"f ""'-'y, which i. tl.e cocffic!.,; of tl„"i"; T ""''"" ''""" ''*'•»

(») 'Itultiplv cad, teem 1 !,

'°"" "^ "'" ''"-i----

-fficict of !,;„ ,, i :".:
/'"-^ ™"-' col,,..,,. ,y ,,„ «,,,

---™of.i,ic,ri..,tS;;:: :--"•'-.'-.-...
I'V Add tlie toHiis in t],n . i

"f tl,a vertical li„c ; this j^/Z":
™"''"" "'''"»" '» "- nght

of the a„otie,.t. That i.s 2 „ T """ "' "'° ^^=""1 '«"
I"; H ith the coefficlonf +i i

'
.

-'•'-n. This gives^Tl:^":
"'^^^--' ^'- the next o./^..

^^•^'ieh is placed under C.
" -^^-«3-^- the first term of

(") Add the terms in fl.o +i •
i

'ftl.e vertical li.,e; til «i 1 1

t":' ™*"" ™'-»" *» «•" '«'.*

""' q"oti:„t. Tha; i„ ^.i;
, 7 7"" "^ *''" ""'•' «<"""'

««:^:i.s::::^::i^;;fthe,™.,te.™i.,at^^
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807. For exanii>lo, (ll\ ide 4a;' + 3^ * - 3a; f- 1 hy a;' - 2.r + 3;

4 + + 3 - 3 4. 1

8 + 10 + It -20 - 92

-12-24-21 +39 + 138

Tlmstli .

Or if we >
: I;

-

4a;' + Hx' - 3a; + 1

' Si- 7 13 40-53

;> ilt [GX~'\ WO liuvo

4a;' + 8a; + 7 - 1 3a;-' - 4Ga;-» - '^^'-Hl^l'
x' ~'2x+'6

If we wisli to stop at - 13a;~'. tlio oblique colmim - 92 + 138 nm.st

')0 suppn;s.sotl, ami tlio result is 4a;' + 8a; -i 7 - 13a;~' - ^^-^^-^L!.
x' - 'Ix + 3

Tf we wish to stop at 7, the oblique coluiuii - 20 f 39 must also b(>

suppressoil, ami the result is 4a;'' + 8x' + 7 - ^^^t^
x* - tx + 3

'

808. We may observe that the principle which is exemplified

in Art. 332 is often of use in effecting algebraical reductions. For
example, suppose it required to prove the following identity

:

{a + h -I (•)* - (,^ + / - (o- + c)' - {a + hy + a* ^ J,* + c*

- 12rtftc (rt+ h-^ c).

"We so; that if « = 0, the expression v/hich forms ih.- left-hand

member of the proposed identity vanishes
; we therefore infer

that this expression is divisible by ' In the same manner wp
infer that the expression is divisible by b and by c. Thus ahc is

a factor of thi- expression And since the expression is of the

fourth deg.
,
the. l' nnist ,,0 anotluu- factor which is of the first

degree
; and since th(> expression is symmetrical with respect to

a, b, and c, tb's fictor nmst be a 'b-^ r.

Hence the expression nmst ))e equal to l-abc Ui + b + c), where
k denotes some numerical co/fUoient whicli retains tin: same value
for all values of a, 6, nd r. To determine k n-e niav ascribe to

a, b, and c any values i i convenient , for example, we may
suppose b = a and c --= «, and \s e fnid that k - 12.

Thus the proposed identity is demonstnittid.

a

Nc
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""1 ti.o ,io„„,„i„,,w,. „,,, ,,„„; ;;;;;"" " "'"^'' "" '"-.•ato,.

;.*-a*
'l">o„„„,Uo.- of tl.o fraction

^•'-* """'" "'""' •^-^^"' "'" ^-tiou M.. ,„.. „,„ ,„„.
nud N\e cannot strietlv sav tl.-.t ,> l ,

*^
'

p «na t,.o .Ino onJ^;r/:-^^^^ ^^--
ft-om a; an.l .o can «].ow that iho n.o.o n 1 ' ^ '"^ ''"''•^•-^

tlio more nearly ..oes the value of tho T •

" "''^'"'^''^'^•^
'^ «

certain definite value. For ^Jl ;
?''"" ^'i'l'^'^"*"'' to a

Theorem the fraction becouK."^'' '^"" ''^ *^« J^'-^mal

^^o\v as /i (liniini.shes tho „
4 3:2

.„., ,.

"'""""'•'"•" ••""'"- •'-non.inator of „,.-t f.-t,on .pp..„„„„ io t,,.. ,,,„^,
1 ,

,

1
J.

^ ^^ i']'l>ioach as near as

^vn please to +i . • 4 iI i-u
I , that IS, to «lV rrr, .

^
«-i ' "^ 3 "

•
Tl)rs result is exi)ressea

^-t-ii-'r
''"''"'•"""••'-™--

Wo may also arrive at this re. -If n-Jfl . •

'* '^<^^^«"t "«mg the Linoniial

%

'"'^f|
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TJu'oivni. For suppose a; = y" nnd n 6'*j tlion tho proposod

fnictiou bocoinoH *

, _ p ; so long as y is not almulutcly o<iual to b

vro uuiy divido Ixith nunmnitor and denominator l>y ?/-/>, and so

put tlie fraction in tliofonn *^ / '

,'^Vi^
'

• As ?/ approaolics to

b this fraction ai»i)i-oaclio,s to ., , and tlio fraction mav he made

to differ as ' (flo as wo ].lraso from - hy nial<ing y - h small

enough. Tims the /hiiit of tho fraction as ?/ ap|iroaclu's to b is -/
;

o

tl'Jt is, tho limit of tlio fr;iction as x a[iprou(li('S to n is .,
f< I'j

.

Questions respecting rnninhintj fractions and //w//,v holong
properly to tho .Differential Cakadns, to which the student is

tlierefore referjctl for more information.

810. Wo will now give two Articles, which form a supple-

ment to the Chapter on rerinutations and Combinations. They
are duo to II. M. Jeffeiy, Ksq. of Cheltenham.

811. To find tho, wmhcr of comhinations of n thinrjs tnhen

^> 2, 3, n at a time, when there are p of one sort, q of another,
r of another, and so on.

Let there be 7i letters, and suppt.se ;? of them to be a, q of
thorn to be h, r of them to be c, and so on. The product

(I + ax + a'.t' + + a''x") {\ +hx + Irx'' + + b'x")

(1 +rx + c^x-+ + c'''.t'')

contains the combinations of the n letters taken 1, 2, 3, n at

a time, namely in the coefllcients of x, x\ a-^ a;" resjiectively.

The number of the combinations in each case is found by equatiiii,^

«? ^> c> to unity. Thus the number of combinations of the

n letters taken k at a time, is the coeflicient of a;* in the ex-

pansion of

{l+x + x'+...+x^){l+x+x''+... + x''){l+x + x'+ ...+x')
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t""e
; this „,„y Ih, „),„«,, ,„ |„ ^^_.j |y.

""^> '"o '^'l^-'" n ~ k ut ,,

«nijtr;c;;;,::::::r'''r'' ^^^ ="«--

"mt„iu a. n,„l ,|„.,...f,„.„ ,1,,,., , ,t
" / ,

'''"'"'"" ''"'" ""

il-.x,.n.»s,.,„tol,o,...
V l„. „^,„„!:;,:„

> -'•

1 _ /vJ' * 1 1 .. I. I .
'

..'/'

tliat

a; 1-
IH.

Wl

(l-a;''^')(l -:,,.vM^^^

1-,

1 -

,.»•+

1

..' +

1

UTO /A is t)io nuiiilx'i- (if (lifj:

) (i-«0-

For exau.j.lo, take tlio It-ttoivs in tl

'•'•••lit sorts of l.ftoi-H.

^oiiud tliat ti '«' niiiiil)(>

»e wonl >iotatif,n. It will 1

l.n 5. 1

' ") ^ at a t

»•« of tlio combinations when tlio h
lUK', are n

tters

)0

uro
spoccivoly 5, 13, 22, 2G, 22

1,2

812. 7'o/«,7 ^/,g 7i?/m5er o/*

'-'•'» 11 at a ti

» of another and
ine, u'/ien thei

permutations of n th

'e are
'utiga taken

so on.
V <if 07ie tiort, q oj another,

Lot tl

thoni to be b, r of tl

i«"i"« be n letters, and
ioin to bo r, and ho

^ni'Pose ;, of them to be a, q of

Form the i)roduct of the f.,11

on.

l+y,«« +
I ad'x'

+ -

o\vin,<^ series

P^a^AiP

into ,3. a„„ : ; .fT \ "'^ "" '""
'^' "''-=- ^

li

( 1 ;

'

.('
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consist of tlio ])orniutations of tlio n letters taken k at a time.

Tlio truth of this statement may bo seen by examinin<^ tho mods
of formation of eneli eoefTu-ient in i)artiouhir cases; for exami)lo,

sn|<j)()so 71 4, anl /», r/ each -- 1 ; or snj)i)oso ?? -
4, p -2,

q lyV-l. The nu/u/x.'i' o\ the pei-mntations will be found by
makini? a, h, r, each eipial to unity, this may bo dono
before, tin; product of (he above series is foruied.

For example, take tlu^ letters in the word notation. It will bo
found that Hie numbers of tlu! pernuitations when the lettei-s arci

t"l«'ii 1, 2, S at a time, are respectively, 5, 2:\, 90, ^51, 1110,

27i)0, r)0|(), ,00 10.

813. "We will now givi^ some further remarks on the subject

of rrobability.

It is observul by Dr Wood in his Al.i,'ebra, that there is no
subject in which the learuei- is so liable to mistake as in tho calcu-

hition of probabilities. Di- Wood proceeds thus: "A sinqlo in-

stanco will shew tlu^ dan<4(>r of foi'iuin,^ a hasty judgment, even
in tho most siuij)!)! case. The probability of throwing an ace

with ono die is
^. , and sinco then; is an e(pi:d j)r()bability of

thi-owing an ace in the second tvial, it mit-ht bo supposed that tho
«)

probability of throwin-,' an ace in two trials is t. This is not
G

a just conclusion ; for it would follow by tho same nu)de of

ivasonin.ijf, that in six trials a, jierson could not fiil to throw an
aco. Tho erroi-, which is iu)t (Easily seen, arises from a tacit sup-

])osition that there must necessarily bo a second trial, which is not
tho case if aix aco be thrown in (he first.'

Tho abovo extract is introduced foi- the sake of the import-

ant remarks which i5 contains, and also for (he pur|)oso of draw-
in.;,' attention to tho last sentence, which students have oft(>n found
dillicult. it should bo obs(M-ved, to prevent any ambi.<ruity, that

tiio problem under discussion is the ft)llowin<,' : Jlcquired the jiro-

bability of throwin;L,' one aco at least in two tj'ials with a singh?

ilio. Dr Wood's last sentence indicsites the following as hin
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It is easy to present the correct solution of the problem in dif-
ferent wiiys. Thus besides Dr Wood's solution, another lias been
given in Art. 73J. We may also proceed thus. The desired
event may bo considered as one of the fullowinc/ throe ; suc-
cess in the first trial and f.ihire in the second, fijluro in the
first trial and succ'ss in the second, success in the first trial
and success in the s.M-„nd. The chances of these events are

respective] V . . ,

1 1

. ;
and the events are mutuallv ex-

.> 1

elusive, so that the chance of obtaiuiuir one or another of them is
5 T) 1 , . 11
oTj + 7,t: + :rr. » tliat is, - -.
3(5 3G 3(> 3G

814. This discussion natuiallv leads us to investiVate the
I)robabiHty of the happening of am or more events out of events
which are or which arc- 7iot mutually (>xclusive. We shall now
give some theorems on this subject.

I. Let there bo any number of ind»'p(>ndcnt events of which
the respective probabilities are a, (S, y, : recpiiivd the proba-
bility of the ha[)])euiii,i,' of one at l(>ast.

The probability of jdl failin<r is (1 _ a) (l _
^) ^i _ ) .

therefore the probability of the happening of one at least is

\-(l-(i)(l-ft){\~y).,. This may be written 2a - %a/3 + ^a/3y-
or F, - 1\^ + y,^- /\ + ... sui>])ose, where J\ is the sum of the pro-
babilities of the single events, 7'^ is the sum of the probabilities of
pairs of events, 1\ tin' sum of the probabilities of triads of events,
and so on.

11. The theorem just proved is true even when the events
are not iruhpomhnil ; that is, tlu. probability of the hapi)ening of
one at least of the events is 1\- 1\+ P^~ 1\+ where
^'" ^V -^'y ^'j' I'iive the meanings already stated.

For consider only two events A and 7? ; let n denot(> the whole
numl)er of equally i)robal)lo c:uses, Wa the numlx-r in which A
occurs, n^ the number in which Ji occurs, 7},^ the n.imbcr in
which both A and /i occur. To find the number of cases in which
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, wl,e,„

<?™., i» tl.c mm of" the ,„.,,l l r
''"™ """'' "'»i«"o.l events,

Q..., i« ti.„ ™,„ „, t,, ;,.
, ;.'""f

.""^ "' '-i«»ed events",

"With the JM-evio„s notation tl'us is

te

^<L.,,~Xi)
»< + 3
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542 EXAMPLES. LVIII.

It may happen that in some cases

\n \n

this will be the case when the events are all similar.

VI. In II. we have found the pro1)al)ility that at least one
event shall hnppen, and in V. the prol^aljility that just one event
shall happen

; by subtracting the second result from the first Ave

obtain the probal)ility that tioo events at least shiill happen. Then
again we know from V. tlie pro])al)ility that just two events shall
happen; by subtracting this from the prol)a])ility that two events
at least shall hai)pen we obtain the probability that three events
at least shall hai)pen. And so on.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Having gi\on

X - by + cz + da, y ax + c- 4 da, z -ax + hy + d», u _- ax + by + cz,

shew that 1= ^ + /^+ 5 :
'^

.

l + a 1+6 1+c- I +d'
X, y, X, n being supposed all unequal.

2. If „^^„^ -^h, and - -^-^ =f, find the relation be-
il "^ '^ T A> X -t y

tween a, h and c; and shew that ^ = -_ ^ :. _ *1
a{i-b,') b{\~ca)~ c{\~ab)'

3. Find the rehition between a, b and c, havin-r .rivei'o b' r'en

and

X a y b z c

a'x~b''y='c^z''''^'~~''^'^

X- + y^ -\- z' + "1 {ab + ac + be) .. 0.

4. Find the relation between a, b and c, havin" <'ivo b' 'en

V ,

^ z X X y

y a;
+ - =c.

Eliminate a;, y, z betwi^en the equations

x\y + z)^a\ f{x + z)^ly\ z'(x + y)..^, xyz^-ulc.



:ho rehitiou Ite-

I'-VAMPLKa. LVJJI

7- ^^--^« --I ^ n-om the o,„atu,n«

»• Eliminate a-, y ^
f,.o„, .i

'

^ * \aj
'

' •^' ~ ^'O"^ the equations

543

«^
, y_1_ "^ '9/

\y-""^"m^l

•shew tJiut ,
U + .) - 4« y

>, (, + ^.^. ^^ ^

^3. Eliminate a from - J« _ ->_ 4^

'« Find tho ,,u„,i,e,. „f „
' "' ''y +y.<

«'" "-'ettoraoo.,,,,., :\,:' :™';'"-.- «'.io„ can ,,o fo„„.„

'" ««»', IWu,; together i„ ,',!:'..: '"•",' "".'' " ""•- "f tl,„
smts, andI i: ^aiils 'iiunbeieil

1, 2 3

J>aek of cards wludi
ton.sifjfcf, of in

ni each suit.

^1
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18. A rect!in<;u];

EXAMPLES. LVJir.

ir g:mhn is sm-romided 1

<Iivi(lwl into mn m-tiingnlar beds 1

sides and n-l walks pamll.-l to tl

jy ii walk and IS

>y III- 1 walks ])anilJ<d to two

nnmlicr of w iiys, no two of wliich

10 other two sid!e.s. Find the

person can walk from ono

are exactly alike, in whi,;l

make the dist;mcc
corner to the opposite

1 a

equal to half the i)erimeter of the

corner so as to

rectande.

19. Ux\M he a proper fniction, shew tllat

X
I- X' 1- a;"

+ .-

X'

l- X 10

X

l+i
+

1 +
+

+ X
+

20. If X bo a i)roper fraction, sliew tliiat

=-{i+x)(\(l-a;)(l-a/*)(Tri^

21. Eliminate x, y, z from the equations

^^'i^ Shew that if aX^ bY ^ cZ ^ 0, and a^X -f b,V^ .,^=0 •

whereA.«...,,,,«^, ^ - ^-^ ^.-•. + 6„ Z.c.. . c,.,. e.; then'

(6cj - b^cY + (ca, - e,aY+\ab, - a.bf
"

23. If a,, a, ... «„, and b,, b.„ .. h,^ be two series of posi-
tive nnnd.ez-s, each arranged in descen.liug order of magnitude,

Bhew that
l^l^...^ I"

is less, and ^ . /^^_ , ... ^ ««
^^

gi^ater, than if the denondnltors b^, b.^, ... ^/w^re^zged in any
other order under the numerators a,, a,, ... a,^

24. If a be less than b, shew that a series of which the general

term is - /^" _ -L_ \ (*-<' •

, , ,, , . A/\«+*
\>i n~\) ~Z»-i" ^^ ^^"'^^ to the logaritlim of ( 1

j

^^^^ If « be less than b, shew that (^)"" in incrc.i.sed by
adding the same quantity to a and b.
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^' a wiilk and is

H j)!imlk-l to two
sides. Find the

like, ill wJiich a

e corner so as to

»e roctau'de.

X

1 +uy"
+

)(1+^-^)...

.){z + x)==f/,

(i* + it') = i'

12

c^.v^ + c„ ; tlien

series of j)osi-

of niiignitude,

'ranged in any

ih the genei'id

ini of (
-
a a + 6

int'rea8(!d by

( Ho

MISCELLANEOUS
EXAMPLES.

3- Kednce to its lowest terms

4,

5. Solve i^+i •'5«-l
~*

15 "
3 -=«~2.

6. Solve lOx~h/~-\i Q

'• -^, who travels 3t n 'I

-''o goo. the »me ,,;„^.,
'4:;;J;">Y'»'-'«

2| ho,,,. ,,ef,„, 5take, ^. *. >"'le» an ho,,,-
; fi„., „.,,^,„ ^^ ^^J

^- A bill of £ inn

-^ ^a n>o..e h,„f.eJ:
Z^.r^el.'"'"^""

^""' "'*--.
Of eacJi were paid. ^ '"""^ ""^'^ "«ed

: find how niuny

9- ^ind the square root of a^ + 2a-^-«^l

11. Ifa=I, i=^ , O ; 1

2' ^-3, c/^ ., hnd the value of
«-[2a-34-|4«_^i ,, ,^

-• -"•-^.c.».o....;.,j:'-;;7--v.

i-^ ^6lax+ 20a*

15, Solve ^

T, A.

"" a; — 2 a; — 3*

80

,|i

, J till

I tSi

im
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54-0 MISfJKLLAN KOUS i:X AMPT.ES.

IG. Solve 7a; - 9»/ = 23, dx-7y = 57.

17. Fiiid tlio time betwocm 9 iiud 10 o'clock when the hour-

hand uud the niinuU;-hand of a watch are together.

18. A, after doing three-fifths of a work in 30 days, calls in B,

and with his help finishes it in 10 days : find in how many days

each conld do the work alone.

1 9. Find the square root of 4a;' - \2xi/ + 9.y* + ixz - Cryz + z'.

3 X-4:
20. Solve T

-" - 1.
X— I X — o

21. If a = l, b =
1

:, c = ^, d
1

find the value of

a - [3a - 56 - {7a - 96 - 1 Ic - (1 3« - 156 - 17c - 19(/)}].

22. Multiply x^ + (3a - 26) a; - Ga6 by a;* -f (36 - 2a) a; - Ga6
;

and divide a;* - 56a; + 15 by 1 - 4a; -f a;'.

23. Find the o. c. m. of a;' - 4, a;* -f 10a; + 1 G, and a;' - 7aj - 18.

4a;'^- '

24. Simplify
2a;* - a; + 2

25. Solve

2G. Solve

43;" + 3a; + 2 2a; - 1
"

x-\ lla;-3 3a;-9

3

a; + 7/

20

x~y

10
Si-

ll

-12' ^"^ 3y = 6.

3 4

27. A pcjrson starts from Ely to walk to Cambridge, which is

distant IG miles, at the rate of 4| miles per hour, at the same

time that another person leaves Cambridge for Ely, walking at

the rate of a mile in l<s minutes : find wh-jre they meet.

28. In a concert-room a (3ertain n\nnl)er of persons are seated

on benches of equal length ; if there were ten more benches one

person less might sit on each bench ; if there were fifteen fewer

benches two persons more must sit on each bench : find the num-

ber of benches, and the number of persons seated on each.

29. Find tlie square root of a;" - 4a;* + Ga;' - 8a;" t- 9a;* - 4x -i- 4.

30. Solve Wj^- lU 9j;.

u{a



*-'^»iBB«

3n the hour-

8, calls ill B,

y many days

s - (i^« + z*.

. 19c/)}].

2a) X - Gab
;

a;' -7a; -18.

dge, which is

at the same

', walking at

jet.

ns are seated

5 benches one

fifteen fewer

find the niim-

3ach.

9a;* - 4a; + 4.

i-ay.

MISCELLANKOUS
EXAMi'LES.

31 If a = l A-9 o ,

auir ''^'=^'fi-' the values of

547

32. Multiply -3 + a;" i^„ .9_
^iuct whon a; . -L

^ * ^
'"'*^ "'^^^ tin, vulu.. of the pro-

33. iicau,e to its lowest terms J!:lsil!^:^±2

i

34. Add tugctlun- ht^ ^-x 1 ^ ^..

^^- Solve ('a;- IV 'w .. .

36. Solve o.^- 3a; -.9 « r
^ ~

'J ~ x.

S7 A .
' %-5a; = l.

"'• -^ *'*"«0r boU'dlt Pn,...! . 1

one at ^3 each, tl,„ „tW IT" "^^^ *- <-'>» of .,,„,,.p,

"°'7 equally i„ the two til',;:
"

, V"
'""' ''^"""""' '''

•'''• T/10 sum of ^177 ;„ , , ...
"on.en a„,l 30 d,il,I,.„„ i„ ,„ . "^

'"' "'"''o'' among 15 „,e„, 20
m»y together ,«eive «. ,", t; C"""'• """ " -"" "'' - cl.iM
to«ethe.. ..eeeive ^00 . fi„., J^ ^yZZlZ"

"'" '""""' -"^
.X ie.spectively receive.

'^•^- -t'lnd the square root of ^\ J^ _ «: y 3
2^' 4a;' ?7"^9T. -4-

40. Solve ^ 4.
4a;-

3

y 2x

41. If a=l A- q R ,

Jl«V'^^'''=''^-^^^- values of

42- Shew that

and :.« - 1.

^^ ^^ '' ^^^^ ^''« ^. c M. of a;-^ - .V ^-^ ^ ^. ^ ^ _ j

44. Simplify ^_5^+^ a;% Ga; + ,5

45. Solve -l_u._4 9 36

35—2
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648 MISCKLLANKOUS KXAMl'LKS.

4G. 8()lvo

2a: + 3y-8c + 35 = 0, 7a;-42/ + ^-8 0, 12a;- 5y - 3« + 10 . 0.

47. Find how many gallons of water mnst be mixed with

80 gallons of .sjiiiit which cost 15 shillings a gallon, so that by
selling the mixture at 12 shillings a gallon there may be a gain
of 1 U i)er cent, on the ontlay.

48. A and Ji can together do a work in 12 days ; A and C
in 15 days; 7? and C in 20 days: find in how many days they

will do the work, all working together.

49. Find the sqnare root of a-c + 2 J{ah + bc-ca- b').

3
50. Solve X =

4 - 3

4- 3

4 -a;
51. Simplify

(a + b + c)(x + 1/ +z) + (a + b-c)(x + y-z)
+ {b + c - a) {i/ + z - x) + {c + a - b) {z + X -

9/).

en T/» * + i + C ,

52. Ifs-^ ^ , shew that

i(, „. a) 4- (s - b)}' ^
: {8 - ay + {s-bY+3(s~ a) (s - b) c.

53. Find the g.c.m. of x* - 2x^i/ + 5x'i/' - 2xi/ + ii/* and
a;* - 3a;V -r Gx-y - ^xif + 5y\

54. Simplify^ 4-^ ^ ^^-^)'
.

X — b X- a (x- a){x-b)'

55. Solve (3a; - 1
)' + (4.7; - 2)» = (5a; - 3)'.

a;-3
66. Solve ^^^+^=2,

a; - 3 y +o '

V-3
2a; + 3 2?/ + 3

57. A, B, C are employed on a piece of work. After 3 days
A is discharged, one-third of the work being done. After 4 days
more B is discharged, another third of the work being done.

C then fini.shes the work in 5 tlays. Find in how many days each
could separately do the work.



- 3« + 10 -. 0.

e mixed with

)n, so that by

may be a gain

fiys ; A and C
my (lays tliey

• ca ~ V).

? - 6) c.

y" + iy* and

1.

After 3 days

After 4 days

being done.

ay days each

MISCW. ANlioW KXAMW.KS.
««• A ,,0,-Bon w„lk» ,•,.„,„ ,

. ,, ,. ^

"*"

=« »f talking „,, ,„||, ,,„„„ , ,
''2 l..u.-„ 20 ,„i„„t,„. ^,

3f and
3i -,„,„„

.,,,,,,ti,„,
' «' "' " lovl ,,...„, ,,„• 3

^^'"JA ^'
"''""''""'''«vel,.«Hcll,,,v!.c„

•'"• Finil the cube root of

60. Solve (^^«)(-«J^m^>) (m^- -f a) (.,. + M
'

61.

M* + ^) (a; H- 4).

63. Find tlie o.c.ji. of

64. Sin,pIify^;-«^+l 2.«(..,_i). 2a,.V^»,n.

65. Solve *
«-6 *-3 0,-5 "a-^4*

66. Solve ?^-?i*.y- 46 „ x + %,

67 A
J ^fj

^' + <« y + 36

p."*.eXrs ;t:;r 'rr ^- -- '-'«
year, .l,,,.;,,.

„,,i^.|, ^j, J '
•

It tl„m stoo,l e,„,,ty for a
"l«n Lis total outlay. He th™ IT 1 *"" '"^"« « I*'' eent.

»i-t l.e g,.ve for the ,,ou™
'°"""' "'""'""^^ —->

: fi"d

68- A certain resol„tion was c-mV,l ;, , ,a majority which was c„„., to one . W o^' \t '^ '^'"'^ ''^

g'ven on the losing side; but if with
'"""" "'' ™*«''

'0 more votes ha<l been gil »; ^f •

"™^ «"".ber of votes
-ouW only have been carriM 1 ^'"'"=' "''"' *'- '-"'ution
number of votes given on ::;;.,; "

'"^''^' ''^ »- fi""

II

lis
-rfW

tht
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550 MISCELLANEOUS EXA MPLES.

ill

69. Solve Jx - Ja + J{x + a-b) : Jb.

70. Solve (x-2)(x-3)^ Al^'''
"" ^^

71. If a^2, b=.3, c^G, d =. 0, find tlie value of
^{(a + c - hyd] 4- 4/{(6 + ,/) (5./ - 4c)} + J{(c - a) (c/- J)}.

72. Shew that

73. Find the g.c.m. of

5^ - 19a;' + 55a; - \'2ry and 4a;'^ - 15a-'' - 38a; + G5.

74. Simplify -M^_^*)' + c«(;«-i)* «6(,x-c)^
{ct - b) {a - c) (b - c) ib-a)

"^
(7:r«) ( -- b)

'

75. Solve J{{x - ay- -^ 2ab + 6-"} ^ a; - « + Z-.

76. Soke <^^+ci/ + bz^v^ + b^ + az=^bx + a^j+cz-^a^+b\c^-3abc.

77. ^ and B start togetlrer from the same point on a wa]kin<.match round a cn-cuhtr course. After half an hour A h.^ walked
three complete circuits, and B four a.d a half Assuming that
each walks with uniform speed, find when B next overtakes^.

78. On a certain day maekerel were being sold at a certain
price per dozen

;
on the next day twice as many mackerel could

he bought for one shilling as dozens could be bought for a sovereign
on the day before

: the whole price of 20 mackerel bou<dit 10 on
one day and 10 on the other being 2s. 2d., determine the price of
a mackerel on each day.

79. If X = 4/'(a -f j;?Tb^) 4- ^(a - Jd^+ h% shew that
a;^ -I- 36a; - 2a = 0.

80. Solve (a;-" + Sa;'' + 1 Ga; - 1 )* - x = 3.

81. Shew that {}) + q + ry =

4 (;/ + q' + r' + 3pqr) {p + q + r) + G^V% G;->^+ Qp^- 3;/- 3^^_ 3,.^

82. JfX = ax + cy + bz, Y..cx^by^az, Z=bx + ay + cz,
shew that X^^Y^ + Z^- YZ- ZX - XY

= (t* + h- + c- -bc~ ca-ab){x'+,/+z'-yz-zx-x^/).



le of

a){d-h)].

'' + x){x + y).

X + Q5.

ab(x-cy

-a)(i- b)

'

a'+b'+c'-3abc.

t on a walkiniif

' A lias walkeil

Assuming that

vertakes A.

Id at a certain

nackerel could

for a sovereign

bought 10 on

e the price of

ew that

hx + ay + cz,

c - xy).

AllSCELLANEOL'S EXAMPLES. t^ w •%

^3. Find the g.c.m. of 7a' - lOrt^;'
+ -^^M i ^

i <

8,^•^-l;.W.o.V-3.V-.3a^
-4«. + 4«^ :.nd

8'i. Simj.lify -J L
1 -« I +x 1

2x

l-x'

4x'
»

1

1 + X

8x'

Y+x''

So. Solve

86, Solve

^t^l 4- 8x + 1 2x' + 2x + 1

'2x''+2x + 3 x+i
x + y+z-=a + b + c,

nx + by^ cz be + ca + ab,

(b-c)x + (c~a)y + {a~b}z^i\

gn.uanteed .1 per cent, per annnn., the ordinarv shareholdei^receive only 5 per cent. Find the au.ount of or.linJrv stock

five!^iies^!rtr"','";^'^
^'''"'

'
''^

"'
^''"''^ ^ ^'--^^—'« ^^•

Hix nnle the rest ot the distance
; a n.an walks fro,u A to B in

3 hours
2 nunutes; the next da, he walks hack to A in 4 hou sand he hen wa,k. J.Uf way to n and back again in 3 iZ

^d—Mh"^^
''' -'- '' -^^^"^

'^I^ ^^^"' - ^-el groZ:

89. Find the value to fiv<, places of decimals of

{161 + v^uJ3Gr)}-i.

a b
+ = 9

00. Solve ^
a-' + a-c aj + J_c

91. Find the value when a;= o of

3a; - [5y - {2a; - {3z - 3y) + 2z- (x ~2y- z}]].

92. Shew that (y - z)* + {z - x)* + {x - yy

^^^^^y-'^'^'-'^y^i^-^n^-yY + ix-yyiy^zy^^
= 2{x'+f + z' ~yz-zx -. xyy.

93. Find the

and X
G. c. M of x' + {5m - 3) x' + (G/M» - 1 5m) a- - 1

8

+ (^n-3)x'~(2m' + 3m)x+G
m

m*
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552 MISCELLANEOUS EXAMl'LES.

9i. Show that

X'
95. Solve ( -7

ic + a? - 1

1

lU;+19y 3 (a; -2)

+ c I
- -
a 6

- r^ a + J + c.

a; +2

96. ^olve x' + if + z^ = ^ixijz, x- a. = y ~h = &- c,

97. A Lag contains sixpences, snmings, and half-crowns
j the

three sums of money expressed by the different coins are the same:
if there are 102 coins in the bag find the number of sixpences,
shillings, and half-crowns.

98. A person walks from A to B ixi the rate of 3^ miles per
hour, and from B to C at 4 miles per hour ; in returning he
calculates that he can complete the distance in the same time by
walking uniformly at 3f miles per hour, but being dote ined
14 minutes at B he has to walk to A at 4 miles per hour to finish
it in the same time

: find the distance from A to B, and from
B to C.

99. li X=ax + cy-\-hz, Y=cx+by + az, Z==hx+ay + cz,

shew that

X'+Y^ + Z^- :iXYZ = (a^ -f b' + c^ _ ^abc) {x' + f^z^- Zxyz).

100. Solve a;' -223a; + 12432 - 0.

101. Solve (4a;-i-2/-(3a;-l)*=(2a;-^4)*-(a;-3^^

102. Find three consecutive numbers whose i)r'.._ ., is equal
to fifteen times the middle number.

103. Solve a; + 2/=9, i + i = l
x y 2

104. If a; varies jointly as y and z ; and y varies directly as

x + z; and if a; = 2 when z=2, find che value of z when a; = 9.

• 5 9
105. Sum to 18 terms 1 -i- ^ + ~ + .

G 3

106. ^um to 6 terms and to infinity 14 - 7 -i- 3 -_ ...
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
5-^j.

fe ci oe to tJie number of combinations of 'Un n h •

taken
;, together us 132 is to 35, fiiul n.

"^ ^ ^ '^'^

108. Shew that 2'" - ''^ •)'n-i
,

'^t O'i -!),,„ ,

1
"^ "'—;2— 2 -•••+(- ir^i.

^
109. In the exi)ansion of («, + a + + ^ \'. v •

intege.- and ., greater than , , she^ th'it t^. I •' ' ^'''^'^''

term in which none of the qulntiti; T^ 'T''^
"^' ""^^

than once is \n.
" '' ""• '4'pears more

^
110 Given log2= -3010300 and log3=-477l9n fi 1 .1integral values between which x mn^t li.

.*
"^ / ' ^ '^^^^' «"'! the

pan of (1 -08). ma, containtj ^l^
"

' ^'^ ''''''''

111. ^;^-l«(^---«)}-U|.(«.._,^j,U|.(«,,_,.^^
^1^. If --1/3 be the roots of the equation aaf,bx.o~0

form the equation whose roots are
"

and -^

.

^ a
*

113. Solve -^-f2^='5 __.
y K 2' ^2/-o.

n4. If a;-4
: x~2 y x~l ^.^q « ,•• -^ 1 . a'+S, find ic.

116. Sum to 71 terms
1 1 1

+ ...1 + v/2 ^ 3 + 2 ^2 "^

7+i"72

118. Determine the coefficient of .' i„ t„e expansion uccovd-
rng to ascending jwwers of x of l!*_Z^l_l)5(l-«) - a:"-^' +a;"+*

where ^ and . are positive integers of which ll'^LZ,
'

119 Determine whether the series who«e V" t-m -
x/0^-

+
l; - n is convergent or divergent.

" "

i-i
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554 MISCELLANKOUS EXAMPLES.

120. Find the vuluo of ^ / ? _ ^ )

•05((l-05p (l-0;Tpj-
Given lug 105.- 2-021189;}, log 530:i2U .. 6-7245391,

log 3708894- 6-57(5214.

121. «olvo (4 + 5,..-,^^)-K-2l^.3 + (.,.^3^,_4^i^

122 Find th. rohtlon between the cooflicients of tJu) en,nt'on «.^
.. /..... 0, that one .oot rn.y be donble of the other.'

123. Solve -Ui='""^J/^ 7
'^' y 12 X + 1/ + :')'

124. nivi.lo 1 1
1 into three ,,„rt., «„ tl.at tl,o products of e„chl«u- may be in the ,„-oi,ortion of 4, 5, and (!.

of wh,oh the h,.,st te,.„, the .,„„, a,ul the co,nn,„„ ,liffi.,.™e, e

';::::,.
"""""""^ ^^"^^'' ""'' "-'" " "-« "« *- -'."1:

12c Find tl,e s„n, of the .vciprocal.s of n tern.s of a -eo-metncal i,rog,-e.s»,ou of whieh the first tenn is a „u] th,.
,.atio r.

coTrnnon

127 Shew that the „«„,l,e.- of ways in which ,„„ thinc^ ca„be ,I,™h,.d a,no„g ,„ ,«.sons so that each shall have n oflC::
is

{u\"

^128^^^
Shew that the coefficient of ."— in the expansion

''*

(l-xy ''
2""''

i(^ + 2'-) 0^ + 2. 4- 2) -f n}, r being or any posi-

tive integer.

129. Find the coefficient of a-^ in the expansion of

(1 ^2x-3x'+c^y.

130. Shew that 1 + - f ^-\ l!. n
12 13 14

••• "^*-

131. Solve ,/(.'^-8^^-f
15)4- V{;.%.o^_i5).^(4«,3_ig^^jg^_

132. The numerically greater root of ax- -bx + c-.0 has the

8ame sign as
^ ;

and the nnmerically less root the same sign as
ĉ
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
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133. Halve x + 2/ + ^ = a + b + c "" ^V ^- o

1'5<. Tuo persons A and />' .Hvide onn-.H,consisting of half-crowns, shillings .uhI
' ''

""" ^^ '"^"^^^

several parts being resp cti 1 !

' ''^"""'^^ ^^'^' ^'^'-- «^'tho

It i. Wi that tachSr ^^^
77^'^^^^^^^^^

-ethane ^--ine the sina^ld'h^^ll^
^^:' ;:^^^^^^^^^^^^^

''"
'''^f*^'-"^^^---^'-tic., progressionist.,,

t'-
^'^ term is

j : .
W that the sum of^, tonns is

/'V
^'

_

^^«- '^' ^' ^- ^^ "-^-iti-etical progression, Id „, ^ ,m liarnionical
i>rogression, and % ^ £ ^ « ,

,

^ ^

y a a 7''
'^''*'^^' that au, ^y?

137. Knii tho numhe,. of wni-,1^ I •

^ •^«. If a, be tlie coefficient of :>f in the^ in the expansion „f (1 + ..v-.

shew (hat a: - «,S ,,^. -./+...= I:iij4*
'

lo9. Determine whetiier t).<. f- n •

.. 11 ' ^^^^"^^^"« ««^'>*'« f« convergent ordivergent: 1 4- - + ^
, 1 & "<^ oi

x/^^3+^4^-
UO. If ,, -3._»-'', «"

, . ,

2 3 - • "I'O"' that a; =y +?:. + »%_

'o™>ed into fo„.. J,;:' "^ ,; --^^ 7-»; •'- also eo.„,, ,.

Wning 24 more „e„ in tl.e Zt "
k th"' 7 7' ""'' ™"-

^-Hd square
: find the whole nunl

'" " " '"'•""" '""' "

143. Solve 6.r»_ a^^-l2y= = 0, a^^ + iv--y
17

li

16

\



550 MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Ui. H the speed on a railway is 20 iiiiles an hour it is imuul
that the expenses are just paid. If the speed is more than 20
miles an hour the increase of the receipts is found to vary as the
increase of the velocity, while the increase of the cost of workiu.
IS fotuul to vary as the square of the increase of the velocity; at
he rate o 40 nules per hour the expenses are just paid : find the
velocity at which the i.rotits will be greatest.

Un Shew that the number ;.^ + 10;;. + lOv> +... + 10> is
divisible by 1 3 if the following expression is,

"

140. If , be the sum of an odd nuuiber of terms in geome-
tncal pr<.gression, and .' the sum of the series when the signs
of he even terms are chauged, shew that the sum of the squares
of tlie terms will be equal to sn'.

147 If there be n straight lines lying in one plane, no threeof wueh meet at a point, the number of polygons of . sideswhich can be formed by taking one of the segments of each of the

straight lines is - n-1.
ji

H8. Shew that 2*
. 4* . sA .16'^. =9

U9. Find the coefficient of :.•< iu the expansion of

150. Shew that if the logaritlnns of n quantities with resneetto „ base. ,n ge„n,etrieal .a-o-.-ession be all equal they willlo

ratio o± the progression as base.

151. Solve ^i?^zl) + 9(«L:l)_2(3a:-2) Z{x-^\
2a; +1 3a; +1 ^2^T3^ + ~^~i •

152. Shew that if a quadratic equation be satisfied by mo^-e

deX' Z;:r tf-

''^ ^"^'^^^^^ "^"^ ''- equation™
Identity. Apply this property to establish the identity
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•u of

;ies with respect

l1 they will also

le among these

to the common

3|a;-2)

tisfied by more

quation is an

ity

h)

nnmbe,. taken two and two togotl.o,. is (»,^iMltI)(_3,< . i"

15C. F"'"- a,„„l,era a,e taken, the first H„.
•^"'

ia«t tl„.ee in ,,p.; ,„„,„ f„,„. ,„„,.;';'« "' « ^ "n,l the
n ".P., M,.,l tl,„ last tl,ree in c - ^ ,

""' "'" '''•^' t'"'™

;»""'-™ a..o tl,e sa„.e in 1" set tliet^r !
','

''' "'" '''^* '»»
less tl,un tl>e last of tl.e seeoaA

"" "''"' ^«' "'" ''«

mi"i La";:!;';!:::::'- ::
'•'^"•™' "'•'"«™>-- *'>-- ,.

58. If (5 /9 4. 7\m_

''' ^'"'' *'-"*'- Of., in t,,el.,i:':;"''^-°'"'

l\ "*'':;'-----~ Wn in an, „.„t,.^ of tke who,e population at the beginning of the n-o- ,, and

be
480

- ', emu
t,.e number of persons wlio die -1 «,„, „

600 '

''"'' "'0 "i"nl«r of months
'" "^'."^'' *''« l'oi'"l^'tion wi„ ,« ,,„,„,,,„

Given ,og2 = -3010300, loff3 = a77i9i<! , - „
161. Solve ...I =2(1,;'.

^'^'213, log7= .8400080.

).eat'llaolr:!,f ™:,::^:::r''' ^r r"-— i- «- fi,.t

'.eat A inere,.es his s e^T,
i "'.'.Tl

'"'^ '
•,

'" "'^^
f -.7 the same qnanti^

, and ^W ::L;1'
'"'"'""''''^

2 unnutes before ,. K„, ,, .,,, ,.„,^ ^ 1 ^nttL'^^r

.:Wi>

fii
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MISCKLLANKOUS 1<:XAM IT.KS.

1G3. 8olvo
*-^%+''^^3u; + y-f4
a + y+1 ic + T/i *•

(x -f 2y)» + (y + 2.r)' r> (x + ijY + 4y.

lot. Soivo y
y + « + 1

"

' zVx a; + y - 1
^'
* y * ^•

1G5. Show that tho miniher y>, + 10^;^ + 107> 4-. .. + !()> is
diviHil.h, l,y 101 if tho following' cxpivsHioii is,

Po + l^V. - O'a + lOy^J + (;;,+ lO/^J - ....

IGG. If a, b, c bo three qiumtities sudi that « is the arith-
metical .neaii l.etweon 6 ami c, atul c tlie liarniouicai mean between
a and h, sh(,w that i is the ^'oonietrical mean between a an.l c
and compare a, b, c.

1G7. In a piano there are m 8trai<,dit lines which all pass
through a given point, n other-s which all pass through another
given point, and;; others which all ,,ass through a third given point-
supposing no other tliree to intersect at any point find the number
of t.-iangles formed by the intersection of the straight lines

1G8. If a. -r-(r -!),, + (/•- 2) ''^I'^.-Zi)

'

(3
+

to T terms, shew that «, = (-!)-«_ if r be less than n-1
a^ = if r l»e greater than 7i - 1, and a^^^ = (_ n-^

'

1G9. Find the coefficient of x' in the expansion of

170. Given log,^ 2 = -30103, find log^^ 50.

171. Solve x^ + ic~i - — (a; + a;"')

172. Ifa and/? are the roots of the quadratic a..' + 6a; + c =
torni tlie quadratic whose roots are (a + ^f and (« _ /?)«.

173. Solve ^J{x'-f)=x-vSiy^

«*+2a;V +/ + a; = 2u;^ + 2icy+.V + r>06.
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l)etween a an<l c :

< vvliich iill pass

tlirou.<,'h another

hird given point:

tind tiu> number
,'ht lines.

I (7i - 2)

ess than w- 1,

n of

ax' + bx + c ^0,

- /3)^

°f -' " a. At ti,„ ,„„;,„ ,;i'
"';' " "«•;; "' '» '1- i.-,«„ti„„

""' <i^'>.l i.s to th„ tin,,, U. «.„,,' ";"'•','"'• -"I'l I'-o ,,,.,„„,

•aiK"! it as 7 is to 8. Fi,„| ;„ I,

'
""' ^ "«'""' "M.l.l Imvf,

have ,,„.,. ..„,.,„„ ,.,,
,„„,

„,.,.,,,';::,;;,;;;.;;^v.s e,„. ,:,., .,„,,

°f«<-'^.w,.t.oof,v,,,,.,::;'\:«';.;-^

fr-"
1 ..,, to 3li. '

""'''' "">• '"•S'-nl uu,„l„,. „f „„„„„^

17C. Ki,„| f,„„. ,„„„|„ .

179. SlHHv tlutt tl,„ series «+ „ + ^„ ^ .

if from and after a certiin t,. .,
' '" "' " ™"™'-«e"t

"-.ent if t,.e va,„e is ™it, ^'.Z::!^.^" """^' """

180. Shew that 1- ^ _ _J i

= log(lH.^J. Hence shew .., A, IV,•

^

;
''^

' V^n) "^^''-^'^^ses with n.
181. Solve

9a;»+4a,^=l^.l2a;^

18-. Three pei-.sous 4 /' r* i

I'.'og.-es.sion, divi.le an^on,! ' thlr.;tr T '"" '" ''""""^"'-'

l™i.ortio„ul to the ages of eacl, p
"'™"-' "' """"""»

"* Jonblo the age of A thev sinnl-ui. .f"'''
"ft""™>-<ls when

•'•-•f-o. RnJ the sun. divrUod on each occasl
""" "'™

I.

J

iff

r^



u(K) mih(i:m,ank()Us kxamim.ks.

183. Solvon*-^n*-l ^^ M 3 i .o
V.V/ W (r,Afi' a^V ^- 2/«.^'* = 78.

184. I f X CI/ 4- A;, y az + cw, z bx + aij, shew tli.it,

and find the rolation Itotwocn a, b, and c.

185. Shew that in the scale with radix nine, every numher
which is a ix-rfect (miIic imist (>nd with or 1 or 8.

18(5. Kin.I the sum of the pioducts which can l.c formed by
multiply in;,' t.);,'cthcr any thiw ternm of an infinite a. v.; and show
that if this SHIM he one-third of tlie sum of the cubes of the terms

the coninum ratio is
•)

•

187. A vessel is filled with a gallons of wine, another with
b gallons of water ; c gallons are taken out of each ; that from the
first is transferred to the second, and that from the second to the
firfit; this operation is rejieated r times : shew that the quantity of

wine in the second vessel will be (1 -?/) where » ^ 1
-^ -^

a + b^ ^ ' ^ ^ a V
188. By comparing two expansions of j^*^, shew tliat

(- 1 r - 1 - 3>i +
(''^>^-l)(''^>>-^^) _ (3^^ -2) (3 /. - 3) (3m - 4)

!2 j_3"

+ (3^^-3)(3n-4)(3/t- 5) (3n - 6)

14
•••

where n is any i)ositive integer, and the series stops at the first

term that vanishes.

189. Determine whether the following series is convergent

1 12
or divergent : 1 + a; + '-^ x^ +

13*— -.3

190. If lo2

2"^ '

S''

1

=*
1 - r^ _ -y-a

be expanded in a series of powersX-X ¥ X

of X, shew that the coefficient of .x" is - or accordincr as n is
n n °

even or odd.



5, evvvy nunil>er

ps at the first

IS convergent

."l()l

c;um.)tl,on....ativo.
^>' <^ -''•)+«'(«- a?) (^ _ y)

-^'^7:::T""^i 'f*--»

'"'*
'" ^irt. 4.18 H„,„.,in. .„

ton„i.s': ', 4
'"- ..t:,n .V.,, „,• ,,„•

.,, „„. ,.
,^^

7'^'' -., :;:r:;:.rr;:? :;:7 ;rv''''
- « .^^

""" ""-""« "-^ : » • H..t t;::;i'i;;;:r;;
• -V,. ,,.,

tJie sum of all those fractions is ^-_i__

' "

'

inn «^C ... r
108. Shevvthat

r... 7- /3-° -ix-a .<. ° ^ ^^ convergent

T. A.

V +

\

36
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

200. If w in any positive integer, find tlie value of

201. Multiply out (1 -x){l- a-^)(l - ^.•^)(i _ ,.^(i _ ^«) . ^^^j
hnd the form of the series up to x'' ^vllen the number of factors is
infinite.

202. Shew that

203. Shew that money will increase fifty-fold in a century
at 4 per cent, pen- annum comi,ound interest, having given
log2 = -301030, log 13 1-113913.

204. Shew that 7^7717; ^p+ A i. J_ i_ I
1 + />+ \ + p+ r+

•'

^

205. Find the number of wa>« in ^v]„•ch a substance of a ton
weight may be weighed by weights of 9 lbs. and 14 lbs

1

be expanded in ascending powers
20G. If

(l-2:f)(l-2a: + a;')

of X, find the general term.

207. linh^ positive integer, and x a positive proper fi-action,

shew that -^'- is less than !Ll^'
n+l n '

208. Shew that n^~W + 5n'-2n is divisible by 12 for all
values of n greater than 2.

209. From a bag containing 10 counters, 3 of which are
marked, 5 are to be drawn

; and the drawer is to receive a shillin-^
If in his drawing the three marked counters come out together^
hnd the value of his expectation.

210. Determine whether the following series is cons-crffent or
1

92 03

divergent \ \ + ^ jf" 4-'^ a.

2n
211. If the square of the sum of n real quantities is equal to

-^. -___ times the sum of their products taken two and two together,

the n quantities are all equal to one another.



x*){l-x'); and
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pi'0])er fraction,
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMM fs
212. Shew that

^"
''^"

-'^•J- It a man 48 years nl,l ^ i

year fo. ,£1812. U,, u.t^v<.t lod^Z^P^T'"''
"' ^'^« "

'og 1-1872=
-074.5239. ° *'

' '-'^' '"g ~ = -SWOOSO,

2I<-
^''

^;
'knote tho ,•" conve,-g«„t to ^^ + '

, ,

215. Find thr;;;;/;.;:,.
'''

'f.; -
^^-. "?,.-?.

clenonunator shall be 1031.
'"'^^^'^^oi and eleven times the

^^b. Shew that if l

"o de„„„,i„„to„,,„.,^ ' '« '^ l">»i'!ve intogcr, and a; .such that

«''+i~r«; + 2^-i 0-- ,-... +
J- 1)"

= \n

217 If ^

(^^^n.^-+i%T(^rT7rrT)-
-i/. It;; he a ))ositive d.-o...... ^ ^-

quantities, show that (« + «)-„'',
'" '°"' ""'' « '""I ^ PO.sitivu

3,8 j„
\ +0) a M less than a +;,6.

«>« -'igit in th„°L!;. ;;:;; ",!!""" *° '^^ '»-' ^h"- that

I'O-O", show that the dli i, thl
• ''.T '"' '" ''"^-' '° -'y

219 Tl ^ " "'° *""* Mace is always odd-'J. Ihero are three Ivrik ;„ i

•"""y «f these are black a . ",
""' "'"' '* '" "°' l'"-"' how

•eM^oes it; this is .W ; : t. / '"'" ''""' *''<' '-"'-""I
"^'"^

-^^."""....e chance «;::,;:-:,;* r^,,-;'-.'«..vo a

220. If.. = 2/ + -i J
, 1 ,

-^ 9..^ .xrr:---- shew that y ^ »,. _ JL_ ^

2^- 2«::
2y+ 2y+-

221. If ^l+^^^^_^c^ + a^_6»
«»4-6'-c«

tw

2bc 2ca
o of the three fractions on the left

^ and the other t^ - 1

-1, silow that

•hand side must be equal to

II

30-
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^^^ MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

222. ^o\yei/z+s;x + xi/-^a'-x'^^b'-i/ = c''-z'.

223. If^ years' purchase must ho paid for an .nnnity to con-tinue a certain niunher of years, and ^ years' purchase for anannuity to continiu. twice as long, find tJie rate per cent.

224. Convert^(.^ + 2«) i,,,, , ^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^.^^^^

225. Resolve 2..^-2].^-ll^-'_,, 34^-3 into rational
lactors of the hrst degree.

22G. Shew that a recurring series whose scale of relation isl-px-^x IS convergent or divergent according as x is numeri-
cally less or greater than the numerically least root of the equation
i~2)x- qx = ; the roots being supposed real.

227. Shew that if all the letters denote positive quantities
^nU p^, p,, p^ ... and a„ «„ «„ ... are both in ascending or both

in descending order of magnitude, ^^^~h^J ±l'
•_±V_,P'2.

2h+P3 + ..^ +p^'~ ^^

greater than (^^ili^JIl+.^-V.

,,
^^.^' ,/^';'''*'^''' ^""'^ "' ^' ' ''''-'' "^tegers, shew that one ofthem IS divisilde bv 5.

that" wl',.,*'^ ""'!''";i'
"'''/"S'^ « ^"-i't™ <lo™ at random: sliewthat whatever L,e tlie vah.o of „, provide,! it be givei^ tlie chance

that the number is a multiple of 9 is -

.

230. If n be any positive integer, shew that the integer next
greater than (3 + ^5)" is divisible by 2\

231. If the two expressions x%px'+qx+r and x'+p'x'+q'x+r'

liave the same quadratic factor, then
^* ~-~ = P^-P^' ^ ?V - gr

P-P' q-if r-r' '

232. Shew in the preceding Example that the thii-d f-ictoi-s

^^'^ * -^ fz-7 '' '^""^ "" + ^zf'

'>'' i-^spectively
; and that the quad-

ratio factor is a;" -i-
^ ~

?-^ x + ^ ~ ^

7^-/^ p~p



MISCKLLANKOUS EXAMPLKS.

liew that one of

">k.,«t being „t ;, / . eont Tf „ / !
'" "* '""*''">' ^^LW,

«-eacJ, the age of 21 ., , ,,, . I
"^"^'^ '" <--'"l'l'-C" Loin C

fi- l-evio„.s,,. H^viu,; gtn : 3 T'"'
'";*'*'"' "' "^ ^•'"''

lo« 103= 201284, log , l,L 3 OC2I
"° ''''' '"''- *"03,

234. Convert A«2_«\ •
^

g.-te,. tl,„„ unity.^ ^ ""^ " " """"'""' f'-'-". - ^ein.

no de„on,inator v„„i.,,e.,
^""' """S^- ""d »^ »uch tl,at

'fe'

+

^«^'- ^^iiew that a;" - 1 ,-o „,.« + .i
"^^ "-i

"-«»e integer, ,.nd .^ V'Z^ITT^ """^ "" « '"'y

238. In the.„nn„ '

'^"™"'>' «''<»'te'- than unity.

I'owera of 2 „n.l of 8, si.ew th.t t
' '" *''« «>"=ce.ssive

'%ite and two od,l digit'
' '"•" ""^""^'>' t-o even

--?'to f ,;£*,!!::;:
ii':i:.!:ir ':

**" '* -™'™'' -'^

t>.e tens- p,a.e is odd i.
^ """'" "'"* ""= "'"-i* '»

16'
240. Determine whether fi.^

ln^3n^2 ^''' ^'"^''^ ^'^^««e v.- term is

0^ + 1) {n + 2)"(^rT3y '^ convergent or divergent.

241. A series a
, b a h • r

wavr ^. i<5.,^ .. •-! '.. V " "• ^^ formed in t],e follmW^

--monical „,ea„ betwoe: 'ZlT"''^i
'""'

f-'
""" * '^ ""

i'^nti a„_i. fehew that « 6 =«6

if

I'l
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAxMPLES.

242. Shew that tlie following equations are eitlier incon-
sistent or insufficient for determining the values of a;, y, and z:

x'-a'r=zx + xy-i/z, y' -b' =-xy + yz- zx, z'- c' = yz + zx- xy.

243. A person starts with a certain cajntal whicli i)roduces
liim 4 per cent, per annum comi)onnd interest. He sj)ends every
year a sum equal to twice the original interest on his capital.

Find in how many yoars he will be ruined. Having given
log 2 =-3010300, log 13 =1-1139434.

244. Convert^ (a' + -^") into a continned fraction.

245. A farmer laid out £f>5 in buying sheep at £1. 10s.
a piece, and ])ulIocks at £5 a i)ieee : find how many sheep and
bullocks he bought.

246. By comparing the coefficients of the various powers of
X, shew that

1 - n .. ._ . n{n -l)
ri{m-i){7n-2)^ ^^^" '"^••'

'^ n X n{n-l) x^

(1 _ .r)" + _
m^ m (711-1)

711 — 71 1 7;i -n+1 1.2 ?>i — ?i + 2

n being a positive integer, and 7n such that no denominator
vanishes.

247. If all the 7i letters a,h,c...Jc denote positive quanti-
ties, shew that n{a^^'^ + lf-^+c^*<^+,,,+k^U) j^ ^^,^,^^^^, ^j^.^^^

248. If 71 be a prime number, and N not divisible by n,
shew that iV^"- 1 is divisible by n' ; where m stands for n" -n'-'^

249. A box contains three bank notes, and it is kno%vn that
there is no note which is not either a £5, a £10, or a £20 note;
one is drawn, found to be a £5 note, and replaced : determine the
value of another draw.

250. Apply the process of Synthetic Division to divide
03* + 3a;» - 12a; + 4 by a;' - 4a; + 12 as far as the term involving x'';
and give the remainder.

25 1
.

Solve x'y + x=^xy-¥ xY - 4?/ + 4, a;y + 1 == ?>xy^ - xy.
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MI.SCKLLANEOU.S EXAMPLES.

252. Thoi-e are two nunibois a a.,,1 ;,.-.•
« ".te,-„,e,Iiate numliera « „ „

' '* '^ '''")'"'•<='' ^ find

•••*-«.„ may bo in ariu;,:;^,";,: '*"""' "-"' "--.•
oiffo,™.

.. Ki„, .,„ «,„ „.,:;;^ ,

~;,v;:t
*"«

r-"-
.

253. W„„. „,„ ., „e.. eent. a,.e Ts
""""

g.ve„ f„,. a ,,o,.,,et„al annuitv of 7z 1 !
' '""' "^ '^'^O '«

annum of the ter,„in,,l,lo annuitv If
'" """"'"' !'«'•

... ,, ,

''-' ?.' 7„*T '" *'"'"' ''"'"'^^^ve convc-gents to
\'(«'+ 1), shew- tliat 2 («»+ 1\„ _„

2-55. A boy laid out a shilJi„„ ;„ ,
•

^•-'
+ »—

reaches; the apples wore 6ve for".,

'^'"""^ "'''''""' I"'""'' ^""1

l«nny each, „„,! the peaches ™1 '

"™"^' "" '"""^ '"^'^ »"«

------n,o/n.an;:;::--;-

be expanded in ,K,«-o,s of ^, .shew that

256. If

(.-»,(i_^)

the coefficient of «" is
^'^ "^ *<^ - («c + h) c'"*'

^^^- ^^^^^^ *h^t {>P is less than /(^^ +J) (2^ + 1))"

tliat{|^}3 is less than i^li!i±iZ)"
-^

1 4 /•

'iOo, If j; 'kp _

shew that ^"+1 or.V™",""t"'.,r'
"*" "°* ""•»''''« ^V «,

2 •

i^ an even „„™he, that it
''^

1 h t^te'
;'". "' *"' """

f7 \- -™ nun,Le., and that 1 1 9 „ f w f'^

'™'
Ingher digit is an even number.

"^ "'•' '» *1 that the next



5G8 MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

2G0. In the expansion of ^^^''^)(^t^''^')(l+c-x-)... ,,

(l-cx)(l-cV-)(l-c^^).. '^''•' '''"^^-

ber of factors being infinite, an.l c less than unity, shew that the

coefficient of x^ is e ^^ "^ ^^ ^^ "'"
'''^ (1 + O ••• (1 + c'"')

(l-f)(l-r')(l-c-')...(l-c') •

2G1. If a and /? are the ,.)ots of the equation a^^hx-^c^(i,
hiul tlie vakie of a^ + a'(i^ + i^\

'

2G2. If the m^^ term of a series in harnionical progression be

n, and the 7,'" t(>rni be m, then the r*^ term will be
'"''

r

_

203. The fi,^t te.-m of a certain .series is ,., tl.e secoml ten.,
.s b ,„ul o„cl, .sul,seq„e„t tenn is a geouK-tricI „„..,„ |,etwoen

2G4. If -« l,e a p,.oi,er fraction shew that it may he expressed

1
a 1 1 1 1

thus : ~ = — 4. — + _^ + 4.
^

1

positive integers. Take for exami)le 5

.

265. The diameters of two coins are -81 and -m inches
respectively: find the smallest number of coins whicli can be
placed in a row of 9 feet long. Find also the smallest sum ofmoney winch such a row can be made to represent, supposing that
tlie value of the larger coin is twice that of the smaller.

m. Shew that the diffi^rence between any two consecutive
odd convergents to J{a^ ^l) is a fraction whose numerator is
divisible by 2a.

267. In a geometrical progression of which all the terms are
positive the arithmetical moan of the extremes is greater than the
antlimetical mean of all the terms.

A- -^Mi' 1 ^^.f
'^'"''' ^""^ ""^ ^' ' ""''^ ^rite<revs, shew that abc is

divisible by 60 ;
and that if a is a prime number greater .han 3,then 6 is divisible bv 12.

o ,

'^m



MISC-FLUXKOLTS EXAMPLES.

il progression be

ay l)e expressed

' 9u ?2.---y,. are

269. There are 71 tiekefs in .. i

-•^ -- tu-o ti.*et, tot: „,;'::
r""""^'-'"'

• 2, ... «. a

'•"i tl».. v„l,„. „,|,i, ,.x|,oct„ti«„.
'""""'™ '""l™*s:

>'f" "™n in" w,;:;;„:'i!::i;:;:
™;- "' .-i^v ..r ., o,. .,„.

y^ 1 rj '

^^'^'^^^-^
^^' i-s the amount of ^] i,, one yoar.

271. If •^:l^^±i=i:)__2/>4-..-y) ,(^^,/_..

7 icfa ..ol';;,' :,::r
°'^'"'""' '""'"^^ --'' -•'- '"vi

> ..y

27^.
^^'^''«"-«-co..ve,.gi.., <-,,.,,„„

,„^,^^,^^^_^^j^^^^

tliat

275. Expand ^ + ''•'"

"
^"'

(l + SxYir^Tui^. "1 a series of ascendinc.
powers of a;.

^ "

2rG. Find the scale of relation in each of the f 11
•

1 ,
i , „

"^^^ "I tiie lui owinf serio« .l+ix+1 Sx' + 80^' + snox' +

.uantiti. . 'toUtVlt .;": t t-'"-"""'
°^ ""'

li!jim [^i p,
""^ '^ ^« g'-eater than

278. If ,, be a prime nund^er greater th-m •> U .,number m the .calewhose radix is S.tem \vt tf'
"' '^"^

Us 7^^^ power.
'''*'' ^^^^^ same digit as



m

570 MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

2,9 A hag contains 5 coins, ami it is known that they can
>e nothn.. ut shiUings or sovereigns; two shillings arc cLwn
together, and are not replace,! : determine the value of anotherUraw ot two coins.

280. If n he a positive integer, and m sucli that no denomi-
nato)- vanishes, shew that

««"o«u

- ( I + x)"- ?L n 4. .A"-! ^ n(n~l)m

-\'(i-xy

= 2
n

!L___/i _ ^.y.-i n{n-\)

281. Determine the limits between wliich

0-^)"--...]

x'-2x-^
lies

tor all real values of x.

282. Solve a;U 2/'^ = «^, (a;^ + y)^ + (s^^.^^ji^
j_

283. If
^^

be the n- convergent to the continued fraction

a+b+a+b+ •• ^'^^^^ *^^'^*
i^„ 'ind ,7^ are respectively the co-

efficients of a.-""' in the expansions of tlie exiiressions ^t ^^ -_^!__

and
a + {ah+ 1 ) a; - ic'

l-{«6+2)aj'' + a;*-

284. Shew in the preceding Example that if A and u are thevalues ofo;^ found from the equation 1 - («6+ 2) ^.^4-..^ =
;

- =^^«"--^^^ ... 2 Ja T

285 Find two mm.bers such that the fli-st may be equal tol.e „™h,ot of the digits of the second, and ako less by miltwice the second.
^

the S!; h"\ ^"""^ *"" ™''" "^ "" "'""'"y *° l«^' duringthe jomt Uves of « persons of the same given age, show that tl.:



Iiat no (lenomi-

nuecl fraction

MrsCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. r^j

287. If
.^

, , be ,.e„l qu^titi,., sw t,„„

««o?,.!r ^l::::;;:;^;- -".;- '^

f
- Of *'.e fen.

if ^ be odd by 240.
''''•^'' ^''^^«i^J^ •'/ 30 ; and

supposirg tli6 ball drawn the ,r..„ . T '" ™""-' "'«""••

black bull.
' '" '^^'™'"- »f » tln-'d draw giving ,,

- indefinite., .„all ':.l/e„ „ ^tZZlr^:'^ ^"^^ «»* »'-"

/="• -11 1, a,-, «' and I, ,,' ,,3 i,„ „ , .

-f, y, X, X' will be in A P i'/a 'T '" ""•• ^''«^^ «'»t

(l-"rj' .

preceding ExII,,lete'L'>ttm!L"'"''"«™''^
'"'' *''" ^«"«^ ^ "•«

and find the su.n to ilfi^ty
" '^ " "'" "^ '^^^'^S'-' ^

'!!'

f
"" *™ ^'"""''- - P-'«ve integer of.. _ ry. ,

^»5. In convertinff Jn int„ >• , -

two quotients be each 6, findT ™"™ ''' *''^ 8™'



''^^^ MlSCKLLAxVK()i:s KXAMI>LKS.

29G. Show tl.Mt if X is positive the least value of the fniction
a; 2a"

X
is when x = a.

-97. The amo.n.t of f.u,! consumed by a stoa.uer varies as
the cuhe of the velocity. She consumes 1 -f. tons of coal ,K>r hour
at 18 sh,ll,n-s per ton whni her speed is 15 n,ih>s per hour She
costs lor other ex-p.-nses IG shillings per hour. Find th(, least cost
tor a voyage of 2000 miles.

298. Shew that if any odd nt.mber has an even digit in the
tens place, tlum all its integral powers nmst have an even dhdt
in the tens' i)lace.

®

299. There ar(j three tickets in a hag ninal.ered 1, 2 3 • a
t.cket IS drawn and put back : if this be done four times,' shew
that It IS 41 to 40 that the suin of the numbers drawn is even.

300. I'rove that the continued fraction

1 1 1

r 2^ 3^
u

where S = 1

1.2 2.3 3T4
+ - 1

n

~ ... +
.n+l

n {n+ 1)
*

mfiute"'
""'' *'" ™'"'' °^ *'" "'"'""""' '™*'™ ^hen n is

\<\ i



of tlio fnictiou
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n\ (H<'it ill tliG

1. 23.

<j. 2(j.

11. U.

16. 38.

ANSW KU«. 1. 11. jii

-• •'^•''-

3. 03,

7. I;5. ,s 0.

1". 7<;. 53(1

ir. 1.

3.

T).

7.

10.

13.

r»r« - 7b + 4c.

1 2.7/ 4- Cy-/^. 3^ ^4^
-'«^ t- 2a'- + 2.t.« + 2/,.,:.

2a;'^ + a;. 8 *>//»

4. SS.

1). 5.

14. 2(J.

15. 9.

T). 92.

10. 2.

15. 43.

2. 10.K»-4.^•4.13.

i^- a-h-^c-a.

17. 3«. 18. a.

5. a* + 4«^ -. 4«vr' _ ^.. ,
" ~

^ t^
^ ^^'^^ - 46.

9. Qx'~ 9G. 1^
+*-««-107a;V+ HU-aVl4a^

18. .•'+151.-2G4. 19 :V!/'?~^•
,^0.4.^-5..^.8.^_10.._.,,.!tt.;^^^-^^:^ . ^^

00 a -,„
i«.^- j.ja; + hxr - 2a; - 4

23. a'+Sa'+SaVSa'+l. of .' .

32. 26V + 26'-,ti" ^U'h'-a'-b'-.
- x{bcd ^acd-, aid ^abc)^ abed.

33. 6^-0?^ fi
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ANSWKUS.

34. iia' + b' + c' + d").

38. 2(
43.

44.

a ^b*^ c*).

HI. IV. V. VI.

36. 2{a'+b' + c').

•> ..<

0, '' ^ryx'+hJx + i

39. 4(6V
37. Sx"

O- + C'rt' + «'*•).

jfc'
,y. ( t

'
- 2

45. «»^-««A-. 'V-f o,,t^..

.*' « 4 —'' <* — .s,vt?a^ + a*

+ </,/>^ //

IV. 1 x'~x + 1.

3. a' + aL~L'
6. 32**+ iG:«V + 8a;

..•r..a

6. tf « A a^A" - «6'' + b*

y + i.i;'if + 2x1/* + ,f

2. &a;"-Ga;y f 4y
4. ti^-^ab.

y + 4xy - 2a;y'' + y*
9. 16a:* -8..

11. x'-x^\
14. 16V-24«7^ + ;50ai

16. a;*--5a;» + 4.

* + y*

10.

8. 33' + 3a; + 2.

« - •'>'y + y'
1 2. «» - 2r.i + W\ 1 3. a'^ _ o„.A 4. 2«6' - i

•

7/.'

19. «" + 3a;' + .-c - 2.

21. rt + X.

24. 3a;''-2«6a;-2rt7;

27.

1;

17. a'-^lab^- 3//.

). «' 4- 2a:^ + 3.x-'' + 2a; + I.

18. a/ -83;"+ 16.

O O 9 g

20. 2a;'^-8a;» + 3a; -12.

a;'- xy^y'^x + y^ 1.

29. b{2ct;'+-ia'b-ab'+\b').

2.1 a;^-2.t-+l,

23. a + b + c.

'2ij. 'ia'-¥iab + b\

32. (6 + c) (c. 4- «)

28. a'+h^
30. rt6 - ac + he.

+ C' 4- hbe + ccfc - ab.

33. a*-Aa%c+lb\
31. 6 + C - rt.

35. («^+2.)y^4-(a;^-2.»)y-^..(^ + ^)

34. « + aa; + a;"

37. x:'-{a ^b)x+ab
a + b' + c\ 41.

38. a; -6.

« + a;.

3" - «a; + rt"

40.

43.

46. Eacli is aic - «/ - bq^

47. (rt - a;) (« + a;) (a' + a;') {a* + a;*) (a' + «.«)

48.
(« + 6 + c)(i+c-«)(«-6 + e)(a + 6-c)

49. {b-^cA.d-a){a^c^d-b){a^b + d-c){a + b

36. ab + bc + ca.

39. rtZ» - ac + 6' - c*

42. (a + 6-c-(/)(a-5 + c-t/).
45. The quotient is 7a;y (a- + y),

cr^ 4- 2;;^>

+ 6' - d).

V. i?. 9.

VI. 1. a;-

3. 70. 4. 6. y+lV+47/+93y+69.

5. 3a; + 4

10.

a; + 3.

a. Q. X-
X 4-a;4- 1.

y- 7. 3a;-

3. a;'+2a; + 3.

14. ar-

il, a; + 2.

18.

y-

8.

12. a; -3.

x-\.

ax - by.

15. a:''+2a;+3. 16. a{2a-
19

21. 2a;='-4a;'

a; +
99

(«+y)
3a;).

4. a•^• 1.

^" ^ 2.

13. 2a;-].

17. 2:x
x + y'

22. a; -2a. 23. a;-

2

20. (a;4-l)-^

24. a;»-l.



37. 8a:'.

n

4y'.

8. a' 4- 3a' + 2.

i-^:c^+2x+ I.

a'*-8a;»+ lo.

-3^-12.
- c.

- ic + ca ~ ab.

31. b + c- a.

ft" + rtaj 4- a;**.

he + ca,

ac+b'-c'.

-b + c-d).

-d).

+ 93y + G9.

4. a: -I- 1.

13. 2a;-].

17. 2a; -9.

24. rr^-l.

AN.s\vj.:i{s. vn. vi,,.
57r>

I3..^_ir,,. ^^ ^^^^-•^)-
\M.'-' i)(.»-9H-o.

''^' (-••-) (^^-3i) (..,«,_,./
^-

^;7'^3-fH.;-e).

virr. 1. ?jt^ o «^-4

G.
'^^-l

2^ {

•

o ~ -" «-;-)• ''^' •^-3.
I. „ ,.^ ^^ ^^ J

x+'t

7 ^'''+- 2*'4.S
8. ^*'

10.
a; - .')

a; + 5

9.
3,i- + 9

14. '^^ ,. r
;'--""^* ^'^•^-3.TT-

a ' ^''- i^2x' ^'- ^-^-^-^^±2/') ,^ .'^

•(4^^^' 2<>-^'. 21.^
'

oo 2x~3 ' {''~i)U+2y'

\ x;^-a- + jj aJ^rA» • "4. or, /-,

20. Q7 x'~4xy-i/ A I

^ "/ a -t- a;30 81a-4^
'
~~84~~

31. 0.
32. 0.

34. '^^\±S:^tdta-c%^a^,
(b-c) {c-a)7c^/j]~~ =-1, 3.5. -1
" ' '

((be
38. ilZ^l^

x{a + b)'

43.

a,-^-y
3.r

ax

a'~x'

X* x'

33. 0.

3G. 0. 37. 0.

42. ^Zl

^' ,7 + «. + !. 48. a;^+l+ 1

44
"''-^'

. " ,
^

~1^- 4^- 2. 46. ^^iza^+J)*
i''' + nb + b^'

51.
'^(a-6)2

1

49.
(x + a)

ia ~ xY

36' (^Ti)
•

^5- ! 5f5. L

52. ^2.y_^
53. /

a;" + y
,8

*

1 1

X a? b8.

54. "IIIL

y

K '



57G ANSWERS. VTir. IX. X.

59.
x' + x+ 1

X

02. a'-b'+c'-2ac. 03.

GO. a' - U^ 4- c% 2ac. 61.

""• -o . 67.

x+(ja

he + cci + ab

04. "ic='-2a' v.- ac—hd
bo, .

«« ac +M
n* + ci'b- + i-i

68. -

CD - ^"i^Z^^
70.

xy

73. i^i!^. 74. ^':'^±J^ 75

IX. 1. 1.

2bc

2. 20.

ab [a — by

71
(^^')'

'*

>.p acl/'+ ae

3. 3. 4. 11. 5.
7

7. 8.

13. 5.

19. 11.

25. 4.

31. 4.

37. U.

43. 3.

49. Zl

8. 1.

14. 28.

20. 2^.

20. 4.

32. 50.

38. 3.

44. -2.

9. 7.

15. 2.

21. 5.

27. 9.

33. 7.

39. 2.

45. 1.

2-2

28.

50.
8a

25

10. 7.

10. 2.

1

6'

4

13
•

34. 81.

40. 12.

40. 1.

cd ~ah

11. 4.

17. 3.

n. 13.

29. 13.

35. U.

41. 12.

47. 5.

G. 13.

12. 3.

18. 10.

24. 9.

2
30.^.

36. 2,\.

48.

42. 2.

79

29
•

53.
a(l-J5
6 («^ - 1)

• 54.

^P a6 (a + 6 - 2c) rh - en

a' + b^- ac -be '

51. -^i^^Jl^!^ .^ a'{b-a)
a + b-c-d- ^"-bjjr^)'

a'c + b'a + c%-a-b-c
55. '^.

w5— /«»

«c + be + ab — \

60.
a — b
2~

1

^J6' - r«
58. -«*

.

a +6
59.

61. ^{a + b + c).

m —n

62. 2. 63. 20. G4. 5.

, j^- „ '• -^'28". ^2580. 2. £120, £300. 3 £n

7. £720. 8. £m, £2i0, £210, 9. £350, £450. £;>. JbiZ20



Gl. -.
X - f/

f*^ ^_ ac-h(f
Oo. ,

ac + Ixi

'

a* + a%- + hi

ab {a - by

by
*t 9 • m.

b(lf+ be +^"

< G. 13.

. 4. 12. 3.

3. 18. 10.

13. 24. 9.

13.
9

30.^,

1

2' 36. 2i\,.

42. 2.

48.
79

29
*

52.
a"-{b-a)

b{b + a)
'

55. ''-
.

b

59.
nb—ma
m—n

20. G4. 5.

3. £5.

lien, 152 men.

, £450j £720.

10.

12.

n.

19.

22.

2Q.

29.

32

ANSWERS. X. XI. xif.
577

35.

J^^lG2,/y.£Us,c^l04.
,, .^^.^12G qua.-ts. 13 o.-y ., ^^- 34oC, 2304.

ff'^^^o. io;4o;-:;e. !--e''^-^'^-
20. 8,6,3 0. .> ;•

.
^'- ^0- IK 42.

C .shillings. .0 V.;:,f
^'"^-«"^'^".

01 .3

-• .sJi,Jling.s taken h^ each • tl.«. . ^ ''^''"' ^4 sheen.

^'^'^^- 30.5 Qi •!." -8. 48 minute.s.

^^^ fr-n .4, 4 fVon. yx 33 J

•

,^.?
"^^-^'^'-^ '"^'1 240 a,,ple,s.

"irpast one. 3(5 «^ *'

37. 2s. 8d. 38. 4^^

4.

7.

10.

13.

16.

19.

22.

25.

28.

31.

6 4- c
'

XI. 1. a;=ll, y^^ .^

^• = 2, y=l3. 5 ^ o 'f
~^-

8. a; = 3, y=4.
li- «=10, ?/ = 20.

14. aj = -G, y=12.
17. a; = 2, y = 7.

10 20

* = 3, 2/= 5.

aj=4, 2/= 3.

a:=12, y_-=20.

^=7, 2/=ll,

a; = 4, y=.-i.

* = 2, y = _i.

a;-5, y=G.

20. 0.= -^!^ ,,_2(

23. a; =.3, y^2.

26. .-c^io,

3- a''- 16, y=7.
G. rt—

2, y^G.
». ^-=12, y^3.

12. a;. GO, y=3G.
l-"'- ^--18, y = G.

18- aJ--4, y^-i.

21. .^•=I2, y=G.

24. a; =18, y-,22.

y = 5.

aj=y=,yi+,^. 29. a.--3a

x=b^
y=-~2b. 30.

c, y=^a + c.

27.

nc + bd

mb +

X -
y

a
6'

na y

3.

5.

7.

9.

11.

13.

XII. 1.

X

x=7
a^-1,

«= 2.

y
y = 3,

2/ - 5,

{a + by, y=(^a-by

mc-ad
mb-\-na

«J = 10, y = 2,

> *

a; =3.

2. a;=2,

4. .« = 2,

6. x=.8^

8. aj=i

« =
6

y = 4, ;^ = 6.

y-

y = 3, ^^4,

y = 3, s-5.
y=--4, c = 2.

y = 3, «=5.

10. ^• = 2/=4 , « = _

21

10 12. x^ 1

y
1

> «

« = 2, 2/ = 3, ^=1.
14. a. = G, ,/ = ?!; _'1G

T. ^.

'» y
20

>
•*=

37



ill 578 ANSWERS. XII. XIII. XIV. XV.

15. x^-i, i/=^9, z^l6,u^.25. IG. ?* 4, .-;= 12, y = 5, s = 7.

17. x = 3, y-1, u = d, z -5 18. «- 3, y =. 2, w -^ 5, ;5=. - 4.

19. .T=2,2/:a,s 3, 7*=3,v=l. 20. a;=2, y=:l, «=3, m = -J, i,^-2.
^t T^ _ 7 2 Q o

^'2 r
vw- -a'

24. aj=
1

23. X 2a, 2/=2b, z=2c.

9

2hc '

.,
,^^^H^i-f>){A-c)

{a-b){a-c) " - ' a{a-0){a-c) x
27. x = b+c-a. 28. x abc, y = ab + be + ca, z^a + b + c.

2G. -(M)-

xin. 1.

5

8
2. 2r)(i, ,3l'0. Q

4. 5, G. 5. 42.S-., 2Gs.15

6. 75s. and 35i.-. 7. 5 and 7. 8 7, 10. 9. 2s. 6d., U. 8d.
10. 1,3,5. 11. Tea, o.v. per pound ; sugar 4(/. 12 50
13. £3000, £4000, £4500, at 4, 5, G per cent respectively.
14. SOpersons; Gshillingseach. 15 8andl2. IG. £540; 17pence
17. 300, 140, 218. 18. £70. An ox costs £10 and a lamb 18s. M.
19. A wins 21 games, jB 13 games. 20. A lis., JJ 38s., C 33s
D 32s., A' 36s. 21. 90 miles. 22. A could do the work alone

in 80 days, B in 48 days; A must receive ^ of the money, and J]
^^

of the money. 23. A in 5 minutes, Ji in G minutes.
24. 2 1, 2 miles per hour

; distance 5 miles. 25. 1 00 miles ; ori.dnal

rate 25 miles per hour. 2G. A2G,Ul 4, 6'8. 27. A in - ^-^ - days

^^ m -"^ '^''^''
^^- '~Zr "^^^"^ 1^^^" ^'°^"'- 29. 4 yards and

5 yards. 30. 27. 31. G3. 32. CWh goes 10 miles an
hour; train goes 30 miles. From A to B is 1G| miles; from
^ to C is 20 miles

; from C to i? is 40 miles. 33. 600 'yards.

XIV. 1. a.
2x'

X 4- 3

8. x=a + b. 9. x=a, y^b,

3. 4. 0. 6.
a+b + c

a " 2 '

c. 10. (.r+1) (.'c+2) (a;+3) (a;+4).

XV. 1.
X- + 2a; + 3

3. 6 = X. 6.
11

7. x = b-c,x' + x+l ' "' '
"" " 9 •

y-=c-a,z = a-b, 8. Clear the given relation of fractions ; thnn



:12, 3/=.5.c = 7.

2, w = 5, s; = - 4.

-S,u=-l,v=-2.

2a, 2/=2b, z-2c.

2 /I 1\

z ~ a + b + c.

3. 5. 42,v., 2Gs.

2s. Gd., U. Sd.

id. 12. 50.

])ectively.

£540; 17 pence,

ilalainl) 18s. 9d.

, B 3as-., C 335.,

the work alone

loney, and B
^^^

G minutes.

) miles ; original

pni
HI days,

J9. 4 yards and

oes 10 miles an

j| miles; from

33. eOOyarda

f,
a + b + c

2) {x-h3) (x+4).

7. x = h-c,

fractions ; thus

ANSWKKS. XV. XV,. xvn. XV,n. x,X. 579

XVI
1. I + 4^+l,te.+ 12:..' + to.

denominator to (I + 7-2\^ e,^. +i 4. ^i ..^^ {i-+x
) ,

ho tJiat the fi-action =
+ x'

11. x~2-. 1

a;
12. .r''-*+

^

2 ic a14. a +{2b-c)a + c\ 15 /« 9a\ =.-

20. 5-51.
21 onno

-3ca; + 46'^
''^- *^^^^- 22 99.99

23. 111111111 94 1
'^

•

, 2 , ,
a;- -^- -^^i« g'ven expression

= [x - yz) {{x^ - y^Y _ / 2 _

/I
y « '^^2/-} + tNvosmiilar expressions
= {x + y"" + ^"^ - Sxyzf.

XVIII. 1. 0:1 2. «-;; , y

6. cfijr^+a^b^ + ar^b^,

12. a;ii-a;^«^4.^§_

15. a + a^6^-6. 16, ^'"^^

18. 2a*-36* + 4c^.

i

4. 1.

10. -4a-^6- + 9a-''i.

/ay

13. r^^+l+a-.

8. a--l.

11. a; + v/.

14. 2a.---3a;y + 2/.

17. ^ + 2/M-:L.
«'

27J

XIX. 1,

19. IGx^ - IGxK 12 ^ 4x-^ + ^~l
a'^ + «

2. 2^

'^^+«^*^ + «5^+«M+5'^.
^2^ .3^^ + 2^.3^2.3 + 2*3^+3^

'
.'I

•Jr--2



Ill ^
)8()

3. 3«-3

ANSWERS. XIX. XX,

>^ + 3^ 5' -5^. 4. -2679492. 7. 3

8. a- 2ff-'Z»^- b. 9. 1 +
v/3. 10. 2 - ./3.

12. ^10 + 2^:

15.

17. 73

'j (<f+c)(64-c)

(""
2

3 _ ^
"/

4-

13. 3^/7-2^3.

'j(«-c)(6-c)

(

18.

/
16. ;/3

1

^/(i-c^Vi yci-^

11. v/5 + V2.

(i " v/i)-

u.

+
1-

10- W3-2.

22. 1 +

20. 1, il. l+s/2+V3.

9
3- v^G + V3-^/5-l.

25. 1 + ^5. 2Q. ^3 -
V,

30. 31. a; =
ah

a + b
32.

27. VG-V5.
a' + b'+c'- 2bc ~ 2ca - 2ab

24. 1+^/2.

29. x = 25.

4c

XX. 1

5. 3, ~

9. 3, 11.

x^l, 3.

6. 17,

2. 1, 4.
2 3

3' 2

6.

10.

13.
1 1

lO' 11
14.

1 1

r3' 60

17. 4, 18. 6,-1.

21.
1 9

22. 3.

95 2 3
-'^' 3' io-

24

25

11. - -^
3' 2"

15. 4,-1.

19. 5,--
' 2

23. 10.-2.

26. =fc J6. 27. - 1.

29. 3.
13

33. 3,-5.

37. 3.-1

30. 2, 16.

34. 29,-10.

38. 2,1.

31. 2, - 16.

35. 10, -29.

39. 8,-8.

4. 4, -^

8.

12.
2

32

2

16. 3.

-

20. 8,

24. -\_1 73
50'

28. 7,

-

9

32. 5, -3.

36. 1,

40. 10, -f



X

11. v/5 + x/^.

• V T *" V 2

/2
-^

x/i)-
/3

s/2

+
1-.

^\l
(•

+ v/-' + V3.

24. ]\ + J2.

29. x = 25.

26c - 2ca

4c

-2ab
•

4. 4,
5

3*

8. r,, -
32

7
•

^^- 2-
1

2*

16. 3
4

' 3-

20. 8,
5

2'

--^ 73
50'

28. 7,-'
.

32. 5, -3.

36. 1J.
40. 10,-?

D

41. 2, - 3.

52. a ±6.

ANSWEKS. XX. XXI.

42. 24, 42, ^3 14

46.
J,

1.

50. 1,__3_

3
•

581

6

AT 13
47. — 1

3 '

44. 3,--^
' 3-

48. 0, 4.

•'^l- 2+^3, and - (2 + ^3^ 2.

53. a^J{a'-h'). 54 « + i «-6

57. - a, - 5.

« - 6
' a +b

'

59. 2«6^-r<c--6c

a + 6 - 2c

58 ^*'-^^'=^N/{(«''-6T+4«6cn

2a6 ~

2^« - i 3« + 26

5(1 a + h + n

60.

61.
2

««' 6c

«T6T^ r«^ -^ ^« + m . yi«^i3 ^ ^.^. ^ ^,^^, _ ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^

62_ «(l+c)
c (2c + 3)

•

a^-e not appHeJ:; ^H^^lH^:
^^^^ ^^ «^ ^^^ -ts^

™*
-• ^'9- 2.1,-2.

3. MlAo. 4. 14"W_l)...
5. 2,3. 6. 2", (-.IV. 7 , , „

'^
^

•

9. =^2,^10. 10. 8,^25 / 13 y ., . ,

'64- 11- ^'(-7-^2). 12. 2-(-«j.-..

14.
4,

1

15. 16
''•{-t)'- iM-i)'.(|)l

13. 4,-1

^^•"4 '4- l^-2",^i 19.9,-1?. 20.^5. 21. V(i«^-*')

24. 2' ..8 or -10;,so that ^=3.

a- 27. o.»- '^ ^ n~l

^^- 16, 0. 23. 18, 3.

25. 5, - 8.

28. aj^'^.^Sii/^?

?6. 0. V3
a;

H«'-i')N/3.
n-2 or

n+ I



582 ANSWEltS. XXI.

29. {J(x 4- 2) + J{x'+2x)}' =(a-x- Jx)', a quadratic in Jx, from

which ^a:=i:i?±^l"-^/^^^^3«^) 30 1
^'"2

31. Multiply up and arrange x\J{a-x)-J{a^x)\-Ja{J{a'-x')-a},

square, &c.a;..0,=t'^. 32. ± 2a. 33. 1. -
^'''^

34 1 i
3

•

' 21
•2

4c"a
37 1 2535. ±2a, ±2aV(-l). 36. a;"=0 or

38. *„,*!. 3(),.««,.«-43^. 40. V3. 41.0,2!LV(-8)}

42. "(1*^5). 43.

3 ' " 3

4(w='-l)
44. a;" = 9. 45. «"=

3*

a*-6^

7a''-26»
•

4 .. x^=^ =^V2 47_ |c:fc^(e^_i)jS;, 48. 0, ^^ . 49. ^Oa, ^«V(-G).

50.

53. 8, -

3 2

2' 3"

23

5
•

51 _^(fi^+^) («' + &')

' 3aV36»+10a6 52. 1,
-J.

^, ac
55. 1,

^^-^VG
23

59. 0, ^ {a + 6 + c =fc ^(a'' + 6'' + c* _ 26c - 2ca - 2ab}].

60. 0, =t _ . Gl
. 0, :t V(«' + 6^). 62. 0, ^ ^{mn + a (m - n)].

63. 0, a ^1 ± 2 ^^j . 64. Transi)ose and square ; we get

2x (2aj + 1) V(x-^ + 2) = 2 {x'+ l){2x-,l); it will be found from this

that the only solution is a;-- ^. 65. 1. 66. 4,-9. 67. 2.

68. 0, - 5,
'

3'
16

3
69. i,-4,:ii^^^^

'
' 2

71. 2,-5, |{-3..V241}. 72. a + 2,-'''^^
^ 3

70.1,^.

73. 2, -

74. 1, - 2. 75. x' + 5ax=- 5a' =t J(a* + c*) ; whence

1

2*

w»

1 9
76. 03* + 3a? = - or - y ; whence x.

4 4

77.
a* + x' a' + x' a
ax a —X



iitic in Jx, from

i'-2

> + 2)«'

37 1 2'^

«{iv(-8)r
'
~

3«

* 1*

1 t«»=^
a*-6

4
52. 1,

7-44^
23

3'

-b^Jb'-ia)-

n + « {m - w)}.

[juare j we get

)imd from this

-9. 67. 0,2.

70. 1, \.

k^hence a;.

ANSWEUS. XXI. XXII.
533

7«-=(-M)V(.-^_ly. Q,.aratic,n^.-lV

/ ^ * Va-; + 1 -- 0. a; r. 7 ± \ /3_

87 /"^ ^*\^ /x a\

89.

,•
^ = -^ IS obviously one solution. 94 ' « : , ,

/^
~ ^•

solution. QK -. ,

^*- ^ - o IS obviously one

9G 0.-0,- I.-
,''^ = ^'"'^°^^'«"% one solution.

^^.
0^-0 IS obviously one solution. 97/,., ,, , ,, ^

08. . = a is obviously one solution
^^^ - 4) (.. 1) = 0.

99. 8.3-1,8(2. 1).0; therefore . = ^ i. one solution.
100. .»-^= V^^2\ ^ 2

9 . r "" 3> therefore . . _ f j, one solution.

101. a;^= 1 is obviously a solution.
102. . .. _ ,,, is obviously a solution ^0'^ ^
104--;- lis a facto' 105 . ; n' i

"'" ^"" '^•

105. .(;>-l)+i is a factor.

XXII. 1. ^U-^\ (^^^\^(^ ^){^^~^). 2. (. + 60) (.-+13).

3. 2 (...)(.. 3^. M-62)(.-26). 5..«-U..48-0
^--^-20=0.

7..^.._,.o. 8..._,._,:o:
^•^2,36,117. 10.^.8

12. cx^ + l)x + a = ().

p^~2q ,

^^- ^~{">P{p'--'iqh 11
' r

I', I

11



584 ANSWKRS. XXIII.

XXIII. 1. x = ^3; y = ±4.

3. x=2; y=.2. 4. x=4.
10

2. x^GO, 40; y = 40, GO.

y-3, ^•=7,5;

G. a;=2, 5

y=-5,-7.

!, 5 ; 7/ ^ G, 3.
a; = ±7, ±4

8. a; = _ 1

2/= ±4, ±7.

' •» ; 2/ = -l
' n 9. a;=.l

10. a; = ±3, t8

12. a;=±3, ±36

7/==fc5 U. x =

y-=tr),=p
23

333

28

y-1.

y ^ 9,
37^
"8?

13.

14. a; ± 2. ±
V 5^ y 2

15. .=.3,.-^;^..^,,,^^.

17 15 3

21. a; = =fc3^/2; y = ^^2,=,J2.
23. a. = 0,-l;2, = 0,-^.
25. a;=0,2,=fc^/2;y.0,2,2:^^2.

27. x = 5?^- y-^s
7

a?==fc3. =fc

2
v/:

)

'

y = *2, ±
v/2

IG. «^==t4,=t3^/3;y__^.5,=t^/3.

18. x = S,-.^l. ,,_ . 227
' 27^ ^~~

' 27'

20. a;==fcG, y = =fc3^=p3^

22. aj. 0, 4;y^-0,r>.

24. a;==0, 15; y = 0, 45.

2G. «'--0,4,-2;y=o,2,-4.

28. a; = 4, 2;y.2,4.

30. a;=l, 4; y = 4^ 1

32. aj=3, 2; y = 2,3.

34. 0^=17, 1; 2^^1,17.

29. aj=.2, 0; 2, -.0,-2.

31. aj:=l, 10; ;/=.10, 1.

33. x=8, 4; y = 4, 8.

oo. a; = 2. 3 ' •jy — ^ 9 on

42 7> - =t 9 -4. 1 1 ^ ' "^ } !/ ~~ ^, ~ D.

:. ::.3% /;:r,\t ^i^-(^vr3)„.,(..vr3).
*j. a;-±o, ±3; y__±3^ ±5_



3, 40; y = 40, GO.

=7, 5jy^-5,-7.

y==fc4, rfc7.

o4

-^
' 27

•

'^G, y = ±3, =f3.

= 0, 4; ^-0,5.

» 15; y = 0, 45.

-2;2/=0,2,-.4.

:y-2, 4.

;.y=4, 1.

; y = 2,3.

t; 2/-1, 17.

U.
a;=*2, ?/==f2.

= 2,-5.

5^-±3, ±5.

AxNSWKUS. XXII [.
r^cSo

Si--=U;r 9,4. 53.^. 2,8- „-''^-

55. ^ = 5, 2,. 3. r,6.a:=.l,,j 3. 57. ^ = ? «_-*

J 2 x-'^ sj^^a + -6 )} ; wlu'uce wc may proceed

CI. a; = a, i;
2/ = ^., «. G2. a; = « £^^^' . ,, __

; ^ab~h'
" ^ " « + 6

63. Proceed as on page 199. G4 re^-i^"^^' ^ s » 4«''

«5.-0.2(„.,),,=0,2«..
C0.4„.,=(U.,).;«™iLl

qiuulratio in a:j/. 07.
^"^2' = ?^'

thnn x - ^^ULtJ^ ,

68 _2^:^(?^-«l) « ^-y '^'
•

U!,-c''^-

70. Add : thus x^ ^-t- — l \« j_ »,8 / i \2

ic^r-n 1/ _. /n ^, ^ V+y(2/-l)=«; thus we get

72. «.=.!,
i.,.i 1^ ^ 15'

2'9'i^^-3'l3^^=4'44 73. Tlirce simple equations
for finding^ a.2,, y,, ,^. 74 ^hree si.nple equations for findin^

xy' yz' Vx' ^^^^ ^' y^ ^^^^^ « niay each = 0.

75. From the first and second equations by subtraction x^y
01 ^ + y = ^

;
then use the third equation to complete the solutionWe shall thus obtain a; = ?/ = ± l /2c + « ± lin^ ^a a ^^^l

2/^v/^-v/(a+c)-y5c-3a, c ^/2 =. ^(a + c).



IF {j^^^^gjU^lg

W^ '^^1

.58G ANSWERS, xxrrr. xxiv. xxv.

70. Fom.ac«uamticiu.; thon. = Cor-|; with the fi..t value

we get ^ = 4 and y = r. ; with the Hocond :c=^ y-1^
42 ' "^ 21

*

77. Uy olu„u,atu.g , w« «ot a; + y .^ I . 7
^^_^^, ^ ^^j, _ 7

.

, ^^ J «y 2'
theioforo (x + y) A _ J_ \ ^iVjl]

xy '
*^'''-

2' 1, i Hi-e the values

78. We nmy <led„ce ^j, ^ 0; tl,u« one or n>o,-e of tl',.must bo zero. The msults are 1

"'''!7* ""^ *'"•<">'".
y. s

in three ways. 70
'

, '
"'

'/
;'''"-'' '"''>- l-e "•.""god

XXIV. 1. 15 jind 24. 2 3 4 5 • fi. f ^.^
and 121 vards. 4 f.v, , m T^ *^^''* ^'' ^'^- 3. 120

-
'

*• J^ive im es ))or hour ^ co
1

iioui. 5. G6 on one side,

7. 14.
a

^•4(1+ x/5) is

22 on tlie other c^ o« ,.„.."^^' 0. Jo acres.

he i^oducedp.rt; a being the given line. 9. 50..115 10 IR11. Ninepence. 12. 30 Austrim • %c ^
'^"^^^•''l^.

10. IS.

14. The first worked H tTT/ T"'"''- ^^^ ' '""^ ^'

at 3. per day ,5 f.
'' ''• ^"'^' '"'y

'
^^^—

^
1« clays

16. 100shares^t£15eah: ifXl^^ ;r\:T V'"''^^^'
the number is 3 18 7

'^' "' ""'^

7 ^ (^+1)
'
tl^erefore «;^=9

;

^
•^- 18. 7 i)er cent, and 6 per cent. 19. Rate

of train is - that of coach : 1 4 miles 90 A miJ ,
.Ltmues. ju. ^ 40 hours; i? 60 hours

n..atat..e.o..sj;.n.n:tfe:rtr--r:;s

XXV. 1.1. 4. The expression = ^«M3«6c - o^- b' - c^^)

(2rtV6c)(26'^+ca)(2c8+a5)>

then see Art. 55. 6. U.W.,, 7. i^(^(«.^).^(,_,)^.



Ii tho first vail

ANSVVKUS. XXV. XXVI. XXVI I.

2 ''^~~2l-

X + y 7
xy + ^ — '

.

xy V
\
are tho v.iluea

s.

lio three x, y, -

ly be arranged

om^ vahio, tliis

be seen to he

2> 3, 4, which

^<^- 3. 120

6 on one side,

4(l+x/5)is

15. 10. 18.

13. 5 and 4.

Jcond 18 days

' 5 shillings.

srefore 03^=9

;

19. Rate

j i>' 60 hours.

and 3 hours,

each carried

bs. at a time,

'+v/(«-6)}.

5.S

8. 2y(U,i4.n»)V(l-n+n»)|.
9 ^ ^^

^3.^30. 14.2,5,9. 10...0,3^ 1^- ^^ W^, 1 V(- i).

1«--1,2,3, ^^_ll.^(_03)j.
19. .= 3.^,1.,,

20. v/(2.-l)- /(r,.-4)_V(4.-3)V(3.-2); thens,.!.- J-j

square root; «- (0*6)"+ -_"
9., ,

^ ^ 4(6'=fc/>)« • '^'^- ^«-»i(«+a-a); divide by

' (1+nr • 23. a:-.a,-(a4-4);y.i 1^^^^^

24. a; = 6c

a + b' y a + b

Also X . V(«o), y . J^^bc). 27. 0. -. 2, y .
.|

, , . 1.

28 Add the four equations
; thus {v^x^y^ ^'^

i(a.I.^and from tins and the first given equation (^ . i J
'

^^^t
'
«

^^'

XXVI
1. 4:9; 10:12. 2. 7 • 15 , ,« ,.

6. Either xa -yb-^zc
bc + ca + ab ' °^" ^^^'^ xa + yb + ^c =

and a;4-?/ + 2;-— 1 ii /^

XXVII. 1.3. 2.6400. 3.57. 42.8^
xy ' 9- Su])f)ose

ad=.bc- thena + d-(b+c) = a~b~(c~^-^)=^(jL:^H!^^

11. ^ lias jt72 and £ ha^ -Pt^n • «...i, -^1 - ,, .

^

01 ins money.
12. Female criminals four-fifths of the male.
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xxviu.
,. 0. 2. „ 0, , 4. 4. ,. 0.

J. r. ,0.

-^ J. 7/-.A + ^. 10. IG. 13. 10. 14. (^.'-f-zy.

15. W«5 Jijivt) II + z — a' ~ A In^ ^ .. \ /

^- (y - .)
. 4;t,,„:, '; i^:rA- Ji"

1^^ "^^^ f"

XXIX.
1. 1»22C,34. 2. 321420111 1 inir,,,

4. 20«4a 5.20-, c. 024. 7 ,-,
'•'"'•:

.". lUU. -'I. 44-4; msculo Sit ,•>, 1001-2. 22 C''44f>fii
«q....™ root is 7071. 23.1101111. 24. 8..7.

'

25731.'
26. l,,«l,t.

27. 81. 28. Eleven, 2!,. Five. 30 st

I,' T,
" \+ 3 - 3V 1. 37. 3«- 3"- 3 - 1. 38. 3"- 3=- 3'- 3+ ]

4.>. The nuiubor ,., „„e l>„n.l,-o,l mkI twenty.

^ • °' 42o. 9 in /o »

J]
n(13-n) '"• «(« + »).

12 " • 12. Common difference - 3. 13 9

]t 1
"'
: "\ '•"'• ^" - '• !«• Number of tenns is 10 or1

2 ,
l,u,t tenn 3 or - 1

. 17. Connnon .lifferonee 7. ] 8 5 9

13.17,21,25.
20.»J2.4(„-,)ft,,ati. .(2„_V

'i-Z-me:f;/3%f ^r'V;^i;;-?-*-
^*->.^'^34.

27 or 10. OR. 4 „,. 7 3^ ^j_^ ^ J-
^
« - 1 or »< + „ ;

in the forn.er ca.se the last term i/l rthclatter case the last te™ is zero. 3, 4 „,, 9
"''">*'"'

32.^.,.(„-l)2,. 37.17. '38. 100 or -107.



G.
J. 7. 10.

y) %*; thus

4) y^, tlicivtoio

3. 30i:>333.

13. 1341111.

8y-3MHJ0'J37r).

ID. ir>i>.

22. G24412G1;

25. -739!

0. 30. 8ix.

+ 2» + 2 + l.

3*- 3^-3 + 1.

es iiiul a third,

sn nmnber.

I- 5. -2.

10. n(S + n).

13. 9.

*J'ins is 10 oi-

ls. 5, 9,

n (2m - 1),

24. 1, 1334.

s 19 or -2.

of tei-nis is

a 1 ; in the

3r-107-

ANSVVKUs. XXX. XXX,. XXXM.
5.s<)

30. Nunn.roft.nns7;nnddh^^
, , .^ 42. --./n^

1 2 3 450. ^'(I9-n)

53. 15.

51.

2nir

r -h J

10' 10' 10' !„• 52. 25 ii.ontliH.

5. 2.

il" —3
9r» /o

k;

3
• 7. 1.

27

2(r

«. 9.

1

9. 10.

15 '

"^- "•- -^ -^^ n.^ ..;.
10.4.3^2. 17. f;(^,3y j,^n^^.^,.^(,_,..-.;

19. 4-(,, + 2)2— "
'In . ,.

.^"'" (^-'f
'

19. 4-(yi + 2)2-"+
20. C-(2>i + :})2-^'.

21. ^2 + / n--' '''' + 1)

Dr^^-^> 2'-'/- 23.81.
24.£108,i:i44,X192,.£25G.

"'• cA 1
i-^"(-l)"~l}. 28. ^3. 4. 32. Co.nnK,n ratio -L

10+1
•

33. ^'"C^^-l) «a

39.

(r- If-
-^~y 38. r: 2,a = 3; ^ is found by un easy cubic.

2|l 1 y , .

^tG"^-^?^.)-2^^- -to. ^^^^lO'-l)_,•^^

orii^ 15 9 3

2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2
'

9 • ^2. 2,4,8,12;

XXXII. 1

ir 7"

1 1

43 '^ ^» '^ i -

1 1 1

ar

(l-r)(lli,.j

- ^' 3 ' 4
•••••_i7)

• 3. Let^z

denoto it, then i .J + (, _
1^ Q _ 1 \

^ /y^ (,._,)
^ «/ • pQ-qP~'

0. 2 and 4. 11 2 3 fi ^o n^, ,
i->^>^- 12. Ihe terms arc, ; and ^

then the series can be continued Uw 1
^'

14. We may shew that

2a ~ 6
and G'

ai — a*
iUd ^ 'ire thus known in tor

:(

il

'iixa
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, « ao. 20. The common difference in
the arithmetical progression formed hy the reciprocals is^ .

XXXIir. 1. 134M323 7 qp m
"""^

9- ^ ^100; /i £80.
"'^^''-

^^- ^4 g'^»«^«-

XXXIV.

4. 34G50.

1. 1120.
2. 453000.

3. 454053G00.

5. G.

8.

95 195

(10

^'

@t3 (5

(12 [48

7 2(K19 19.18
• 1.2 ' X^

10. 2r. ' f
|9|8G' [10|j5-

12. Suppose one person to remain fixed and all ,>n.«;n

.igl.t-han<l neighbour 'f one r. "
""""

T'l'""""'
'"' *''"W of the other, an.I Te Zj^TZj^l ^^T
"^'=*

^ example, it tJiere are three i»i'r«nne +t. •
i

of arranging them in the 1 . '

' '" ^""^^ ^"^ ^^^^
» to

I'iit.m, m the latter view. iq iq nn lo

14. 12J1^,1C.W.U.I3
1=*- |9. LLO-19.

(3 |4
• lo. If there is only one

away two thing., L, Jol"^'
'"^'^

-^e.-Jr^f.ft
' \r\m-r\l,^__,><[l±Z^ Or if the m things are exactly

alike, and also the n things, 1*^^

20. 4080. 21. 86400. ~ 22 15. IS- if",
flio //io.^. 1 +4-

IJ: ^ Ijf J II howeverthe ^^e. letter are to retain an invariable order, the answer i. 15
23. 10.9.8.7-9.8.7 ivith 4 flaf-s : 10 9 R q s •.,, ,
flags

;
10

.
9 - 9 with 2 flags ; 10 with /fl! ' t's'sLv M- - - ""o- '-'-/J Signals in ail.



8. 64 Millions.
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24. 00. 25. 3G. 2G. 3x^.^. ,,. ,. ,3^ 1^

32. Increase the preceding result by unity. 34 J^ or,..,

. . ,,
Li- ^50. 1. H.7.G.5 cases without

repetition. II -i' ^'
v r*

•

i 7^
X
^ cases in wlncli a occurs twice; also as

--,in which .occu. twice; and as u.an, in which . occu. twice. !

HI. -^ ..es in which a and i each occur twice; also as man, in
which i and n each ooenr ixxr^^r^ . ^

e..l. oocu. twice. T„ « ' ' ^f 53 "'""I "r";"''
" '"" »

XXXV. 1. 1^4^.3,, 2 50.49

. 2002.2001 "

6.
0.8.7.6

19

5. G25-2000a;+2400«:^-l280a:V256a;\

-3^a;?My. 7. -12-lMiIjlG., 'v
- 110

10. ,^(.V..V). n. G4a«-9Ga^.3Ga^--2.
12. I0e«.

14. This follows directly; or thus, (1 ..^ .(i_,^ ^ (i^^.^„^j_^.^"

16. From 2nd to 5th terms of (3 + 2)«. 18 _l?^ii____
jw-rin +7- + J

("1)" '.
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38. Coefficient of x"" is

'l''a''''\r
T^ ; coefficient of a;-^^' is

obtained by dividing this expression by a. 41.

\27l
(}-r-

that is, V2. 42, -^. 45 2n(2n + l) (2u + r-l)
\n\n

•

^ -.

XXXVII.
1.

G
2. -16. 3. 2«.3^^2'.3.>.3^ + 3--1905.

4. 3. 5. -2"5 + 2".3'.5-2^'3*5
2* 2'

g 119/ 2* 2^ 2* 2 1 ^

'^tl8|i"'l712[3-'|6r4|2*|5|0+|4 8|-
7. 2*.5.7^-2'.3.5\7 + 2.5

» A o~ rr-.8 2
11. 4

8. -G4.

12. -3+

9. -20.

35
3-f6 + 15 +

8
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14. 50. 15.

593
13 /3.7 7.11.19\

, , ,
• [-25

2^0—
J. 14. 50. 15.

!^_6rj^ 13/r +_G7i

16. The expression is {(1+0,) n-a^rn' TT .i
^^

17. m + 1. 18. !i(!^zlK^i-2)(^-3) ,^(^_i). ..
^^^

1^- 0. on ^ 4 .. L^

9, n(n~-l)(u~2) ^/ ,, ' '
•

rs ^o-^^.a,-" + ""J^-lhli, -(n~ 3)

%''-W_^n(n~l) ^^_4^
-j5 -«o''~'^a,\ 22.-23. 23 -^^^a'

2 ^ 8
•

W!'* - 1) (m - 2)2i. ma,+ m(m~l)aa +
'

"

13

'' ~''^-
27. 1260.

25. 20.

28. 12600.

-j3 d {a + b+cy. 31 ^

37. l-na+^l!iZ:3)^3 ^0.-2)(n-7)
^

2
'*' —~~—^ J X

38. May be proved by Induction. on ^ ,^ ^part put a; =1. For the second part let ?.] . .1
"^ ^''*

•1-. .
3^---+^^«„,

, and as the coefficients ..f +equidistant from the beffimiincr .nrl ih. i

^"'°^^i^"t« of terms

S=a +9. . ,
"^"^^"^g;^nJ tlio end are equal, by Ex. 38_

„r-, + -<?„._, - . .
. + «ra„. Then, h^ addition

2/^= w[
T. A.

»o + a, — +aj = wr(r+ 1)"

38
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clian-e the sign of x, and, since tlie coefficients of terms equi-
distant from the beginning and the end are equal, we have

Multiply together, and select the coefficient of a;^" j this will there-
fore be equal to the coefficient of aj'" in

{\ + x+ xy{\ -x + xy, that is, in (1 + a;'' + a;")"

Then put a; for aJ, a,^ for a,„_,S ... and divide both sides by 2.

XXXVITI. 1. 4. 2. 2. 3. 1. 45
5. 3; -2. 6. -098970-2; -732393. 7. -778151-3

10. I {log 10 - 3 log 2}. 15. 20. 20. About 125 years."

XXXIX.
1. This is an example of equation (1), Art 545

in which «i r= (a; + 1) (a; - 1) and n = x\

)2. log {x + 2h) X - log (x + hY = loir 1 - - - ~^'l- .

3. See Ex. 1.

5. log(3H-3a.4-a:>-31og(Ua.).log[l- 1 1 6. We have

to find a serie. for log (-• + D - gi^^ log. + ||r] ,og(,_ ,),

that
'^' '"

'''K'*^)-2:;-J'»sO-5)' *-* ''• '-

_2.^

2a;

+

1.1
^.ogO_^).^^,og_|. .(u|)"=.(._|;.-....).

1--
a;

XL. 1. Series =1[^ - -1- + __1 ^, ) . ,_
« U x + a^x + 2a~^''-j'

convergent by
Art. 558. 2. Divergent if a;> 1 , convergent if a;< 1 . If a; = 1 the

general term is^, which is >^, and the series is divergent.

3 Convergent if a> 1 ; divergent if «< 1. If « =. 1 the series is
obviously divergent. 4. Divergent if a;> 1, convergent if a,< 1.
It a; ^ 1 the series is obviously divergent. 5. Same result as Ex. 4.

6. Series >1 4 __ + _ _ . ^
f,

,

, ,,'

1 + 2 1 + 3 1 +^ '^^•' ^"*^ tiierefore divergent.



; this will there-

6. We liave

tliat is, for
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7. Divergent if ^>l,eouvergent if a,<l. if ^vergent. 8 HemWf^ +h« .

^ '>" a'-
1, obviously df.a o. xtesiuts the same as in Art 562 n-ifaj>l, convergent if a;<l •

if ._ i :,
'

.

^' ^^^^''g^'nt

Art. 502 If) n ^ " a^ - 1 it is a series discussed in

XLI. 2. £900.

G. Between 48 and 49.

XLII. 1. 7 years.

4

3.
±-^
A 4. 2|.

7. Nearly 32.

5. 40 : 41.

X JL
2. 120 days,

tlie given sum
8. Equate the coefficients

XLIII. 1. £24. 106^

4. £0400.

log 15-W2
5. 31

2. Cent, per cent.

G. £7297-98.

8 =a little more than 9.

3. 4 per cent.

7. £225 .VnV

9 "^ 1
1 .log 5 -log 4

in the firr,5 payment ; m must be less than M. in ,-.

13. A X 2017238.
11 ^m 12. P{\~t)\

XLIV. 1. 1 + -1 1 JL 1
3+ 5+7+9'

3 I-L-LJ.J_ 1 1

2+4+3+2f I+2T17O
^3 22 355

1' y US'

2. 1 ± _^
1 + 2+ 1+ 1+ l + 55••

l 1 1 1

4 1+ ^--i Li.1 1 1 1

4+1+1+ 1+2+3+1T3"
1 7 8 39

6.
4' 29' 33' loi'

XLV. 1

3 4

1' 1' 3 ' T
4 9 13 48

3 3 14 17

T ' 1 ' 5 '

11 15

.93 19 117 721
" 1' G ' 37 ' 228"

4 4 33 2G8 2177
1' 8 65 R.28

1' 2 n
5 51 515 5201
i' 10' 101 ' T020'

38—2
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9.

11.

5 26 265 1351

1
'

6
'

51 ' 260

7 22 20 51
1' 3

'

4 ' T*

8.
6 ? 27 34
r 1' 4 ' T

10.

a +
1 1 1

2«+ 2a+ 2a+ "'*
1 2a

10 201 4030 80801
1 ' 20 ' 401 ' 8040

'

+W + 1
a 2a'' +1 W + 3a 8a

ia- + 1

12. a-l+
1

8a'^ + 4a
1 1 «-l

13. a +
1

1+ 2(a-l)+ 1+ ti{a-])+
••

1
"'

1

a 2a'~a-l 2a'~l

1 1

2a~l

2+ 2a+ 2+ 2a

a

i

ia + 1 4a- + 3a 8a' + 8a + 1

2a

14. a-l +
1 1

4a + I

] 1

8a +T

15.

21.

2+2(a~l)+2+2{a-l)+--'
a^l 2a~_l 4a'-5a+l 8a' - 8a + 1

1 ' 2 ' 4a-3 ' 8a-4
[13 and 14 are connectetl, because a'- a = (a- !)' + «_ 1 1

256

71

1

I

and --
1

1
1 3 13 42 .^ 485 .. 211; and 26.

(273)^ """2(2885)"^

29 1549 251 114
• 360 ' 360' ^^'

41

2' 7' 30' 97' 27. --
396' 28.

31.
17

80

114- ^2. ^2.

35' ^;f7:7*^-^^2.-2 = 0. 34. That of 7.^-8.-3=0.
35. Ihatof ..V8.-3.0.

36. That of 59.^- 319.^431 = 0.

XLVI. 1. .= 2, 2,= 1. 2. ..4, y = 5.
3..= or6

2/ = 20o.l. 4. , = 1 . 7., .= 41 - 10.
5. ..25-7. 2,^25 + 3. 6. . = 90- 19., y = 13.
7. .. = 8 y = 3. 8. . = 7, y=5. 9. ..Ii,/=i8.
0..= 37 ,, = 13. 11.4 or 5. 12. 19 or 20.

13. 4, or 5. 14. 2. 15. 16. I6 5

\l' f^"r%?i 'f
-"•^"^^^- 18. 3 sovereigns, 20 francs.

19. 185, lo; 119, 81; 53, 147. 20. 28, 20.
21. When n is even, the common difference is 2; Vhen n is odd
the common difference may be 1 or 2. 29 245
23. 104 + 3.5.7.. 24. 97. 25. AsnHb/t. ,, ,,;eees
sively the values 1, 2,...8i aiid in each case find the correspond-



27 34
'

4"'
5

•

4030 80801

401 ' "8040

8a* + 8a' + 1

Sa' + ia

'-a~l 2a'-I
a-1 ' 2a

Sa' + 8a + 1

8a + 4

8a' - 8a 4- 1

8a-4 •

ir + a-1.]

y 2(2111)'''

185 211
596- ^^- W

32. J2.

'lx'~8x-Z=.0,

319a; + 431=0.

, 2/ = 5.

', x= 41 -lO^.

^% y=UL
1, y=l8.

19 or 20.

16. 5.

?ns, 20 francs.

20.

^lien n is odd,

22. 245.

)e to y succcs-

e con-eapond-
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mg values of it" a,iul z. 26 a; ^ 1 4. •?/ «, ^
^7. Allowing a z.n, i\' 7^ ;

' ^^ 51 - 7^, . = 63 -f 13^.

are 14 TK T
""' ^^ ««'"tiuns

; exchuling it, tln^reaie 14. The sdutionn arc found from lOr) / 1 ir
shillings, and 100-7. sixpences. '.V 'f/-"".^^"^'^*

^^

4 solutions; excluding them 2 TJ.o ..1 f '

'^"^^^"'^' ^^'^««'

^-.uinea,5.cro.;.u;i2:.i:^;:iC^^^

3. 5 8 17
"'^'

'
"^^"' ^ ^^^^^1>^ -• ^00 sheep.

•6' 9' 18- 36.49,43,38. 37. The lo7- and
104'Nhvisions reckoned from either of the connnon endso». VVe must solve 5a; + 4v + S2 - 90 . +1
"

I n In -^TT _^^ + '^^-20: the accompanying table
" ' ' '^

^ ' ^ " ^ '

^^'-'>it« the solutions of this eoua-2
3 1

(1) (-0 (SM^M^) (6)

_^l •« v/i ujiis equa

j^, ^ X Oj t^^"- Thenwecanuse(l),
(4) (5).

5_|jJT| ?J
«r (2), (3), (5); or (3), (4), (4).'

" ^

^^- '£2. 11,v. Qd. 40. £2. 15^.

XLVII.
1. r« = 2, ^. = 4;a;=3, y=l.

'::it;,::;:^^^^^ti684 ^-^r'-^-
--,^3;.=2,:i,^-^Tns;j5r-;i:
XLVIII. 1. U^y

3.
2"-' ^2.3"+')'^"

( ^ ' On+i 1^ •

1-;?
(2

M-1)^". 6. (7...5)(3.r. 7.(..l).^.,
^- ^^-~^--'

9. l + 2. + .«_4.3_n^^
10.

^,«J^3a;^ a;^ 7.^•^
1 , ,

2^2-^T-2-T 11. 1-,^^-^
« « a' a''

12. u^..M;>-i).Y(.^-2.^.i).%,(,^3;.;,:2);
13. ~y

f J L_\a-1 VI + a; 1 +a"xj'

14.

15. a =



^^^ ANSWEllS. XLIX. L.

YT TV 1 4 - 1 la."

4. a: less tlmn 1
Q. 2'-'

(r„e + G). G 3" - ,, _ 1

• 2" 3"'
*'• «•

-(i+a^y. ;
{-^"^"{^'-271 + 2).

L- 3. 1-^1 ; 1. 4.
^'l

1 ). 1

1 ,, , V' ^'^ 2{n+l)(nT2)j' 32'

5. ^ f
^

4- ^^ + ^ _ _i L _ M 11
3 \1 2 3 71+1 71 + 2 n+'dj' 18

•

6. y !____ . 3 11
yC 2(n+2)(,^ + 3) 4(M+T)(.. + 2)"(.rr3r(n + 4)^ 96

*

7. ^ - --J^__ .
'^ o n (7i + 1) (n+ 2)

(M + 2)(yi + 3)' 6" ^- Q~ '

{x~'\f~
' •^^- »if"'(a + ^^)""'.

13. Exi)iiiicl and we get -^ [\ + __^_ , f^' }

{\-xY\ (1 _«,)«+ (TI~a;)^
"*"

/•

14. J"l+.a-,-^L^l),v H-^^^-+l)-(-t!^-2)„.-.)

_ |

W-1 /
*

''• - ir ^" - i)~''
1^. 165. 10. 4G0.

22 Procee,! tluis
; suppose {l + xv){l + afv) (1 + a.V) (1 +M

= l+A,v+Ay+ ^AX, wl.ere A,, A^, A^ do not con-
tan. V. A 010 change v i7ito xv ; thus M'e can infer that

(1 +A,v + Ay- + + A^,v^) (1 + aj"+'-y)

-'^^^'^.^ + A^xV+ +A^x^v^-)(l+xv).
Now equate the coefficients of the san.o powers of. on the two sides

25 L"^^' - 1
'

1 + «' ~
1 r^T^2 >

*l^ei'«f«i'e ( 1 + a;) { 1 - o;^' + a;'^ - a;" + }

.,_ ^~f^
1-^^ i-^' (i-^-r''(T::^-(]T:^)^-^

Jjxpand each term of the last line by the Binomial Theo»-pm pn,l
then equate the coefficients of x" on the two sides
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G. 3"-vt-l.

_ ). 1
(n + 2)j' 32*

_ .
11

[n + i)' 96'

l)(w+P.)

-r /•

?/i - 2)
a"-'!.

19. 460.

) {l + x''v)

i,, do not con-

hat

')

).

L the two sides.

-x'+
}

x'

[l-x)*

Theorem and

699

1 G. J .H depends on the «.> of (« _ i) (i _ ,) ., _ .
< ^•

22 and v^ depend on Ait. HSl. 03
^

a . .

lowing inequalities as n,av 1 > ronuired ; il f
^
r-'^^V ^

'"'

result i. ol,taLl ^
^^^

',,'
\ '{ '""'^'I'''-*'-^ the

20. See Ex. 3 of Chapter xw '7, .m!"?'
'"" ^" '''

Art. G81. 30 p,;/; ,
'^^^ ,^f"'t,ply up; then use

Binomial Theoren.
; l:ll:Vn^'C'

"'"' ^' ~ '^' '^ ^''^
suns ^v]lI bo convergent. We shall

then have to shew that 1 - i^ ^)b ,(x-l) (x-2) b'

12
*•

[3
-••

and this is obvious, since a; is <1.

>i;

LII. 2. 6Q. 3 '^ ^,-! ii2
.2

-J. O..J .41". 4 2\3^.d^
.

L
. (823/. 12. Suppose tj to lie between m' and (m + 1

)^ •

then n - «6 .. (m' + wi - ^i)*" 1 . ^' 1 •
^ '

/,„ 1X2 1 1 .,
/^' ^0- ^i -^»+

1 IS greater than
. - 1) and less than n^ 20. 8uppo.se, if possible, ^^ + 1 - ,,^!

b U ,._ 1 ,„a ... 1 .nd 2 cannot here dividl thini, for ;odd. Hence .. 1 and ... 1 must both be perfect cubes • butthis IS impossible; for the difference of two cubes cannot bo o-all as 2. 35, 36, 37, 38. These all depend on Format'sIheorem. 40. 48. 41. 96. 42. 400 43 o' n^o

answer to r '
-'s 2^ 3^ 5 . 7. 57 a;

- 5« 72 ,.

.

' TV

2J)

45' 4.

7.

4" 5.
1

4

5

18

10. ^I's chance of losing is |, and of neither

LIII. 1. 27 to 8 against.

-^ ' 8. 7 to 2.

winning nor losing is J; D', cinmce of ,vinning is |, and ofneither wmu„>g nor losing is 1 ; 7? „„d G have each the chance 4-
of wmnmg, J of los.ng, J of neither. Or more sin,plv, A'h chance ofwmnmg .s

J,
i,, and 6"s

i, aad i^'s |, if „e su,'„ e that one of



coo

tlio boats must win.

n

ANSWKRS. Lirr.

>••:•
1L5

IG
T 18. i^'^ 19 31031 1239.3

U 1
14- -I-
21. l-H"

3r)\-^ 9Ar,i _, „ V^/

49' -'^' 52.51750.49
•

33.
J.

27. 2|^. 29 ^

chance of its being in tlie second as 10 is to 9.

34.
10

35.
6= 3G. I 39.

40. 1
41. -033.

1 (123^ lOjJS^
{^

1

_ 1^'^ lOjlS)

10''"[?(|l4--]4-^j-

42.

44. L^ V^^ 1+6 V^^'
7 7

2-2 -3^
7 •3(2,

60*

46 \l!i\pJlhL3
47.

w
48. llto5. 49 G- 1^ «7 16

53. Let .,-. chance of wi„„i„, . ,;„„,„ g„,„^ „^ ^_ ^^ ^,^^
1 - a^

;
tlien ^'s cliau.e of winning tlie set is ^liiz^) H.l

' 169' 169' 169- ^^- {-^Sy, 58.
''

and
^^

61 '^'''^er-59. 21 sliillings. 60. 42 shillings. 61 £i()n o. o

"*• ^i- florin. fif; Q fl • 1Oj. 3 florins, ] sovereign.
6G. 2tol;

^ of what each stakes. G7. ^^ll^ gg 3r(r+l)
"^ ' 2(2r+ 1)

•

71. -i. 79 ^

11 ^-
2

C9. 33333 shillings. 70. * n shillings.

73

77.

w (n + 1)

2
3* 80.

74.?
5

11

50'

75 1^. i'5087 ^ 910

81 ^^cLC + hc

82. 4.



imrao is to tijo

ill botli cases.

ANSWERS. I,IV. LV. I,vr.
g^j

T.TV.
1.^/(1-..) _,.^3. 2. 8,.tait„to f„,. .. ,Vom tho fi,.t

equation iu tl,o »„„o„, ; t,„„ „„ „,„,,, , .^,^^,_, ^. ^^^^ ^_ ^ „^

4 S,,...e; „„„ „„t tho ,,„ i„ „„ ,„.,., ^^,_ ^ ;_-J-

0. Equate the coefficient of :«" in tl.o expansion of
^ __

3- «. 5. 5. G. X 2Gt; y=m~2U. 7. l_iL-^)^"-'
wJim'o 11 _. O" ^ .. . . 1 — -vi- »where Wn:.- 2". c n "vg ,.,

^~^
^ •

^- ^^-^")-^«^^(l-«^r is never negative.
1 2 3 n-112. -log.i^logi.'^ - •-

' XT
2 3 4 ~-^- ^ence we may regard the

general term of tiie series as ^ + loc. A ^V 11n ^\ nj' ^^'^ ^'y exiianding

log
(1
-l) the general term is found to be numerically less than

4. Then see Art. 562. u. If he draws again from
the saryie has, his ohmpo r^f ,,^4.j.-

chance of g.;* „g a t i ,Lt f'"" V^"™™'^"
•' ?- ™'> '»»

-e..ei,. is , ... ,, „_ „.. ^,„^»;;^ xi/; ;r:.:

his expectation is «,» shiuingg.
ig^

(^ - 1) A^j- w + i?-"

w(^-:i)»where i? is the amount of one pound in one year.

LVI.
6. Convergent if x is less than unity divergent if ^

'

greater than unity; if x is enn^l i. ;
^'^^ ^i gent if a: is

negative, div....i /; •

'' ^ '" ""^*^' convergent if « !«

greater than "u^ity l^r^Z^^' •

'^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ -
iT,y, conveigent if tc is not greater than unity.



i){)2 AXSVVKUS. lAl, j,vii. ,,vin.

If'rr"' , •
" ''""'"«'"' "^-"-' •« P.«itive, .liver.Kent It y-p-l iH nomit vo orzoro i q n ..

jK«o a-^ ,„«itiv„.. t„„ «™ i„ „,„,«,,^„„, if ^+1 i,i;'ithan a, ,I,v,.,.«,.„t if ^ + I i„ ),„„ t|„.„ a .

if a ^ ,
, ^""f

convenient If , 1 •

"""""'>" P + 1 a tlin WTION is

not Kvoat,,.. tl,„n ,„,itv. II. S, „«„ „/;, ,„.,„;„,/', ^

,

- l.v...«™t. Ml. S,„,,,„s,. „- ., . 0; thou „,;,, A,,. 7 Z(liNcniumato ji8 iu Cn.so I.

ii ^ ^'i- 'u/, and

\2

LYLl. 4. i»„ = ia-' + (M-2)/> 'rt"--^ +
b'a'

n-a

|3
Oil +

tlKui
7„ can he obtained by Kxaniplo 3.

of th!" /r'^
^«'"I'"^^"t l''^« unity for <lononn'nator ; tl.e numeratoroi tbo hrnt component is 1, of the second is 4., and generally of

the (2rr is -^^^^, and of the (2r + l)tH i^ ^^_^_
T^n,. 2»'(2r+l)-
J-Vllj.

2. ab + bc + ca + 2abc=l.
3. («' i"- + cy .. _ 8 («6 + bc+ caf.
5. a%~V (a' 4- 6'^ + (f' + 2abc) = «''6-'c'^

7. 5K - ^/) (2a-V 6^) =. 9r* («•' - c^)*

10. (<«-Z>)-"(a«+J»).^«i^.

6. (a^^ + y^)'V..,t.

1 3. 0. (2/-' - ^^') 4. 2y («^ - a;«) + 4« (x' - y-) =
U. {a^bf-^{a-hf^{%cf

9. a/:?=l + y.

n. (a + ^)'
,- (a - ^)3 2.

16. 399.
17. This problem can be solved bv tba n,M ^^ +1 • •

,

I. and II. of Art 814 T.f 1 I *^'^ Principles

I 01 events
,

let p^ be the probability of a selected

triad of events; and so on. Then P ,nn - P '^(''^-1)

^ ""

j

3

' ' ^^^" have now to find
iH

2



AXSWKUS. LVIII.

positive, (liver-

n\tiv^oM if X is

IG. f. Suj.-

? + I is ji^rcntor

a tllO Hvv'uiH m
I'lit if n-A is

ivo : thn series

Art. 7G7, ami

a-' +

tlie nunierator

il geiiei'rtlly of

^7-

a - fSf 2.

le principles

of a single

probability

)f a selected

I {m ~ 1

)

"~2 P^'

mm
TmMgine three canls fastened together «„ „« u, r,,.,, „

c.«K»i»m; this wo,.l,l sivo „ el,„„co ,l,.„„i,.,I W '"- "^ „,„, ,

ol,ta„
;,, ... „ t „„,lti,,|^ tI,iB ,,.,.„t ,.y ^3, f,„. tl... o„nI„ i„.,„ I

to 1.0 f.,„t,„„«l t„g„tl,„,. oo„l,I l„, ,„„,„„u„l „,„„„,, thnn.,.Uo.

in [3 ways. Tims w - ^'
ci- m i

G* w;/ I

and 80 on. Honco, finally, tl.o required el.aneo is

, nin

m
^yn (m - 1

)

m. (ni - 1) („, _ o)

9
^'

i;{

^"^(-^-1) r7r-:i:::r-7!)
^

,,, (,,,_,^

^^-
I,, in- 1^- The expression ,-^L._^ ^

«•'

boconies by expansion

Then, by adding tlw ^..tical eolnnms, ^ve ol,taiu

_
'• ^ •'• x'

20. Let

a = (l-.«)(I-a;'^)(l-a;'^)...,
/? = (1 4-a;)

( 1 +«;-)(] +^.n

tl--/?^(l-.«)(l-.')(l_..0)...,;^^,!l.^^^^l^.^^^^

thus afty8 = y; therefore a;8S = 1 , and therefore 1 = ^S.

21. ^
^•''

=*= v^(2^" - pV)} = {9'^ =- ^/(2.^' - ;/)}«



ANSWERS TO MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

ANSWERS TO MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
1. 7a;-2y-6«.

o 5x+ 2

7x-i'

5. L

2, ax* + bx' + c.

2Gx'+38ax 3a' + 6ax
(5a; + 3af{7x + da) ' {2a + ^'"Z"^)

'

r — ^ 7
^"2' ^^2' ''• ^travels 6^ hours before

5

he overtakes A.

11. 10.

8. 80, 128. 9. a' + a-l. 10. 2,
^

2' ^"' '' 2
*

12. ^•*-(4a« + 96>^ + 36a^6^ 7a.^ + 5a;V - 8;./ - 3^.
13. {x+2){x+3){x+i). 11 ^^x' - iax + 2a'U.

15.
|.

ju Clays. 19. 2x-3i/ + z. 20 2 4 21 17
22.

^'Ha^b)x^-(Ga^^ab^6b^)x'-6ab(a^b)x^3ea'b'; c^^ix^W,
23. x+2. 24. 1. 2.^ :^ o^ . 3 1

"

27. 9^ miles from Ely.

29. a;^-2«'' + a:_2.

2G. x=~, 2/ = -
2' -^ 2

30.,,

09 6 3x 2x'
,

„

28. 90 benches; 10 persons on each.
3 15

31. 7, 1, 3.2' 22'

a;% Tu- + 24_6_ _ 3^ 2.r»

100-lO^To
^ -24^^T5^

1 .«
•

35.15. 36. .=11, ,=7. 37. 48 of each W. 38. A man riLes

34 ^-(^±'^')

£i. is., a woman X3, a cliild £], Us.

8

39. ^-l-JL
y 2 2x'

40. 6, - -. 41. 4, 2, 4. 43. The second expression will divide

tl^Jst^so^^^^^^^^

'
• ^^' - 40. a.=3, 2,=5, ..7. 47. 30.a;'

63- -+3''. 54.2. 55,
i. 56.* = ? .-_9

2 ' ^ 2
'

57. yl in 36 days, B in 60 days, C in 15 days.

59. 2a;"-.r««-3. 60 0, * Jiab). 61. 2(x + 4). 62

58. 4| miles.
.2 2\3(a^'-ay
3^3X a



63. X ~ Zy.

ANSWERS TO MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

x^-x' + \

G05

64. 65. 2. 66. x = ay y = h.ic" + a;* + 1
•

70 i ^

76. a;=y=«=.a^+62^c'_«5_5g_g^

73. a; -5. 74. a;^ 75. 2a.

77. In 10 more minutes.
78. Twopence on tl>o fi.st day, f of a penny on the .ecouj day.

80.-4,-7. &i. x'-^c^ + a'. 84 1^

ordinary stock. 88 3 4 %\ •/
,

-^-^^00000 of
y »^- 3, 4, o miles an hour respectively.

S9. -05772. 90. f.c-— * 91 9o oq ^2^/0 os
2

••^^•-0. J3. aj +(27/i-3)a;-Gw. 95. a;=:l.

06. .-«.2/-6^^.-c=-i(a^6 + ,). 97_ ,^^ 3^^ ^^^

98. 14 miles from .1 to B, IG from B to C. 100. m ng-3±J5
2

101.* I, „-. 102.3.4,5. 103, ..3, 6,,. 0,3.

104.3.-1. m-r^. IOC. ^^3 (,_ 1)^28
^^^^^_

110. Between 90and 119, both induriva 111. *(«.^6) ,(„_j.

113. a; = :t2, =. 4; y. =t 4, d. 2.

no 2 2ac - 6^
112. x^+ x+ 1 =

ac

114. 7. 115. 162. 1
116. j.^{i-U2^iyY

118. n-m+ 1 if r is not greater than m- n-r^l if y
between ».l and „.l „oth inCn.ve; if /i. ;jt: 'thll1It
119. Divergent. 120. 3-0G8G4. 121. 1,-4 ^"=^11 190 o.. n

123. 3,4,-6-2^6; 4,3,-6.2^6. 124. 30, 3G, 45. 125. ^-Zi^

must be a positive integer, and f~~ - A\ ^^

U J '^J ^^^* ^'e a perfect
squaa-e and a positive integer

: these two integers mu.t h. i .ueven or both odd, .nd the former integer ..eatrthllL^nrre



60G

:',t

ANSWERS TO MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

root of the latter. 12G. -i-**l__ ,00 o iqi o 17

6« ' -^ ^ - -^;r^ , « - c = ^^—
^ , where

^ = or =-2«6c"'^^*~''^"^*'('^-«) + c'(a-6) ,^
«^'(6 - c)^+ b'(c -ay+^'J^-by • 134. ^ 31 half-

crowns, 16 shillin,., 13 sixpences; B 29 half-crowns, 24 shiJlin^s
r sixpences. 137. G|6. 131). Divergent. Ul. G, -3. 142.0400

143. x=^^, ^v^.
,, .^1 3^2 ^^^ _4' 2 ^
'^-

2' ^ 8 • ^^^- 30 miles an hour.

U9..8. 15.,.,_||. 153...2^^)^,.,W3y^
154. 75 pe. cent. 157.^-2^6. 159.0, ICO. 1C6G neari^.

'^ "^
5 = ~ * * V". ''lieiico a; may be found. 162. A 10 miJos

an ho,,,., B 12 miles an bom-, 103. a,._2 -1 . „- '9 n
' 11^"^—

7

1G4. a; =; 0. ?y - -V _ A . 1 1 1^,^-0, ^_0, «'-^=2.2/ = ^,^ = -;. IGG. Either

a=:b=c
;
ovb=-2a, and c=4a. 1G9 -1^ ] 70 l .91 rco, ,^8 • i/*J. 1 21534 nearly.

171. =.8,=.^.
172. aV-2«^(6^-2ac)a.-.ftV6^-4ac) = 0.

173. a;=5,-2^^ ?^^j/IF^^.,,^„3 Cy 21 25=.yi99G8

174. 9 (lays.

181. 1,1,-1.
' 3' 2*

29

176. 1, 2, 4, 8.

29

177 ^^^^^^^^^^^
, ,n

182. £1045. 183. x=S\, 16j y-16, 81.

184. l=aV6VcV2a6c. 186 "^'l—l- + ^ 3 ^

G\(i-r)^-^iiv-(&y(i=;^]-
189. Con.^rgent if x is less than .; otherwise divergent.

m. X-- ~=.-a^ J{a'-^)^ whence x may be found.



ES.

13]. 3, ^.

lb
, wliere

t4. ^31 half-

, 24 slii] lings,

. 142. G400.

ilea an hour.

166G nearly.

. ^ 10 miles

IGG. Either

1534 nearly.

?-iac) = 0.

29

?izJ , ,

';y-l6, 81.

3

r) (l-r-)i
•

divergent,

found.

ANSWERS TO MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. G()7

193. X and y may be found from a;''+ 1 . =t ^a;, /+ 1 =^riiny.

199. Convergent. 200. 1^4-3 / "^ + '^('i-l) .
n{n-\){n-2)\

'

'

(24 12"^
48 /•

201. l-aJ-a;''+a:'+a;Vaj^-a;«-a;«_a.'Va;'Va;'*-aj''^;l-a;-a;VxVa;^-a;'».

205. The solutions are found from \U weights of 9 lbs. and

206. {2-^-'-n-'d)x\

213. 19 years.

lG0-9« M^eights of 14 lbs.

209. :rT of a shilliuir.
12 ° 210. Divergent

215. The solutions are found from taking 204 - Hi for the nu-
merator, and 1 + bt for the denominator

;'

so that t may have any

3

4"
integral value between 13 and 18 both inclusive. 219.

222. x' -~ a' =:y' b' = z'-c'^
bV + c'a'+a'b' - 2a'bV (o^j- b' + c')

47r'AV

223. rp+^ = 2.

P

icrb'(f

224. The quotients are a, b, 2a, b, 2a, ..

225. (x-
:

' /-•-l)(2,'«+y-8). 233. XG93. 234. The quotients are
a hl,2[a-i),l,2{a-l),... 235.52. 240. Divergent. 243. 18 nearly.

244. The first quotient is a; then we have 1, 2, a, 2, 1, 2a
which recur. 245. Either 10 sheep, and 2 bullocks; or 5 bullocks!

448a;-' - 249G,r--249. £81 250. a;^+ 4a;+7- 32a;-'-208a;-^-
a;^-4a;+ 12

251. a;=l, |;y=l, |. 252. «,-« = r («,-«) + !l(r_ll) ^.

ip\itn+l for r and b for a,^^ ; thus «, becomes known : d must

lie between - ^1^-^) and
^^^^j . 253. £.045 nearly. 255. Either

5 apples, 3 pears, and 4 peaches ; or 1 2 pears. 2G 1. ^\ - ~'^ + —'

.

a* a^ d^
'

265. The smallest number of coins consists of 1 21 of the larger and
15 of the smaller; the smallest sum of money consists of 10 of

the larger and 1.50 of the smaller. 269. (^lll) (3^+- )
^mnin^.^^
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608 ANSWERS TO MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

272. x=a, b; y=h, a. 273. {1t^2y. 275. The coefficient of a;" is

10-+^(-3)-. 21Q.\-ix-2x';\~?,x^-2x\ 279. 11^ shillings.

281. Between 1 and-4. 282. {xy)^ - J-~m J2
'' ^"^"^ ^^"'^ ^^^^

the first given equation we can find x^ and ijK 285. 5G, 78 •

or30,65. 293.^-^^1^). 294. .^8, ,,-. 3; .= 127, y = 48.

295. 27. 297. £240. 300. 2 log 2 -s^-i-lf
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LES.

afficient of a;" is

). 1 1 ^ shillings.

from this and

285. 5G, 78;

c- 127, 2/ = 48.

:rsity press.




